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Mr. Harold R. Denton
Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor

Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Re: Petition for Enforcement of License
Conditions, NRC Docket Nos. 50-275,50-~ P

Dear Mr. Denton:
This will respond to the PG&E letter of Mr. Fallin

and Ms. Sanderson dated August 10, 1984, urging that the
Commission dismiss NCPA's Petition to Enforce and Modify
License Conditions (hereinafter referred to as "Fallin
Letter" ). PG|'E's letter clarifies its position with respect
to several of the issues underlying NCPA's petition, as does
its Memorandum of Points and Authorities j:n Opposition to
Cities'emurrer filed in Sonoma County Superior Court in the
Healdsburg litigation on August 20, 1984 (hereinafter
"Memorandum" ). 1/ We believe that the Fallin Letter and the
Memorandum underscore the need for prompt and decisive
enforcement action by the Commission.

together with the Fallin Letter, now make it clear, we
believe, that PGGE has violated its Diablo Canyon License
Conditions. Until recently, PGGE had been careful to avoid
taking any public position which could be utilized to
demonstrate its privately stated position that the Diablo
Canyon License Conditions required it to do nothing more than

1/ We note that Ms. Sanderson co-authored both the Fallin
Letter and the Memorandum. We have attached a copy of the
Memorandum to this letter. For your convenience, we have
also attached the principal pleadings which Healdsburg has
made in the Sonoma County court, i.e., its demurrer and sup-
porting memorandum, and its reply to the PGt E Memorandum.
PGaE's complaint is attached to the Fallin Letter.
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Mr. Harold R. Denton September 14, 1984

to meet with a Neighboring Entity in such a way as to be able
to assert that negotiations were taking place. Now it is not
only true (as it has previously been), but clearly
its representations in this proceeding, that PG&E is treating
its NRC license conditions with the same 1ack of respect asit has treated its statutory obligations under the Federal
Power Act and elsewhere. 1/ As we demonstrate below, none of
the positions taken in the Fallin Letter in attempts to avoid
NRC jurisdiction is correct; several of the contentions in
affirmative defense made by that Letter are unsubstantiated
and factually misleading; and the legal analysis contained in
that Letter is simply wrong.

l. The NRC's Authorit

The Fallin Letter begins with the flat assertion
,that since the Diablo Canyon. project is licensed pursuant to
Section 104( b) of the Atomic'nergy Act, and since no
antitrust intervention was filed p'rior'o December 19, 1970,
the NRC's antitrust conditioning authority, beyond the
Commitments themselves, "was only that which it had under the
Atomic Energy Act before license amendment -- none." Fallin
Letter at 2. That analysis is entirely too facile, and is,
moreover, erroneous.

NCPA filed its Petition to Enforce of December 4,
1981 under 10 CFR 52.206. In that Petition, we noted our
belief that PG&E had violated several of the provisions of
its license. The Petition, like NCPA's more recent letter,
was filed prior to the August 10, 1984, issuance of Order
CLI-84-13 (which we understand has now been stayed by order
of the United States Court of Appeals for the District of
Columbia Circuit). If we are correct as to PG&E's obligation
under its license conditions, as we believe you have
previously orally stated directly to PG&E, then PG&E is in
clear violation of its license conditions, as we will show
below. Under the terms of the Atomic Energy Act, the NRC can
modify any license or permit when license conditions have
been violated. 10 CFR 550.100 (1983). All NRC licenses are
subject to modification or amendment "for cause" in
accordance with NRC Regulations. 10 CFR 550.54(e) (1983).
See also 10 C.F.R. 550.55(c). This authority, like the
NRC's authority to suspend a license, is derived from the
NRC's power under Section 186(a) of the Act, 22 U.S.C.
2236(a), to revoke a license "for failure to construct or
operate a facility in accordance with the terms of the
construction permit or license." Because PG&E has violated

1/ For example, PG&E has refused to file its Diablo Canyon
License Conditions with the FERC (except Sections I and VII,
after order of the FERC), apparently on the basis that they
impose no binding obligation upon it.
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Mr. Harold R. Denton September 14, 1984

the antitrust provisions of its license and permit,'ts
=license can and should be modif ied so as to ensure that
repeated violations of the same sort do not occur. See
Vir inia Electric and Power Com an, 2 N.R.C. 498, 534-35,
538-39 (Licensing Board 1975), modified, 3 N.R.C. 347, 390-92
(Appeal Board), aff'd in relevant part, 4 N.R.C. 480, 492 at
n.l2 (1976), aff'd per curiam, 571 F.2d 1289 (4th Cir. 1978) .

2. The Present Status of the Petition

The Fallin Letter states at some length (e.q., p.
3) a version of the November 30, 1982 meeting in Bethesda
between you and your staff, PG&E, and NCPA. Aside from what
appear to us to be clear inaccuracies on less signif icant
matters, 1/ the Fallin Letter states that the NCPA 1981
Petition to Enforce was, by force of an asserted November,
1982 agreement, merged into and done away with when the
Interconnection Agreement was finally executed by PG&E. It
is certainly true that NCPA hoped that PG&E would obey its
license conditions thereafter, and we had certainly hoped
that your instructions to PG&E as to its obligations might be
taken to heart. It is also true that NCPA agreed on November
30, 1982, to the procedures which led to the filing of the
Interconnection Agreement. It is further true, as a prac-
tical matter, that if PG&E; had not openly made it clear thatit declined,to,heed the straightforward admonition which you
stated as to its obligations to serve under the license
conditions, NCPA would not have found it necessary to file
its further -letter complaints of December 7, 1983 and August
1, '1984'. But we, now believe it is clear enough that PG&E
will comply only with its own view of the license
obligations, in spite of,instruction to the contrary by you
and your staff." 'In these circumstances, we have pursued this
further complaint. We are not aware of any agreement of the
sort suggested by the Fallin Letter (at p. 3) by which the
complaint proceeding would have expired, and it is not
obvious what the terms of such an "agreement" would have
been. PG&E cites none, has previously cited none, and we are
unable to recall such an "agreement." While all parties may
have hoped that things would be better, it does not appear
that PG&E has modified its view of its license obligations
(or, more particularly, its lack of license obligations), and
indeed, there have been fresh license violations.

The Fallin Letter, at 5, clearly misstates NCPA's
August 1 Petition at 7-8. A comparison of PG&E's

1/ For example, the Fallin Letter refers to "only one issue"
(at p. 3), while the "Agenda" which was distributed by your
staff on November 30, 1982 contains six items.
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Nr. Harold R. Denton September 14, 1984

characterization of NCPA's position with what NCPA actually
said makes it clear that NCPA did not "complain that (the
Interconnection Agreement] is the product of 'blackmail' or
"suggestI;] that NCPA will repudiate any portions of the
contract that it does not like." The assertion that the
In terconnec t ion Agreement " is the product of 'lackmail ' is
PG&E's characterization; and although it may be accurate, it
is PG&E's Freudian slip, rather than NCPA's characterization.
Reference to pp. 7-8 of the August 1 Petition demonstrates
that what NCPA actually asserted was:

Second, and perhaps even more
important, NCPA believes that it is
essential for this Commission to
establish that the license conditions do,
in fact, impose an obligation of
substance if they are not to be used for
direct economic blackmail. PG&E has made
clear to NCPA that it does not believe
itself bound to provide services under
the Diablo Canyon License Conditions
unless NCPA is willing to accede to any
and all conditions imposed by PG&E for
doing so, no matter how outrageous. As
noted above, PG&E has represented to the
FERC its belief that it is under no
obligation to provide refunds if its
filing is contested and if the FERC finds
the rates, term and conditions unjust and
unreasonable. Indeed, PG&E has made
clear its belief that it can insist on
binding a Neighboring Entity not to
contest such terms as it may consider
unlawful on pain of having the filing
withdrawn, and that it can withdraw the
f iling if the FERC, sue ~sonte, requires
a change to make the fsling just and
reasonable.

When PG&E finally agreed to file an
interconnection agreement with NCPA, it
was, by its terms, not to become
effective until accepted by the FERC
without changes. Section 9.3. Since the
geothermal plant had become operational
in early 1983, and since NCPA was losing
some S30,000 er da by being required to
purchase PG&E power instead of being
permitted to utilize the'utput of its
ow'n,resource,e 'it was extremely important
t'o 'NCPA that the FERC accept the
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Mr. Harold R. Denton September 14, 1984

Interconnection Agreement as quickly as
possible, and NCPA did not contest the
terms of Section 9.4, which permits PG&E
to terminate service under the
Interconnection Agreement on a three-year
notice basis. While that Section
provides that termination will not affect
any rights NCPA may have under the
Stanislaus Commitments, "to the extent
such services are required by the
Stanislaus Commitments", PG&E has made it
clear that it does not believe that there
are any services required under the
Stanislaus Commitments. While NCPA
believes that the Federal Power Act
permits it to contest a filing by PG&E to
terminate service, PG&E does not. The
FERC left this issue open in its Order of
September 14, 1983, in Docket No.
ER83-683-000 which finally permitted NCPA
to obtain the output from its own unit.
24 F.E.R.C. 1i61,286 at 61,588.

It is significant, we believe, that PG&E, in the Fallin
Letter, does not contest any of these assertions, limiting
itself to mischaracterizing them in a way to suggest that
NCPA was seeking something improper. 1/ Indeed, the filings
made by NCPA with the FERC stating NCPA's view of the FERC's
power to review, suspend, and reject a termination notice
were precisely what NCPA had told PG&E it would do in advance
of PG&E's filing of the Interconnection Agreement. NCPA had
also previously advised PG&E that the difference of views as
to the obligations imposed by the license conditions would
probably have to be resolved by the NRC if PG&E persisted in
its asserted positions.

f

1/ After a factual st'atement as to the filing of the
PG&E-Santa Clara Interconnection Agreement, NCPA went on to
state:

Thus, it seems quite clear that the
potential for absolute economic blackmail
is established, and is likely to be used
again, if PG&E's interpretation of its
lack of obligation under the License
Conditions is permitted to stand.

This does not appear to be the segment referred to by the
Fallin Letter, as it seems even less supportive of the
assertions made than the segment set out in full above. This
statement, however, is self-evidently true.
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Mr. Harold R. Denton September 14, 1984

3. The License Terms

The Stanislaus Commitments have been in effect
since 1976, as conceded at p. 6 of the Fallin Letter. 1/
Several of the License Conditions directly relevant to the

throughout) .

Section F.(2) requires that:

Interconnection agreements negotiated
pursuant to these license conditions
.shall be sub'ect to the following

,,",paragraphs "a" through "g,":, "

~ ~ ~

f. An interconnection agreement
shall not'rohibit any party from
entering'nto other interconnection
agreements, but may provide that (1)
Applicant receive adequate notice of

'any additional interconnection
arran'gement with others.

Section F.(6) provides, in directory form, that:

Upon request, Applicant shall offer to
sell firm, whole or partial requirements
power for a specified period to an inter-
connected Neighboring Entity or
Neighboring'istribution System under a
contract with reasonable terms and con-
ditions including provisions which permit
Applicant to recover its costs.

Section F.(7) provides, also in directory terms, that:

a. Applicant shall transmit power pur-
suant to interconnection agreements, with
provisions which are appropriate to the
requested transactions and which are con-
sistent with these license conditions.
~ ~ ~

d. Rate schedules and agreements for
transmission services provided under this
Section shall be filed by Applicant with
the regulatory agency having jurisdiction
over such rates and agreements.

1/ Those Conditions were first added formally to the Diablo
Canyon Nuclear plant License on December 6, 1978.
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Mr. Harold R. Denton September 14, 1984

Section F.(9) provides that:

a. All rates, charges, terms and prac-
tices are and shall be sub'ect to the
acceptance and approval of any regulatory
agencies or courts having jurisdiction
over them.

PG&E's position, expressed in the Fallin Letter and in its
need not act in any way consistent with, any, of the above
sections, as we shall show.

n
P

4. The Healdsbur Facts

The Fallin Letter's description of the Healdsburg
facts appears to us to be extraordinarily misleading. We

furnish herewith for your convenience a copy of the relevant
documents presently pending bef'ore the Superior Court in
California. 1/

Article 1 of the contract between Healdsburg and
PG&E, attached to the Complaint, provides:

(a) PGandE shall sell and deliver to
Healdsburg, and Healdsburg shall purchase
and receive from PGandE all Power
required by Healdsburg except for such
Northwest Energy as may from time to time
be delivered by PGandE to Healdsburg
under the provisions of the NCPA-PGandE
Temporary Transmission Contract.

(b) Nothing in this Agreement shall be
interpreted in such a way as to prevent
Healdsburg from seeking to obtain Power
from sources other than PGandE or deve-
loping its own sources.

(c) In the event Healdsburg is able to obtain
or develop Power from sources other than
PGandE and still wishes to continue
purchasing some Power from PGandE, at
Healdsburg's request the Parties shall
endeavor in good faith to amend, supple-
ment or supersede this Agreement in order

~1 As noted ~su taPGAE',s Complaint is attached to the
Fallin Letter. We attach hereto Healdsburg's demurrer and sup-
porting memorandum, its reply to PGaE's Memorandum, and all
attachments to each of these.
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Mr. Harold R. Denton -8- September 14, 1984

to accommodate Healdsburg's purchase and
use of such other sources of Power on
terms and conditions which are just and
reasonable.

PGaE relies entirely upon Article 1(a) in its Memorandum and
asserts that Articles l(b) and l(c) are "permissive only" and
that the language "imposes no requirement on PGandE other
than ~u on receueet, to endeavor in good faith with City to
alter the contractual relationship on reasonable terms to
accommodate other sources of power. Nothing in the contract
forced PGandE to substitute power from another source."
Memorandum at 8, emphasis in original.

It is abundantly clear that City did obtain
commitments of power from other sources and did request PGSE
to amend or supplement the agreement 1/ to permit it to
utilize that power. (Healdsburg Memorandum of Points and
Authorities In Support of Demurrer, Attachment ll, as to
power from Turlock Irrigation District; id., Attachment 16,
as to power from WAPA) . It is equally clear that PGS E agreed
"Pursuant to our Stanislaus Commitments" to permit the
transaction involving power from TID ( Id., Attachment 12).
As„ to the transaction from WAPA,,however, it is clear that
PG6E flatly refused, for reasons which have absolutely
nothing to do with the contract upon which PGS E relies in the
Healdsburg litigation, ( Id., Attachment 17). 2/ Indeed, the
only reasons cited by PGS E on the several occasions on whichit refused to negotiate are both irrelevant to its contract
with City and not so much as mentioned by PGGE in the
lawsuit 3/ (Id."~,'ttachment 23, in response to Attachment 22;
Attachments 24 and 25, in partial response to Attachment 21;
Attachment 28, in response to Attachment 27). 4/

Preliminarily, of course, it may be noted that the
California Commercial Code, 51203, imposes an obligation of

1/ We need not here reach the fact that City had been
seeking a more comprehensive agreement, through NCPA, for
over a decade at that time.

2/ The reasons relied upon by PGaE in its refusals to
negotiate are, City believes, erroneous, but the legal merit
of those arguments is not at issue here.

3/ Indeed, we understand PG&E to-have stated that it relies
entirely upon its contract with City for its claim.

4/ In 1982, PGGE's objections were based on questions con-
cerning WAPA's ability to sell the power in question to NCPA.
In a complete turnabout, PGGE has told the Sonoma County
court, Memorandum at 6, 9, that it is entitled to compen-
sation from Healdsburg whether or not the NAPA-NCPA sale was
carried out.
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Mr. Harold R. Denton September 14, 1984

good faith in the performahce or enforcement of every
contract or duty within that Code, and 51102(3) makes it
clear that the obligation of good faith, diligence,
reasonableness and care prescribed by the Code may not be
disclaimed by agreement. This obligation, of course, is the
same obligation of a party to a contract to perform in good
faith which has long been extant in California at common law.
As stated in Jacobs v. Freeman, 104 Cal. App. 3d 177, 188-189
(1980), " 'In every contract there is an implied covenant of
good faith and fair dealing that neither party will do
anything which injures the right of the other to receive the
benef its of the agreement. '... The implied covenant
imposes upon the parties an obligation to do everything that
the contract presupposes they will do to accomplish its
purpose."

The precise terms of the contract, however, are not
important for this purpose. For it is PGsE's position in the

in'he Fallin Letter, that demonstrate most clearly its view
of its license conditions.

5. PGSE's Position

PGGE states its position at p. 6 of the Fallin
Letter, recognizing that the Healdsburg-PG&E contract
"provided for the parties to negotiate regarding the purchase
from other sources by Healdsburg." It goes directly on,
however, to misstate the facts as follows:

Rejecting both alternatives, Healdsburg
unilaterally declared that power received was
not PGandE power and withheld payment due
PGandE, thereby breaching its contract.

In fact, as is clear from PGsE's own correspondence, 1/ PGSE
declined to negotiate with Healdsburg on grounds that had
nothing whatever to do with its current suit, and now
maintains its suit based upon its assertion, Memorandum at 9,
that "City is obligated to purchase all of its power from
PGandE unless the contract was amended" and that, at 10-11,
"[s]ince the contract was not amended in any way relevant to
this case, City had thus disabled itself by the terms of its
own agreement from purchasing power from any source other
than PGandE." PGaE's contention thus is that it had the
unrestricted right to refuse a request by Healdsburg to
permit it to purchase any portion of,its energy or capacity

1

1/ See Healdsburg Memorandum of Points and Authorities in Support
of Demurrer, Attachments 17,. 23-25, 28.,
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Mr. Harold R. Denton -10- September 14, 1984

requirements from others. The Fallin Letter, at 6, states
the same proposition:

The obvious flaw in NCPA's position is
that the Commitments do not purport to
abrogate or amend the Healdsburg or any
other wholesale power contract. In fact,
the Commitments ~receded the Healdsburg
contract by more than five years; the
parties were well aware of the
Commitments while the contract was being
negotiated.

The Fallin Letter goes on, at 7, to state:

An elementary examination of PGandE's
complaint . . . demonstrates no PGandE
claim that it can violate or has violated
the Stanislaus Commitments. That's not
surprising since, as we pointed out
before, the Stanislaus Commitments have
no bearing on the lawsuit. 1/

PG&E's position is thus clear that, in its view, it was not
obligated under its license 'conditions to offer Healdsburg
the requested partial requirements contract, and it was
entitled to force Healdsburg to agree to a full requirements
contract instead. 2/ Thus, PG&E's clear position is that no
Neighboring Entity or Neighboring Distribution System may
rely upon PG&E's obligations to serve as stated in the
license conditions, since they may be forced to sign away
protections imposed by those conditions. If that position
were correct, then the license conditions would truly be
meaningless, in light of PG&E',s proven ability to "negotiate"
for more than a decade when it suits its purposes to do so.

In NCPA's view, once''PG&E was requested to provide
partial requirements service, it was obligated by the license
conditions to offer to do so. Regardless of whether the

1/ The sentence in the Fallin Letter following that quoted
above is another misrepresentation of NCPA's position, as may
be determined by comparing the cited reference in context
with PG&E's characterization of it.
2/ Of course, the PG&E-Healdsburg contract was not a full
requirements contract, as it required PG&E to endeavor in
good faith to accommodate any alternative sources which
Healdsburg might find.
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Mr. Harold R. Denton -11- Sep tember 14, 1984

license conditions modif ied rights under 'prexisting
contracts, as PG&E has asserted to the FERC, it is clear that
the contract at issue between Healdsburg and PG&E was an
interconnection agreement negotiated "pursuant to these
license conditions" within the meaning of Section F.(2) of
the license, conditions. ,The only basis of PG&E's suit
against Healdsburg, is that Healdsburg is required to take
full requirements service from PG&E. Section F.'(2)f of the
license conditions provides that a contract may not preclude
a party from entering into, other power supply contracts.
Section F.(6) of the license conditions provides that "upon
request, Applicant shall offer to sell firm . . . partial
requirements power" to entities such as Healdsburg. The
only basis for 'PG&E's suit, as stated by it, is~ that it was
not obligated and is not obligated to offer to sell partial
requirements power to Healdsburg. This simply cannot be.
In fact, PG&E's position constitutes confession of multiple
violations of its Diablo Canyon license, not the least of
which are refusals to enter into partial requirements service
agreements in 1981 and 1982, and failure promptly to report
these refusals to the Commission as license violations in
accordance with License Condition H.

6. The License Conditions Are Not Meanin less

Healdsburg, through NCPA and separately, sought a
partial requirements contract from PG&E. PG&E signed the
contract attached to its Complaint as Exhibit A, which was
all that it would agree to. If, as PG&E asserts, that
contract is not a partial requirements contract, and moreover
the significance of the license conditions disappeared once
the contract was signed, then that contract bears witness to
the fact that the license conditions utterly failed to
restrain PG&E. This interpretation stands the intent of the
Atomic Energy Act on its head.

The Stanislaus Commitments (now part of the license
conditions for Diablo Canyon) were thought to be necessary by
the Department of Justice in order to curb PG&E's monopoly
power. If PG&E were correct, and it could force neighboring
entities to negotiate away PG&E's obligations under the
license conditions, the license conditions would restrain
PG&E not a whit. They would in no way "remedy the situation
inconsistent with the antitrust laws which the Department
perceives to exist." Letter from John F. Bonner, President,
PG&E, to Honorable Thomas C. Kauper, Esq., dated April 30/
1976. Nor would they "obviate the antitrust problems posed
by PG&E's activities and . . . remedy the situation
inconsistent with the antitrust laws which we believe has
existed in Northern and Central California." Letter of
Thomas E. Kauper to Howard K. Shapar, Esq., of May 5, 1976,
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Mr. Harold R. Denton -12- September 14, 1984

transmitting the Stanislaus Commitments, 41 Fed. Reg. 20,225
(1976). Indeed, if PG&E were correct, the Commitments simply
permit it to continue its policy of antitrust violations,
rather than, as Mr. Kauper thought, "moot the questions of
anticompetitive conduct by PGandE which have come to our
attention." Id. at 3, 41 Fed. Reg. at 20,226. As we now
show, PGGE's interpretation of the Stanislaus Conditions is
simply erroneous as a matter of law.

It is axiomatic that "no obligation of a contract
can extend to the defeat of legitimate government authority."
Le al Tender Cases, 79 U.S. ( 12 Wall.) 457, 551 (1872). Even
Lochner v. New York, 198 U.S. 45 (1905), in which the Court
rejected a state maximum hour regulation, began its analysis
by conceding that the state "has power to prevent the
individual from making certain kinds of contracts." Id. at
53. The limitations of Lochner did not survive; the
government now can and does regulate the hours and wages of
employees. Contracts establishing subminimum wages are no
barrier for claims for the legal minimum; the contract falls
before the law. E.cC., West Coast Hotel Co. v. Parrish, 300
U.S. 379 (1937). As the court there held, it is irrelevant
to the law that an employer can browbeat his employees to
"waive" the benefits of the minimum wage laws, for the
curbing of the superior power of the employer is one of the
precise goals of such laws.

The license conditions in the Diablo Canyon license
must, by statute, be obeyed by PG&E. Alabama Power Co. v.
FPC, 128 F.2d 280, 293 (D.C. Cir.), cert. denied, 317 U.S.
652 (1942) ("Having received its license subject to such
conditions, and'enjoying such privileges as it does, subject
to the severe limitations imposed by the statute, the Company
cannot shuck off its obligations as a licensee and set itself
up in another capacity, or avoid the comprehensive and
inclusive powers, of the Commission" ). They represent more
than a consensual agreement which may be ignored if PGaE is
willing to face a civil suit for, damages. A license
obligation is not something which may be utilized as a
bargaining chip and withheld by PGS E unless a Neighboring
Entity is willing to agree to a outrageous set of terms and
conditions. It is particularly offensive when PGaE uses its
monopoly power to force a Neighboring Entity to contract to
forego the right to contest outrageous terms of such a rate
schedule, particularly since License Condition F.(9)a.
provides that there will be FERC review of such rate schedule
to assure that it is just and reasonable.

It is clear that PG&E cannot lawfully force
Neighboring Entities to waive their rights under the license
conditions. As the United States Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia Circuit said only recently, ~Gra v.
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Mr.'arold R. Denton -13- September 14, 1984

American Ex ress Co., No. 83-1475 (D.C. Cir., August 31,
1984), in a very similar circumstance, statutory protections
may not be waived by agreement. The Fair Credit Billing Act
provides that a credit card issuer "shall not cause the
cardholder's account to be restricted or closed because of
the failure of the obligor'o pay the amount in dispute." The

'cardholder agreement provided that American Express could
terminate the agreement, with or without cause, at any time.
In the words of the court, "American Express seems to argue
that, despite [the Fair Credit Billing Act], it can exercise
its right to cancellation for cause unrelated to the disputed
amount, or for no cause, thus bringing itself out from under
the statute." Id., slip op. at 7. This is precisely PG&E's
argument, viz, that the terms of the Healdsburg contract (or
any given service agreement) take the PG&E-Healdsburg
relationship (or any service relationship involving PG&E)
outside the scope of the Stanislaus Commitments. The court's
reaction to American Express's version of this argument was
as follows:

At the very least, the argument is
audacious. American Express would
restrict the efficacy of the statute to
those situations where the parties have
not agreed to a "without cause, without
notice" cancellation clause, or to those
cases where the cardholder can prove that
the sole reason for cancellation was the
amount in dispute.

The effect of American Express's
. argument is to allow the equivalent of a

"waiver" of coverage of the Act simply by
allowing the parties to contract it
away. . . . The rationale of consumer
protection legislation is to even out the
inequalities that consumers normally
bring to the bargain. To allow such
protection to be waived by boiler plate
language of the contract puts the
legislative process to a .foolish and
unproductive task. A court ought not
impute such nonsense to a Congress intent
on correcting abuses in the market place.

Id. at 7-8. Nor are these the only cases relevant to the
point. See, e.cC., Boatland, Inc. v. Brunswick Cor ., 558
F.2d 818 (6th Cir. 1977), in which the Wisconsin Fair
Dealership Law allowed terminations of a dealer only for
cause, and gave the dealer 60 days in which to rectify any
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claimed deficiency. In light of the legislative purpose "to
equalize the bargaining power between the parties and to
promote fair dealing," 558 F.2d at 823, the provisions of the
law were held to supersede the dealership contract in
question, which stated that it was terminable without cause
on 30 days'otice.

There are numerous other contracts which have been
invalidated in whole or in part as against public policy when
they had attempted to force waivers of statutory rights.
E.q., Geor e Foreman Associates, Ltd. v. Foreman, 389 F.
Supp. 1308 (N.D. Cal. 1974), aff'd, 517 F.2d 354 (9th Cir.
1975); United States v. Murtau h, 190 F.2d 407 (4th Cir.
1951); Shadis v. Heal, 685 F.2d 824 (3d Cir.), cert. denied,
459 U.S. 970 (1982). If PG&E's position, Fallin Letter at 6,
that "the Commitments do not purport to abrogate or amend the
Healdsburg or any other wholesale power contract" is correct
(and for a change, it is certainly clear), then the
Commitments are meaningless. 1/ If license conditions are
meaningless, there is little basis for the people of
California or the western states to have any confidence in
the efficacy of the health and safety conditions contained in
the Diablo Canyon licenses or in PGaE's operation of the
Diablo Canyon plant. 2/ We do not believe that this is what
Congress had intended; we do not believe that this is what
the license conditions were drafted to achieve; and we do not
believe that it is in the interest of this Commission, or,
indeed, in PGSE's own long-range interest, that PG&E should
be permitted to continue,to utilize the Commitments to argue
to the FERC that nothing needs to be done by the FERC because
any and all antitrust problems have been solved by the
Commitments while telling the parties involved that

1/ Obviously, PG&E has the power to,"persuade" Neighboring
Entities to agree to a contract waiving rights established by
the Stanislaus Commitments; were this not the case, there
would have. been no need for the Commitments in the first
place. If the Commitments are to have any meaning, then
waiver must be impossible.

2/ In this regard, PGSE's violation of the reporting
requirements of Condition H of its license, which governs
health and safety condition violations as well as antitrust
condition violations, is particularly troubling.
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obligations "imposed" by the Commitments need not be provided
by PGGE unless in return for exorbitant and unreasonable
terms and conditions which it will not subject to FERC
scrutiny.

Respectfully submitted,

Robert C. McDiarmid
Counsel for the Northern
California Power Agency

cc- Hon. Samuel J. Chilk
Benjamin H. Vogler, Esq.
Philip A. Crane, Jr., Esq.
Malcolm H. Furbush, Esq.
Michael J. Strumwasser, Esq.
Melanic Stewart Cutler, Esq.
Donald A. Kaplan, Esq.
All Parties, Docket No. 50-275 (without attachments)

B Federal Ex ress

Jack F. Fallin, Jr., Esq.
Shirley A. Sanderson, Esq.

Attachments

RCMcD:jbs
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Defendant City of Healdsburg, California, demurs to the

complaint on file herein, as follows:
1. That the complaint does not state facts sufficient to

constitute a cause of action.
2. That the Court has no jurisdiction of the subject of

the cause of action alleged in the complaint.

WHEREFORE, defendant prays:
DONOVGH. HOLLAND

5 ALLEN
~ON55%NAL COA>0>ATION





1 1. That this demurrer be sustained and plaintiff take

nothing by its complaint.

2. That defendant be granted judgment for costs of suit.
3. For such other and further relief as the Court deems

just and proper.

DATED: June l8, 1984.

Respectfully submitted,

C.
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Defendant City of Healdsburg, California ("Healdsburg"),
submits this memorandum in support of its demurrer. For the

reasons discussed in this memorandum, He'aldsburg respectfully
submits that Pacific Gas and Electric Company's ("PG&E")

complaint should be dismissed.
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SVMMARY OF HEALDSBURG ' POSITION

10

PG&E is not entitled to recover under any theory 'on the

transactions described in its complaint. The power in question,
which it transmitted to Healdsburg, did not belong to it, but
was delivered to PG&E by the Western Area Power Administration
("NAPA") for delivery to Healdsburg. Thus, PG&E has not been

injured by Healdsburg's failure to pay PG&E for power which PG&E

never owned.

pG&E nas also not informed the Court of the totality of the

conditions under which PG&E is required by the Federal Energy

Regulatory Commission ("FERC") and the Nuclear Regulatory

12

13

14

15

16

Commission ("NRC") to conduct its wholesale power transactions.
Specifically, conditions on PG&E's Diablo Canyon licenses (parts
of which were also required to be filed at the FERC) prohibited
PG&E from refusing to transmit the NAPA power to Healdsburg.
PG&E was also required by the express terms of the contract

17

18

19

which it attached to the complaint to negotiate in good faith
with Healdsburg to allow it to purchase from other suppliers.

Based on these facts, PG&E has not stated facts sufficient
20 to constitute a cause of action.
21 Moreover, if there were any auestion as to the merits of
22

23

24

25

26

27
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PG&E's complaint, this Court is obligated to refer the issue

raised by the complaint to FERC. The complex web of contractual
and statutory provisions that would have to be construed, if the

Court were to undertaKe to even consider the relief sought by

this claim, is within the exclusive primary jurisdiction of the

FERC. The doctrine of primary jurisdiction requires the Court

to defer in the first instance to the FERC, in order to allow it





to bring its expertise to bear on the interpretation of its
governing statute, regulations and tariffs, and to preserve the

effectiveness and uniformity of FERC regulation in this area.

FACTUAL BACKGROUND

PG&E alleges that PG&E and Healdsburg "[o]n or about May 5,

1981, ... entered into a written contract in which [PG&E] agreea

9

C
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13

15

16
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20
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to sell and deliver to the City, and the City agreed to purchase

and receive from [PG&E] all of the electric capacity and energy

required by the City ...." (Complaint %8.) Tnis contract, a

tariff regulated pursuant to section 205 of the Federal Power

Act, 16 U.S.C. $ 824d, was filed and "was duly accepted for filing
by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission ("FERC")

(Complaint g9.)

PG&E then alleges that, pursuant to that contract, it
supplied all the City's electric requirements and that the City
"has breached the contract by refusing and failing to pay" the

bills rendered to it by PG&E. (Complaint 91110-12.) The period

at issue is May-September 1982. (Complaint gll.) PG&E asserts

that it "has fully performed all of its obligations under the

contract." (Complaint 913.)

The contract, which is attached to the complaint, provides,

inter alia, that:
"(b) Nothing in this Agreement shall be interpreted

in such a way as to prevent Healdsburg from seeking to
obtain Power from sources other than PGandE or developingits own sources.

"(c) In the event Healdsburg is able to obtain or
develop Power from sources other than PGandE and still
wishes to continue purchasing some Power from PGandE, at
Healdsburg's request the Parties shall endeavor in good
faith to amend, supplement or supersede this Agreement in
order to accommodate Healdsburg's purchase and use of such





1 other sources of Power on terms and conditions which are
just and reasonable."

Contract p.3 (Exhibit A to Complaint) .

As more fully discussed below, this suit is based on

purchases of power by Healdsburg from a supplier other than PG&E,

to which PGaE would not consent.

In addition to the contract provisions quoted above, PGSE',s

obligations under law include other conditions imposed by the

FERC and the NRC on transactions of the sort governed by the

contract. Specifically, the additional obligations, to which

PG6E has obliquely referred, include the following.—1/

12 The Diablo Can on License Conditions Before the NRC

13

14

15

On December 6, 1978, the NRC amended PG6E's Diablo Canyon

Construction Permits (CPPR-39, CPPR-69) to include certain

license conditions. 43 Fed. Reg. 59,934 (1978) (Attachment 1

16 hereto). On September 22, 1981, the NRC issued a license to

C

17

18

19

Diablo Canyon Nuclear Project No. 1 which also included those

conditions. (Attachments 2-5 hereto) .— Those conditions2/

20

21
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These additional obligations are proper subjects of
judicial notice pursuant to California Evidence Code 55452
and 453. Appendix A to this memorandum lists all documents and
facts relied on herein of which this Court is requested to take
judicial notice, in accordance with section 430.70 of the
California Code of Civil Procedure.

Z/ Attachment 2 is the Federal Register notice of the license
issuance, 46 Fed. Reg. 47,514 (1981). Attachment 3 is the offi-
cial NRC order issuing the license, Pacific Gas a Electric Co.
(Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and 2), 14 NRC 598
(1981). Attachment 4 is the Facility Operating License for
Diablo Canyon Unit 1, as issued by the NRC on September 22,
1981. Attachment 5 is the Diablo Canyon license conditions as
they appeared in the Federal Register in 1976, 41 Fed. Reg.
20,225 (1976).
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3

were effective during all relevant periods, ana are effective
now. Those license conditions require PG&E to make available to

neighboring entities such as Healdsburg, the Northern California
Power Agency ("NCPA") and others, additional services beyond

those provided for in the contracts between PG&E and Healdsburg,
3/including transmission of power from other sources.—

1012'he

FERC summarized the Diablo Canyon license conditions as-

"generally describ[ing] conditions under which PG&E is bound to
provide services such as interconnection, transmission, access

to nuclear generation, capacity and energy exchange, and reserve

coordination to other utilities requesting such service."
Pacific Gas and Electric Co., ll FERC 1161,246 at p. 61,484

13 (1980), aff '6 without ~pinion, 679 F. 2d 262 (D.C. Cia. 1982) .

14 Section 2 F.(6) of the Diablo Canyon license conditions

15 provides:

16

17

Q 18

19

"Upon reguest, Applicant [PG&E] shall offer to sell
partial requirements power ... to an interconnected

Neighboring Entity ... under a contract with reasonable
terms and conditions including provisions which permit
Applicant to recover its costs."

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28
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These conditions are often referred to as the "Stanislaus
Commitments." On April 30, 1976, PG&E entered into an agreement
with the Assistant Attorney General, Antitrust Division, United
States Department of Justice. That agreement provided that,
pursuant to the statutory antitrust review procedures of the
Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, 42 U.S.C. $ 2135, the
Department of Justice would not recommend an antitrust hearing
at the NRC if PG&E would agree to the inclusion of what became
known as the "Stanislaus Conditions" in its proposed NRC license
for the Stanislaus Nuclear Project. That agreement further
provided that, in the event that PG&E did not proceed with the
Stanislaus Nuclear Project, PG&E would agree to the inclusion of
those conditions in its Diablo Canyon Nuclear project license.
43 Fed. Reg. 59,934 (1978).

a

~ ~
H





The Stanislaus Commitments at 2 F. (7) require PG&E to

transmit power from entities such. as the WAPA to entities such

as Healasburg. That portion of the license conditions states:

"Applicant [PG&E] shall transmit power pursuant to inter-
connection agreements, with provisions which are appropriate
to the requested transaction and which are consistent with
these license conditions.... [S]uch service shall be
provided (1) between two ... Neighboring Entities

Healdsburg and WAPA are treated as Neighboring Entities under

the Diablo Canyon license conditions.

The Diablo Can on License Conditions Filed at the FERC

12

13

14

15

16

17

19

20

21

22

On June 2, 1980, the FERC issued an order requiring PG&E to

file certain portions of the Diablo Canyon license conditions

with it. Pacific Gas & Electric Co., FERC Docket No. E-7777(II),
ll FERC g61,246 (1980) (Attachment 6 hereto). PG&E sought

rehearing of that order, which rehearing was denied on August 8,

1980. 12 FERC 962,097 (1980) (Attachment 7 hereto) . PG&E f iled
Section 2 F. (7) of the license conditions with the FERC under

protest on June 17, 1980. PG&E's appeal to the United States

Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit of that
order requiring it to make the filing with the FERC was rejected
on May 17, 1982, when the FERC order was summarily affirmed.

679 F.2d 262 (Attachment 8 hereto) . Thus, as of June 17, 1980,

well before the date of the transactions at issue here, PG&E's

23 obligations enforceable at the FERC included an obligation to
24

25

26

27

2$
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transmit power to Healdsburg from sources other than PG&E.

Prior Modifications of the Contract

Twice prior .to the events leading to this litigation, PG&E

modified the contract which it has here alleged requires
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1 Healdsburg to purchase all of its power from PG&E. Both amend-

ments followed the same course, and both were filed with the

FERC.

Beginning March 1, 1982, Healdsburg purchased capacity and

energy from WAPA, an agency of the United States government, in
addition to the capacity and energy purchased from PG&E. PG&E

filed with the FERC an amendatory agreement modifying its
earlier-filed contract (that contract alleged as basis of this

9

C;:-

complaint) on June 20, 1983, to be effective March 1, 1982.

48 Fed. Reg. 31,295 (1983) (Attachment 9 hereto). That filing
reflected the right of Healdsburg to purchase capacity and energy

from NAPA beginning March 1, 1982. On August 16, 1983, PG&E

13 filed with the FERC a contract for transmission service, dated

August 2, 1983, between PG&E and WAPA providing for transmission

15 of such power to, inter alia, Hasid bsugr, anc recuested that the

16 FERC permit the contract thus filed to become effective on

17 March 1, 1982 ~ 48 Fed ~ Reg ~ 39,139 (1983) (Attachment 10

hereto).

19 Also on June 20, 1983, PG&E filed with the FERC an amendment

20 to the contract which is Exhibit A to PG&E's complaint, to be

21

22

effective March 1, 1982, to and including June 30, 1982. This

amendment reflects the right of Healdsburg to purchase energy

23 arranged for by NCPA from the Turlock Irrigation District
24 ///

///
///
///
///
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("TID")-.— 48 Fed. Reg. 31,295 (1983) (Attachment 9 hereto) .
4/

In connection with this transaction, on September 23, 1982, PG&E

tendered for filing with the FERC a contract dated June 24, 1982,

providing for transmission by PG&E for NCPA of surplus energy

from TID. That contract covered the period March 30, 1982, to
and including June 30, 1982. 47 Fed. Reg. 44,875 (1982)

(Attachment 13 hereto).

The Transactions at Issue Here

9

.5 as 10

12

13

14

By letter dated May 3, 1982, NCPA, on behalf of its
members, requested WAPA to sell it surplus energy available to
WAPA during the summer of 1982 (Attachment 14 hereto) . By

letter dated May 7, 1982, WAPA offered to sell NCPA surplus
power from May 1, 1982, on (Attachment 15 hereto) . A May 11,

1982, letter from NCPA to PG&E confirmed a previous oral
15 notification to PG&E that NCPA was entering into an agreement

17

18

19

20

21

with NAPA for purchase of surplus power (Attachment 16 hereto).
This was the same procedure that had been followed in the

previous purchases from WAPA and TID. NCPA stated in its letter
to PG&E its understanding that the power would be transmitted
pursuant to the .Diablo Canyon license conditions.

22

23

24

25

26

27

29
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4/ Healasburg is a member of NCPA, a public agency created by
a joint powers agreement entered into pursuant to Chapter 5,Division 7, Title I of the California Government Code. On
March 29, 1982, NCPA advised PG&E that NCPA had entered into a
contract to purchase energy from TID that might be surplus toTID's needs during the months March through June 1982. NCPA
reguested, pursuant to the Stan'islaus Commitments (i.e., the
Diablo Canyon license conditions), PG&E's agreement to transmitthis energy to, inter alia, Eealdsburg (Attachment 11 hereto) .
pGAE responded on April 12, 1992, undertaking, pursuant to its
Stanislaus Commitments, to provide such transmission service
from March 30, 1982P until June 30P 1982 (Attachment 12 hereto).
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1 On May '25'982$ PG&E responded„to NCPA's letter. It
claimed the transaction would breach WAPA's contract with PG&E,

and that it had no obligation to transmit'nder the Stanislaus
Commitments. — It did not claim, suggest or otherwise imply5/

C"

7

10

that the transaction would breach the PG&E/Healdsburg agreement

(Attachment 17 hereto) .

In a letter-contract dated May 28, 1982, WAPA sent NCPA the

final terms for the sale of surplus energy from May 1 to

September 30, 1982 (Attachment -18 hereto). NCPA approved this
agreement by resolution on June 8, 1982 (Resolution No. 82-18,

Attachment 19 hereto) . Healdsburg executed this agreement on

12

13

July 27, 1982 (Attachment 20 hereto).

By letter dated June 8, 1982; NCPA answered the concerns

C:

14

15

16

17

18

19

addressed in PG&E's May 25, 1982, letter, stated its belief that
PG&E was obligated to transmit the power, pursuant to the

Stanislaus Commitments (i'.e., the Diablo Canyon license
conditions), to Healdsburg and other cities, and said that WAPA

surplus power would continue to be scheduled into the PG&E

transmission systems, and that Healdsburg and other NCPA members

20 to whom the energy was directea would recalculate PG&E bills
21

22

23

24

25

26

27

2S I.e., the Diablo Canyon license conditions.5/
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1 rendered on any other basis (Attachment 21 hereto). — WAPA6/

informed PG&E of the power sales arrangements by letter dated

June ll, 1982 (Attachment 22 hereto).

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

,22

PG&E responded to WAPA in letters dated June 16 and June 24,

1982 (Attachments 23 and 24 hereto). PG&E asserted that NAPA

had breached 'its statutory authority and violated its contract

with PG&E. These letters also served as the substance of PG&E's

response to NCPA (letter dated June 25, 1982, enclosing letters
of June 16 and June 24, 1982, Attachment 25 hereto).

WAPA issued a general notice of its intent to sell surplus

power aurxng the July-September 1982 period on June 29, 1982

(Attachment 26 hereto). This notice described the PG&E/NCPA/WAPA

controversy outlined above.

NCPA proposed an escrow account, pending resolution of the

dispute, in a June 30, 1982, letter to PG&E (Attachment 27

hereto) .

In a letter dated July 29, 1982, PG&E wrote to NCPA, claim-

ing that six cities, including Healdsburg, had not paid their
bills to PG&E (Attachment 28 hereto). It said that these cities
asserted that they had purchased power from NCPA pursuant to the

May 28, 1982, NCPA/WAPA agreement. PG&E said, "In effect, WAPA

23

24

25

26

27

25

In response to PG&E's argument that the PG&E/WAPA contract
prevented WAPA from selling power to Healdsburg, NCPA referred
to PG&E's own contrary position taken in its Second Post-Hearing
Brief in Pacific Gas & Electric Co., FERC Docket No. E-7777
(Phase II) (filed April 12, 1982) (excerpted as Attachment 31
hereto). In this formal, verified pleading, at page 191, PG&E
said that its Contract No. 2948A CVP with NAPA "merely obli-
gate[s] PGandE to bank power which can be used beneficially in
its service area. That fact doesn't preclude CVP [i;e., WAPA]
from importing power and selling it to someone other than
PGanaE.H

MODONOUGH, HOLLAND
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1 is attempting to sell, and NCPA is attempting to purchase, energy

that rightfully belongs to PGandE ...." PG&E also asserted that
its existing FERC filed tariffs with WAPA and with the cities
precluded the sales.

By letter dated August 5, 1982, the City of Healdsburg

invited PG&E to negotiate over the form of escrow arrangement

set up by NCPA and Healdsburg (Attachment 29 hereto).
By letter dated November 3, 1982, WAPA amended the May 28,

1982, sales agreement (Attachment 30 hereto) .

ARGUMENT

12

PG&E'S COMPLAINT DOES NOT STATE FACTS
SUFFICIENT TO STATE A CAUSE OF ACTION

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

PG&E seeks payment for bills it rendered to Healdsburg.

Yet PG&E has not asserted in its complaint that the electricity
it delivered to Healdsburg ever belonged to PG&E. In fact, WAPA

delivered the energy in question to PG&E for redelivery to NCPA's

resale customers, including Healdsburg (Attachments 16-20

hereto). The energy entered PG&E's transmission system at no

cost to PG&E, and without any transfer of ownership to it. PG&E

has not been injured in any way by energy passing through its
wires, and claims no such injury.

Nevertheless, PG&E asserts that it was entitled to be paid
because its contract with Healdsburg was exclusive (Com-

plaint 118) . This statement is a conclusion of law and does not
have to be taken as true. On this crucial point the contract
itself, Attachment A to the complaint, contradicts the allegation
in the complaint. Articles l(b) and 1(c) clearly provide that

I

Healdsburg is entitled to seek power from other sources, and

McOONOOGH.HOLLAND
4 ALLEN
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that PG&E has an obligation to negotiate in good faith with

Healdsburg to accommodate to other sources of supply. Moreover,

as noted above, if there is any question,,PG&E is not permitted

by its Diablo Canyon license conditions to insist upon an

exclusive contract. Indeed, the two previous contract modifica-

tions, which were filed with the FERC, demonstrate PG&E's under-

standing that the contract allowed for modification. 48 Fed.

Reg. 31,295 (1983) (Attachment 9 hereto); 48 Fed. Reg. 39,139

(1983) (Attachment 10 hereto); 47 Fed. Reg. 44,875 (1982)

10 (Attachment 13 hereto) .

The only way PG&E could possibly have stated a cause of

12 action is if it is permitted to refuse to transmit the WAPA power

13

14

15

16

17

to Healasburg. But the contract itself, and the Diablo Canyon

license conditions, plainly require PG&E's cooperation. The

contract, then, flatly contradicts the basic claim asserted by

PG&E in its complaint. — Thus, PG&E cannot have stated facts7/

sufficient to state a cause of action.
18

19

This question is properly resolved on demurrer. In Scudder

Food products, Inc. v. Ginsherrci, 21 Cal. 2d 596 (1943), the court
20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

29
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The contract language is clear on this point and is
obviously admitted to by PG&EF which attached the contract toits complaint. This 'should be sufficient for this Court to
dispose of PG&E's purported claim once and for all. If the
Court should be reluctant to dismiss the complaint on the basis
of this blatant contradiction, it should treat Healdsburg's
demurrer as one based on uncertainty as to the nature of the
complaint, pursuant to section 430.10(f) of the California Code
of Civil Procedure, and should compel PG&E to disclose exactly
what obligations of the contract it claims to have "fully
performed." (Complaint 1(13.) Healdsburg believes PG&E will not
be able to explain"its refusal to cooperate with Healdsburg, andits refusal to transmit WAPA power as required by the Diablo
Canyon license conditions, which form the backdrop for this
transaction, without eviscerating its purported cause of action.





C 10

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

1

3

affirmed dismissal upon demurrer for failure to state facts
constituting a cause of action for unfair trade dealing. The

plaintiff had described and attached the allegedly fraudulent
containers; the court found as a matter of law that the exhibits
contradicted the allegations and demonstrated no reasonable

person could be misled.

PG&E is also obligated by the Diablo, Canyon license condi-

tions to transmit power from WAPA to Healdsburg. This was part
of PG&E's general obligations, on file with the FERC at the time

of the transactions that are the subject of this action. PG&E's

complaint only states a cause of action if PG&E is alleging that
it has breached the Diablo Canyon license conditions by refusing
to agree that the en'ergy transfers from WAPA to Healdsburg should

be treated as transmission. PG&E's allegation that it "fully
performed" under the contract (Complaint 913) is completely at
odds with the basis on which it seeks recovery. If it has

complied with the Diablo Canyon license conditions, it cannot

recover.

For these reasons, PG&E has not stated in its complaint

facts sufficient to state a cause of action.
21

22

II. THE COMPLAINT OF PG&E RAISES QUESTIONS WITHIN THE
EXCLUSIVE PRIMARY JURISDICTION OF THE FERC

23 It must be made clear, if it is not already clear, that
24

"25

Healdsburg does not believe that it owes PG&E anything more for
the delivery of the power purchased by it from WAPA than the

26

27

2S
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transmission costs which are set aside in the escrow arrangement.

We believe that PG&E has absolutely no right unilaterally to
refuse to transmit NAPA power or to refuse on the basis of a

-13-
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1 claimed contract right to permit Healdsburg to purchase such

power. But if this Court is not persuaded as to the basic

failure of PG&E's case at this stage, we believe that it is
inappropriate for this Court to delve further into the details

C:,

7

of the case at this time.

Healdsburg believes that this Court may properly determine

that PG&E's complaint, as filea, fails to state facts that state

a cause of action, and may dismiss it. If this Court believes,

however, that there is any question that PG&E's complaint can

survive a demurrer, it is apparent from the discussion above

that the full consideration of the merits of this proceeding

12 will involve moderately complex and interrelated guestions of

13

14

law and. fact, and will require the construction of various

contracts and agreements. Because these contracts and agree-

15

16

ments are rate schedules required by the Federal Power Act to be

filed with the FERC, — they must be construed in light of that8/

17

18

19

statute's requirements that~ services, rates and charges not be

unjust., unreasonable, or unduly discriminatory or preferen-

tial.— In these circumstances, the Court should not attempt9/

20

21

to construe the rights and responsibilities of the parties
without resort to the aid of the Commission.-

22

23

24

25

26

27

2S

8/ Section 205(c) of the Act, 16'U.S.C. $ 824d(c), requiresall public utilities to file all rates, schedules, classifica-
tions, practices; regulations and contracts with the FERC.

Sections 205(a), (b) of the Federal Power Act, 16 U.S.C.
55824d (a), (b) .

McDONOUGH. HOLLAND
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'1

1 We note at the outset that PG&E has the right to seek from

FERC the relief which it requests from this Court. The"

Commission has the authority to construe filed rate schedules,
I

arid to require their enforcement. Ordinarily, of course, that

C. 10

12

13

14

15

would be all that is necessary; if it is finally determined by

the FERC (or by a court upon review of the FERC order, if such

review is sought) that Healdsburg owes PG&E for services ren-

dered, Healdsburg will pay. Indeed, this is a procedure con-

sistent with the escrow agreement among the parties. If neces-

sary, FERc can procure a court order .against "any persongH

including a municipality, to ensure compliance with its orders.
16 U.S.C. /825m; see ~Cit of Cleveland .v. Cleveland Electric

*B

*C

Co., 12 FERC 9 61,163 at 61,'401 n. 2 (1980) . While we can
*D

16

17

18

only speculate why PG&E has elected to press its grievances
before this Court rather than before the Commission, it is note-
worthy that some of the positions already taken by PG&E herein

19

20

21

conflict with positions taken before the Commission in Docket

No. E-7777. — Were FERC another court, it would be appro-10/

priate to transfer this case to FERC for consolidation or
22

23

24

25

26

27

55

* Those citations marked with an asterisk followed by aletter represent authorities not commonly found in California
law libraries. For the convenience of the Court, copies of saidauthorities are set forth as Appendices B through I hereto, andlettered in accordance with the letter following the respectiveasterisks.

See Attachment 31 hereto.
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concurrent consideration with Docket No. E-7777. This is not

possible, but an equivalent result can and should be achieved

through deference by this Court to the Commission's primary

jur isdiction.
As explained by the Supreme Court in United States v.

Western Pacific Railroad Co., 352 U.S. 59 (1956), it is sometimes

appropriate for a court to suspend a proceeding pending referral
to an administrative body of issues within its special compe-

9

C'3

14

15

16

17

~s

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

~s

tence. While a court possesses a certain degree of discretion
on whether to refer questions to an administrative agency, there

are circumstances where failure to suspend a proceeding and make

a referral is reversible error. Western Pacific Railroad Co.

presents such an example. The Cou'r t o f Claims took upon itsel f
the task of construing a rail tariff for carriage of "incendiary
bombs" and determining its applicability to a shipment of napalm

bombs lacking burster charges and fuses. Although no party
questioned the Court of Claims'uthority to construe the tariff,
the Supreme Court, sua ~s onte, raised the ouestion of primary

jurisdiction and determined that "effectuation of the statutory
purposes of the Interstate Commerce Act requires that the

Interstate Commerce Commission should first pass on the con-

struction of the tariff in dispute here." 352 U.S. at 65. The

Court emphasized "the artificiality of the distinction between

the issues of tariff construction and of the reasonableness of

the tariff as applied, the latter being recognized by all to be

one for the Inteistate Commerce Commission." Id. at 68. The

obligation of a court to defer to a regulatory body for
determination of matter within the agency's primary jurisdiction

McDONOUGH, HOLLAND
d ALLEN
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1 governs state courts as well as federal courts. See Loomis v.

~Lani h ~walla Railroad Co., 240 U.s. 43 (1916) (New York court

properly declined to construe tariff in deference to Interstate

Commerce Commission ["ICC"j); Eastern Shore Natural Gas Co. v.
*EStaufier Chemical Co., 298 A.2d 322 (Del. 1972) (chancery

court should have asserted jurisdiction over a contract case

concerning sales of natural gas, but stayed any action pending

C;

the issuance of a declaratory order by the Federal Power

Commission construing the contract); ~Hum hre Feed & Grain,

Inc. v. Union Pacific Railroad Co., 199 Neb. 189, 257 N.W. 2d 391
*F

(1977) (district court erred by determining itself that

12

13

railroad had breached duty to maintain tracks in good repair

wnen court should have deferred to the ICC's primary jurisdic-
14

15

16

tion); Seatrain Lines, Inc. v. Gloria Manufacturin ~Cor

*G
222 Va. 279, 279 S.E.2d 166 (1981) (district court erred by

construing maritime tariff instead of referring issue to the

17 Federal Maritime Commission) .

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

I) 28

~Ener, 718 F. 2d 1558 (Temp.'mer. Ct. Ap. 1983), the court

enumerated four factors for use in determining whether to defer

initially to agency review of a matter: whether the auestion at

issue is within the conventional expertise of judges, whether it
reguires the exercise of agency expertise or discretion, whether

there exists a danger of inconsistent rulings, and whether a

prior application to the agency has been made. 718 F.2d at 1564.

All of these factors counsel submission of this dispute to FERC.

The latter two considerations merit special emphasis. The

McDONOUQ)4, HOLLAND
& ALLEN
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Commission has for over ten years been conducting an investiga-
tion into allegations that various contracts entered into by-
PG&E and other parties are, individually or cumulatively, unlaw-

fully anticompetitive. — Certain of these contracts are11/

implicated in this dispute. — Moreover, as noted above, PG&E12/

10

12

13

14

15

16

*
17

(: IE

19

20

21

22

has made representations to the Commission which appear incon-

sistent with the positions which PG&E has taken, and is likely
to take, in this Court. The Commission is thus uniauely guali-
fied to view the issues raised herein in the perspective of a

broad network of PG&E contracts, activities and representations.

In addition, action that FERC might take in the E-7777 docket

could affect the contracts implicated in this proceeding, raising
the possibility of conflict and la'ck of uniformity should this
Court proceed without preliminary referral to the Commission.

Absent the E-7777 proceeding, the case for referral would be

strong; in light of that. proceeding, the case is compelling.

Courts have found it appropriate to refer guestions and

issues to FERC or its predecessor, the Federal Power Commission,

under a wide variety of circumstances. See, ee((., J. M. Huber

~Cor . v. Denman, 367 F.2d 104 (5th Cir. 1966); Texas Oil & Gas

~Cor v. ~M.ichi an Wisconsin ~Pi e Line Co., 601 F. 2C 1144 (10th

23

24

Line Co., 532 F.2d 412 (5th iCr.), reh'ce en banc denied, 540 F.26

25

26

27

26

See, e.cC., Pacific Power & Liciht Co., 26 FERC 563,048
(1984)*H; Pacific Gas & Electric Co., 24 FERC 963,001
(1983) *I.
12/ Eee footnote 6, ~su ra at 10, ano Attachment 31.

MODONOVGH, HOLLAND
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1085 (5th Cir. 1976), cert. denied, 429 U.S. 1094 (1977); Eastern

Shore Natural Gas Co. v. Stauffer Chemical Co., ~su ra. Given the
-I

complex issues of contract construction and regulatory policy
presented by this case, it would unquestionably be appropriate

7

to refer the issues raised by this case .to FERC, and'ealdsburg
r

submits that the applicable precedents in fact mandate such a

referral.
CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, Healdsburg's demurrer to PG&E's

10 complaint, for failure to state a cause of action, should be

12

13

14

sustained without leave to amend. Alternatively, this Court

shoula sustain Healdsburg's demurrer to PG&E's complaint,

without leave to amend, on the ground that primary jurisdiction
over the matters set forth therein rests with the Federal Energy

15 Regulatory Commission.

16 DATED: June 18, 1984.

17

18

19

20

21

22

ROBERT C. McDIARMID, ESQ.
DANIEL I. DAVIDSON, ESQ.
MARC R. POIRIER, ESQ.
SPIEGEL & McDIARMID

ROBERT CRAWFORD, ESQ.

RICHARD W. NICHOLS, ESQ.
McDONOUGH, HOLLAND & ALLEN
A Professional Corporation

23

24
By

RICHARD W. NICHOLS

25

26

Attorneys for Defendant
City of Healdsburg, California
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ATTACHMENTS TO MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES IN
SUPPORT OF DEMURRER AND TO REQUEST FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE

Attachment No.

1 ~

2.

3 ~

4 ~

5.

6.

7 ~

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

Pacific Gas 4 Electric Co. (Diablo ~Can on Nuclear Power
Plant, Units 1 and 2), Issuance of Amendment to Construction
Permits, 43 Fed. Reg. 59,934 (1978) .

Pacific Gas 4 Electric Co. (Diablo ~Can on Nuclear Power
Plant), Issuance of Facility Operating License, 46 Ped.
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[7590-01-M)

[Docket Nos. 50-275 and 50-323)

IIACIFIC GAS 8 ELECTRIC CO. (DIABLO
CANYON NUCLEAR POWER PLANT, UNITS I
AND 2)

.swonce ot Amondmenl lo Conttwctlon
~ottttitt

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Com.
mission (NRC) has Issued Amend.
ments 1 and 4. respectfvely. to Con-
struction Permit Nos. CPPR-39. and
CPPR-69 Issued to the Pacific Gas and
Electric Company for Diablo Canyon
Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and 2, lo-
cated in San Luis Obispo County, Cali.
fornia.

The amendments provide for the ad-
dition of certain antitrust conditions.
The Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power
Plant is not subject to an antitrust
review under Section 105C of the
Atomic Energy Act, as amended. More
recent, nuclear power plants are sub-
ject to such review. However,'In con-
nection with the NRC's proceedings
on the Stanislaus Nuclear Project. Pa-
cfffc Gas and Electric Company agreed
to include antftrust commitments as
oondlttons In the Diablo Canyon li-
censes In certain cfrctzmstances which
have occurred.

In a letter to the UN. Department of
Justice (DOJ), dated AprQ 30, 1976,
POTE stated that, ln the event a con-
struction perznft for the Stantslaus
Nuclear Project was not issued by the
NRC prior to July 1, 1978, PGdcE was
willing to have its lfcense<s) for the
Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plants,
Units 1 and 2, amended to fncorporate
certain antitrust conunltments. This
wQlingness was contingent upon the
DOJ adoring the NRC that no anti-
trust hearing was necesstzry In connec.
tfon u5th licensing the Stanfslaus
Project. The DOJ provided such
advice In a letter dated May 5, 1976.

Since no construction permit for the
Stanfslaus Project had yet been issued,
the NRC staff advised PG8cE, in a
letter dated September 15, 1978, of Its
intention to include the antitrust corn-
mltments as conditions In the Diablo
Canyon Construction Perznfts. PGdcE
responded, In a letter dated September
19, 1978, stating that it had no objec.
tion to such an amendment.

The amendments complv with the
standards and requirements of the
Atomic Energy Act of 1954 ~ as amend.
ed <the Act), and the Commfssion's
regulatfons. The staff has made appro.
prfate findings as required by the Act,
and the Commission's regulations in
10 CFR Chapter 1, which are set forth
in the amendmen't.

In accordance wit,h 10 CFR 50.91.
prior public notice of these amend.
ments was not required since the
amendments do not Involve significant
hazards considerations.

The staff has determined that the Is.
suance of these amendments u'Ill not
result in any significant environmen.
tal Impact and that pursuant to 10
CFR Section 51.5<d)(4) an environ.
mental Impact statement, or negative
declaration and environmental impact
appraisal need not be prepared In con-
nection with Issuance of these amend.
ments.

For further details with respect to
this action, see (1) letters related to
the amendments dated April 20, 1976,
May 5, 1976. September 15, 1978, and
September 19. 1978. (2) Amendment
Nos. 1 and 4 to CPPR-39 and CPPR-
69. respectively. and (3) the staff's re.
lated Evaluation of an Amendment to
Include Antitrust Conditions fn the
Diablo Canyon Construction Permits.

All of these items and other related
material are avaf fable for public In.
spection at the Comznfssfon's Public
Document Room, 1717 H Street, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. and at the Local
Publfc Document Room located in San
Luis'Obispo County Free Library, P.O.
Box X, San Luis Obispo, California

- 93406.
A copy of Items (1), (2), and (3) may

be obtained upon wrltttm request to
the UA. NucIear Regulatory Commis-
sion, Washington, D.C. 20555, ATT¹
Director. Division of Project Mzuzage-
ment, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regu-
lation.

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland, this
6th day of December 1978.

FOR THE NUCLEAR. REGULA.
TORY COMMLxiION.

Jozzw F. STOL,
Chief, L<ghf Water Reactors

Branch Po. I, Dfefsfon of Proj-
ect jffanagetttenf.

[FR Doc. 78-35565 FOcd 12-21-78: 8:45 attt)
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[Docket No. 50-275)

Pacific Gas 8 Electric Co.; Issuance of
Facility Operating License

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (the Commission} has
issued Facility Operating License No.
DPR-76. to Pacific Gas tt? Electric
Company (licensee) which authorizes
operation of the Diablo Canyon Nuclear
power Plant. Unit 1 (the facility), at
reactor core power levels not in excess,
of 166.9 megawatts thermal (5 percent
power) in accordance with the
provisions of the license, the Technical
Specifications and the Environmental
Protection Plan.

The Diablo Canyon Nuc}ear Power
Plant. Unit 1. is a pressurized water
nuclear reactor located at the licensee's
site in San, Luis Obispo County.
California about 12 ml}es west-
southwest of San Luis Obispo. The
license is effective as of the date ol
issuance and shall expire one year after
that date, unless extended for good
cause shown, or upon earlier issuance or
denial of a subsequent licensing action.

The application for the license
complies with the standards and
requirements of the Atomic Energy Act
of1954, as amended (the Act). and the
Commission's regulations. The
Commission has made appropriate
findings as required by the Act and the
Commission's regulations in 10 CFR
Chapter I. which are set forth in the
license. Prior public notice of the overall
action involving the proposed issuance
of an operating license was published in
the Federal Register on October19, 1973

(38 FR 29105).
The Commission has determined that

the issuance of this license willnot
result in any environmental impacts
other than those evaluated in the Final
Environmental Statement and its
Addendum since the activity authorized
by the license is encompassed by the
overall action evaluated in the Final
Environmental Statement and its
Addendum.

Fur further details withrespect to this AttaChment 2
action. see (I) Facility Operating License
No. DPR-76. complete with Technical
Specifications and Environmental
Protection Plan; (2) the reports of the
Advisory Committee on Reactor
Safeguards dated June 12. 1975. August
19, 1977. July 14, 1978. and November 12,
1980; (3) the Commission's Safety
Evalution Report dated October 1974,
Supplement No. 1 dated January 1975,
Supplement No. 2 dated May 1975,
Supplement No 3 dated September 1975,
Supplement No. 4 dated May 1976,
Supplement No. 5 dated September 1976,
Supplement No. 6 dated July 1977;
Supplement No. 7 dated May 1978,
Supplement No. 8 dated November 1978,
Supplement No. 9 dated June 1980,
Supplement No. 10 dated August 1980,
Supplement No. 11 dated October 1980.
Supplement No. 12 dated March 1981,
Supplement No. 13 dated April1981 and
Supplement No. 14 dated April1981; (4)
the Final Safety Analysis Report and
amendments thereto; (5) the Final
Environmental Statement dated May
1973 and the Addendum to the Final
Environmental Statement dated May
1976. (6) NRC Hood Plain Review of
Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant Site
dated September 9. 1981: and (7)
Discussion of the Environmental Effects
of the Uranium Fuel Cycle dated
September 9, 1981.

These items are available for public
inspection at the Commission's Public
Document Room, 1717 H Street. N.W.,
Washington, D.C., and the California
Polytechnic State University Library,
Documents and Maps Department. San
Luis Obispo. California 93407. A copy of
FaciBty Operating License No. DPR-76
the Safety Evaluation Report and its
Supplements 1 through 8 may

be'btainedupon request addressed to the
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
Washington. D.C. 20555. Attention:
Director. Division of Licensing. Copies ol
Supplements 9 through 14 of the Safety
Evaluation Report may be purchased at
current rates'from the National
Technical information Service.
Department of Commerce. 5285 Port
Royal Road. Springfield, Virginia 22161,
and through the NRC GPO sales
program by writing to U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, Attention:
Sales Manager. Washington. D.C. 20555.
GPO deposit account holders can call
301-492-6530.

Du?ed ul Bcthesdu, Maryland. this zzd day
of Scptcmber 1??al.

~ ~ e I ! a ~ ~ ~





Attachment

Cafe as 14 NRC 598 (1981) CLI-81-22

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

COMMISSIONERS:

Nunzlo J. Palladlno, Chairman
'Victor Gllinsky
Peter Bradford

John'F. Ahearne
Thomas M. Roberts

ln the Matter of Docket Nos. 50-275 O.L.
50-323 O.L,

PACIFIC GAS
AND ELECTRIC COMPANY
(Diablo Canyon Nuclear
Power Plant, Units 1 and 2) September 21, 1981

Pursuant to its Immel)iate Effectiveness rcvicw under 10 CFR 2.764(f),
the Commission. inter alia, (I) decides that the Licensing Board's July 17,
1981 Partial Initial Decision, LBP-81-21, 14 NRC 107, authorizing is-

suance of a fuel-loading and low-power testing license should become
effective with respect to Unit 1, subject to documentation by the Director
of Nuclear Reactor Regulation on the basis of findings to bc made by him
regarding certain matters specified by the Appeal Board in ALAB-653, 14

NRC 629; (2) directs that two contentions excluded by the Licensing
Board from the low-power p'roceeding be included in the full-power pro-
ceeding (without prejudice to the Appeal Board rcvicw (and later Commis-
sion review) to the exclusion of these and other contentions in both the low
and full-power proceedings); (3) denies the requests of the Governor of
California and intervenors for a waiver of thc Immediate Effectivcncss rule
for the Licensing Board's decision and certain other requests relating to the
procedure for review of that decision, including stay requests; and (4) asks
for the current views of FEMA regarding the adequacy of emergency
planning for purposes of low-power testing at Diablo Canyon.
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RULES OF PRACTICE: IMMEDIATEEFFECTIYENESS
REYIEQ'hat

one party or an interested State may differ sharply with thc
Licensing Board's resolution of contested issues in an operating license case

is not a "special circumstance" that could justify waiver of the immcdiatc
effectiveness rule, 10 CFR 2.764, pursuant to 10 CFR 2.758. This is
because the immediate effectiveness rule, 10 CFR 2.764, itself deals with
operating license cases only ii they are contested.

ATOMIC ENERGY ACT: RIGHT TO HEARING

Nothing'in Section 274 I. of the Atomic Energy Act grants to an
interested State any right to bypass normal appeal and stay review
procedures and to bring matters directly before the Commission prior to
license issuance.

MEMORANDUMAND ORDER

C

. The Commission has reviewed pursuant to 10 CFR 2.764(f) thc July
17. 1981 Atomic Safety and Licensing Board decision authorizing issuance
of a fuel loading and low power testing license, LBP-81-21, 14 NRC 107:
and relevant aspects of earlier Licensing Board decisions, LBP-78-19. 7

NRC 989 (June 12, 1978), LBP-79-26, 10 NRC 453 (September
27,'979),

and two recent Appeal Board decisions, ALAB-644, 13 NRC 903
(June 16, 1981) (Seismic), and ALAB-653, )4 NRC 629 (September 9,
1981) (Physical Security).. Based upon this review and staff briefings
regarding uncontested issues relative to Unit 1. the Commission has de-
cided that thc Licensing Board's July 17 decision should become effective
with respect to Unit 1. The Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor Re-
gulation, is therefore authorized to issue License No. DPR-76 permitting
fuel loading and low-power testing at Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant,
Unit l.

Before doing so, the Director is to document the basis for the findings
that the Appeal Board has suggested or required him to make regarding:

a. guard training for the low-power license;
b. local law cnforcemcnt agency agreements; and
c. response force size for the low-power license.
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The Commission does not necessarily agree with the Board's conclusion
regarding the definition of the word "several" found in 10 CFR
73.I(a)(1)(i). Thc Commission will provide guidance on this matter at a
later date. However, this has no effect on our finding that fuel loading and
low-power testing may be authorized by the NRC staff during the pen-
dency of appeals of thc Board's decision.

As part of its cffcctivcness rcvicw thc Commission has cxamincd the
disputed contentions and subjects and is convinced they hold little sig-
nificance, from the standpoint of health and safety, for low-power opera-
tion. However, without taking any view on whether thc Board properly
excluded Contentions IO and 12 in its low-power review, thc Commission
directs the Licensing Board to include them in the full-power proceeding.
Thc Commission believes that if the, contentions have any significance it
would be for full-power operation. This action is without prejudice to the
Appeal Board rcvicw {and later Commission rcvicw) of the exclusion of
these and other contentions in both 'the low-power and the full-power
proceeding.

The Commission has also considered thc requests of Governor Edmund
G. Brown, Jr. and Joint lntervenors for a waiver, pursuant to 10 CFR
2.758, of the immediate effectiveness rule in 10 CFR 2.764, the request of
Governor Brown that appeals from thc Licensing Board's July 17, 1981

partial initial decision be filed directly with the Commission, and the
September 15 request of Governor Brown for'directed certification. For thc
reasons stated below, these requests are denied;

a. The immediate effcctivcness rulc, 10 CFR 2.764, deals with
contested operating license cases. That onc party or an in-
terested State may differ sharply with the Licensing Board's
resolution of contested issues is not a "special circumstance"
that could justify waiver under IO CFR 2.758.

The rule does not deprive Governor Brown of any statutory
rights under section 274 I. of thc Atomic Energy Act. He, as

well as the other parties, will have had full opportunity, as

indicated below, to present argument before thc Licensing
Board, Appeal Board, and Commission, either initially, on

appeal, or in the context of stay motions before the Commis-
sion and the Appeal Board. Nothing in section 274 I. grants
to an interested State any right to bypass normal appeal and
stay rcvicw procedures and to bring matters directly before
the Commission prior to license issuance.

b. With regard to the assertion that filing direct appeals with the
Commission is necessary to shorten the appe)late process and
provide the Commission with timely opportunity to rule on the
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important issues. th» Commission is not persuaded that there is

adequate reason to depart from its normal appellate procedures.

Thc Commission notes that in a Memorandum dated August 27, 1981,
the Licensing Board stated that it was without jurisdiction to rule on
Governor Brown's July I 5, 1981 Motion to Reopen thc Record to correct
a'llcged NRC Staff misstatements regarding helicopter assistance in emer-
gency plan notification. Jurisdiction now resides with the Appeal Board
and the matter should be submitted directly to that forum if further

~ consideration is desired at this juncture.
By letter of September I I, 1981, Joint Intervenors requested th» Com-

mission to undertake consideration of their application for a stay, presently
bel'ore the Appeal Board, and to rule on that motion at the same time that
it completes its effectiveness review under 10 CFR 2.764. For the reasons
stated in thc Appeal Board's Memorandum and Order of September 14,
1981, this request is denied.

ln response to a number of comments, the Commission notes that in
performing its effectiveness review, it has gone beyond the record de-
veloped before the Licensing and Appeal Boards. We took under con-
sideration, as described below, the followtng material relevant to the
emergency planning issue:

a. The Report of the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) concerning the August 19, 1981 emergency planning
exercise at Diablo Canyon; and

b. A Memorandum to the Record from Joan Aron, NRC Office
of Policy Evaluation, on the same subject.

This information bears directly upon the adequacy of emergency plan-
ning at Diablo Canyon. It ts neither necessary nor reasonable that we be
required to ignore it in determining whether issuance of the low-power
license is in the public interest. In this case, significant ncgativc infor-
mation could have alerted the Commission to substantial problems not
developed in the record (such as subsequent developments and areas not
covered in the hearing). Thc Commission concluded this information did
not raise such issues. The Commission considered the information only to
this extent and did not consider whether it strengthened the record.

Thc Commission recognizes debatable elements in the position expressed
by the staff in its proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law, that
FEMA has not made a finding pursuant to 10 CFR 50.47(a) regarding
the adequacy of the Diablo, Canyon emergency plan for thc purposes of
low-power testing. Our preliminary review of the record, particularly the
documents rel'erenced in the staff SER. suggests a contrary conclusion.
Our preliminary view on this matter is a factor in our decision to authorize
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low-power testing. Wc find no adverse impact of emergency planning on
public health and safety for fuel loading and low-power testing of Diablo
Canyon, Unit I.

The Commission is requesting, as of today, the current views of FEMA
regarding the adequacy of emergency planning for purposes of low-power
testing at Diablo Canyon. The Commission will take these views into
account. together with thc views of the parties, in its future actions
regarding this facility.

On September 17 thc Joint Intervenors requested that the Commission
set a schedule for thc disposition of the stay applications. This motion
responded to the Appeal Board's September 14 Memorandum and Order
which recited there was no need for expedition since thc plant could not
attain criticality before mid-October. Applicant has informed the Commis-
sion by letter of September 17 that criticality, the important milestone in
the activities authorized by the low-power license, will occur no earlier
than approximately 62 days after fuel loading commences. Therefore, we
bclicve that there will bc a rcasonab)e period of time to act on stay
applications before criticality and sce no need to adopt a spc'cific schedule
for the disposition of stay applications at this time. Should applicant wish
to reach criticality before the expiration of the 62 days, it is directed to
notify the Commission of its intent at least 14 days before doing so.

The Commission denies Governor Brown's September 17, 1981 motion
to defer consideration of the licens» to load fuel and conduct low-power
testing. Governor Brown argues that because the Appeal Board imposed
conditions on thc issuance of a license in its September 9, 1981 decision
(ALAB-653), the existing physical security plan is inadequate. The Com-
mission has rejected Governor Brown's argument because the Board's
conditions are binding upon the applicant.

The Commission also denies the September 18, 1981 Motion of Gover-
nor Brown which requests the Commission to review the regulatory impact
of the security incident of July 15, 1981. The Commission has taken the
incident into account in its effectiveness review and finds no need to
augment the record to authorize issuance of the low-power license.

It is so ORDERED.

For the Commission

Dated at Washington, D.C.
this 21st day of September. 1981

SAMUEL J. CHILK
Secretary of the Commission





'Thc scparatc views of Chairman Palladino.
Commissioner Gilinsky, and
Commissioner Ahearne follow.

SEPARATE STATEMENT OF CHAIRMANPALLADINO

With regard to Commissioner Gilinsky's comments on emergency planning,
I believe there is a reasonable legal position that the Commission's

emergency planning requirements for low-power operation have been

complied with for Diablo Canyon. I would characterize the emergency
planning matter as a diflicult. disputed legal issue with no clear, single
answer. The Commission cannot in its immediate effectiveness review,
resolve once and for all this type of issue. For me, thc important fact is

that all indications point to no undue risk at Diablo Canyon with respect
to emergency planning for low-power operation.

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY'SSEPARATE OPINION
DIABLO CANYON LOW-POWER LICENSE

On the basis of my own review of the materials which are a part of this
case and of my own visit of the Diablo 'Canyon plants. I concur in the
result reached by the Commission. I thcrelorc approve: the issuance of a
fuel-loading and low-power operating license.

I had been concerned about thc insufficient number of qualilied reactor
operators at Diablo Canyon. That concern has been relieved by the results
of the most recent NRC operator examination which assure that there will
be an adequate complement of senior operators. In view of the concern
over delay in this case. I would note that until these results werc received a

few days ago the licensee was not ready to operate the plant.





I cannot Ict this occasion pass without commenting on the shoddiness of
thc Board's decisions in this case. The Board ignored the Cornrnissions
guidance of April I, l98l, on admitting contentions to the hearing.'s a
result, the Board excluded a number of contentions which should have
been admitted to the low-power hearing. The Commission has looked into
those contentions whose exclusion was clearly wrong and concluded that
they do not have much safety signiflcancc for the low-power testing phase
of operation. The Commission has directed the Licensing Board to admit
two of these contentions to the full-power hearing. This cured the lnost
flagrant Board errors and ensured that the two contentions will be
considered where they may be important. This step does not, however,
remedy the lack of fairness in the low-power hearing. The Commission
should at least have allowed the parties to comment on the significance of
these contentions. There was time enough to do this but the Commission
declined to ask for such comment. l should add that it remains unclear
whether other contentions, which thc Commission has not examined in
detail, werc properly excluded.

The Boards initial decision on physical security was so flawed that it was
vacated in its entirety by the Appeal Board. The Appeal Board, in its own
decision, corrected the Licensing Board's major errors but then
inexplicably devoted the bulk of its page opinion, which was not released to
the public, to a bizarre effort to demonstrate that the Commission does not
mean what it says when it uses the English language.

The Board's decision on emergency planning is also seriously flawed. The
Board, misled by NRC staff allegations, failed to comply with the
procedures prescribed in the regulations for evaluating the adequacy of

'n particular, the Board rejected Joint Intervenor contentions lo. !2 and 20 on the grounds
that they bore an insufCicent connection with any requirements of NUREG 0737. In iu
Order of April I. I98l. thc Commission stated that if a party comes forward on a timely
basis with signilicant new TMI related cvidcncc indicating that an NRC safety regulation
would be violated by plant operation. we believe that the record should be reopcncd
notwithstanding that thc noncompliance item is not discussed in YUREG 0737 and 0694
(CLI~ 8I.S). The three contentions allege that various General Design Criteria are not
satisned. This. in essence. constitutes a challenge to compliance with thc regulations. Thc
contentions should have been admiued pursuant to thc above. cited Commission guidance
without regard to their relationship to NUREG 0737.





emergency planning.'nstead of systematically comparing the existing
measures with the criteria specified in the regulation. the Board contented
Itself with reviewing a few selected matters and making an overall
)udgment on the adequacy of thc existing measures. As a result. the
Commission has had to rcvicw the record in detail to obtain a clcarcr
picture of the present state of emergency planning.

More importantly, thc Commission's cmcrgency planning regulations
provide that no operating license will bc issued unless NRC receives a

ltnding from FEMA on the adequacy of off-site emergency preparedness. I

ttVc do not have such a finding. Although there does not appear to be a

public health and safety problem in relying on the present cmergcncy plans
l'or the purposes of low-power testing thc fact is that the Commission has
committed itself to relying on FEMA's expertise in this area. The worst
effects of this arc mitigated by the Commission's decision to ask FEMA
for its views on th» adequacy of the emergency plans for low-power
operation. FEMA should respond before the plant achieves criticality if
this process is to make sense. It would have been better to condition the
license on receipt of a letter from FEMA on the acceptability of
emergency preparedness.- This the Commission declined to do. The parties
to this case should, of course, be given an opportunity to comment on
FEMA's finding.

. IO CFR 50.47(c) (I) provides that; Failure to meet thc standards sct fonh in paragraph
Ib) of this section ma> result in the Commission declining to issue an Operating License:
ho«ever. thc applicant will have an opportunity to demonstrate to the satisfaction of'the
Coinmission that deficiencies in the plans arc not significant for the plant in question, that
adequate interim compensating actions have been or will be taken promptly. or that there are
other compelling reasons to permit plant opcradon. Paragraph (b) of 10 CFR 50.47
enumerates l6 standards which thc onsitc and of(site emergency plans I'or nuclear power
reainors must mcrt (10 CFR 50.47(b)).
'O CFR 50.47(a) «hich provides that:

{I) 4o operating license for a nuclear power reactor will be issued unless a Cinding is
made by 4RC that th» state of onsite and offsitc emergency preparedness provides
reasonable assurance that adequate protective measures can and will be taken in thc event of
a radiological emergency.

I ) The YRC «ill base its finding on a revie» of thc Federal,Emergency Management
Agenc) (FEMA) findings and determinations as to whether State and local emcrgcncy plans
are adequate and capable of being implemented. and on the YRC asscssmcnt as to whcthcr
the applicant's onsite crncrgenc) plans are adequate and capable of being implemented. In
an> YRC licensing proceeding. a FEMA Cinding will constitute a rcbuttablc presumption on
a question of adequacy.





The 'ame Board will prcsidc over thc full-power hearing. Discipline
competence, and thoroughncss are essential to the integrity of our licensing

'process. The Commission's regulations are intended to insure due process
'ndprocedural fairness to thc parties and to insure that initial decisions

are of high quality. Cutting corners in a misguided efl'ort to accelerate a
hearing can result in a procedural morass and a decision which fails to
survive appellate review. For example, if a fraction of thc effort devoted to
explaining why we do not nccd a FEMA finding on emergency
preparedness had been devoted to obtaining such a finding, we would have
resolved this point long ago.

ADDITIONALVIEWS OF COMMISSIONER AHEARNE

I have additional comments concerning two areas: compliance with the
emergency planning regulations and the Licensing Board's rulings on
contentions in the reopened proceeding. As a general rule I do not believe
comments of this nature arc appropriate at this stage. However, these
areas have been the subject of vehement disagreement within the Commis-
sion and I would prefer to have my views reflecte as a public matter.

Compliance with Emergency Planning Regulations

I do not agree that issuance of thc low-power decision should bc
conditioned on obtaining a letter from FEMA addressing emergency plan-
ning. Based on a brief review, I believe the correct approach was used and
have identified no inadequacies which would justify Commission action at
this time.

The Commission lirst discussed the appropriate requirements for low
power testing in connection with Sequoyah I. Based on that experience a

general approach was developed for the next plants:

"An. NRC/FEMA resolution of the emergency preparedness
re-'uirementsfor low power testing of the next l'ew facilities (North

Anna, Salem, Diablo Canyon) scheduled for decision is enclosed.
The FEMA/NRC Steering Committee findings will form the basis
for favorable NRR Safety Evaluations for low power testing in thc
area of emergency

preparedness."'mergency

Preparedness Rcquirernents for Near Term Low Po»er Testing
Authorizations. fm w. Dircks. Acting Executive Director for Operations. to Cornmtssinners.
dtd 3/25/80 (rnrlorfng FEMA/NRC Imerim Agreemcnt on Criteria (or Lo» Power
Testing at New Commercial Nuclear Facilitics ).

~ '
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C.

I he process conttnucd to develop.'owever, we were consistent in as-

;uming thai Diablo would be measured against the inierim criteria —just
:ts North Anna and Salem were. Consistent with this assumption the staff's
approach in Diablo is virtually identical to the Commission's treatment of
Salem and North

Anna.'uring

this same time frame, the Commission was developing its cmer-
gcncy planning rule. A proposed rule was published in Dcccmber 1979.
The final rule was published in August 1980 and was made effective in
'november 1980.'nfortunately, the Commission did not address the
appropriate framework for assessing the adequacy of emergency planning
for low power licenses.

Although different treatment for low power operation is not explicitly
recognized in the regulations, 1 would have expected thc Aexibility pro-
vided by 10 CFR 50.47(c)(l) would have accommodated thc Commission's
intent. However, it has beer. argued there may be some residual problems
for the interim approach concerning $ 50.47(a)(2). Since the focus appears
to bh on a technicality caused by a failure on the Commission's part to
adequately implement its intent rather than a concern about compliance
with the intended standards. 1 do not sec a basis for dealing with the issue

in this decision.

Licensing Board Rulings on Contentions in the Reopened Proceeding

1 believe thc Licensing Board's rulings on contentions were consistent

with the Commission's guidance.

C::
N c conclude that an appropriate objective (or those facilities beyond Forth Anna. Salem

and Diablo Canyon is to assess against the upgraded .'4RC/FE~I A criteria and making lsic)
findings»ith regard to the significance of any deficiencies (or lo» po»'er testing
authorizations

"Emergency Preparedness Criteria for Lo» Pover Testing. fm FEMA/YRC Steering
Comrnittec to H Dcnion. Director of the Office of nuclear Reactor Regulation, rv'RC and J.
NtcConnell. Assistant Associate Director for Population Prcparedncss. FEMA dtd 3/b/80.

Cumpore thc Safet) Evaluation Report. Supp)ernent No. a (or operation o( Salem Nuclear
Gicncrating Station, Unit 2. «'UREG.OSI7 Supp. Yo, 4 at III.B.I (APril l980) and the
Safety Evaluation Report. Supplement Vo. IO for operation of '.<orth Anna Power Station.
Unit 2. h)UREG 0053 Supp. Yo, lo at III~ B I IApnt l980) «irh thc Sa(ct) Evaluation
Rcport. Supplement Yo. IO for operation of Diablo Canyon Nuclear Po»cr Station Units I
and~2, NUREG 0678 Supp Yo IO at III.B I (August I980).
'Emcrgenc) Planning Proposed Rule. 44 FR 7$ lo7 IDcc I9. I9 9)
'Emergency Planning Final Rule. 48 FR $ 3402 IAug l9. )980).

C",, ~, ~
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On Junc 20. 1980 thc Commtaston issued a polici statement providtng
guidance concerning trcatmcnt of operating license applications in light of
TMI." On December 18, 1980 the Commission issued a revised pol;cy
statement.'n both, a kcy decision was:

"The Commission has decided that current operating license a>
plications should be measured by the NRC staff against the
regulations, as augmented by these requirements INUREG

065'nd

NUREG 0737 respectively; footnote omittcdj. In general, the
remaining items or the Action Plan should be addressed through
the normal process for development and adoption of new re.
quirements rather than through immediate imposition on pendtng
applications."

They both also addressed litigation of TMI issues in OL proceedings. As
was explained in the December statement (virtually identical to guidance
found in thc Junc statement):

"The Commission believes the TMI-related operating license re.

quirements list as derived from the process described above shoultl
be the principal basis for consideration of TMI-related issues in

the adjudicatory process. Thcrc are good reasons for this. First,
this represents a major effort by the staff and Commissioners to

address more than one hundred issues and recommendations in 8

coherent and coordinated fashion. This entire process cannot be

reproducted in individual proceedings. Second, the NRC does not

hav» the resources to litigate the entire Action Plan in each

proceeding. Third, many of the decisions involved policy more than

Further Commtssion Guidance for Po~er Reactor Operatin8 Licenses: Statement of

Policy. 45 FR at738 (June 20. l980l.
"Further Commusion Gutdancc for Po~cr Reactor Operattng Liccnscs —Rerisrd

Statement of Policy. 45 FR 85236 (December 24. l980).





factual or Icg;tl decisions 't<nst of these are more appropriatelv
:tddrcsscd by the Commission itself on a generic basis than by an

individual licensing board in a particular case."

4'tth rcspcct to the contentions issue, the December statement explicitly
(once again virtuaily identical to guidance found in the June

,t,t«ment).

"The Commission believes that where the time for filing conten-

tions has expired in a given case, no new TMI-related contentions

should be accepted absent a showing of good cause and balancing

of the factors in 10 CFR 2.714(A)(l). The Commission expects

adherence to its regulations in this regard.

-Also, present standards governing the reopening of hearing re-

cords to consider new evidence on TMI-related issues should be

adhered to.
"

t)n april l. 1981 the Commission provided additional guidance for the

li..ililo Licensing Board.'The order specilically provided:

-As we stated in the Revised Policy Statement, where the eviden-

tiary record on safety issues has been closed, the record should not

be reopened on TMI-related issues relating to either low or full
power absent a showing. by the moving party. of 'significant new

evidence not included in the record, that materially affects the

decision.'his is in accordance with longstanding Commission

practice.

I'hc Commission provided guidance. The Board was best suited to apply
tli.ii t.ttidance to the particular case. It'was more familiar with the details

~ 'l t lie case and had the advantage of being able to personally observe the

t.itt«tpants. Thus it was in a better position to assess the significance of
t lie Issues raised. Absent convincing arguments to the contrary. I am
»ivlincd to defer to the Board. So far I have not seen such arguments.

1 he Commission put a significant amount of time, effort. and resources

«it ~ vs:tluating the implications of TMI. I believe the Cominission meant
i" it»pta«a "heavy burden" on those who wish to revisit the TMI issues.

ll» docs not mean I see absolutely no value in litigating these issues.

ll~ »ever. I believe we are justified in requiring people to explain in detail
»hs tliscussing the issues one more time is really worthwhile.

trout cf Flrorno Co tDtablo Canteen .'4uelear Po»er Plant. Units I and 't.
ykC 3ni ilosli
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON,o. C. 2C555

PACIFIC GAS h ELECTRIC COMPANY

OOCKET NO'0-275

OIABLO CANYON NUCLEAR PLANT, UNIT 1

FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE

Attachment 4

License No. OPR-76

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (the Coamfssfon) having found that:
A. The application for licenses filed by the Pacific Gas h Electric

Company complfes with the standards and requirements of the Atomic
Energy Act of 1954, as amended (the Act), and the Commission's
regulations set forth fn 10 CFR Chapter I, and all required notifi-
cations to other agencfes or. bodies have been duly made;

B. Construction of the Ofablo Canyon, Nuclear Plant, Unit 1 (the facility),
has been substantially completed fn conformity with Provisional
Construction Permit Xo. CPPR-39 and the application, as amended, the
provisions of the Act, and the regulations of the CoaIIIfssfon;

C. The facflfty wfll operate fn conformfty wfth the application, as
amended, the provisions of the Act, and the regulations of the
inunfssfon;

0. There fs reasonable assurance: (f) that the activities authorfzed bythis operating license can be conducted without endangering the
health and safety of the public, and (ff) that such activities will
be conducted fn compliance with the regulations of the Coaefssfon
set forth fn 10 CFR Chapter I;

E. The Pacific Gas h Electric Company fs technically and financially
qualified to engage fn the activities authorized by this operating
lfcense fn accordance with the CoIIIIIfSSfon'S regulations set forth
fn 10 CFR Chapter I;

F. The Pacific Gas h Electric Company has satisfied the applicable provisions
of 10 CFR Part 140, 'Financial Protection Requirements.and Indemnity
Agreements', of the Coaefssfon's regulations;

The issuance of this license will not be inimical to the common
defense and security or to the health and safety of the public;





H. After weighing the environmental, econcafc, technfcal, and other
benefits of the facf11ty against, environmental and other costs.
and cons1derfng available alternatfves, the issuance of Facflf+
Operatfng License No. OPR-76, subject, to the conditions for
protection of the environment set forth herefn, fs fn accordance
wfth 10 CFR Part 50, Appendfx K, of the Commfssfon's regulatfons
and all appl'fcable requfrements have been satfsffod; and

I. The receipt, possession, and use of source, byproduct, and special
nuclear mater1al as authorized by this license will be fn accordance
with the Comm1ssfon's regulatfons fn 10 CFR Parts 30, 40 and 70.

2. Pursuant to Commfssfon's Memorandum and Order dated September 21, 1981,
Facility Operating License No. OPR-76 fs hereby issued to the Pacff1c Gas
h Electric Company to read as follows:

A. Thfs license applies to the Ofablo Canyon Nuclear Plant, Unft 1, a
pressurfzed water nuclear reactor and associated equipment (the
facility), owned by the Pacific Gas 4 Electr1c Company. The facilityfs located fn San Lufs Obfspo County, Calfforn1a, and fs described
fn PGhE's Final Safety Analys1s Report as supplemented and amended,
and the Environmental Report as supplemented and amended.

B. Subject to the conditions and requirements incorporated herefn, the
Commission hereby licenses the Pac1 ffc Gas h Electrfc Company:

(1) Pursuant to Sectfon 104(b) of the Act and 10 CFR Part 50,
'Licensing of Production and Utf11zatfon Facilities', to
possess, use, and operate the facility at the designated
location fn San Lufs Obispo County, Calffornfa, fn accordance
with the procedures and lfmftatfons set forth 1n this license;

(2) Pursuant to the Act and 10 CFR Part 70, to recefve, possess,
and use at any t1me special nuclear materfal as reactor fuel,
fn accordance with the lfmftatfons for storage and amounts
required for reactor operation, as descr1bed fn the Final
Safety Analysis Report, as supplemented and amended;

(3) Pursuant to the Act and 10 CFR Parts 30, 40, and 70, to recefve,
possess, and use at any time any byproduct, source and special
nuclear material as sealed neutron sources for reactor startup,
sealed sources for reactor fnstrumentatfon and radiation
monftorfng equipment calibration, and as fission detectors
fn amounts as requfred;

See 10 CFR 5 51.56
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(4) Pursuant to the Act and 10 CFR Parts 30, 40, and 70, to recefve,
possess, and use fn amounts as requfred any byproduct, source or
special nuclear material without restriction to chemical or
physical form, for sample analysis or instrument calfbratfon
or associated with radioactive apparatus or components; and

Pursuant to the Act and 10 CFR Parts 30, 40, and 70, to possess, but
not separate, such byproduct and special nuclear materials as may
be produced by the operation of the facflfty.

C. This license shall be deemed to contafn and fs subject to the condftfons
specified fn the Coaefssfon's regulatfons set forth in 10 CFR Chapter I
and is subject to all applicable provisions of the Act and to the rules,
regulations, and orders of the Commfssfon now or hereafter fn effect;
and fs subject to the addf tfonal conditions specified or incorporated

, below:

Maxfmum Power Level

(2)

The Pacfffc Gas & Electric Company fs authorfzed to operate the facf1f
at reactor core power levels not fn excess of 5 percent (166.9 megawat'hermal).

Technf cal S ecf ffcatf ons

The Technical Speci ffcatfons contained fn Appendix A and the
Environmental Protection'lan contained in Appendix 8 attached
hereto are hereby incorporated fn this license. The Pacfffc
Gas & Electric Company shall operate the tacflfty fn accordance
wf th the Technical Speci ffcatfons and the Environmental Protection
Plan.

(3) Inftfal Test Pro ram

The Pacfffc Gas & Electric Company shall conduct the post-fuel-loadinginitial test program (set forth fn Section 14 of Pacfffc Gas &
Electric Company's Final Safety Analysis Report, as amended), without
making any major modifications of this program unless modfffcatfons
have been fdentfffed and have received prior NRC approval. Major
modfffcatfons are defined as:

a. Elimination of any test fdentfffed fn Section 14 of PG&E's
Final Safety Analysis Report as amended as befng essential;

b. Modfffcatfon of test objectives, methods, or acceptance
criteria for any test fdentf fied fn Section 14 of PG&E's
Final Safety Analysis Report as amended as being essential;





c. Performance of any t st at a power level dffferent from
that described 1n the program; and

d. Failure to complete any tests )ncluded $ n the described program
(planned or scheduled for power levels up to the authorfzed
po~er level ).

(4) PGhE $ s authorized to perform steam generator moisture carryover
studies and turbine performance tests at the 0$ ablo Canyon Nuclear
Po~er Plant. These studies involve the use of an aqueous tracer
solution of three (3) curfes of sodfum-24. PRE's personnel shall
be $ n charge of conduct1ng these studfes and be knowledgeable $ n
the procedures. PGhE shall Impose personnel exposure limits,
posting, and survey requirements $ n conformance with those $ n
10 CFR Part 20 to m$ n<m$ ze personnel exposure and contamination

. duÃng the studies. Rad1olog)cal controls shall be established
$ n the areas of the chemical feed, feedwater, steam, condensate
and sampling systems ~here the presence of the rad<oact5ve tracer
$ s expected to warrant such controls. PGhE shall take special
precaut)ons to minimize radfat)on exposure and contamfnation
during both the handl)ng of the radioactive tracer prior to
$ nject$ on and the tak1ng of system samples followfng Injection
of the tracer. PGhE shall ensure that all regulato~ requirements
for liquid discharge are met dur)ng disposal of all sampling
effluents and when reestablish)ng continuous blowdown from the
steam generators after complet1on of the stud)es.

(5} Environmental Oualtffcatfon (Sect)on 7.8 SER Su olement No. 9}

a. No later than June 30, 1982, PGhE shall be 1n compliance
with the prov$ s$ ons of NUREG-0588, 'Interim Staff Posftfon
on Environmental gua11f)cation of Safety-Related Electrical
Equipment,'or safe~-related equipment exposed to a harsh
env$ ronment.

b Complete and aud)table records must be ava)lable and maintained
at a central locat)on which descrfbe the environmental qualffhca-
t$ on method used for all safety-related electrical equipment $ n
suff)clench detail to document the degree of compliance with the
DOR Gu)del)nes or NUREG-0588. Such records should be updated and
maintained current as equipment $ s replaced, further tested, or
otherwise further qualified to. document complete camplfance
by June 30, 1982.

c The licensee shall prov)de afffrmation of fmplementatfon of the
surveillance and maintenance program procedures prior to the
issuance of a full power license, and adhere to the cone$ tments
of their September 2, 1981 submittal which wf11 result fn
compliance with NUREG-0588.
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(6) Fire Protection S stem (Section 9.5)

a- PGhE shall mafntafn fn effect and fully implement. all prov1sions
of the approved fire protection plan and the NRC staff's
Fire Protection Review fn Supp'lements 8, 9 and 13 ta the Dfablo
Canyon Safety Evaluatfon Report.

b. PGhE shall comply with Sections III.G, III.J, III.L and III.O
of Appendix R of 10 CFR 50, except where RRC has approved
exemptions, on a schedule consistent wfth the schedules for
fmplementatfon speci fied fn 10 CFR 50.48(c). By October
1, 1981, PGIE shall submit a report that fdentfffes and
Justifies df fferenccs between existing or proposed fire protectfor
features and these features spcc1ffed fn Sectfons III.G, IIIA,
III.l., as appropriate, and III.O of Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50.

(7) Comolfance with Re ulato Guide L.97

Wfthfn thirty days of issuance of this 11cense, PGhE shall submit a pr
posal, including an implementat1on schedule, for compliance with R.G.

(8) HUREG-0737 Cond1tfons

Each of the following conditions shall be completed to the satisfaction
of the HRC by the times indicated below. Each of'he following
candft1ans references the appropriate item fn SER Supplements
Ho. 10 and/or Ho. 12.

a. Shift Technical Advisor (Section I.A.l.l)
PGhE shall provide a fully-trained an-shift technical advisor to
thc Shift Foreman.

b. Shift Mannfn (Section I.A.L.3)

Until the plant has completed fts startup test program, licensed
personnel who are not regularly assigne'd members of the shift
staff, includfng but not, limited to the Operations Supervisor,
shall not be assigned shift duties to sat1sfy the minimum staffing
requirements,for operation in Modes 1, 2, 3, 4 except, for cases
of emergencies such as unexpected illness. Such persons may
be used, ff necessary, durfng the period of initial fuel loading.
Exceptions to this requfrenent may be made only after prior
consultation with and approval by thc NC.

c. Mana ement ot 0 erations (Section I.B.L)

The Pacfffc Gas and Electric Company shall .augment the plant staff
to pravfde on each shift an individual experienced in comparable
size pressurized water reactor operation. These fndfv1duals shall
have at least one year af experience fn operation of large pressuri:
water reactors or shall have partfc1pated in the startup of at leas.
three pressurized water reactors. At least one such experienced
individual shall be on duty on each shift during the fnftfal fuel
loading and through the startup test program whenever the reactor
fs not fn a caid shutdown candft<nn for at least the first year of
operation or until the plant has attained a nominal LOO» power
level, whichever occurs first.

~ ~ '
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Inde endent Safet En fneerfn Grou (Sectfon I.B.1.2)

PGhE shall have an Onsfte Safety Rcvfew Group.

Procedures for Yerff fn Correct Performance of 0 eratfn Actfvftf
ection . .a

Procedures shall be avaflable to verffy the adequacy of the
operatf ng actf vftfes.

Trafnfn Durf n Low-Power Testfn (Sectf on I.G.1)

PGhE shall conduct a sufffcfent number of repetft1ve tests
on the reactor such that each lfcensed operator and supervfsor
would partfcfpate fn at least one of the low power tests
(tests 1-6) and observe Wo others prfor to full power operatfon.

Reactor Coolant S stem Vents (Sectfon II.B.1)

By July 1, 1982, PETE shall fnstall reactor coolant system
and reactor vessel head,hfghpofnt vents that are remotely
operable from the cantrol room.

Post Accfdent Samalfn (Sectfon II.B.3)

By January 1, 1982, PGhE shall complete correctfve actfons
.needed to provfde the capabflfty to promptly obta1n and
perform radfofsotopfc and chemfcal analyses of reactor coolant
and cantafnment atmosphere samples under degraded core condft1ons
wfthout excessfve exposure.

Relfef and Safe Valve Test Re ufrements (Sectfon II.D.1)

PGhE shall conform to the results of the EPRI test program.
PGhE shall pravfde documentat1on for qual 1 fyfng (a) reactor
coolant system relfef and safety valves, (b) pfpfng and
supports, and (c) block valves fn accordance w1th the revfew
schedule gfven fn SECY 81-491 as approved by the Coaxnfssfon.

Contafnment Isol atf on Oe endabf1 1 (Sectf on II.E.4.2)

PGAE shall lfmft the 12-fnch vacuum/overpressure rel fef valve
openfng to less than or equal to 50 degrees.

Addftfanal Accfdent Honf tarf n Instrumentatf on (Sectf on II.F.l)

By January 1, 1982, PGhE shall fnstall contfnuous fndfcatfon
fn the control room of the followfng parameters:

(1) Contafnment radfatfon monftars.

(2) Hoblc gas effluent from each potentfal release pofnt.
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l. Instruments for Inadequate Core Cool fn (Sectf on II.F.2)

(1) PGhE shall provfde a reactor vessel water level fnstrumentat«
system by January 1, 1982.

(2) PGhE shall resolve the fssue on plant computer fsolatfon
devfces by January 1, 1982. PGhE shall upgr ade the
fncore thermocouple syst.... by January 1, 1982 except
for the fncore thermocouple fn-contafnment connectors
and )unctfon boxes. PGhE shall replace the fncore
thermocouple fn-contaf~nt connectors and 3unctfon
boxes durfng the ffrst extended outage. followfng component
avaflabflfty'.

m. Vofdfn fn Reactor Coolant S stem (Sectfon II.K.2.17)

PGhE fs partfcfpatfng fn the Mestfnghouse Owner's group effort on
thfs ftem and shall conform to the results of thfs effort.
The analysfs wfll be submftted by January 1, 1982.

n. Se uentfal Auxf1fa Feedwater Flow Anal sfs (Sectfon II;K.2.19)

PGBE fs partfcfpatfng fn the Mestfnghouse Owner's group effort
on thfs ftea and shall conform to the results of thfs effort,.
The analysfs wfll be submftted by July 1, 1982.

o. Calculatf ons for Small-Break LOCAs (Sectfon II.K.3.30
an e ~ ~

pGhr'. fs partfcfpatfng fn the Mestfnghouse Owner 's group
effort for thfs item and shall conform to the resu1ts of
thfs effort. The analysfs for model )ustfffcatfon shall be
submf tted by January 1, 1982.

p. Up r ade Emer enc Su or t Facf1ftfes (Sectfon III.A.1.2)

(1) PGhE shall have fn operatfon the upgraded emergency support
facflftfes by October 1, 1982 consfstent wfth the gufdance
of NUREG-0696.

(2) PGhE shall mafntafn fnterfm emergency support facflftfes
(Technfcal Support Center, Operatfons Support Center and the
Emergency Operatfons Facflfty) untf1 the ffnal facf1ftfes
are compl etc.

q. Lon -Term Ever enc Pre aredness (Sectfon III.A.2)
- Functfonal descrfptfon of upgraded capabflftfes shall

be provfded by January 1, 1982. Installatfon of hardware
and software shall be completed by July 1, 1982. Full
operatfonal capabflfty fs requfred by October 1, 1982.
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Exemptfons from certafn requfrements of Appendfces G, H and J
to 10 CFR Part 50 are descrfbed fn the Offfce of Huc1ear Reactor
Regulatfon's Safety Evaluatfon Report, Supplements No. 9 through 14.
These'exemptfons are authorfzed by law and wfll not endanger lffe
or property or the common defense and securfty and are otherwfse fn
the publfc fnter est. Therefore, these exemptfons are hereby grant&.
The facflf+ wfll operate, to the extent authorfzed herefn, fn conformfty
wfth the applfcatfon, as amended, the provfsfons of the Act,.md the
regulatfons of the Commfssfon.

Ph sfcal Securf issues

The lfcensee shall mafntafn fn effect and fully fmplement all provfsfons
of the Comnfssfon approved Physfcal Securfty, Guard Trafnfng and gualf-
ffcatfon, and Safeguards Contfngency Plans, fncludfng amendments made
pursuant to the authorf+ of 10 CFR 50.54(p). The approved plans, whfch
contafn 10 CFR 2.790(d) fnformatfon, are collectfve'ly entftled 'Dfablo
Canyon Power Plant Physfcal Securfty Plan," dated Nay 25, 1977 wfth revf sfon.
dated June 3, 15, and 29, July 22 and December 29, 1977, January 31 and
Narch 16, 1978, and Nay 15, 1979 as supplemented by coamftments contafned
fn Pacfffc Gas and Electrfc Company's letter of Narch 12, 1981 to the
Chfef, Lfcensfng Branch Ho. 3, NRR, Nuclear Regulatory Coamfssfon;
'Dfablo Canyon Power Plant Guard Trafnfng and qualfffcatfon Plan", dated
July ll, 1980, and the 'Dfablo Canyon Power Plant Safeguards Contfngency
Plan", dated Nay 1, 1980.

The approved Dfablo Canyon Securfty Plan fdentfffed above fs hereby amended
to fncrease the mf nfmum number of armed responder s con sf s tent wf th ALAB-653
(restrfcted) decfsfon of September 9, 1981.

I

The Dfablo Canyon Power Plant Guard Trafnfng and gualfffcatfon Plan shall .

be fully fmplemented and all guards fully trafned and qual fffed by
January 1, 1982 (per letter dated July 16, 1981 from the Assfstant
General Counsel, Pacfffc Gas I Electrfc Company, to the Chfef, Lfcensfng
Branch No. 3, NRR, Nuclear Regulatory Coamfssfon). The Dfablo Canyon
Power Plant Safeguards Contfngency Plan shall be fully fmplemented,
fn accordance wfth 10 CFR 73.40(b) at the tfme of fuel loadfng.

4

Antftrust Cond) tfons

Thfs lfcense fs subject to the followfng antftrust condftfons:

(1) Deffnftfons

a. "Applfcant'eans Pacfffc Gas and Electrfc Company, any successor
corporatfon, or any assfgnee of thfs lfcense.

b. 'Servfce Area'eans that area wfthfn the exterfor geographfc
boundarfes of the several areas electrfcally served at retaf1,
now or fn the future, by Applfcant, and those areas fn Northern
and Central Cal ffornfa adjacent thereto.

c. 'Nefghborfng Entfty" means a ffnancfally responsfble prfvate or
publ fc entfty or lawful assocfatfon thereof ownfng, contractually





controll)ng or operatfng, or $ n good fa)th proposing to own,
to contractually'control or to operate facflftfes for the genera-
tion, or transm$ s1son at 60 kflovolts or above, of electric power
which meets each of the following crfter$ a: (1) Its existing
or proposed facf lit)es are or All be technically feas)ble of

. direct interconnection with those of Applicant; (2) all or part
of Its existing or proposed facial)thes are or %11 be located
within the Service Area; (3) Its prfmary purpose for owning,
contractually controlling, or operating generat1on facflltfes
$ s to sell $ n the Service Area the power generated; and (4) <t
$ s, or upon caamencement of operatfons will be, a public utility
regu1ated under applicable state law or the Federal Power Act,
or exempted from regulation by virtue of the fact that 1t $ s
a federal, state, municipal or other public entfty.

e ~

'Neighboring Dfstrfbutfon System'eans a financially
responsfble private or publ)c en'> which engages, or
5n good faith proposes to engage, $ n the distr)but1on of
electr)c power at, retail and which meets each of the
criteria numbered (3.), (2) and (4) $ n subparagraph

"C'bove'Costs"

means all capital expend1tures, adm$ n$ strat$ ve,
general, oper ation and maintenance expenses, taxes,
depreciation and costs'of capital <ncludfng a fair and
reasonable return on Appl)cant's Investment, which are
properly allocable to the particular service or trans-
action as determined by the regulatory authority having
gurfsdfct)on over the part)cular service or transaction.

'Good Ut)lfty Pract)ce" means those practices, methods
and equipment, )nclud<ng levels of reserves and provisions
for conthngenches, as mode fled from t5me to mme, that
are comnonly used $ n the Service Ar ea to operate, rel)ably
and safely, electric power fac)litotes to serve a utility's
own customers dependably and economically, with due regard
for the conservation of natural resources and the protection
of the environment of the Serv1ce Area, provfded such pract1ces,
methods and equipment are not unreasonably restr1ct5ve.

"Firm Power" means that power which $ s intended to be
avaflable to the customer at all tfmes and for which,
$ n order to achieve that degree of availability, adequately
fnstalled and sp3nn$ ng reserves and sufficient transmission
to move such power and reserves to the load center are
provided.

(2) Interconnect1on

Interconnection agreements negotiated pursuant to these license
cond)talons shall be subject to the following paragraphs

"a'hrough

g
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Applicant, shall not unreasonably refuse to interconnect and
operate normally fn parallel with any Neighboring Entfky,
or to fnterconnect with any Nefghbor1ng Distribution System.
Such 1nterconnections shall be cons1stent with Good Utf11ty
Practice.

Interconnection shall be at one pofnt unless otherwise
agreed by the partfes to an interconnection agreement.
Interconnection shall not be limited to lower voltages
when higher voltages are preferable from the standpoint
of Good Utf lite Practice and are avaflab1e from Applicant.
Applicant. may include 1n any interconnection agreement
prov1sions that a Ne1ghbor1ng Entity or Neighboring
Qistribution System maintain the power factor associated
wf th f ts load at a comparable level to that maintained
by Applicant fn the same geographic area and use comparable
control methods to achieve th1s objective.

Interconnection agreements shall not provide for more
extensf ve facf 1 1 tfes or control equi pment at the pof nt
of interconnection than are required by Good Utility
Practice unless the parties mutually agree that particular
circumstances ~arrant special facilities or equipment.

The Costs of additional facilities required to provide
service at the point of interconnection shall be allocated
on the bas1s of the pro)ected economic benefits for each
party from the 'interconnection after consideration of the
various transactions for which the interconnection
facflitfes are to be used, unless otherwise agreed by
the parties.

An interconnection agreement shall not impose limitations
upon the use or resale of capacity and energy sold or
exchanged under the agreement except as may be required
by Good Utflf+ Practice.

An interconnection agreement shall not prohibit any party
from entering into other interconnection agreements, but.
may provide that (1) App11cant recefve adequate not1cc
of any addft1onal interconnection arrangement with others,
(2) the partfes /ointly consider and agree upon additfonal
contractual provfsfons, measures, or equipment, which may
be required by Good Utflfty Practice as a result of the
new arrangement, and (3) Applicant may terminate the 1nter-
connect1on agreenent if the reliability of its system or
service to fts customers would be adversely affected by
such additional interconnect1on arrangement.

'Plt \ 0\ ' h ( + 1 I I ~ 0 It)'V ) '8 ~ ~

I
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App11cant may fnclude provfsfons fn an interconnection
agreement requiring a Hefghborfng Entfty or Heighborfng
Dfstr1butfon System to develop wfth Applicant a coordinated
program for underfrequency load shedding and tfe separation.
Under sich programs the parties shall equitably share the
fnterruptfon or curtailment of customer load.

(3) Reserve Coordfnatfon

Interconnect1on agreements negotfated pursuant to these 11cense
condftfons shall be subject to the followfng paragraphs

'a'hrough'e" regarding reserve coordination:

a.

b.

Applicant and any Hefghborfng Entity wfth which ft fnter-
connects shall )ofntly establfsh and separately maintain
the minimum reserves to be installed or otherwise provided
under an fnterconnectfon agreement. Unless otherwise
mutually agreed upon, reserves shall be expressed as a
percentage of estimated firm peak load and the mfnumum
reserve percentage shall be at least equal to Applfcant's
planned reserve percentage without the fnterconnectfon.
A Hefghborfng Entf~ shall not be requfred to provide
reserves for that portfon of fts load which ft aeets
through purchases of Ffrm Power . Mhfle dfffer ent reserve
percentages may be specified fn various interconnection
agreements, no party to an fnterconnectfon agr eement
shall be required to provide a greater reserve percentage
than Applfcant's planned reserve percentage, except that
ff the total reserves Applfcant must provide tq 'maintafn
system relfabflfty. equal to that existing without a
gfven fnterconnectfon arrangement are fncreased by reason
of the new arrangement,, then the other party or partfes
may be requ1red to install or provide addf tfona) reserves
fn the full amount of such increase.

Applicant and Hefghborfng Ent1t1es wfth which ft fnter-,
connects shall gofntly establfsh and separatelg maintain
the minimum spfnnfng reserves to be provided under an
interconnection agreement. Unless otherwise mutually
agreed upon, spfnnfng reserves shall be expressed as a
percentage of peak load and the mfnuraum spinning reserve
percentage shall be at least equal to Applfcant's sp1nn1ng

~ 4 ~
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reserve percentage wfthout the fntercannectfon. A Nefghbarfng
Entfty shall not be requfred to provfde spfnnfng reserves
for that portfon of fts load whfch ft meets through
purchases of Ffrm Po~er. Mhfle dffferent spfnnfng reserve
percentages may be specfffed fn varfaus fnterconnectfon
agreements, no party to an fnterconnectfon agreement
shall be requfred to provfde a greater spfnnfng reserve
percentage than that whfch Applfcant provfdes, except thatff the total spfnn1ng reserves Applfcant must provfde to
mafntafn system relfabflfty equal to that exfstfng wfthout
a gfven fnterconnectfon arrangement are fncreased by
reason of the new arrangement, then the other party or
partfes may be requfr ed to provfde addftfonal spfnnfng
reserves 1n the full amount of such 1ncrease.

c. App11cant shall offer to sell, an reasonable terms and
candftfons, fnclud1ng a specfffed perfod, capacfty to a
Nefghbor1ng Entfty for use as reserves ff such capacfty fs
nefther needed for Applfcant's own system nor contractually
coamftted to others and ff the Nefghborfng Entfty

wfll'ffer

to sell, an reasonable terms and condftfons, fts
awn such capacfty to the Applfcant.

d. Applfcant may fnclude fn any fnterconnectfon agreement
provfs1ons requfrfng a Xefghborfng Entfty to compensate
Applfcant for any reserves Applfcant makes avaflable as
the result of the faflure of such Nefghborfng Entfty to
mafntafn all or any part of the reserves ft has agreed
to provfde fn sa1d fntersonnect1on agreement.

e. Applfcant shall offer ta coordfnate mafntenance schedules
wfth Ne1ghborfng Entf tfes fnterconnected wfth Applfcant
and'o exchange or sell mafntenance capacfty and energy
when such capacfty and energy are avaflable and ft fs
reasanable to do so fn accordance wfth Good Utflfty
Practfce.

14) ~FP
Applfcant shall sell emergency power to any fnterconnected
Nefghbarfng Entfty whfch mafntafns the level af mfnfmum
reserve agreed upon wfth Applfcant, agrees to use due
dflfgence ta correct, the emergency and agrees to sell
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emergency power to Applfcant. Applfcant shall engage fn
such transactfons ff and when capacfty and energy for
such transactfons are avaflable from 1ts own generat1ng
resources, or may be obtafned by Applfcant from other
sources,,but only to the extent, that ft can do so wfthout
fmpafrfng servfce to Applfcant's retafl or wholesale
power customers or fmpafrfng fts abflf to dfscharge
pr1or caaeftments.

{5) Other Power Exchan es

Should Applfcant have on ffle, or hereafter ffle, wfth the
Federal Energy Regulatory Coamfssfon, agreeaents or rate
schedules provfdfng for the sale and purchase of short-term
capacfty and.energy, 11mfted-term capacfty and energy, long-
term capac1ty and energy or economy energy, Applfcant shall,
on a fafr and equ1table basfs, enter fnto lfke or sfmflar
agreements wfth any Xefghborfng Entfty, when such forms
of capacfty and energy are avaflable, recognfzfng that
past exper1ence, dffferent, economfc condftfons and Good.
Utflfty Practfce may )ustffy dffferent, rates, terms and
condftfons. Applfcant shall respond promptly to fnqufrfes
of Xefghborfng Entftfes concernfng the avaflabflfty of
such forms of capacfty and energy from fts system.

{6) Mholcsale Power Sales

Upon request, Applfcant shall offer to sell ffrm, full or
partfal requfrements power for a spec1ffed perfod to an
fnterconnected Xefghborfng Ent1ty or Xefghborfng Dfstrf-
but1on System under a contract wfth reasonable terms and
condftfons fncludfng provfsfons whfch permft Applfcant to
recover fts costs. Such wholesale power sales must be
consf stent wfth Good Utf11ty Practfce. Applfcant shall
not be requfr ed to sell Ffrm Power at wholesale ff 1t does
not have avaflable sufffcfent generatfon or transmfssfon
to supply the requested servfce or ff the sale would fmpafr
servfce to fts retafl customers or fts abflfty to dfscharge

~ prfor'omaftments.





(7) Transmissfon Services

a. Applicant shall transmit power pursuant, to interconnection
agreements, wfth provisions whfch are appropriate to the
requested transaction and which are consistent wf& these
license conditions. Except as lfsted below,'uch service
shall be provided (1) between two or among aore than two
Neighboring Entities or sections oi' Neighboring Entf@'s
system which are geographically separated, with which,
now or fn the future, Applicant fs interconnected, (2)
between a Neighborfng Entf@ with which, now or fn the
future, ft fs interconnected and one or more Neighboring
Ofstrfbutfon Systems with which, now or 1n the future,ft fs interconnected and (3) between any Neighboring Entfty
or Xefghborfng Oistrfbution System(s) and the Applicant's
pofnt of 41rect 1nterconnect1on with any other electr1c
system engaging fn bulk power supply outsfde the area then
electr1cally served at retail by Applicant. Appl1cant shall
not be required by this Section to transmit power (1) from
a hydroelectric facflity the ownership of ~hich has been
involuntarily transferred from Applicant or (2) fram a
Neighboring Entfty for sale to any electric system located
outs1de the exterfor geograph1c boundar 1es of the several
areas then electrfcally served at retaf1 by Applicant ff any
other. Nefghborfng Entity, Nefghborfng 01stribution System,
or Applicant wfshes to purchase such power at an equivalent
price for use wf thin set areas.. Any Neighboring Entfty or
Xeighborfng Ofstrfbutfon System(s) requesting transmission
serv1ce shall give reasonable advance not1ce W'pplfcant
of fts schedule and requirements. Applicant shall not be
required by this Section to provide transmission servfceff the proposed transaction would be inconsistent with
Good Ut1lfty Practice or ff the necessary transmission
facflitfes are coamftted at the time of the request to be
fully-loaded during the per1od of which service is requested,
or have been previously reserved by Applicant for emergency
purposes, loop flow, or other uses consistent Mih Good
Utility Practfce; provided, that with respect to the

Pacffic'orthwest-SouthwestIntertie, Applicant shall not be required
by this Section to prov1de the requested transmission service
ff ft would impair Applicant's own use of this facility
consistent with Bonneville Prospect Act, (50 Stat. 731,
August 20, 1937), Pacfffc Northwest Power Marketing Act
(78 Stat. 756, August 31, 1964) and the Publ1c Morks
Appropriations Act, 1965 (78 Stat. 682, August 30, 1964).
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b. Applfcant shall fnclude fn fts plannfng and constructfon
programs such fncreases fn fts transmfssfon capacfty or
such additfonal transmfssfon facflftfes as may be requfred
for the transactfons referred to fn paragraph (a) of thfs
Sectfon, provfded any Nefghborfng Entfty or Nefghborfng
Dfstrfbutfon System gfves Applfcant sufffcfent advance
notfce as may be necessary to accommodate fts requfrements
from a regulatory and technfcal standpofnt and provfded
further that the entfty requestfng transmfssfon servfces
compensates Applfcant for the Costs fncurred as a result
of the request. Mhere transmfssfon capacfty wfll be
fncreased or addftfonal transmfssfon facflftfes wfll be
fnstalled to provfde or mafntafn the requested servfce to
a Nefghborfng Entfty or Nefghborfng Dfstrfbutfon System,
Applfcant may requfre, fn addftfon to a rate for use of
other facflftfes, that payment, of Costs assocfated wfth-the
fncreased capacfty or addf tfonal facflftfes shall be made
by the par tfes fn accordance wfth and fn advance of thefr
respectfve use of the new capacfty or facflftfes.

c. - Nothfng herefn shall requfre Applfcant (1) to construct
addftfonal transmfssfon facflftfes ff the constructfon of
such facflftfes fs fnconsfstent wfth Good Utflfty Practfce
or ff such facf1ftfes could be constructed wfthout duplfcatfng
any portfon of Applfcant's transmfssfon system, (2) to provfde
transmfssfon servfce to a retaf1 customer of (3) to construct
transmfssfon outsfde the area then electrfcally served at
retaf1 by Appl fcant.

d. Rate schedules and agreements for transmfssfon servfces
provfded under thfs Sectfon shall be ffled by Applfcant wfth
the regulatory agency havfng jurfsdfctfon over such rates
and agreements.

(8) Access to Nuclear Generatfon

a. If a Nefghborfng Entfty or Nefghborfng Gfstrfbutfon
System makes a tfmely request, to Applfcant for an owner-
shfp partfcfpatfon fn the Stanfslaus Nuclear Project,
Unft No. 1 or any future nuclear generatfng unft for whfch
Applfcant applfes for a constructfon permft durfng the
20-year perfod famedfately followfng the date of the
constructfon permft for Stanfslaus Unft 1, Applfcant
shall offer the requestfng party an opportunf ty to partf-
cfpate fn such unfts, up to an amount reasonable fn lfght
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b.

of the relative loads of the partfcfpants. Nth respect,
to Stanfslaus Unit No. 1 or any future nuclear generatfng
unit, a request, for partfcfpatfon shall be deemed tfmelyff recefved ~fthfn 90 days after the mailing by Applicant
ta Nefghborfng Entftfes and Ne1ghborfng Dfstrfbutfon Systems
of an announcement of fts intent to construct the unft
and a request far an expression of interest fn part1cfpa-
tfon. Partfcfpatfon shall be on a basfs ~hfch compensates
Applicant for a reasonah]e share of all fts Costs, fncurred
and ta be incurred, fn planning, selecting a sfte far,
constructing and operatfng the facflfty.

Any Nefghbor fng Entfty or any Nefghborfng Distribution
System making a tfmely request for partfcf pat1on fn a
nuclear un1t must enter into a legally bfndfng and enforce-
able agreement to assume financial responsibility for fts
,share of the costs assocfated fifth participation fn the
unit and assocfated transmission facfl1t1es. Unless
otherwise agreed by Applicant, a Neighborfng Entity or
Nefghborfng Ofstrfbut1on System des1rfng par t1cfpatfon
must have sfgned such an agreement wfthfn one year after
Applicant has provided to.that Nefghborfng Entity or
Nefghborfng Dfstrfbutfon System pertinent ffnancfal and
technical data bearing on the feasfbflity of the prospect
rhfch are then available ta Applfcant. Applfcant shall
provide addftfonal pertfnent data as they become avaflable
during the year. The requesting party shall pay to
Applicant forchifth the additional expenses incurred by
Applicant fn makfng such financial and technical data
available. In any partfcfpat1on agreement subject to
thfs Sectfon, Applicant may require provfsfons requfrfng
payment by each partfcfpant of fts share of all costs
incurred up ta the date of the agreement, requiring each
participant thereafter to pay fts pro rata share of funds
as they. are expended for the plannfng and construction
of units and related facflftfes, and requfrfng each
partfcfpant to make 'such ffnancfal arrangements as may be
necessary to ensure the abflfty of the partfcfpant ta
continue to make such payments.

(9) Imal ementatf on

a. All rates, charges, terms and pract1ces are and shall
be subject to the acceptance and approval of any regula-
tory agencies or courts having fur fsdfctfon over them.

%uA p
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b. Hothfng contafned herefn shall enlarge any rfghts of a
Nefghborfng Entfty or Nefghborfng Dfstrfbutfon System
to provfde servfces to retafl customers of Applfcant
beyond the rfghts they have under state or federal Iaw.

c. Hothfng fn these lfcense condftfons shall be construed
as a wafver by Applfcant of fts rfghts to contest the
applfcatfon of any commftment herefn to a partfcular
factual sftuatfon.

d. These lfcense condftfons do not preclude Applfcant from
apply1ng to any approprfate forum to seek such changes
fn these condftfons as may at the tfme be approprfate fn
accordance wfth the then-exfstfng Iaw and Good Utflfty
Practfce.

e. These Ifcense condftfons do not requfre Applfcant to
become a common carrfer.

G. Thfs lfcense fs sub)ect to the followfng addftfonal condftfon for the
protectfon of the env1ronment:

Before engagfng fn addftfonal construct1on or operatfonal actfvftfes whfch
may result 1n a sfgnfffcant adverse envfronmental fmpact that was not
evaluated or that fs sfgnfffcantly greater than that evaluated fn the Ffnal
Envfronmental Statement and fts Addendum, the Pacfffc Gas 5 Electr1c Company
shall provfde a wrftten not1ffcatfon to the Dfrector of the Offfce of
Nuclear Reactor Regulatfon.

H. PGhE shall report any vfolatfons of the requfrements contafned fn Sect1ons
2.C(3) through 2.C.(8), 2.E, 2.F, and 2.6 of thfs I fcense wfthfn
24 hours by telephone and conffrmed by telegram, maflgram, or facs1mfle
transmfssfon to the Dfrector of the Regfonal Offfce, or hf s desfgnee, no
later than the ffrst work1ng day followfng the vfolat1on wfth a wrf tten
followup report wfthfn 14 days.

I. PGhE shall faxnedfately notf fy the Commfssfon of any accfdent at, tends
facflfty whfch could result fn an unplanned release of quant1tfes of
ffssfon products, fn excess of allowable Ifmfts for normal operatfon
establ fshed by the Coamfssfon.

J'. PGhE shall have and mafntafn ffnancfal protectfon of such type and fn
such amounts as the Comnfssfon shall requfre fn accordance w1th
Sect1on 170 of the Atomfc Energy Act of 1954, as amended, to cover
publ1c I fabf1 fty clafms.
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K. This 1icense is effective as of the date of issuance and sha11 expire
one year from the date of issuance.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Harold R Penton, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Attachment:
Appendices A and 9 (Technica1 Specifications

and Environmental Protiction P1an)

Date of Issuance: September 22. 1981
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Attachment, 5
{„>"c

NOTlCKS ~>II'>'I

NUCLEAR REGULATORY
COSEKSXN

I Doc)t)LT No. So-2os I

NKf)RASICA PUQLIC RRfKR OISTRICT

Issui>oco of AII>ocxPaoc>t to Factly Uenas
Notke is hc>roby gives) that the UJf. Nu-

clear Regulatory Commtss)on cthe Com-
mission) has hsuod Amendment NIL 22
to Facility OperaUng Lkense No. DPR-
44, hsucd to the Nebraska Pubtk Power
Dsstrkt cthe lkcceee), whkh revised
Technical Spcscl5caUons for operaUon of
the Cooper Nuc)ec>r StaUon I the facility)
located in Nccnfsha County. Nebraska.
The amendment h effecUre as of its date
of hsuance.

This ames)dmcnt revlscs Lhe Technical
Speci5caUons for the facility to permit
the caifbraUon of intern>ecUatc range
neutron monitors on any Intermediate
range monitor indkator range aca)e in
lieu of hxfkator range f>ca)e 10 only.

The c>pptkaUon for the amendment
cocnpbes with the stand>sids and rcquire-
meats of the Atomk Energy Act of 1054.
as amended cthe Act). and Lhe Oommh-
s)on'L rules and rcgulaUons. The Coen-
>I>hsion has made appropriate 5ndings as
required by the Act'and the Commh-
sioa's rules and'leguhsUoc>s in 14 CFR
Chapter Z. «hkh are sei forth ln the
hcense amendment. Prior Pubbc noUce
of thh amenchnent was not required
since the amendment does not involve a
slanI5cant hazarch rosa>)deraUon.

'Zhe Cocnmhion has detcrmh>ed that
the hsac>nce af thh amendment willnot
result ln any signi5esnt enviroc>n)ental
hnpact and that Pursuant to 14 CFR
5 $181 d I IC I an enrironmental state-
ment. negaUve dcchslaUon or environ-
mental tmpc>ct apprahal need not be
prepared n> coc>necUor. «Ith the hsu-
»nce of thh amendmcnt.

Foc further detaUs with respect to thh
s>CUoc>. sce I 1 > the appUraUon for
amcndn)ent dated March 10. 1974. 12>
An)cndment No. 2$ to License No. DPR-
W. and (2) the Commhsion's concur-
rcnQy k>sued Safety EvalusUon. All of
these items are available for Publk in-'sc~) at the Cocnmhs ion's PuMc
Docasncnt Room. 1717 H Street. N.W'.,
lilac>f)fngton, D.C. and at the Auburn
PoMk Library. 1 19 1Sth Street. Auburn,
Nebraska 44205. A copy of Items 12 I and
42) may'e obtained upon request ad-
dressed io the United States Nuckar
Regtdatory Cofnmi>a>ion. Washb)gton.
D.C. 205SS, AttenUoc>: Dirtc'tor. Division
of Operating Reactors

Dated at Bethesda. Marylai>d. this cih
day of May 1974.

For the Nuckar Regulatory Commis-
> lOll

Dg)>lets L Zlxscsn>c.
Chir/. Opera!In p Rracfors ~

Naach /fo. 2, Dfafcfon o/
Oprraf fnp Rcacforc.

IPlt Doe 7d )4'1 P>itd d )4.7d s -45 aml

IDccLst No. 90-902)

PtXfKR AtfTNCKtITY OF TIOX STATE OF
KKYf TONSIL AND ff!AffARA OCRACY(
POvfKR CORP.

hc>us>>co of AII>oc>dIncest to FOCNty
Of>orotb)g Liawxo

Notke h hereby given that the UZI.
Nudec>r Regulatory Commhsion Itha
Commission has hsued Amendment No.
17 to Facility Operating Lkcnf>e No.D~D hsued to the Power Authority of
the State of New York and the Meara
Mohawk Power OorpolaUon whkh re-
vhed the Teel>nical SPCCI5catkns for
operaUon of the James A. FitaPatrkk
Nuckar Power PlanL. located in Oswego
County, Ncw York. 'Zhe amendment h
effccUve within 20 days of Its date of
hsuance.

'Zhe amendment changes Lhe Tcchni-
cal Spccl5caUons to specify lower lim-
Its for the ref>ctor coohsnt water conduc-
tivity and chloride ion concentraUon.

'Zhe applkaUon for the amendment
complks with the standards and require-
ments of the Atomk Energy Act o! 1954.
as aa)ended cthe Act >. and the Cocnmh-
sion's luks and rcguh>Uons. The Com-
mhsion has made appropriate 5ndu>g» as
required by the Act and the Conunh-
sk>n'S luks and reguls>Uons in 10 CFR
Chapter Z, whkh are ac5 forth m the
lkense amendment. Prior publk noUce
of this an)cndment was not required
since Qlc amcndmcnt docs not invol've a
s)gntfkant haaards consicicraUon.

The Cocnmlssion has determined U>ut
the hsualke of this an>enchncnt a7II not
result In any signi5cant enrironmental
impact and that Pursuant to 10 CFR
} Slhcd>>4> an enriranmental >ctate-
ment. negauve dech>raUoc> or environ-
mental Ilnpact appraisal need not be
prepared in connection w)th Ls>uai>c t of
thh amendment.

FOr further detail>c With reaPeCt tO th>S
acUon. see I 1 > appi)caUon for amend-
ment submitted by kttcr dated January
27, 1974, 12> Amendment No 17 to LI-
cense No. DPR-59. and IS> the Com-
mhsion's related 8afety Evaluation. All
of these Items are avaiiabk for public In-
spection at the Cocnmixcion's Public
Document Room. 1717 H Street. N.W,
Washington. D.C. ~ and at the Oswego
City Library. 120 East Second Sfrttf.
Os@ego. New York.

A copy of items >2> and <Sc ma) be
obtained upon request addressed to the
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commis sion.
Washington. D.C. 20S55. Attention: DI-
rector, Division o! Operating Rtartors

Dated at Bethe dn. Marylc>nd. Ihi 30fh
day of April 1974.

For the Nuclear Regulatory Conn»> -„

s>on.
Rosssr W. Ran.

Ch fr/. Opera f In p Rror fore
ffranrh No. g. Z)II+ fnn n/ Op-
craffnp Rracforc.

I)7t Dnr 7d )42S2 P>led S >4 7>c S 4! s».I

IDuvLss Nu l'dc AI

PACIFC 6AO Af40 KLECTRIC CO.

Rocolpt of /Lttornoy Oc>oocc>l's Advice sad
Tisane for Flgcvt ot Pat)lions To Intc>rvc>>t
on Ant)tris Sfattocs

The Commssioc) has received. par..u-
ant to ascUon 10Sc of the Atocnic EI>erg)
Act of 1054 ~ as amended, a letter of ad-
vice frocn the Attorney General of Iht
United States, dated May S. 197d. a rup)
of i7>kh h attached as Append>x -h"

Any Person whose interest may be « f-
ftcted by thh proceed)ng may. Pur>" hni
to secUon 2.714 of the Co>nmiss>u:c">
"Rules of PracUce," 10 CFR Part 2.!>It
a peUtiOn fOr knVC tO lnterVene a>>d re-
que t a hear>ng on the anUtr> st aspcc I..
of the apphcatlon. Petit)ons fc.r kavt u
intervene and requests for hearing 4)>:clc
be 5lcd by June 14. 1974, either I 1 b)
delivery to the NRC Docketmg and Ser;-
Ice Section st 1717 H Street. N.W.. Wa ).-
Ington. D.C.. or >2> by mail or telegr>cv.:
address to the Secretary. Nuclear Reg-
ulatory Commhsion. Washington, D

f'0SSS.ATTN: Docketing snd Ser)7c e Sc I ~

tion.
For TI>e Nuc lear Regulatur) Cu>»1».. ~

s>u»
Jssoxs SALTrJcs>c.

I fiic/. Anf>fr>csf aacf /»cfrn>nifs
Group. /vucfrar Rrac I r /f o.
«faf>un.

Ae» >co>s A
I

~1 ~ K>~ ~ ~ C i SC C I> CS tSIsJ ~ C .

I'u'» h Gscc s>co I.LI~ Ts>I ~ ~

IDn Le> Ni ~ P Sus Ac

) C»C Icac>e Itq>It~it>> I~ ~ II SdV>Ct I ..I .«>.>
Ihe prcccic>>cud nf Seri>ccc> IOSc'> Ihc Acc >c..
Energy Art of ISS4 s~ an>eac>ec> >I; ccu.c.c ~

I>ou sita the appiirst>nu of Psc>ac 0 s r>

tier>ric Cnmpsuv >neo>ci>rccr> the ~ sc c ~ '..

Nuc')ear Pcu)et i. U»II N s I
The Depar>me»I hsc pctccc>..-.') Iec.ores ~ >

~uc>re on I>teart spphrs>>oat for >tetra,'. >. ~

I Iesr Isr>II>ieK %1th Itspevi so aic>c h por. >

hSS been Sa SPPI>rau> The ar I C.f I>c- *

cca PORE's IQ7) spp)>csi>o>c for s hrtc. e: ~

COIDCtr>>ri Iht >hen p>OPCDeC> Mtuduc l>.r I'c ..
tr P)aui. Units I auc> 2 Ou Aupu: 2
the Depar>me>c> >ufnrmcKI your preC>r ~ - ~

Cccma»cK>oh Ihst rer>ccu> c>rsev>bec> ri >.c
by p04:K to fo>e lose ihe aevelccpo>e>
a>ttc» ~ I>ve bulL po>ver supp)v soc>>ce.
Nucihera sad Ctntrai Cai>focu>s hsc> c rvc. ~ c ~

si>usl>ccu >acoN>s>th> %1>h tht s> ~

II"'LCCSShd thai rais trur>>na a»d CcnrrSI>i ., i
the Me»c>Dc>ho Pia>>t bv PO4:E sppe.". ~ .
IILr>y In a>a>nts>1> sccrh ~ I>t>rccmpei»'. ve: ~

~

a>>o>c Ac n>ra>1>S>y, se Iteommeud Ih.c
ah>itrc>ic hest>as be he>a a>>h etifcrc ~ i ~

~

Mt>>doc >>In spphrs>>na Sc>~uur>.c cc . ~

eei>aec>hs nf that adv>ct poc E a>.ad>re ~ . ~

Meudcs 1>co sppi>c's>>>la bee>Ice~ clf I l.c I ~ . ~ ~

mc>usi and cstei) pcccbitm There~:Irf >.'.c
Dc'Psc>a>c'>c> rn>uu'lc'urtd ~ I'o>I>P>t>cc'c ~ cc > ~

vc ~ I>pa>>nn undec the sui>>rue> Iss K>c>. s
\ >ts io pocccc>hit sutllccu 'I sr>>o>» u >I.e I>
Ic>c'I \'oclt I

77>s> 1>>c~t>ps>le>a ass atsra>s cc mp>r>c ~ cc

«btn )Ou Itq>>testa Our Sat)et Ou POCVI c
~ppl>rst>nn co pars>o>pc>st Ia tht f)aa Josqu.>.
Nc>r>esr Pro)eve IL)NP). Oa )Iovta>ber 24
Isrs sre scfvtsea u>e coava>ssfoa la toaae. ~

1>nu s»h f)JNP that. Ia Ihe per>nd sinre c ur
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'll'<u<i NOTICES

; ot ~ a<i.i < !eiirr. It SPPCSff<: I!.at I'CIAO
:uay I.aie»:.410rd certain of lic a»'.I<<»u-

vs pracuces whkh were the basis for
lier r<r<immcndatlnn Chat a hearing be

hs we stated Ln Chat letter. 'Whether
ii< actions by POAX hsrs been such that
a sltuauon L»consistent «1th lhe anutzust
.aws nn k<»g< r i xlits a»4 or «bether an anLI-
trust prnceedlng on United States District
Court should bi instituted aze tnaCters rhkh
en cuzventIZ being considered and «bleb
«Ul shortly be resolve<4" We indicated Chat
~'aU<e ihe Depsrtmtnt would shor Llr render
<iennlilve aniiuust sdvlc on PCMcX tn con.
nscuun with ths also pending POkR appll
ration fnr a license to neitruct the Stahl-
+Iaus Nuclear Project aiid In vie«of POkE's
~<free»ie»t to certain Limited Ucense co»di-
tiuns periaiiuiig to SJNP. Do hearhtg availd
tie ~< iii coiiilrcilo<l ailb tbe liirils-
t»g o! SJNP

PulLorI»g tl» lac»ance o! the SJNP advl<»
letter, tbe Department ahd POkX e»tered
lntO <LiaruSSLO«S Zel~ antitrust CO»ferns
«Dich re beucrcd «ere po«ed by POkE'a ac
tivltles agrrtlng alternative bulk power sup

~

~

~

,~ sou~ ln Northern and Central Call-
<a. On Peorusry 19. 19'2<L. March 22. Ipzg,
;April 30, Igtri. POkE. «1th our co»cur-

. requested the Commission to aSozd
~ddltioilal Linw for Qw A'tiorDey Ocneral Lo
feodet'dvice on Qie stanlsb<us Lccv»se hp~
pUcatlon in order Lhat discussions between
POkX and ibe DePaftment might COntlnur

We are»or able to I»forth the Commla
sion that POkX ahd the Depazttnent have
reached agrerinent on ~ statcmenc of Coca-
mltments which Qw Department beUe~
«CU ODViale tbe anti-truat prOblemc pcaed
by POAE' sctlviiles and «hich «UI remedy
the situation incocislsteut «Ith the anti-
trust lars which we beueve has existed ln
Northern an4 Central Caufor»ia The Statei
meet ot Co<nmltments ls contained ln lhe
attached letter to tbe DrpartmenL from
POkE Pfv ident John F. Bonner. Por Iis part.
POkX denL<a that any o! Its pouclea or prac-
ticea have been or will l» lnconsistenL with
tbe an'ilLfua'L la«S HO«ever, IL IS 'WUUng 'LO

haVe Lbeae COmmltmenta included ae COndl
tloes \o lis Uceilse co consifuct che Stanlslaus
Nuclear Project. In tiw event that PokE

~ ~ ~ »ot to co»sLruct the Stanislsus Nu-
~ u Project, lt bas consented to have its~ng Unenae for D4blo Canyon ituclrar

Power Plant, Units I aDd 2, amended 'io In~te che Coaunltments as conditio<La to
:hat Ikense.

In otzf opl»ion. the egectustion of the
Comndtmencs «UI meet the questions o!
antkompetitlre conduct by POkE which
hare mme Co ouz attention. The Imp!fmfn-
tation ot thew poucies should provide com
petliOrs Of Applkant «1th reaSOnable Opper-
tunities to develop competitive bulk power
supply sources. !Ence POkE ls agreeable to
having tbe C~ion Include the Ccm.
panfs Statement ot Cotnmitments as con
dluons io the scanlslsus Nuclear project
Ucense. «e conclude Chat an antitrust bear.
lng «UI Dot be Deoess<ary with isepect to the
instant sppllcsuon lf ths Commission Iaauss
~ lire»sr <e condluoned.

Rrctosvsf i
Pscidc Oas and Electric Company l~ here.

with submltil»g to the UJL. Department o!
Justke 'cbe sccscbsd statement ot commII
inenta. POahdX ls «IUlng to have tbe corn
mitments Lncludsd a eon<St@os Ih tbe con
strucuon permit ahd operat Dg Ucense 4
sued by tbe xncissr ILogulatory comm4slon
for sonstrnetiott DD4 operauo<s o! tbe pro-

Stanlslsus Xucisor Project. UDIC I, if
Ctorney Oensrai w!U advise the Nuclear

tory Cocnhdsslon thnt Do antitrust
bearing is necessary lh connection with the

li.r» ii.c «! Lhe unl'L. In the evr»L ihaL
I~Ex appuration fnr a construction per-
mit for the Stanlaiaus Nuclear Pzoject Unit
1 4 «Ltbdra«n, of tha'1 a consifiicclon pez
tidt fur such unit Ls Dol Issued by the
Nuclear Regidsiory Comndsslon prior to
July I, IQTg, POkE Ls «IUI»g to have its
Ucenwisl for Dtabio Canyon Nuclear Purer
PIanL UUILs 1 an4 2, amended Co Incor
purale the commILme»ts.

As ~ ~UIL of Its review of POkE's aruvl-
tlcs, the Department has Indicated that lu.
el»don of commltme»ts In Che SianLvlsus
Uce»se ls necea<azy to remedy an anti~-
petltive sltuatlon «bleb lt believes to exlsL.
Ws believe that none of PCMcE's activities
bas been or «Ui be l»consistent «1th the
aililtf<iitls«s ah4 for that reason. It Ls oiif
tier that uo condltln»c to the Stanlsiaus
Ufc»w are D~. However. In ocder to
amid protracted Urlgstlon we are agreeable
to the i»cIUAon ot the attached con<UCLons
ln the license. %'e u»drzstand thaC tbe De-
partme»L «UI advise the Nuclear Heguistory
commis»on that these cehdluons. «bleb
have been Dstfotlated bet«een tbe Dspart-
ment azid POAX, 'tfiU retnody tha sltuauon
lnoonslstcut «1th tbe antitrust Ia«s which
Uie Department pcrcelvce Co exisC.

%Pe recognise that I! Cbe Attorney Oen
eral advises Qw Nuclear Dcguiatory C<om
mission thai tbe cocnmlunents are appro-
priale Ilornse conditlohc fnf the Sianislaus
Nuclear Project. such advice «ouL4 mean
only that broader license cendluons are Dot
deemed Dccewazy In Lhe contexC o! Qds
Ikena<ug proceeding. Aoooftfing!y, Che in
cius<o» ui ibe conu»ilznen4 o! Urn!ted ex
ceptlo»~ io POAE's general commitment to
tzazL<mlt Power ill DO «ay exfmpta POk E
froca any legal requirement lt may have
iiilder statutca ocher 'lhalt Section IOOC Co
izansmll power ln circumstances «bete such
Lfancm~ wou)4»ot be zeqtuzed under
ibe conunlunenta.

We understand Qist should POkE refuse
ln Lhr futiira tO transmit PO«rr ID CIZClitn
Sianrea Where tbe COmmltmenta dO DOt ZV-
quite I\ to transmit power, Che Department
reserves tbs fight to bring legal acuon In
~n appropriate forum OQler than tbe Nuclear
Regulatory Commission agahsxt POkR lf
tbe Depatfmcnt ooncludea that such ~ re-
fiual to transmit pcnrer is, tmder tbe clr-
cumsis»cia then existing. Ln violat!on of Qw
anutfuzt ia«s or any other Pedsrai statutes.
We aho understand that tbe Dctiartmsnc
reserves Iis fight to contest PO4dVa Lnter-
pretauon of any part at tha statccnent ot
cocnnuunents tn the NucLear Itagniatory

ConunhAoh. ID selllzig forQi ibis iiDdez
stahdlf<g, we do not mean to sugges!, tha'L I!
POkE rvfe ID faCC to refuse to tzahanlt po«-
~r Ln circumstances covered by tbe exoep-
clons. such nfusa4 woUld violate che aD\I
triist laws or any other Psdcral statutes.

pcftflc Ocs stra E~R Colctczfv
Svcvwxfxz<v ce Coscstvvxcwzrzs

1, Dtftlffttotrs
A. 'pplicant" means Paclbs Oss an4

Electr!c Company. any successor corpora-
tion. or any assignee of this lkenss.

B. "service Afsa means Qia'\ acva «Ithln
lhe cxieflor geographic boUDdaries ot
several areas- electrically served al retaU.
now or ln the future, by Appbcant. an4
those areas Ih Ncrthefn aD4 Central Cab ~

foe»la adjacent thereto.
O. "Nelghboring Entity" means ~ S

nanclslly responsible prirato or public enuty
or lawful association Qiezso! 0«lilngi Don~
trsctusUy fontzoUI»g or operating, ce ID
goo4 fslUi proposing to owh, Co oontrt<ctually
control or to operate fscUICke for the gener
aiion. of Lrahcmks!on al 00 )Uiovolis
or above. n! e!sctric power «bleb meeb each

Lhc fuburl»g crilrha: 11) its ex4!Inc
ur p~ fscuitks an or wLU be C cn-
nlcsUZ feasible o! dlnct Intcrco»»ecilo»
«Ith those o! AppUcant: {2) aU or part of
Its existing or pfofiosod faculties aze or «IU
be located within Qw Service Afta: I3) ILs
primary purpose for owning. contrsctusuy
contzoUI»g. or opszaung genersuon facili-
tlss ls to seU ln tbe Service Area tbe power
generated; aDd (4) IC La c& upon cool
znencenient o! operations «UI be, ~ pubur
uiulty regulated under appucable state Ia«<
or the Pedsrsl porar Act. or exempled fzum
rcgulatlun by virtue of tbe fact that lt ls s
federal, state, municipal or other publl:
enlltZ.

D. -Nelghborl»g Dl Czlbutlon Sycicm
'uasns~ SnanciaUZ rcaponslb!e private or

public entity «hkh engages, of ln good faiih
proposes to engage, Ln tbe dlstrlbutiun o!
electzk power at IvMland which meets each
of the czllerta numbered 11), (2), and (4I !ii
subparagraph C above.

E. "C<octs" mes»s su cspl41 expe»dllufw.
~dmlniatratlve. gene@A, operatkn and nialn-
te»ance expenses, Cases, depnciauon and
cos4 0! capital IDcln<Ung a fab'hd realen
able return on Applkaht's Lhvestmsht «Dich
are properly auocable to the particular Derv-
ke or transaction as determlnod by tbe regu-
latory authority having jurhdktion oref the
particular service or trazisactk<n.

p. ~ Uubty pzacuca" means cho
practices, methods and equipment, lnolud-

= 1»g levels of zvservva and provisions for con-
Clngcnc&s, as modihed from time to Lime.
that an oommo<dy Used ln the Service Ana
to operaLe, zeuably and safely, electric po<rer
!scUlues co serve ~ uullty's own customer
depen4ably aud econondosUZ, with due zv-
gard fc<r Lhe COmerratIOD Ot natural rVSOUfCrs
~n4 the PrnteetiOn Ot tbe ehVIZOhment Of Chn
Servke Azva. provided such practicee, tneth-
ods an4 equipment are not unzvasonablZ zr-
stzkure.

O. "PIrm Poavr" means that power which
ts lzitended Lo be avalLable CO Qie customer ~ i
aU times and for whkh, lh order to achie<e
Chat degree of avaUabUI\y, adequate lnstaUed
an4 splnidng reserves and s<dhcknt tza»a-
mh sion to more such power snd zvw~c i ~ ~

Ios4 ce»i fr are provided.
Zi<VXSf»I<NXCVtn«

Iutezco»»ection agreements»egotist ed
puzsuanL to these Ikenss conditions shaU be
subject to tbe !oIIowlhg pazagrapbs A
through Oi

A. App~t sbau not u~nab!y zrf<Dw
to Interconnect and operate nonnaby ln
parabsi «Ith any Neighboring Enuty. or to
Interconnect with any Neighboring Distribu-
Uon System. Such Interconnections shall be
cons4tenc «Ith Ooo4 Uuuty pfacuce.

b. Interconnection shab be at one point
uniem other«b<e agreed bz che psztke co an
interconnection agrvcmcnt. Interconnection
ahaU nol bs Ilmlted lo Iorvf voltages «bc<i
higher voltages are preferable from the stand-
point of Oood UuUCZ Practloe and are avail-
~bls from Applkant. Applicant nary lncludn
ln any Interconnscuon agreement pzovtsloixt
Chal ~ Neighboring Enuiy oc Nelgbborl»g
Distribution System malntalh the power fac-
lor associated «1th ILs kad at a comparable
ieve1 to that malnlalhed by Applicant In Lbe
~arne geograpldc ana and txss cot»parable
oontzoI methods to achieve this objective.

C. Intercon»fctk<n agzvrinenls shall nut
provide foc more extensive faclbties or con-
trol equipment at the point o! Inlercnn»rc-
CIon than ars required by Oood ULUIiz Prar-
tk<s Uhlesa Uie psrtI« i»UlilaUz agree Lhat
partku)af clzcuztstahcea warrant special !a-
ellltlee ce equipment.

D. Ttta Oosts o! addlllonal facIIIIIfs re-
quired to pzv<vide ssfvke at ihe point o! In-
Cs<fconaseuon shall be aUooated on the basis
0! Cbs projected economic bent!lb< fnr each
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C'OTICES

Psrt) !Tv<a Lb<'»tc<<'llu< C< <»»< S!<r< ~ i»<a<d- OX)< U»g «!thou! a g!veo U<Lsrcauuseltua
1 <If !bs vsrlvu* LT«4«set<a<& Iv< 'vbtuh arran,'foamaL are lnccoaoecl hy t<rssaa 0! Chs
!<AQ»uccUO» Is<II<<lrc are!0 b<»srd, Ds«arrange<»tnt, thea the ocher party ar
OQser«Sse sLTeedby Lhc parties. psrtlss msy be Fequ!F$ 4 io Ptoeh)s c<t)df

. An loteraaanectlon afteemeul abau nai Qonsl spina)ng Tcocrvas in che ytsu amount
Impose Urn)Sat)aux upan tbe uxe Or Teea)e O! O! SuCh Increasr.
csc<s<cccy and energy sold ar exchanged undrr C. Appllcs»L sbsu of!Fr 10 scil, on reason
Lhc sa~tacnL exacpi sc tuay be tvqulrc4 by able tern!s s»d rand)tsans, Including ~ spsc-
Ooad QCIUL7 Pn<at)co. lnsd prr)ud, ospseuy io a fts)ghborlng En-

p. ha LDSsroassnect)on sgreemsul sbau Dat Uly for ucc as reserves If suob capscuy lt
p<uh!bit any )<arty frots tutoring ln!0 0Lbsr Deliber needed far Appua<lnts 0«n $7$1em
»<Lrrca«neat)an agrertusnts. buL may prov)<)s nor ra»!rsctusuy cammlcisd 10 others snd
U!st < I > App))rant receive adrqus! ~ notice If the )Ic)gbbvrlng RnUty «Ul o!!cr to sell,
uf any add! tsan<<I n!Lercannect!on OTTangc a<< Tv%<<a<!sb)o !orms an4 COD4luans. ILL 0«»
T»r»L «<th others. !2) Lbc psrllrs)vbilly cvn s<»h cspsrhy Lo Appucanc,
«srr a»d sgtvc upa» sdd<L<ons) co»!Acctusl - D. Applicant nmy Include ln s»y I»tete>n-

PAllMud tasas<uvs. 0<'qulpme»t, '«bleb 'ccllo» agrermcut PFOVSSIons Tcqulrtug ~
F«sy b< Fcqulrc4 bz Goad Quuty PracUce ss ~ ftclgbborlng Entt<y Lo ccsnpenss!e App!Scantcult 0! Lbc nc«srrangc!T<cnte snd Ig) Ap far any Fvoctl'ts App)iasnL tnsxes svsuablc
pbcsot sasy 'iersslna!e the InlcvconnscUau ss Uie rcsu)L of Lbs fauure of $Qcb Itc)ghbar
egress<<ant lf Lhs TsllshuN7 of Its sys\acn or ulg @DU!7 \0 msmta)n au ot'n7 psTL of Lhr
scn<as Io ILs custacncrs «owd be sdvenely Tescrvo< lt bas agreed io pro>sdr I» s«sd
xncctcd by such addulaosl U<LCA~»acct)on I»tcA~<ectivn sgteecnsnt.
Xrrsngcsse u L. If. Appucant shsu agar la ooatdlnstc maln-

n Apphcsnt may U<c)udr pruvLSIO<Li ln an Le»ance schadwo «IQ1 Icstghbar)ng ant)L)as
Lalceaaatseetsan agrermcot Fequtrmg ~ Interconnected «Nh Applsaan't snd 10 ex-

ebecfng Ent)cy or Ãeghbarsng Dsrtrucu- rbsnxr or scu tush<tenants cspsrlty and vn-
'Systeas CO dove)ep «!U1 AC<pucsnt a 00 Crgv «hcn such CapaeN7 an4~ Pragn<tn for OD<Ssrftequancy )Oed sva!!able and IL Ss TV<Lsaoab)c 10 do su u<

sheddiag and Qe sapstatsao. Qndsr such pro ar< ada«rc «Ith 0004 QUUt7 prsrurr
grams the parcscs shab equitably share the
l<<<rrr»p'!1011 or cQrtaumc<1L of custon'Icr load !v csccxar!<cv paar

ttL xxsxx%« tv<asserts no!< Appl<rs»L shsU seu ecncrgeury p «FF t«
auy Intcrcounrctcd ftslghborlng RnQ!y

)4!cr<xMLnsctson sgrvcssants ncga! Ls!cd «hu h malnts)ns the )eve) of hain!muJn Tc-
pursuant io Chase I)acoss aeo4)Qans shsu bc serve agreed upon «lib App)leant, agrees Sa,
suh)ecc so the foua«mg part<graphs A uss duo dulgrtscv 1o aorrecc Lhe etnsrge<ocy.
Lhtoagh z Fegardttc taecrve caacdlnat)on: and agrees La seu ecnsrges<cy po«rr Lo Ap-

A. Appucant and any ysssgbbatsng EDUL7 ptscant, AppllcanL shall engage ln such
«Nh «hsch IL sntcrconnecis ~l )OIDQ7 transactions Lf and «hcn tepee I!7 an4 cn
astabtsth 0<$4 eepstssc)7 ssstasam che xxhs) ecgy far such LranssaUaos are avsuab)c from
mum Tesmvm io be Lnstaue4 oc othervriss its o«n generaQug Tssattraes. Or msy be ob-
ptovs4$ 4 s<ndcr an )ntsraannecUOO agree- La)nsd by Appucani from other souraes, but
meal Unless OQser«!ss rsrrtoauy sgtoed on)y to tbe extent that 11 san do eo «tlbouL
upon. ~ shau bs expA~ s a per- tmpsfnng service so Appucanca Tccau or
ccntsgc of cettmatsd ann peat load snd Cbe «botcsa)e po«er custcsncrs or fmpantng tts
muum«m Facorve Perotnmge sbsb be at )aasx abUNy Lo dssaharge pr)CS OomtnlUncnis

App))cant's
centage «)Shoot Chs fatercecsncct)oo. A v. otuxx To«xx xxcttsl<etx
)ccsgbt«arsag gxsQty shsu Dot bs Teqwre<f 10 shuu)4 Apf<tscanc have cm ft)e, or brreaier

fue. «Itb Lhe Psdsrs) Po«sr Oanun4QIOO.
c<grsc«<oats or rate sehsdu)rs prov)ding for

<vr. ~ dutcrcnt reserve pcrarntagvs Chess)sand purchase of short-Lcrmcaporuy
.7 bc specu)od !D vsr)a«s fntcrconnecCSwl and energy. Um)tsd.cetm capacity and et<~

<vast<Ca, no party La an Lntcrtennect)atl orgy, )acsg Corm capac)ty an4 sssrrgy OF econ
sgreessrot tdss)I be Tequhvd to provS<SS ~ acny c!1ergy, App))cant shab, ao a fs<,

oqu)tabse bass<, en!Or ln!0 Iixr OT ~ L<ns)ar
~grscmcnts «IQ1 any fcefghbaru<g Eat!Cy.
«beu such farms o! Ospacxty aud energy are

matncsfn systeos Tcusbulty squs) co chat rx avausb)r, Feaccfnhung Chai pasL rxpcr!enac.«ftboot ~ g!vtn Intsrcaclnsct)on ar <Uffere» 1 scan acn)c aoodl Claus snd Qaod
,Foogemrnc ma h)crossed by reason a! Cfse cftufty pracUce msy fust)~! <Nffcrvnt rates.
ae«mvanO<smsnt, then Che other party m'enne and conditions.hppucsnt shall espand
parties a!ay be requhad so ir<stsl or provfde ptompuy 10 Inqutrsss 0! Itrfghb <rt«g En-
044!Lsaoa) ~ ln lhc fub an!oout 0! such LNsrs catsasrning cbe asausb)UL) 0! such
mcrvs«r far!T<c 0! capacity and energy free. <ts tyvtrat

b. Applicant and )tc!gbborlng RDQUs«
«Itb «hsch tt fntsrcoonsccs mm)I )ocnuy v! «FIOLFDALx To«vs slLts
ressb))sh snd separately ma)ntaht Cbe Dsbt! Vpuu rrquest, Appuaant Shsu agrr La sell
m<T<n epNsnsag reserves ia be provided «D4tv br»<. !ull or part!sf requlrsmrn! ~ poser far
an Ittccraatsaeccson agre«mant, C)n)ess othar- ~ sprcU)sd period io an Iutrrconnectsd
«ser mat«sf)7 agreed n pon. sptnahsg Tssarvss Itrlghbartng knctcy ar )crfgbbaFIF<g Ds<trfbu~
shs)I be exp<asst<4 cs ~ perasttcsor of paax c)anbystrtn 1!Ddera oat!tract «1th Fsasanab)e
)asd snd ths asmhnu!a sptnamg Tvserve psr terms an4 aaod!L)aas lnatudlng prov)$ )OTN
<Dolegv stssu bs ac )tost equal io Appuasnt's «h)ch psnnN App!scant io rsaover hs oasis
splnnlog FsseFve fctreentags «tlhout Lbr fn- bach «<0)esa)$ $ jo«vr sales tnusL bs oan-
isrca<snect)an. A ftstghbarfng ffDUC7 shaN csscent «1th oood QLUILy ptscUa. Apphos4t
Dot be Tsqufrsd to provide spinnfng vesvvv<s< tfmu Dot be Tsaulrs4 Lo sab P<TTD Poav» as
for that psrcsoa 0! Css )oad «bish 11 meets Choices)s I! N 4aee not have atsasb) ~ ecch-
Chro«gh ptt~ o! Pirm Povrer. %hi)e csanc ysncvatfan or cransxtssslats io ~
d!lfrrrnt SPtaafng Tssrne Petaentsgos xssy C)vs Fsqo<letsd ssrvtce OF % Cbc as)e «o<s)4
br ~!bed tn vssfa<st Iatcrcotrnsat)on agree Stspatr ssrviae Ca fts <ataL) cusMnneta ar lis

ae party's tss )Dtaraaansel)oa agree
~b!U!7 io dmebatgt pcSat sam<a)ttnrnt«

~hab be Fsqtdrcd CO PFOTLC)S a granter vtt, CRxxssrasszast ssa~
tng Tastrve percentage Chats thai «h)C<h A. Applicant ahab |Fan<sm)C povrer Pu!-

Applicant troosdahs, sosrpc chat If chs coca) susnc co )nssrtenhecCIOD agree!nonce. «cth
~pcaamg Fossrvee Appf)cant maxi prov%a fo provfs)ans «h)ch are gpytoptixcs Co che fv-
D<sfnts)s system Fellsb!N!y squsl co thaI qur <rd trsnsac!Ion and«h)ch srr r«uclNFDL

«1th Lbsss Uac!<sc evndl!!v!: I'-1crp'I
s'lsts4bs)o<r, such ssrv)CC Sns)I 4r Pruv<u<'u

II) bOQtem Ca<a ar Smaag taaft LIISU 'L«v
ICS<ghbarlng !CDLILSCS Or SeetkOOa u! ~ IIC!g)<~

bar)ng Entuy's system trhleh are gsugraph<-
cauy scparsLsd. «!Lh «bleb, n<T<T Vr In the fu-
'Lurc, Applicant ls Intrroaoncctcd. I2)
C«oca ~ )fefghborlog EDULy a lth «I»ch. Du<<
or ln ibe fuLure, IL ss lntaraoorctrd and 0<a
Or DSOFe )felghbusf ng IXSCTSOQL<an Sysien'<
«Nh «h)eh. Do«or ln the future. IL St oon-
nscLed and Ij) bst«eeu auy SIC)ghbor<ur
Rnt)ty Or )trighbarlag DSSLF!buUOD byc-
tem< ~ ) and Lbc APPUcant'$ Paint vf

dirc<'ntenv<tu<set)on«!Lh aoy other elscLT!r «) ~ ~

Lcm eugsg)ng tn bulk pv«er supply Outed<
Lhe area Lhe4 electr!as)ly served at Tc!al b<

APPI)Cant. APPUCSnt, Sbau DOL be Trqu!ted
Ii'l!sSection 10 \rs»rn1lt po«cr < ) < fra»<

hydrae)eeLTSC faculty Lhe oancr&<p of ah!!
hss been Lnvalun!aruy trsnctcrrvd from Au.
PIScant Or lg) !tan! S )Ie)gbburtug Euuty Pr

10 a»7 elrCtTIC $ 7$1ea! Iuex!rd 0<<! ~ <0»
Q<c exicrlar gco<trsphle bou«dsr!rt u! U.~

several areas Chen electr!csuy acrvvd ~I F»-
Call by Appllesu! Lf any o!brr llc!xhbar!u.
Ifnu!7, )Ieifbbariuy Di Lrlbutsan System. <.
Appucsn'1 «Ssbcs Lu purchase such po<rrr

s'n

equivalent price for usc «Itbln said srss
Any )Ccighboring EDULy or ltc!ghbarlng D»-
trlbuuao byststn<sl Tvqucsunx trsncml~wl<c
~crvice shs!I g!ve Fcssoasblc sdis»<w Da! «<
to Appuasnt o! Its schedule snd Trqu<A ~

ments, Apphcsnt shab nat br Tvqu<rrd I,.
Chil SOCUOO 10 pFOVSde LTSDSmb<clun SCTVI ~

ff the prupascd trsnssc'Uun a~u!d be Inc«..-
~ssteut «lth Oood Qtluty Prscts<~ or Lf Qi<
tssaesssry erat<em)<sfaa fscult<ac are com-
tnlttsd aL Che Qmc of Lbe Tcqus«L to be fu):)
)aaded durfng the period fvr ah<eh err<)A
Is requested. 0F have hecD prevta<L47 Tcsrrvrd
by Appucsnt for stuergcncy purposes. )00;
ISO«. Or Other uses cans) Le»t «sth Cwca
VQUty PTDCQac: provxfsd, ths! «Ith Tcspt.!
Lo the Pscu)c )Ia<u v<cst South«c. '. Intort»
Appbcaut shab na! bc Tequ)red by Lb!t Sc< ~

tlotl 10 provide Lb< Tequsotcd Lrausnust'.4 ~

mnsce 1! IL «ou)d <mpsIT App))rsnt's 0«!;
uss 0! Ch)s f&:Ul'Iyoonslstcnt «lth Lbe Ba:.
ncvt))r Pro)F 1 Ac !60 bts!. TJ). A»guet?
IIQTI), Peel!Sc yfa NS«est Pu«CT Vs!ac!)c:
Art Ivg btst. Csg. August SI. )964< snd LI:~

Publsc Cyaras Appropr!sUons A<!. 1&05
61st. C82, August CO. 19<St).

B. Appucant sbsu Lne)udc u«u
14a<u»4.'<»4

cc<oscruct<vo programs such Lucrvsssa, u.
Ns I<stsax<x<ssau aspse! Ly or such

sd<UUans.'rau~an

fsc!I)Use as msy bc Tequ)rra
far Q» crans4CL<mm Feftrrrd 10!n psrsgrsp!:
A Of Ih)S bSCLIO. ~ s PTOC)ard Sny HC<ghbur~y
bent) ty Ot )Seighbartng DLSLTSbuuan bystc 1

g!vrs App!Sasn\ su!be<eat advance nouar
a'aaybe Deaessar. 10 acoaentsa<sstr its Tv-

qwrecnenis f!Om ~ Tsguisiary and Sschn)as)
staDdpoLD'1 and p!Qvldsd furor Lhs'I Lhs eu
Qty TsquesCL$ 4 Lransm)sssan scrv~ oatr.-
prnsases App)scant for Lhe Oasts m uned ~
a TVSUIL Of Che Fequeet Where LTSntmlac»u.
COPaclt7 VFUI be Ibcrra«rd «F add ulo»S.
Lransmlw)an fscuftirs «lu br N<~t*ucd
proc)4$ or asalaisla Lhs Tequrssed scrvfce ui
~ )Iesghborsng Itauty or )Cetghbarlng D!ct! ~

b<.Uao gyststa, Appuaallt msy Tcqulrv.
sddulaa io a tate for ass o! other fscuus:
Lhsl paysatsst of Oasis arnot)aied aNh C!.i
IncVVS<04 capacity Or a<SINU<mal fSOULU<'
hsu be Dsade by ihe psrcsss u. acaardsr.rr

«Ith Snd fn adaxaee Of tbe!T TrNPr<!ITV ..V
of Q~ ae«capacity a faoulU< c.

C'. )I.~tng bervin shab Tcqu::r App'..
canL I I I io cesskuac af)4!Uvnsl !Ta!$<m< ~ ~

~Saa fac'..'<Iles If Lhs <xesxrucuiet of «u, h fs.
FLUUes I DssonsSsisat «CLh Ooad PUU «

PTOCC)ee 0: If auah gxebftme Ooa)d he OOT-
strue!ed «ftbouc dagg)cating any par!)an 0!
AppUeantx Cxsncmbsxsan xystntx4 f2) so pra-
C)de trananihthss CXFVSC» SO a IOtau rCtttvtnrT
Or fg) CS etntxtt«CC CFCSCD!IDCXdcXL CXXCXSOr
ihe area Cht'h S)FCLTCCaf)7 SeTVrd Sl !Vtxll ) v
Appurant
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C: machos

D Iliiic mhcdulss snd agteements for
\re u'Uli>»ill>i sefTloic p>OTIdsd under this
8ecui>u Wall be Lied by Applicant with Lbe
>TtiUatory agency haTlng Jurtsdicuon ocer
Tuel. rsic snd at>Tern»ncs.

TM SCCCSS TO >>UCLZSS OK>itSSTLO>C

A tf a Nslehbocing anuty or Neighboring
Distr>but>on 8ystem makes s, Ume)y request
So Applicant for an OT>nership paruclpstion
ta the 8tanislkus 1(uclesr ProJsct. Dntt No. I
or any future nuclear gener>>ting unit for
which Appucsnt appues for a construction
psrtait during the to-year period Immedi-
ately foiiocrtng the date o( tbe construction
perse)t for Ccanictaus Unit No. 1, AppUosn'L
shsa oaer the requesung party. an oppor-
tunity to participate ln such lmlts, up to an
amount reasonable ln light of tbe telatITe
loads of Lhe pcutlctpsnts. Mth tespecL to
8tanlslaus Unit No. 1 or any future nuclear
geoerat>ng unit. a tequest for parttclpauoa
shall be deemed ttmely lf teostved Trlthln
ee days after the a>slang by AppUcant to
Seetghbortng RntlLles and Neighboring Dts
wibc>cion 87stecas of an at>nouncement of
ac> tntent to construct the unit ancl ~ Te
qssc>c for an axp>osuoa of tntsecsc ln par-
scssiatton. partscst>ation shsa be on a basic

( cocnpencates Appucsnt for a reason
:Ate share of all lts costs. Lncu>Tsd and to~ incurred. In planning. selecting a site for,
ooastructing encl operaung the faciaty.

a. Any Nelgt>boring Entity oc any Neigh-
boring Daatrtbutton 87stem tasking ~ Qmely
sequeet for psrcsctpst>on ln a nuciear unlL
must cuter LntO ~ ICSSII7 binding and en~
tsecesble s>LTTea>cnt to assume financial te
~pone>hiuty for Lts share of the Ccots asso-
ciated Tilth participation In tbe unit and
Socoslatcd Crancn>lesion fcela ties. Vn)ees
~Q>eTTrise agreed by Appucant, a Ne(ghbor
Sng Rnt>ty or Neighbor>ng Distribution 87c
~em ESp4fing partsctpat>on must have signed
eucb an sgteetnent T>ithln ooe year after
SCppucsnt hss proTided to that Neighboring
Rattty or )Sclghbortng Dtscrlbution 87stem
pertinent fLnanctsl and technical data bear
tng Oa tbe feeslblUty Of Lhe PTOJOCC Trh>eh
me Lbeu sTausble to App(Scant. Appucant
~hsU pcoT>de additional pertinent data as
they becouic sTallsble duang the year. Tbe
request>us party shall psy to App(>cant
sorthmth tbe addltloiisl ecpensss lncuned

c
by Appucant Ln making such anancla( and

;... 'echnicsi data avsilsblc. ln any partlclpa
~ 'i'tioa agreement sUb)sct Lo Lhis 8ectlon, Ap-

pticant msy require proT>Lions requir(ng pay~
saent by ecch part>c>pant of its chare of all
costs IIKUlTTd Up to Lbe dale of the sg>ee
ment. requ>ring each participant thereat ler
to pst itc pro rsl ~ shs>e 0( funds ail Ilwy
me ecpendcd for the pisnning and cou-
~tnx'L>on of units snd related facUIL>es, snd
sequtri>ir each psrtlclpsnt Lo make curb II-
nsnclsl arrangements ac may be necessary
to e»sure the sblutt of the pert>c>ps>>I io
cont>u»e io make such payments.

a. Cctrcr>ic>TTATtoic

A. All rates. charges. terms and prscll~
are snd shall be subtect io Cbe acceptance
~od spproTSI of an7 regulatory aget>cies
courts hsTIng JU>tsdictlon OTer theo>.

N. Nothing contained herein shall enlarge
any rights of ~ Nelghborlnt Entity or Nelgh-
borlnt Distribution 87stem to proT(de serT
toes lo retell customers of App(leant beyond
the r»>i<c they have under stets or fedcrst
Ia%.

C Nothing In these license cond(Lions shall
bs construed as ~ eaITer by Appucsnt of lts
rights CO COnteet Lbe SPPUCStlOO Of an7 COm~
mltmrul herein Io a particular factual situs.
L>nu,

D. 77>ese ILcense cond)uons do not prs

~~

rlude Applicant f>om spp(ytng to any sPPro
r s' forum to seek such changes ln these

ln accordance tc(th Lhe then~ting Iatr
oondluons cs may aL the Qme be appropriate
aod (Sood L)uuty Prasuce.

R gtscse license oondluoos do not tequire
AppUcanL so become a common osrtssr,
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VKRMOHT TAN)(KE P(LJCLKAR RRKQ
CCvtP.

isst>snco of Alttetsdtnettf Co FeeO(Ly
Op~ting Lteenao

NOLIcc is hereby givca that the UB.
Nudaar Regulatory CotamLMaa (Ihc
Commiss(aa) has Issued Amaadmcat No.
22 Co PacOILy Opcrattatf ~ No.~d Issued Lo VctmaaC Yttakce Nu-
dear Potter CotyaraCJaa whteh.revised
Technical Speclficnitaaa for aperLCSaa ot
Cbo Vermont Yankee Nueis>ar Power SCA-
Ltaa, lacaicd tNat Vcraaa, Vermont.
This amendment Is cffccLIvcLs of Iis dote
ot Issuance.

T7)c LmcadmeaL modifkSs Tcchnical
Speciflcatiaa Tabac 2.L1 Ca clarify Lad
tthac the tcquttemcaC (fovta~g apot-
O'Lar te>panto La L foOad Izk>tzumeaC
chaaaci. This LmcadmcaC abo makes
miaar ediCarinl chengca La the Tcchnical
Spccificattaas. Lnd carteeis the ftt)-
queacy of cavitonmcnCnl tepartiag fst>m
maathiy Lo annually cotssisteaC with the
chstagc of hmcadmcnc Na. 17 Iesttcd No-
vember 5. 1975. These th>ta((es La,, Lbc
cavirotuncntal zeparting itcqt)cacy were
Iaadvcr(cntiy omitted from hmcadtacaC
No. 17

Thc LI>L>I>catk>IL for Lhc Lmcadmcai
compUcs with the «andatds Lad tequirc-
mcais at the ACamtc Eactgy Aet at JN)4.
as amended (Lhc hcL>. Lad the Cammis-
sk>a'4 rulo> Lad tc(fuJALSaas ia 10 CPR
mtsstatt has made approyt7LLc 5ndfags
Ls required by Lhc hcL Lad the Cotamis-
siaa's rules Lad tcguJLN)a Ia 10 CPR
Chapter f. Irhtch are scC farLh ia Lhc li-
cease LtaendmcnC. Prior PubOe aaite» of
Lhis amendment wns aaC ttqltited staco
the LmcndmeaL doet naC bivalve L sig-
aOI can C hltsatds considctLLSan.

The Commission has dc(ct7aincd that
Lhc Isiunllce at Lhts LmoadmcaC wIO aaC
rcsuil In any sitfntticnnC cavttoamcaCLI
imyoc( and LhaL PufsunaL Ca 14 CPR
f Si.didi iii an eav(tt>ameaLLI sLLLc-
ment, negativo dcclarattaa oc cavtfon-
meninl Impact appraisal need naC be
prepared In aannccLIan with Issuance of
this Lmcndmont.

POr further details Wiih reSPeCt LO (hit
action. scc (1) the Lppltcatian for
Lmondmcut daicd December 9. 1975, l2>
Amendment No.32 La Licensee Na. DPR-
20, (2> the Commtssia(L'0 tefaicd Safe(y
Evslusiioll Lad (4> hmcndmcnC No. 17
Ca L(cense Na. DPR-20 isuod Novem-
ber 5. 1975. Lnd related documents. AO ot
Lheac ILcms Lro LvsOLblo for public in-
sPecLian at the Commission'4 Pubilc
Document Room, 1'fl'7 H OLreoi, N.W
Washlag(a(I. D.C.. Lnd LC Cho Brooks
Memorial Librsry. 224 Main StreeL, STLL-
CIobafe. VotmonC. h aapy a! ICaas (2), (2)
Lnd (4) mLy bo obLLiaod upon toquesL
Lddtesscd La Lho U.S. Nudoct ReeulLLary
Commission.WLshlngian, D.C. 20555. AL-

tea(tea: Dlteciat. DIvtsiaa a! Opcrsiing
Red(Mrs.

DLLad fLL X)OQLesda. MsryJAnd. Chic
29(h dLy at APTIL 1075.

.Por the Nucicar Rcgulatary Caauais-
Liaa.

Raatat W. Rta> ~

Opcraft>c(> Reactors L)raactt Na.
4, l)totsta>L a/ OJ>craftng Rr-
actors.

I FTL Doc.70-Ii&3 Pued 6-14-70:0:46 Qni

PRIVACT ACT lV 1974
Neetcas af Oyefa>os ot~s:
Amo>tdit>escts of ghcuebto LJeao

Oa Ociabct l. 1975, Cbc Nudcar Rcgu-
IALaty Commission pubOsbod ia Lbc Pto-
gsAL Rtatsvtg (40 PR 45222) aaCIecs of
Choco sysietas at tocards mataCLIacd by
Lbo NRC which caaLL(a Zenccuti iafar-
mLLiaa about Iadtvidtutis Lad from whteh
such IafatmLCIaa can bc teCrismd by an
Iadtvtdttsl Jdeattfiod. Tbo aaetcca Stere
yubOsbcd Ls L dccumcaC subJOOC Ca Pub-
1Ienttaa Ia the annual cemPOLLIaa af
Privacy Aci dacumca(s.

Proposed Luaeadmcais of the NRC Sys-
Lcms at Rccatds wcfe yublisbcd ia the
Ptt>gssL Rtattvtt oa Ptbrttaty 5, 1975
(41 PR 55M) proposing that Lbc foOow-
blg be ceLLbitshcd Ls L routine usc for LO
of the NRC systcass:

D(sclocuts msy be made Lo ~ Coagrccstousl
ofsce from the record of an lndlTidual ln rT ~

sponce to an inquiry from tbe Coe>(awsioi>s)
eases made aL tbe request of Qia'L individual.

'17sc amendment is Iaicadcd La Lssule
LhLC Ittttsictaca(LLIOIL at Lbo Ptivacy Aci
does DOC have the unintended affect of
denying Indivtduais Lhc bcac(IC at Con-
gressional assistance Trhieb they tequc. t
This amendment Trauld obviate Chc wrtt-
Lcn caascnC of the individual ia (bmoc
cases where the individual requests as-
sistance of L ltcmber'at Catuftess Which
would caisiO L disclosure ot Iafat7nattoll
Porta(atng Lo the Individual within a
sysicm at records.

Zatctcs(cd persons werc Invited La sub-
mit LYILLca comments on the Proposed
rule by March 14. 197d. No cammcalc
have boca tccclvcd aa Chc Proposed
amendments. Accordingly. the Nuclear
Regulatory Cammisstan has adopted the
amcndmcnis Ls Proposed.

Pursuant Co the Atomic Energy Ac( of
1954, as amended. the Energy Rcort(i-
atsaLIan Act ot 1974, as amended. a»rl
a(c(tens 552 Lnd 552a at Title 5 of the
Un(Lcd BLALcsCode. the !OOaaltlg Lmcnd-
menis CO the Commicstoa'4 NOL(rcs of
Sys(cms at Records Lfe published Ls a
dacumcni subJocL Lo yubitcsiian In Lhe
annual compOatiou of Privacy hcl docu-
mcnis.

l. 2710 NRC Sys(c>ns at Records Lrc
amended by adding the fallowing Gen-
eral Rauiino Uso Lo the Prefatory Slalc-
ment at Ocaerai Rauitnc Uses:

Pstrstohv STATttstltt oF OtNtssL
Ratrt7Nt Usts

Me foOowing touiino uses LPP4 La
each sys(cm at records naiicc soL forth
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Attachment 6

[tt 61,246~
Pacific Gas and Electric Company, Docket No. E-7777@I) and
Pacific Power 0 Light Company, E-7796

Order on Motion to Compel Filing of Certain Documents

(Issued June 2, 1980)

Before Commissioners: Georgiana Sheldon, Acting Chairman; Matthew
Holden, Jr. and George R. Hall.

On August 14. 1979. thc staff of ihe
Commission filed a "<lotion to Compel Filtng-
with the Commission. Thc staff requests that
we direct the California Companiesi tu file
certain document. as part of PGftE Raic
Schedule Yo. 38.r The documents are th<
"Pacific Gas and Electric Company Siatcrncni
of Commitments." reit rred tu as thc
"Stanislaus Commitments- and included in thc
siaff's motion as Appendix B.s and twcn!y four
oihcr documents. listed in Appcndia A to the
staff's motion,

PGl< E and Edison filed rcspons«s in
.opposition on September 17. 1979. and thv

Cities< filed their ic~punsc in sulil<uri uf thv
staff's moiiun on ihv .am< day. On Svlnvn:hvr
13. 1979. tnv Comm<..iun i..sued a "Y<n<vc ui
Inicni tu Act" .u iliai thv . tafi'.. mut«nt «oui<I
not he d««mcd <lcn<cd hy upcf,<tlun <>f h«'<

under thc Commie» >n'ulc. uf Pr«<'t«v an<i
Pruccdur«,s

F ERG Reports
col sr

In its motion. the staff relies upon twu
previous Commission order; in this pruccc<ling.
On December 28. 1978. wc affirmed the
Adrninistraiive Law Judge'. ruling on ihe
scope of ihis proceeding. consolidated Duvhet
Yn.. E 779o and E 7777. and directed thv
comp.tnics io file "all classificaiiun». practice..
rulc~. regulations or coniraci. that in any
manner affect or relaie io thc Pacific lntvrii<
Agrccrncnt ..."s On June 14. 1979. «c dcnicd
rehearing ui the December 28. 1978 ur<fvr and
dirv<'tc<f the companies to comply «ith its
i<i<no pruvisions within t«vnty days. Alsu in
thv June 14. 1979 order. ««Icnivd thv st tff's
mniiun iu perfect complianv< but staivJ that
C<ti«. ur thv staii werc iree iu file a mutton t«
cullllwl filing if they bcli< < vd addiiiuna1
document.. huuld have he< <t file<i h< thv
<uml<an<ess On July .. 197». ihc <ump.<niv.
f<ivd .vvvral c<mtracts nut prvv<uusly filed and
<fv<<'i<bed iiuincruus uthcr <'untrue<. «h<ch «crc
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61%84 Cited as "11 FERC tj-'...."

already vn file w>th th» ( i>n>n>i. -ii>n hui which
thi: cvmpani», »iaic<l «crc w>thin thv»rvt>v of
the June 14. 1979 order.

Thc question. then. is whet her the
document» listed in ihc staff'» motion iv
compel filing arc within thc purvie«vf thc
directive contained in our December 28. 1978
order, which is sct forth in full as follows:

Within 30 days of thc issuance of this
order, all signatories of the Pacific Intertie
Agreement, who are public utilities, shall
file, jointly or individually, all classifications,
practices, rules, regulations or contracts thai
in any rnanncr affect or relate to the Pacific
Intertie agreement with the Commission in
Docket No. E.7777.

This order was made under our authority
pursuant to Section 205(c) of the Federal
Powe> Act.a Ordering paragraph (6)
substantially repeats, in pertinent part, the
hnguage of Section 205(c) and of Sections
35.1(a) and 35.2(b) of the Commission's
Regulations, which implement it. We exphined
that contracts filed pursuant to our order
would be filed as subject matter in this
proceeding and not merely as evidentiary
background.co We also stated chat such
contracts would be subject to modification to
the extent FERC authority permits.»

In the December 28, 1978 and June 14 ~

1979 orders we agreed with Edison's assertion
that determination of which agreements
"affect or relate to" eleccrie service within the
purview of Section 35.2(b) of the Regulaiions
must be made by application of a "rule of
reason."» Edison repeats its argument that
the Commission must rely upon a "rule of
reason" in ruling upon the instant motion and
uarns ihat literal applicacion of the "in any
manner affect or relate to" test would require
the filing of "thousands or millions of
documenis" never 'contemplaied by the
Commission.>>

Obviously, lines always have to drau'n
somewhere, and it is imporiant to remember
thc coniext in which the staff's motion to
compel filing has been made. This proceeding
involves, among ocher things, the question
whether the California Companies have
unlawfully rescricted access by pubiic power
authorities to transmission service over the
Pacific Intertie, thereby deprivinp them of the
opportunity to exploit alternative (and
cheaper) sources of generaiion. As we stated in
our June 14. 1979 order, at 11. nv compelling
reason has been presented for this Commission
to adopt a limited or overly restrictive
interpretation of Section 205(c) nf the Federal
Power Act and its underlying Regulations. Ai
thc same time. thc staff must show good reason
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for ih>. ('vmmi»>vn tv a>lil iv the «vml>lvx>t) i>t

an alt«a>ly >tifficuit an>l l>rvlracl«<l l>rvcv«il>nc

The staff allege» chat the contracts it seek.
to have filed involve thc usc of Inicriiv
(ac(litic» by onc or mi>rc of thc California
companies or thc Los Angeles Department vf
Water Power (LADWPh provide for exchange
of 1>'ower b«tween the Northwest and thc
California Companies over the Intertie. govern
the transmission of Power to the Staie of
California over the Intertie,cf or, in the case of
the Stanislaus Commitments, govern the
provision of certain services by PG&E to other
electric companies.»

Ti>c Sranisleus Commitments
The staff requests that we orderiPG&E to

file as part of Rate Schedule No. 38 the
"Pacific Gas and Electric Company Statement
of Commitment" (the Stanislaus
Comtnitrnents). Staff states that ihe
Commitments are directly related io the PIA
and thac -their broad scope has an irnpaci
upon the oiher contracts under investigation as
well."><

Essencially, the Commitmenis embody an
agreement entered into on April 30. 1976
between PG&E and the U.S. Department of
Justice (DOJ), and they arc the culminaiion of
a DOJ investigation into certain PG&E
activities allegedly in viohtion of che antitrust
laws. They have been included by the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission as conditions of the
license of PG&E's Diablo Canyon Nuclear
Power Plant Unit No. I.t'i They generally
describe conditions under which PG&E is
bound to provide services such as
interconnection, transmission, access to nuclear
generation, capacity and energy exchange. and
reserve coordination to other uiil>iie:
requesting such service.

The staff requests not only ihat the
Commitments be filed immediately but ai»o
asserts that it is'essential "that appropriate
rates and tariffs be filed as soon thereafter a;
reasonably possible."c ~ Although service has
been available pursuant to the Commiimenis
since April 30. 1976 (Tr. 348k no contracts for
service have been executed.» PG&E
acknowledges that the "commitment; ar«
presently binding ..."s4

PG&E concedes the relevance oi the
Cotnmitmenis as cvidencc on thc issue of >ts
allegedly anticompctitive practices. and ii ha.
filed them for evidentiary purposes. Thi
company contends, however ~ that the
Commitments should not be filed as rate
schedules vr contracts affecting rate schedules.
arpuinp ihat they are only the "frame«>vrk for
ihc nepotiation of contracis" for po»»iblc
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ii'rvi<'e ii> /Uiurrx anil Ilial ii> any <'veil> lhe
( <I>i>mill>le>>la lie <>Ui xiii» lhe lurix<lirlii>n«( lhr
VEk( s> hlnrrnvrr. I'( &E argue . (ilinv, ih<
Cninmitmcntx mnr< than ninety days l>ri<ir in
rummcnccmeni of electric icrvire w<>ul<l

viulate Commission Regulaiinns. I(( CFk
ji35 ~ 3(a),» PC& E argues thai lhr
Commitmcnts dn not "affect ur relate ln- the
PIA. wiihin the meaning of Section 2()5<( l. in
that they do not alter its terms and werc in
fact developed several years after its
execu(ion.ss

Regarding the staff's suggestion that
PG&E be required to file appropriate rates
and tariffs as soon as possible after filing the
Commitments, PG&E counters that such a
filing would violate "ihe basic policy of the
Federal Power Acl which favors ihe
negotiation of contracts between parties before
review bv the Commission."s< Further. thc
company states that to develop and file the
raics—which of necessity would bc rates of
general application —would be extraordinarily
burdcnsoine.

Both the staff and PG&E cite hfichigan
1('isronsin Pipe Line Companh; 34 FPC 621
(1965), to support their respective positions. In
that case, the FPC ruled thai h$ ich V'is'olicy
regarding construction of lateral lines
constituted "practices" under the Natural Gas
Act, and the Commission ordered ihc pipeline
company lo include its lateral line formula as
pari of its tariff. The FPC held that a
"practice" included company policy
statements.» PG&E also 'relies upon
Transcontinental Gas Pipe Line Corporation.
36 FPC 1058 (1966), where the FPC ordered
Transco to file the forinula relating to the
company's lateral line policy as pari of its
tariff. PG&E argues that these opinions stand
for (he principle that the Commission only
requires filing of specific "financial terms and
conditions affecting customer service."ss Thc
Sianislaus Coinmiiments are said not to satisfy
such a principle because ihey do not provide
specific financial tcrins or include
matheinaiical formuhe. In our June 14. 1979
order in this proceeding. whcrcin wc ordcrcd
Southern California Edison to file certain
contracts as pari of the PIA. Rate Schedule
No. 38. we rejected the argument thai PG&E
reiterates now, and ive quoted with approval
the FPC's conclusion in hfirhigan 1l'iscunsin:

A consistent and predictahlc course nf
conduct of thc supplier that affects its
financial relationship with thc consumer in
our opinion is a practice" subject tn thc
(iling requirements. The filing of such a
procedure as part of lhc pipeline tariff is not
only consistent with hut furlhers the l>url>nsr

underlying the filing and 1><>st ing

FERC Reports
i>i> so

requirrmcn«nf raie schcdulri. * (>it~ lin«
iarii( announce. nut <>nly what the (><t><hn<

h;is <l<>ne in ihc past hut the term. anil
cnmlitu>ns upon which it would. as a mailer
of policy. provide service tn new rusiuiners
mcetinlt thc lariff's eligibility requirements
Even if the tariff werc viewed as merely an
infnrmational description of existing service
nhigaiions. this dcscripiion of the pipclinc's
actual practice would be of real benefit lo
both existing and potential cusiomers, for it
would show them, as well as the Commission,
the terms by which gas would be sold upon
completion of Section 7 proceedings.»

tVe stated that neither hlirhigan
(Visronsin nor Transro could rationally bc
construed as an effort by the FP(; to limit the
applicability of Section 205(c) nf the Federal
Power hci and its pertinent Regulations.ss
There is no reason to hold that Section 205(c)
applies only to financial terms and
mathematical formulae.

This Commission has recently reaffirmed
its policy of broadly interpreting Section 205(c)
in a case involving the allegedly
ant icompetitive practices of an electric
utility.» Pursuant io a discussion of the
hlichigan (('isconsin opinion, we directed the
Florida Power & Light Company to file the
four criteria upon which it would condition the
availability of transmission service. as
contained in the testimony of a company
witness.

In the December 21, 1979 order in Florida
Power b Light Company, we staled that
although we did not "believe that rate
schedules need contain every statement made
by a utility." the circumstances required thai
the transmission availability criteria be
included.>o Similarly, given the context in
which the question arises in this present
proceeding, thai is, as part of an investigation
into practices allegedly restricting competiiion.
thc Sianislaus Coinmitrnenis should be filed
with ihc Commission, absent a strong reason to
thc contrary.

PG&E relies upon hfuniripaliric< oi
Gro(on. cr al. v. F.E.R.C. ~ 587 F.2d 1296 (D,C.
Cir. 1978), arguing that it supports a limited
reading of Section 205(c).» PG&E notes that
the court grounded its holding that ihc
Commission had jurisdiction over a certain
practice "afiecting-,a jurisdiciional raic or
charge because the practice directly a((cried
the price of ihe jurisdictional service.ss )awhile
PG&E's description of the coun'» analysis is
rorrcc(. it infers too much. The hnldinc docs
noi su(t>(est that a direci effect on priir is ihc
only nexus by which the Coinmissinn <'nuld
justify requiring the filing nf thc
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Commitmeni», A praciirc n>ay aHcrt or rein><

io thc PIA in way» other than merely
l>rc.cribing ihc price fur»crvicc. CVe think thi.
i» shown clearly by a staiement made to thc
presiding administrative law )udgr hy counsel
ror PGg<E:

I chink, your Honor, just io make our
position perhaps clearer with respect to the
so called limited number of utilities who can
have access to the Intertie in California that
limited number is not limited to those who
have existing—not necessarily limited to
those who have existing contranual righis
and PG(>rE points oui in the evidence that
under the Sianislaus commitments it agreed
to provide access to the Intertie to neighbor.
ing entities and district systems such as
NCPA members whenever the company has
no use of thc line for its ownof its own—so

the scope of thc access in California in terms
of number of uiilities who have access may
not be materially different than that in the
Northwest. The terms and conditions of ac.
cess are somewhat different. (Tr. CH2630)

PGlkE also coniends that the Commission
has a policy against requiring the filing of
nuclear plant license conditions, relying on the
FPC's October 15, 1975 order in Virginia
E/ecrric and Power Company, Docket No.
E.9147. The VEPCO case involved a request
by the staff that VEPCO be required to file
certain plant license antitrust conditions, as
imposed by the AEC. which conditions the
staff alleged would moot several complaints
made by intervenor customers in the
proceeding. The intervenors themselves
opposed the staff motion and argued that the
conditions (in the intervenors'iew) would not
satisfy thc complainis. KVhether che licensing
conditions would "affcci or relace co" the
electric tariCCs which were the subject of the
proceeding was not the issue. Clearly, the
VEPCO order does not establish a Commission
policy against requiring condicions such as thc
Stanislaus Commitments to be filed.

The Commission is not persuaded that the
Commitments in their eniireiy affect or rehte
to the PIA. As noted previously. chc
Cornmitrnents govern provision by PGCkE of
various services in the future. Parts of thc
Commitments concern services other chan
transmission. such as capacity and energy
exchange and access co nuclear generation.
Section VII is designated "Transmission
Services" and is the only part of the
Commitments to refer to ihe Pacific Intertie
iiself. It provides thai PG(kE shall noi bc
required to use the Intertie for transmission
pursuant to the Commitmcnt» if such use
would impair PG(><E's "own use of this facility
consistent with the Bonneville Project Aci (50
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S>ai 73l. Auru t 2>>. 1937>. Pnrifir Y<>rthw< >

Power hh>rkc>u\>t Art >z8 Stat. /a(>, Auk'u»i 31.
19(»c> anil the Public CVurk» Appropr>ai>un»
An. )9(>5 (78 Stat. (>82. August 30, 19'»ch"ss
This scciion also governs consiruciion of
additional transmission'apacity. thc filing of
rate schedules and agreemcnts for
transmission, and ihe transmission of power
and "energy generally. insofar as ihese services
are consistent with "good utility practice," as
deCined in Section I of the Commitments.ss

V'c will order PGg>E to file Section 1

("DeCinitions'') and Section VII
("Transmission" ) of'he Stanislaus
Commitments. because they affect or relate to
the PIA. CVe do not order the filing of thc
rernaindcr of ihe Commitments. Our order
today does not expand thc scope of this
proceeding.

The Other Con(racrs:

Attached as Appendix A to the staff's
motion is a list of twenty four other contrans
which the staH allegcs "affect or relate to" the
PIA under Section 205(c) and our earlier
orders in this proceeding.ss The California
Companies oppose che filing of most of these
contracts.ss

Ne are met at the outset with Edison's
broad objection to the staff motion as it
pertains to these contracis, to wit, thai the
staff fails to comply wich Section 1.12(a) of che
Commission's Rules and Regulations. which
requires that a person filing a motion must
state the grounds on which a ruling or relief is
sought.» Edison contends that the staff's
motion "omits an> real mention of grounds."»

For purposes of iis response. Edison
defines grounds as "facts and discussion
shov ing how. in this case. ihe particular
documents sought fall within the Commission's
prior orders."» Edison also argues that the
staff has Cailed io carry iis burden of proof that
relief should be granted, in that the staCC does

<

not describe the documents or show how ihey
affect or rehic to thc PIA.«Edison also ofiers
a group of criteria which it suggest» the
Commis»ion usc in determining whether ihe
contrans in question aHect or relace tu the
PIA.»c Edison concludes that none of ihe
conicsted documcnis meeis ihese criteria ior
fihng.

There i» considerable merii to Edison'
argument thai ihe staff has not provided
detailed explanation of its ground» for filing of
many nf ihv»c <locumcncs.«and we ihink thai
in mosi ca»i» che s>aff has not properly met ii»
burden. A» wc no>cd previously, ihe staff ha.
describeil thr rontracts in Appendix A at page
a oi ii» >nuiion. There the staff allege» that ihc
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contract» hall intu ihsev eslvvuriv»: lhu»e
involving u»c uf intertie fseditiv» hy ihe
Califurnis Cumpsnle» ur the LAI)KVP, thv.e
providing for pusver exchange bctwccn the
Yorthwc»t snd the California Companies uvcr
thc Intertie. snd those governing transmission
of power to the State uf California over thc
Intertie. The Commission lind» that although
thc contracts arc, in most case». within the
purvic«of Section 205(c). as developed in our
earlier order in this proceeding, other factors
militaie against filing. There are a few
exceptions which we will address presently.
Despite thc staff's having shown that the
contracts for ihe most part msy affect or relate
to thc PIA, Edison has shown good season why
the Commission should not require that all of
them be filed. Edison notes thai several of the
contracts are terminated or were previously
filed as ra t e schedules which are no«.
tcrminaied. Documents A.5 snd A4I v:ere filed
as Rate Schedule Nos. 59 and 85, respectively,
and have both been terminated.ss The
contraci» designated A 12, A.13a, and A.13b
«ere filed as Raie Schcdulc bios. 79, 87 and
87.1, respectively and have all been
tcrminsied. ~ s Similarly. Contracts *.14A and
A.14b were Rate Schedule Nus. 89 and 89.1
and were terminated December 31, 1978.ss
Contract A.16 is a letter agsecmcni dated
January 12, 1970 and involves terms under
which Emergency Service wss provided
between LADlVP and the Bonneville Power
Administration on four dates betueen
December 30, 1968 and January 30. 1969. We
see no reason to order Edison to file ihis
contract as part of Rate Schedule No. 38.
Edison also includes under its general heading
of terminated documents or rate schedules
Document B 2, a January 14. 1969 letter of
understanding regarding the Seven Party
Agreement. Edison states that thi» document i»
Exhibit L 46.15 in Docket Yo, E 7796. Edison
does not demonstrate that this document is
icrminated and we find thai it should be filed
as part of Rate Schedule Yo.38.

Edison contends thai it »hould not be
ordered tu file Document A 6. thc "'Victorville.
Lugo Interconnection Agreement." or
Document A.7, the "Edison Pasadena
Intcrruptible Transmis»ion Service
Agreemeni." becau»c these contracts have
already been filed ss Rate Schedule» Yo». 51
snd 88, respectively. iVe»ev no valid rcs»on for
requiring thc company iu fife in thc»c dockets
contracts already psupcrly filed as raic
»ehcdulc» in other duckei». Further. thc»iaff
ha» nut »hotvn thai thc»e document» affect or
relstl'u the PIA.

Edi»un ha» agreed lu file Document» A 9
snd A ~ ll), which pertain iu th» DC
Trss)»mi»»iun Fscilitic» Agrccmtint snd the
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Sylsnsr Agrvemcnt, both vf »vhieh are slrevd)
filed in these duckct».

Edison states that Document A.ll t» s
consiruction contract rl.lsting tu the
construction snd ownership of a third hlidway.
Vinceni 500 kV transmission linc. which line i»
noi part of the Pacific Intcrtic faciliiies. We

, «ill not order the company to file thi»
document.

Edison states that Document A.l, which
the siaff and the Cities call the "USBR-
California Companies Cost of Malin Facilities
Letter," dated October 12, 1971, does noi exist.
Accordingly. we could noi direct the company
to file it.

Document A.2 is thc "USBRSCE
Interconnection Contraci" dated July 31. 1961
and also known as'the Mead Inter connection
Agreement. It provides for an interconnection
between Edison and the U.S. Bureau of
Reclamation at the Mead Substation. Edison
sLates thai the htead Substation is "noi part of
the facilities covered in the (PIA)."~ s The staff
argues thai it involves the usc of Intertie
facilities.'s For this reason. wc find ihat this
document ~ based upon our revie«'f the
pleadings. should be filed as a contract which
affects or relates to the PIA.

The staff offers nothing but a title for
Document A-3, an "Agreement for Cooperative
Use of Pacific Intertie Radio.comsnunication
Facilities fPGtkE SCE SDGgsE LADWP-
BPA)." dated October 30. 1967. Edison
counters that because the agreement was never
executed it is "therefore not properly a subject
for filing since it is nol a contract or otherwise
an operative document."<s We agree. and we
will noi order the filingof this document.

Edison objects to ihe staff's request
pertaining to the contracts governinr.
transmission of power io thc State uf California
over the Pacific Intertie (C I through C-4).
Document C-1 is described s» a contract
bet«cen thc State and certain suppliers
t LADi'VP.SDGgsE, Edison and PGg;E) for sal»
of pv»ves for operation of the Dcpartmcnt vf
Water Resources pumping operations. Edi»on
state» ihat ibis contract and ils supplements
have been filed as Rate Schedule» 43. 43.1.
43.2 snd 43.3. iVe will not require Edison iv
file them in the instant docket. hut we»vill
order them cross. referenced and made»uhjcri
snsitcr in this proceeding. Wc wilk hu«ever.
require the filing of Document C.2. which the
staff calls ihe "Iniersupplier» Contract.- s» ii
assigns rights and responsibiltttc» asnvng th«
variuus»uppliers of power tu thc State over lhe
Intertie.

Staff provides no detailed dc»cription ui
Documents C 3 snd C4. which cunecrn the
pure hs»c uf power from t he Orvville.
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'I'hvrm;ilitiigeneration iarilities Iliitvrvvr. the
i ioitiart riatuirr ttansmisxiiin iia th» Intvrtic
tinil thnriorv afiect or relate tv th» PIA. and
wr uill order that they hr filed in Rate
Sch«dole Yo. 38.

In addition to the contracts described so
far. the staff seckc an order directing the filing
of two other contracts which involve PG&E
hut not Edison. Document A-15 is a
memorandum between PG&E and Pacilic
Power & Light Company providing lor use ol
PP&L's '500 kV lines. In its Reply, PG&E
states that this memorandum was superseded
bv the "Agreement For Vse of Transmission
Capacity" between PP&L and the Calilornia
Companies, dated August I, 1967, and this
later contract has been filed as PP&L Rate
Schedule No. 86.44 Document B.l is an
agreement between PP&L and PG&E
concerning interconnection of the two
companies'ystems via the Intertie. The staff
requests an order to file this agreement. but
PG&E states that it has been filed as PG&E
Rate Schedule No. 29v» We see no valid reason
for ordering PG&E to refile either of these
agreements. We will, however, order that Rate
Schedule No. 86 and document B-I be cross.
referenced and made the subject matter of this
proceeding.»

As we noted previously, today's order does
not expand the scope of this proceeding.
hivdificatlon of the contracts ordered to be
filed may be made only to the extent that, the
contracts affect or relate to the PIA. This is
also true in the case of contracts already on
file, in other dockets, which we are ordering to
be cross. referenced and included as subject
matter in this proceeding. Our order should not
be construed as a reopening of other dockets.

Although we are directing the filingof only
eight of the twenty. four contracts listed in the
staff's motion, we wish to note that our order
today should not be construed as limiting the
use of the remaining contracts as evidence.
Nothing herein prevents their introduction as
evidence on any rnatter with which this
proceeding is concerned, and we note that the
relevance of most of these documents to the
issues of this proceeding appears to be
conceded by thc parties. The decision whether
to admit them as evidence is of course for the
Administrative Lau Judge.

Thr Commission orders:
(A) Pacific Gas and Electric Compdny

shall file Section I and Section VII of the
"Stanishus Commitments" in these dockcts as
part vf Rate Schedule No. 38 uithin fifteen
( l. i clays of the issuance of this order.

(B) Southern California Edison Cotnpany
shall lile in these dvckcts as part of Rate
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'i'hrilul»
Nv. 3H. u'ithin fifteen t 15i ilaya of thc

isvuancv of this order ihe fullou'ing seven
documents. as described in the FERC stalf's
August 14, 1979 hfotivn To Cotnpel Filing:
A.2. A.9. A-IO, B.2. C.2, C.3 and C-4.

(C) Other documents described in the
staff's motion and already on file and currently
in el lect as rate schedules in another docket
shall be cross. referenced to Rate Schedule No.
38 and given the docket number E.7777(II).
These are documents B-l, C-l, and the I
contract which supersedes document A-15.

(D) As to all documents described in the
staff's motion which are not ordered to be liled
in ordering paragraphs (A) and (B) above, the
staff's motion is denied.

—Footnote~
t Pacific Gas and Electric Company. Southern

California Edison Company. aad San Diego Gas &
E(re(tie Company, ~ lt of which are parties to this
proceeding.

t The Pacific Intertie Agreement t-PIA"),
4 The Commitmtnts also appear at 41 Fed. Rrg.

20255 (1976).
~ The Northern California Power Agency (NCPA)

and the Cities of Anaheim, Riverside. Cnltnn and
Atvss. California.

~ l8 CFR 1.12(e).
~ Pacific Gas nnd Efrrtric Co., Docket Nns. E.

7796 and E 7777(II), ntdet issued December 28,
1978, 5 FERC 5 —. mimeo, at 23 (ordering
patagtaph (6)).

t Pacific Gas & EfrrtrirCo., Docket Nns. E 7796
and E 7777(II), order issued 6/l4/79. 7 FERC 5 —.
mimeo at 14. By orders issued January 29. and Feb.
tuaty 23. 1979, 6 FERC 5 —.5 —.the Commission
denied requests by Edison and,PGgtE for 4 stay of
thc December 28. 1978 order.

4 fd. Gt 13. Wr invited filing -«ith the Corn
mission" ia order to "remove the borden of the Pte
siding Judge to tule on 4 motion to coiaprl filing of
documents that may or msy not be forthcoming."
The sta(f notes that tbe presiding Administrative
La» Judge denied twn previous staff motions tn
compel lihng of the Stanislaus Cnmmltmcats. ruling
that the Commission should decide the question of
PG&E'4 duty to flic, pofsoaat tn Srctinat 35.) and
35.2 of the Regulations. Staff hfntina tn Compel
Filing. p. 4, n. 4.

~ l6 U.S.C. 824(dXc).
t4 Junc l4. 1979 order. mimeo, at 9~

» id„
» December 28. l978 order, mimeo. at 22. June

)4. l979 otdrt. mimro. at I I.
tt -Response of Southern California Edison

Cnmpany In Opposition tv'he 'Motion Tn Cnmtivl
Fihac'( the FERC Staff Dated August 2(k 1979-
(Editnn Response). at 3. Edison nffrt4 as examples
contracts related to the purchase and use of materials
and (shit.
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t ~ Staff hlotron at 4,
s ~ Id. at 5

' Id. at 4.
sr "Cities Response ln Support of Stafps hfotion

to Compel Filing" at 6.
» Staff hlotion at 6.

» "Reply of Pacilic Gas and Ele»ric Company
to Staff Motion To Compel Filing"at 2.

xo Tr. 340.
» PC&K Reply at 2.

» PG&E also states that liling the Commitments
before specification of parties who would receive
service violates IS CFR $ 35.10(a).

as PG&E Reply at 2.

ss Id. at 4,
» The FPC defined "practice" as it is found in

Section 4(c) of the Natural Gas A», IS V.S.C.
717c(c). Provisions of that Aet are read in pari
mareria with analogous provisions ol the Federal
Power Act. F.P.C. v. Sierra Pari%'c Power Company,
350 US. 348, 353 (1956).

xa PG&E Reply at 4.

»34 FPC at 626. quoted in Pacific Cas &
Electric Co., Docket Nos. E 7796 and E.7777 (II),
order issued June 14, 1979, at mimeo. 10-11.

xa PG&E. June 14, 1979 order at mimeo. 11.

x ~ "Order Directing The Submission of a
Transmission Tarifl In Sub»itution for Individual
Rate Schedules". Florida Power & Light Company,
Docket Nos. ER7S.I9. er ~ I.. i»ued December 21 ~

1979, 9 FERC f —,rehearing denied February 6,
1980, 10 FERC f 61.108.

aa Id. at mimeo. 5.
» PC&E Reply at 3, n. 3.
» The -practice" was a deficiency charge incur.

red by the participants of NEPOOI. for insufficient
system capability. The Executive Committee of the

lx»( argued (wuhvut succr»l that th» charge "dora
not represent a charge fur a»ervice vr transm!s»on"
587 F.2d at 1301

» Staff hlotion, Appendix B at 9.
as ld. at 2.
ss For convenience ol reference, wc adopt thr

numbering and classification schemes used in the
stafl's motion.

ss Edison»ates that it has already filed
Document AA in its July 5. 1979 compliance liling.
Exhibit I to Edison's Response is a tabular summary
ol the company's arguments in opposition to filing.

» IS CFR $ 1.12(a).
sa Edison Response at 5.

as Id.
~4Jd.
» Id. at 3a.
» See. for example, pages 3A ol Appendix A to

the Staff Motion. where fourteen contracts arc ~

catalogued merely by title and date.
~s Edison Response at 6. 8.
as Id. at 9.
~ s Id. at 10.

~ 4 Edison Response at 6.
~ r Stafl Motion at 4.
<a Edison Response at 6.
~ s PC&K Reply at 7.
so ld.
» In the case of contracts on file in other dcckets,

the staff reque»s that we "place the docket No. E.
7777(l!! on those contracts and cross reference them
to Rate Schedule No. 38." (Staff Motion at 2. n. 2.).
The request is not unreasonable and will be granted.
We will not order the cross-referencing of the several
superseded rate schedules, and cross referencing is
limited to those comracts which af lect or relate to thr
PIA.
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[$ 62,097]
Pacific Gas and Electric Company, Docket No. E-7777 (II);
Pacific Power 5 Light Company, Docket No. E-7796

Notice of Denial of Rehearing

(Issued August 8, 1980)

Kenneth F. Plumb, Secretary.
On July 2, l980, Southern California

Edison Company and Pacific Gas 5 Electric
Company filed timely petitions for rehearing of
our June 2, 1980 "Order on Motion to Compel
Filing of Certain Documenis."

At its July 30. l980 regular meeting, thc
Commission agreed to take no action on thc
petitions for rehearing. Therefore;,.they are
deemed denied by operation of law, effective
August. 1, 1980.

'
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IDocket No. ER83-582~)
'I

Pacific Gas and Electric Coq Filing
June 30. 1983.

The filingCompany submits the
following:

Take notice that Pacific Gas and
Electric Company (PGS E), on June 20.
1983, tendered for filing the following,
proposed changes in its FPC Original
TariffVolume No. 2:

Amending Agreement for Sale of
Electric Oapacity and Energy by Pacific
Gas and Electric Company to the City of
Alameda, dated May 24, 1983.

Amending Agreement For Sale Of
Electric Capacity and Energy by Pacific
Gas and Electric Company To the City
of Healdsburg, dated May 19, 1983, ~

Amending Agreement For Sale Of
Electric Capacity and Energy by Pacific
Gas and Electric Company To the City
of Lodi, dated May 4,'1983,".',,:::. ~,

Amending Agreement For Sale Of '.
Electric Capacity and Energy by Pacific
Gas and Electric Company To the City
of Lompoc. dated May 17. 1983.

Amending Agreement For Sale Of
Electric Capacity and Energy by Pacific
Gas and Electric Company To'he. City
of Ukiah. dated May 18, 1983,

PGSE states that the proposed
amendments willallow the Cities to
purchase power from the Western Area
Administration (Western) and surplus.
energy from the Turlock Irrigation
District (TID) to be delivered by PG8E
to the Cities under provisions of various
contracts between PG&E and TID, and
PGhE Western.

PGhE requests an effective date of
March 1, 1982. and therefore requests
waiver of the Commission's notice
requirements.

Any person de'siring to be heard or to
protest said filing should file a motion to
intervene or protest with the Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission. 825
North Capitol Street, NE., Washington.
D.C. 20426. in accordance with Rules 211
and 214 of the Commission's Rules of

'Practice and Procedure (18 CFR 385.211.
385.214). Allsuch motions or protests
should be filed on or before July 14.
1983. Protests willbe considered by the
Commission in determining the
appropriate action to be taken, but will
not serve to make protestants parties to
the proceeding. Any person wishing to
become a party must file a motion to

intervene. Copies of this filingare on file
with'the Commission and are avail'able
for public Inspection..
Ksaaetb F. Plumb,
Seen lory..
PR Doc. $$-iNzJ PLM7~ 445 +~1
alUJNo coqs sr17&wl,
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'" ~

(Docket No. ER83-'582~)
~ e. i@et'" 'lo'> '~'~giH' '.:y

Pacific'Giinnd Eloctrtc Co„'FiHn9 .

August 24. 1883. ' ', s

Take notictt Shat.on August 16. 1983.
Pacific Gas and Electric'(PGhE);; ., "...

tenderedfor.'iihng as an initialsate . ', .

schedule~August ~ Contract for
transmilncn service.by PQhE for''.
WestexnArea Power Admhditrution
(Western) gLS. Dept trtmentef Energy
Contract No. IQWdS6&4SW59055).

PG8 Estates that the Contract,:: '

provides that PGhE~ transmit power
allocated by Western to the'cities of "

'ealdsburg.Cnmpoc anL Uidah (Ci5es).
Western wQl pay PG8Z the system ':

'veragefunctionalhed.wheeling rate nf '

Q.84 per kQowitt per mbnt)r for this ',
'eivtce': UkidjwQlpay"an'ad'ditional ';;.

$LZS pirtQowatt per,monQdfoi'.
wheelhtiLover'idle trihjtion ttcQlities

nntQ'hey'iaimht'their/el(yezypjiinf1tr'a.'...
higher'v'oltage".Capacity'deIivere'd to'the'
Cities willbe a'djustetUo'r)oases by

"
PGHZ's system'average functionallxefi:
losses. PGhE respectfully submiti that
Westexn 1'as agreed to the'$1$ '4 per ....-

; kilowattpez month, rate aud losses for
transmfssi'on service as'egotiated
rate. Amiteunj cKaje.af4L03 per .

kilowattper 'monlh willalso be assessed
to the Cities,

PGEE requests an effectivaWte of.
March L1982, and tfierefore.requests
waiver of the Commission'rnotice
requirements...

Copies of the filingwere served upon
Western and the California Public
Utilities

Commission.'ny

person desiring to be heard or to
protest said filingshould file a petition
to intervene or protest with the Federal
Energy Regulatoty Commission. 825
North Capitol Street. NF Washington,
D.C. 20426, in accordance with Rules 211
and 214 of the Commission's Rules of
Practice and Procedure (18 CFR 385211,
385.214). Allsuch petitions or protests
should be Bed on or before September
8, 1983. Protests willbe considered by
the Commission in determining the
appropriate action to be taken. but wQl
not serve to make protestants parties to
the proceeding. Any person wishing to
become a party must Be a petition to
intervene. Copies of this filingare on file

with the Commission and are avai(able
for public inspection.
keuuetb F. Plumb,
Seciutary.
'(ht Doc. ss ?%Pl hiNt~ &A4salt
~«JINu coos ss trow
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Horthern California Power Agency
842t Auburn Boulevard, Suite t60 Citrus Heights, California 956t0

ROBERT E. GRIMSHAW
General Manapar

March 29, 1982

Mrs Nolan Daines
Pacific Gas and Electric

Company'7

Beale Street
San Francisco, California

Dear Nolan:

This will advise you that NCPA has entered into a contract to pur-
chase from Turlock Irrigation District ("TID") energy (vithout capacity obli-
gation) that may be surplus to TID's needs during the months March through
June 1982 'oth NCPA and TID are "neighboring entities" under the terms of

'ourdefinitions. I understand that there vill therefore be no problem in
transmitting this energy pursuant to the Diablo Canyon License Conditions from
your interconnection with TID to the NCPA delivery points at Santa Clara,
Alameda, Lodi, Lompoc, Healdsburg and Ukiah. Since the accounting procedures
to handle such a transaction vas set up in order to permit transactions vith
the Pacific Northwest which you alloved us for a few days earlier .this year,
and since no additional costs vould be involved, we assume that a simple
letter agreement would permit the transaction.

We assume the 1 mill transmission rate applied in the NCPA-PGandE
Interruptible Transmission Service Agreement dated April 14, 1981, and which
is utilized in the letter agreement between PGandE 'and Western Area Pover
Administration (WAPA) dated October 26, 1981, vould apply here as well. Since
your letter agreement with WAPA confirms an earlier oral agreement, ve vould
hope that ve could arrange this transaction on a telephone basis as well, and
I will avait your call. Since the NCPA-TID Contract is contingent upon our
obtaining transmission service from PGandE, this is especially important tous'e have provided space belov for your acceptance of this arrangement.

PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY

Yours very truly,

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA POWER AGENCY

Nolan Daines
Vice-President,
Planning and Research

rt E. Grimshav
General Manager

REG:gmg
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April 12, 1982

Mr. "Robert E. Grimshaw
General Manager
Northern California Power Agency
8421 Auburn Blvd.
Suite 160
Citrus Heights, California 95610

Re: Interruptible Transmission Service Agreement
For T.I.D. Surplus Energy

Dear Mr. Grimshaw:

Me have received your letter proposal of March 29, 1982,
requesting short term transmission service of surplus energy generated
by Turlock Irrigation District and purchased by NCPA for certain of
its member cities. Pursuant to our Stanislaus CoIImitments, we will
provide such transmission service on the following terms:

1. A mutually satisfactory PGandE-NCPA Interruptible
Transmission Agreement for T. I.D. surplus energy is executed by both
parties.

2. The rates for such delivery will be as set forth on the
attached schedule. NCPA member cities purchasing surplus Turlock 'energy
shall not receive credit against capacity purchases from PGandE under
the R-1 schedule.

3. The term of the transmission agreement shall be from March 30,
1982; or as soon thereafter as permitted by FERC, until June 30, 1982.
In that regard, from March 30 until a transmission agreement is executed,
we expect NCPA to schedule T. I.D. energy under the procedures in the
Northwest Interruptible Transmission Agreement. Of course, if we are not
able to agree on a transmission contract or on rates, the schedules will
be of no .ffect and no deliveries of energy will be deemed effected to NCPA
member cities.

~ glh ~ PW( 8, V





Mr. Robert E. Grimshaw
April 12, 1982
Page 2

We anticipate there will be minor modifications to the terms
of the NCPA-PGandE Northwest Interruptible Transmission Service Agreement.
Mutually satisfactory amendments to the NCPA member resale contracts
will also be necessary. Finally, we would appreciate a copy of the NCPA/
T. I.D. agreement before we meet to finalize these arrangements. We have
provided space below for your accePtance of this proposal.

Very truly yours,

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA POWER AGENCY

By
ROBERT E. GRINSHAW
GENERAL MANAGER

DATE:

~ ~





RATES FOR SURPLUS ENERGY DELIVERED FROM
TID TO NCPA CITIES

Santa Clara

Alameda

Lodi

Lompoc

Healdsburg

Ukiah

Energy
Loss Factor

0.960

0.943

0.960

0.960

0.960

0.960

Del.
Vol tacae

115 kv

12 kv

60 kv

60 kv

60 kv

12 kv

Rate mills/kwh

3.67

3.67

3.67

3.67

3. 67

3.67

4/12/82
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(Docket No. ER82-83~)
Pacific Gas 8 Electric Coq Filing
October 4. 1982.

The filingcompany submits the
following:

Take notice that Pacific Gas and
Electric Company (Pacific) on

, September 23, 1982 tendered for filinga
contract dated June 24. 1982 entitled
",Interruptible Transmission Service
Contract Between'acilic Gas and
Electric Company and Northern
California Power Agency For Surplus.
Energy From The Turlock irrigation
District" (Cobtract).

The Contract provides that. to the
extent that. there is unused transmission
cape'city atvailable on Pacific'8 system,
Pacific shall offer to provide non-firm
transmission service for Northern
California Power Agency (NCPA) to
purchase surplus energy from Turlock
Imgation District for certain NCPA
member cities for the period from March
30. 1982 to June 30, 1982.

The rates lor interruptible
'ransmissionservice provided under the

Contract. as negotiated and agreed by
both parties..shall be 3.67 miUs/kWh
plus any applicable transmission energy
losses.Such'rates includeservices for
the delivery'ol a portion of such surplus
energy to certain'.meinber.cities at:... ~ .
distribution voitage. ~

Pacific respectfully, r'equests, pursuant
to h 35.11 of the'Commission'dt"',.
Regulationsi amaiver of the '.',
Commission's'usual notice requireme'nts
so as to permit an effective date for the
Contract of March 30. 1982. Pacific also
requests, pursuant to 5 35.13 a waiver of
the notice requirements for the
termination date for the Contract of June
30, 1982.

Any person desiring to be heard or to
protest said filing should file a motion to
intervene or protest with the Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission. 825
North Capitol Street. N.E., Washington.
D.C. 20426. in accordance with Rules 211
and 214 of the Commission's Rules of
Practice and Procedure (18 CFR 385.211.
385.214). Allsuch motions or protests
should be filed on or before October 18,
1982. Protests willbe considered by the
Commission in determining the
appropriate action to be taken, but will
not serve to make protestants parties to
the proceeding. Any person wishing to
become a party must file a motion to
'intervene. Copies, of this filirigare on file
with the Commission and are available
for public inspection.
Kenneth F. Plumb,
Secretary.
trR Doc. 82- . Nn Filed I~0 l5 ~ tnt

sfLLIIIO CODE dlir&IM
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Horth| rn Caiifornia Power Agency
6-'21 Auburn Boutevara. Suite 160 Citrus Heignts. Catitorrtia 95610

ROBERT F GRIMSHAW
Gcnerar Manager

(916) 722-7814

May 3, 1982

Mr. David G. Coleman
Area Manager
Western Area Power Administration
2800 Cottage Way
Sacramento, CA 95825

Dear Mr. Coleman:

We understand that CVP will be able in the forthcoming months to purchase
from Bonneville, inter alia, a considerable amount of llorthwest surplus
eneroy. The northern C~a ~ramie power Agency (BCpA) very much desires to
purchase from CVP all such surplus energy which it can beneficially use.

We have been advised'by our attorneys that WAPA must sell such enero~ to pre-
ference agencies able to purchase it before WAPA can sell it to any nonpre-
ference entities, This duty, we are advised, was most recently enunciated
in the April 6, 1982 decision of the United States Court of Appeals for the
Ninth Circuit in Central Lincoln Peo les'tilit District, et al. v. Peter
Johnson, as Admin1strator o the Bonnev1 e ower am1n1stratlon, Department
o En'erc , et a ve Docket No. - 6 . In that P1n1on the court dectaed that
the first quartile of Bonneville power, which is served partially with nonfirm
energy, must be sold to preference entities if they desi re to purchase it.
In its Opinion the Court of Appeals stated (footnote omitted):

... Cit of Santa Clara, California v. Andrus, 572 F.2d 660
(9th cir. , cert denr.ed, a39 U. . 9 9 is instructive
on the purposes and proper interpretation of a preference clause.
In Santa Clara, the Secretary of the Interior, acting through
the Bureau of Reclamation, "banked" power produced pursuant
to the Reclamation Project Act of 1939 (43 U.S.C. 55 375a, 387-89,
485 et ~se .) with a nonpreference customer instead of selling it
direc ly to a preference customer. The Secretary argued that
the arrangement was designed to enable him to supply the future
needs of selected preference customers. 572 F.Zd at 669. This
court held that the provisional sale of power to a nonpreference
customer when a preference customer is ready and trilling to buyit contravened the purpose of the preference because the non-
preference customer would profit from low-cost power at the
expense of the preference customer. Id. at 670-71. Although
the court recognized that the ultimate goal of the Secretary'
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(:

scheme was consonant with the preference clause, it neverthe-
less found that the interim ef ect was inconsistent with the
preference clause, and, therefore, held the scheme invalid.

The contention in the present case that the sale of nonfirm
energy to Direct Service Industries serves the preference
clause by creating reserves and earning revenue that can re-
duce the rates of all preference customers is answered by
Santa Clara. BPA's policy may serve the preference clause,
but the immediate .effect, like'hat in Santa Clara, is anti-

'hetical to preference rights, and, there ore, is not con-
sonant with the preference clause. The fact that BPA's
policy may enable it to profit more from selling the nonfirm
energy to the Direct Service Industries and that all of its
customers would thereby benefit does not persuade us that
its interpretation is reasonable. As explained in Santa
Clara, the purposes of the Act and its preference cTause
are best served by an interpretation that ensures the
sale of power to preference customers. BPA's interpretation
to the contrary, without explicit Congressional direction,
contravenes the purposes of the preference clause.

l<hile the issue of the proper interpretation of CYP's contracts with PG8E is
mooted by the Ninth Circui opinion, since even assuming the contracts obli-
gated CVP to void under the Ninth Circuit, opinion, the fact is that PGKE has
acknowledged CVP's rights to import the power and sell it to other entities.
The key provision of the contract between CVP and PGKE for the Sale, Inter-
change and Transmission of Elec ric Capacity and Energy (Contract No.
14-006-200-2948A) is Article 19(e) which states:

The United States may import for use or sale in Contractor's
Service Area such Northwest Dump Energy and Exchange Energy,
using the transmission capability available to the United
States pursuant to EHY Contract No. 14-06-200-294?A, as can
be, used beneficially by Contractor in Contractor's Service
Area consistent with Contractor's other obligations, as
determined by Contractor. Contractor shall accept all such
energy.

The better reading of this provision is that it merely imposes upon PGEEsif CVP so requests, an obligation to bank all dump energy it can beneficially
use. This interpretation has now been definitively accepted by PGEE. In
its Second post-Hearing Brief in FERC Docket No. E-7777(II), which was sworn
to on April 11, 1982, PGSE responded to an argument that under Contract 2948A
CYP may only serve its pumping load and a narrowly defined group of preference
customers and that everything else which CVP may acquire by way of resources
is effectively turned over to PGKE. That argument continued that accordingly
there is no incentive for CVp to import any more power than is necessary to
serve its pumps and customers. PGEE responded (p. 191, emphasis added):.

s ~ s
A





Page Three
Q

There are several things wrong with this argument. First,
Articles 19(d)-(f) do not say what Cities claim they do. Thev
merelv obligate PG&E to bank power which can be used benefi-
cial1 in its service area. That fact doesn t preclude CVP
from imoortinc power and se in't to someone other than
PG&E."

PG&E has thus, in a formal verified pleading over the names of nine attorneys,
stated that Article 19 does not preclude CVP from importing power and sellingit to someone other than PG&E. This interpretation by PG&E should be con-
sidered definitive by any court which addresses the issue. PG&E should not
be allowed to make one interpretation before one forum and an opposite one
before any other. Therefore, it is extremely reasonable for any entity
interpreting Article 19 of Contract 2948A to rely upon PG&E's sworn interpre-
tati on.

Although, as we have stated, it is the opinion of our attorneys (which we
assume will be shared by your attorneys) that WAPA is under a legal obligation
to offer tb se'll this energy to us before it can contract with a nonpreference
entity and we are instructing our attorneys to protect our legal rights. We

also believe that our offer to purchase will be highly beneficial to both
par ies and therefore desirable even without the compulsion of the preference
clause: Our offer will enable CVP to obtain significant funds not otherwise
available to reduce the current WAPA deficit and would thus result in a sub-
stantial increase in the revenues received by the United States Treasury.
For NCPA, as a preference entity whose members in a variety of important
ways have been and will continue to be cooperative with CVP, the arrangement
will likewise result in substantial savings. Accordingly, NCPA offers to
purchase the Sonneville surplus energy upon the following terms and condi-
tions:

1. NCPA will purchase and CVP will sell.all Northwest surplus energy obtained
by WAPA which HCPA can beneficially 'utilize on a split-the-savings basis.
This means that the rate that CVP will charge and which NCPA will pay
will be one-half of the sum of (a) the incremental costs incurred by
CVP for the energy scheduled and delivered into Northern California plus
the incremental costs incurred by NCPA to the point where the energy
is delivered into its system, and (b) the decremental cost of the energy
to the NCPA members, where there is a positive swing. From time to
time, the operating representatives of NCPA and CVP shall review the
methods and bases used by each party to determine such costs.

2. WAPA's de'liveries will be made available at an interconnection point
in Northern California with the PG&E transmission, system.

*,This PG&E statement also precludes any possible limitation based upon
Article 19(d) upon CVP's right to import and sell"Northwest surplus or
dump to others.
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3. To the extent either party shall be unable to secure the necessary
arrangements the obligations of the parties shall be reduced or voided.
Neither party shall be liable to the other for failure to perform
resulting from inability to make the necessary arrangements.

4. This agreement shall be effective during the period April,30, 1982
'through Oecember 31, 1982 and may be renewed.

Enclosed is a schedule showing the amounts of such energy which HCPA offers
to purchase during the remainder of May 1982.

1

If these conditions are acceptable, please countersign below.

C:

Yours truly;;
~ .l, i( .j

f(cg~-

ROBERT E. GRIHSHAW
General Manager

Accepted and approved:

0*vsd G. Coleman
Western Area Power Administration

Oate

cc: Robert L. McPhail, WAPA

Enc.

r <1 I ~ ' 9 tt ~ ) V k 5 P I 4A l V V h ('')' ~
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Department of Energy
Western brea Power hrrmims:rarion.
Sacramenro Area Otfice
2800 Ccaage Sriay

Sacrameriro, Cab!am|a 95825

In reply rater to:
Npppp

MAY 7 l922

Mr. Robert E. Grimshaw
General Manager
Northern Cali ornia Power Agency
8421 Auburn Boulevard, Suite 160
Citrus Heights, CA 95610 .

Dear Mr. Grimshaw:

Reference is made to our meeting of April 29, 1982, in Redding and your
letter of May 3, 1982, regarding the purchase of Northwest surplus energy
by the Northern California Power Agency (NCPA) that the Western Area Power
Administration (Western) may acquire, in excess of Western's needs, from the
Bonneville Power Administration (BPA). This letter will advise you that
Western will enter into an arrangement with NCPA for the sale of surplus
energy retroactive to May 1, 1982, providing suitable arrangements can be
made. These include appropriate wheeling arrangements between the customer{s)
and Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PGandE), and the division of available
capacity and energy among the interested parties who may wish to purchase
the power surplus to Western's needs.

As you are aware, Western has now entered into an agreement with BPA to load
up Western's share of 400 MW on the Intertie effective May 1. Western will
dispose of this power in a manner, that is consistent with Western's Contracts
2948A and 2947A with PGandE or the California Pool companies. Any arrange-
ments made to sell you or any other CVP customers surplus energy must, of
course, be consistent with these contracts or any amendments that are mutually
agreed upon.

As discussed with Roger fontes of your staff on May 7, members of my staf
are available to start work on the details of such an arrangement.

We are sending a copy of this letter to PGandE for their information.

Sincerely,

cc: PGandE, Attn: Nolan Oaines

David G. Coleman
Area Manager
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8cr.harn C"li;amia Power Agent.y
.842) Au"urn Bcutevarc. SuYte t60 Citrus Heigttts.'Cattfcrnia 95610

ROBERT E. GRIMSHAW
General L1anager

(916) 722-7800

May 11, 1982

Mr. Nolan H. Daines
'lice President
Planning & Research
Pacific Gas & Electric Company
77 Beale Street
San Francisco, CA 94106

Dear Nolan:

This will confirm our previous oral notification that Northern California
Power Agency (NC?A) is entering into an arrangement with the Western Area
Power Administration (Western) to purchase surplus energy (without capacity
obligations). This purchase is meant to satisfy NCPA member eneroy require-
ments not furnished by either Turlock Irrigation District (TID) or by their
C'!P allocations, beginning May, 1982, and extending for at least five mon.hs.

Both NCPA and Western are "neighboring entities" under he terms of your de-
finitions. I understand that there will, therefore, be no problems in trans-
mitting this energy pursuant to the Diablo Canyon License Condi.ions from
your interconnection with Western. to the NCPA delivery points. Since the ac-
counting procedures to handle similar transactions are being set up to permit
purchases from TID, and since no additional costs are involved, we assume a

simple Letter Agreement is sufficient to initiate the transaction. We sugges
negotiations begin immediately and be based upon the terms and conditions in
our April 28, 1982 Letter Agreement.

We fut'ther assume that, following the practice established with TID, PG&E will
regard this communication as establishing the last date upon which the agree-
ment will be deemed to have commenced. Since the NCPA/Western agreement is
feasible only if we receive transmission service from PG&E, your agreement is
critical to us .

We have provided space below for your acceptance of this arrangement.

Yours very tr 1'I
ROBERT E. GRItiSHAW
General Manager

cc: Willi am Gall avan,'GJE"
bcc: Roger A. Fontes~

Paul Scheuerman, R.W. Beck
Dan Davidson, Spiegel & McDiarmid

Nolan H. Oaines
Vice President
Planning & Research

. Paci ic Gas & Electric Company
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PAC I~ |: C GAS A.ND ~ LZC T RZ C C 0 MPAN~
7 77 SEALE STREET ~ SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94106 ~ (415) 781 ~ 4211

NOI AN H, OAINC5
TlCC pEEIIOtat

~+IIOIS4 480 ~ CS~N

May 25, 1982

Mr. Robert E. Grimshaw
General Manager
Northern California Power Agency
8421 Auburn Boulevard, Suite 160
Citrus Heights, California 95610

Oear Mr. Grimshaw:

We are in receipt of your letter of May 11, 1982,
requesting, pursuant to the Stanislaus Conmitments, transmission
service for surplus energy purchased by NCPA from the Western
Area Power Administration. The transmission service is requested
from Tracy to NCPA delivery points. This matter was also
discussed at our meeting of May 13, 1982.

As you have indicated, the transactions contemplated in
your letter are premised on Western's use of Intertie capacity,
which is governed by existing contracts. In that regard, PGandE
does not believe that Western's attempt to use Intertie capacity
to implement such transaction can take place without a breach of
contract on Western's part.

While we have little difficulty reaching sensible
transmission service arrangements, it is quite clear that the
Stanislaus Commitments, whose definitions you referenced, contain
no obligation to enter arrangements that wi11 interfere with this
Company's use of the Intertie for our customers'enefit underexisting .contractual arrangements. If we have misunderstood yourpremises, please advise us promptly as to just how thesetransactions are to be structured without. eliciting a breach ofWestern's Intertie contract in a manner detrimental to PGandE andits customers.

Very truly yours,





Attachment l8

'awM+

Depar~ent of Energy
ivestetn Area Po~et Aorninrsttarton
Sacramento Area Office
2800 Cottage Way
sacramento. California 95825

In ternary rater so. N6100
MAY 28;c

Mr. Roberi: 2'. Grimshaw
General tlanager
Northern California Power Agency
842 Aub rn Boulevard, Suite 160
Ci.rus Heights, CA 95610

Dear Mr. Grimishaw:

The Sacramen.o Area Office of the Western Area Power Administration (Western),
pursuant to its letter to you of May 7, T982, presents its terms for the sale
by Western and the purchase by the Northern California Power Agency (NCPA) of
Horthvfest impor t energy made avai lable to the Central Valley Project (CVP) by
Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) which is excess to CVP project and pref-
erence cus-orner loads. The specific terms of this letter of agreement are as
follows:

2.

3.

North:fest import energy shall be defined as both Northwest surplus
energy and firm energy made available to the CVP pursuant to the
Western-BPA Contract No. 1406-200-3701A (-3701A) during the term of
this agreement. r
Re erences to HCPA shall not be deemed to be a reference to the mem-
bers of NCPA individually.

Western will purchase Northwest import energy from BPA. To the
extent Western has Northwest import energy which is not needed to
meet the current project and preference customer loads served by the
CYP (as determined by Western), HCPA will purchase and Western will
sell such excess Northwest import energy.

Western will deliver energy to be sold to NCPA at the Tracy substa-
tion of the Uni .ed States at a nominal 230,000 volts. NCPA will be
responsible for all wheeling and other costs and losses from Tracy
to each HCPA member receiving energy, NCPA will also be responsible
for the delivery of the energy to each of its members from the Tracy
substation.

5. In the event that Western enters into agreements with other prefer-
ence customers for the saile of excess Northwest import energy,
Western and NCPA shall agree to a pro rata allocation of eneroy
among the purchasers of such energy based upon their net monthly
energy requirements.





Wes.em will determine the amount of excess Northwest import 'energy
del vered to each NC?A memoer city each month by deducting the sum
of the amount of firm energy delivyred during such month pursuant to
such city's power sales contracts with Western plus the amount of
energy delivered to such ci,y from other so'urces, from such city'
total energy requirements for such month. NCPA will inform Western,
by the day of each month of any'adjustments that may be required.
Western wiTl bill NCPA by the day of each month for the total
amount of excess Northwest import eneroy delivered to the. HCPA member
cities. NC?A shall pay such bill within days of receipt. The
blanks in this section shall be filled in~y mutual agreement or in
the absence of such mutual agreement, in a reasonable 'manner as deter-
mined by Wes em.

NC?A shall pay for all Northwest import energy sold to it under this
agreement at a split savings rate which shall be an amount equal to
one-half (4) of the sum of the then current PGandE wholesale energy
rate for energy served under the R-I rate schedule, as such ra.e may
be modified or replaced and the eneroy rate charged by the Bonneville
Power Administration for energy made 'available pursuant to Contract
-3701A or amendments thereto, and transmission and other related
costs as incurred by Western or HCPA as appropriate. It is recog-
nized that Western dpes not currently have established a rate based
upon split savings, and further that HCPA or Western may be unable
to procure the necessary wheeling from the Tracy substation. There-
fore, unti 1 (a) Western applies for and FERC approves a rate based
upon these split savings principles and (b) NCPA obtains from PGandE

'r

a court or agency a final interpretation as to whether Western is
able to sell and NCPA is able to beneficially purchase the energy

"hereunder, HCPA shall pay for energy hereunder at the pass-through
or current rate (Northwest rate), and NCPA will escrow the dif erence
between the amount billed by Western at the pass-through rate and
the proposed split savings rate:under a mutually agreeable escrow
agreement. When both a favorable non-reversible determination is
secured by HCPA, and Western has established a split savings rate,
the total funds in the escrow shall be delivered to and shall become
the property of Western. If these conditions do not occur, Articles
11 and 12 will apply and the funds in escrow will be released to
NCPA.

Western shall submit bills to HCPA for energy sold hereunder in
accordance with the provisions of Article H of the General Power
Contract Provisions. Notwithstanding Article I of the General Power
Contract Provisions, Western may terminate the sales of energy made
hereunder upon any default by HCPA. If HCPA defaults hereunder
because of the failure of any of its members to pay the amounts owed

by such members to HC?A'for energy sold hereunder, then upon Western
giving written notice to HCPA, NC?A shall assign to Western the
rights, c1aims or causes of action which NCPA has against such
member for the amounts so due and Western shall become entitled to
exercise all .remedies which NCPA could exercise against such member.





C

10.

The General Powe. Contract Provisions, effective April 1, 1979,
at a hed hereto, are made a part of this Lette. Aoreement with the
same force and e,,ect as if expressly set forth herein; except that
provision f~i shall not apply to HCPA so long as the resale of power
is to the members of HCPA.

This agreement shall be effective during the period of Nay 1, 1982
through September 30, 1982.

If it is held in a final non-reversible decision by a court or agency
o, compe.ent jurisdiction that either Western could not legally sell
HCPA such import energy under this agreement, that Western did not
have available such import energy to sell to NCPA under this agree-
ment or that NCPA could not beneficially purchase such energy, then
(a) NCPA shall release Wes.em from any and all obligations under
this agreemen. and any and all loss or damage occasioned by the fail-
ure o Western to sell or deliver such import energy to NCPA; and
(b) Western shall return to HCPA, without any interest whatsoever
and by me ns of a credit against the amount each NCPA member owes to
th United States under their power sales contracts with Western,
all payments made by NCPA under this aoreement. The monthly billing
adjustments shall be done in an expeditious manner to fully satisfy
the amount to be re.urned to each affected HCPA member.

12, Neither party shall be liable to the other for failure to perform
resulting from inability to nake the necessary arrangements.

the above terms and conditions are acceptable to you, please sign and date
both originals and return one to me.

Sincerely,

David G. Coleman
Area Manager

At:achment

Robort E. Grimshaw
General fhanager, HCPA

Date





UNIT»D STATES DEPARTAEbc OF ENERGY
UESTERN AREA vOUER AD.'O'/ISTRATION

Effective April 1. 1979

CENEM. POt'ER CO}}TRWCi PRO"ISIOFS

A. Charac!e. o! Serv'eel

Electric energy supplied hereunder vLII be three-phase. alternating current, at a noninal frequency 01
s1xty (6G) hcrts (cycles per second}.

g. Delivery o! Capacity and/or Enerrv in Excess of Contract Obli at on ~

.he Contractor shall not us ~ capacity and/or energy in aoounts greater than the United States'ontract
delivery obligation in effect for each type of service provided for in this contract except vith the speci."c
v. Ltten approval of thc contracting of Leer. Any greater use, vhen approved, shall not bc dec=ed to cs sblis..
Ln the Contractor any continuing right thereto and the Contractor shall cease any such greater use uhenever
requested by the contracting of."ccr or vhcnever the approval cxpircs, vhichever occurs f'st. 'Nothing Ln this
contract contained shall oblLgatc or be construed to oblLgate rhe United States to increase any con rsc rate
of delivery hcrcundcr. If additional capacity and/or energy is not available fron the United States, the
responsibility for securing additional capacity and/or energy shalL rest vholly vith the Contractors

C ~ Conte yyut iv of Eh ec r c Service to be Furnished ~

he electric servLce, unless othervisc speci 'cd, vLII be furnished continuously except (I) for 'nterrup-
tions or reductions duc to uncontrollablc forces, as defined herein; (2) for Interruptions or reductions duc
to cperat on of devices installed for paver systen protection; and (3) for tc=porary interruptions or reduc-
tions, vhich, in thc opinion of thc contracting officer, arc necessary or desirablc for thc purposes of
tenance. repairs. replacenents, installation of equipment, or investigation and inspect1on. Thc United
except in case of e"crgency as dctet-'ned by the contracting officer, vill give the Contractor reasonabl
advance notice of such te porary interruptions or reductions and vill rcnove the cause thereof vith dilLL e.

D ~ Yuct! le Points of Delivervi

khan electric service is furnished at tvo or cdore points of delivery under the sane schedule of rates,
cd ~ hie rrc~~ ~ her pply prccyc ch re ppccd ~ c chpc«ddc: cy;..d,rh

h « cd * c deere r e cd r d p « cy d che c c cc r' y c c* c c r ec ~ d h c ~ .

of delLvery during energencies, the octcr readings at any point of dclivcry vill be appropriately adjus ed to
con?ensate .or duplication of pouer denand recorded by cyetcrs at alternate poLnts of delivery duc to cnergee y
conditions vhich arc beyond the Contractor's control or tenporary conditLons caused by schcdulc outages ~

Uncontrol}able Forces»

Neither party shall be considered to be in default in respect to any obligation hereunder, 1 prevented
fran ful."filing such obligation by reason of uncontrollable forces, the terxy uncontrollable forces beLng dee"e
fcr the purpose of this contract to cpean any cause beyond the control of the party affected, Lncluding, but
not Ii=ited to. faLlurc of facilit'an floo4 ~ earthquake. scorn» lightning ~ fire ~ epidc"ic. var, riots civil
disturbance. I~bor disturbance, sabotage, and restraint by courr. or public authority, vhich by exercise of due
diligence snd foresight such party could not reasonably have been expected to avoid. Either party rendered
unablc to fulfillany oblLgation by reason of uncontrollable forces shall excrcisc due diligcncc to re ovc suc!
inability vith all. reasonable dispatch.

Fi Yodification of Rates ~

Thc rate schedule specified Ln this contract shall be sub)oct to successive nodLfication by thc United
States through the prooulgation of superseding rate schedules. If at any tine the United States pronulgates
a race schedule supersedLng tho rate schedule then in cffcct under this contract. Lt MLII procptly notify the
Contractor thereof'aid superseding rotc schedule, ss of its effective date, shall bccooe effective as to
this contract unlcsa thc Contractor, by notice Ln Mriting given to the contracting offLccr vithin }80 days
after notice to it by the UnLtcd States of procuigation of said superseding rat ~ schedule, shall cleat to
«r=inatc this contract effective as of such date not nore th'sn three (3) years subsequent thereto as shc
ontractor shall therein specify In the event of such teroination, said superseding rate schedule

s..al'e

effective during the period of thc reoaining unexpired tern o. this contract or during a period of tv
years (ron the date of not1cc to the Contractor of the pronuigation of sa14 superseding rate schedule. v.
ever period Ls shorter

~ ~,, ~ » i p cc ~ i" ~ . 'rdr ~rh ~ r d„e,dyr d ~ ~ e i;»» ~





Cj!PER'04EP. C .'..PACT PROPIS!0'.:5

b!!n!=.u Anybusl Canst!!v Char e ~

l'nen the rate schedule in effect under this contract provides for a ninirdun annual capacity charge
state=ent of the nininuo annual capacity charge duc, if any, shel). be included in the bill rendereC for elec-
tric serv!ce for rhe last billLng period of cath calendar year, appropriately adjusted on a pro rats basis if
the full billing perioCs"for the adjustable Ltens (including increases or decreases in rhe contract rate of
delivery) Ln the calendar year arc lass than 12 'ractional billing periods uLII not be considcrcd in such
de!em!nation Uhere nultiple points of delivery are involveC and the contract rate o dclivcry is stateC tc
be s nax!nun aggregate rate of delivery for all points, in date —. Lning the nirirun annual capacity charge Cueif any, the nonthly capacity charges at the individual points of delivery shall bc added together

H. 5$ '.I!nes sybC Psvnents.

h'". ~

The United States vill subnit bills to the Contractor on or before the tenth day of each nonth for elec-
tric sevice furnished,durLng the prcccCLng nonthp and peynenrs vill be due and payable by the Contractor on
the first Csy of the nonth Lnnadistcly succeeding the date each b'll is subcbitted.

Id Noneebp en! o( 5! I le ~

If the Contractor fails to psy any bill vhen due an interest charge of tvo percent (2 ) of the aryount
unpsLC shall be added thereto as liquidated Canapes, and thereafter, ~ s further liquidated danages, an inter-
est charge of one percent (I ) of the principal sun unpaiC shall be added on the first day of each succecCing
calendar nonth until the anoun due, incluCing interest, is paid in full. 'The United States shall have the
right upon not less than fifteen (1S) days'dvanuv vrittcn notice to discontinue furnishing electric service
to the Contractor for nonpayrcnt of b'ls and to refuse to resune sane so long as any part of the anount due
renairs unpaid. Such a discontinuance of electric servLce vLII not relicvc the Contractor of liability tor
the.=ininu= charge during the t~ elec ric service is so discontinued. Thc rights given herein to the United
States shall be Ln adCLtion to all other rc eCies availablc to the United States, either at lsv or in equity,
for the brcach of any o the provisions herco ~

Jd AC'us!cents !or Fractional 5$ 11!ne Period ~

(s) For a fractional part of ~ billing period at thc beginning or cnd of scrvirc, and for fractional
perioCs due to ui thdrsvals of service, the densnd or capacity charge, the kilovstthour blocks of the energv
charge, anC the nininun charge shall each be proportionately adjusted in the ratio that the nunber of bours
that electric service is urnished to thc Contractor in such fractional billing period bears to the total
nu-ber of hours in the billing period involved.

(b) ghencver irrigation and/or drainage punping scrvicc is supplied under this contract, adjustncnts
the densnC or capacity charge and in the kilova thoub blocks of the energy charge as applicablc, and Ln the
nfninvn charge of thc rate schedule under vhich service is supplLed, shall be sade for the fractional part of
the billing period at the beginning and cnd of punping service in each year in like nanner as is provideC for
Ln section (a) of this at ticle ~ If punping service is supplied in conjbnction vith service tor ocher purposes
and Ls not netcred separately, the billing denand for punping service shall be considered to be the difference
betvecn the highest 30-ofnute intcgratcd dcnand neasured during tbc billing period and the contract rcte of
delLvery for fin pover.

K. Ad<use ents for Curtsflnents to Se~!ced

Unless curtailnent of scrvicc Ls duc to a request by the Contractor, billing adjustnents vill'e nade
Lf the delivery of electric energy is curtailed because of condi iona on the pover systen of the United Sta es

vh«»ysten for the purpose of such adjustebenta hereunder shall include trensnission facilities utiliteC bu
not obdned by the vnited states, for pcrLods of one (I) hour or longer in dutstion each. The total nunber of
hours of curtailed service in any billing period shall be dcterDned by adding (I) the sun of the nunber of
hours of interrupted service to (2) the product of: the nunber of hours of reduced service nultiplied by the
percentage of said reduction belov thc lesser of (a) the contract rate of delivery, or (b) the oblLgstion of
the Vn!ted States to deliver firn pover and energy as established under the operating agreeoent entered into
pursuant to the Auxiliary Pover Service article hcrcot, or (c) the rate of delivery rcquircd by the Contractor
~ t the tine of such reduction. Thc deebaod or capacity charge, the kilovatthour blocks of th« energy «hayge.
and the ninLnuo charge shall each be proportionately adjusted in the ratLo that the total nunbcr of hours of
such «urtailed service as herein deternined bears to the total nunber of hours in the billing period involved ~

The Contractor shall nake vrittcn oisin vithin thirty (30) days afrer rcceLvLng thc nonthly bill, for adjust
sycht on account ot any curtaflnent to service. for periods of one (I) hour or longer in duration each. alleged
to have occurred and vhich is not creflettcd Ln such bill~ FaLlure to nake such vritten claLn, vithLn said
thirty (30) day period. shall constitute s vsivcr thereof. All curtailnents to service, vhic: are due to
conCLtions on the pover systcn of the United States, shall be subject to the provisions of chas article snC

th d tr:chill~ ltltdl tc =dye th relic ~ cdbychlr r:-'1; p. ldd. bc tthd. 1

p .d iy d t tp 1 ~ \ hll cb d d \ ~ il t ~ c ~rt
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OPERA'C'»ER CCiP»RACE ?ROVISIO':S

(a) The total electric pover and energy dclivercd to the Contractor vill be oeasured by aetering equip-
aent so be furnished and aaintaiaed by tbe Uni:cd States or by Lts designated represensacive. Haters shall be
scaled and the seals shall bc brokea only upon occasions vhen the aetcrs arc to be Laspected, tested, or
AC)usted, and representatives ot the Concractor s'ball be atforded reasonable opportunity co be present upon
such

occasional'escrtng
equipaent shall be Los?ected and/or tested as lcass once each year by thc United

States and at sny rcasonablc tine upon request therefor by either party. Any aetcring equipaent tound co be
Ccfective or Lnaccurace shall be repaired and read)usted or replaced. Should any aeter tati so register, the
electric ?over and energy delivered during such period of failure to regLster shall, for billing purposes, be
assi+ scd by the contracting ot"cer tron the best infatuation available.

(b) If any of the inspections and/or tests provided for herein disclose an error exceeding tvo parce"t
(2 ), correction based upon thc inaccuracy found shall be aade ot the records of electric service furnished
~: ch b g):;.g .'h chiy b'llg g p ri d dmedd c iy pr di g ch biiiicg p r' ~ r' hi h ch
c c - d ; I .d,d, yh c r ci h ii b d i ~ i g c peri d ch ch i r y - y b
d cd =' by ch c. cci c iiic r c h *i~ cd c y c rr ci c bcggc g r ~ ici g '. ch c
tion Ln aeter records shall be aadc Ln the next nonthly bill rendered by the United Scatcs to the Consracsor,
anC such correction vhea aadc shaLl constituse tull ad3ussaent of any slain becvecn the parties hcrcso arising
out of such inaccuracy of aetcring equipaent ~

M» Resale of Elec» ic Enet v»

The Contractor shaLl aot sell any of thc electric energy del'vercd to Lt hereunder to any cuscoaer ot
tbe Contractor for rcsalc by that cussoaer.

h. Pover Pastor.

0»

'@bile the Contractor noraally vill bc rcquircd to aatntafa che pover factor as stated Ln thc rate schedul
th . ''n n e!.ect under this contract, the Coasracsor vill bc perMtted so operate at a lover pover fac or vhcn
conCitions arc such, as deter 'ned by the contracting officer, that a lover pover tactor vill be usually
advantageous to thc Contractor and to thc United Ssaces.

)Coooeractton o. Contract'n Part!ca»

If Ln she aatntcnance of sheir respective povcr systcas and/or electrtcal equipaent and the ustltsasion
therco! for tbe purposes of this contract, Ls bccoaas necessary by reason of any eacrgcacy or cxr.raorCinar
cond'on for eirher patsy to request sbe other to furnish personnelg aatcrials, tools, and equtpaens for the
accoaplLshaent thereof. the party so requcstcd shall cooperate vith the other and tender such assistance as
the party so requested aay deter fnc to be avaLlabl ~ . Tbe party aakfng such request, upon receipt of properly
Ltcnized bills tron the osher party, shall rciaburse the party rendering such assistance for all rosss propcrl>

hand

reasonably incurred by Lt La such perforaance, including noc to exceed tiftcea percent ()S ) thereof or
~ dainistrattve acid general expenses, such costs to be deteratned on the basis ot currcac charges or rates used
Ln Lts ovn operations by she party rendering assistance.

p» Provfsfone Relative to E„ lovaeot ~

th Mor
(a) This contract shall bc sub5ect to all che prove Lone and conditions of the Act of Congress cnt'tl d

t c ork )tours Act of 1962, approved Augusc 13, )962 (76 Scac. 357), vhich cscablishes standards for hours ot
vork and overtiae pay of laborers and aechantcs eaployed on vork done under concract for. or vith che tinsnc')
aid of, the United

Staccato

the ssoc as Lf thee Act bad been specLfically sct forth hcreLa.

(b) During the pcrfornance of th's contract, the Concracsor agrees as fallovs:

The Contractor vill not discrtainatc agatnsc any eaployec or applLcant tor caployacnt baca'use
of race. color, rclLgion, sex, age, or national origfa. The Coocracsor vtll sake affirmative
~ ction to ensure that applLcanss arc caploycd, and that eaployees are trcaccd during eaployacnt,
vithout regard co their race, color, religion, scx, age, or national origin. Such act.ion

shel'nclude,buc not be liatscd so, the folloving: Eaployacnc, upgrading, deaocion, or transfer;
recruisaens or recruitaent advertising) layoff or tcraination; rates ot pay or other foras ot
con?occasion» and scleccton for training, including apprenctccship. The Contractor agrees to
post in conspicuous places, available to eaployees and app),icancs tor eaployaent, notices to be
provided by che contracting officer anteing torch she provisLons ot this Equal Opportunity
clan s e»

4-) 79
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CEhlEP~ PQ' CO'. ~ . RACT PROuo STONL

(2) The Contractor vill, in all solicitations.or advertiscnents for mployees placed by or on behal!
of thc Contractor, state that all qualifLed applicants v'll receive coosideration for enployxen.
vithout regard to race, colo-, religion, scx, age, or national orig n.

(3) The Contractor vill scud to each labor union or represcntarive of vorkers vith vhich he has a
collect've bazgain'ng agreenent or other contract or understanding, a notice, to be prov'ded
by the agency contracting officer. advLs'ng the labor union or vorkers representative o the
Contractor s co=-'t=cnts under this Equal Opportunity clause, and shall post copies of the
notice 'n conspicuous places avsilablc to e~loyees and applicanrs for exployrfent ~

~ 'ho'4
~ 1

(4) The Contractor vill coxply vRth al} provisions of Executive Order No. 11246 of Septa ber 24,
1965, and of the rules. regulations, and relevant orders of the Seczctary of Labor and to thc
Age Discrininat'on Act of 1967 as encoded by public Lav 93-259 o. April lg, 1974

'5)

Thc Contractor vill furnish ~ 11 Lnformtion and reports required by Executive Order No. 11246
o. Septcnber 24, 1965, and by the rules, regulations, and orders o the Secretary of Labor, or
pure'uant rhereto, and vill per=it access to his books, records, and accounts by the contracring
agency and the Secretary of Labor for purposes of investigation to ascertain conpliance f:Lth
such rules, regu)atiooc, and order

(6) In the event o. the Contractor's noncompliance vith the Equal Opportunity clause of this
contract or vith any of the said zulcso regulations, or orders, this contract'rfay be canccllcd,
ter='usted, or suspended, in vhole or in part, ind thc Con rector nsy be declared ineligible
for fu. her Covernnent contracts in accordance vith procedures authorized in Executive Orde.
No. 11246 o Septenber 24, 1965, and such other sanctions nay be i~used and rcnedies invoked
~ s provided in Executive Order No. 11246 of Scptcnber 24, 1965, or by rule, regulation, or
order o- the Secretazy o Eabo p or as othcrviae provided by lave

~ o

I

(7) The Co" .actor vill include the provisions o paragraphs (1) through (7) in every subcon tact
or purchase order unless excnptcd by rules, regulations, or orders of thc Secrcrary o Labor
Lssued pursuan to section 204 of Executive No. 11246 of Scptcnbcr 24, 1965, so that such
provisions v'll be binding upon 'each subcontractor or vendor. The Contzactor vill take such
action vith respect to any subccntracs or purchase order ss the contracting agency nay direct

f ' chpt 1 .1 'ldfoc c oct fora opt'* IP Idd,
.* . h . 1 th t ch C tr I I I c ~ f 1 d 1, r 1 thr *I d Wcb. 1'

oath ~ b tr . d . r la of ch d'f by ch otr ci g c y, th
Contrscror nay request the United States to enter into such litigation to protect the intcrcsts
of the Qnited States.

(c) ln the perforance o any par of the votk gonteuplated by this contzact, the Contractor shall not
eoploy any persoo undergoing sentence of Lnprisonnent at hard labor

Trsnsf er o! 1Egt erect Ln Contract bv Contractor.

No voluntary transfer of this contract or of the rights of thc Contractor hereunder shall be clads hyith

tab�

.:st ppr I f to 1 tty f E rgy; p Idd,yhtf.'all~ c tr tr p t ~ ptjdf hl rfsp abyth g lgl cti.'lt~ ci cd isla tf,ah C tr t ytt .'t ~ ig
its interest Ln the contzact to the Rural Electrification Adanistrstion or any other departshent oz agency of
th id IC r- c fch a h 'tc ppt 1;p Iddf th,tht I rt ~ fg ~

tb ls'c ~ fatter t*,eahrby 1 attar ft,ldfcf1 I~,f 1 1 ~,rch 1 ~ ~,
s»11 be subject to all the provisions and conditions of thLs contract to the sane extent as though such

r ~ etc ~ ah 'cl 1 c cr cs I h r d I d. p Id d f I ~ .. Eh s ch * ct f
~ rc," ; ~ r cr I d d. r 1 di: 1 t 1 r ~ 1 d th r d . h ll a b d d 1 t y
transfers ethic the neaning of this article.
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cEUEFA'o"EF. co.'..F*cy Fgou's ~ o .s

R iten50 to the Cont.aeter ~

The United States, upon request by the Contractor, vill grant to the Contractor a license or licenses to
construct, install, operate, naintain, replace, or repair, either or all, upon thc property of thc United State.
under the adninistrat<ve control and Jurisdiction of the Uestcrn Area povcr AdninistraMon such facilities as
in she opinion of the contracting off Leer arc necessary ot desirable !or th» purposes of this contract ~ Said
license shall re=sin in cffcct during the tern of this contract and shall expire coincidently therevith Any
facilities so installed by the Contractor pursuant hereto shall be and renain the propcrry of the Contractor,
notv hs ending tha the sane nay have been .af"xed to the preniscs ~ and the Contractor shall have a reasonable
ti=e a.'.cr th» expiration of said 'cense in vhicg to renove its facilities so installed.

S. License to the United Scarcer~,9,'e
Cont.actor, upon rcqucst by thc contrac ng of cer, vill grant to the United States a license or ''ce:

to construct. install, operate, naintafn, replace, or repair, either or all, upon thc property of thc Contracto:
such !scil'ties as in the opinion of the Contractor are necessary or desirable for the purposes of this contrac:

e lice se or 1'censcs so granted shall be Ln Lorn and of legal sufficiency acceptable to thc contracting o!.":
shall be acd renain in effect during the tcrx of this contract, and shall expire coincidcntly thcrevith. Any
fatti'.'es so installed by the United States pursuant to said 1Lccnse or ILcenses shall bc and reoain the prope.
of the United States notvithstandiog that the sane nay have been affixed to the prenises. and the United States
shall have a reasonable tine after the expiration of said license or ILccnscs Ln vhich to renovc its fac'lities
so installed.

IIT ~

~ p Any vaiver at any t~ae by either party hereto of its rights vLth respect to a default or any other natter
ar s g n connect on vith this contract sha' not be deencd to bc a vaiver vith respect to any subsequent de!at
0'f ~ttet ~

U. l:ot'.eeso

Any notice ~ denand or request required or authorised by this contract shall be decned properly given
nailed, postage prepaid, to the contracting of Leer at the address shovn on the signature page hereo , on 4
behalf of the UnLtcd States, except vhcrc otherviae herein speci!ical)y provided, and to the officer signing
for he Contractor at the address shovn on he signature page hereof. on behalf of the Contractor. Thc
designation o! thc pcrsop to bc noti!Led or the address of such person nay be changed at any tine by sinflar
notice.

V, Cont'..rent Voon Ao rooriationso

lucre the operations of this contract extend beyond the current iscal year. thc contract is sade con n-
gcnt upon Corgress naking the necessary appropria ion for cxpcnditurcs hercundcr after such current year shall
have expired In case such appropriation as nay be necessary to carry out this contract is noc nade, the
Contractor hereby releases the United States fron all lLability due to the failure of Congress to nake such
~ ppropriatioo

Ve Officials Uot to bene!Lt»

No Henber of or Delegate to Congress or Reifdent Connissioncr shall be adni ted to any sharc or part of
this contract or to any b'cue!it that nay arise here!ron. but this restriction shall not be construed to extend
to this contract Lf nade vith ~ corporation or conpany for its general bcnc!Lt.

Covenant Are!net Contioeent Fees ~

~ ~ a '
1 Thc Contractor varrants that no person or selling agency has been enployed or retained to solicit or

secure thLs contract upon an ~ Rreenent or understanding for a connLssion, percootage, brokerage, or contingent
fee. excepting bona fide cnployees or boas fide established conecrcial or selling agencies uaintained by the
Contractor for the purpose of securing business ~ For breach or violation of this vsrranty the United States
~ h"ll ha>e the right to annul this contract vithout liability or in ita discretion to deduct !ron the contract
price or consideration the full aoount of such comssioo, percentage, brokcragc, or conting~~t fee ~





CEhEFW PO''F COh,PS . PROVUS C'.:5

Usc'.ons) nv!ronacncal Polic» Aec

Facil'ties to be constructed hercundcr by either party hereto shall be constructed sub)est to coapl'ance
vs th the RasLonal Eaviroaaentil Policy Ac of 1969 (gb Stat. 5SI).

2. Conc.sec Subceec to Colorado River Coaoet ~

~ ~

there she energy sold hereunder is generated froa vaters o! thc Colorado Rfver syssca, this consracs is
aadc upon the express coadi for. and vith'he express covenant that all rights hereuaCer shall be sub)ecs tc
anC eoosrolleC by the Colorado River Coapacs approved by section 13 (a) of she boulder Canyon Profess Acs c!
Deceabe. Il. )9IS ~ (SS Stat. ZOSI) aad the pirtfes hereto shall observe and be subject to aad coatrolleC by
saLC Colorado River Coapac in the cons ruction. aanageaent, aaC operacion o! the Caas,'cscrvoirs, anC pover-
plan s frc= vh'ch electr cal energy is to be f~rnished by the UniteC States to the Conrrsctor hereunder, and
thc storage, diversion, Celfveryc aad use o! vater for the generation o electrical eacrgy to bc deliveraC by
the Ur. seC States to the Conrractor hcreuader.

TH FO''0'»IhC PRO'eiSIORS ARE A. PLICATLE Oh I UHE)b TEE ELEC RIC SER'lUCE TO bE FU?hZSHED ARTZCJ I
PRO" DES RA SERVZC b LL BE FURHZShW 04 R TEE FACZLI ZES OF A THIRD PAP.

AA. Ex!sconce o! Trancaission Service Contract ~

Inasauch as the electric service hereunder is to be supplieC over facfl'ies not ovned by tbc United
States, the obligation o! sha United States so fuush electric service hcrcundcr shaLl at ill tines be subbec
to and contingert upon the existence of a transaission service contrac- grant'ng shc United States the rL ghs c

~ h: ~ 11'tl c t oct d by fc sr c c ~ ry t th t cd rtcg 1 1 ~ cctf ~ trf ~ b t cd:; Pth,'1 eh Pit diat ~ car tc stet ~ fcnfc Wfehe la bi ~ itt fria dicta pr'r
to she Contracsor. the United States, ~ t its option. aay furnish the electric service hereunder over its ee
!acilLties ~

go. Cond!!!ons o! Trsncxfseion Service

Aayth'ag so the contrary Ln ch's consracs notvithstanding, vhcn the electric service under this consrac
is fursisheC by the Uaftad Stares over the !ac" isies of oshcrs by virtue o! a sransaission service arraage-
aen , the electric pover and aacrgy vill be furaished at the vol age avsilablc snd under the cond"Lone vhich
ex't fzoa tine to tfzbe oa the trans»Ussion systca over vhich the service is supplied. The United States vil)
endeavor to iafora thc Coatractor froa tine to sine of any changes conteaplstcd on the systea cwcr vhicb the
service is supplied but the costa of any changes aade necessary fa the Contractor's systca because o! chaages
or coaCLtions on the systea over vhfch the service Ls supplied shall not be a charge against or ~ liability o!
eh etc ~ds ~ cs;p:dc,ghcffthc t: tr,,b ~ f br edict ~ thyt c:hil
~ rrl h d:1 ppli ~,fs ~ by cede ch ~ icy f kig h g ~ ~ it ysc ~ ais
ia order so continue rcccLving service hereunder, than the Coosractor aay teraLaate this contract on not less
than sixty (60) days'rittcn notice given to the Unfted States at any tine prfor to the aakfag of saiC change

ia ~ y: . bcc a th r .'cer; ptd d 'I -.th, th c if ch ~ 1 eric ~ rri r t 1 c ~ f ch U c.-
~ th *t t the cb U'edges 1 bligad dates ~ thais b blat td ~ irish h
ref(ufrcaentsc arc aos befog aes or thc United States advises the Contractor canaot be aes because of an iasu!!
cfeocy of capac'ty available to thc United St'ates under its transaisaioo service arrangeaeat in the facflities
of others over vhLch service hereunder fs supplied, shea the Contractor asy tera!nese this contract on nos les
than e'xty (60) days'rfttcn notice given to the Uaited States at any sine prior to the tire that the United
States advises the Contractor tbas the needed capacity is availablc, but not thcreafscr.

TY FOLLO'ss'Ils» PROVI S IOÃ IS AFPLICASLE OhcLT VHE'8 ELEC hRIC SERVICE INVOLVES ?NLTZPLE POI cTS OF

DELIlacE?I FRO» SOTS DZREC ~ AltcD LBEELED POZhTSO

CC Hgflci 1e Points of Delfverv Involvin Dfrect and uhoeled Deliver!esp

ashen the United States has provided 1Lnc and substation capacity under the terna of this contract 'or the
purpose of deliveriog electric service directly to the Contractor as speci!Lcd direct poiats o! delLvcry and
also has agreed to absorb »heel!,ng allovances and/or discounts up to ~ specified naxiaua aaouns for delLverics

po"er over other systea(s) to vheeled points of delivery aaC thc Coatractor shifts aay of its loads serveC
hereunder froa direct delivery to vheeled delLvery, the United States vill noc absorb the vhecling cost* on
such ahf!teC Load until the unused capacity, as deserained solely by the contracting o."Leer, available ac she
direct delfvery pofats(s) a!!ected Ls fully u ilfsed.
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Attachment 19

RESOLUTION NO. 82-18

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA POWER AGENCY

RESOLUTION OF THE COMMISSION OF THE NORTHERN CALIFORNIA POWER AGENCY

(NCPA) approving NCPA Service Schedule, NCPA-WAPA Letter of Agreement (for
BPA energy) .

WHEREAS, at a special meeting of the Commission of the NCPA, duly called

and held on June 8, 1982, the Commission heard the report of the General Manager

regarding the NCPA Service Schedule for the NCPA-WAPA Letter of Agreement, a

quorum being present at all times;

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY TH" COMMISSION OF THE NORTHERN CALIFORNIA

POWER AGENCY, as follows:

Sec.ion 1. NCPA Service Schedule, NCPA-WAPA Letter of Agreement (for BPA

energy) is hereby accepted and approved as' Service Schedule to the NCPA Mem-

'ber Service Agreement, to be attached thereto and numbered next in order, upon

execution of the Participating Members;

Section 2. The General Manager is hereby authorized and directed to

execute such Service Schedule on behalf of NCPA and the Secretary is reques ed

to transmit a copy for execution to each Participating Member .





Resolution slo. 82-18
Page Two

G3

C i ty of - Alameda

Bi ggs

Gri dl ey

Healdsburg

Lodi

Lompoc

Palo Alto

Redding

Roseville

Santa Clara

Ukiah

Plumas-Sierra

Vote Abs ained Absent

ADOPTED AND APPROVED this day of
n

, 1982.
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REVISION NO. 3

F INAL
June 8 1982

NCPA SERYICE SCHEDULE

NCPA-WAPA LETTER OF AGREEMENT

(for BPA Energy)

This Agreement; herein "Service Schedule", by and between NORTHERN
CALIFORNIA POWER AGENCY, a joint-powers Agency of the State of California
created and functioning under Government Code Section 6500 he ei "NCPA" ~

and iits undersigned member, her after referred to as the "Participating
Member", witnesseth:

. WHEREAS, NCPA has entered into a Letter of Agreement (LOA) with the
Wes .em Area Power Administration (Western) whereby Western will sell its
import energy purchased from Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) to NCPA
upon request (a copy of the Letter of Agreement, dated Hay 28, 1982, is
attached as Exhibit A to this Service Schedule); and,

WHEREAS, the Par.icipating Member desires NCPA to request Western to
sell such energy. herein called "BPA energy" and the Participabng Member
desires to have NCPA arrange for the transmission of such energy to their
load centers;

NOW, THEREFORE, the parties hereto agree as follows:

Section 1. The Participating Member hereby requests NCPA to purchase
and provide it with BPA energy. Such energy shall initially be allocated
to each Participating Member based on the following percentages:

a) Santa Clara

b) Alameda

c) Lodi

d) Lompoc

e) Uki ah

f) Healdsburg

63.0 percent
22.0 percent
5.3 percent
3.8 percent
3.2 percent
2. 7 percent

NCPA shall be authorized to reallocate such energy in accordance with data
submitted pursuant to Section 3.

Section 2. The purchase of BPA energy shall be subject to all provi-
sions of the LOA. NCPA and its agent shall not be liable for any failure
of Western to sell such energy or for any lack, of ability by Western or
NCPA or its agents to obtain the necessary transmission service.

~ ~
4





Section 3. NCPA is authorized to use its best judgment in allocating
a proportional share of the available BPA energy and any necessary BPA or
PGKE transmission capacity for the use of the Member. Each Participating
Member shall, within a reasonable time, provide NCPA with such load data
as NCPA may require to allocate BPA energy among the Participating Members.
Each Participating Member shall take all necessary steps at its own ex-

'ense to provide such required data relating to its own system. The Par-
ticipating Member agrees that NCPA shall allocate such energy and trans-
mission capacity. NCPA shall have all of the authority of the Participating
Member to take any and all actions permitted or required to be taken by
NCPA'under the LOA and to make- the needed transmission arrangements with
PGKE, and the Participating Member agrees that it will not assert that NCPA
lacks such authority, nor do anything that will impair such authority.

Sec.ion 4. Each Participating Member shall pay to NCPA, within ten
(10) days after billing, the total amount that it would pay PG8E if it
were purchasing the same amount of energy from PG&E. NCPA shall pay to
Western its direct cost for purchasing the energy, and the difference be-
tween that amount and the split-savings rate will be deposited by NCPA in
an interest-bearing escrow Account No. 1. The remainder of the payment
from each Participating Member, minus all expenses incurred by NCPA, shall

,
be deposited by NCPA in a separate interest-bearing escrow Account No. 2.

If the final determination is that NCPA has a right to purchase bene-
ficially such Western energy, the amounts in escrow Account No. 1 shall be
paid to Western, including interest, and all amounts in escrow Account
No. 2, including interest, shall be returned proportionately to each Par-
ticipating Member. If the final determination is adverse to NCPA, the
total amounts in both escrow Nos. 1 and 2 will be returned proportionately
to each Participating Member. Western has agreed to return the amounts
paid to it, in the event of such an adverse determination, proportionately
to each Participating Member by credits against future bills for electric
power by Western to such Member. Any billing based on an initial'lloca-
tion under Section 1 shall be reallocated and adjusted by NCPA upon the
determination of actual energy delivered to each Participating Member.

Section'5. It is understood and agreed by each Participating Member
that in the event of its failure for any reason to make the required pay-
ments to NCPA, then Western, upon written notice to NCPA, shall be, assigned
the" ri ght of NCPA to bring legal action against the Participating Member
for the amount of any payment shortfall by NCPA to Western resulting from
the failure of the Participating Member to make such payments .

Section 6. This Agreement has been authorized by a resolution of the
governing bodies of the Participatingmembers and NCPA, and a true copy of
such resolution certified by the appropriate official is attached hereto .
This Agreement shall take effect as of May 1, 1982, and remain in effect
until September 30, 1982.
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Section 7. Time is of the essence in the execution and performance
of this Agreement. Each Participating Member named in Section 1 shall
execute this Service Schedule separately with NCPA, and notwithstanding
the other provisions of this Service Schedule, any Participating Member
named in Section 1 which fails to execute this. Service Schedule within
fourteen (14) days after receipt of copies thereof signed by NCPA, shall
cease to be a Participating Member, and shall have no ri ghts under this
Schedule, and all BPA energy shall thereafter be allocated to the ex-
tent it may be beneficially used to the remaining Participating Members
as provided herein.

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA POWER AGENCY
Participating Member

By:
General Manag

Date:

By: Date:.

- 3-
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I

CfTY QF HE,LLDS BUAG
*

~ 'l~
CALl)QN.'ilAQ,. ~ I '„, ' )IICKlb'

I ~ ~,.~ )l,
~

'ITYOF HEALDSBURG
City Hall —Administrative Offices

P.O. Box 578
126 Matheson Street

Healdsburg, CA 95448

(707) 433-9425

August 20, 1982

Hs. Cail Sipple
H.C.P.A.
8421 Auburn Boulevard
Suite 160
Citrus, Heights, CA 95610

Dear Hs. Sipple

Enclosed for your records is a fully executed copy of
the agreement between <<CPA-WAPA and the Catty of Healdsburg.

Very truly yours,

~; e~n~Z
/

gJean HcHellon
City Clerk

JH:me

Enclosure

.f 6 ~ '4181''ll'I ' ~ 7I ~ O'P)t ~ ~ ~ 'VVII ~ "\ ~ t ~





RESOLUTION NO. 82-54

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA POWER AGENCY

BE IT RESOLVED BY THE COMMISSION OF THE NORTHERN CALIFORNIA POWER AGENCY,

as follows:

Section 1. Notwithstanding the provisions of the "NCPA Service Schedule,

NCPA-WAPA Letter of Agreement (for BPA energy)" approved by Resolution No. 82-18,
herein "Service Schedule", any member of NCPA who wishes to do so may enter into
an agreement or agreements with Western Area Power Administration or Pacific
Gas and Elec ric Company, or both, with respect to the terms of any escrows

which are to be established in connection with the purchase by such members of
BPA energy, and such agreements shall supersede the provisions of the Service
Schedule with respect thereto. The General Manager is aughorized to execute

any such agreement(s) pertaining to NCPA. A copy of this resolution shall be .

attached to the Service Schedule.

City of - Alameda

Bi ggs

Gridley
Healdsburg

Lodi

Lompoc

Palo Alto
Redding

Roseville
Santa Clara
Ukiah

Plumas-Sierra

Abstained Absent

ADOPTED AND APPROVED this day of 1982.
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REVISION NO. 3
FINAL

June 8, 1g82

NCPA SERVICE SCHEDULE

NCPA-WAPA LETTER OF AGREEMENT

(for BPA Energy)

This Agreement, herein "Service Schedule", by and between NORTHERN
CALIFORNIA POWER AGENCY, a joint-powers Agency of the State of California
created and functioning under Government Code Section 6500, herein "NCPA",
and its undersigned member, hereafter referred to as the "Participating
Member", witnesseth:

WHEREAS, NCPA has entered into a Letter of Agreement (LOA) with the
Western Area Power Administration (Western) whereby Western will sell its
import energy purchased from Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) to NCPA
upon request (a copy of the Letter of Agreement, dated May 28, 1982, is
attached as Exhibit A to this Service Schedule); and,

WHEREAS, the Participating Member desires NCPA to request Western to
sell such energy, herein called "BPA energy"'and the Participating Member
desi res to have NCPA arrange for the transmission of such energy to their
load centers;

NOW, THEREFORE, the parties hereto agree as follows:

Section 1. The Participating Member hereby requests NCPA to purchase
and prov'ide it with BPA energy. Such ener gy shall initially.be allocated
to each Participating Member based on the following percentages:

a) Santa Clara
b) Alarne da

c) Lodi

d) Lompoc

e) Ukiah

f) Healdsburg

63.0 percent
22.0 percent
5.3 percent
3.8 percent
3.2 percent
2. 7 percent

NCPA shall be authorized to reallocate such energy in accordance with data
submitted pursuant to Section 3.

Section 2. The purchase of BPA energy shall be subject to all provi-
sions of the LOA. NCPA and its agent shall not be liable for any failure
of Western to sell such energy or for any lack of ability by Western or
NCPA or its agents to obtain the necessary transmission service.

- 1





Sec:ion 3. NCPA is authorized to use its best judgment in al'locating
a proportional share of the available BPA energy and any necessary BPA or
PGEE transmission capacity for the use of the Member. Each Participating
Member shall, within a reasonable time, provide NCPA with such load data
as NCPA may require to allocate BPA energy among the Participating Members.
Each Participating Member shall take all necessary steps at its own ex-
pense to provide such required data relating to its own system. The Par-
ticipating Member agrees that HCPA shall allocate such energy and trans-
mission capacity. NCPA shall have all of the authority of the Participating
Member to take any and all actions permitted or required to be taken by
HCPA under the LOA and to make the needed transmission arrangements with
PGKE, and the Participating Member agrees that it will not assert that HCPA

lacks such authority, nor do anything that will impair such authority.

Section 4. Each Participating Member shall pay to NCPA, within ten
(10) days after billing, the total amount that it would pay PGSE if it
were purchasing the same amount of energy from PGEE. NCPA shall pay to
Western its direct cost for purchasing the energy, and the difference be-
tween that amount and the split-savings rate will be deposited by NCPA in
an interest-bearing escrow Account No. 1. The remainder of the payment
from each Participating Member, minus all expenses incurred by NCPA, shall
be deposited by NCPA in a separate interest-bearing escrow Account Ho . 2.

If the final determination is that NCPA has a right to purchase bene-
ficially such Western energy, the amounts in escrow Account Ho. 1 shall be
paid to Western, including interest, and all amounts in escrow Account
No. 2, including interest, shall be returned proportionately to each Par-
ticipating Member. If the final determination is adverse to NCPA, the
total amounts in both escrow Nos. 1 and 2 will be returned proportionately
to each participating Member. Western has agreed to return the amounts
paid to it, in the event of such an adverse determination, proportionately
to each Participating Member by credits against future bills for electric
power by Western to such Member. Any billing based on an initial alloca-
tion under Section 1 shall be reallocated and adjusted by NCPA upon the
determination of actual energy delivered to each Participating Member.

Section 5. It is understood and agreed by each Participating Member
that in the event of its failure for any reason to make the required pay-
ments to NCPA, then Western, upon written notice to HCPA, shall be assigned
the right of NCPA to bring legal action against the Participating Member
for the amount of any payment shortfall by NCPA to Western resulting from
the failure of the Participating Member to make such payments .

Section 6. This Agreement has been authorized by a resolution of the
governing bodies of the Participatingmembers and NCPA, and a true copy of
such resolution certified by the appropriate official is attached hereto .

This Agreement shall take effect as of May 1, 1982, and remain in effect
until September 30, 1982.

- 2-
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SeCtio~ '. Time is of the essence in the execution and performance
of this Agreement. Each Participating Member named in'Section 1 shall
execute this Service Schedule separately with NCPA, and notwithstanding
the other provisions of this Service Schedule, any Participating Member
named in Section 1 which fails to execute this Service Schedule within
fourteen (14) days after receipt of copies thereof si gned by NCPA, shall
cease to be a Participating Member, and shall have no rights under this
Schedule, and all BPA energy shall thereafter be allocated to the ex-
tent it may be beneficially used to the remaining Participating Members
as provided herein.

NORTHERN CALlPORNIA POWER AGENCY CITY OF HEALDSBURG
Pa rtici pa ti ng Member

By:
General Manag

Date:

xcnae . (c ona a
City Manager

z~ /Z~

«3-





Attachment 21

a

Horthern California Power Agency
8-'": A "urn Bou!evara. Suite ieG Cit us Heign!s. Casstcrnia 9"eto

ROBERT E. GRIMSKAW
Genera! Manager

(916) 722-7814

June 8, 1982

Nr. Nolan Daines
Yice President
Planning and Research
Pacific Gas and Electric Company
77 Beale Street
San Francisco, CA 94106

Dear Nolan:

As you know, NCPA has entered into a contract with WAPA, as of May 1, 1982,
for the purchase by HCPA of Bonneville energy sold to WAPA and surplus to its
current project and preference customer load. That contract has been approved
by the HCPA member cities. This is to inform you that, pursuant to your
Stanislaus Commitments, we expect PGaE to transmit the power from Tracy to

,each HCPA member's load center. It is anticipated that at least through June,
NCPA will purchase sufficient energy through this arrangement to displace all
energy currently being purchased from PGSE.

I interpret your letter to me dated May 25, 1982, as indicating that PG5E's
position is that WAPA must sell or bank all power it imports from the North-
west to PGGE and that, consequently, PGSE declines to transmit the surplus
energy to the HCPA cities as I had requested. We have been advised by our
attorneys that WAPA, must sell such energy to preference agencies able to
purchase it before WAPA can sell it to any nonpre'ference entities. This duty,
we are advised, was most recently enunciated in the April 6, 1982 decision of
the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit in Central Lincoln
Peoples'tility District, et al. v. Peter Johnson, as Administrator oT tne
Bonnevi le Pouter Administration, Department of Enero , et a ., Docket Ho.
81-756 . In that Opinion the court decided that the first quartile of Bonne-
ville power, which is served partially with nonfi rm energy, must be sold to
preference entities if they desire to purchase it. In its opinion, the
Court of Appeals stated (footnote omitted):

... Cit of Santa Clara, California v. Andrus, 572 F.2d 660
(9th Cir. , cert. denied, a39 'J.S. 859 1978 is instructive
on the purposes and proper inrerpretation of a preference clause.
In Santa Clara, the Secretary of the Interior, acting through
the Bureau of Reclamation Project Act of 1939 (43 U.S.C 55375a,
38?-89, 485 et sere.) with a nonpreference customer instead of
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selling it directly to a preference customer. The Secretary
argued that the arrangement was designed to enable him to
supply the future needs of selected preference

customers'72

F.2d at 669. This court held that the provisional sale
of power to a nonpreference customer when a preference customer
is ready and willing to buy it contravened the purpose of the
preference because the nonpreference customer would profit
from low-cost power at the expense of the preference customer.
Id. at 670-71. Although the court recognized that the ul-
timate goal of the Secretary's scheme was consonant with the
preference clause, it nevertheless found that the interim
effect was inconsistent with the preference clause, and,
therefore, held the scheme invalid.

The contention in the present case that the sale of nonfirm
energy, to DSIs serves the preference clause by creating
reserves and earning revenue that can reduce the rates of all
preference customers is answered by Santa Clara. BPA's policy
may serve the preference clause, but the immediate effect,
like that in Santa Clara, is antithetical to preference rights,
and, therefore, >s not consonant with the preference clause.
The fact that BPA's policy may enable it to profit more from
selling the nonfirm energy to the OSIs and that all of its
customers would thereby benefit does not persuade us that its
interpretation is reasonable. As explained in Santa Clara,
the purposes of the Act and its preference clause are best served
by an interpretation that ensures the sale of power to prefer-
ence customers. BPA's interpretation to the contrary, without
explicit Congressional direction, contravenes the purposes
of the preference clause.

Whi le the issue of the proper interpretation of CVP's contracts with PGEE
is mooted by the Ninth Circuit opinion, since even assuming the contracts
obligated CYP to sell or bank such power to PGKE such provisions would
clearly be void under the Ninth Circuit opinion, the fact is that PG&E
has acknowledged CVP's rights to import the power and sell it to other
entities. The key provision of the contract between CVP and PGEE for the
Sale, Interchange and Transmission of Electric Capacity and Energy
(Contract No. 14-006-200-2948A) is Article 19(e) which states:

The United States may import for use or sale in Contractor's
Service Area such Northwest Dump Energy and Exchange Energy,
using the transmissi'on capability available to the United
States pursuant to EHV Contract No. 14-06-200-2947A, as
can be used beneficially by Contractor in Contractor's
Service Area consistent with Contractor's other obligations,
as determined by Contractor. Contractor shall accept all
such energy.

The better reading of this provision is that it merely imposes upon PGKE,if CVP so requests, an obligation to bank all dump energy it can ben ficially
use. This interpretation has now been definitively accepted by PGEE. In





Page Three

its Second Post-Hearing Brief in FERC Docket No. E-777?( II), which was
sworn to on April ll, 1982, PG&E responded to an argument that under Contract
2948A CVP may only serve its pumping load and a narrowly defined group of
preference customers and that everything else which CVP may acquire by way
of resources is effectively turned over to PG&E. That argument continued
that accordingly. there is no incentive for CVP to import any more power than
is necessary to serve its pumps and customers. PG&E responded (p. 191,
emphasis added):

There are several things wrong with this argument. First,
Articles 19(d)-(f) do not say what Cities claim they do.
The merel obligate PG&E to bank power which can be used
benef>ciall in its service area. That fact doesn t re-
elude CVP from >moortina ower and sel sn >t to someone
other than PG&E."

PG&i has thus, in a formal verified pleading over the names of nine attorneys,
stated that Article 19 does not preclude CYP from importing power and sellingit to someone other than PG&E. This interpretation by PG&E should be con-
sidered definitive by any court which addresses the issue.

In your letter to me you asked me to advise you "as to just how these trans-
actions are to be structured without eliciting a breach of Western's Intertie
contract." It seems apparent to me that the contemplated transactions have
been formally acknowledged by your attorneys to be consistent with Western's
Intertie contract.

We would appreciate receiving the basis of PG&E's contrary viewpoint.

If PG&E had been willing to transmit the power to us, we would have arranged
a meeting to discuss the appropriate modalities. However, in view of your
refusal to transmit, such a meeting would appear to be futile. If I am wrong
in this evaluation, please so informe me.

If PG&E adheres to its position, NCPA and its members intend to treat the
energy they have purchased from NAPA as having been received by them, to
deduct from the bills they receive from PG&E the appropriate costs for the
energy that has been displaced by WAPA purchases, and to pay PG&E for the
necessary wheeling.

I would very much hope that PG&E will reconsider its position so that the
entire matter may be worked out on a cooperative rather than an antagonistic
basis. However, my obligation is to protect the rights of NCPA and its members
and, if necessary, I will take the appropriate steps to do so.

ls i Jp~

'&4~~Jlcc i—
R BEPT E. GRIi AW

General b1anager

t
This PG&E statement also precludes any possible limitation based upon
Article 19(d) upon CVP's right to import and sell Northwest surplus or dump
to others.
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Mr. Nolan Daines, Vice President
Planning and Research
Pacific Gas and Electric Company
77 Beale Street
Sar Francisco, CA 94106

Dear Mr.. Daines:

Tne Sacramento Area Office of the Western Area Power Administration (Western)
:ransmits herewith an authenticated copy of the Letter of Agreement (LOA)
dated May 28, 1982, for the sale by Western and the purchase by the Northern
California Power Agency (NCPA) of Northwest import energy made available to
the Central Valley Project (CVP) by the Bonneville Power Administration (BPA)
which is excess to CVP project and preference customer loads. A prefinal

.version of the LOA was telecopied to Glenn West on May 27, 1982, and was the
subject of our meeting with you on June 3.

As we have previously discussed, it is Western's expressed desire to have
the sale of Northwest import power effective May 1, 1982, through September 30,
1982. While'e are aware that you have not as yet reached terms with the HCPA
regarding the wheeling of such power from our Tracy Load Center to the sub-
scribino NCPA members, Western hopes that such arrangements will soon be
consummated. In the interim, Western is planning to document its energy sales
to the NCPA and bill them accordingly. We would like to meet with your staff
to discuss a plan for handling billing arrangements among Western, NCPA and
PGandE. For the months of May and June, the energy not sold to the NCPA will
be sold to PGandE under the terms of a Letter of Agreement which is currently
being discussed between our two organizations. Similarly, the 400MW of capacity
is proposed to be sold to PGandE under the capacity terms of the Letter of
Agreement.

In the very near future, Western'will notify all
interested parties that any power that is excess
ence customers'eeds w'.ll be made available for
basis among the purchasers of such energy. Such
upon the net monthly energy requirements of etach

of its CVP customers and
to our project and pr efer-
sale on a proportional
energy sales will be based
purchaser.





Me look forward to meeting with your staff to effect a timely resolution
of these issues.

Sincerely,

C::

Enclosure

~c: Robert Grimshaw, HCPA

David G. Coleman
Area Manager
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June 16, '1982

Mr. David Coleman
Area Manager
Wes" em Area Power Administration
2800 Cottage Way
Sacramento, Cali.fornia 95825

Dea" Dave:

Your lette dated June ll, 1982, stated your desire to
sell Northwest import power to the Northern California
Powe Agency (NCPA) ef fective May 1 through September
30, 1982, under a letter of agreement dated May 28, 1982,
between Western Area Power Administration (WAPA) and
NCPA. Your letter also i.ndicated that WAPA plans to
document its energy sales to NCPA pursuant to that
agreement and to bill them accordingly.

As you know, it is PGandK's strongly held view that
WAPA lac}cs either the statutory or contractual authority
to engage in energy'transactions such as those contemplated
under the above-described letter agreement.. Such a
transacti.on would unfairly deprive PGandE's customers,
retail .and resale alike, of this inexpensive energy f om
the No thwest, a benefit that they have a lawful right
to en joy. Especially in this time of intense concern
over high electric rates, PGandE cannot sit idly by while
its customers'ccess to inexpensive surplus power from
the Northwest is eroded by an unauthorized attempt to
redirect that power for the exclusive benefit of NCPA
customers;

We had previously indicated to you our willingness and
our desire to achieve an early mutually satisfactory
resolution of the uncertainty caused by WAPA's proposal
to enter into this third party sale of Northwest surplus
ene gy. Pend'ng resolution of this matter .between WAPA
and PGandE, X would suggest that you continue to bill
PGandE for the subjec" surplus energy pursuant to the
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applicab3.e provisions of Contrac" 2948A, instead of
purporting to engage in transactions under the WAPA-
NCPA lette agreement. On behalf of PGandE, I am
willing to stipulate that such continued delivery and
billing pursuant to the provisions of Contract No. 2948A
would be without prejudice to any argument WAPA may wish
to pursue regarding its authority to engage in transactions
under the above-mentioned NAPA-NCPA lette agreement.
This presumes, of course, that the NCPA 'cities which would
purchase power from WAPA if the HApA-NCpA letter agreement
were in ef ect will, while this dispute is being resolved„
continue to pay their PGandE bi}.ls as rendered unde" the
present3.y effective resale rates and tariffs on file with
the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (c ERC) . It would
be agreed by al) of us, PGandE, WAPA and NCPA, that
retroac ive billing adjustments would be made if it is
ultimately determined that transactions unde" the above-
men=ioned letter agreement were authorized and proper.

. ISincerely,

QEGib son ( 213. 8 ):pah
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June 24, 1982

Hr. William H. Clagett
Deputy Administrator
Western Area Power Administration4

/
P.O. Box 3402
Golden, Colorado 80401

Dear Nr. Clagett:
We have had a number of telephone conversations and

meet'ngs abou Western's sale to NCPA of Northwest energy excess
to its Project and customer needs. As you know our concern i

a rangement is unlawful and would unfairly deprive ouz
s

custome s of benefits to which they are entitled. As I stated in
my June 16, 1982 letter to David Coleman on this matter
esE7eciall. ' ' fin this time of intense concern over h'h electric

e p

rates, PGandZ cannot sit idly by while its customers'ccess to
unau ~Nor

'nexpensive surplus power from the Northwest '
d bs is ezo e y an

"ized at" empt to zedirect, that power for the exclusive
benefi" of NCPA's customers.

You zecently expressed concern about NCPA's argument
that PGandZ has ack..wledged,, at page 191 of its Second
Post-Hearing Bz'f in FERC Docket No. E-7777(II), that Articles
19(d)-(f) do not preclude Western from importing power and
broke ing it to someone other than PGandE. NCPA's present
azgumen also assumes, erroneously, that Articles 19 (d) -( f )
govern Western's ability to sell power to third parties. They do
not. The limited nature of Western's authority from Congressdoes.'ther provisions of Contract 2948A and Contract 2947A are
pertinent. The proposal Western now makes is inconsistent with
such governing law and contzacts.

Because it consistently mischaractezizes Azticl'
NCPA has misinterpreted PGandZ's argument in its E-7777(
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Br'ef. The br'ef explicitly states that Western cannot, engage in
brokering of the k'nd now proposed. (PGandE brief, pp. 191-192.)
There is no room for reasonable doubt on that point, —as we
stated in the brief, Contract 2948A "does not help CVP do what it,
canno" ~le ally do anvvav" (PGand= brief, p. 292, emphasis added).

The statement on pag|, 191 of our brief is not an
acknowledgement that Western can broker powe , as alleged by
NCPA. We were, on that page of our 300-page brief, addressing
specific allegations made by NCPA on an art'le-by-artie' basis;
we were not at that point discussing provisions of Contrac" 2948A
other than ArLicles 19(d)-(f), or other pertinent contzac s.
NCPA claimed Lhat Articles 19(d)-(f) 3imited CVP to serving "i s
pumping load and a narrow3.y defined group of preference
customezs. Everything else which CVP may acauire . . . is
effectively turned over to PGandZ." (PGandZ brief, p. 191.) We
sLand by the sLatements'that Articles 19(d)-(f) do not say that,
and do not fo+ec3.ose a3.1 'sales:by CVP to entities other than
PGandE. The foregoing should dispel any doubt on your part as to
what was both said and intended on th's point in our brief.

The arrangement Western is contemplating w'h NCPA
exceeds Wes ten ' statutory authority, is contrary to the
integration concept underlying Contract 2948A, violates specific
articles in that contract (including those that do, in fact,
govern the ultimate purchase of power obtained by Weste n), and
would be inconsistent with the terms of Contract 2947A.

It might. be helpful in unders anding our position to
keep in mind that a fundamental purpose of Contract 2948A is the
integration 'of the PGand"- and CVP elecLric generating systems.
This purpose is clearly stated throughout the contract and in the
legislat've history of the Intertie. Indeed, it is this
integration a zangement, and PGand:-'s ability to back downfossil-fired power plants on our system, that permits Western to
serve its customer loads and import'he Nor'west powez it is
proposing to sell to NCPA.

Consistent with this fundamental purpose and to insure
the development of adequate amounts of banked energy to meet the
long-term needs of CVP's firm power customers, al3. imported power
not immediately used to supply CVP ' firm customer load has
heretofore been banked with PGandE. Western now appears to be
seeking to change the fundamental operating assumption on which
Contract 2948A is based.

The integration of all resources pursuant to Contract
2948A is, as we also explained in our brief, consistent wi2 and
an expression of the sLatutory limiLations imposed on Western.
In 1972, NCPA asked the Bureau of Reclamation to purchase NCPA
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power to replace Centralia or "otherwise.'" The Assistant
Secretary of the Department of Interior responded as . follows:

The matte of purchasing power from NCPA
"otherwise" than ~ as a substitute for Cen-
tralia raises several separate questions.
The Bureau does not have existin authority
to get, xnto~e~uszness oz suoolvanc tne
Sulk oowe recur e"ments of erzstznc or oo en-
tran . are erence customers zn Calz ornza's

lzmzteo to tczzsposing of the capacity and
energy of the generating facilities of the
authorized C'entral Valley Project not re-
quired for project purposes, together with
the 400 mw and associated energy of Northwest
power and the energy it acquires by purchase
or exchange to firm un CVP capacity. In the
final analysz.s, tnezefore, zt . zs not the
PGandB contract which outs a ce'~inc on tIie
n eze ence cus omar -loan servecocv cvP, ass
gust 2, letter to the Atomic Energy Commis-
sion, and as implied in your September 7
letter, but rather the limited nature of the
Bureau's aut~orztv zrom Cocnre seto sunBv
cower ro orezerence custome s. ("-mpnaszs
mes. i

Western has asked Congress for authority to remove
these statutory limitations. The proposed Revolving Fund
legislation specifically provided for authority to act as
"trus ee" for third parties in making power purchases. As you
know, these legislative proposals were not enacted by Congress.
Thus, at the present time and until changed by Congress, unde
appl'cable law powe" purchases by Western must be reasonably
incidental to the integration of hydroelectric power gene ated by
CVP facilities. Contracts 2948A and 2947A provided
Congressionally authorized paramete s for such power purchases so
as to firm-up the limited amount of CVP generation.

For fifteen years Western has purchased and imported
energy for specific, authorized project purposes. Despite many
opportunities to act as power broker since 1967, Weste n has
consistently interpreted its own authority and obligations in the
manner PGandE has described in this letter.
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In ou recent meet'ngs, your -attorneys expressed
concern about NCPA's argument that a recent decision for the U.S.
Court of Appeals fo'r the Ninth Circuit, involving the sale of
power by the Bonneville Power Administration, requires Western

to'ellits Northwest surplus energy to NCPA rather than banking it,
with PGand:- under Contract 2948A. We do not agree with NCPA's
position.

The dec'sion of the U.s. court of Appeals in Central
L'ncoln People's Utility Dist"Act v. Johnson (No. 81-7561) does
not rnvalzda-e contract 2968A's reguiremen- for the disposition
of CVP resources generated or imported, does not void Ze limited
transmission service provided under Cont act 2947A, and does not
expand waste "n's circumscrihed statutory authority. In central
Lincoln, the only issue was whether cer" ain provisions an the
~recent y-enacted Pacific Northwest Electric Power Planning and
Conservation Ac- justified a change in Bonneville's policy for
marketing surplus, nonfirm energy. Prior to the Act, Bonneville
had offered nonfirm energy first to Northwest preference
cus omezs, and only thereafter to its direct service industrial
customers ("DSIs"). Bonneville argued that a provision of the
new Act concerning DSI reserves could be given effect only if its
marketing policy was changed so that nonfizm energy would be
offered first to the DSIs, and then to the preference customers.
The Ninth Circu' rejected this argument, holding that any
modification of the Northwest Preference Act "should be
explicit," and that, "it is unreasonable to assume that Congress
intended to create such a significant exception to the preference
through the device of a provision referring to reserves."

Thus, in Central Lincoln a fade al power ma"het'ng
agency sought to change zts tradational policy of offe"ing
nonfirm energy to preference customers first. In this case, on
the other hand, Weste n contends that it can ignore longstanding
policy, operating practice and contractual provisons and import
energy that is "excess" to its needs so that, f'r the first time,
this energy can be sold outside its Firm and Project Loads,
Nothing in the Cent al Lincoln decision compels or sanctions such
an arrangemen

Nor is the proposed arrangement, required by the
decision in citv of santa Clara v. Andrus. In that case, the
Ninth Cizcu' dad not znvaMiMate the ~ask"'ng provision of
Contract 2948A. It remanded to the District Court, among other
things, the issue o f whether the sale of power to Santa Clara

would or will impair the efficiency..." of the Central
Valley Project, whether "... Santa Clara was not willing oi
able to receive what the Sec etary could sell to it . . .", and
whether ". . . du ng certain times the Secretary did not have
power available to .sell to Santa Clara." In shozt, the bank'ng
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provisions were not held by the Court to be in violation of the
preference clause.

Since the Santa Clara and Central Lincoln decisions do
not invalidate the bankang provisions of cont"act 2948A, such
provisions are fully effective and binding on Western. There is
no legal authority justifying qr.compelling the sale of capacity
or energy to a third party that would otherwise be sold to PGandZ
unde the provisions of Contract 2948A. Even assuming, for the
sake of argument, that the Santa Clara case is apolicable to the
proposed sale of energy to SCPA, tEe court specified several
tests which must be met before Western would be excused from its
contractual obligation to bank its surplus powe . Western has
not met these tests. For example, Western has not shown that the
sale of energy to NCPA instead of the Contract 2948A bank
accounts would not "impair the efficiency" of the CVP; nor has
Western met the test that there must be a preference customer
reaay, willing and able to purchase such ene gy on a real-time
basis as it is imported.

From a review of the contract between NCPA and Weste ...it is apparent that Western does not intend to treat the proposed
sales of 'nergy to NCPA on a real-time basis. Rathe, Wes em
seems to assume that it may implement such transaction on an
after-the-fact basis in the same manner as it accounts for its
sales to Firm Load and the bank accounts under Contract 2948A.
Since we have no other agreement with Western which would provide
for such an after-the-fact sale and accounting, we must the efore
conclude that it is Western's position that the Northwest energvit proposes to sell to NCPA is governed by Contract 2948A.

With this explanation of our position concerning the
E-7777('II) Brief, Western's authority under applicable law and
the relevant contracts, I hope we can now have meaningful
discussions concerning your proposed sale to NCPA.

We at PGandZ are available to conduct further
d'scussions with Western in an attempt to resolve this dispute.

Sincerely,
ORIGINALSIGNED BY

NH. DAINES

NHD:JB:hf
c" Mr. Rober McPhail

Mr e David G. Coleman
Mr. Robert E. Grimshaw
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June 25, 1982

Mr. Robert E. Grimshaw
General Manager
Northern California Power Agency
84@1 Auburn Boulevard, Suite 160
Citrus Heights, California 95610

Dear M imshaw:

We are in receipt of your letter of June 8, 1982,
communicating NCPA members'ntention not to pay PGandZ bills
FERC.
rendered under effective resale rates and tariffs on f'1 'thiewi

With regard to the substantive issues affecting our
decision not to transmit for NCPA Northwest power purchased by
WAPA for resale to NCPA, our position is described in the
attached letter to the Deputy Administrator of WAPA d t d

1982. We have also enclosed a letter to the Sacramento
o, a e

Area Manager of WAPA, dated June 16, 1982, which proposes an
interim delivery and billing arrangement among WAPA, NCPA and
PGandE while the parties attempt to resolve this dispute. We
urge you to consider this proposal carefully.

Very truly yours,

N. H. DAlNES

NHD:JB:hf

Enclosures

0
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Department of Ene'rcor
Wealem brea Power Admlnlalrauon
SacramenIp Area OHice
2800 Coaage Way
Sacramenlp. Califomla 95B25

In reply reter Ipl H61pp
II

.)@ 2S le

TO ALL CUSTOMERS AHD INTERESTED PARTIES

This letter is in regard to the sale o'f energy to preference entities within
California which is surplus to Central Valley Project (CVP) needs.

As you are aware, the extremely wet winter and spring, both in the Northwest
and here in California, have resulted in above normal runoff and high output
from the hydroelectric plants. Following our public information forum in
February and again through our April 2 letter, we informed you that Western
was negotiating a contract with BPA to purchase surplus energy for the spring
and sumner months as long as it was available. This power was to be brought
to California over Western's 400 MW share of the Pacific Northwest-Southwest
Transmission Intertie.

At a meeting in Portland on May 3, 1982, Bonneville and Western orally agreed
that Western would purchase 400 MW's of capacity with associated energy at a
60-100" load factor from May through September of 1982. Pricing for capacity
would be $2.80 per killowatt-month in May and $1.44 per killowatt-month from
June through September. Energy costs would be approximately six mills per
killowatt-hour as long as the surplus lasted (projected to be through July
15). After July 15, Western has the option to purchase energy at BPA's New
Resources rate now estimated to be about 35 mills. Since Western did not need
to use this surplus Bonneville energy to meet its monthly CVP comnitments, the
energy was available for either banking in Account Ho. 2 and sold to PGandE at
cost or possibly, sale to other preference entities. Delivery of such power
would require appropriate wheeling arrangements between PGandE or Western, and
the preference customer, as the case may be.

In late April, NCPA formally requested that they be allowed to purchase any
energy that is surplus to CVP needs up to the amount of their own supplemental
requirements. Western estimates the energy imports from the Northwest to be
approximately 250 million kWh on a monthly basis. HCPA has indicated a need
for about 125 GWH's monthly. After considerable discussion and negotiation
with NCPA and PGandE, Western signed an agreement to sell surplus ener gy to
NCPA from May to September subject to certain appropriate requirements includ-
ing wheeling arrangements from Tracy to NCPA's participating entities. A copy
of this agreement, signed May 28, is attached for your information. PGandE
has not as yet agreed to this arrangement nor have they entered into any
wheeling arrangements to deliver this power. The agreement with NCPA was con-
ditioned accordingly in anticipation of such a position being taken by PGandE.
Additional arrangements with BPA are also needed in order to consummate this
agreement.





At this. time the overall issue of t4e sale of import energy has not been
resolved. It is our desire to keep you apprised of the actions to date with
respect to the sale of this energy and te inquire into the needs and desires
of other preference entities which might be eligible to acquire some of this
energy for the July-September period. Accordingly, Mestern will offer to sell
the import energy to eligible preference customers on the same conditions it
has been offered to the HCPA for as long as the energy is excess to our
preference and project customers'eeds. These contracts will be subject to a
determinatio'n that Western has a right and obligation to market this energy to.
preference entities rather than sell the energy to PGandE for banking in
Account Ho. 2. In addition, any, contra'i 11 be effective upon execution and
conditioned upon appropriate wheeling arrangements being'onsummated. ~ The
rate for the sale of this energy is a share the savings rate (see Article 7 of
the western-HCPA Letter of Agreement).

If you believe you are qualified to purchase surplus energy from 'Western and
will be able to acquire appropriate wheeling arrangements, you are requested
to apply for this energy in writing by July 9. Please indicate the estimated
amount of energy for each month you desire to purchase energy. Any applica-
tion postmarked after July 9, 1982 will not be considered. Me appreciate those
letters of interest previously sent to us, however, reapplication pursuant to
this letter is necessary and will supersede your prior letter.

Sincerely,

Enclosure

David 6. Coleman
Area Manager
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northern California Power Agency
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ROBERT F GRIMSHAW
Generat Manager

(916) 722-7814

June 30, 1982

Mr. Nolan Dains
Vice President
Planning and Research
Pacific Gas and Electric Company
77 Beale Street
San Francisco, CA 94106

Dear Nolan:

I received your letter of June 25, 1982 with its enclosures. I find the
legal position you express in your June 24, 1982 letter addressed to Mr.
Claget. of WAPA —that in its brief in E-7?7? ( II) PG&E was only asserting
that MAPA could make sales of Northwest power unfettered by Article 19 of
Contract 2948A while not mentioning PG&E's view that other provisions of the
contract supplied the fetters —is one that confirms my worst view of lawyers.
I recognize that without an agreement among our organizations, which PG&E

apparently is not currently interested in negotiating, the issue will have
to be determined by a court or agency.

I do suggest that pending such resolution it will be mutually beneficial for
NCPA, MAPA, and PG&E to agree upon the establishment and terms of an escrow
fund for the moneys which NCPA will decline to pay to PG&E under NCPA's and
WAPA's view that the energy has come from WAPA and not from PG & E. The
proceeds of the funds could then satisfy the obligations NCPA will owe to
WAPA or PG&E after final resolution or settlement of the controversy. Such
an arrangement should simplify matters considerably without prejudice to the
rights of any party and may eliminate any need for PG&E to initially pay
WAPA for the energy which PG&E insists WAPA is selling to it and which NCPA
and WAPA insist is'eing sold by MAPA to NCPA.

If PG&E is interested in pursuing an escrow fund agreement, I suggest that
the attorneys for PG&E, MAPA, and NCPA negotiate and draft the necessary
documents. Pending a possible agreement, NCPA is establishing its own
escrow funds.

You s rul
t I

4~ Lcu-
RO ER c. GR toSHAW

General Manager

cc: Dave Magaw, WAPA
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July 29, 1982

Nr. Robert E. Grimshaw
General Manager
Northern California Power Agency
8421 Auburn Boulevard, Suite 160
Citrus Height Ca ifoznia 95610

Dear Nr un naw:

C.

As you are aware, the cities of Alameda, Healdsburg,
Lodi, Lompoc, Ukiah and Santa Clara have not paid their bills for
electric service provided to them by PGandE during May, 1982.
These bills are now delinquent.

Each city claims that the energy was obtained under a
letter agreement between the Northern California Power Agency
(NCPA) and the Western Area Power Administration (WAPA) dated
May 28, 1982. We understand that each of the NCPA member cities
has executed a service schedule with NCPA agreeing to purchase
such energy from NCPA. In the service schedule the cities also
agree not to pay PGandE an amount representing an equivalent
amount of energy. The cities'ctions result from decisions made
jointly with NCPA some time ago. NCPA informed us on June 8,
1982, that its members would refuse to pay for the energy
portions of their PGandE bills from Nay 1982 until September
1982, which is also the term of the WAPA/NCPA agreement.

Existing contracts between WAPA and PGandE provide that
such surplus hydroelectric power is purchased by PGandE. In
addition WAPA has no statutory authority to purchase and resell
energy in the manner contemplated in the WAPA/NCPA contract. In
effect, WAPA is attempting to sell, and NCPA is attempting to
purchase, energy that rightfully belongs to PGandE, thus
depriving PGandE customers of inexpensive power that is lawfully
theirs.

The WAPA/NCPA agreement is therefore of no legal
effect, and NCPA has no such energy to sell to its city members.
However, even assuming the WAPA/NCPA transaction was legal,
neither WAPA, NCPA nor the cities have made the contractual
arrangements necessary to dispatch and sell the Northwest energy



~ .
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to the cities. In short, the energy purchased by the cities was
bought from and transmitted by PGandE under existing contracts.
As you know, such contracts between the cities and PGandE are
also tariffs filed with the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission,
and have the force of law. PGandE's contracts with WAPA
providing that such surplus energy is to be purchased by PGandE
are also tariffs filed with the FERC. Both the cities and PGandE
must, abide by those tariffs; the cities cannot, legally purchase
electricity or have it transmitted except under terms and.
conditions prescribed by FERC.

NCPA has intentionally interfered with WAPA's and thecities'ontracts with PGandE. It has also joined with the
cities in causing a violation of the FERC tariffs, thereby
depriving PGandE and its customers of benefits and rights they
are entitled to by law and under those tariffs. Further, NCPA
has appropriated to itself monies owed to PGandE for the sale of
energy. The energy was provided in May by PGandE. Only PGandE
was entitled to monies paid by the cities for such power.

If you persist in your action, we will have no choice
but to institute appropriate proceedings to protect our rights
and to preserve the benefits belonging to our customers.

Uery truly yours,

o an H. Daines

JB:ec
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CITY OF HEALDSBURG
City Hall —Administrative Offices

P.O. Box 578
126 Matheson Street

Healdsburg, CA 95448

(707I 433-9425

August 5, 1982
c ~

r ( A !

Mr. J.M; Stems
Pacific Gas & Electric Co.
77 Beale Street
San Francisco, CA 94106

Dear Mr. Stearns:

I am wr'ing to confirm our discussion of July 19, 1982, concern-
ing the alleged payment owed by the City of Healdsburg to
PG&E for surplus Northwest energy and to reiterate our offer
to establish an escrow account that fully conforms to the
provisions of the PG&E tariff.
As you know, the City considers the subject of its liability
to pay PG&E for surplus Northwest energy to be a billilng

.dispute which under PG&E's existing. tariff contemplates the
establishment of an escrow account into which the disputed
amounts are to be deposited unitl the matter is resolved.
By letter dated June 30, 1982, from Mr. Robert Grimshaw to
Mr. Noal Daines, of your company, it was proposed that such
an escrow account be established for amounts related to surplus
Northwest energy purchases. PG&E never responded to Mr.
Grimshaw's letter. Nevertheless, the City and NCPA independently
established an escrow account as contemplated by the tariff.
All amounts PG&E alleges it is entitled to are deposited in
this escrow account.

The City of Healdsburg is ready and willing to amend the existing
escrow arrangement in any reasonable way proposed by PG&E,
including a change in the financial institution or the addition
of a PG&E escrow agent. 'We'merely await a response from you
as to what action PG&E desires the City to take.

Very truly yours,

lM~4~~ ~'l~ ~
Michael W. McDonald
City Manager

MWM:jm

cc: Robert Grimshaw~
Western Area'ower Administration
City Council





Attachment 30

Department of Energy
Re@tern Area Power hrtmtnistrstron
srrcremento hree Oflice
2800 Cortege Wey
Srtcremento, Crtlifomte 95825

In reply rerer to'.

Mr. Robert E. Grimshaw
General Manager
Norther n Ca 1 iforni a Power Agency
8421 Auburn. Boulevard, Suite 160
Citrus Heights, CA 93610

Gear Mr. Grimshaw:

NQV 3 Lm

In a May 28, 1982 letter agreement between the Sacramento Area Office of the
Western Area Power Administration {Western) and the Northern California Power
Agency (NCPA), Western agreed to sell Northwest import energy .to NCPA, for
distribution to several of its members. This letter provides for amendment of
the terms of such agreement and includes in addition, as signatories, the NCPA
member cities for which NCPA was acting in purchasing Northwest import energy.
Provisions of this amendatory letter agreement supersede confl'
p 's'ons of'he May 28 letter agreement as to the signatories hereto, and

ic ing

shall be deemed to be effective as of the effective date of such letter
agreement.

The specific terms of this amendatory letter of agreement are as follows:

1. Article 2 shall be amended as follows:

"References to NCPA, unless otherwise specified, shall be deemed to be a
reference to the NCPA or the individual members thereof of NCPA which are
signatories to this agreement."

2. Article 7 shall be amended as follows:

"NCPA shall pay for all Northwest import energy sold to it under this

half
agreement at a split savings rate which shall be an amount equal to one-

(4} of the sum of the then current PGandE wholesale energy rate for
energy served under the R-1 rate schedule, adjusted for applicable trans-
mission and other related costs, as such rate may be modified or
replaced, and the energy rate charged by BPA for energy made available
pursuant to Contract - 3701A or amendments thereto, adjusted for
applicable transmission and other related costs, and transmission and
other related costs incurred by Western or NCPA.

It is recognized that under this split-savings concept any cost incurred
CPA through payments to PGandE for its services in connection with

1

these transactions, shal1 be split equally between NCPA and Western. It
is recognized that Western does not currently have established a





rate based upon split savings, and further that NCPA or Western may be
unable to procure the necessary wheeling from the=.Tracy substation.
Therefore, until (a) Mestern obtains approval in accordance with Depart-
ment of Energy regulations for power rates, of a rate based upon these
split savings principles and (b) NCPA obtains from PGandE or a court or

~ agency a final interpretation as to whether Western is able to sell and
NCPA is able to beneficially purchase the energy hereunder, NCPA shall
pay for energy hereunder at the split savings rate and will escrow all
such amounts pursuant to and as a portion of the escrow funds required by
the escrow agreements between PGan)E and the NCPA member cities being
executed in conjunction with this Amendment. Each NCPA member city
hereby agrees with Western and, NCPA that it will not take any action that
would cause release of the funds in escrow without the consent of NCPA
and Western, except as a result of a final non-appealable judgment or
final determination by a court or agency. Such consent may be withheld
by Mestern or NCPA solely to protect their legitimate financial interests
in receipt of the payments to which they are entitled pursuant to their
contracts with each other or the NCPA member cities arising out of
transactions related to the energy sold under the Hay 28, 1982 letter
agreement.

When both a favorable non-reversible determination is secured by NCPA,
and Western has established a split savings rate, Western shall be
entitled to the amounts due Mestern for the sale hereunder of surplus
energy at the split savings rate, with interest as appropriate. If these
conditions do not occur, Articles ll and 12 will apply. and the funds in
escrow will be released to NCPA as appropriate."

3. Articje 8 shall be amended as follows:

a.

5.

"Western shall submit bills to NCPA for energy sold hereunder in
accordance with the provisions of Article H of the General Power Contract .

Provisions. Notwithstanding Article I of the General Power Contract Pro-
visions, Western may terminate the sales of energy made hereunder upon
any default by NCPA".

Ar ticle ll shall be deleted and replaced with the following language:

"If it is held in a final non-reversible decision by a court or agency of
competent jurisdiction that either Western could not legally sell NCpA
such import energy under this agreement, that Western did not have avai 1-
able such import energy to sell to NCPA.under this agreement or that NCpA
could not beneficially purchase such energy, then NCPA shall release
Western from any and all obligations under this agreement and any and all
loss or damage occasioned by the failure of Western to sell or deliver
such import energy to NCPA."

Article 13 shall be added as follows:

"This agreement shall be executed in a number of counterparts and sha11
be deemed to constitute a single document with the same force and effect
as if all the parties hereto having signed a counterpart had signed all





other counterparts. Each party shall sign and deliver the duplicate
original of the counterpart to Western and a composite, conformed copy
will be delivered to each party".

6. The execution of this amendatory agreement by the HCPA member cities
shall constitute execution of the Hay 28, 1982 letter agreement.

If the above terms and conditions are acceptable to you, please sign and date
the original counterparts and return them to me.

5incerely,

David G. Coleman
Area Manager





ICITY OF ALAMEDA

By:

Tit e

Date

CITY OF UKIAH

By ~

Title

CITY OF LOOI

By:

Tit le

Date

CITY OF HEALOSBURG

By:

Date
Tit e

CITY OF LQMPOC

By:

Date

Title NCPA .

Date By e

CITY OF SAtlTA CLARA

By:

i>t e

Date

Ti t le

Date
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UNITED STATES OF AMER1CA
BEFORE THE

FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION

Pacific Gas and Electric
Company, et al.

)

)

)

Docket No. E-7777(ii)
and

Docket No. E-7796

SECOND POST-HEARING BRIEFiOF
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY

ROBERT OHLBACH
HOWARD V. GOLUB
J. MICHAEL RZIDENBACH
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY
77 Beale Street
San Francisco, California 94106

MORRIS M. DOYLE
TERRY J. HOULIHAN
CHARLES A. FERGUSON
GREGORY P . I ANDIS
JAMES B. LEWIS
ERIC E. FREEDMAN
McCUTCHEN, DOYLE, BROh'N 6 ENERSEN
Three Embarcadero Cente"
San Francisco, Cali orn'a 94111

Attornevs fo
PACEr IC GAS AND ELEC;R:C COMPANY

April 12, 1982





surplus enerqv or exchange enerav from sources loca ed outside
the Pacific NW. The record shows that pursuant to Contract 294SA
CVP has imported surplus energv from as far away as the
Colorado River Storage Prospect. (Ex. 4504.) No uneauivocable
public necessity was sho~n as to why this case-by-case approach
should be jettisoned or that it was contr'ary to the public interest.

Second, 'he NW was the only loca t ion considered by
the government as a likely source of surplus energy whenit negotiated the contract. (Ex. 4116 (Udall-Gerdes letter)
at 1-2.) That fact can't be changed.

With respect to Staff 's attemot to expand Article 19(f)
so that PGandE must prov ide bank ing serv ice for any thermal
oower produced at federal facilities which CVP may impo. t,
we note the Bureau of Reclamation is not author ized to owr.
anythinq but hydroelectric plants. Today there is onlv
one thermal plant in the western United States (Central
Arizona Project) in which the government has an interest.
(Hood, CH-36,386/3 to 36,388/13.) It took a special act
of Congress to author ize that. 43 U.S.C. 51523 (b) (1968) .
No evidence was introduced to the effect that CVP has ever
been orevented from importing firm power from the Cent al
Arizona Project, much less that there s an uneauivocal
public necessity for PGandE. to bank such oower. The revision
proposed by Staff would extend PGandE's obligation well
beyond anything that is reasonable. It would require PGandE's
customers to accept, oay for and bank anv firm oower imported
by CVP. PGandE cannot agree to commit its customers to
an arrangement with such little potential for controllina
costs and there was no reason shown as to whv it should.

ii. Cities'rguments about
Articles 19(d) -(f) are unfounded.

Cities arguments concernina Articles 19(d)-(f) a
somewhat'different from Staff's. Thev argue tha" Articles 19(d)—
(f) reauire CVP to turn over to PGandE anv and a» power

CVP imports after serving i s project and customer loa"s:
CVP mav onlv serve its oumpina load and a narro 'lv

defined group of preference customers. Everythinc else
which CVP may acauire bv way of resources is effectively
turned over to PGand™. " First NCPA Brief at 114-1 . Cities
argue that accord ing ly there is no incentive for C".P to
import any more power than is necessary to serve its pumps
and customers, (Id.) There are severa~ thinas wron" ~i:".
this argument. First, Articles 19(d)-(f} do not s v what
Cities claim thev do. The, merelv obliaate FGan = to bank
po~er which can be used beneficially in i:s service are...
That fact doesn't oreclude CVP from imoorting powe:
sellina it to someone other than PGandE. In fact,

Ci:ies'wn

~itness Whit'field Russell, felt that Contract 2948A
helped rather than hindered CVP to engaae in soo" is i "ate.-.
import-export transactions with entitie~ outsid~ the PGan;.".-.
service area. (Russell, C!-:-)S,43% ~ I,l Se(0n,,





O
has no authority to import power for sale to others exceot
as provided by Congress when it approved of the Intertie
Program. The fact that the Contract does not help CVP do
what it cannot legally do anyway, is no basis upon which
to conclude that the Contract is unreasonable.

c. Article 19 (g) provides a means to obtain power
elsewhere and a reasonable means for PGandE
to protect its electr ic s stem.

This contract provision serves dual functions. As
discussed in PGandE's prior brief at pages 121-23, it is
a reasonable method for addressing PGandE's valid concern
that its system reliabi'ity both technical and financial
may be adverse].y af;ected if CVP establishes a new source
of power not otherwise contemplated bv the parties when
the Contract was executed . (Id .) In this regard, it operates
like provisions included in PGandE's contracts with entities
other .than CVP, such as paragraph 3.02 of the California
Po~er Pool Agreement (see pages 237-40, infra) and accordinglyit cannot be said that its presence in Contract 2948A is
evidence of discriminatory behavior toward CVP.

The second of its dual functions is to cover trans-
actions not specified in other subparts bE Article 19. The
prior six subdivisions of Article 19 concern sources of
power on which the parties expected CVP to rely at the time
the Contract was executed. Because the United States wanted
some indication that the Contract did not preclude CVP from
importing power from sources not discussed specificallv
in paragraohs (a)-(f), the parties added Article 19(g).
(Ex. 4116 (Udall-Gerdes letter) at 1.) The government has use"
this paragraph to its advantage, for example, to import surplus
energy from the Colorado River Storage Project through the
southern portion of PGandE's transmission svstem. (Ex. 4504.) 1

Staf f acknowledges that PGandE's concern for the
integrity of its system is valid, but suggests that the
means selected to accomplish the end was not the best.
In Staff 's view Article .19(q) should have contained detailed
technical criteria in order to eliminate any possibility
no matter how remote that PGandE would object to an acquisi-
tion of power bv CVP for any reason other than a legitimate
reason. (First Staff Brief at 137-38.) Unable to identify
any technical criteria, much less a comorehensive list ofcrit ria, that would do the job, and unwilling to admit
the impossiblitv of such an endeavor, Staff nevertheless
requests that PGandE be ordered to do what no one else has
been able to do. (First Staff Brief at 225.) Staff's
argument and proposal were adequately discussed in PGandE's
prior brief and that discussion will not be repeated here.

108 Not ruled on as of this date.





VERIFICATION

STATE OF CALIFORNIA )
)

CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO )

TERRY J. HOULIHAN, being sworn, says: That he is
an attorney for Pacific Gas and Electric Company, a corpora-
tion; that he has read the foregoing document and knows its
contents and that the same is true to the best of his knowl-
edge, information and belief.

J. Hou xhan

Subscribed and suborn to before
me this 11th day of April, 1982.

Notary Pu xc
State of Cali ornia

a

OfFIUAt.SEA'-

HELEN RAILSBAOK
HOTARY P08LI~ CAUFGaNIA

San Francisco Covnty
My Commisslaa Fxpircs Jar 21. 195<

4+

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that I will serve on April 12,
1982 the foregoing document upon each person designated on
the official service list compiled by the Secretary in this
proceeding in accordance with the requirements of Section
1.17 o the Commission's Rules of Practice anc Procecure.

Executed at San Francisco, California, this 11th
day of April, 1982.

Terr '. Houlihan
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hiooax, Cn»»»iasinnrr, disarnl(ng:
I should nffnr<) I'anhandle nn n)>pnrtuuity fnr hearing. I am sn mored br con.

siderations as expressed.ln mr separate statement issued with respect to a

petltlon f))ed by Ph))))ps Petroleum Cnmpanv ln this same docLet. I append a

copy ot such separate statement so this record w))) be
complete.'(Edl<nr's

note: Statement reported «t<h order leaved Aarch 18. 1874 lo Area Rotc
Prooeedinp, c< el. (H»po<on 4nada>'»o dree>. Docse<»io. ARGY-l. c< et., dl FPC lo38 al
1041).

Betore Commissioners: John 4i'. Nass)kas, Chairman: Albert B. Brooke, Jr.,
W))))am L. Springer and Don S. Slnlth.

CITY OF CLEVELA'.CD. OH) 0 v. CLED EI,A'.>D ELE('TR)O ILI.(MINATI>G

OO:>)PA'XY. DC)CEET NOR. E-7631 A.'CD E-7633: CITY OF CLEVELAND.
OH)O, DOC) ET .'>O. E- )3

OROER O)RECT)XG <'Ox<Pl.lnXCE O'Irll PRErlot'5 ORDERS hXD DEXXIXO WOT<OX

(Issued hpr)) R.
1974)'his

matter comes before the Commission ns part of the continuing contro.
ver.v between the Cleveland Electric Illuminating Companr (CEI) and the
City of Cleveland, Ohio (Cltv). For a prolonged period of time a critical energy
Situat)On haS eXlSted With re..i>PC< rn <bat )>nrtiOn Of the Citr parred br itS hlun)C.
lpal Electric Light Plant lh)EI.P}. Tl>ls is due to the fact that hIELP is an
isolated, poor)r designed and relatirelr unreliable system, with a total installed
capacity of 206 mw consisting of,generating units in a "sad state of

repair"'nd

a historr of lne)5clent operations.'onsequentlv. on Xiarch S. 1972, we ordered
CEI to continue serving approxlmatelv 30 mw of 'HELP's lnad through f)re
existing load transfer points and in addition ordered the part)es tn establish
a 69 kv temporary emergencr interconnertlnn. Suhse<)uent)y. nn January 11,
1973. in Opinion Xo. R4 and nr<)er. 49 FPC 1)$ . we nrdered the establishment ot
a pern>anent synchronous 13< kr interconnection,

In order(ng a permanent interconnection pursuant tn Section 202(b) of the
Federal Power Act. 16 U.S.C. 6243 (b}, the Cnmmission cannot undulv burden the
supp)ring utilitr. Under Section 202(c). 1G U.S.C. 624a(c). the terms of an
emergency lntercnnnec<lon mu;t be )u.-t nnd reasonable. W)th the:e limitations
ln mind Rn<l well aware nf th< City 8 record nf )ale payment of its debts to CEI,
the comluission stated iu order)nr paragraph <Dl nf opinion .'Co. 6)4:

(D) Bills to the C)ty fnr the continuation nf the load transfer service.
the 69 HV E<nergency interconnection and the 139 EV permanent inter.
connection shall bc l>aid within 45 davs from rnceli>t of the bill. If nnt paid
within 45 days. 5 )current is tn bc added to the bill. and if nnt paid within a

total of 60 days from the rrcei)>t nf the bill then I percent per mnuth, or
portion ther<ot, w))) be added to the bill thereatter until paid. (eapro at
125).

The lmposltinn of the 5 percent charre att<r 45 dnrs'wns intended ln induce
prompt )>nyrnnnt br thr City. The additional I per«nt added tn bills that are nnt
)>RM within 60 dnrs )S intended tn cnmp<nsnte CEI for the mat nf prnviding

~ Rnhn»>inc annie I .lunn R. )Ola.'1 FPC lvna.
< lnl<lal Deter of Cl<y nf Clevelnn>l. DncLe< lans, E Tnxt~ F TG33 and F~TT)3.
s paces 22-23. prehearing conference cerned. Dncse<»los. E-TG31 and E-TG33. Febru

ary lo. 18T2.

APPENDT. X B P .
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the parties to establish
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1-7633 and F~7713.
7631 and E-7633. Fcbru.

working capital ~here there ls substantfal lag time between the Incurr«nrr of
the cost bv CEI and payment by the Cltv.

Because of the Importance of assuring prompt pavm«nt of the City'6 del>ts
to OEI, the operation ot Opinion No. 6I4 was conditioned on the City's agreement
to all terms and conditions of Opinion No, SA, Including the payment prorlslons
o! Ordering Paragraph (D). quot«d abore. Thl«condition to Implementation of
Opinion No. G44 is clearly stated in Ordering Paragraph (h) Opinion No. 6I4-A,
dated 'Afarch 9, 19<3. 49 FPC 631:

Unless Cleveland's agreement to all terms and cnndltlons of nur Jenu.
ary ll, 1973. order Is received within 15 days from the date of ILsuance
hereof, nur orders ot!>larch S. 1972, and Januarr 11, 1973, requiring t«mpo.
rarr and permanent interconnections become lnoperatir«. and CEI's aiq>flea.
tfon tn terminate the load transfer serrlce Is granted.

hccordlnglv. on 1farch 1G, 1973. the Citr o! Cleveland, by its attorney, compiled
with the above quoted prorlslon and agreed in writing to all terms and cnndl.
tlons nf Opinion No. 6W.

The City has felled to complv wftb Opinion No. 6H In several respect«. First ~

the City hs" not paid its bills to CEI as provided In Opinion No. M, In «plte
ot Its written prnm>se tn abide by the terms of that order. This hlstnry ot non.
pavmcnt precipitated CEI's motion (dated Julv 13, 19<3) for enforcement of
Ordering Paragraph (B) nf Oplnlnn No. 644. On August ", 1973, 50 FPC 34e. the
Commission respnnded to CEI's mntion br nrderlng the Citv to answer and show
cause whv the Commission should not, pursuant to Section 309 of the Federal
Po~er Act, 16 U.S.C. SM(h). set aside those portions of Opinion Nn. 6I4 "»hlch
heretofore reqnlred the Cleveland Electric Illuqlnatfng Company'o intercnnn«ct
Its facilities with those of tbe City ot Clereland and supplv electrfc en«rgy l<y

means thereot." The City answered our Order to Show Cause on August 1G.

1973, stating that lt had delivered a check in the amount of 3707,397.Sfi to CEI
on August 13, 1973. Initially, CEI retused to accept the tendered perment: hnw.
erer, lt was retendered and accepted. Accordlnglr, for a short time It appeared
that the Cltv would pay that portion of its debt owed to CEI which was nnt In
controversv.

However, on Januarv 30. 1974, CEI flled Its -Motion for Determlnatinn of
Amounts Due and Owing". CEI alleges that the City hes made no pavments since
August 17. 1973. CEI requests that the Commission determine wl>at nmnnnts ere
due for services rendered during tbe periods Februarv 15. 1970. thrnngh Jlny 30.
1972 and 1lnr 30. 1972, through December 2S. 1973. Attached to CEI's n>nt inn is an
appendlz s«ttlng out those amounts billed and those amounts paid frnm Jlnrrh I>.

1970 through January 3, 19 4. The appendiz Indicates that no pavm«n>s hnv«
been made by the Citv to CEI since August 17, 1973. On Fel>ruerr 1". 19 4. th«
Citr answered CEI's motion end took the position that the issues rai««d are nnw
ln the ezclusive jurisdiction of the United States Court of hpprals fnr the
District nf Colu>nbia Circnlt.

Aside from falling to pay it«bills in accnr>lance with the term«nf nnr prrvfnus
orders. tbe Citv has also felled to complv >rfth those orders ln nth«r respects.
The Presldlng Administrative Law Judge's Initial Deci«ion in the««prncr«din "s.
Julr 1". 197". wns adopt«d I<v the Cnmmi«sinn a«modified ln 0;<Ininn N«. W4.
Subparagraph (2) pf Ord«rlnc Paragrnpl> (A) of the Initial D«cislnn nr>l«rs
the Cltr tn n>alntaln a minie>nm nP«rating r«srrve nf Ill<."c end tn k««l> Its sy«>rn>
ln good nperatlng condition. It appears that the Cltr l>ns fnif«d >n main>ai»
the requir«d minimum operating reserve nnd has failed to >naintnin I>« .-y. >«>n
In gnod np«rating condition. Subperagrapl> (a) of Ordering Per»eral<i> (A)
nrders the ('Itv tn»>nk«nu>zi>nun> na«nf Ita nwn c«norn>in" fn< ill>i< >uf<>r«

9.
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Illuminating Company to continue to prorfde electric s«rrfce tn the Cftr ot
Cleveland while tbe City continuously falls to maLe pavment tnr services pre-
viously rendered.

Thc Co»>mission orders:

(h) The Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company Is directed to complete its
work as soon ae possible on the BQ kv emergency Interconnection as required by
our previous order, and CEI will notify the Commission when that work has
been completed.

(B) The City o! Cleveland will henceforth pay CEI all sums past due to which
no controrersv attaches as well as accrued interest charges. With respect to
that portion ot any bill presently due and owing and to which controrersy does
attach, the City ls ordered to place that sum ln a special escro>r account. With
respect to bills for future serrlces the City Is ordered to pey CEI those sums
to which no controrersy attaches, as weil as any Interest charges that accrue.
With respect to that portion of any future bill to which a controversy does
dttach, the Citv ls ordered to place that sum In the same escro>r account. The
amounts deposited fn escrow will include all Interest charges accrued up to and
including the date on rvhlch the disputed amounts are so placed. The sums placed
ln escrow will remain there pending judfcial rerlew In these f>rnc«edlngs, and
the anal escrow account balance, as mell as all Interest accrued while those
sums were ln escrow, will be distributed ln accordance with the findings and
order of the reviewing court. The Commfssfon retains authority to approve the
City's selection for the placement of the special escrow account.

(C) Within 15 days of this date. both the Cltr of Cleveland and the Cleve-
land Electric Illuminating Companr will each communicate ln >vrftfng to the
Commission its agreement to abide. by the prorlslons of this order, as well as the
terms end conditions of our previous orders ln these proceedings. At the same
time, the City will indicate the location and number of tbe escrow account which
It fs hereby ordered to establish.

(D) After the Cleveland Electric Illuminating Companv has compiled wfth
this order ln all respects. and ln the event that 30 dars from this date the City
nt Clereland has felled to pey its bills tn the Cleveland Electric Illuminating
Companv In accordance with the terms of this order, our prerlous orders fn these
proceedings requlrfng that the Clereland Electric Illuminating Companr con.
tinue to provide the City of Clereland (Munfcfpa) Electric Light Plant) with
Inad transfer servfce as well as temporary and permanent Interconnections will
be automatically vaca'ted.

(E) The Clereland Electric Illuminating Companr's 'Jfotlon for Determina-
tion of Amounts Due and Owing", filed Januarv 30, 1974, ls denied.

Before Commissioners: John N. Nassfkas, Chairman; Albert B. Broo'Le. Jr
Rush Jfondy, Jr., William L. Springer and Don S. Stnith.

COI.UJIBIA GULF TRA.iSMISSION COMPANY, COLUMBIA GAS TRAZS.
:>IISSIOX CORPORATION AND TEXAS GAS TRAXSJIISSIO!C CORPORA-
TIO.'f. DOCKET .'{O. CP74-80

order both the City ot
peny to henceforth corn.
reed Ings.
~rd and history ot these
. the Cleveland Electric

Ffvonvos AXD ORDER AFTER 8TATCTORV HEAR?Xo Zest!XO CERTTFICATE OF PCRL!C
Co'XrEX!EBC'E A!CD XECERSITT

(Issued April S. 1974)

On September 24, 1973. Columbia Gulf Transmlsslnn Comf>nnr !Columbia
Gulf). Columl>la Gas Transmission Corporation I fnlun>i>fn Gas). Rnd Texas Gas
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The Comm(ee(oes )feeder

Interstate Natural Gas hssocfatlon ot hmerfca and Texas Eastern Transmis-
sion Corporation'0 appllcaUons for rehearing (fied March 13, 1970, present no
new facts or points of law which were not considered In Order No. 505, or which.
having now been consldere, ~arrant any change or modl5catlon of that order,
and their applications. therefore. should be denied.

Thd Comm(eeioes ordere:
The applications filed on hfarch 13, 1974, by INGhh and Texas Eastern for

rehearing ot Order No. 505, are denied.
Commissioner Brooke, d(eeenfing.
Commissioner Moody, dieeeisf(ng,

Baoozt. Comm(ee(oner, d(seen((ngf
Further review ot the accounting treatment proposed ln Docket No. R&2(,

based on responses to Order No. 505, have per.uaded me that the regulation
should not be adopted. I concur ln Commissioner Moody's dieeenfinp comments to
tbe instant order.

MoopT, Comm(ee(oner, d(eeceif(npe

Order No. 505 does not purport to reach its result on the basis ot evidence
adduced through the rulelnaklng process; rather lt attempts to translate the
ad hoc rate determlnaUons of Opinion Ão. 5S3, +I FPC 310, issued hugust 1<.
1970, ln Docket No. RP69-16, Thc Jlanvf afvrei(e I.iphf and Heat Co„ Into an
accounUng rul(I of general applicability. The motions for rehearing correctly
ldenUfy the legal error llnpllcltln such proceeding.

I dissented to Order No. 505. I d(seen( here again, still persuaded that we act
without evidenUary support, «'ithout regard to generally accepted accounting
principles and wfthout regard. to the financial impact of our accounting change.
The maforfty must surely recognize that the result of Order No. 505 Is to reduce
reported per share earnings; at a time when the Qnanclng requirements of the
utllfty industry are ot such magnitude as to cause serious concern. the Commis.
sion does a grave disservice to the public Interest by making (lnanclng more
d f(5cult.

Before Commissioners: John N. Nasslkae. Chairman: hlbert B. Brooke, Jr. ~

Rush Moody, Jr., William L. Sprfnger and Don S. Smith.

CITY OF CLEVELhND, OHIO v. CLEVELAND ELECTRIC ILLUhflNhT.
ING COMPhNT, DOCEET NOS. E-7631 hND E-7633; CITY OF CLEYE-
I AND, OHIO, DOCEET NO. E 7713

OROER DETITI'.Co AFFLICATTOR FOR REHEARI:eo

(Issued June 3. 1970)

On Mar S. 1974 the Cltr of Cleveland. Olilo (Clereland) hied an hppllcatlnn
for Rehearing of the Cnmmlsslnn's hpril S. 197d nrdrr fn these prnccrdfngs.
51 FPC 1250. That order. infrr a(ia. directed the Cffy nf Clrvrlan<l In liny Iiie un.
controverted portion of its present Inflebtedness In Ihr cleveland Electric ilium(
natln" Companr (CEI). as wrll as accrued fnfrIref. with resprcl In Ihr ma.
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troverted portions of any present or future bills, Cleveland was ordered to place
those disputed amounts In an escrow account established for that

purpose.'leveland'6

hppllcatlon for Rehearing takes the form of a terse statement
fo the effect that the Commission'6 hprll 8 order was an unlawful modlj)cation
nf Opinion Nos. 644 and 644-h and orders'hich are now pending judicial
rerierr and within the exclusive jurisdiction of the United States Court of
hppcals for the District o! Columbia Circuit s It ls nntervorthy that Cleveland's
hppllcation makes no attempt to document or support Its position. Most sign)(I ~

cant ls the fact that although Cleveland bases Its hppllcation on the assertion
that the hpril S order Intruded on the Court's exclusive jurisdiction. It Is

quite clear that neither the hprll 8 order nor C)ere)and's compliance therewith
have In any way affected the subject matter before the Court on review nf
Opinion 'Nrsr 644 and 644-h.

The facts of this case are simple and clear. Pursuant to Commission order.
CEI has for some time been providing substantial service to the City nf
Cleveland. The terms and conditions of that service are set out In several
previous Commission orders. particularly Opinion Nos. 644 and 644-h. It ls
undeniable that the Clfr of Clereland had not been paring Its bills to CEI even
though the Cltr continued to demand and receive substantial service from CEI.
Prior to the Commission'9 hpril 8 order, Cleveland scag In arrears to CEI In
excess of 1.8 million dollars. The Commission's hpril 8 order does nothing
more than attempt to effectuate the payment prorlslnns of Its prerlous orders
In these proceedings. Those orders hare nerer been stared by the Commission
nr the Cour(a and ther are en(it)ed IO. and at all tlmeS hah been entitled tO.
full effec( pending appeal. Thc J«frffcr Corp. v. P.P.C. 424 F. 2d 783 (ChD(
1969).

The Comrrrfssforr jfrrds 7

The Cltv of Cleveland's Slay S hppllcatlon for Rehearing falls to specify
anr errors In (he Commission's hprll S order, with respect to which the rehearing
Is sought.

r It should be noted that Cletelaad has apparently cornplled»lth the order for »bleb It
no» seeks rthearIDg, Accord!Dgly. CletelaDd hss adtlsed rht Comm!salon that: ( ~ ) oa
April 10. 19T4 tbe CIry dellrered ro CEI a check ln the arnounr of SS69.186.14 rtprtseat ~

lng tht undlsPured amount due CEI: (bl on Sfar 7. 197< the City paid CEI Ihe sum o!
$ 19<.os3.83 representlag interest due on the deb( referred to In (a). shore: (cl on Sfay T
Clertland also paid CEI tbe turn of 588.47S.TO representlag the Sfarch. IDT4 bill: (d)
anally. agslD OD sfay cleteland placed In escro» at Ibe sn'clery .'cat(anal Bank. clereland.
Ohio. Iht sum of $ 719. 6-".63 representing Ihe disputed amouar between Cleveland aad
CEI.

r Daltd January ll~ 1973 and Sfarch 9. 1973, rtspecrltely. 49 Fpc 118. 631.
s On April 19. 19 4 Cletelond hied a morion with the United States Court of Appeals

for tbe Dlstrlrr of columbia clrculr»hercln clcrelahd asl'cd the court ro (I) dlrecr
the Commlsslnn ro tacare Its April S order and (9) to stay that order pending
a ruling by the Court on the rnorlon ro vacate. Cleveland made Iht same argument
Io the Court that It makes here on application for rehear(a". (.c., thar the April 8
order ls an unla»ful Intrusion upnn Ihe Courts escluslte jurlsdlctlon to reels» tbe
previous Commlsslon orders now before lr on appeal. clrlng See(Ion 313(b) of rbe
Federal Po»tr Aet. 16 USC IISSI.

Respond(ng ro Clereland's morion. the commlsslon argued that since clereland bad
failed to apply'or rehearing of the April 8 order. Iht Court »ns without jurlsdlerlon rn
reels» that order. 'The Commlsslon' response alro clearly Inrllcared that the April 8
order did not In any»ay rnodlfy the Commlsslnn's precious nrders In rlrcse prnctedlaas:
oa the contract, the April 8 order»as In(ended ro etfecluale those I)ret(ous Commlsslon
orders. particularly the payment protlslons of oplnlon Ico. 64( and order. January ll. 1973.

As of Ibis date. the court has not acted on cleveland' April 19 rnorlon.
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City of Cleveland, Ohio v. Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company, Docket
Nos. E-7631 and E-7633; City of Cleveland, Ohio, Docket No. E-7713

Opinion No. 644-C; Opinion and Order Deciding Remanded Issues and Denying
Rehearing

(Issued August 15, 1980)

Syllabus

Commission disallows assessment of penalty charges: upholds inclusion of costs
attributable to excise tax in established rates; finds ratchet clause and energy clause in
rate schedule to be legal and binding contractual agreement governing load transfer

'ervice.

[1) ELECTRIC-RATEMAEING& CORPORATE REGULATION

Rate Design

Commission holds that customer City has the legal right to specify which accounts
its payments should be applied and that utility has corresponding legal obligai,ion to
follow City's instructions when it accepts City s payments. Thus. utility may not assess
late payment charges against City by applying City's prompt payment and
instructions regarding payments to other debts past due.

[2] ELECTRIC-RATEMAKING& CORPORATE REGULATION

Rate Design

The overall rate found just and reasonable in Opinion No. 644 included an
approximation of cost intended to compensate utility for paying state excise tax
obligation. That element of the rate was not intended to precisely reflect the actual
amount paid. Thus no adjustment is required in the event that the actual tax is later
found not to comport precisely with the estimate.

[3) ELECTRIC.RATEMAEING& CORPORATE REGULATION

Jurisdiction

The question of the validity of agreement between purchasing City and utility in
'ight of the language of the City Charter is a matter of state law and not a question

over which the Commission possesses jurisdiction or expertise.

[4] ELECTRIC RATEMAEING& CORPORATE REGULATION

Contract Applicability

Raie Design

Commission finds ratchet clause consistent with agreement outlined in City
Ordinance authorizing City's Director of Public Utilities to contract with utility.
Clause does not change amount of demand but merely states that if City should

g 61,163 Federal Energy Guldellnea
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f: j ELECTRIC-RATEMAEING5 CORPORATE REGULATIOY

Contract Applicability

Rate Design

Commission finds energy charge in Rate Schedule not to be in excess or in
contravention of the energy charge delineated in the Ordinance. Because the Ordinance
is ambiguous as to the method of calculating energy charge. it would not have been
reasonable for the parties to be unaware that clariiication would be in order in the
written agreement. Ambiguity in the Ordinance is construed adversely to City as City
is the maker of the Ordinance. Commission states it could not equitably reiorm rate
filing absent a showing of mutual mistake.

9 14~4tl Commission Opinions, Orders and Notices

demand more power than agreed to, demand charge will be increased to that amount
and not'reduced should subsequent demand be produced. City could not reasonably
have contemplated when enacting Ordinance'hat utility would be without legal
recourse to insure recovery to its own costs of maintaining a reserve sufficient to meet
City's demand.

Reuben Goldberg, David C Hjeimfelr, Malcom C. Douglas. Roben D. Han.
Thomas E. N'agner and June O'. W'ener for the City oi Cleveland, Ohio

Harry A. Poth, Jr., Robert T. Hall, III, Richard M Mernman. Floi d E. Xonon.
IV, Donald H. Hauser and James K. Mitchell ior Cleveland Electric Illumina:ing
Company

Bernard A.'Cromes for the Staff of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission

Before Commissioners: Charles B. Curtis, Chairman; Georgiana Sheldon and
George R. Hall.

[Opinion No. 644-C)

The United States District Court for the District of Columbia rendered a

judgment on February 7, 1980 in F.E.R.C. v. City of Cleveland, Qhio, et al.. Civil
Action No. 7:-2081 in which it set forth five issues to be decided by this Commission
concerning the Federal Power Commission's> Opinion No. 644. 49 FPC 118. issued
January 11, 1973; the Order of April 4, 1974 directing compliance with Opinion 4o.
644; Opinion No. 644-A, issued March 9, 1973. 49 FPC 631; and Opinion No. 644-B.
issued May 9, 1977, 58 FPC 1638.a One oi five issues relates to the payment oi interest
on late payment charges and has been resolved by the Commission by orders issued on
March 27, 1980, 10 FERC $ 61.281, and May 27, 1980, 11 FERC ee 61.202. Another of
the five issues relates to the proper billing for 69 kv service and is presently undergoing
a hearing before a presiding administrative law judge because factual disputes need to
be resolved. The other three issues are now ripe for Commission review and will be
decided in this Opinion and Order. The issues as stated in the District Court's
judgment are:

( I) Whether CEI properly assessed the five percent penalty charge in view of the
fact that CEI disregarded the instructions of the City to apply payments to specified
billings;

FERC Reports
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l2) ~Was CEI under Opinion No. 644 and accompanying order entitled to recover
from City the Ohio Excise Tax at 4 percent or more or only at the rate actually paid by
CEI:

l3) ~What are the rates and charges applicable to the 11 kv load transfer service
for the period from February 1970 through ltfay 17. 1972:.

Penalii Charge

The Commission provided in Opinion No. 644, supra. that bills rendered to CEI
by the City shall be increased by five percent if not paid within 4. days, and an
additional one percent per month after 8) days until paid. The Commission stated that
imposition of the late payment charge "should act as an inducement for prompt
payment by City." s On ten separate occasions after issuance of Opinion Yio. 644. the
City made payments to CEI within 45 days after bills were rendered, The City
inlormed CEI thai. the payment was being made in response to the City'.'eceipt of

'hosebills and instructed CEI to apply the payments to those ien bills. CEI accepted
the City's payment. However, CEI did not comply with the City's instruction to apply
the payments to the bills the City expressly stated the payments should be credited
toward. Instead. CEI applied the payment to other debts past due prior to CEI's
rendering of the ten bills the City was attempting to pay. CEI assessed the five
percent penalty charge against the City'.s account for failure'to make payment on the
ten above. mentioned bills within 4S days.

[1) The City has the legal right to specify to which accounts its payments should
be applied. See )1'off v. Aero Factors Corp., 126 F, Supp. 872 tS.D.N.Y. 19:-4).
Merrimacl Mfg. Co. i. Bergman, 1.4 F. Supp. 688 tS.D.N.Y 19.7). Holi i'. lt'esrern
Farm Service, Inc. S17 P. 2d 1272 i1974), and United Stares i. Beck. 1..1 F. 2d 964
(194. i. CEI has the legal obligation to follow the City's instruction when it accepts the
City's payments. See 'American Oil Co. i'. Brown Paving Co.. 298 F. Supp, .28
(D C.S.C. 1969). Industrial Detelopmenr Corp. v. U.S., 138 F, Supp. 63 iD.C. Ill.
19.:). Opinion .'io. 644 states that late payment charges shall not be assessed against
the City if it pays its bills promptly. The late payment provision set forth in Opinion
Yo. &4 has apparently succeeded in inducing the City to pay promptly the ten bills
rendered by CEI that have been referred to herein and we will not remove. the
inducement effect of that provision by permitting CEI to assess late paymeni charges
despite the fact that there has been prompt payment.

Excise Tax

In Opinion .'4o. 644 supra, the Commission provided for payment by the City to
CEI of the Ohio excise tax imposed on revenues derived by CEI from wholesale
business in the state. The Commission explained that this provision is proper because
"a regulated public utility is entitled to recover its reasonably and prudently incurred
costs..." e The Commission qualified this provision, however. by indicating its intent
to "require CEI to reduce its rates and refund any excessive revenues collected under
rates herein ordered in the event that it is subsequently determined that CEI is not
legallv required to pay this tax." s Ohio law requires that an excise tax of 4 percent of
gross receipis be paid but that "a deduction of 'twenty-five thousand dollars shall be
taken from the gross receipts before computing the excise tax." e Consequently, the
actual excise tax that has been assessed against CEI has been slightly below 4 percent
of gross receipts.'i Opinion No. 644 approved CEI's proposed rate of 1:.2 mills per kwh
for continued 11 kv load transfer service which included. according to the stan's
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estimate. 0.7 mills per kwh for the Ohio excise tax. According to the City. the 0.7 mills
per kwh was derived by the application of the nominal statutory rate of a percent to
16.8 mills per kwh which was CEI's proposed rate exclusive of the Ohio excise tax. The
City further charges that billings by CEI have included the Ohio excise tax for 11 kv
load transfer service at a rate oi 4.6 percent and for 69 kv service at a tax rate oi 4
percent. None of these allegations are directly denied by CEI. which states it has
charged only the rates established in Opinion No. &N, and that no specific percentage
was used as a tax component in arriving at established rates.

Opinion No. 644 includes in the rates a cost that. according to the Initial
Decision. would properly compensate CEI if it was obligated to pay the Ohio excise
tax. ~o ob>ection was raised during the hearing or before the Commission prior to
issuance of Opinion No. 644 that the cost was improper. The only objecttvn raised by
the City was that the excise tax was not legally owed by CEI. Opinion No. ~ states
that the above-mentioned cost is to be included in the rates subject to refund 'ii no
excise tax is determined by the Ohio courts to be owed by CEI. According to a decision
rendered by the Board of Tax Appeals, Department of Taxation oi the State of Ohio on
Juiy 8. 1974 in case number C.9i, CEI is subject to the Ohio excise tax provisions.

[2) The overall rate approved in Opinion No. 644 was determined to be just and
reasonable. One of the elements of that rate is an approximate cost that is intended to
compensate CEI for paying its Ohio excise tax obligation. That element oi the rate was
not intended to precisely reflect the actual excise tax paid to the last doilar. It. as well
as the other elements. were approximations. No adiustment to these assumed costs was
required by the Opinion in the event that the actual tax was later found not to
comport precisely with the estimate.

Demand Ratchet and Energy Charge

Opinion No. ~, supra, upheld inter alia the terms of a contract governing
electric load transfer service entered into between the City and CEI and covering the
period between February 4. 1970 and May 17, 1972. The contract was iiled with the
Commission on April24, 1970 and was designated as CEI Rate Schedule 4o. 7 on 1uly
17, 1970.a The City was late in paying bills rendered pursuant to the contract in
February, March, April and May of 1970 and ptaid nothing on any of the bills for the
last si'x months of 1970. CEI filed suit against the City for non.payment of these bills
in the Court of Common Pleas, Cuyahoga County, Ohio in February of 1971. The City
made further payments in March, July, October and November of 1971. However. on
March 26, 1971, the City claimed the contract was not completely representative of
the understanding of the parties and all subsequent payments were made under
protest. The City filed a complaint with the Commission seeking adjudication of this
issue on May 13, 1971. Opinion No. 644 held that under the "filed rate doctrine" the
contract. was legally binding from the time it was filed with the Commission. Opinion
Yo. 644-A, supra, denied rehearing of this issue.

The United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit on
January 9, 1976 remanded for the Commission's consideration the issue of whether a
demand ratchet clause included in the above. mentioned contract had been agreed to by
the parties.> Opinion No. 644-B, supra, held that the ratchet clause did reflect the
agreement of the parties. On July 1, 1977, the Court of Appeals held that the
Commission should determine whether energy charges contained in the contract filed
as Rate Schedule No. 7 also reflected the agreement of thc parties.io That is the issue
before us now and we decide that issue affirmatively. Upon review. we find the
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Commission's reasoning contained in Opinion No. 644.B to be correct and that the
same analysis that led to the decision in that Opinion that the ratchet clause reilected
the agreement oi the parties applies equally as well to the energy charge issue.

The events which led to these lengthy proceedings began in December of 1969
when the City experienced a power outage. The City-ov:ned and operated Municipal
Electric Light Power Plant vas unable to meet the power demands of the City.
negotiations had already been underway between City officials and CEI for the latter
to provide service to the Municipal plant. As a result of the power outage. the parties
attempted to reach an agreement expeditiously.

On January 9, 1970, the City's Executive Commissioner wrote a letter to the
Mayor concerning the negotiations.» The City official informed the Mayor that
speciiic rates had been discussed and listed those rates. At the direction oi the Mayor.
the Director of Public Utilities wrote to the General Counsel oi CEI on January 1:.
)9 0 informing him that the City would like to propose an agreement. and he listed theI

12identical terms that were incorporated in the January 9 letter.~ The Director
concluded by stating that if the terms stated in the letter reflected the, conclusions
reached by the two parties in their negotiations, the City would like CEI to drait an
agreement for signing.

In order to permit the City to purchase service from CEI ~ the City Council. also
on January 1:, 1970, enacted Ordinance 115-70 which contained the same terms as the
above. mentioned letters and authorized the Director of Public Utilities to enter into a

contract which did not exceed those terms.» On January 9. 1970. the City revoked
Ordinance 11:.70 and enacted Ordinance 161-70 which was virtually identical to the
prior ordinance except for its handling of the costs oi establishing load transier
points.>s Ordinance 161-70 was enacted with this new provision at the behest of CEI so

as to coniorm to the agreement reached by the parties in their negotiations as reflected
in the City's letter oi January 1:-, 1970.

On January 20, 1970, CEI v:rote back to the City confirming "the understanding
reached" to provide service "as requested by the Citv." » The January 20. 1970 letter.
signed by both parties and filed as Rate Schedule No. 7, contained terms not included
in the January 13th letter nor in Ordinance 161-70. namely, a ratchet clause. contract
demand and a first step energy charge based on lower use. The differences between the
rate in Ordinance 161-70 and the rate filed v ith the Commission are as iollov:s:

Rate Scheduleh o. 7

Energ! Clause

For the first 10millino kwh

.. $0.008: per kwh

For all additional kwh

.. $0.003 per kwh

Demand Charge

For each kva of Demand

per month.... $0.30 per kva

g 61,163

For the first 400 kwh per kva of

Demand... $0.008: per kwh

For all additional kwh...

$0.00:- per kwh

For each kva of Contract Demand

per month.... $0.30 per kva

Federei Energy Guidelines
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The Contract Demand shall be increased or
decreased as appropriate when points of

connection are added or removed. If the load
supplies at any point of connection exceed the

amount specified and agreed upon, the
Contract Demand shall be increased thereupon by the

amount of such excess. The Contract Demand
shall not be changed other than through the

operation of thy two preceding sentences.

The issue therefore is whether the parties intended to be governed by the terms oi the
January ISth letter which is reflected by the Ordinance or by the terms of the rate
filing reflecting the January 20th letter. The City argues that the terms of the
Ordinance control because the City Charter provides that a contract such as the
January 20, 1970 agreement, which exceeds the Ordinance author'ization. "shall be
void," and because the record shows that those who signed the January 20th agreement
did not understand the importance of the changes made in the rate in which case a
mutual mistake has been made and reformation is the proper legal remedy.»

(3] As to the first argument propounded by the City, the question of the validity
of the January 20th agreement in light of the language of the City Charter is a matter
of state law and is not a question over which the Commission possesses jurdisdiction or
expertise. This issue has been litigated in Ohio and both the Court of Common Pleas for
the County of Cuyahoga, Ohio» and the Court of Appeals for the Eighth Appellate
District of Ohiota in separate opinions affirmed tho validity and enforceability of the
January 20th letter agreement. This finding was based on the factual determination
that "the letter agreement is not in conflict with either the specified sections of the
Cleveland Charter or Ordinance 161-70"» and that the City Charter provision which
prohibits the City from obligating itself to make payments in excess of that authorized
by an ordinance only applies to contracts requiring the expenditure of tax revenue. not
funds derived from the Municipal Electric Light Power Plant which is where the court
concluded the payments were coming from. The Supreme Court of Ohio refused to
entertain an appeal of the Eighth District Court decision and ihe United States
Supreme. Court denied the City's request for a writ of certiorari.» The City'
invocation of its charier as grounds for invalidating Rate Schedule No. 7 has therefore
been considered in the proper legal channels and has been found to be unjustified.

As to the City's second argumeni,, that Rate Schedule No. 7 is unenforceable
because neither party understood it substantially altered Ordinance 161.70, CEI
responds that both parties understood that the Ordinance, being enacted as it was
under emergency circumstances since the City was suffering a power outage, omitted
many details, such as the specification of "demand." These details were to be left to
i.he discretion of the Director of Puhlic Utilities according io CEI, which points out
that Ordinance 161-70 authorizes the Director to "enter into an agreement" and noi,
merely io execute one. The Director entered into the January 20. 1970 letter
agreement and it was also approved by i,he City's Assistant Direct»r of l.aw»n behalf
of the Director of Law. CEI maintains this clearly shows that the inclusion of all
additional terms consi.ituted a completion of the parties'greement. The staff similarly
argues that the Ordinance has not been demonstrated to be at variance with the Rate
Schedule filed with the Commission. This is a question which the Court of Appeals has

FERC Roporta
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remanded ior our consideration because the technical language involved is related to
matters within the Commission's jurisdiction and area oi expertise.

L4) We find thai the Ordinance is indeed silent with respect to many essential
terms. An essential term not included in the Ordinance is how the City would be billed
for demand. Some method had to be included in the contract and the parties agreed to
the ratchet method. We iind that the ratchet clause is not inconsistent with the
agreement outlined in Ordinance 161-70. The ratchet clause does not change the
amount of demand the City seeks to consume under the Ordinance. Raiher. the ratchet
clause merely states that if the City should demand more power than was agreed to.
the demand charge will be increased to that amount. and not reduced ii the subsequent
demand is reduced. Ratchet clauses are oiten employed in the industry to compensate
the seller ior maintaining a reserve for making capacity available to the buyer. The
City could not reasonably, have contemplated when it enacted Ordinance 161-70 that
CEI would be without legal recourse to insure recovery of its own cost oi maintaining a
reserve sufiicient to meet the City's demand.

[ ) Likewise. the energy charge in the Raie Schedule is not clearly in excess of the
energy charge delineated in the Ordinance. Whether the Rate Schedule formulation
results in a greater or lesser charge than that contained in Ordinance 161-70 depends
upon whether or not the reierence to "ten million kwh" in the Ordinance relates to the.
amount used at each substation. Because the Ordinance is ambiguous as to the method
of calculating the energy charge it would not have been reasonable for the parties to
have been unaware that clariiication would be in order in the written agreement. The
agreement oi January 20. 1970 which was filed with the Commission utilizes an "hours
use" format for the energy charge for the first 400 kwh per kva of demand rather than
an initial block of 10,000.000 kwh. It permits the City to purchase energy from the
cheaper $0.00.. per kwh block sooner than under the Ordinance if the ambiguity in the
Ordinance is interpreted as CEI suggests it should be. If the Commission were to be
guided by the basic tenets of contract law, the ambiguity in the Ordinance would be
construed adversely to the City since it was the maker of the Ordinance. The
Commission finds that the Rate Schedule is not in contravention of the Ordinance on
this issue. Furthermore. we could not equitably reform the rate filing as requested by
the City, in any event. because there has been no showing that the alleged mistake was
muiual and that both parties understood the Ordinance to be as the City claims it
ought to have been. Therefore, based on the foregoing reasons, we hold that CEI Raie
Schedule No. 7 reflects the agreement of the parties and is not inconsistent with a prior
oral agreement of the parties.

The Commission ordersr

(A) Within sixty days. CEI shall recompute its billings to the City by excluding
the five percent penalty and one percent per month penalty to the billings specified
herein.

(Bl The costs attributable to the Ohio excise tax that are included in the rates
established in Opinion No. 644 are upheld.

Federal Energy Guidelines
020 2)

(C) The letter agreement of Janaury 20, 1970 between CEI and the City, as
modified. including the ratchet clause and energy clause. is the legal and binding
contractual agreement between the parties governing load transfer service from
February 4, 1970, through May 17, 1972.

$ 61,163
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(D) CEI shall file a report with the Secretary reflecting its compliance with
Ordering Paragraph (A) and (B) within ten days of the recomputation.

(E) Rehearing of Opinion v'o. 644-B is denied.

(F) The Secretary shall cause prompt publication of this Opinion and order in the
Federal Register.

—Foocrtotos-
< The Federal Pv«t r Comm>ss>vn'»ui>«fir<>on

i»cr <n>~ prvi'cinl>ne was >rani(orred <o ih>s
Cwmrni-«>n «n Or»&r I, l977 References herein io
ihi '('vmm>-wn 'e(at>ne iv caen< iKcurr>ng hcfvit
thai >late reicr <v <hc Fcilcral Pv«cr ('omm>i»vn, aml
<hi~v re(rien>c relating <v cve>)ts occur>ng aitcr <ha<
ilute rc(cr <v ihc Fcilcral Energy Regulatory
Comm>s>>i>n

s Thc rase began vn Dercmhcr I". 1975 when ihe
Fcilcral Pv«ir Commis >vn (iled in D>sti>ct Couri a
rvmplaini «eh>ng a ri>ur> order tempura<>ly and
permanently cn)v>n>ng the Ciiy v( ((eve(and (rum
vn>la<me the Comm>»>vn's April 8. 1974. 51 FPC
12ti> Orilcr D>rcciing Cumpl>ance W>ih Previous
Ori<crs

Thc Api>l8 vrdcr d><ected ihe City, inter alia.
I ~ tu pay Cleveland Electric Ilium>nating Company
iCEI> all iums past due <as «ell as bdls lor (uture
«rv>ccs> <v which no con<rove<ay attaches. as well
us accrued in<ere>< charac«and
2) <u place m a spec>al escrow account <hai port>on
u( any hill currently duc and vw>ng ias well as any
fuiurc hill> to which cuntruvcrsv does anach.,
pend>ng luJicial review u( the Cvmmissiun
pr>Kcedll>gs,

Thv D»trici'vvrt'» February 7, 198<) )udgment
approves a >ettlemeni agreement <vppv>ed by CEI)
«hich rcfcrs five»suc» io <hc Comm>ssion for
rc~>ut>vn anJ «ts fvrih terms under wh>ch the City
placed disputed sums in escrow pending the fmal
vuicumc

s a9 FPC 118. 123 i 1973).

~ Id. at 122,

~ 1>f ai 123

~ Section 572. 8(. Ohni RcviseJ Cvde
r The Public I:<<lit>es Cvmm»sivn v( ()h>v

rcccnil) calculated CEI'i habil>ty (vr giv . <ercipi.
tax vn utes <o the City to he 3 7 percen< See Case
Vvs 79537 EI AIR and 79 774 El CSIR

~ See Exhibit 7x

~ C><.>'f Clci eland, Ohiu v Feiferai Po«er
C~mm»s>un. 525 F 2d 845 >197(» Th» dec»ion
a(firmed Opinion vos &sa and <>ax A on all oiher
issues

'45(>l F 2d 3aa >1977> On July 8. 1977 the
Comm>ss>vn granied the Ciis s applicativn for
rehear>ng o( Opinion .Vv r>aa B spiel> (or purposes vf
reconsiders»vn, Th» Op>nivn >hall J>spose of thi
rehcanng apphcativn as well as the remand oi ihe
energy charge >s>ue

» See Exh>b>t 2,
>x See Exh>hii 3,

>a See Exhih>t t
> ~ Scc Exhibit I.
> ~ See Exhibii 51„

' See Exhib<is 3r) an J 37

»Case Vo 3«>t)2<1975i
> ~ 3O3 >V.E. 2d 759, so ohio App 2J 27:. ~ 1976>

> ~ ld. at 95,

so 434 U.S. 856 > 1977>
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George R. Hall.
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[1,2j Th» denial of a motion to dismiss
a complaint is an interlocutory order and,
as such, is not appealable unless it has de-
termined substantial legal rights. Goldhar
v. Rosenfeld, Del.Supr., 38 Del.Ch. 233, 149

A.2d 733 (19.9). The question of appeala-
bility of such an Order is primarily deter-
mined b> the Opinion of the Court below.
Haveg Corp. v. Guyer, Del.Supr.. 211 A2d
910 (1965). 1t is clear, we think, that the
Opinion below did not decide the underly-
ing issue in the cas» at bar. Consequently,
no substantial legal rights v:ere determined
by that Opinion.

The def»ndancs argued below that there
is no compensable injury in this case. The
argument is twofold: first. there are poli-
cy considerations which prohibit recovery:
second, even if there is an injur>, it is far
outweighed by the blessings of a child..

5'e f»el that th» Court below did not de-
cide the question whether public policy
bars an action such as this. The Court did
hold that there is no public policy, which
rests on the desirability of procreation,
which bars recovery, but'it failed to con-
sider other possible policy obj»ctions. Rath-
er, it h»ld that the entire question should
bc'ubmitted to the jury. Coleman v.
Garrison, D»l.Super., 281 A.2d 616, 618
f197)).

Thc reasonnig leads to one of tsvo con-
clusions: rnthcr th» Court felt that there
are no pub!:: grounds which har a r»cov.
ery here. or:t ielt that the jury should dc-
terrnin» who:her such grounds cx'st. 9 e

are inclined:o beli»ve that the latter was
intended. for the Opinion says that "the
Court should not express a particular view-
point as:h» public policy of the State."
281 A2d a: 618.

[3) The result reached, we think, was
an ahrogation of the function of the judge.
%'heth»r or not there is a public policy
bearing on the question is*a matter of law
for the decision of the Trial Judge —not
the jury. The Judge may not shift this

. burden to the jury.

f4) This being so the Opinion and Or
der upon it are in effect a nullity since no

substantial legal issue has been decided and

the appeal must be dismissed.

j5] This leaves how»i er the question
of the effect of th» apparent rulings on

damages made in the Opinion. Since at
least some oi these rulings arc perhaps open
to the charge that they are too speculative,
we think the best interests of justice re-

quire that the case be put in a fresh pos-

tur», 'nd that the entire Opinion be

refused recognition as the law of the case.

The appeal is dismissed.

r
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EASTERN SHORE NATURALGAS COM-
PANY, a Oelawere»orporatlon,

Plaintiff Below, Appellant,

vl

STAUFFER CHEMICAL COMPANY. a

Ocr»ware»orporatlon, Oefenrr-
ant Below, Appellee,

and

Hoechst Polynier Corporation, a Delaware
corporation, Intervenor Below, Appellee.

iiu)irenic ( i ilrt of l n lnivill'e

.'sov. v. )97".

Action by natural gas company ba..c

on breach oi cortract by '.uycr iu r»sc)ling
gas. wher»in plaintiii moved ior prciimi-
nary injunction. The Court of Chancery.
28.. A.2d 826. denied motion and dismissed
and plaintiff appealed.. The Supreme
Court, Herrmann, J. ~ held that claim that it
was impossible to compute continuing dam-

age alleged to be accruing irom the day to
day sales and that multiplicity of sui:s
might result indicated inadequate remedy
at hw and dismissal of action on ground oi
lack of equity jurisdiction was error. The
Court also held that whcr» it appeared that

h
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EASTERN SHORE HAT. QAS CO. V. STAUFFER CHEhQCAL CO. Del, 323
Cits ss. Del.supr.. ~ A.zd 3%

grant of preliminary injunction would have cy. ivhile at- the same time avoiding any
required ulurnate purchaser of gas to close suggestion of abdication of jurisdiction of
its plant and Iay off its 1:.0 employees and the court.
benefits to seller from prelim~nary injunc-
tion seemed questionable. sel'ler was not en- 5'mtnlstratlvo Law»d Procedure

C=i228, 229
titled to preliminary injunction.

Doctrine of priinary administrative ju-
Reversed as to d'sm'ssal of ac:ion nd risdiction is to be distinguished from rule

affirmed as to denial of Preliminary in- of xhaustion of administrat d s.
)unction and c 'e . emandeo. requiring that claim be initiated before ad-

rninistrative agency prior to judicial re-

L Admlnlstratlva Law and Procedure ~228

Do«trine oi primary adrnimstrative ju-
risdiction permits court to avail itself of
expertisc of administrative agency having
special competence in matter at hand.

2. Adminlstratlvs Law and Procedure C=s228

Primary jurisdiction applies v here
claim is originally cognizable in courts and
comes into play whenever enforcement ot
claim requires resolution of issues which,
under regulatory scheme, have been placed
within special competence of adtninistrative
body, in which case the judicial process is

suspended pending referral of such issues

to administrative body for its views.

3. Admlnlstratlvo Law and Procedure ~228
Doctrine of primary jurisdiction comes

into play when claim is originally cogniza-
ble in court of law or equity but referral
to agency competent to rule preliminarily
on issues which fall within its regulatory
powers is authorized and, in such situa-
tions, proceedings before court are inerely
suspended pending referral of appropriate
issues to such administrative body.

4. Admlnlatratlvo Law and Procedure ~228
Doctrine of primary administrative ju-

risdiction contemplates suspension of judi-
cial proceedihgs, rather than a dismissal
'thereof, pending action of administrative
agency; it is in nature of temporary ab-
stention in deference to expertise of ad-
ministrative agency and by such retention
of jurisdiction and noncommittal "referral"
attitude toward the administrative agency,
the court has benefit of views of the agen-

6

6. Cas W2
KVhere seller of natural gas sought to

enjoin buyer from redelivering gas to in-
tervening defendant= allegedly in violation
of contract and buyer, shortly after filing
of action, filed with Federal Power Com-
mission a petition for declaratory order re-

garding lawfulness of its resales and seller
filed with Commission an application to
abandon service to buyer, application of
doctrine of primary jurisdiction should
have led to a stay of the court proceeding,
rather than a dismissal. Natural Gas Act,
$ $ 1 et seq., 22. 15 U.S.C.A. $ $ 717 et seq.,
717u.

7. Courts ~9(l)
Determination of whether a cause of

action is based on federal law is made
from face of the complaint, the answer de-

pending on the particular claims a suitor
makes in a state court—on how he casts
his action.

Courts ~9fl)
Claims that gas buyer in resale of nat-

ural gas sold to it violated contract with
seller and that, by reason of breach, seller
might be violating the Gas Act stated claim
for breach of contract, not for violation of
Gas Act, the claim was not within scope of
the Gas Act and the presence of federal
question did not create a federal case with-
in exclusive jurisdiction of the United
States district court and state court had ju-
risdiction. Natural Gas Act, $ 22, 15 U.S.
C.A. $ 717u.

p'e
~ s'J
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9. In!unct(on ~129(l)
Claim that it was impossible to corn-

pute continuing dainage alleged to be

accruing to seller of gas from day to day
sale by bu>er of varying quantities of gas
to the third party in violation of contract
between buyer and seller and that inulti~

plicity of suits might result indicated inad-
equate remedy at law and dismissal oj sell-
er's action on ground of lack of equity ju-
risdiction was error.

l0. ln!un»tlon ~ I36(3), l37(2)

In seller's action against buyer of gas
to enjoin alleged breach of contract by
buyer in reselling gas, wherein it appeared
that grant of preliminary injui ction would
have required ultimate purchaser to clos»
its plant and!ay off its ISO employees and
benefits to seller from preliminary injunc-,
tion seemed questionable, seller was not en-
titled to preliminary injunction. Natural
Gas Act, $ 22, liU.S.C.A. II 717u.

Upon appeal from Chancery Court.

John J. Schmittinger. of Schmittinger 5
Rodriguez, Dover, for plaintiff be)os«, ap-
pellant.

Januar D. Bove, Jr. and John R. Boi«-
man, of Connolly, Bove 8: Lodge. lVil-
mington, for defendant below, appellee.

David A. Drexler, oi Xlorris, Kchols,
Arsht 4 Tunnell, 5V!Imington, for interve-
nor beloiv. appellee.

Befor» 'O'OLCOTT, Chief lustic«. and
CAREY and HERRIIAXX.Associate lus-
tices.

HERRMAÃY, Justice:

This is an appeal from'he Chancery
Court's denial of the motion of the plain-
tiff, Eastern Short Yatural Gas Company
(hereinafter "Eastern" ), for a preliminary
injunction restraining the defendant Stauf-
fer Chtmical Company (hereinafter
"Stauffer") froin rtdelivering natural gas,

sold to it by Eastern under contract, to tht
intervening defendant Hoechst Pol>mer
Corporation (hereinafter Hoechst) in vio-
lation of the contract. The appeal also

lies to the granting of Staufier's motion to
dismiss the action.

The opinion of the Chancery Court ap-

pears at 28. A.2d 826. The statement oi
facts contained therein is sufficient for
present purposes, with the following (1)
modiiication and (2) addition: (1) The
contract did not specify "the amounts of
gas to be delivered each day" to Stauffer
(28'.2d at 827); rather, it was a gas

supply contract speciiying a minimum and

a maxiinum daily quantity. (2) Shortly
after the filing of this action, Stauffer
filed with the Federal Power Commission.
a petition for a dec!aratory order "in o

der to terminate a controversy and re-'"

move uncertainty ' regarding th»
lawfulness of certain deliveries of natural
gas" to Hoechst and Eastern filed with
the Commission an application to abandon
service to Stauffer. The petition and the
application are pending beiore the Com-

mission.

O'» take up first the dismissal oi the ac-

tion.

In this cont.ection, the Chancery Cou.t
stated: "[T)h» defendant's motion to dis-
miss will b«gran:ed on the ground oi!a~'~
oi jurisdiction. Th» ordier io b«enter(- g
however, shall r»cogn:ze p'.a1n:!ii's right to
transfer 'thi= case to a court of coinpctent
jurisdictio". under the provisions o! !G

De!.C. a~ ) on)." I28.. A. d at 829 i

The opinion below does not state speciii-
cally the basis for the Court's ruling oi
lack of jurisdiction. 1:roin the context of
the opinion, however, the basis must be as-

sumed to hav» been either the doctrine oi
primary administrative jurisdiction of the
Federal Power Commission, or the exclu-
sive jurisdiction of the United States Dis-





:

[1-5] The doctrine oi primary adminis-
trative jurisdiction permits a court to avail
itself of the expertise oi an administrative
agency having special competence in the
matter at hand. As stated in L nited
States v. i~Vestern Pact:ic RR. 3..2 I:.5.:9.

77 S.Ct. 161. 16.. 1 L.Ed.2d 126

(1956):
" 'P.-imary jurisd:eliot..' ap-

plies ivhere a claim is originally cogniza-
ble '.n the courts, and comes ii.to play
whenever enforcement of:he claim re.
quires the resolution of issues which. un-
der a regulatory scheme. have been

placed with the special competence of an

administrative body: in such a case the
judicial process is suspended pending re-
ferral of such issues to the administra-
tive body for its views."

[5] Accordingly, application of the doc-
trine of primary administrative jurisdiction
should have led to a stay, rather than a

dismissal of this action.

And as stated in webb v. Diamond State
Telephone Company, Del.Ch. ~ 237 A.2d 143,

145 (1967):

EASTERN SIIORE NAT. GAS CO. V. STAUZFER CHEMICALCO. Del. 325
Cite ss. Del.supr.. ~ h.cd 3-

trict Court, or the absence oi equity juris- rather than a dismissal thereof, pending
diction. In any case, we think it was error the action oi the administrative agency. It
to dismiss the action. is in the nature of a temporary abstention

m deference to the expertise of the admin-
istrative agency. By such retention of ju-
risdiction and non-coinmittal "referral" at-
titude toivard the administrative agency,
the court has the benefit of the views of
the aifency, while at the same time avoid-
ing any suggestion oi abdication of the ju-
risdiction oi the court. Compare Pottock
v. Continental Can Co.. Del.Ch.. 210 A.2d

i1965>. The doctrine of primary ad-

inin:strative iurisdiction is to be distin-
guished from the rule of exhaustion of ad-

ministrative remedies. requiring that a

claim be in'itiated before an administrative
agency prior to judicial review. 1'nited
States v. western Pacific Railroad Co.,
352 l.'.S. 59, 77 S.Ct..161, 1 L.Ed.2d 126

(1956); K. Davis, Administrative Law
Treatise. il 20.01 (1958).

"The doctrine of primary jurisdiction
comes into play when a claiin

is originally cognizable in a court of law
or equity but referral to an agency com-
petent to rule preliminarily on issues
which fall within its regulatory powers
is authorized. In such situations, pro-
ceedings before a court are merely sus-

pended pending referral of appropriate
issues to such an administrative body.
See Best v. Humboldt Placer !ilining
Co., 371 U.S. 334, 83 S.Ct. 379, 9 LEd.
2d 350, and United States v. The Phila-
delphia National Bank, 374 U.S. 321, 83

S.Ct. 1715, 10 LEd2d 915."

As indicated, the doctrine of primary ad-
ministrative jurisdiction contemplates the
suspension of the judicial proceedings,

The Chancery Court indicated that
Stauffer relied upon the Natural Gas Act
[15 U.S.C. Ch. 15B] in support of the Fed-
eral Power Commission's primary adminis-
trative jurisdiction; that Stauffer contend-
ed that. under 15 U.S.C. $ iliu, the Com-
mission "must first rule on such alleged vi-
olation[s]" of the Act (285 A2d at 828).

Stauffer disclaims that statement of its
position, pointing out that Title 15, U.S.C.

g 717u does not deal with the doctrine of
primary administrative jurisdiction, a

judge-made rul»; that it deals, rather, with
the exclusive jurisdiction of the federal
district courts over violations of the Natu-
ral Gas Act. Relying upon 15 U.S.C. II

717u,e Stauifer now contends that the

e 1S U.S.C. f Tlvu provides:
"The District Courts of the United

States and ihe United States courts of
any Territory or other plan subject io
tbe jurisdiction of the United States

~ hal1 have exclusive jnrisdicdon of viola-
tions of this chapter (Natural Gas hcti
or the rules, regulations. and orders
thereunder, and of all suits in equity
and actions at law brought to enforce

(Q
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United States District Court has exclusive
jurisdiction over this action.

(7j The determination of whether a
cause of action is based on federal law is
made from the face of the complaint, the
answer depending»on the particular claims
a suitor makes in a state court—on how he
casts his action." Pan American Petrole-
um Corp. v. Superior Court, 366 U.S. 656,
662, 81 S.Cc. 1303, 1307, 6 LEd2d 584

(1961).

[8j In the instant case, it is manifest on
the face of its complaint that Eastern's
claim is for breach of contract, not for vi-
olation of the Gas Act. It is nowhere al ~

leged in the complaint that any action of
the defendant Stauffer, which is not en-
gaged in the interstate transmission of nat-
ural gas and is not amenable to the Com-
mission's jurisdiction,- constituted a viola-
tion of the Gas Acc by Stauffer. The alle-
gation of Eastern is that by reason of
Stauffer's breach of contract, Eastern may
be violating the Gas Acc. Clearly, the
claim of such breach of contract and con-
sequence are noc within the scope of 15

U.S.C. $ 717u. The presence. of a federal
question does not nec,essarily create a fed-
eral case. Pan American Petroleum Corp.
v. Superior Court, 81 S.Ct. at '1308. There
is no meri! in Stauffcr's reliance upon 15

U.S.C. $ 717u.

For the foregoing reasons, we conclude
that it was error to dismiss the action on
the basis of either the doctrine of primary
administrative jurisdiction of the Federal
Pa!ver Comnussion or the exclusive juris-
diction of the United States District Court.

0 0 0

The above rulings clarify the presence
of equity jurisdiction. The Chancery
Court indicated that the answers to the
federal issues presented may demonstrate
irreparable injury. With the aid af the
views of the Federal Power Commission
upon-those issues, the Chancery Cour! will

any Uahillty or dacy created by, or to
errfoLQ arry violation of, this chapter 0'r

be enabled to make a definitive ruling as

to the existence of irreparable injury.

(9] hforeover, it is conceded that the
quantities of gas, delivered by Eastern to
Stauffer and by Stauffer to Hoechst, vary
from day to day as alleged. Consequent-
ly, Eastern asserts that it is impossible
to compute the continuing damages alleged
to be accruing to Eastern from day to
day; and that multiplicity of suits must
result. This spells out "inadequate remedy
at law.»

Accordingly, we hold that it was error to
dismiss the action on the ground of lack of
equity jurisdiction.

[10] We find'no error in the denial of
the preliminary injunction for the reason
that the hardship to Hoechst and its em-

ployees, which would have resulted from
the grant of injunctive relief, far out-
weighed any possible benefit to Eastern.

The grant of the preliminary injunction
would have required Hoechst to close
its phnc and lay off its 150 employees.
Comparatively, the benefits to Eastern arc
vague and uncertain: whether Eastern is

in violation of the natural Gas Act seems
questionable; whether substantial sanctions
would be imposed by the Commission, if
there is such violation, is arguable; the ef-
fect of such possible events upon Eastern's
reputation is conjectural; and damages
arising from the 257o resale of gas by'
Stauffer to Hocchst are. comparatively, of
little significance.

This balance of hardship weighs heavilir
against the preliminary injunction. Bay-
ard v. Martin, 34 Del. 184, 101 A2d 329

(1953); Turek v. Tull, 37 Del.Ch. 190, 139

A.Zd 368, 374 (1958); Wilmingcon City
Ry. Co. v. Taylor, D.Del., 198 F. 159, 197-
198 (1912). For that reason the prelimi-
nary injunction was properly denied.

any rale. reealatfoa or order thereunder
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Appeal from conviction must be decid-
ed on basis of entire record taken in!ight
favorable to State.

HENRY v. STATE Del. 397
Cire as. Del.siipr.. 28 ~ 32.

that evidence correctly points to guilt must
Accordingly, the judgment below is re- be weighed against possibility of inaccura-

versed as to the dismissal of the action and cy or ambiguous inferences with trier of
affirmed as to the denial of the prelimi- fact's experience with people and events to
nary injunct on. Th» cause will,b» re- be used in weighing such possibility.
manded for further proceedings not incon-
sistent herewith, including action upon Judgment affirmed.

Stauffer's alternate motion for a stay
pending the outcome of the applications of r. Crlmlnal Law ~ir34(2)
Eastern a..d S:auffer noiv before the Fed-

eral Power Commission.

ul ~ s st ~ vv~i
s

Carl Vincent HENRY, Defendant Below,
Appellant,

VI

STATE ot Delaware, Plalntlff Below,
Appellee.

Supreme Court ot Delaware.

Nov. 9, 19Th

Defendanc was convicted before the
Superior Court, .'(ew Castle County, of as-
sault with intent to commit murder, posses-
sion of a firearm during commission of a
felony, and conspiracy, and he appealed.
The Supreme Court, Wolcott, C. J., held
that testimony that, two days before shoot-
ing of state trooper, defendant was in com-
pany of his friend, who said that his 22-
calibre pistol was for "th» pigs," that de-
fendan! said that he had something better
than that, that a state trooper was fired on
by such friend on following day, and that
defendant was angry over impounding of
hie automobile which friend was driving at
time of his arrest, was admissible to show
anger of defendant as possible motive for
shooting of trooper. The Court further
held that circumstantial evidence, in order
ta support finding of guilt, need noc be in-
consistent with any other reasonable find-
ing, but rather, with regard to both eir-e~

~~
stantial and direct evidence, chances

2. Crtmlnel Law ~538(3)

Evidence including defendant's confes-
sions and proof of corpus delicti sustained
convictions for assault with incent to corn.
mit murder, possession of firearm during
commission of felony and conspiracy.

3. Crlmlnal Law ~78I(2)
Instruction, in prosecution for assault

with intent ta commit mur'der, possession
of firearm during corrunission of felony
and conspiracy, in regard to cantradictory
statements was proper where defendant
had made contradictory statements to po-
lice.

4. Homicide ~I68(3)
In prosecution for assault with intent

to commit murder, possession of firearm
during commission of felony and conspir-
acy, testimony that, two days before shoot-
ing of state trooper, defendant was in com-

pany of his friend, who said that his .22-

calibre pistol was for "the pigs," that de-
fendant stated that he had something bet-
ter than that, that a state trooper was fired
on by such friend on following day, and
that defendant was angry over impaunding
of his automobile which friend was driving
at time af his arrest. was admissible to
show anger of defendant as possible mo-
tive for shooting of trooper.

5. Crlmlnal Law ~549, 552(l)

Circumstantial evidence, in order to
support finding of guilt, need not be incon-
sistent with any other reasonable finding,
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HUMPHREY FEED &. GRAIN. INC., a

Nebraska Corporation. Appellant and
Cross Appellee,

V,

UN'ION PACIFIC RAILROAD COSIPA-
NY. a I:tah Corporation, Appellee

and Cross Appellant.

~. Trial ~178
NIotion for directed verdict must be

treated as an admission of truth of ail com-
petent evidence submitted on behaif of par-
ty against whom motion is directed and
such a party is entitled to have every con-
troverted fact resolved in his favor ard to
have benefit of every inference which can
reasonably be deduced from the cadence.

No. 41086.

Supreme Cour'. or Nebraska.

Aug. 1 . !9ii.

Operator of grain eievator brought ac-

tion against railroad inr damages arising
from alleged losses of grain transported by
railroad for operator and for loss of profits
allegedly caused by railroad's failure to
maintain in good repair a sidetrack v'hich
served premises leased to operator by rail-
road. The District Court, Douglas County,
Burke, J., granted summary judgment in
favor of railroad on claim for lost profits,
granted operator judgment on a jury ver-
dict on chim for damages for losses of
grain and denied operator interest or attor-
ney fees on its judgment, and operator ap-
pealed and railroad cross-appealed. The
Supreme Court, Brodkey, J., held that: (1)
evidence warranted finding that quantity
of grain which operator delivered to rail-
road was the quantity reflected on bills of
lading; (2) operator could not recover inter-
est and attorney fees; (3) doctrine of "pri«
mary jurisdiction" applied in regard to the
claim for loss of profits, and, thus, operator
had to pursue such claim before Interstate
Commerce Commission, and (4) railroad did
not impliedly covenant that sidetrack,
which served preinises leased to operator,
would be kept in such a state of repair and
maintenance as to provide operator with
full and satisfactory shipping facilities.

Affirmed in part. and in part vacated.

Clinton and C. Thomas %hite, JJ., eon-

'
~

~

curred in result.

Boslaugh, J., dissented in part and filed
opinion in which Spencer, J., joined.

3. Appeal and Error c 1003(4)

Supreme Court will not interfere with
findings of a jury on a fact question unless
preponderance of evidence is so clearly and
obviously contrary to findings that it is

duty of reviewing court to correct the mis-
take.

4. Camera e 134

In actions by shipper against a carrier
for lost goods, prima facie case is made out
when: shipper shows delivery of a quantity
of goods to the carrier: arrival at destina-
tion of a lesser quantity, taking into
account normal losses inherent in goods
such as grain due to loss of moisture; and
the amount of dainages. Interstate Com-
merce Act, g 20(11), 49 U.S.C.A. 5 20(11).

5. Carriera»i 134, 136

Correctness of ~eights is for the jury
in an action by a shipper against a carrier
for los't goods and is a fact which shipper
must prove by a preponderance of the evi-
dence. Interstate Commerce Act, 5 20(11),
49 U.S.C.A. $ 20(11).

6. Camera 4 52(2), 132

%here a bill'of lading reflects shipper's
weight and load count, weight listed on bill
is not, in and of itself, sufficient evidence of
quantity of goods delivered by shipper to
the carrier; shipper must produce further
evidence of quantity of goods delivered to
the carrier. Interstate Commerce Act,
$ 20(11), 49 U.S.C.A. $ 20(11).

HI:WIPHREY FEED & GRAIN v. UNIOYi PAC. R. CO. Neb. 39$
cue»» s$ 7 N.%de ssl

1. Trial ~178
Trial court should direct a verdict when

there is not sufficient evidence on which a

jury can properly proceed to find a verdict
in favor of party on whom burden of proof
is imposed.

APPENDIX F
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11 ~ Carriers ~13(2)7. Carriers ~134
In action in w ic opera r oh h to of gra>n A charge of unlawful d>scnmination on =

'er ma 'e predicatedelevator sought to recover against railroad part of a common carrier may p ica
for damages arising from alleged losses of on furnishing to some patrons of service or

in trans rted by railroad for operator. facilities which are unjustifiably denied to
evidence warranted finding that quantity others. {per Brodkey... wiy J. with two Judges
f '' operator delivered to rail- concurring and two Judges concurring in

74-503, 74-513.road was the quantity ref)ected on bills of the resu)t.) R.R.S.1943, $ $ i4-o
lading. Interstate Commerce Act, 5 20(ll),

and Procedure49 U.S.C.A. g 20(ll). 12. Administrative Law and
e 228.8. Commerce c 61(2)

Primary jurisdiction doctrine applierimKith enactment of Carmack Amend-

)ici overn- cognizable in the courts, requires the reso)i'.I ' o unformpo ygo
lng interstate earners habihty for p~~perty

mmerce body in accordance with purposes of a re@:-for loss or damage. Interstate Co
11, 49 U.S.C.A. $ 20{11). latory scheme. {Per r ey... wiAct, $ 20{11), 4

Judges concurring and two Judges cor
9. Camera 4 186

ring in the result.)
Operator of grain elevator could not

recover interest and attorney fees in case 13 Commerce e 89{1)
wherein it obtained judgment"against rail-

Whether purses of Inunuu Con:.
road for damages arising from )mu o me~ Act require that Interst te Com-

merce Commission should first pass on the
uon depends on whether the questior.questionfact that Congre55 had PreemPted the f)e

raises issues of transportation policy which
should be considered bv Commission in in-

property damage or loss and that Carmac

(Per Prodkev J with two Juof )nterest or attorney fees on )055 or dam-
ncurring and two Judges concurring in

the result ) interstate Commerce <ct 6 '.
V. Chi~go ~ Ã. V. R?. Co., 103 Neb. ~

t seq.. 49 L..S.C.A. 5 1 et seq1'73 N,W. 679 and later cases. Interstate q'

Commerce Act, $ -0{11), 49 U.S.C.A.
14. Commerce ~89(l)

I:nder doctrin of "primarv j-:"
10. Courts o 489(9) tion," preliminary resort to Interstate~

Interstate Commerce Commission and merce Commission is required where;h(
federal courts do not have exclusive juris- inquiry is essentia))y one of fact and discre.
diction of claims against interstate camers: tion in technica) matters, and when uni.
Interstate Commerce Act does not suPer- fonnity can on)y be secured if determina-
sede jurisdiction of state courts in case~ tion is made by the Interstate Commerci
where the decision does not involve deter- Commission. (Per Rrodkey, J., with twi
mination of matters calling for the exercise Judges concurring and two Judges conc r
of administrative Power or discretion of ring in the result.
Commission or does not relate to a subject S~ publication words and phrases
aa to which the jurisdiction of federal court for other judicial constructions and
has otherwise been mkde exclusive. (Per definiuons.
Brodkey, J.. with two Judges concurring
and two Judges.concumng in the result.) 15. Commerce ~

ct ~~> 8 9, 22, 49 Interstate Commerce Commission muInterstate Commerce Act, 55 8, ' '
d ination whether rai) seU.S.C.A. gg 8, 9, 22. make initia etennination w
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two Judges concurring and two Judges con-
cumng in the result.)

Syllabus by the Court

l.. In actions by a shipper against a
carrier for lost goods, a prima facie case is
made out when the shipper shows delivery
of a quantity of goods to the carrier: arriv-
al at destination of a lesser quantity, taking
into account normal losses inherent in goods
such as grain due to loss of moisture; and
the amount of damages.

2. Where the bill of lading reflects the
shipper's weight and toad count, the weight
listed on the bill of lading is not, in and of
itself. sufficient evidence of the quantity of
goods delivered by the shipper to the carri-
er. In such a case the shipper must produce
further evidence of the quantity of goods
delivered to the carrier.

3. In cases involving loss of property
in interstate shipments, interest and attor-
ney's fees may not be recovered under sec-

tion 74-715, R.RS. 1943.

4. The Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion and the federal courts do not have
exclusive jurisdiction of daims against in-
terstate carriers. The Intestate Commerce
Act did not supersede the jurisdiction of
state courts in cases where the decision does

not involve the determination of matters
calling for the exercise of the administra-
tive power and discretion of the Interstate
Commerce Commission; or relate to a sub-
ject as to which the jurisdiction of the
federal courts had otherwise been made ex-
dusive.

5. A charge of unlawful discrimina-
tion on the part of a common camer may
be. predicated upon the furnishing to some
patrons of services or facilities which are
unjustifiably denied to others.

6. Under the doctrine of "primary jur-
isdiction," preliminary. resort to the Inter-
state Commerce Comm&sion is required
where the inquiry is essentially one of fact
and of discretion in technical matters, and
when uniformity can only be secured if
determination is made by the Interstate
Commerce Commission.

Hl:MPHREY FEED & GRA
cue as 257

vice provided by an interstate carrier is

reasonable. (Per Brodkey. J., with two
Juilges concurring and two Judges concur-

ring in result.>

16. Railroads c 109. 214

General!y. railroad has duty under its
state franchise to maintain 2nd repair its
line: anil provide .-ervice:hereon: such
du y is liasvd on rai!roail's obligation to
protierty provide services to the public in-
partially. without didcrimina'.ion for or
again:( persons demanding similar services.

(Per Brodkey. J.. with;wo Judges concur-
ring and two Judges concurrtng in the re«

suit. I

17. Railroads ~216
Whether or not railroad has duty to

maintain spur track or sidetrack depends on
whether track benefits only private inter-
ests or whether track has become part of
the main line and is used to serve the public
at large. (Per Brodkey. J.. with two Judges
concumng and two Judges concurring in
the result.)

18. Commerce d 89(14)
Where grain elevator operator's claim

against railroad for loss of profits allegedly
caused by railroad's failure to maintain in
good repair a sidetrack, which served prem-
ises leased to shipper by railroad. involved
questions whether rail service and facilities
provided by such railroad-interstate camer
were reasonable and nondiscriminatory,
doctrine of "primary jurisdiction" applied,
and, thus. operator had to pursue such claim
before Interstate Commerce Commission.
(Per Brodkey, J., with two Judges concur-
ring and two Judges concurring in the re-
sult.) RR.S,1943, $ $ 74-8Q, 74-513, 75-
115; Interstate Commerce Act, gg 1 et seq.,
1(4, ll),3,8,9,22,49 U.S.CM 5$ 1et seq.,
1(4, 11), 3, 8, 9, 22.

19. Railroads ~216
Railroad which leased certain premises

to operator of grain elevator did not im-
pliedly covenant that sidetrack, which

~~such premises, woutd be kept in such
te of repair and maintenance as to

provide operator with full and satisfactory
shipping facilities. (Per Brodkey, J., with

6
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7. The Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion must make the initial determination as

to whether rail service provided by an inter-
state carrier is reasonable.

8. It is the general rule that a railroad
has a duty under its state franchise to
maintain and repair its lines and provide
service thereon. Such duty is based on the
railroad's obligation to properly provide
services to the public impartially, without
discrimination for or against persons de-

manding similar services.

9. Whether or nat a railroad has a

duty to maintain a spur track or sidetrack
depends on whether the track benefits only
private interests. or whether the track has
become part of the main line and is used to
serve the public at large.

10. Where a claim by a shipper in-
volves the questions af whether rail service
and facilities provided by an interstate car-
rier were reasonable and nondiscriminatory,
the doctrine of "primary jurisdiction" ap-
plies.

Raymond M. Crossman, Jr.. Crossman,
Barton h Norris, Omaha, for appellant and
cross appellee.

Daniel P. Morisseau, Omaha, for appellee
and cross appellant.

Heard before PAUL W. WHITE. C. J..
and SPENCER. BOSI.AUGH. McCOWN,
CLINTON, BRODKEY and C. THOMAS
WHITE, JJ.

BRODKEY, Justice.

This is an action by Humphrey Feed 0
Grain, Inc. ("Humphrey" ), against Union
Pacific Railroad Company for damages re-
sulting from alleged losses of grain trans-
ported by the railroad for Humphrey; and
for loss of profits allegedly caused by the
railroad's failure to maintain in good repair
a sidetrack which serves the premises leased
to Humphrey by the railroad. The District
Court granted summary judgment in favor
of Union Pacific on Humphrey's claim far
lost profits. Humphrey received a jury ver-
dict an its claim for damages resulting from

losses of grain. and the trial court denied

Humphrey interest or attorney's fees on its
judgment. Humphrey has appealed from
the summary judgment granted to the rail-
road, and from the denial of interest and
attorney's fees on the judgment. Union
Pacific has cross-appealed from the judg-
ment in Humphrey's favor on the ground a

verdict should have been directed. We af-
firm the judgment for Humphrey for dam-
ages for loss of grain, and also the denial of
interest and attorney's fees. We vacate,
with instructions, the summary judgment
granted in favor of Union Pacific on the
claim for lost profits.

~ In its petition, Humphrey alleged that
betv:een October 1, 1971, and December 31.
1974. it had delivered to the railroad 121

carioads of grain for shipment. and had
received a bill of lading for each car whicn
reflected the number of pounds of grain
loaded aboard each car. Plaintiff alleged
that each carload of grain was delivered by
the defendant or a connecting carA'er to a

point of destination with a shortage of
grain in excess of generally accepted
shrinkage. Humphrey alleged that the rail-
road is subject to" the provisions of the
Carmack Amendment, Title 49 U.S.C.A..

$ 20, par. (11); and it was liable to Hum-
phrey thereunder for the loss of the grain
in excess of normal shrinkage. Humphrey
further alleged that it had filed ciairns with
the railroad for the alleged losses within the-

time provided by section 74-715. R.R.S.
1943: that the claims were not adjusted or
paid by the railroad within the specifiea
time period; and that it was therefore enti-, Q
tied to interest and reasonable attorney's
fees under that sec:ion. Humphrey prayed
for judgment against the railroad in the
amourt of $21,677.36, plus interest and at-
torney's fees.

In a separate cause of action, Humphrey
alleged that it was the lessee of a portion of
the railroad's rightwf-way, and that there
is an implied covenant under the lease that
the railroad would keep its sidetrack, which
serves the leased premises, in such a state
of repair and maintenance so as to provide
Humphrey with full and satisfactory ship-

ping facilities. Humphrey also alleged that
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phrey. In loading the cars, Humphrey uses
a -dump" scale, which is a balance scale
gosterned by a 560 or 600 pound weight.
Grain is loaded into the scale, which auto-
matically dumps the grain when the 560 or
600 pound weight limit is reached. A coun-
ter is automatically tripped when each

dump occurs so that the number of dumps
is recorded.

After a car is loaded, the railroad is noti-
fied. and its agent seals the car. The agent
prepares a bill of lading, and in so doing
uses the weight figure provided by Hum-
phrey. After the grain reaches its destina-
tion. an account of sales is sent to Hum-
phrey, which shows the weight at destina-
tion. The bills of lading and the account of
sales regarding the 118 shipments involved
in this case were received in evidence. and
showed that the weight at destination was
less than the weight at origin, taking into
account the tariff of normal shrinkage of '/s

of 1 percent, on the 118 shipments.

In support of the contention that the
dump scale was accurate, Humphrey's own-
er testified that the weights arrived at by
using the dump scale compared with
weights recorded on Humphrey's truck
scale. Such comparisons were made when a
grain producer delivered grain to Hum-
phrey in a truck and the grain was weighed
on the truck scale. When the grain was
immediately loaded on railroad cars via the
dump scale, the truck scale weight could be
compared to the dump scale weight. The
truck scale was inspected annually by the
State of Nebraska, and passed inspections
for accuracy.

Humphrey also introduced evidence that
one of its customers, who had a truck too
large for its truck scale, would load grain
on the truck via the dump scale, and the
weight would be checked by weighing the
truck at a scale of another elevator. Com-
parisons between the dump scale weight
and the weight recorded on the scale of the
other elevator were favorable.

Humphrey's owner testified that he had
filed claims with the railroad on the 118
shipments within 90 days of settlement,
which was the time he was told what the

HL'MPHREY FEED &, GRA
P Cne as 252

the railroad had a statutory duty to keep

the sidetrack in repair under section 74-503.
R.R.S.1943. Humphrey alleged that the
railroad has fail~a to maintain '.he sidetrack
in good repair during the period from Sep-

tember ). 1972. through December 31, 1974:

that only 'three cars could be "spotted" on

the sidetrack due to the disrepair: that the
railroad .'allied:o make necessary repairs
despite orai demands by Humphrey: and
that Humphr:i received approximately 130

cars less on;.'".e average than his competi ~

tors as a re:";it of the disrepair of the
sidetrack. H '™phrey prayed for a judg-
ment against:he railroad in the amount of
491,000 for lo:t profits incurred as a result
of the alleged failure of the railroad to
maintain its sidetrack in good repair.

In its answer. Union Pacific denied the
shortages of grain and its liability on Hum-
phrey's claim for damages. The railroad
admitted the existence of the lease, but
denied it had failed to keep the sidetrack in
good repair. and denied the allegation of
lost profits. Union Pacific filed a motion to
dismiss the claim for lost profits on the
ground that the subject matter of that
claim was outside the jurisdiction of the
District Court. but that motion appears not
to have been ruled on by the trial court.
The railroad also moved for summary judg-
ment on the claim for lost profits, and that
motion was sustained by the District Court.
As previously stated, Humphrey received a

jury verdict and judgment in its favor on
ita claim for damages incurred as a result of
grain losses, but the trial court denied inter-
est and attorney's fees on that judgment.

We first examine the contentions of the
parties in regard to the judgment in Hum-
phrey's favor on its claim for damages re-
sulting from grain tosses. The facts ad-
duced at trial are as follows.

From October 1, 1971, through December
31, 1974, Humphrey delivered 118 carloads
of grain to the railroad for shipment.
Three claims for 121 carloads originally
filed were withdrawn prior to or during the

'al. The cars were "spotted" by the rail-
ed on the sidetrack which serves Hum-

hrey's business. and were loaded by Hum-
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weight at destination «as, and that the
claims were not adjusted or paid by the
railroad.

A professor who was an expert in grain
science testified on behalf of Union Pacific.
In summary, his testimony was that grain
loses weight during shipment due to loss of
moisture, and that the amount of weight
loss depends on the water content of the
grain and the humidity. Another expert
witness, a su'pervisor of weights, testified
that dump scales are not regarded as accu-
rate scales in the industry. Evidence was
adduced to the effect that dump scales are
inaccurate if not properly maintained and
kept in good repair. An analysis of Hum-
phrey's records indicated that, during the
relevant time period, 33 per'cent of its ship-
ments were overweight, 61 percent were
underweight, and 6 percent were even,
when Humphrey's dump scale weighcs were
compared to the destination weights. The
evidence also showed that Humphrey's
dump scale was not cleaned and inspected
in accordance with the recommendations'of
the manufacturer of the scale.

[1] Union Pacific contends that the trial
court erred as a matter of law in overruling
its motion for a directed verdicc at the close
of al) the evidence, and in overruling its
motion for judgment notwithstanding the
verdict. In so arguing, the railroad relies
on the rule that the trial court should direcc
a verdict when there is not sufficient evi-
dence upon which a jury can properly pro-
ceed to find a verdict in favor of the party
upon «horn the burden of proof is imposed.
See Moses v. Leinemsnn, 188 Feb. 452, 197
Ã.W.2d 377 (1972). In this case, however.
we believe there was sufficient evidence
upon wnich the jury could proceed to find
in favor of Humphrey.

[2,3] A mocion for a directed verdict
must be tr'eated as an admission of the
truch of all competent evidence submitted
on behalf of the party against whom the
motion is directed; and such a party is
entic)ed to have every controverted fact
resolved in his favor and to have the benefit
of every inference which can reasonably be
deduced from the evidence. Laux v. Robin-

son. 195 Neb. 60), 239 Y.W.2d 786 (1976).
This court will not interfere with the find-
ings of a jury on a fact question unless the
preponderance of the evidence is so clearly
and obviously contrary to the findings that
it is the duty of the reviewing court to
correct the mistake. Dort v. Swift B Co.,
193 Neb. 606, 228 N.W.2d 588 (1975). Un-
der these rules, the question presented is
whether the evidence, and reasonable infer-
ences therefrom, was sufficient for the, jury
to find by a preponderance of the evidence
that grain losses occurred during the ship-
ments.

[M] Humphrey's claim was brought
'under Title 49 U.S.C.A., 5 20, par. (11),
which provides that a railroad is liable for
loss of property caused by it. In actions by
a shipper against a camer for lost goods, a
prima facie case is made out when the
shipper shows delivery of a quanticy of
goods to the camer; amval at destination
of a lesser quantity, taking into account
normal losses inherent in goods such as

grain due to loss of moisture; and che

amount of damages. See. Missouri Pacific
R R. Co. v. Elmore t)) Scahl, 377 U.S. 134,

84 S.Ct. 1142, 12 L.Ed.2d 194 (1964): t'ye-
Schneider-Fowler Co. v. Chicago 4 X. W'. R.

R Co., 106 Web. 149, 182 N.W. 967 (1921).
The question of the correctness of weights
is for the jury and is a fact which the
shipper must prove by a preponderance of
the evidence. Vye-Schneider-Fowler Co. v.

Chicago d) X. K R R. Co., supra. Where
the bill of lading reflects the shipper's
weight and load count, the weight listed on

the bi)) of lading is not, in and of itsel'.
sufficient evidence of the quancity of goods
delivered by the shipper to the camei.
Dublin Co. v. Ryder Truck Lines, 417 F.2d
777 (5th Cir., 1969). In such a case the
shipper must produce furcher evidence of
the quantity of goods delivered to the carri-

[7] In this case Humphrey produced not
only the bills of lading, but also evidence in

regard to the accuracy of its dump scale.

and testimony that the weight reflected on

the bills of lading was in fact, the ~eight of
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the grain loa e in t e rai roal d d 'h ailroad cars. Un- Although there is no provision in the Car-
io Pacific intr uce evi enceod d 'd e that the mack Amendment providing for recovery of

u scale was inaccurate, and that it had interest or attorney's fees on loss or damage

rly maintained and cleaned..<o property, section 74-715, R.R.S.1943, pro-'d: "Every claim for loss or damage to
h f

d a fact uestion vi es: ve

e int;~uced b 'roPer ) '"
freight for which anv common carri
the State of 'nebraska y be li b) h ))find b preponde n of the e idence
Q d. d d id b h

delivering such freight at the p) of d
ered to the railroad ~as the quantity re-

tio w.thin ixt d
. f

~

~

~~

-;ed on the bills of lading. Therefore, it
ment or shipments wholly within the state,"- proper for the trial court to overrule and%]thin ninety days in ~es of shipment

Union Paci.'ic's motions .'or a directed ver- or shipments between point without nd
dict and for judgment notwithstanding the points within the state, after such c]aim,
verdict; and the railroad's contention to the stating the amount and nature thereof, ac-
contrary is without merit. companied by the bill of lading or duplicate

bill of lading or shipping receipt, showing
[8,9) We next turn to the question of the amount paid for or on account of such

whether the District Court erred in denying shipment, which sha]) be returned to the
Humphrey interest from the date of its complainant when the c)aim is rejected or
claims against the railroad and reasonable the time )imit has expired, shall have been
attorney's fees onits judgment for damages filed with the agent of the common carrier

.resulting from losses of grain. It is uncon. at the point of destination of such ship-
troverted that the shipments were inter- ment, or at the point where damages in any
state shipments, and that Union Pacific's other manner may be caused by any com-

I s s is overned by Title 49 mon carrier. In the event such claim,
,-J).S.C.A., 5 20, par. (11), known as the Car- which shall have been fi as a ve provi-
:-.'xk Amendment, which imposes liability ed within.ninety days from the date of the

j
delivery of the freight in regard to whichi' carrier for the full actual loss, damage, e i«ry o

paid within the time herein limited, such
h ])be lib] fostate )aws common carrier s a

thereon at seven percent per annum from
the date of filing of such claim, and shel)
also b liable for a mcnab)e ate,rney's

loss, and the federal law governs liability f be fixed byfor )o s or damage. New York, .V. H. h H. ver by the consi~m or consignor, org/e™ U ~'3
rea) party in interest, in any court of com-

S.Ct..986, 97 LM. IM (1953); Sweeney v.
petent jurisdiction and in the event an

MoqP n Dr ve Away. Inc, M F.SuPP. 1216
appea] be taken and the p)aintiff sha)] suc-

(D.Colo., 1975); Vacco Industries v. guava)o ceed, such p]aintiff sha)] be entit)ed to re
Freight LI'nes, Ina. 63 C~PP3d 262 133 cover an additional attorney's f~. to be
Ca).Rptr. 628 (1976). The federal law does f'ixed by such court or courts; Provided, in
not authorim the a))owm~ of attorney's bringing suit for the'~overy of any claim
fees in an action for )oss or damage to for loss or damage, as herein provided, if
property in shipment. Atheistic Coas< Line the consignee or consignor, or rea] party in
R R Co. v. Riverside Mills, 219 U.S. 186, 31 interest, shall fail to recover a judgment in

.Ct. 164, 55 LEd. 167 (1911); Sutherland excess of the amount that may have been
Ringsby Truck Lines, Inc., 549 PZd 784 tendered in an offer of settlement of such

olo.App., 1976); T. I. M. E—DC, Inc. v claim by the common carrier liable hereun-
Southwestern Historical Wax Museum der, then such consignee or consignor, or
Corp. 528 S.W.2d 901 {Tex.Civ.App., 1975). real party in interest shall not recover the

~ ~
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interest penalty or attorney's fees herein
provided." Humphrey contends that it is
entitled to interest from the date of its
claim and attorney's fees under section 74-
715, R.R.S.1943. Union Pacific contends
that Congress has preempted the field of
law concerning interstate carriers'iability
for property loss, and that therefore section
74-715, OILS.1943, may not constitutionally
be applied in cases involving interstate com-
merce.

It is clear that the District Court was
correct in denying Humphrey interest from
the date of filing its claims. An award of
interest is in the nature of damages. 22
AmJur2d, Damages, 5 179, p. 256. The
Csrmack Amendment, does not provide for
an sward of interest from the date of filing
s claim, and, as stated previously, it governs
liability for loss or damage to property in
interstate shipments. Humphrey cites no
authority to support its proposition that
interest is merely a cost of litigation, and
that interest from the date of filing a claim
may be awarded under a state statute such
as section 74-715, R.R.S.1943, in cases gov-
erned by the Carmack Amendment. The
interest provisions of section 74-715, R.R.S.
1943, cannot be applied in cases involving
interstate shipments, as Congress has pre-
empted the field with s national uniform
policy governing interstate carriers'iability
for property loss or damage.

The question of whether the District
Court erred in denying Humphrey reasona-
ble attorney's fees under section 74-715,
R.R.S.1943, raises additional questions. In
.iifarsh & Marsh v. Chicago &X. W. Fy. Co..
103 Neb. 654. 173 N.'W. 679 (1919), this
court held that the provisions regarding
attorney's fees in section 6063, R.S.1913.
now section 74-715, R.R.S.1943, could be
applied in cases involving an interstate
shipment. stating: "The ststu'te under con-
sideration provides for the allowance of at-
torney's fees in a)l cases where c)aims for
loss or damage for which a common carrier
may be liable shall not be adjusted and paid
within a fixed period. By:this statute no

attempt is made to regulate interstate com-
merce. Neither is the imposition of attor-
ney's fees to be considered as a penalty;

rather it is to be considered as a part of the
costs incurred in the action, although not so

denominated in the statute. The allowance
is clearly in the nature of costs. It is not a

fixed sum to be recovered as a part of the
judgment, but its amount is to be fixed by
the court." See, also, Schneider v. Davis,
109 Neb. 638, 192 N.W. 230 (1923); Zckman
Chemical Co. v. Chicago & K W. Ry. Co.,

107 Neb. 268, )85 ¹%. 444 (1921). Un)ess
the decisions in Marsh & Marsh v. Chicago
& K W. Ry. Co., svpra, and later cases

were erroneous and should be overruled, the
District Court erred in denying Humphrey
reasonable attorney's fees under section 74-
715, R.R.S.1943.

The Supreme Court of the United States
hss not specifically ruled on the validity of
state statutes like section 74-715, R.R.S.
1943, but the case of Missouri, Kansas &
Texas By. Co. of Texas v. Hams, 234 U.S.
412, 34 S.Ct. 790, 58 L.Ed. 1377 (1914), is

relevant. That case involved the validity of
a Texas statute which permitted recovery
of attorney's fees, relating to the collection
of c)aims not exceeding $200, in amount
against any person or corporation doing
business in Texas for personal services ren-
dered or for labor done, for material fur-
nished, or for any claim for lost or damaged
freight. The court found that the statute
was a po)ice regu)ation designed to promote
the prompt payment of small but well.
founded claims, and that it had a broad
sweep which only incidentally included
claims arising out of interstate commerce.
The court concluded that it did not directly
burden interstate commerce, and that
therefore ii, was not repugnant to the corn.

merce clause of the Constitution or in con.
flict with federal law concerning interstate
carriers. It was there stated: "The loca)

statute, as already pointed out, does not at
al) affect the ground of recovery, or the
measure of recovery; it, deals only with a

question of costs, respecting which Con

gress has not spoken. Until Congress does

speak, the State may enforce it in such a

case as the present."

Subsequent to the Xsm's case, Texas
amended its statute so that it is now similar

398 Neb. 257 NORTH Vr"ESTERN REPORTER 2d SERIES
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to section 74-<15. R.R.S.)943. In Thomp- It is clear that the court viewed an award
son v. H. Bouw Co., 237 S.V;.2d 662 (Tex. of attorney's fees under section 74-715,
Civ,App.. 1951). the court held that attor- R.R.S.1943, as a penalty, and not simply as
ney's fees couid not be. awarded under the a cost of litigation.
new Texas statute in cases involving prop- 'he above authorities india„ t} t the
erty loss in interstate shiPments. The court

tionale underl)ing Mamh k M~h v. Chi-
noted that the Hams case turned on the

go P Q Qf By Co supra is no longerfact that the old Texa. statute permitted a

'ominal and hmited fee on small c aims.
imposes a penalty on carriers w.ho violate
its provision requiring that carriers adjust
and a claims within 90 days of an inter-
state shi ment. The award of attornev'sstate carrier's liability .'or losses beyond the P

damages recoverable under the Carmack fees under section 74-<15, ...1 . as

H. Bou~ Co, been characterized as a Penalty by t e

supra. was approved by the Supreme Court United States Supreme Court in Chicago
of Texas in Southwestern . otor ransporS h t .tfotor Transport X. {V. Ry. Co. v..Yye-Schneider-Fowler Co.,

Co., Inc. v. Valley %'eathermakers, Inc.,427 supra. Section 74-7)5, R.R.S.)943, is not
'S.W2d 597 (Tex..)968). Florida also has a limited to recovery of nominal attorney's

statute similar to section 74-715, R.R.S. fees on small claims, but purports to apply
1943, and Florida courts have also held that to al! interstate shipments regardless of the
attorney's fees may not be recovered under size of the claim. The Texas and Florida
that statute in cases involving interstate cases discussed above are persuasive that
shipments. See Allied Van lines, Inc v section 74-715, R.R.S.)943, may not be con-
Brewer, 258 So.2d 496 (Fla.APP" 1972) stitutionally applied to interstate ship-
Nebraska appears to be the only state ments. Therefore,. insofar as Marsh dt
which has permitted recovery of attorney s,p~h v. Chicago <fi H. R'. By. Co., supra,

( in cases brought under the Carmack and later cases hold that attorney's fees
~ '.ndment. See Annotation, 37 A.LR3d may be recovered in cases involving inter
))25. state shipments, they are overruled. The

In Chicago k X W. By. Co. v. Iclye- District Court was correct in denying Hum-
Schneider-Fowler Co.,260 U.S. 35,43 S.Ct. phrey attorney's fees and interest under
55, 67 L.Ed. 115 ()9%), section 6063, R.S. section 74-7)5, RR.S.)943, in this case.
)913, now ~tion 7&7)5, R.R.S.)~, as

The final . question for re lution ischallenged on the ground that its Provision
whether the Dist 'ct Court e~ in ant-
ing summary judgment in favor of Unionstitutional guarantees of due process and
P ifi H h, h. f 1equal protection. Although that case in-

volved an intrastate shipment, and did not
has a duty to repair e si einvolve the issue of preemption as raised in
serves its premises un er t e common athe present case, the court's characteriza-
the Constitution an tatutes o etion of attorney's fees is relevant. The

a 'nst attack on and an implied covenant of t e, ease o i
of the railroad nghmf-way to Humphrey

stating that common camera may be re-., from nion ic. nion ac
tends that it is under no duty to construct

prompt payment of a valid claim, and "that or maintain sidetracks to suit the n an

able nalty may be imposed on uses of individual shippers located along ita
for failure to promptly consider and lines, absent a special agreemen

y such claim, in order to discharge delays tract; and that the Interstate Commerce
by them. This penalty may be in the form Commission has exclusive primary jurisdic-
of attorney's fees." {Emphasis supplied.) tion of Humphrey's claim.
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Although Humphrey devotes its argu-
ment to the duty of a railroad to maintain
pub)ic sidetracks located on the railroad
right~f-way, resolution of the question
raised by Humphrey's c)aim for lost profits
requires an examination of the specific aHe-

gations in its petition. Humphrey aHeged
that from 1972 to 1974 the railroad "permit-
ted its side track servicing plaintiffs place
of business to get in such a state of disre-
pair that only three cars could be spotted on
said side track at one time. Plaintiff, on
many occasions, made oral demands on de-
fendant's agents to repair said side track;
but defendant faHed and refused to make
the necessary repairs. During said period
and because of the state of disrepair of
defendant's side track, p)aintiff received ap-
proximately 130 cars less on the average
than other grain elevator operators at Mon-
roe, Platte Center, Tarnov and Farmer'
Elevator in Humphrey, Nebraska." Hum-
phrey aHeged that it )ost profits of $700 per
car, praying for tota) damages of 391,000.

Although Humphrey has cast its claim in
terms of the alleged failure of the railroad
to repair its sidetrack, the essence of its
c)aim is that the rai)road did not afford
reasonable and equal terms, service, facili-
ties, and accommodations to aH persons en-

gaged in the operation of grain elevators;
and did not afford reasonable car service to
Humphrey because of the limited number
of cars that could be spotted on the side-
track. Humphrey's suit is not one in equity
to require the railroad to repair the side-
track, nor does it invo)ve the power of the
Nebraska Public Service Commission to re-
quire a carrier to repair its equipment un.
der certain conditions. See s. 75-115, R.R.
S.1943. Therefore the primary question is
not simply whether the railroad has a duty
to repair the sidetrack, but whether Hum-
phrey may maintain an action for lost prof-
its in the courts of this state on the ground
that the railroad discriminate against
Humphrey in regard to facilities and car
service by permitting a sidetrack to faH in
disrepair. For the reasons that follow, we
conclude that Humphrey may not maintain
such an action in the courts of this state
because the Interstate Commerce Commis-

sion has primary jurisdiction of'uch a

claim.

[10] The provisions of the Interstate
Commerce Act, Title 49 U.S.CA., Ct. 1, et
seq., apply to common carriers engaged in
the transportation of passengers or proper-
ty by railroads in interstate commerce.
Section 1, par. (4), requires that it shaH be

the duty of every common carrier to pro-
vide and furnish transportation upon rea-
sonable request therefor. Section 3 prohib-
its common carriers from giving undue or
unreasonab)e preference or advantage to
any particu)ar person or company. Section
1, par. (11), provides that it shaH be the
duty of every carrier to furnish safe and
adequate car service and to establish just
and reasonable practices uith respect to car
service. Under section 8 of the act, a com-
mon carrier shall be liable to any person for
the full amount of damages sustained in
consequence of any violation of the provi-
sions of the act. Section 9 prorides that
any person claiming to be damaged by any
common carrier under the act may either
make complaint to the Interstate Commerce
Commission, or may bring suit in its behalf
for the recovery of damages in any District
Court of the United States of competent
jurisdiction. Although the Interstate Com.
merce Act establishes comprehensive rights
and duties of interstate carriers and gives
the Interstate Commerce Commission and
the federal courts jurisdiction of all suits
for damages under sections 8 and 9, federal
courts do not have exc)usive jurisdiction of
claims against interstatv carriers. Section
22 of'he act provides that -nothing in this
chapter contained shaH in any way abridge
or alter the remedies nou exist>ng at corn.
mon law or by statute, but the provisions of
this chapter are in addition to such reme-
dies; ' '." Therefore, the act "did not
supersede the jurisdiction of state courts in
any case, new or old, where the decision did
not involve the determination of matters
calling for the exercise of the administra-
tive power and discretion of the Commis.
sion; or relate to a subject as to which the
jurisdiction of the Federal courts had other-
wise been made exclusive." Pennsylvanis
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claim, originally cognuable in the courts,
requires the resolution of issues that have
been placed within the special competence
of an admmistrative body in accordance
with the purposes of a regulatory scheme.
Whether the purposes of the Interstate
Commerce Act require that the Interstate
Commerce Commission should first pass on
a question depends on whether the questio'n
raises issues of transportation policy that
should be considered by the commission in
the interests of uniformity and administra-
tive expertise. See, United States v. West-
ern Pacific R. R Co., 352 U.S. 59, 77 S.Ct.
161. 1 L.Ed.2d 126 (1956); Interstate Com-
merce Commission v. Baltimore 4 Annapo-
lis R R Co., 398 F.Supp. 454 (D.Md., 1975);
Inte~tate Commerce Commission v. Maine
Central R. R. Co., 505 F.2d 590 (2d Cir.,
1974); Hewitt v. New Fork, N. E 4 H. R
R Co., 284 N.Y. 117, 29 N.E2d 641 (1940).
Preliminary resort to the Interstate Com-
merce Commission is required where the
inquiry is essentially one of fact and of
discretion in technical matters and when
uniformity can only be secured if determi-
nation is made by that Commission. Agri-
cultural Services Assn., Inc. v. Common-
wealth, 210 Va. 506, 171 S.E.2d 840 (1970).
The Interstate Commerce Commission must
make the initial determination as to wheth-
er rail service is reasonable. Elgin Coal Co.

v. Louisville 4 Nashville R R Co., 411 F.2d
1043 (6th Cir., 1969). Allegations of dis-
criminatory car service, for example, fall
squarely within the policy of primary juris-
diction of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission. Taylor County Sand Co. v. Sea-
board Coast Line R R Co., 446 F& 853

(5th Cir., 19V1). The effect of the applica-
tion of the doctrine of primary jurisdiction
is to preclude resort to the courts in the
first instance, or to preclude the court from
supplying a remedy, or passing upon partic-
ular issues until the issues'have been passed
upon by the administrative agency. 2 Am.
Jur.2d, Administrative Law, g 795, p. 699;
Davis, Administrative Law of the Seven-
ties, 5 19.01, p. 435 (1976),

Humphrey contends that the doctrine of
primary jurisdiction is not applicable in this

HLNPHREY FEED k GRA
cleasssT N

'. R Co. v. Puntan Coal Mining Co., 237
'.S. 121. 35 S.Ct. 484, 59 LEd. 867 (1915)."

ee, also.'Union Transfer Co. v. Renstrom,
51 Neb. 326, 37 N.W.2d 383 (1949).

[ll] Section 74-513, R.R.S.1943, pro-
ides: "Every railroad corporation shall
~ve to all persons and associations fair,
qual, prompt and impartial service and
accommodations in furnishing, delivering
hand transporting cars. and in delivering and

transporting commodities. merchandise,
prob '". and other property, without dis-
crinj'.":an or favoritism, whether the in-
dustry receiving or shipping commodities,
merchandise, produce, or other property, or
the sidettacks by which it is served, is locat-
ed on or,off such railroad company's right.
of-way." See, also, section 74-503, R.R.S.

1943, which requires railroads to afford rea-
sonable and equal facilities to persons en-

gaged in the operation of grain elevators.
Insofar as Humphrey's claim rests on the
common taw and the statutes of Nebraska,
its claim is essentially one of discrimination
in facilities under sections 74-513 and 74-
503, R.R.S.1943. A charge of unlawful dis-
crimination on the part of a common camer
may be predicated upon the furnishing to
sop wtrons of services or facilities which
arL ustifiably denied to others. 13 Am.
Jur2d, Camea, $ 198, pp. V17, 718. Since
the Interstate Commerce Act has not super-
seded the jurisdiction of state courts gener-
ally, Humphrey was entitled to bring its
claim in the District Court, but only if a
decision would not involve "matters calling
for the exercise of the administrative power
and discretion of the Commission; or relate
to a subject as to which the jurisdiction of
the Federal courts had otherwise been made
exclusive." Pennsylvania R R Co. v. Pun'-
tan Coal k Mining Co., supra Union Pacif*
ic does not contend that the subject matter
of Humphrey's claim for lost profits has
been made exclusive in the Interstate Com-
merce Commission and t'hat Congress has
preempted the field. It does, however, con-
tend that the doctrine of primary jurisdic-
tioggglies.

] The primary jurisdiction doc-
trine applies whenever enforcement of a
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case because the issue presented is only a

legal one of whether the rai)road had the
duty to maintain its public sidetrack. It
contends that the issue is not one of fact
cal)ing for the exercise of administrative
discretion or expertise, and that therefore
the doctrine of primary jurisdiction shou)d
not apply. See Great Northern Ry. Co. v.

Merchants Elevator Co., 259 U.S. 285, 42
S.Ct. 477, 66 L.Ed. 943 (1922).

[16-18] Ve believe that this contention
is erroneous. It is the general rule that a

rai)road has a duty under its state franchise
to maintain and repair its lines and proride
serv ice thereon. Interstate Commerce
Commission v. Maine Centrml R R. Co.,

supra; Bivins v. Southern Ry. Co., 247 N.C.
711, 102 S.E& 128 (1958). A railroad's
duty to operate and maintain its lines is
based on its obligation to properly provide
services to the public impartially, without
discrimination for or against, persons de-

manding similar services. See '74 CJ.S.
Railroads 5 124a, p. 557. 5 390, p. 939.
Whether or not a railroad has a duty to
maintain s spur track or sidetrack depends
on whether the track benefits only private
interests, or whether the track has become
part of the main line snd is to serve the
public at large. See, Alton R R. Co. v.

Illinois Commerce Commission, 305 U.S.
548, 59 S.Ct. 340, 83 LEd. 344 (1938); 74

C.J.S., Railroads, g 124b, p. 558. The ques-
tion of whether Union Pacific had a duty to
repair the sidetrack in this case, however, is
not, in and of itself, dispositive of Hum-
phrey's claim. Even assuming. without de-
ciding. that the railroad was under a duty
to maintain the sidetrack as part of its main
line, a determination of whether Humphrey
is entitled to lost profits involves the ques-
tion of whether the sidetrack facilities in
fact provided it by Union Pacific were rea-
sonable and nondiscriminatory as compared
to those facilities made available to the
public at large, and particularly to Hum-
phrey's competitors. The nature of the con-
troverted question and the nature of the
inquiry necessary for its solution is the de-
termining factor in regard to application of
the doctrine of primary jurisdiction. Great
Northern Ry. Co. v: Merclisnts Elevator

Co., supra. Humphrey's claim in this case

involves the question of whether rail service
and facilities provided by an interstate car-
rier were reasonable and nondiscriminatory,
and raises factual questions which can best
be determined by the Interstate Commerce
Commission due to its expertise'and abi)ity
to establish uniform rules concerning the
ressonab)eness of facilities provided by in-
terstate carriers. Therefore it would ap-
pear that the doctrine of primary jurisdic-
tion applies in this case, and Humphrey
must pursue its claim before the Interstate
Commerce Commission.

[19) Humphrey's claim for lost profits
was also based on the allegation that there
is an implied covenant in its lease that the
railroad would keep its sidetrack in such. a
state of repair and maintenance so as to
provide Humphrey with full and satisfacto-
ry shipping facilities. Such an allegation is
without merit in this case. Although Hum-
phrey sets forth the general rules in regard
to implied covenants in its brief. it cites no
cases which hold that such a covenant may
be implied in a lease of land by a railroad to
the operator of a grain elevator, and we
have found none: The lease is silent in
regard to the sidetrack. Although Hum-
phrey was entitled to expect the railroad to
conform to the applicable )aws concerning
its duties to provide reasonable facilities to
Humphrey on a nondiscriminatory basis,
such duties cannot be elevated to the status
of an implied covenant in the lease. Absent
a contract between Humphrey and the rail-
road in regard to the sidetrack, the rail-
road's duties with respect to the sidetrack
are only those required by law. and not one
of an implied covenant.

We note that the District Court granted
summary judgment in favor of Union Pa-
cific on Humphrey's claim for lost profits.
In view of our holding that the doctrine of
primary jurisdiction applies in this case, the
District Court should not have resolved the
issues raised by Humphrey's claim for lost
profits under the common law and the law
of Nebraska. Therefore we vacate the
summary judgment granted in favor of Un-
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which requires railroads operating in Ne-
braska to "afford reasorable and equal
terms, service, facilities and accommoda-
tions" to all shippers. The railroads, how-
ever, are not required to furnish such facili-
ties free of cost to the shippers. In Missou-
ri Pacific Ry. Co. v. Nebraska, 217 U.S. 196,
30 S.Ct. 461, 54 L.Ed. '727, a statute requir-
ing railroads to construct and maintain
sidetrscks at their expense to serve eleva-
tors constructed on the rightwf-way was
held invalid

Sections 74-504 and 74-508, R.R,S.1943,
provide a remedy for shippers who want a
sidetrack constructed and maintained on
the rightwf-way adjacent to and opposite
an industry. Under these sections the ship-
per may be required to share in the cost, of
constructing and maintaining the sidetrack.
The plaintiff did not attempt to proceed
under thee sections.

I would affirm the summary judgment
for the defendant on the cause of action for
lost profits.

GOLONKA v. G
CleuSSTN.

ion Pacific on Humphrey's claim for lost
profits under the common law and Nebras-

,ka lav:, as the District Court should have
deferred jurisdiction on that issue to the
Interstate Commerce Commission. We af-
firm the judgment in favor of Humphrey
on its claim for damages resulting from
grain losses. and affirm the denial of inter-
est from the date of its claims. and attor-
ney's fees.

~
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~ ~IRMED IN PART. AND IN PART
V I'ED.

CLINTON snd C, THOMAS WHITE, JJ.,
concur in the result.

BOSLAUGH; Justice, dissenting in part.

I dissent from that part of the majority
opinion which vacates the summary judg-
ment for the defendant on the cause of
action for lost profits.

The petition alleged the defendant had
violated "its statutory and contractual
duties" to keep the sidetrack "servicing
plaintiff's place of business" in repair.
There was no allegation that the public or
any person other than the plaintiff had

' injured by the defendant's failure to
„.r the sidetrack. There was no issue as

to whether the defendant hsd failed to pro-
vide adequate and suitable sidetracks for
public use in Humphrey, Nebraska.

The plaintiffs right to recover depended
b ached

defendant owed a duty to the plaintiff to
maintain the sidetrack in good repair, the
plaintiff could not recover damages result-
ing from the failure to repair the sidetrack.
In my opinion the primary issue here was
whether the defendant owed a duty to the
plaintiff to repair the sidetrack.

The petition alleged that the defendant
had both a contractual duty and a statutory"
duty to the plaintiff to repair the sidetrack.
The record shows conclusively that the de-

snt had no contractual duty to repair
sidetrack.

To establish a statutory duty the plaintiff
relied upon section 74-503, R.R.S.1943,

SPENCER, J., joins in this dissent.

0
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John Vf. GATEWOOD, hppeuee.

No. 40889,

Supreme Court of Nebraska.

hug. 3), 1977.

Patient brought medical malpractice
action against surgeon arising out of sur-
gery for removal of tumor. The District
Court, Douglas County, Clark, J., entered
judgment for surgeon, and patient appeal-
ed. The Supreme Court, Spencer, J., held
that failure to give tendered instruction as

]99 Neb. 216
upon proof that the defendant had re
a duty which it owed to the plaintiff. Un-
1 the plaintiff could establish that the Robert J GOLONKA Appellant,
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[3,4] We are not-convinced, as Hamby
argues, that law enforcement officers can
protect an owner's property and themselves
from claims over lost or stolen property by
simply sealing and removing personal lug-
gage as a whole. Without a record of the
contents of such luggage, police are bereft
of any means to verify what property was
actually present at the time of its taking.
Further, if the basis behind the inventory
search is to protect, any valuables which
might be present, it is illogical to prohibit
law enforcement officials from searching
those alas wherein valuables are more
likely to be kept. In re One 1965 Econoline,
etc, 109 Ariz. 433, 436, 511 P2d 168, 171

(1973). A number of courts have adopted
this view. See United States v. McCam-
bridge, 551 F2d 865, 870-71 (1st Cir. 1977);
United Sttt tes v. Davis, 496 FZd 1026, 1031-
32 (5th Cir. 1974); State v. Walker, 119

Ariz. 121, 579 P2d 1091 (1978); State v.

Floyd, 120 Ariz 358, 586 P2d 203 (Ariz.App.
1978); State v. Undo'; 210 Kan. 1, 499 P2d
1105 (1972); ItfackaII v. State, 7 MdApp.
246, 255 A2d 98 (1969) (automobile not
owned by defendant): State v. Vigil, 86
N.M. 388, 524 PZd 1004 (1974); People v.

Suliivan, 29 N.Y2d 69, 272 N.EZd 464, 323
N.Y.SM 945 (197)). Still others have ruled
exactly opposite. See United States v.

Schleis, 582 FM 1)66 (8th Cir. 1978); State
v. Prober, 98 Wis.2d 345, 297 N.W.2d 1

(1980).'ndeed, the opening of an un-
locked brief case to inventory its contents is
somewhat similar to the opening of the
unlocked glove compartment for the same

purpose as occurred in Oppermsn, supra.
The expectation of privacy was approxi-
mately the same for each.

Our recent decision in Abeii v. Common-
wealth, 221 Va. 607, 272 S.E.2d 204 (1980),
specifically declared invalid the search of a

locked briefcase seized from the
defendants'utomobue;

but there, unlike the instant
case, we were concerned with a search inci-
dent to an arrest and not an inventory
search of an automobile.

'ee also United States v. Benson, 631 F2d 1336
(8th Cir. 1980). Cl. United States v. Bloom.

We therefore uphold the search of Ham-
by's briefcase as the result of a lawful
inventory of its contents, and the decision

appealed from will be

Afft~.
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SEATRAIN LINES, INC.

V.

GLORIA MANUFACTURING
CORPORATION

Record No. 791401.

Supreme Court of Virginia.

June 12, 1981.

Manufacturing corporation brought
suit against shipping corporation alleging
that the latter had misclassified cargo and
consequently imposed a higher tariff rate
than that sanctioned by the Federal Mari-
time Commission. The district court
awarded manufacturing corporation an
amount in damages, and it appealed to the
circuit court. The Circuit Court, City of
Newport News, Douglas M. Smith, J., de-
nied motion by shipping corporation to dis-
miss for lack of jurisdiction, and entered
judgment !or manufacturing corporation,
and it appealed. The Supreme Court, Ste-

phenson, J., held .that determination of
whether manufacturing corporation's cargo
was properly classified for purposes of tar-
iffrates by shipping corporation which con.

tracted uith manufacturing corporation to
ship its cargo was u'ithin the primary juris-
diction of the Commission, as the classifica-
tion of cargo and the interpretation of mar.
itime tariffs are within the peculiar exper-
tise of that agency; therefore, trial court
lacked jurisdiction to determine the issue.

Reversed and dismissed.

fold, 594 F2d 1200 (8th Cir. 1979).
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1. Administrative
e 228

Under the doctnne of prtma~ Junsdi
tion. a court should defer a case to the
agency created by Congress for regulating
the subject matter when that procedure
would secure greater uniformity and con-
sistency in the regulation of business en-
trusted to a particular agency, or when
judicial review would be more rationally
exercised, by preliminary resort from as-'

rtaining and interpreting the circum-
es underlying legal issues to agencies

i are better equipped than courts by
specialization, by insight gained through ex-
perience, and by more flexible procedure.

STEPHENSON, Justice.

Gloria Manufacturing Corporation (Glo-
ria) sued Seatrain Lines, Inc., alleging that
Seatrain had misclassified cargo and conse-
quently imposed a higher tariff rate than
that sanctioned by the Federal Maritime
Commission. The district court awarded
Gloria $44.38, and it appealed to the circuit
court. Seatrain filed a motion to dismiss
for lack of jurisdiction, asserting that the
Federal Maritime Commission had primary
jurisdiction over the claim. The circuit
court denied the motion and, after hearing
the evidence, entered judgment for Gloria
in the amount of $ 1522.36.

The sole question in this appeal is wheth-
er the Federal Maritime Commission has
primary jurisdiction over issues concerning
the chssification of cargo pursuant to tar-
iffs filed with the Commission.

In 1973, Seatrain and Gloria entered into
a contract whereby Seatrain agreed to ship
Gloria's cargo to Port-au-Prince, Haiti, and
Gloria agreed to pay Seatrain in accordance
with the terms and rates provided in the
United States Atlantic k Gulf-Haiti Con-
ference tariff schedule. Like other tariffs
for water shippers, this tariff was filed with
and approved by the Federal Maritime
Commission. The tariff schedule imposes a
different shipping charge for different clas-
sifications of cargo. A dispute arose be-
tween Seatrain and Gloria respecting the
proper classification of Gloria's

cargo.'1,2J

The United States Supreme Court
has applied the doctrine of primary jurisdic-
tion in a variety of cases involving adminis-
trative agencies. This doctrine provides
that "in cases raising issues of fact not
within the conventional experience of
judges or eases requiring the exercise of

2. Administrative La~ and Procedure
I 228

Doctrine of primary jurisdiction does
not oust judicial review, but instead merely
postpones il.

3. Shipping e 103

Determination of whether manufactur-
ing corporation's cargo was properly classi-
fied for purposes of tariff rates by shipping
corporation which contracted with manu-
facturing corporation to ship its cargo was

( tlin the primary jurisdiction of the Fed-
: Maritime Commission, as the classifica-

tion of cargo and the interpretation of mar-
itime tariffs are within the peculiar exper-

of that agency; therefore, trial court
lacked jurisdiction to determine the issue in
suit by manufacturing corporation follow-
ing dispute of shipping corporation over its
tariff rates.

Anita O. Poston, Vandeventer, Black,
Meredith 4 Martin, Norfolk, on briefs, for
appellant.

Maria J. Melman, E. D. David, Jones,
Blechmsn, Woltz if: Kelly, P. C., Newport
News, on brief, for appellee.

SEATRAIN LINES, INC. v. GLORIA MFG. CORP. Va. ]67
Clia aa. Va ITS LLRd les

Law and Procedure Before CARRICO, C. J., COCHRAN,
COMPTON and STEPHENSON, JJ., and

~ 'c. HARMAN, Senior Justice.

For example. Gloria eoateaded thai work ta.
bles should have been dasaHied as class l0.
~

~ ~

"Furniture. N.O.S.. hctiial value aot over
.00 per freight ton"; Seatraia classified the

es aa class 2 because ao written statement
value was submitted by the shipper. Gloria

contended that steel bins should have been
dassified as daas 5. "Shelving. I. S. [iron,
Steel) or Wood": Seatraia classified the bins as
dast l. "Cargo. General. N.O.S., Noi Hazard.
ous" because it felt that bias were aot shelving.

) T1 TP, Yoatv.f a % 8' a IW At q ~
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adm»istr«>ve >i>scretion, agencies created
by «ngre»> f»r regulating the subject mat-
ter should not be passed over." Psr East
Conference v. United States, 342 U,S. 570
574, 72 S.CL 492, 494, 96 LEd. 576 (1952)
It is particularly appropriate for a court to
defer to the agency when that procedure
would secure greater "[u]niformityand con-
sistency in the regulation of business en-
trusted to a particular agency" or when
judicial review would be "more rationally
exercised, by preliminary resort for as-
certaining an>l interpreting the circum-
stances underlying legal issues to agencies
that are better equipped than courts by
specialization, hy insight gained through ex-
perience, anil hy more flexible procedure"
Id. at 574- 75, 72 S.Ct. at 494. The doctrine
does not oust judicial review, but instead
merely po>>tiv>nes it. United States v. Phil-
adelphia Natinnal Bank, 374 U.S. 321. 353
83 S.Ct. 17)S. 1736, 10 I..Ed.2d 915 (1963).

[3] Although the Supreme Court has in-
voked the <h>ctrinc of primary jurisdiction
in a number of cases involving the Federal
Maritime (~>mmi>vtion, see, e. g., Port of
Boston Marine 7'crminal Ass'n. v. Bedensk-
tieholaget Tn>naatlsntic, 400 U.S. 62. 68. 91
S.Ct. 203, 27 LFA.2d 203 (1970); Fsr East
Conferenct v. United States, 342 U.S. 570,
72 S.Ct. 492. 96 L.Ed. 576 (1952); United
States Nsvig»ti»n Cw.'. Cunsrd Steamship
Co., 284 U.'H. 474. 52 S,Ct. 30, 76 LEd. 518
(1932), it b>u> nr>t addressed the issue
presented in t his >tl>l>eal. However, in Unit-
ed States v IV<surn Pacific Railroad Co.,
352 U.S. '!b 77 S>.Ct. 161, 1 L.Ed.2d 126
(1956), the t'»>rt vxi>lained when the Inter-

state Commerce Commission is to have pri-
mary jurisdiction in cases involving the
classification of cargo under railroad tar-
iffs.

[W|here the question is simply one of
construction the courts may pass on it as

an issue "solely of law." But where
words in a tariff are used in a peculiar or
technical sense, and where extrinsic evi-
dence is necessary to determine their
meaning or proper application, so that
"the enquiry is essentially one of fact and

of discretion in technical matters," then
the issue of tariff application must first
go to the Commission.

Id. at 65-66, 77 S.Ct. at 166.

We feel that the reasoning applied by the
Court in railroad tariff cases is equally ap-
plicable here. The classification of cargo
and the interpretation of maritime tariffs
are within the peculiar expertise of the
Federal Maritime Commission. The deter-
mination of whether Gloria's cargo was

properly classified is, therefore, within the
primary jurisdiction of the Commission.

Since the trial court lacked jurisdiction,
its judgment will be reversed and this ac-

tion will be dismissed.

Revered snd dismissed.

0
I

>t>k!>Mst>ps>tv

A» otd>! ~ ~t >le Federal Mantime Comm>s.
s>on is s >» >» >~v>e!v bv a Umted States

Coun of Appeals. 28 U.S.C. li 2342(3).
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[I63,048]
Pacific Power 5 Light Company, Docket No. E-7796-007;
Pacific Gas and Electric Company, Docket No. E-7777-000

Initial Decision on Investigation of the California Power Pool, the Pacific
Intertie Agreement and Related Contracts

issued February 10, 1984)

Thomas L. Howe, Presiding Administrative Law Judge.

Appearances

Malcolm H. Furbush, Robert Oh/bach, Howard V. Golub, J. Michael Reidenbach,
Morris M Doyle, Terry J. Houlihan, Charles A. Ferguson and Gregory P. Landis for
Pacific Gas and Electric Company

Irwin F. Woodland, Paul G. Bower, Arthur L. Sherwood, Joseph B. Schuben,
Steven H. ¹senb/aft, B. Glenn George, John R Bury, David N Barry, III, William E.
Marx, Thomas E. Taber, Joseph A. Vallecorsa, Jr., Ann P. Cohn, Allen Hyman, Herbert
G. Gleitz, Richard M. Merriman, Brian J. McManus, Michael K. Hammaker, Rollin E.
Woodbury and Harry A. Poth, Jr., for Southern California Edison Company

Gordon Pearce, C. Edward Gibson, J. A. Bouknighf, Jr., E. Gregory Barnes,
Charles Daly, Albert V, Carr, Jr., Wayne Jeiferies, Sherman Chickering, Barton M.
Meyerson, C. Hayden Ames and Shand Green for San Diego Gas gf Electric Company

George Spiegel, Rober( C. McDiarmid, Daniel I. Davidson, Thomas C. Trauger,
John Michael Adragna, Robert A. Jab/on, James C Pollock and Samuel Karp for
Northern California Power Agency. (filing on behalf of itself and its members, the
Cities of Alameda, Biggs, Gridley, Healdsburg, Lodi, Lompoc, Palo Alto, Redding
Roseville, Santa Clara and Ukiah,'California, and the Plumas.Sierra Rural Electric
Cooperative) and the Cities of Alameda, Healdsburg, Lodi, Lompoc, Santa Clara and
Ukiah, California; James N Horwood for the Cities of Alameda, Healdsburg, Lodi.
Lompoc, Santa Clara and Ukiah, California; Martin McDonough for Northern
California Power Agency; FredrickD. Palmer and James D. Pembroke for the City of
Santa Clara, California

Sandra J. Strebel, Peter K. Matt, Bonnie S. Blair, Cynthia S. Bogorad and Stephen
C. Nfcho/s for the Cities of Anaheim, Riverside, Colton and Azusa, California

Richard K. Pelz for Department of the Interior

Harvey L. Reiter, Melvin G. Berger, Charles F. Reusch, John J. Bartus, Joseph
Karger, A. Hays Butler, Barbara K. Kagan, Jane C. Murphy, James V. McGettricl,
Rhode// G. Fields, Jonathan Paff, Danie/ Lamle, G. Kimball Williams, Richard V.
Mattingly, Jr., Danie/ Behuniak, Glen Ortman and Gloria Sodaro for the Staff of the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission

Procedural Background

Docfret No. E.7796.007
Termination of the proceeding in Docket

No. E.7796-007 (formerly E.7796) was ordered
by the Commission, t Opinion No )75, 23
FERC $ 61,402, June 22. 1983. The present
Initial Decision deals with the other dockets.

Th'e terminated docket is retained in the title.
however. to avoid any confusion that mighi
arise from its omission, as it is the lead docket
in the consolidation with Docket No. E 7777.
000 (formerly E.7777 (Phase II)) and has
appeared on the orders, pleadings and hearing
dealing witn Docket No. E.7777.000 since the
consolidation.

$ 63,048 Federal Energy Guidelines
000 Si
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f>r I< i Nos. E 7777 000 and ERr 6-256

Duck«t No. E.7777 commenced on
8< lu«mhii 2(>, 1972 when Pacific Gas and
Eh> iric Ci>ml>any ff'G&F> filed a wholesale
rai> 'inrr«i>.i North«ri> Cal>furniu Power
Agin«) iNCl'ht s int«rvrmng. all«>ted

thai'G&F.

had engaged in anticumpetiiivt
b«havior, and requested rejection of ihe filing,
or alternatively, acceptance upon condition
thai PG&E's anticompetitive behavior be
eliminated. By order issued November 27. 1972
f48 FPC 1153), the Commission accepted the
filing without condition, suspended the rate
increase for five months, and set the matter for
hearing.

Siafl moved on September 25, 1973 to
dismiss and remove all matters relating to the
issue of anticompetitive conduct from Docket
No, E 7777. The motion was granted by ihe
then presiding administrative law judge. On
November 7, 1973 ~ NCPA moved for
extraordinary relief. Cities and NCPA alleged:

that PG&E has entered into various
contracts which, through their restrictive
and anticompetitiv» nature, have
strengthened a purported monopoly over
generation and transmission facilities in
northern and central Calilornia to the
detriment of Cities and NCPA.

51 FPC 1030, 1031. The Commission said, Id.:
The relief either requested or implied by the
various allegations would entail: (1) the
adjustment of PG&E's rates to Cities and
NCPA to account for the alleged
anticompetitive activities: (2) the direction
by this Commission to PG&E to wheel
power: and (3) the review and possible
amendment of the ... contracts to remove
anticompetitive provisions.

The contracts in question were PG&E's
contracts with: (I) San Diego Gas and Electric
Company (San Diego) and Southern California
Edison Company (Edison) known as the
California Power Pool (FPC Rate Schedule No,
27); (2) 'the United States Bureau of
Reclamation (FPC Electric Tarifl Original
Yolume No. 4), usually called Contract No.
2948A; (3) Sacramento Municipal Utility
District (SMUD) (FPC Rate Schedule No. 45)
hereafter called the SMUD Conlract and (4)
the Seven Party Agreement (FPC Rate
Schedule No. 105). 51 FPC 1030, 1032, fn. 1,
The Commission said it lacks authority to
order proposed rate adjustments or wheeling
but ii does have the authority, in proper
circumstances, to amend certain provisions of
contracts on file with the Commission. 51 FPC
1030, 1033. The Commission instituted a
second phase ol the proceeding and set it lor
hearing, saying:

FKRC Reports>>~

%'e view with de«l> s«riuusn«ss and concern
the charges made b) Cities a>against PG&I.
and believe they «arrant a lull and compl«ii
investigation The Scciinn 20C> prucc«din«
herein urilered will a llu« fur such
inv«siigatiun and pruvidi the appropriat,
forum for thi presentation and development
of a compl'eie evident>ary record concerning
the alleged anticompetitive activity and
conduct of PG&E. If, for example, after
hearing and decision PG&E is found, by
virtue of contract provisions subject to FPC
jurisdiction, to have restricted the ability of
its customers to develop their o«n
generation, or limited customers'ccess to
alternate supply sources, this Commission
will not hestitate to order contract reform or
other measures as are necessary to eliminate
such practices.

51 FPC 1030. 1033 (March 14, 1974), rch
den. ~ 51 FPC 1543 (May 15, 1974).

On June 24 ~ 1974. the Cities of Anaheim.
Riverside, Colton. and Aausa, California
(Southern Cities) petitioned to intervene in
Docket No. E.7777. Southern Cities alleged
that the California Power Pool operated in
such a manner as to restrict the ability of
Southern Cities to plan and develop power
supply resources. By order dated May I2,
1975. ihe Commission granted the petition.
designating Edison a pariy respondent.

The Commission granted Stalf's June 5.
1974 motion to remove from Docket No, E
7777 (Phase II) those issues relating to ih«
justness and reasonableness of the Seven Party
Agreement and to consolidate such severed
issues with those in Docket No. E.7796. The
Commission noted, however:

As Northern Cities point out, some of ih<
issues in Docket No. E 7777 (Phase II)~ after
severance, may continue to overlap issues in
Docket No. E 7796. aher consolidation. For
example, The Seven Pariy Agreemeni would
seem to be relevant in Docket No. E 7777
(Phase II) to the question ol wheiher ihi
four contracts under investigation therein
are part of a plan or pattern ol
anticompeiitive conduct of Pacific Gas and
Electric Company. ar the Northern Cities
claim...

52 FPC 58, 60 (July 8, 1974).

On November 26, 1975. PG&E liled in
Docket No. ER76.296 an arnendrnent to ihe
SMUD contract. The Commission instituted a

Section 206 investigation of the amendmeni
concerning its anticompetitive aspects.
permitted NCPA io intervene, and
consolidated Docket No. ER76-296 with
Docket No. E.7777 (Phase II). 55 FPC 1307
The Commission noted that sales by SMUD io

g 63,048
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PGAE ari beyond iis jurisdiction. and th»
amcndmcnt "is jurisdictional only insofar a.
ShHlf>'i proposed ncw capacity affects th«
arne>unt i>l .itandtiy capacity and cncrr>
fl'GhF ) mu~i furnish io SMUD " tl'3(ift~

On August 9. 1978. Staff mv»cd hu
ilarilirativn as tv thc scope of Dock«i N< E
7777 (Phrs« II). I ruled that the allegations of
anticvmpctitivc transinission practices b>'hc
members of the California Power Pool, with
respect to the Pacific Intertie, were within the
scope ol this proceeding, and that measures
other than revision of the contracts under
review may be appropriate if anticompetitive
conduct is found to exist. On December 28.
1978. the Commission affirmed, stating:

Although prior Commission orders do refer to
four contracts as the subject of inquiry, the
Commission's March 14, 1974 order makes
clear that transmission access was found to
be a relevant issue... Thus, the terms of the
Pacilic Intertie Agreement, which concerns
access to a transmission system which could
be used to transmit power from "alternative
supply sources" to NCPA, Southern Cities,
and other customers, are an appropriate

i subject of inquiry for this proceeding... Thc
Pacilic Intertie Agreement has been filed
with this Commission. Because the Padfic
Intertie Agreemeni is a subject of this
proceeding, so must those contracts that
affect or relate to that agreement be subject
to this proceeding.

5 FERC g 61,305 at p. 61,655.
The Commission also consolidated Docket

Nos. E 7796 007 and E-7777-000, and ordered
that in Docket No. E.7777.000 (1) Edison file
the D. C. Intertie and Sylmar agreements with
the Commission, and (2) that Edison, PGgrE
and San Diego file with this Commission "all
classifications practices, rules, regulations, or
contracts that in any manner affect or relate to
the Pacific Intertie Agreement." 5 FERC at
pp. 61,651, 61,658. rch. den. 7 FERC g 61.267,
June 14, 1979. a In denying rehearing the
Commission made cfear at pp. 61,564 5 that
practices as well as contracts affecting or
relating to the Pacific Intertie were to be the
subject matter of Docket No. E.7777 000 and
"subject to modification to the extent of the
Commission's authority."

The United States Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia Circuit affirmed without
opinion. Southern CahIornia Edison Co. v.
F.E.R.C. (D.C. Cir. Nos. 79.1893 and 80-2195
(May 17, 1982)). Inter alia, the Court also
affirmed the Commission's order, 11 FERC
$ 61346 at p. 61,488, that PGgrE file portions
of its nuclear license condition {the Stanislaus
Commitments). as a "practice" under Section
205(c) of tile Federal Power Act. Scc Pacific

I63,048

Gas ~nd E/cctric Cu v F E.R C,. D.C hlvs,
791881 and 8(p 2129 iMa> 17, 1982i. Thcci
Cvmmi..iivn orders vf Jun«2. 1980. 11 FERC

61. 4ti. r»quircil thc filinr vf additional
i vntr«'t: vffc«ting thi Pacific Inter't i»
Arri»ment ~

Aller Staff moved lvi partial summary
adjudication of certain issues against Edison in
accordance with Commission Opinion Nv. 62 in
Southern California Edison Compan>; Docket
No. ER76-205, 8 FERC $ 61,198 (1979) ~ on
January 2, 1980, I granted the motion in part,
finding that the Commission's determination
that Edison engages in head.to-head
competition and fringe competition with
Southern Cities summarily disposes of those
competition issues in these proceedings.

In response to argument that wheeling of
power might be ordered pursuant to the
Coinmission's powers under Federal Po~er Act
tj211 (PURPA). I ruled that this was not
proper in this proceeding because PURPA
proceedings were not within the scope of this
proceeding ~ and the necessary forma I

requirements of a PURPA proceeding had not
been followed. Order As To Scope of
Proceedings, Jul> 20, 1982. That order noied
that to attempt to give relief under PURPA
without notice would deny the parties their
due process rights to present evidence on the
PVRPA requirements, and any relief granted
in this proceeding must be on other grounds.
The order was issued to forestall motions to
reopen the record and other possible motions in
connection with possible PURPA relief.
What Docker No. E.7777.000 Is and Is Not

Docket No. E.7777-000 originated as a

complaint against PGgrE in a rate case and
was expanded by the Commission into an
investigation of certain specified contracts to
determine whether they are anticompetitive
individually or as a group. These contracts are
the Pacific Intertie Agreement, the California
Power Pool, the PG(kE.SMUD agreement and
Contract 2948A. The Commission has ruled
that additional contracts and practices
affecting Pacific Intertie Agreement are also
within the scope of the proceeding. Edison and
San Diego are parties to the Pacific Intertie
Agreement and the California Power Pool and
are parties to or may be affected by other
contracts which affect the Intertie Agreement.
PGgrE. San Diego and Edison have filed such
contracts and practices, the most important of
the practices being those set lorth iri PGgtE's
Stanislaus Commitments. This proceeding is
not a general investigation of anticornpetitivc
practices of PGikE or any other companies.
although other arrangements and practices of
the various companies would properly be
considered in so far as they might throw light

Federal Energy Guldellnes~l
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upon allegedly anticornpetitive aspects of the
conirscts and praccices heing investigated
Hcsnng

A limited hearmg in Dockei No E 779«>
007 uss held prior to the consolidation of thai
docket with Docket No E 7777.000, the
present proceeding. Originally the Helms and
Pit license.proceeding, Project No. 2735 001. et
al. and Docket No. E.7777000 were assigned
to dilfercnt judges. Since the license
proceedings involved a general investigation of
sll PGgtE's alleged anticompetitive actions,
any investigation into particular
anticoinpetitive actions of PGAE with respect
to the contracts that are the subject of Docket
No. E.7777.000 were also properly the subject
of the license investigations. When it became
apparent that the background information snd
many issues in this proceeding would overlap
with those in the Helms license proceeding.
Chief Judge Wagner assigned both proceedings
to mc. This allowed joint hearings to be held
before a single judge and enabled a single
record to be made on the common issues. A
joint hearing transcript comprised over 45,000
pages, with both volumes and pages numbered
with the prefix "CH" for "Consolidated.
Helms." (Matters relevant to the license
proceedings alone were dealt with in a separate
transcript.) By agreement and request of the
participants, the exhibits in the joint hearings
were numbered as follows:

Staff, beginning with 1,000, NCPA 2000.
Southern Cities 3,000, PGtkE 4,000, San
Diego 5,000, Edison 6,000, NCPA Southern
Cities 7,000.

By reason of the consolidation of Docket No. E.
7796007 and Docket No. E-7777400, the
transcript of the limited hearing in the former
case became available as part of the record in
the latter docket as well, and the exhibits in
the limited hearing (designaced with the prefix"L" for "limited") are also part of the record
in Docket No. E.7777-000.

The record is over 48,000 pages, over 3,000
exhibits, and over 250 items by reference,
many of which are lengthy. The hearing in
these proceedings took over two and a hall
years. According to one staff memoranduin.
more than one million pages of documents were
produced in discovery. In an effort to hold the
hearing within bounds, crosmxamination after
the first year of hearing wss limited and a
great deal of the proffered evidence was
limited.

The rule set forth by the Commission is
that evidence may be excluded where it is not
of a kind which would alfect lairminded
persons in the conduct of their daily affairs.
This is not the rule, however, which hss been
applied customarily in proceedings before this
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Commission Administrative Lsu Judge«
(including this one) have inclined to the view
expressed by some courts of appeal, that
admission ol evidence should be libersB)
allowed, In general, the rule has been to let
questionable evidence in and chen disregard it
A judge will generally not be reversed for
admitting evidence. Courts have pointed out
that admitted evidence msy be disregarded„
whereas the exclusion of evidence may result in
a remand and additional hearing. In the
majority of hearings where questionable
evidence is allowed to come in, it is evidence
that would sdd comparatively little time to
hearing and deciding thc case, In these
proceedings. however, there was a considerable
volume of evidence that would be subject to
exclusion under the test set forth in the
Commission regulations. If this evidence were
to be admitted. essential fairness would
necessitate reasonable cross examinstior. and
rebuttal ol it. While s judge might be tempted
to admit such evidence and then disregard it
after hearing, Counsel could not be sure which
evidence would be disregarded. Counsel in an
important case could hardly perinit such
admitted evidence to stand without probing
cross examination and attack by any available
rebuttal which in turn would be subject to
cross examination and surrebuttal. As nearly
ss I could estimate. the excluded testimony
would have resulted in adding at least six
months to the hearing which even without such
testimony became one of the longest in the
history of administrative law.

Events Subsequent to Hearing
After the close of the record there were

numerous addicionsl developments including
new contracts. Orders as to admission of
evidence issued. There were extensive motion«
snd the rulings thereon, induding motions to
reopen the record and to consider additional
evidence. Some of these matters werc
croublesome in view of the further
development of the situation. In any
developing situation, however, there must
come a time when new «vents, new situation«
and new evidence should no longer prolong che
hearing For reasons appearinic lacer in thi«
Initial Decision. this prcceeding will be kept
open, which will permit further action, ir.
certain respects, as new circumstances may
require.

I. The California Power Pool Agreement
(CPPA)

The original California Power Pool
Agreement was signed December 14 ~ 1961 ~ by
San Diego, Edison, California Electric Power
Company. and PGtkE. The present amended
pool agreement between the same parties,
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except California Electric Power Company,
which was merited with Edison (CPPA, Exh
6097. Item hy Ref Q.l ). became effective July
20. )%el

The pi~it ahu actively involves the )arxcst
mvnii.iliall) owned utility in the United
States —thc Los Angeles Department of
Water and Power (LDWP)—in its meetings,
deliberations, and operating practices.
although LDWP is not a formal member. In
turn. LDWP serves as liaison for the three
smaller municipally owned utiliiies in
Burbank, Glendale, and Pasadena. SCE also
serves as liaison with its resale customers.
including the Cities of Anaheim and
Riverside. The end result is that the
California Po~er Pool is the coordination
vehicle for major generating entities in most
of California, an area of about l40.000
square miles.

The agreement sets forih the contractual
terms and conditions governing the
interconnected operation of the Area Systems
of the three utilities. It provides for each party
to operate its system continuously and in
parallel with each system of a party with
which it shares an interconnection, and for the
maintenance of interconnections in good
operating condition. The agreement requires
each party to provide minimum margins of
capacity resources, energy resources, and
spinning reserve, and makes provision for the
pooling and sharing of the reserve margins
possessed by the parties.

The definition of Area System according to
ihe terms of thc agreement is the following:

Area System of a Party is its System
together with (a) each other system of a
Third Party with which it normally operates
in parallel by means of facilities and under
agreements which result in effectively
integrating their loads and resources from an
operating standpoint, and (b) generating
plants in California, not included above.
substantially all the output of which is sold
to the Party and integrated into the Party'
System. Through this provision the loads and
resources of an integrated Third Party are
included with those of the Party and will
affect thc obligations of the Party to the
Pool. These Third Party systems, through
their integration contracts with a Party.
indirectly receive the reliability benefits of
the pool backing up the supply of the Party
with whom they are integrated.
The Area System of PGgtE includes: (I) its
Systein. (2) the Systems of Central Valley
Project (excluding Project pumping) ~

Sacramento Municipal UtilityDistrict, City
and County of San Francisco. those
generating plants of East Bay Municipal
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Utility District, Merced Irrigation District.
Oroville.Wyandotte Irrigation District, Tri~

Dam Project of Oakdale and South Joaquin
Irrigation Districts. Placer County Water
Agency. and Yuba County Water Agency
The Southern California Edison Compan>
Area Systein includes its System plus the
System of the Metropolitan Water District.
The San Diego Gas and Electric Company
Area System includes only its System,

~ ~ ~

A key point of the agreement is the
concept that each party plans and constructs
resovrces on a basis that provides at least
certain minimum reserve margins. As a
result. each party not only is able to fulfill
its obligations. but may also rely upon the
avaihbility of such reserve margins from the
other members if necessary. Each party is
obligated (I) to operate its system in such a
manner as to minimize disturbances that
might impair service to the customers of
other parties, (2) to maintain frequency at
approximately 60 cycles within limits to be
set by the Board of Control. and (3) to take
care of its own reactive tkilovolt] ampere
requirements.

The services provided for in the agreement
are all subject to certain specified conditions,
A party can be required to furnish a service
only out of its available capacity resovrces
and then only to the extent that it can do so
(I) without jeopardizing service to its own
customers and other parties to which it is
furnishing service of a higher priority, and
(2) without interfering with obligations io
third parties if such obligations existed at
the time the pool was formed or created
thereafter in accordance with the agreement,

The services provided for in the agreement
are the following:

1. Short-Term Firm Service —By mutual
agreement, a party may make capacity
available and furnish energy to another
party for up to 45 days, subject to renewal
by mutual agreement. The effect of such
service is to require the committed capacity
to be excluded from the capacity resovrces of
the supplier and. subject to some limitation
to permit its inclusion in the capacity
resources of the receiver. The purchase. sal»,
or exchange of firm capacity and energy for
longer periods may be the subject of separate
agreements.

2. Emergency Service —In the event of an
emergency on the system of a party, thai
party has the right. if ii is using all of its
own spinning reserve, to receive service from
the spinning reserves of the other parties for
2 hours. The arnovnt of spinning reserve that
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may he demanded under Lhis provision
il»pcnds nn th«amount of spinning rcser»»
th» reeci»ing part> i< obhgated to maintain
und»r th» agrecmini There is no charg» for
emerg»niy service as lonr as the recci»»i
<lees noi require energy in excess of 2 hour.-. „

anri does noi cxcced its spinning res»rvi
entitlement at any Lime after the first Lz
hour However. the energy must be returned

If the emergency continues for more than
2 hours and if the party in trouble is using
diligence to utilize its available resources. it
is entitled to receive capacity and energy
from Lhe oiher parties for up to 60 days to
replace its losi or interrupted capaciiy. The
rate for emergency service Lhat continues for
more than 2 hours, or where the receiver
exceeds its spinning reserve entitlement at
any time after the first ps hour of service is
contained in a raie schedule

3. Economy Capacity Service —By mutual
agreemenL. a party may make capacity
available and furnish energy to another
party subject to notice of discontinuance
sufficient for the receiver to place
alternative capacity in service. The receiver
is not. however. entitled to more than 24
hours notice. The effect of such service is to
require the committed capacity to be
excluded from the supplier's spinning re<erve
and subjeci Lo some limitation, to perrnii its
inclusion in the resources of the receiver. The
rate for such service is contained in a rate
schedule.

4. Economy Energy Service —By mutual
agreement, a party may sell economy energy
to another party. Such service is
interruptible without notice. The rate for
such service is contained in a rate schedule,

5. Capacity Resources Standby Service-
In the event of a capacity resource
deficiency on the system of a party, thai
party may, if its own resources are fully
loaded, call upon the other parties for
capacity and energy for up to 7 days for the
purpose of supplying firm customer loads,
After the 7 days, the service can be renewed.
The rate for such service is contained in a
rate schedule.

6. Energy Interchange Service —Under
this service, the intermediate system, which
initially is that of the Southern California
Edison Company, receives energy for the
account of the receiver from the supplier of
one of the aforesaid services (plus energy
necessary to offset estimated energy losses)
and delivers to the receiver an equivaleni
amount of energy so received fo'r its account.
The rate for such service is contained in a
rate schedule.
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The agreerncnt requires each member to
provide minimum margins of capacits
resources, energy i»sour«cs, and spinning
reser»» Thc<c r«quiremcnts, which arc no:
intended io serve a. <tandards of sound
operating practir«. rn»rt ly establish thi
absolute minimurr. amouni of resource<
believed necessary to preserve the reliabilii)
of the pool and to permit the furnishing ot
services provided for in Section 8 of the
agreement.

The electric customers in the service area<
of all three of Lhe parties receive the
following benefits:

l. Dependability of Service —In Lhe event
of an emergency loss of power supply source.
on its own system, each party is able «
provide more dependable service becaust oi
access to the spinning reserves of the other
parties.

2. Reduction of Capital Expenditures—
Each party has been able to reduce iis
capital expenditures below what they
otherwise would have been because of (I) Lh»
resources credit that each of the companie:
takes through the sharing of installec
reserves, and (2) the availability of the
reserve resources of the other parties in thi
eveni of an emergency or scheduled outage

3. Reduction in Operating Expenses—
Each party has been able to reduce its
operating expenses below what they
otherwise would have been because they are
able (I) to rely upon the spinning reserves oi
the other parties and (2) to draw upon the
least expensive,available source of power in
the pool.

The pool provides valuable benefits io thi
public. Pool operations. which mal'i
available additional emergency assistanct
from Lhe other pool members. benefits ihe
public served by such a party by improving
the reliability of service. In fact, although
not specifically designed to,do so, the pool
may incidentally benefit interconnected
third parties in cases of necessity. Those poo!
operations that reduce operating costs belo«
what they otherwise would have been are
passed on to retail and wholesale custom<r-
in the form of a lower cost of service.

Power Pooling in the Western Region.
February, I98 I, FERC4054 ~ pp. 139-44.

A Board of Control is established by
Paragra phs IO.OI and I 0.02, of on»
representative (plus an alternate) from each
Pool member, with salaries and expenses born<
by the member represented. Except for calling
meetings, election of Chairman and Vice
Chairman, and appointing commiiiees
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t Paragraphs 10 < and 10,05). aciions and
rerommenrlatiuns nf the Board of Control
require unanimous ronsent rParagra»h l003i
Thc B«aftl ls tu

catt 1 I fruit'v anil t«ordin~tr»lanntng
i 2 t rot «mmend construction or

impruvcmeni uf resuurces. interconnections
and oiher facilities

(b) establish procedures for exchange of
information

(c) determine the load each
interconnection can transmii under normal
conditions

(d) io prescribe metering, recording and
billing procedures and other procedures
necessary to irnpletnent terms of the CPPA

(e) to prescribe operaiing procedures, and
criteria for providing services under the
CPPA, including rules as to scope of
authority of dispatchers io implement righis
and duiies under the CPPA

(f) to recomtnend establishment of certain
administraiive positions

(g) io recommend to each member
establishment and procedures of centralized
dispatching and billing to aid in
administering the CPPA and for sharing
costs thereof.

Power Pooling in the 6'estern Region, supra,
continues. pp. 145 9;

Boih the PGgtE and SCE systems of and
by themselves are as large as sotne power
pools. For that reason, each of these areas
can presently justify constructing the largest
sixe units currently available from
manufacturers. Therefore, the principal area
of coordination is a result of the strong
transmission interconnection that exists
between the SCE and PGgtE systems —three
500K V a.c lines.

Under the pool agre.ement. there is an
obligation for each of ihe parties to submit
the latest forecast of loads and resources to
the Board of Control at 6.month intervals
(paragraphs 9.01 and 10.06(b)). Through
these reporis and other data each of the
parties is familiar with the plans and
expectations of thc: other parties.

A capacity resources deficiency occurs
when the available capacity resources to a

party are less than the capacity resources
requirements under the pool agreement, that
is, 110 percent of its peakload or 10 percent
margin. There are other variations.. The
deficiency could be 110 percent of the
peakload for that day, or it could be the sum
of 105 percent of its peakload plus iis
capacity resources oui of service because of
scheduled maintenance for that sime day.
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An energy resources deficiency occurs
when a party's energy resources during a

month are less than its energy resuurc«s
requirement The energy resourrt s

rrquiremcnt is defined as tht actual energy
requirements for that month plus the energ>
capability of the generating units oui of
service for scheduled maintenance. plus 50
percent of the energy capabiliiy of the
largest generating unit included in the
capacity resources and not out of service
during chat tnonth.... In simple terms, the
units have io serve ihe energy load. and. in
addition, there must be provision for sotne
amount of reserve energy. In ihe pool
agreement, this provision is 50 percent of tht
energy capability of the largest generating
unit noi out of service during the month for
each party. Finally, the agreement does not
impose a penalty for an energy resources
deficiency, it simply requires any party
having a deficiency to use due diligence to
correct the situation as soon as possible.

Each party is presently required to
maintain a spinning reserve equal io at least
7 percent of its peak demand on that day
However, a party does noi incur a spinning
reserve deficiency unless ii goes below 5

percent. If a spinning reserve deficiency is
incurred for two successive half.hourlv
determinations, the payment is $ 0.10 per
kW.day. Several provisions excuse the
deficient party from making any paymeni
for such a deficiency for a specified time.
The most commonly used provision for
excusing payment is an emergency on a
party's system.

If a party has an emergency and incurs a
spinning reserve deficiency, it is entitled io
draw on the spinning reserve of the other
parties. There is no payment for emergency
service as long as ihe deficient party neither
receives energy longer than 2 hours after the
emergency, nor exceeds its spinning reserve
entitlement after ihe first V> hour. The
spinning reserve eniitlemeni is equal to the
spinning reserve requirement. which is 7
percent of peak detnand for the day. Ifeither
of ihe two specified limits is exceeded. chen
the pariy will be considered as receiving
emergency service at ihe rate provided in
the appropriate schedule. If ihe emergency
lasts for less than 2 hours, any energy
received shall be returned to the supplier as
soon as practicable at a mutually
satisfactory Lime...

To achieve the anticipated benefits of a
pool requires thai each party bring io the
pool a minimum level of reliability in iis
system. For example, the California Power
Pool Agreemeni prescribes that the
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minimum level of installed reserve is 10
perec nt 'l there were no enforcemeni
provisions. one of the inceniives to maintain
ihe 10 tiercent would he lost Those member,
thai «eic maintaining 10 percent ur greater

, would he supporting the deficient member,.
who would be achieving the benehts of noi
having instaRed capacity of its own by
relying on that of the other members Thai
is, the benefits of the pooling would not be
distributed on an equitable basis. Also, any
party that lets its installed reserves drop to
10 percent would be doing so with the
understanding that other members of the
pool were maintaining at least 10 percent,
Otherwise, they wou!d need to have a larger
reserve margin if they wished to maintain
the same level of reliability.

In the area of maintenance planning, the
scheduled outage of any major component of
the bulk transmission system would b. taken
only after consultation with other systems
that might be affected. The normal
requirement for such an outage request is 72
hours, so that each of the parties can have
adequate time to assess what the impact of
that outage will be on its system. Typically.
it is a practice of the parties to avoid
scheduled outage of transmission facilities
during periods of high customer
requirements. By providing 72 hours notice.
it is often possible for a system that has held
up on some needed maintenance work to
coordinate it with the outage request of
another party. The pool companies regularly
update their schedules for major generating
unit maintenance. These schedules are
currently updated as often as once a month.
and the information is exchanged to identify
periods in which shifts in these maintenance
programs are called. This practice prevents
too many very large units froin being out of
service at the same time. This coordinating
function has been extremely important in
times of drought and at times when there
was an interruption in the normal supply of
fuel.

Good communications at both the
dispatcher and scheduling levels, as well as
higher levels of operating management, are
paramount to the success of operations under
the California Power Pool Agreement. TPe
companies have provided the dispatch
organization with a highly sophisticated and
redundant communication network for voice
communication as well as channels of
communication for indicating the status of
the backbone EHV system that
interconnects them. At those times of the
year when loads are highest, the dispatchers
communicate with one another by 9:00 a.m.
each morning to provide a forecast of thai
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day's anticipated load and the resour< «.
available to meet that load. Siinilarly. ~;
midnight of each day. there is an exchang«v"
inforination regarding ihe actual peak ani,
ihe level of spinning reserve at the time o:
the peak for each of the major California
electric utilitics. As the day progresse>,
dispatchers quote incremental ana
decremental costs at delivery points, and
indicate whether power is available for salt.
or would be purchased if the price were
right. Whenever there is a significant loss of
resources on any of the pool systems, this
fact is communicated to the other
dispatching organizations. Should loss of a

major resource represent a threat to thi
reliability of one of the parties or to the pooi,
the overall reliability of the pool is almos;
immediately assessed to see if any other
actions are required. In the event of sudder.
emergencies, the design features of each o
the systems are automatically broughi inio
play and the status of events made known «
the dispatchers through modern data
collection ind display facilities,

The California,Power Pool companies hatt
not established a centralized dispatch. Th<
board has examined this situation as thei
observed centralization and regional contro!
being adopted in other regions of thi
'country. The board's conclusions are that the
sought after benefits of centralization can bt
achieved now with existing agreements In
some regions of the country the utilitie:
involved in a pooling arrangement believed
it was in their best interest to relinquisl..
some of their prerogatives and assign cher..
to another level of hierarchy. However, in
view of the fact that within the PGikE
control area there are a number of irrigation
districts. a State project. a Federal projer:
and municipal and district projects that ari
integrated into the operation, it should b«
apparent that the PGg:E power control
group performs not only the function o!
centralized control for a large electric util»y„
but also many of the functions that typically
get assigned to a pool dispatching office. BI
way of comparison. the PGlkE control area
geographically and in terms of load i.
approximately equal to that of Ye«
England. Much the same could be said of ih
SCE system and its dispatch organization
PGgrE, SCE, and SDGE are evaluating th»
potential benefits of increased pooling. In
19SO, PGgrE, SCE and the Los Angeles
Department of Water and Power will
participate in a modified Florida typt
brokering scheme along with many other
WSCC utilities.

The California Power Pool has no forrnai
independent planning organization.
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NCPA, Southern Cities and Staff maintain
that the CPP serves to maintain dominant
control hy the parties to it over transmission.
reserve sharing. emergency power and
coordination services within Califorma, Ii is
alsv claimed that the CPPA prevents small
utilities from entering into transactions on an
efficient and economical basis with other
utilities by provisions which allegedly penaliae
a small system on the basis of sixe, or through
provisions which permit arbitrary veto of
transactions by existing members of the CPP.

Cities and Staff complain of the lack of a
membership provision. It is claimed that this
gives each CPP member the unfettered
discretion to exclude a potential member such
as NCPA from the benefits of pooled
operations in California. These benefits are
stated to be reserve and emergency services.
and economies of scale.

PGgrE and Edison state that there is no
membership provision because the CPPA was
designed only for interconnection and
coordination of the original members'ystems,
PGhE also states that specific criteria are
impossible to spell out, and that consideration
of new members is best accomplished on a case.
blase basis, such as when membership was
offered to ShfUD and LADWP. (PGgtE Initial
Brief, pp. 130-31.) Finally, the companies
maintain that there has been no adverse effeci
in NCPA and Southern Cities not" being
members, since the Southern Cities and
NCPA's member cities currently receive
service from Edison and PGgtE, and that
totally open membership would diminish the
reliability of the Pool. Edison states the CPPA
is "open to any utiliiyqualified to assume and
perform the obligations imposed upon each
member of the agreement." (Edison Initial
Brief, p. 87.) Edison argues the only type of
entity capable of being added to tbe CPPA as
it is structured and operates would be a utility
which is fully resourced and maintains its own
control area.

During the course of this proceeding,
unusual animosity was demonsirated between
counsel for NCPA'nd counsel for PGgtE. In
an effort to eliminate unpleasant exchanges.
they were finally ordered not to address each
other directly, but only to address the bench.
One PGgtE counsel complained that an NCPA
attorney had pushed bim and physically taken
papers from him during a recess. All this raised
some questions as to whether the parties should
be ordered to enter into relations where
cooperation and coordination are necessary.
and mutual trust and good will are important
if not essential. I was pleased, therefore, to find
that the personal relations beiween the NCPA
members'xecutives who were here to testify
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and the PGgrE executives whom they
encountered in my presence were not only
courteous, but'also cordial and friendly. While
it might be difficult for the lawyers involved to
work together. no difficulty in cooperation
betv'een the executives of NCPA meinbers and
PGgrE executives has appeared. I did not
observe all the NCPA members'xecuiives,
and the present executives of the central
organiaation have come into office since the
hearing, What I saw, however, indicates thai
relationships between PGgtE and NCPA
members'xecutives and technical personnel
will not impede cooperation and coordination
in their operations or in those of a common
pool.

Animosity was not observed between
attorneys for Southern Cities and those for
Edison, PGgrE and San Diego, or between
attorneys for NCPA and those for Edison and
San Diego.

A power pool arrangement is a voluntary
arrangement, Central Iowa Power Cooperative
v. FE.R.C.. 606 F. 2d 1156 (D.C. Cir. 1979>
(MAPP): Federal Power Act. $ 202(a), and the
voluntary nature is to be encouraged.

The Commission had authority. however,
under section 206 of the Act, 16 U.S,C,
(i 824e (1976). to order changes in the
limited scope of the Agreement, including
the addition of pool services, if. in the
absence of such modifications ~ the
Agreement presented "any rule. regulaiion.
practice or contract [that was) unjust.
unreasonable. unduly discriminatory or
preferential" See Municipalities o/ Croton it
F.E.R.C., 190 U.S. App. D. C. at 40S-06, 587
F. 2d at 1801-03 ... the Cornrnission should
consider the policies of the Federal Power
Act in making a determination under this
section. This does not mean, however, that a

pooling plan is unlawful under section 206
merely because a more comprehensive
arrangemeni might beiter achieve ibe
purposes of seciion 202(a), To so conclude
would undermine Congress's determination
that coordination under section 202(a) be
voluntary.

Id, at 1168

It has been argued that it will deice power
pooling if utilities which agree to a pool among
themselves are required to exiend the benefits
of the pool to small entities which cannot
contribuie proportionately in exchange for ihe
benefits they receive. Ii is further argued that
it is reasonable discrimination, and noi undue
discrimination, to extend meinbership only to
those who will benefit the other members in
return for the benefits the other'embers
confer on them. In the CPPA, for instance.
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emergency power is furnished for two hours in
mc circurnstanccs (Section 8.06k wiih no

provision fur payment, although the power
muxt he returned later. Each uf thc present
members of the CPI'an lurnish cmcrgcnr>
power tu thc others, and thus reciprocate fur
thc power that may be supplied it Smallci
entities, if admitted to the Pool, could not
reciprocate in any meaningful amount, and
would be inore likely to take than to give.

Nothing, however, requires that the CPPA
parties preserve the present provision for
emergency power as it now is. The CPPA may
be amended to provide a reasonable charge for
such emergency service, which charge may
cover the full cost. To require the present Pool
members to render service without just
compensation would be illegal. Any charge
would have to be filed with this Commission.
and may not be more than just and reasonable

It is established that entities receiving
service may be divided into categories 'if the
differences between them result in significant
differences in the services rendered, or in the
cost of such services. Lower rates for higher
volumes, or for interruptible service, or for off
peak service are not unreasonable in
themselves (although a particular differential
may be found unreasonable). There may not be
discrimination between entities that is not
justified by differences in the services rendered
or in the costs of rendering such services, An
electric utility which has undertaken to
provide a particular service to some may not
refuse to provide such service to others in
similar position where it has the facilities and
capacity to serve them. Whether the others are
in a similar position is a question of fact. The
others are not in sufficiently different position
to justify denial of service if the differences can
bc compensated for by higher rates or
reasonable adjustments to services. A power
pool agreement may be amended to provide
reasonable compensation for services, and
different charges may be provided for different
categories so long as the categories and charges
are just and reasonable. Again, the charges will
be subject to review by this Commission.

Where it is feasible to provide an
applicant with the same services given Pool
members at reasonable rates that compensate
fully for the cost of the services rendered, I
conclude that the proper course is not to
excfitde the applicant, but to include it while
providing for compensatory rates. It is
preferable to adjust the rates for all members
rather than to provide a new separate schedule
for new members, but this does not prevent
separate categories and charges where this is
reasonable and not unduly discriminatory.
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ln MAPP, the Court ol Appeals affirmei!
thc Commission, which held smaller gcncratinc
systems should be included in thc pool "so lone
as they provide compensation for the trot
value of transmission service. whether in kind

~ or in money," and directed participants and
thc Commission staff to develop a formuh for

fair compensation to be paid by those
participants unable to reciprocate for
transmission in kind Id., at 1172. While the
ruling was with respect to transmission. the
same principle should be applied to other
services. For what is provided them. member:
should reciprocate or pay reasonable charges.

NCPA and Southern Cities had no
generation as of the conclusion of the hearing
in these proceedings. Future generation was
planned. however. and some v as under
construction.

The benefits of the CPPA are (1) reserve
sharing, (2) emergency service, <3) economies
of scale. and (4) joini planning. Some of these
benefits overlap.

As of the close of the record. only the
phnning function was of use to NCPA and
Southern Cities, since the other three were
benefits in connection with generation which
the Intervenors had not established. Future
generation is being planned. however. and
other generating alternatives are being
examined. I conclude that access to the
planning aspects of the CPPA should be

granted to any area entities seeking
membership and affirmatively engaged in
building or designing significant generating
facilities. To open participation in the CPPA
planning to any who may be merely
considering the possibility of future generation
may be too burdensome; we are not presented
with that question here. Neither do we need to
decide where the line must be drawn between
those who are sufficiently entered upon a

course leading to future generation to render
their inclusion in planning necessary to avoid
undue discrimination. and those who are not
It is proper for those admitted to the planning
function to bear their just and reasonable share
of the costs of the planning operation. Whai
that share may bc is noi now before us.

Under the CPPA, each member controb
its own building of generating plants, Planning
and development are not controlled by the
decisions of the Pool members as a group. but
by the decisions of the individual member with
respect to its own needs. Members may
cooperate and coordinate, they may alter their
individual investments and plans for
generation in the light of what others are
doing, but they cannot be compelled or
prevented by the other members. Thc;re are
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reserve requirements, but how,these reserve
requirements are to be met is in the hands of
the member obligated. and not of a cc'ntral
phnning body

is unnecessary in connection with
planning to consider the question ol how
control is to be exercised, and the weight of
votes to be cast. In these planning provisions,
we have neither the problem of the small
system that may have litcle or no voting
power, nor that of the large system that does
not want its future controlled by the votes of
lessor entities. All that new members of Lhe
CPPA are to be given is an ear and a voice in
connection with planning, not a vote. They
must be allowed to participate in the planmng
sessions, and must be furnished wiih the
knowledge there available to others, and
allowed to express their views on the potential
plans for Lhe members'reas. Conversely, they
muw furnish information and hear

others'iews.

In MAPP, supra, the Court of Appeals
affirmed "the Commission's decision chat the
failure to include non generating diwribution
systems in MAPP is not anti competitive and
does not render the Agreement inconsistent
with the public interest." ld., aL 1165. In
MAPP, however. there were differences from
the CPPA.

non generating distribution systems
that desire co enter the generating business
may submit construction plans to MAPP for
consideration and may attend MAPP
meetings ac which long-range plans are
discussed."

Id., at 1165. I conclude that non generating
California distribution systems should be
accorded herc what was accorded them by
MAPP, and that NCPA should be permitted to
represent its member utilities if they so desire.

The Commission modified MAPP so any
distribution company interconnected wich a
MAPP participant that wishes to construct
generacion facilities "is assured of eligibility
for pool membership, and thc consequent
benefits of reserve sharing, when the facilities
are operational." Id., at 1165. Thc CPP should
be similarly modified here. NCPA should be
treated as a distribution company for this
pur pose.

In MAPP, there was a pre-existing
membership provision that was altered. Here
Lherc is no membership provision. The present
members are directed to draft an appropriate
membership provision and submit it for
approval.

I do not conscrue MAPP to require
admission to full membership of entities with
only insignificant generating facilities, or Liny
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shares in larger generating facilities. (Sec page
19. which requires participation in the
planning function only for chose building or
planning signi/icanr generating facilities.) The
membership prnviwon may provide reasonable
standards,

Paragraph 109 of the CPPA shouid be
redrafted to exclude the assumption that there
are only chree parties to the agreement.

Paragraphs 3.02 and 8.01 have had
similar,'llegationsleveled against them. Paragraph

3.02 states:

Each Party reserves the right to continue
or renew existing agreements and enter into
additional agreements with any Third Party
for the purchase, sale, exchange. and/or
transmission of capacity and/or energy.
provided, however. that unless the Parties
mutually agree otherwise in writing, no
Party shall enter into any such additional
agreement, with a Third Party whose System
is not included in the Party's Area System if
the effect of such additional agreement
would be either

(a) Lo obligate che Party to stand by or
proLect any supply of power for such Third
Party unless the Party is providing Spinning
Reserve equal to ics obligations for such
service in addition to Lhat otherwise required
under this Agreement. I

(b) to obligate any ocher Percy to furnish
directly or indirectly to any such Third
Party capacity. energy, and/ or transmission
scrvtcco or

(c) to result in a Capaaty Resources
Deficiency, and Energy Resources
Deficiency or a Spinning Reserve Deficiency
or a conflict with any obligacion under this
Agrccmcnt.

NCPA claims this provision restricts the
ability of a pool member to contract with a
third party through a potentially arbitrary
vcLO.

First, with regard to Paragraph 3.02(b),
PGikE Witness Kaprielian has interpreted this
language to mean that it does not prevent a
member from offering some of its own
transmission to a third party, but only,
prohibits a party from obligating one of thet
other parties without approval. CH.]48].
Edison interprets this provision similarly. CH.
1625-1626; CH-1862 1867. NCPA states the
language as presencly worded is noc in
accordance with the incerpretation. (NCPA
Initial Brief, p. 172.) PGgiE states in response
that chere is no unequivocal public necessity tc
rewrite Lhe paragraph, since the members of
the Pool already know what it means. They
may, but possible future applicants may not.
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The clause should b«redrafted tv r«fl«ci
Mr. Kapriclian's inierl>rctation

S«cond. th«rc is also a question as
whether Paragraph 3.02 apl>lies tv thi
situation" in which a third party located»>th>n
the control area of a Pool member deals with
other Pool members. Kapriclian states it dv«s
not. CH 1868; CH-20,98546. Edison agrees
with this interpretation. NCPA has no prohlein
with the desirability of this interpretation, but
cannot reconcile the interpretation with the
language. PGAE again responded that no
necessity exists for revision. The provision
should be redrafted to reflect Mr. Kaprielian's
interpretation.

The third problem with Paragraph 3.02
concerns its effects upon sales by a third party
located outside thc service area of any Pool
member Under the provisions of 3.02(a), a
member cannot obligate itself to stand by or
protect any supply of power unless (1) it is
providing spinning reserves equal to its
obligations or (2) the other members agree in
writing. Again, there is a problem of
interpretation. Witness Mitchell states the
provision, rather than requiring the party to
spin 100% of the contemplated transaction,
only requires a party to spin 7% of the entire
transaction (pursuant to Paragraph 7.01 as
modified). CH 1867t58. Edison states that
NCPA's incorrect interpretation is based on
early Pool documents, and has never been
interpreted to require spinning of 100% of the
entire transaction. (Edison Answering Brief,
pp. 248-49.) The ambiguous spinning
requirement should be redrafted with
specificity.

NCPA also argues that the provision gives
the other members unfettered discretion to
veto transactions where the Party does not
have the spinning reserves to back up the
transaction. NCPA argues that in the past
Edison has forced every major contract it has
to be exempted from this provision. Edison
states that Intervenors and Staff can point to
no instance where the provision has been
utilized to forestall any proper transactions.
(Edison Answering Brief, p. 250.) PGgt E
argues that the provisions need to remain to
protect the pool's reliability.

This provision was drafted to ensure a Pool
member, unless it agrees, does not become
responsible for another member's folly in
guaranteeing standby for a third party'
supply of power if that supply is questionable.
The purpose of this provision cannot be applied
in a discriminatory manner, however. IfNCPA
acquires generation and becomes a member of
the CPPA, it must be treated like anyone else
so long as the circumstances are similar. It
must also be allowed to buy spinning reserve
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froin other members at just and rcasvnahh
rates. The fact that as a member it can refu~>

to waive the provision in question for other
m«mbcrs 'if it is not treated fairly ma)
discvuiari: discrimination against it. li
hoped that the various members will be able tv
work together and not carry into their Pool
dealings the animosity that has partly risen
from and also been one vf the causes of so much
litigation. If not ~ the Commission may
entertain a petition to deal with the situation
by arnendincnt of the CPPA or otherwise.

The elimination of the provision has noi
been shown to be required. It has not yet been
used to discriminate, or to obstruct. If it is. the
doors of this Commission are open. Since it
appears to have a valid purpose, it will not be

deleted at this time.
Similar at tacks have been made upon

Paragraph 8.01(b) of the CPPA The section
states:

(b)'In order to protect the Parties fron:
unknown and unreasonable risks and to
avoid inequities, no Party shall take service
hereunder to stand by or protect any suppl)
of power for its Area System or the Systein of
a Third Party if such supply of power is
obtained from a ~ generating source not
included in the Area System of a Party,
provided. that there shall be excepted from
this paragraph any source under contract to
a Party on thc date hereof and any other
source which thc Parties mutually agree ir.
writing to except herefrom.

As described by NCPA Witness Westfall

... if NCPA were to purchase a block of
power from the Northwest it .. would be
precluded from receiving any standby or
reserve service from SCE or SDGgrE without
approval of all parties to the Agreement...

CH.753. The provision is present to protect the
reliability of purchases of power froin outside
sources. Kaprielian agrees with the
interpretation, but stated, "I do not believe
there would be any problem" because he is
convinced the CPP companies would apply the
standard to a resource imported by NCPA.
CH-1483. NCPA claims this provision has been
applied in a very lax manner in the past ~ with
permission sometimes never given in writing.
or projects sometimes interpreted to be within
a system to avoid the provision. NCPA claims
this, coupled with the fact that no transaction
has ever been delayed or cancelled as a result
of Paragraph 8.01, shows that the provision is
unnecessary.

As with Paragraph 3.02, the provision was
drafted with the intent to promote reliability
of the pool. It must not bc used, however, to
discriminate against small potential members.
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For this r«axon. the provision v«ill h«allowed to
stan(l. hut ii mulct be applie<l in a non
disci:minaiory manner li shall «iso b«reviscil
io includi Staff'i rcciimmcnd«d rcvisiorI
(initial Ori«i, p 24<ii thai ihi. purchase bc
allow«il a. lung as ii is as r«liable as oiher
resources owned. purchased or controlled b>
any other Party a! of the date of the
Commission's final order in this proceeding.

Paragraph 5.01 of the CPPA provides two
standards for the Capacity Resources
Requirement. uhich shall be ihe greater of the
iwo, The first standard is 110% of a member's
Peak Deinand for that day. The second is the
sum of 105% of the Peak Demand for thai day
plus the amount of Capacity Resources out of
service for scheduled maintenance at the time,
Witness Westfall argues this discriminate!
againsi a entity such as NCPA which meets a
portion of its peak load through lirm purchases
from anoiher party. NCPA claims that since
by definition a firm purchase is backed by the
reserves of the seller. the buyer should not also
have to maintain reserves to guarantee it.

In answer to NCPA's contention is the
testimon> of Edison Wiines! Whyie, CH.
29.854:

Q. Mr. Westfall tat Tr CH4443) criticizes
CPPA Paragraph 5.01 by suggesting that the
Capacity Resource Requirement should be
reduced for any member which is purchasing
"firm power" since the seller of thit "firm
power" must provide reserves. In your opinion
can a purchaser of "firm power" prudently
avoid providing reserves for that "firm
power" ?

A. No. Thc extent to which purchased
"firm power" can be relied upon to carry load
on the purchaser's system is a function of
many variables, among which are the
conditions on the system where the power is
generated, the contract terms and conditions.
and the transmission arrangements. For
example, Edison has an arrangement with
Portland General Electric ~here Edison
exchanges firm power. Portland has the right,
howeVer, to curtail service to Edison if
necessary to avoid curtailing service to its own
cusiomers. Also, the connecting transmission
lines must be available. At Edison, as I have
said, we use loss of load probability techniques
to recognize these factors. I should also note
that reserves are necessary to provide for
regulating margin and for load forecast
unceriainty whether or not power is being
supplied under "firm"contracts.

There appear four objections to NCPA's
argument. First, the contract: Mr. Whyte has
pointed out that a "firm" sale is not
necessarily an unequivocal commitment to
deliver power. Second, conditions on the seller'
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svstcm Mr Whyi«did noi specify ihes«, hui
ai !cyst two are rcaddi apparent The lest

o'h«seller'sreserv«: ma> vr inay not b«equal io
thi rcs«rvcs required of CPP companies, if ii i.
not. the r«serv« level> for the firm purchasi
»ovid not provide the same margin of safeiy as
»ould the purchaser's ov n reserves. There may
also b«other conditions on the seller's system
which would render its power supply less
reliable than generation by CPP members.
What these condiiions may be is not specified, f
nor does the CPPA provide standards, Third, if
there is a transmission line between the seller
and the buyer, thai transmission line may be
subject to interruption; no matter how much
power Poriland General may have available. it
cannot be gotten to California il the Interiie
lines are out of service. Fourth, Mr. Whyie
states reserves are necessary to provide for
regulating inargin and load forecast
uncertaint>;

I conclude that the criteria which should
b» met are the,se: fl) the purchased power
must noi onl>'ear ihe hbel of firm power. bui
the contractual obligaiion to furnish it must b«
pari of seller's first prioriiy load, not
interruptible where the seller's retail customer
needs require it; (2) the reserves on the seller'
system must be as high as those required of
CPP members; (3) aside froin reserves, the
reliability of seller's system should not be
jeopardized by conditions on ii: and <4) the
transmission link between seller and buyer
must not be susceptible to interruption to any
appreciable extent unless there are sufficient
alternate transmission routes, not susceptible
to interruption to any appreciable extent. io
transmit the seller's power to the CPP at some
poini or points so there is no loss of power to
the Pool through the failure of transmission io
the buyer. All these standards are for the
protection of the Pool. not of the buyers, and
should be so construed.

For a small utility in the PGgtE or Edison
area, a PGgtE or Edison guarantee of delivery
of power will be as good as its own reserves. If
the linkage with PGgtE or Edison fails, there
will bc no burden upon the Pool. For the small
utility in PGgtE's area, guaranteed power from
PGgtE should require no other reserves than
PGgrE's. The same is true for Edison's area.

A slightly different problem arises when a
small utility in Edison's area buys firm power
from a member of the CPP other than Edison.
If one of the Southern Cities buys firm power
from PGgtE, there should be no problem.
PGgrE's rate to the small utility would include
the cost of reserves for such power. and thos~
reserves would be available to ihe Pool as
whole even if they. could not reach the small
utility because of some transmission problem
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outside I'G&E's arcs. There would be no
burden on the Pool as a whole affecting
rcliahility. because PGgiE's reserves would
take carr of it. The same is true if a utility in
PGAE's arcs buys from Edison or San Diego

lf the small utility buys from another
small utility Pool member which does not itsell
have adequate reserves, and must resort to the
Pool to make good its deficiencies, a burden
will bc placed upon the Pool. Either the selling
small utility or the buying utility must
compensate the Pool for the deficiency. or must
make good the deficiency by buying reserves
from a member of the Pool that does have
them available.

When there is a deficiency in the reserves
of the seller, and seller purchases reserves to
make up the deficiency, seller needs only to
purchase what is lacking, not the entire
amount of reserves needed to back up the firm
power sold. For example, if seller has sufficient
reserves to back up onc half the firm power
sold, seller need arrange only for additional
reserves sufficient to back up one half the
amount of the firm power sale, not the entire
sale. Under the same circumstances, if the
buyer purchases the necessary reserves to
make up seller's deficiency, buyer need
purchase only the reserves necessary to back
up one half the amount of the firm power
purchas~.

PGgiE has raised the questiori'of a seller'
reserves being less reliable than those of Pool
members. There is no provision in the CPPA
for measuring the quality of reserves. If this is

thought to be a problein, an amendment to the
CPPA may be submitted in this proceeding to
provide for it. We do not now have the record
necessary for drafting such an amendment.

As to conditions on a seller's system, other
than reserves, which might render power
purchased from it less reliable than a purchase
from PGgrE or Edison, the conditions cannot
be spelled out here on the basis of this record.
While such conditions may be imagined,
including reckless management, inadequate
maintenance on the system, and threatening
environmental conditions such as possible
interruption of service by avalanches or forest
fires, neither the record nor the CPPA make
any attempt to enumerate them or to provide
standards or methods for determining whether
conditions exist endangering seller's reliability.
The CPPA may be amended to provide a

m~ans for determining if such conditions exist.
Until this is done, firm power which mec:ts the
other standards here set forth should not
require reserves provided by the buyer because
of conditions on the scllcr's system.

Such entities as LADWP, SMUD, and
CVP are so interconnected with CPPA
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members that thc transinission standard
satisfied. Deliveries from the northwest, or.
the other hand. may bc suhject to transinission
interruptions The burden of such interrup»on..
faRs upon the Poiil as a v hole. if a purchas<
does not have the necessary reserves. A smali
utility without such reserves may not be

excluded from the Pool. but must be permitted
to arrange in advance for reserves at just and
reasonable rates. The small utility must pay
for any such service, and not demand revision
of the Pool requirements so that it would
receive service for nothing. To hold otherwise
would require the larger utilities to render
service without compensation.

The reserves for load forecast uncertainty
on seller's systein will be covered by the seller'
reserves. The reserves for load forecast
uncertainty on the buyer's system will not be

covered by seller's reserves unless specific
arrangements are made between seller and
buyer. If no such arrangements are made.
these reserves will have to be provided by
buyer, purchased from someone else, or
provided by the Pool The general statemcni
that firm purchases are supported by the
reserves of the seller is not entirely true. since
that portion of the reserves necessary for load
forecast uncertainty on the buyer's system is
not provided by the purchase of a specific
amount of firm power Of course. if the firm
power purchase is an arrangement for all thc
buyer's requirements, the reserves for load
forecast uncertainty will be included in seller'
obligation, and if seller's reserves. and
transmission for them, ineet the criteria
previously sct forth, no other reserves for load
forecast uncertainty should be required. If,
however, the firm purchase is limited to a fixed
amount, then reserves for load forecast
uncertainty on buyer's system must be
provided in some other manner.

The reserves for load forecast uncertainty
are but a part of the necessary total reserves
Reserves to take care of generating outages. for
example, should be encompassed in the seller'
system. It is not proper for the CPPA to
provide, then, for no credit for the reserves
available along with the firm power. and thr
clause in paragraph 5.01 is improper in this
respect. It must be modified.

If the buyer's reserves in a particular
category, which are availabie to support the
firm power sold, fall short of that required by
CPPA of its members, there still must be a

credit for the reserves that are available, For
example. if reserves of 2 MW are required for
20 MW, ind seller has only I MW of reserves
for each 20 MW of its load, a credit of I hfW
must be allowed buyer toward its total reserves
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requirements. assuming the transmission and
other criteria are satisfied

ln other words. the amount of ceserves in
any category «herb a buyer of fircn power must
lucnish chal'ot br cornputcd as a )ercrntagr
of fieak load minus firm power purchased. It
shuuld b» computed as total reserves requiccd
(a percentage ol peak load) minus the seller'
reserves available to buyer. Ii the reserve
percentage is required to be 5 percent ~ thr
peak load 40 MW, the firm purchase is 10 MW
and the seller's reserves available to buyer are
3 MW, the algebraic computation of the
required reserves is five percent of 40 MW~ or
2 hiW. It is noc five percent ol (40 10) hiW, or
1.5 MW The reserves that buyer must
purchase equals (2.3) MW. or 1.7, not 2 MW,
as it would be if no credit were given for
seller's reserves. This method of computation
may be applied to all categories of reserves. In
viev: of this determination. regulating margin
need not be separately considered.

Thc Poo) members shall subcnit a revision
of Paragraph 5.01 drafted in the light of this
Initial Decision and the proceeding shall
remain open for the purpose of approving.
modifying or redrafting the Pool

members'evisedprovision that is required to be
submitted.

NCPA also claims Paragraph 5.01
discriminates against small systems by
requiring them to carry more installed reserves
in relation to their system peak than hrge pool
systems. This is because NCPA specuhtes that
it will possibly rely on one very large
generating unit ~ and it would be obligated to
maintain reserves in an amount equal to the
greater of (a) 110% of its peak demand for a

given da> or (b) the sum of 105% of its peak
demand plus its capacity resources out of
service because of scheduled maintenance.
When the large plant is out of service for
maintenance, NCPA would be required to
carry large reserves in relation to its load. In
contrast, an entity such as PGgcE does not rely
on a single large unit. Any PGgcE unit will
generate a small part of PGgcE's load, and
when the unit is ouc of service it will not
greatly affect the reserves required.

Assuming an entity with a Peak Demana
of IOOMW. which has one 70MW plant down
for scheduled maintenance, the Capacity
Resources Requirement would be 175MW.
Without the provision requiring 105% of Peak
Decnand plus the 70MW plant out of service.
the Capacity Resources Requirement would be
I IOMW, of which 70MW wauld be out of
service. This would leave only 40MW to
service a 100 Peak Demand. With the
provision requiring 105% af Peak Demand plus
the 70hfW plant out af service, there would be
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105MW to service tbe 100MW Peak Demand.
This does not seem an unreasonable
requirement. Paraccraph 5.01 exists to promote
reiiahiht) YCPA car. purchase ceserve», li
can continue tv enjo) thr economies of scale-
thcvugh joint ownership. CH 33.359. CH.
23,235 37 It can also reduce. although not
eliminate, the effect of maintenance through
careful scheduling (Edison Initial Brief p. 63).
To some extent this is not possible, but a power
pool is not required to elicninate all the
handicaps under which a small utility must
operate because of its size. A pool cannot, oi
course, create additional handicaps by undue
discrimination.

Paragraph 5.03 establishes a paycnent for
capacity resources deficiencies:

Any Party incurring a Capacity Resources
Deiiciency shall thereupon become obligated
to pay as liquidated damages to the Parties
entitled thereto under paragraph 5.0s, two
dollars ($2.00) for each kilowatt of such
Capacity Resources Deficiencv for each
calendac month and any fraction thereof
until such Capacity Resources Deficiency is
completely recnoved and for each of the next
twelve (12) calendar months thereafter.

It is clear that some deficiency charge
under Section 5.03 is justified. Neii England
Power Pool Agreemenc (NEPOOL). Opinion
No. 775. 56 FPC 1562. 1581 {1976). While, as

'n

NEPOOL. smaller systems uill have more
difficuhy avoiding thr charge, it appears the
charge is necessary. NEPOOL stated the
deficiency charge should be based upon actual
kilouatt shortfall. The charge in NEPOOL was
$ 22 per kilowatt year, plus an additional
percentage of that charge; here the charge is $ 2
per month, or $ 24 per year. Here, however, tbe
charge continues for twelve calendar months
after the capacity deficiency is removed, In
NEPOOL, the $ 22 approximated costs as
estimated by the Working Committee. here the
basis for the charge has not been shown. In
NEPOOL, the Comcnission said that the $22
had not been shown to be unjust or
unreasonable. The $2 per month ($24 per year)
has not been shown to be unjust and
unreasonable bere. The number is so close to
that approved in NEPOOL that it is not
suspect. The additional twelve month charge
however, bas not been shown to have any basis
It will be ordered elicninated, The CPPA
members may. however, submit a proposed
provision providing for any charge which they
can establish as just and reasonable. Such
charges may differ from past charges. in rate
design as well as amount.

Paragraph 6.01 of the CPPA requires any
member to have energy resources equal to the
sum of {I) its Energy Requirements for a
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monih. (2) ihe Energy'apabiliiy of the
generating units included in its Capacity
Rcsuuices oui of service on scheduled
maintenance during thai month, and (3) 50%

ihi Energ) capability of the largest
Ri'nero t?ng unit 'includi d in its Capacity
Resources noi out of service on schcdulcd
maintenance that month. As with Paragraph
5.01, lntervenors and Staff claim this prevents
small utilities who wish to rely on large
generating units from participating in the
Pool. and thus it discriminates against them.

Initially, NCPA claimed thai the
provision was ambiguous, in that PGhE
witness Kapnelian stated thai the apparent
discriminatory effect of the provision is
lessened by the fact that a "credit" is given for
the emergency capability for units out of
service. NCPA initially said that the provision
did no( appear to be in harmony wiih thai
statement. (NCPA Initial Brief, p. 195,)
NCPA apparently backed off upon hearing
her. Kaprielian's explanation of how the
provision has been read:

A inember's "Energy Requirements" are
defined by paragraph 1.23 as its "total
energy demand. expressed in kilowatt hours.
on all power sources of its Area System"
during the month. The kinds of energy
sources a member can count toward fulfilling
its paragraph 6.01 obligation are described
in paragraph 1,24 as "the aggregate
dependable load carrying ability, expressed
in kilowatt hours, of its Capacity Resource"
during the month. Par. 1.24. The
"Capability Resources" of a meinber include
the sum of the capabilities of all electric
generating units, whether in or out of service
during the month, and all purchased firm
power, less the amount of firm power made
available to oiher Pool members. Par. 1.08.
Since the requirement of Paragraph 6.01(b)
to maintam energy resources equivalent to
the capability of uniis out of service for
scheduled maintenance can be discharged
simply by counting the energy capability of
the same units under paragraph 1.24. the
net requirement is that a Pool member
maintain resources capable of producing
energy sufficient to cover the energy demand
on its system for that month plus energy
reserves equivalent to 50% of the capability
ol iis largest generating unit in service for
that month. (Kapriellian, CH 1490/2 5.)
When each Pool member maintains resources
capable of producing at least this quantiiy of
energy, the reliability of the Pool is assured.
(Kapriellian, CH-1463/7-9.)

Relying upon this testimony, I find no
redrafting is necessary.
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NCPA also quotes certain member
dissatisfaction with the provision as reason io
have ii removed This is not enough. Differing
opinions on how ti? achieve rcliabil»y are no;
grounds for requirinc a <han?te That current
members disagree is some evidence. however.
thai future members may successfully
campaign within ihe Pool itself to delete or
amend the provision. This voluntariness is at
the core of power pool arrangements. The
provision was designed to ensure reliability,
and not to promote discrimination. While smail
systems may be affected in ways noi
experienced by larger entities. in the absence of
undue discrimination ihis is permissible.

Paragraph 7.01 is the CPPA's spinning
reserve requirement. This is determined on the
basis of a Party's peak demand on a given day.
NCPA objects that. !ike Paragraph 5,01. ii
requires an entity to keep reserves for thai
pari of its load that is met through firm
purchases. and NCPA argues this in essence
requires that ihe firm purchase be backed by
reserves twice.'nce by the seller and once by
the buyer.

The seller's reserves are included in any
firm purchase. As stated in regard to
Paragraph 5.01 ~ power pu'rchased from a
distant utility may be more of a risk than
power owned outright. If purchased power is
PGg?E's or Edison's guaranteed power, it is
viriually as reliable as the customer's own
power, and if it cannoi be delivered it wili
place no burden on the Pool. The same
reasoning and siandards previously set forth in
conneciion with Paragraph 5.01 apply here.
Paragraph 7.01 should be amended so a buyer
need not provide spinning reserve (or
guaranteed power sold by a CPPA member
with adequate spinning reserves under the
standards previously provided, or froin any
other supplier if the purchase meets those
standards previously established in connection
with Paragraph 5.01: (1) unequivocally
guaranteed power, (2) backed by reserves at
least equal to CPPA standards. (3) from a
seller with transmission to ihe CPPA not
subject to appreciable chance of interruption.
The CPPA may also incorporate standards or
means for determining if condiiions exist on
seller s system that endanger a seller'
reliability. and snaking reasonable provision for
reserves io offset such conditions.

Staff alone objects io Paragraph 7.03.
which sets up a spinning reserve deficiency
penalty charge. claiming the charge bears no
relationship to the costs incurred by the oiher
members.

A deficiency charge of some sort seems
reasonable to provide incentive io ihe members
to maintain the proper reserves. As required in
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ih» >NEPOOl. vpinivn. supra, rcgardint>
capariiy rharg»s. the chare» >~ based. un an
art ual kiluw at> ihurt fat t, and there hac hccn nu
hvw>n>; thi amuunt charg»d ic clearly

>'xi »is>v>

Tha> amvun»s 10 cents per kW vl th»
largest spinning reserve deficienc> incurred b>
a Pool member in a day, It is siated to be
liquidated damages. A Pool member may be
excused lrom payment under certain specified
circumstances, and the charge may be changed
from time to time by the Board of Control. If
so changed. it is a rate change which must be
liled with this Commission. While the
circumstances excusing payment seem
sufliciently explicit so they should not lend
themselves to abuse, 4 they must be applied
w'ithout discrimination.

Paragraph 8.02 deals with priority of
service, NCPA fears that the provision would
require thai service to a non.party would come
behind service to any of the CPPA parties,
constituting a bar to dealing with entities
within another party's control area. Edison
and PGg>E say that this section specifically
deals only with transactions between CPPA
parties. This has been confirmed by testimony.
Mitchell CH.1878.79; Kaprielian CH 1492 and
CH.22.177. The language refers to transactions
-between a Party and another Party." No
revision is. necessary.

NCPA and Staff coniend Paragraph 8.06,
like Paragraphs 5.01 and 6.01, imposes a
penalty on small systems which are relying on
farge generating units.

Paragraph 8.06 states that in the event of
an emergency, a Party uses iis own spinning
reserves first, and to the: extent that ls
insufficient, it can draw upon the spinning
reserves of other parties, without charge, for
two hours as long as ii docs not draw more than
7% of its daily peak load (the amount of its
spinning reserve requirement). NCPA
concludes that since PGg>E's peak load
provides a larger reservoir for emergency
service than ould NCPA's peak load, if
NCPA relied on a single large unit it would
incur a penalty, white large operators such as
PGg>E rarely would incur charges for excess,
(NCPA Initial Brief, p. 199.) NCPA asks the
provision be revised,

It appears that NCPA and Staff are in
eHect arguing that small operators are not
getting enough free service. NCPA need not
necessarily rely on targe units. The provision
does not appear to have been drafted with
discriminatory intent. Staff Witness Newton
testified that charges for emergency service are
not uncommon. CH.17.276-77, 17490. The
provision may stand.

g 63,048

NCPA 4 fgu\ 4 for the rcrno» al of
Paragraph 80(»f>, chiming thai it eff»ctively
prccludcs a pari> from pruvidinx standby
service to th» system of any uthrr entity not
includ»il in its area sys>»n>

A reading uf thc provision makes ii clear
that this is merely a clause preventing a Pool
member in an emergency situation from
obligating the spinning reserves of another
Pool member (which it is receiving due to the
emergency conditions) to provide standby
service to third parties. withoui the other Pool
member's consent. I lind this provision not
unreasonable.

The Intervenors attack Paragraph 8.09,
saying the provision operates to penalixe a

utility that operates a single large unit. Thc
provision allows a Pool member, upon request.
to supply capacity for a period of seven days to
another Pool member with a Capacity
Deficiency Such a request may be rene~ed
NCPA'laims the provision is ambiguous. in
that it is not clear whether the availabil>fy of
capacity resource standby service is lim>ted to
seven days, or whether the limitation is
eliminated by the fact the service may be
renewed. Kapriellian stated the seven days is
to only give a review period to determine
whether the conditions for continued service
are met (CH.1<94) and is not meant .as a
limitation.

The provision appears to be unambiguous.
The seven.day period is not a limitation on the
service which may be rendered.

Intervenors and Staff contend Paragraph
11.03 provides for a division of markeis. That
paragraph states:

Nothing in this Agreement shall bc
construed as providing, directly or
indirecily, for any cooperative furnishing of
electric utility service by any party within
the system of any other party,

This provision is not a division of markets, It
does not prohibit or require anything; it merely
states what the CPPA does nor do. There is no
evidence it has been interpreted or applied to
justify or require an improper practice. In thi
absence of such evidence. no revision will be
required

It has been urged that rulings of the Board
of Control should be filed with this Commission
as supplements to the CPPA. Paragraph 10.06
of the CPPA defines the authority of the
Board. Except for Paragraphs 10.06(c). (d) and
(e), and the catch all (h), the Board's power is
only to review, recommend, and establish
information procedures. Under (c). the Board
determines the load capacity of each
Interco»nec!ion: under (d) the Board
determines metering, recording and billing
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pfurrdvf«., anti any oiher procedure the Roaril
"m~y <l«i«fmine if> b«nrressary- tv implini«m
ihi ('1'i'A irrmo. under ici thc Bvaril
(sf<'s< I.'(ss <r(s<'fat'lng itf(Kt'<furr<anil cff (i'fla ful
pr<si«hnK «rvir«un<I«r ihi th«Board mai
taLi ull oih«r action> au(bur(red t>f required ul
ii'by the CPPA Paragraph 703 provid».. thi
Buard may change the charges lof Spinning
Reserve Deficiency, or in some instances
forgive the charges. A change in charges would
have to be filed utth the Commission even if
ibis Iniiial Decision said naihfng about it It is
apparent that rulings of the Board of, Control
may allect substantive rights ol parties tu ihe
CPPA. although most rulings would not do so
Accordingly. I direct (hat Paragraph l0 be
amended io provide that all rulings af the
Board be liled with (his Commission in this
proceeding. as supplements to the CPPA, and
that such filings be made. The proceeding wilt
remain open for the purpose of receiving any
such Board ruling< and cons'idcring objection<
to them.

At present. each CPPA member is
represented un ihe Board of Control. This may
be altered if ihe parties wish to submit a
suitable amendfnent to (he CPPA in this
proceeding. Admission to ihe planning function
need not mean represen(ation on the Board. It
may not be necessary to give every generating
member, direct representation on the Board
where such membership is greatly expanded.
The provision for unanimous.decision may be
impractical with a larger membership, These
questions were not argued, and need not now
be decided. So long as a proposed revision of
the CPPA is on these points is just and
reasonable. the parties, are entitled to frame ii
as they wish.

It has also been urged that the Pool
minutes interpreting ihe Pool provisions and
Board rulings be filed as supplements (o the
CPPA. I decline to order this. The Pool
minutes are available to all present and fuiure
Pool members, and are subject (o production as
evidence in any proceeding in which they are
relevant. In my view, they are not properly
considered as supplements to a liled rate
schedule. The Board of Control rulings go
beyond inierpretation and establish new rules,
and may therefor be considered as establishing
additional terms of the rate schedule, This
Commission has not, however, required
interpretations of rate schedule provisions by a
utility, or the minutes of a u(ility's Board of
Directors dealing with interpretations, to be
filed as rate schedule supplements.

II. The Pacific In(er(ie
The Pacific Intertie is considered to be the

greatest electrical transmission achievement in

FERC Ropor(a
0l~

this country in this century li «<iahli<h«d hlK(
vali ag«. high i olufni lung d»tfs r r ~

iran<mission hriiscin north«rn Or«ron ani! <(-

i«rm>na! n«ur Lo. Ang«li .. th< Krr.«< -':

ili. i:sm «<>i cf «hiri'ufnm«f(ta! i i«r t f:<,s
transm>s:tun hvd «<«f b«en arrvnipltzhr<t «
this country. and in the greatest volume th.s;
long distanre iransfnission,had ever reached
anywhere in the world One component ~ a

dircci curreni line, was ihe first major dr
transmission line in this country, and wa.
completed through difjicult terrain in the face
of skepticism on the part of some engineers a:
to wheihcr the proposed technology woulii
work. After an initial period in which somi
"bugs" were deal( with. thc dr hnr prov((i: ~

be successful beyond the expeciaiions of mo<i
ol its proponents m providing low.rosi long
distance iransmissinn.,

Thc engineering iea( of design anu
construction was cvmplcmented by thi
dilficult political maneuvering and
cofnpromising necessary to work oui (he details
among the conflicting inierests and demand< o:
the Northwestern states, Calilornia. Canada
municipal utilities. privair utilities. thi
Bureau of Reclamation and oiher state and
lederal agencies. Senaiors. Congrpssmen.
governors. cabinet officers and Presiden'.
Johnson becafne involved„

Basically, the Iniertic system consis(s
v.'wo

300 kV lines {rom Oregon into Californio
and one 800 kV fine to thr east frofn Orcgor
through Nevada and southern California. Thi
system is described in more detail in Southern
Cities'nitial brief at page 13:

The two 500 KV ac lines begin at the John
Day Dam on the Columbia River. The first
leg of each line, from John Day 89 rniies ti
Grizaly Subsiaiion in Oregon. is owned bi
the Bonneville Power Administratior.
{"BPA-). From Gris ly 178 miles to Mali.".
Substation near the Califorma Oregon border
{"COB"), one line is owned by BPA and thr
other by Portland General Electric Compani
{"Por(GE"). From !<falin 94 mile< tv
PG&E's Round Mountain Subsiaiion. one
line is owned by the United States Bureau of
Reclamation ("USBR"), The serond line is
owned by Pacific Power & Light Company
{"PP&L")as far as the Indian Spring Tower
and by PG&E from the Indian Spring Towe.
to Round Mountain. Both lines then proceea
southward through PG&E's service area 42:-
miles, through the Table Mountain. Vaca
dixon {one line only goes (o this substation)
Tesla and Los Banos Substatians to Midway
Substation. From Midway the lines are
owned by Edison and caniinue south in(o
Edison's service area to Edison's Vincen:
Substation. a disiance of 113 miles. i From
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V>n»»nt th» t«<> l>n«~. al»< ~ «wmd hy Edison,
<xiln<! an alhhtil<n:<I 47 m>l»~ lu Ed>»<>n'i
I.uc< c,>I i;>:i<>n Thl r>C'nll'r.ll'rav»r.».

«>t a I <l»(.in<'«>I o4r. mil»- r hf<>o I)
. /15lt7 ItSt> A 3«K't hnl. u«l>i'll hv I'SBIc
fr<>m R«uii<l hlountain to Cott<>n«<x><! is als«
vffi»ially a part ol th« lntcrti». It do»» not,
how»vcr, connc»t directly to the USBR
lntcrtic line which 'runs from hfalin to
Round hluuntain
Thc dc Intertie linc runs 846 miles from the
Celilo Converter Station near The Dallcs in
northern Oregon. through Nevada and
California to the Sylmar Converter Terminal
near Lu» Angeles, BPA owns the line in the
Northwest as far a» the Nevada Oregon
border f>4OBL From the NOB to and
including th» Sylrnar Station. the line is
owned 50,< by the Los Angeles Department
of Water and Po«er (LADWP) together with
thc Cities of Glendale. Burbank and
Pasadena. and 50% by Edison. Edison o«ns
and opcrat»» 230 KV transmission lines
which interconnect Sylinar with Vincent
(hfoo<fy 7/1588).

i There is a third 500 KV AC line froin
htid«ay to Vincent. owned one half by
PGRE and one half by SCE, which is not
considered part of the Intertie (hfoody.
263/31855 56)

Thi Ini«rtil is shn«n on the map on pag<
A5,197 Thc 500 kV ac Intcrtu lin»x in th»
I'GA F. area ar» owned h) PGfkF.

1'hu. t«u . Or kV a» linc» «»r» tun»trut ted
and went into operation 1968 and 1969.
respectively. follow'ing th«or>ginal proposal
for interconnection of the Pacific Northwest
and Southwest Regions. As a part of the
synchroniaed loop or doughnut network, the
a c interties are subject to unscheduled
power or circulating flo«'. The rated capacity
of the a.c intertie is 2,500 MW, assuming no
loop flow, The d c intertie. for which. the
loop flow is not a factor, was constructed and
placed in operation in May 1970. tVith
transmission losses, the delivery capacity of
that line is about 1,400 MlV. The linc has
recently been uprated by about 20 percent
by increasing the current rating of the
converters from 1.800 to 2.000 amperes
Plans exist to increase the vohage rating
from %400 to ~500 kV. which will increase
the capacity to about 2.000 MtV Curreni
uses of both the a c and d.c interties mclude
capacity sales and firm and nonfirm energy
sales

r

Power Pooling in the United States. FERC-
00t9. pp. 139 41.
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The In<crt>i si the close of ihr rcc'ord hsd
)0 us»r ('VP snd DER usr 28% of ih» sc
lntvrt>v ra) s< >ty ( H )680 Sh)UD wa
a)l»it»<) <.a)>arity, wh>rh var>ed uv»r the years
Burbs nk G)cn<)s)v, 1.AD W)'nd Pasadena
together sr«s)located 50% uf capacity <>f ih»
d< Intcrt« line The resi of the Intertie
capsciiy, both ac and dc, is allocated 50% to
PG&E, 43% to Edison and 7% to San Diego,
CH 1680, These final three percentages reflect
the relationship between the three

companies'aily

energy peak load demands at ihe time
the Ir«ertie Agreement was consummated. CH.
1174. These companies have used the sc
capacity not utilized by sny of ihe others.
PG&E provided some limited interruptible
transmission to NCPA since the close of the

record. snd since si )cast early 1978. Edison
has offered interruptihlr irsnsm>ssiun service
on th» Pacific'ntertie tu ihe Southern Cities
(M«chel) CH )8c)6, 181 18).3 Ex (>039 >

Ed>sun.. offer iu pruvid«surh >nt»rrupiibl<
tranim>ss>un servic» wa» acccptcd by 'thc
Southern C>t>cs of Anaheim and Riversid«, and
"Matrix interruptible transmission service
Agrecmenis" were executed snd filed with the
Commission in January 1981. Edison FERC
Rate Schedule Nos. 129 and 130. The Cities ol
Colton and Azusa subsequently filed simihr
"Matrix Agreements," Edison FERC Rate
Schedu)es 160and )62.

Intertie usage at the California/Oregon or
Nevada/Oregon borders as of the close of the
record was as follows.

BOCi)i'ia JOOet'J
dc l>nr
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unused hydro power tron: the Northwest
caused by the surplus water accumulated in
the mountain snows which on melting fills the
Northwest reservoirs to the point where the
water must be run through the turbines or
wasted by spilling. The Intertie looked tn
transmission of this hydro electric power from
the Northwest, and possibly Canada, to areas
in California, where power was more expensive,
It also provided the means for the sale of
Canadian Eniitlement Treaty power io the
California utilities. It made possible the
exchange of power between California snd the
Northwest so that each of these regions could
obtain power from the other during its own
peak periods and return it at the other region's
peak periods, which are different both in time
of day and time of year. Not only do the daily
peak periods in the Northwest occur si
different hours than they do in California, but
the Northwest peaks occur in the winier when
power is needed for heating. and much of the
California peaks occur in the surniner when
power is needed for air conditioning. With the
shar p escalation in the cost of thermal
generation, starting with the oil embargo of
1973, Northwest hydroelectric energy became
an increasingly inexpensive source of energy in
relation to the alternatives. The

Intervenors'esire

for this cheap Northwest power has

LAD)VP
Pasadena
Burbank
Glendslr
CVP .
DWR.
SMUD.
PG&E

San Diego

Total

Moody CH 1595. SMUD's usage was zero
because it had not used its allotted
transmission and the companies contended it
had thereby lost it. By Commission decision
afier the close of the record, SMUD was found
entitled to receive up to 200 MW of
transmission service over the Intertie.

Different parts of the Intertie were bui)t
by dilferent entities. Owners of diflereni
segments or shares therein were agencies of the
United States (BPA and CVP), municipal
utiliiies (LADWP, Glendale, Burbank and
Pasadena), Edison, PG&E, Porthnd General
Electric Company,'nd Pacific Power & Light
Company (PP&L). PP&L turned over
operation of its segment to PG&E. San Diego
contributes to the operation and maintenance
costs proportionate to its allotted use of the
line. SMUD and DWR contributed nothing to
the construction cost, but pay st a set rsie for
their transmission service. All others with firm
arrangements to use the Intertie contributed
capital,

NCPA and Southern Cities contend
PG&E, Edison and Ssn Diego controlled the
Intertie arrangements and wrongly excluded
them and other municipals from any allotment
of Intertie capacity.

The Intertie when planned and first built
was sought as an outlei for the quantity of
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uccswuneil murh of ihe litigation here. in other
srinric» snd in the couws This cheap power
wnulil ii«sirsilsblc to California entities only if
trim»mic»iiin werc available. and transmission
r«iiuiri ar»i'» ti> ih» Pacilic Intertie

In ihe law few year». howe»»r. thi»
Northwest hydru electric power is no longer a»
cheap as ii was and prices within che next year
are expected io rise sharply. The Northwesi
has increased its own need for power and hss
undertaken io build thermal (including
nuclear) plants to meet sniicipated needs, as
well as increasing the Northwest area's
demand for available hydro electric power. In
short, not as much hydro electric power is

~ available from the Northwest 'or sale in
California. and what there is is no longer as
cheap, Access to the Intertie will be less
advantageous now to che Intervenors than it
might have been earlier, but increases in other
generating costs siill leave access to the
Intertie desirable. The ability to exchange
power between the Northwest and California
io serve their different peaking times is will
important, but this is of less value to thc
Intervenors so long as their own generation
facilities are limited. They had none st the
close o( the record, but some were planned, and
wc are informed the first are now on line,

The Intervenors (except Redding, which is
served by CVP exclusively) are all served by
PGgrE or Edison. with some NCPA members
also getting power from CVP and some of the
Southern Cities purchasing energy elsewhere.
There is no question of their noi receiving
suf(icient electricity. Essentially what is at
wake here is the cost of power. PGgiE snd
Edison make the point that cheap power froin
the Northwest and the economic advantages of
power exchanges reduce PGgrE's snd Edison's
cost and rates to everyone they serve
(including resale. customers) ~ and the
Intervenors who are resale customers share in
the benefits of Inceriie use in this respect.

The cows to and rates charged by the
various municipalities may be reduced if
access to the Intertie is given chem, buc there
will be a corresponding increase in the cow to
PGgrE and Edison and an increase in their
rates to cover the cost increase assuming full
retail rate recovery of costs. The stockholders
of PGg E and Edison will not lose money, nor
will the executives of PGgtE snd Edison have
their salaries reduced. Essentially what we
deal with here is the question of whether the
consumers supplied by the municipalities will
have their rates reduced while ocher customers
of PGlkE and Edison find their rates increased.
The rates charged by many of tbe
municipalicies appear to be below those
charged by PGgrE and Edison, although direct

FERC Reports
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comparison is dif(iculi b»csu»» the methodi u:
charging rates differ.

The first contention wc rnuw deal with i.
that PG&E, Edison and Ssn Diego oiicraicd in
concert i l) io pre»»nt thi building of a Fed»rsl
Intertie line or s privatcl> owned Intertie hn«
which would have accorded transmission to sll,
and (2) to exclude the municipalities from
access to the Pacific Intertie line.

As to how ihe Intertie came about, I rely
on the testiinony of Witness Charles F.'Luce,
Chairman and Chief Executive. Officer of
Consolidaied Edison Company of New York.
Before be became Under Secre:cary o( the
Interior, he was Admmiscracor of Bonneville
Power Administration froin February 19(il to
September lp&5. CH-38,571. Mr. Luce was
called as a witness by me after it becsm«
apparent that he had more knowl~dge of the
origin of the Intertie arrangements than any
other living man In his testimony he
impressed me as being truthful snd forthrighi
in the extreme and I accept his version of thc
facts. as set (orch in Volume CH 3l3 of chc
record. as ihe best available io us and superior
to che version some have sought to piece
cogeiher from documents.

Mr. Luce's testimony indicates that the
main impetus for che creation of the Interiie in
thc form thai eventually rn'aterislized corn«
from within the United States Government
Mr. Luce wss one of those st the center of the
efforts thai culininaced in ihe Iniertie. He ws»
one of che three United States negocisiors of
the treaty between the United States and
Canada relating to the cooperative
developmeni of water resources of the
Columbia River Basin. CH-38,578. This treaty
was essential io the Intertie. It was necessary
to get British Coluinbia's concurrence to ratify
the Treaty. and to that end it was sought to
find s market for Canadian powc,r in ihc
United States so British Columbia could
proceed with development of the Columbia
River power resources. The Northwest states
did not have a market for all of Canada's share
of Treaty power. It was clear a inarket hsd iu
be found outside the Northwest "so ic wss
ncccssary for us to get cransmission lines down
to California to sell this power." CH 38.:81„
The privaie utilities in California "stsried nut
being opposed to our project. really" CH.
38,581.

... the State of California was our particular
political problem. They had s big water
project that they wanted to build and did
build in fact co move water from norchern
Calil'ornia to southern California. In order io
move that water it hsd to go chrough the
Tehachapi Mountains, snd that took a loi o!
electricity to run the pumps to get it over
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the mountains. so with the Canadian po»er
that d>dn't belong to the Pac>fic Northwest
and therefore Northw«sterncrs werc nu>
ass»rt>ng preference tu it. wc had a block ul
puwcr that we could, olf»r to Californ>a
custom»r. who insisted on firm pu»»r No».
the way we went about ih>s was first of all to
market che Canadian power into th»
Northwest customers on our agreement that
we would find them a purchaser for the
power for the period they didn't need in
California.

~ We then took chose contracts with the
Northwest utilities. private utilities. public
agencies and so forth and we used them as
security for a big bond issue of $ 300 or $400
million and we paid that $ 300 or $ 400
million to Premier Bennetc as prepaymeni
for his downstream benefits for a period of
30 years, and ihen as it ultimately worked
out we laid chai power off in Calilornia for
varying terms...
So as you see, these iwo great projects came
together. We could not get the treaty
without being able to market the British
Columbia share of the power. We would have
had great difficulty getting the State of
California to agree to our whole Intertie
project wichout the benefit of that Canadian
power.

So che two, projects thai seemed to be
Aoundering came togeiher and went through.

CH.38,5&2 3.

Asked if the primary purpose of the
Intertie was to allow transfer of Canadian
power to California, Mr. Luce said:

No. I would say it had both purposes, but
the inception and the primary purpose of the
proposed Intertie lines »as co market in
California, Nevada and Arizona surplus
Northwesc power, that was oiherwise just
spilling over the spillways and going into thc
Pacific Ocean. to California and Arizona
The first Intertie proposal long preceded the
Canadian treaty. The first one I believe was
in 193>5 and there was another one in the late
1940's and anoiher one in the 1950's, so all
of which really were independent of che
treaty. But the Treaiy came along it just
happened that ic made it possible to
consummate the political approvals that wc
had to have for this intercie program.

CH.38,583-c,

The exclusion of non.generating utilities
(which included the Intervenor municipalities)
originated not with PGg>E, Edison or San
Diego but with thc Bonneville Power
Administration. Mr Luce testified:

g 63,048

li was ou> pol>cy throughout the framing of
thc legislation that would define a regional
preference for the Pac>fir Northwest. the
design of intertie lines that would dispose of
surplu. capac>ty and surplus energy fro>r.
ih» Northw»st and tht negotiation of
contracts to utilize those lines that we
wanted contracts with «ntities (har >»ovid
ha ve their own generxrion,

CH 38,572 (emphasis added).

The policy

originated from for the purpose of che
legislacion which had to be passed firsi
before any Intertie lines could be built. That
legislation defining a preference for, all
customers in the Pacific Northwesc against
any customers outside che Pacific Northwest
was intended io authorize only the sale of
surplus energ> and surplus capacicy outside
of che Pacific Northwesi. A utility that had
no generation in the first place could not usc
intcrruptible energy and could not use
capacicy wichout energy. If it had no
generation it had no energy So thc very
nature of the basic legislation thac finally
was adopted by Congress was such that che
natural customers outside of the Northwest
were those that would not be dependent on
the capacity and energy from the Northwest
that was withdrawable and thai, if they
bought surplus capacity would have che
energy to go with it.

There was che further consideration that we
felt, Bonneville, that if a utility that was
only a distribution system somehow became
dependent on power from che Pacific
Northwest it would be very difficult
regardless of what the preference legislation
said to wichdraw thac power. If a shortage
developed in che Pacific Northwest so that it
was necessary to withdraw the power to
serve a load in che Northwesi the political
argument between California municipalities
or Arizona municipalities and aluminum
companies in the Pacific Northwesi that
constituted about a third of our load, as I
recall. would be a very difficult political
argument no matter what th« legislat>on
said. We didn't want to create that kind ul
inherent conflict.

CH.38.573%.

Whether Mr. Luce was righi or wrong in all his
reasoning is beside che point. The exclusion of
non.generators «arne from BPA in the first
instance and not from the private utilities. The
exclusion policy was thought out >n BPA
between Mr. Luce and two BPA employees
CH-38,5754.
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C<rtainly there was n< ver any douhi in
Bonn(vilh P<>wcr that was our tiolirs Our
joh uhen I hrramc A<administrator in
Frhroiiry l%il as regards th< sale oi surlilui
p<iu<r ouisi<le of ih< region uas first of all tu
g«< thv concur<«nre of the vanuus Bonn< vill<

'ustomersand the political officeholders ir.
the Yorthwest, to a bill that they thought
would adequately protect them

It took us almost a year to do that. No bill as
I recall was introduced in Congress until we
had taken it up with the public agencies in
the Northwest, private utilities in the
Northwest and the industrial companies in
the Yorthwest. We had many, many
conferences about what would constitute
adequate protection for the Pacific
N<irthwest that could noi be broken by some
political power play in later years,

I am sure in those discussions and
conferences and negotiations that this basic

marketing policy was articulated and
certainly was assumed.

CH 38.574 5.

Asked whether this exclusion policy was
suggested to BPA by private utilities. Mr.
Luce said.

I do not believe that is correct. They may
have favored that policy, but the Pacific
Yorthwest power users had their own reasons
which were sufficient and which I would
suppose preceded any discussions with thr
California utilities

CH 38,575.
The non generating utilities in northern

California were not forgotten, Mr. Luce
testified:

the preference customers that didn'
have their own generation in northern
California for the most part were served by
the Bureau of Reclamation that had
generation on the Sacramento River. The
Bureau of Rechmation out of the Intertie
lines got an allocation of surplus power
which they were able to bank, as the
expression was, with the private utilities and
I think that was altogether Pacific Gas and
Electric that served the Sacramento Valley
and were able to convert this surplus
undependable power, if you will~

from the
Northwest through this banking
arrangement into firm power, so the
preference customers were taken care of
through that arrangement.
In other words, in our marketing scheme in
California. we didn't overlook these northern
California preference customers but our way
of providing benefit for them was through
the Bureau of Reclamation, which had its
own generation and which had contracts

fERC Reports
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with PGfkE and which used PG8'E lines tv a

large extent io <lclivrr federally gcnerat«<l
laiwi'r ihai was pr<xlu<ed hy the Bureau»f
Rcr lo rna tion da ms in Cali fi>rnia

Thi. t<ol<r> uf our dealing through ih«
Bureau of kechmation was well known to
the Congres»onal delegation who watched
the~e negotiations very, very carefully. Biz
Johnson, for example, was from a little town
called Roseville which itself was one of these
muncipals that had no generation of its own
but was a customer of the Bureau of
Reclamation. Bir was on the House Interio<
Commit tee and a key Congressman to
getting Congressional approval for the
ultimate Intertie plan.
There were other Congressmen likewise from
northern California who watched very
carefully what we were doing and wcr«
looking out for their constituents. as they
should, and looking out particularly for th«
nor thern California municipals

CH 38,584.5,
Th» arrangement for supplying northern

California municipal preference customers
through the Bureau of Reclamation's CVP did
not make provision for all wishing to share in
Northwest power. however. No provision uas
made for Southern Cities. Even in norther<.
California not all municipal preference
customers could obtain power froin CVP. Not
only did CVP have more requests for power
than it could accoinmodate, but entities were
not taken care of beyond the limited area
encompassed by CVP's own distribution
system plus wheeling by PGg<E within an
irregular area of an estimated 100-mile radius.

Mr. Luce's testimony made clear that
DWR and SMUD were allowed participation
because their political power made that
necessary. The same was true of LADWP with
its so-called satellite cities, Burbank. Glendale
and Pasadena, but this group was also
necessary to the entire Intertie arrangement.
since LADWP was the prime builder of the dr
line that the BPA group wanted, and a major
potential purchaser of Northwest Power.
LADWP, Glendale, Burbank and Pasadena
each had its own generation. so were not
subject to the objection to non.generators. The
impression from all the testimony is that
Edison and PGg<E were not sure of the
reliability of dc transmission, and participated
in the dc line only because their contribution to
its cost was necessary if the whole Intertie
arrangement was not to fall.

Intervenors say that the three private
California companies usually spoke with one
voice in arguing for a privately built, rather
than a federal Intertie. They also opposed a

private Intertie which would act as a common
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carrier This is generally cori«ct htr G«rd«..
President of PG&E. was ofter. th«spokesman
for thi three rom!>antes

Int«iv«nors rorr«rtly say the three priva«
rvmpani<. weri opposed to a f«i!eral or
compctinu private common carrier. There is ni>

question th« ihree companies opposed a
Federal line. So did some Senators.
Congressmen and executives and-BPA officials,
among others. Private utilities may express
their vie«s to Congress and to governmeni
officials. and advocate publicly and privately
that private transmission lines are preferable
to public lines, and offer competing plans in an
effort to build a private line themselves.
without violating anti. trust laws or principles
Speaking in concert under ihese conditions is
noi forbidden, and may be desirable in the
interest of practicality.

Intervenors argue, however, that PG&E
did more —that PG&E President Gerdes
threatened to disconnect the PG&E system
from a proposed Federal Intertie consisting of
one ac and one dc line. which would have
rendered that Federal system economically
infeasible by loss of the PG&E market. Mr.
Gerdes. however. explained that the system of
one ac and one dc line was noi electrically
stable in his opinion, and that it might result
in blackouts on the PG&E system. His threat
to disconnect, in other words, was because of
this particular unstable configuration of one ac
and one dc line, and did noi amount to a threat
to use PG&E's market power to prevent any
Federal transmission, even one of proper
configuration. There is insufficient evidence to
show that this particular incident was
improperly motivated. The question is not
whether Mr. Gerdes was right, but whether his
belief was sincere. It has noi been'hown that
it was not.

The proposed private line also was opposed
by the CPP companies. It has not been shown,
however, that any of them acted improperly
against the prospective coinpetitor. The
competitor has not been shown to have been
defeated by the companies'ctions. Its
viability has not been established. and is
extremely doubtful. That line would have been
in opposition to the established policy of BPA
not to sell to non.generators, and the BPA
policy seems to have been endorsed by
Northwest companies and the powerful
Senators whose constituents they were. The
financial soundness of the proposed line has not
been satisfactorily established. It is dubious
whether all the conllicting interests could have
been dealt with to make the line possible. A
principal push for the Intertie lines that were
finally built came from the government, and
the Intertie would not have been built without
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The would h«competitor common carrier
privaic line dii! nut have this push behind it.
nor ha. an) comparable push been sho«n
Fina!ly. the cng>nc«ring d«tails of the privati
lin«ar«not shvwn io hav«been worked out and
agre«abl« to ihos«who v ovid have had to
endorse it. When the differences of opinion as
to the engineering in the history of the Interiie
are considered. it does not appear the potential
private common carrier had advanced to the
point of viability.

Having dealt «ith the allegations of
improper ac tion outside the contracts
themselves, we turn now io the contracts
relating to the Pacific Intertie. These are
summarized in Staff's Initial Briel. pp. 14.19.

The Caiiforma Companies Pacific'ritcnrr
Agre c ment

The Pacilic Iniertie Agreement (PIA)
dated August 25, 1966. is an agreerneni
afnong PG&E. Edison and [San Diego)
setting forth iheir respective rights and
obligations relating to the Pacific Northwest
Int'ertie transmission facility (IR R-l),

The three CPP Companies sharc their
capacity on a 50/43/7 basis these
percentages represeni the relative
magnitude of the Companies'aily energy
peak load demands at the time the Pacilic
Intertie Agreement was consummated
(Lane, 1174). The allocations of the CPP
Companies include their proportionaie
shares of ... capacity which SMUD was
initially allocated (Lane. 1175; Moody.
1594). In addition, the PIA provides that the
CPP Companies have: the right to any
unused share of the Bureau's or DWR's
allocation. (IR R.l ~ Paragraph 7.01(f):
Moody. 1594 5.)
LADWP Edison Pacific intertie, D C
Transmission FaciT)ries Agreement

The LA.Edison DC Intertie Agreement,
dated March 31. 1966 (Ex. 2230), and
continuing in eflect for a term ol 75 years,
provides lor the construciion of the DC line
by LADWP. Under the terms ol the
agreement, Edison was to pay LADWP one
half of the costs associate:d with the
construction and maintenance of the faciliiy
(Arts. 5,9); in return Edison is entitled to an
undivided half interest in the line and iis
capacity (Art. 4). The agreement further
provides thai LADWP may sell up to thirty
percent of its interest to the Cities of
Burbank, Glendale, and Pasadena, and thai
Edison may share its capacity with PG&E
and San Diego. (Art. 19), At present, the
three cities collectively have an interest

in,'0%

of the DC line's capacity. and Edison
has assigned its share to the other CPP
Companies in accordance with the 5~3 7
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raii<~ s»t forth in thi Pacific Interti«
Agr»«ment (Lane. 1182)

ln conn«stiun with th» LA"Edison DC
lniini» Acr»c rn»nt, ih» parties al«i ex»cut»it
in Marsh 19(>6. an agrecm»nt known a. thi
"('icy.Edison Sylma r lnt ere unnec t ion
Agreemcni.- providing for the construction
of a new inter connection by the parties at
LADWP's Sylrnar Switching Station (Ex
2231.)
Use o/Facilities Agreement

This agreement, dated August 1, 1967,
provides that the CPP Companies shall be
entitled to the use of the segment of the AC
Intertie system owned by PPgcL between the
Malin Substation and Indian Spring Tower
in exchange for an annual payment of
$ 475,000 for a period of 40 years (IR B 2.)
CVP EHV Agre»ment (Contract 2&47Al

This agreement (IR Y.l) between the
Bureau and the CPP Companies provides
that they will coordinate consiruciion of
their respective shares of the Intertie".that
the CPP Companies will transport up to 200
MW through December 1970, and 400 MW
thereafter. on behalf of the Bureau between
Round Mountain Substation and the
Bureau's Tracy Switchyard; and the Bureau
will provide transmission on behalf of the
CPP Companies over its Intertie segment
between Malin and Round Mountain
Substations for amounts in excess of the
Bureau's 200 or 400 MW allocation.
Sh(UD.EHV Agreement

Executed August I, 1967, thc Agreement
provides for transmission service over the
Intertie by the CPP Coinpanies of up io 200
MW of capacity on SMUD's behalf; for the
period April 1, 1971.March 31 ~ 1976,
ShfUD's allocation rose to 400 MW. In
addition, the agreement provides for
interruptible transmission service for 225
million kWh per year. (IR W-l. Art. 9.) If
Shf UD decreases its use of the line, it may
not thereafter increase it, except as to
changes in the amount of Canadian
Entitlemcnt Power ("CEP") purchased by
ShSUD from utilities in the Northwest.
(Ibid, Art. 10(d).) The EHV contract also
provides for transmission service of
Northwest power over PGgcE's 230 kV
network from the Tesla substation (ibid, Art.
14), ihe purchase of CEP by ShfUD (ibid,
Art. 17), and the interim sale of CEP and
Northwest firm power to the CPP
Companies. (Ibid, An. 15.)
DttrR.EHVAgre»ment

The DWR EHV Agreement (IR X 1).
executed August 1, 1967, provides DWR
with up to 25 MW of capacity over the
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lnterii» through Marsh 1969. and 300 MN
ther»aft»r (Art, 10l Th» Agreement alsv
prcivtd»s fur the sal» h> DWR of CEP or
Nurthw»st firm powci iu the CPP
Companies t*ri 15i. the sale of power tv
DWR for project power uses (Art. 18), and
transmission service with respect to
exchange energy over the Intertie facility
(Art. 24.)
PGgrE.ShIVD Integration Agreement

The PGgcE.SMUD Agreement was
executed June 4, 1970 and amended on
September 1 1, 1975 (IR S.l. T-1). It
provides for the integrated operation of thc
SMUD and PGgcE systems and for the sale
and exchange of electric power and energv
(Walbridge, 2231).

The integraied'peration of the systems
includes cooperation in the planning foi
facilities by the exchange of information.
Information exchanged includes addition or
changes in future generation and forecasts of
system loads, Further integrated operation
and reliability is maintained through th«
following provisions: certain generation
design and performance characteristics arc
specified. SMUD declares the amount of
energy from its hydro facilities which it will
make available to PGgcE for scheduling over
certain periods of time. Criteria are specified
for the hydro operation to assure future
availability. Scheduling procedures for
generation are given. Interconnection points
between the transmission systems of the
parties with associated metering
requirements are specified. (IR S-1; T-l.)

In general, SMUD uses its resources to
supply its load and sells any surplus to
PG(i|E. If these resources are insufficient to
meet load, PG8'E supplies the deficiency
which is later returned in kind. Power is sold
ai SMUD's cost io PGhE except for certain
defined excess energy. The SMUD.PGhE
agreement remains in effect until January ),
1993 unless canceBed by either pariy upon
six years notice. (Ibid.)
Contract 2948A (Reclamation Agreement)

Contract 2948A between WAPA (CVP)
and PGg;E (IR U.l). was executed July 31.
1967. and rcrnains in effect until January l.
2005. The agreement integrates the power
supply facilities of CVP and PGgcE. It
provides for 1) firming suppcirt for CVP
hydroelectric generating plants. 2) load
support'for the CVP preference customer
load level ~ and 3) transmission service tu
various CVP loads —boih project and
preference customers, PGgcE obtains the
right to purchase all power in excess of
CVP's obligations to other entities or its
pumping load and th«right to various
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coordination and transmission servicei
(Andersun, 2194 5, IR V.l )

At »m«s. CVP generaie< more power than
>i nc«d! t<> m«ei iis o«r. pumping Iua<ls an<i
<«<>hi>eat<un«< ii< customers and ai oth«r
times g«nrrate< insufficient energy tu rne«i

needs In order io full) util>z<
t<cnerat>nf< resuurces CVP has, in Contract
2948A. worked out an exchange agreemeni
with PGg<E wherein CVP deposits its excess
energy into "bank accounts" when its
generation exceeds load and wiihdraws
energy from those accounts during times
when load exceeds generation. In all, there
are three energy accounts (Arts. 20(b), 20(c)
and 20<d)) and one capacity account (Ari.
29<a)) (Anderson, 21954,)

Energy Account No. 1 CArt. 20(bi)
contains energy deposited during CVP
operations going back years prior to the
current growth of CVP customers. This
energy. which amounted to about 15 billion
kWh when Contract 2948A was signed in
1967. was closed to any additional deposits
'in 1967 PGg<E paid an average raie of 2.444
mills/ kWh for energy in Account No. 1, and
CVP buys that power back at the race of
2.8105 mills/kWh, Withdrawals from this
account are made at any time energy
supplies available to CVP from generation or
other purchases are inadequate to meet CVP
preference customer energy requirements.
Energy can only be withdrawn from Account
No. 1 io meet preference customer load
requirements. All withdrawals must come
froin Account No, 1 before withdrawals can
be made from Account No. 2. It is
anticipated that the account will be depleted
by 1986, (Anderson, 21974.)

Energy Account No. 2 (Art. 20(c)) was
established ac the time Coniract 2948A was
signed Deposits to thai account consist of
any energy supplies available to CVP that
are in excess of the needs of CVP cusiorners,
These excess energy supplies may originate
from CVP generation or other purchased
supplies such as Northwest power. As noted
above. deposits in Energy Account No, 2
cannoi be withdrawn until Account No. 1 is
depleted <Anderson, 2197.9.)

The Annual Energy Exchange Account is
an account that allows the CVP either to
deposit or borrow energy for off.peak
pumping purposes any month during che
year. Coniraci 2948A requires thai every
attempt must be made to aero out this
account each year. (Anderson, 2197.) The
rate paid by CVP for a deficit in this
account is 3 mills and che rate paid by
PGg<E for surplus is 2 mills. For chr. years
1973.78. 1,565 million kWh have been
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depus>ted. and 1.327 million kCVh have been
withdrawn. so PGg<E has purchased about
238 million k Wh, i Ex. 1060. 1061. Anderson.
2199 i

,The cal>a«it) accuun< (Art 29(a ii began in
January 1965 and was esiablishcd to credi<
th< United Siatcs for firm capacity availabl<

"'o

PGg<E over and above the capacity.
required to <neet CVP preference customer
loads. When the capacity account was
started in 1965 the CVP's preference
customer load level was less than CVP's
contractual firm capacity so a surplus of
firm capacity was available to the area. It
was anticipated that CVP's pumping loads
would increase in the future. and ai some
point in time, when pumping loads were
large, there would be little capacity io meet
cusiomer demands, To dispose of this excess
capacity and arrange for its return when
needed in ihe future, ihis capacity was sold
to PGg<E and credited to an account for
repurchase later by CVP. When Contract
294BA was signed in 1967, and provisions for
che Northwest imports were made a pari of
the Coniract, the deposits to che capacity
account were changed to the amount of
capacity available from CVP generation plus
Northwest imports that were surplus to CVP
preference customer requirements
(Anderson, 2200 1.)

Thc D'8'R.Suppliers Contract
The suppliers contract (IR R 10> is ar.

agreement entered into in November. 1966.
between DWR and PGg<E, Edison. Sar.
Diego, and LADWP. It provides for the sale.
exchange, and transmission of power by the
four suppliers co DWR for the operation of
the State Water Project. Deliveries under
the Suppliers Agreement will terminate
March 31. 1983. (Harvego, 2211 2. t

The Oroville Thermaliro Power Sal<
Contract

The Oroville-Therma lito Power Sale
contract (IR S-10) was executed November
29. 1967. between the DWR and PG(kE
Edison, and San Diego. The agreement
requires DWR to sell the encire ouiput of the
Hyatt Thermolito hydroelectric faciliiies co
ihc California Coinpanies. The Compan>e~
obtain the entire output which includes 760
MW of capacity and average annual
generation of 2.1 billion kWh for a fixed
annual payrneni. The output of the power
produced at the Oroville and Thermalito
facilities are sold to the three CPP
Companies as follows: PGg<E, 56.3%, SCE.
37,6%; SDGg<E. 6.1%. Deliveries under the
Oroville'Thermalito contract will also
terminate March 31. 1983 (Harvcgo. 2212.
IR T 10 pp. 3c, S-10).
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Another contract providing for
transmission on che Intertie is thc contract
hetu«en Edison tSCE) and DWR. This is set
furth ai pag«120 of Southern Citiei'nitial
lirief

Thi hCE DsVR Contra«< <Exh l)37< wai
entered into on October 11. 1979 Th<
contract, uhich terminates in 2RH, provides
for sale of capacity and energy between
DWR and SCE on the expiration of the
Suppliers and the Oroville.Thermalito
contracts,

Under the SCE-DWR Contract, SCE is
obligated to provide DWR with 300 MW of
capacity (ji 8,1) and associated energy
(3 9.1.2h SCE is to receive up to 135 MW of
three hour peaking capacity from DWR's
Devil'i Canyon and Cottonwood recovery
plants (e 10.1) and 350 MW from the
Orovillc Division ($ 13.1.1) plus the nec
energy made available from energy SCE
provides for pumped storage operations
('ji 13,1.10.)

In addition, ji 6 of the contract provides
DWR with firm and nonfirm transmission
service, if Edison determines that
transinission is available, for DWR to deal
with third pa'rties. The transmission service
specified includes service on portions of the
Intertie system, such as the Midway Vincent
500 kv line. the Vincent Sylmar line,
inierconnecting with LADWP, and the
Vincent San Onofre line, interconnecting
with (San Diego).

In connection with the PIA, the
Commission is also asked to consider the Seven
Party Agreement, the CPPA. the Stanislaus
Commitments, the recent Interconnection
Agreement between PGg<E and NCPA and cen
of its members (not including Redding or Santa
Clara). the similar agreement between PGg<E
and Santa Clara, and the "Macrix
Interruptible Transmission Service
Agreements" between Edison and the Southern
Cities.

The Seven Party Agreement was the
subject of Docket No. E.7796007. Both docket
and agreement were terminated by Opinion
No. 175, supra. I have ruled that the Seven
Party Agreement. while not itself a subject of
investigation in the present docket. might be
considered in so far as it might indicate illegal
activities with 'respect to the PIA. It is
contended that purchase of surplus energy
from the Northwest to California and sales of
excess energy to the Northwest from California
were to be divided among PGfkE, Edison, and
San Diego in the 50-c3 7 percent ratio that
reflects their alloiments of Intertie capaciiy,
and that chis is contrary to anti trust hw, and

'indicates the California companies'ntention
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tn monopoliae the sales from and purchases for
California while excluding others from such
sales and purchases

li also has been argued that ches<
altncatiuns would r«su)< in the Nurthv es:
sellers receiving lesi fur iheir power becaus<
coinpeiition between the California buyers uas
eliminated. This is inaccurate. The price of
surplus power for sale from chc Northwest
pursuant to the Seven Party Agreement was at
a price fixed by BPA. so the lack of

buyers'ompetitionwould not affect it. Sales of exces<
power from California to the Northwest were
to be at each seller's incremental price, so the
total price to the Northwest buyer would have
been higher when sales were divided among th<
three California companies rather than mad<
b> the seller with che lowesc cost None of thi:
had anything to do with excluding othei
entities from the Intertie, or uith th«
allocations made by the PIA of Inter<i<
capacity. The division of sales and purchases
applied only to PGg'E. Edison and San Diego
Other California entities. namely LADWP and
its satelliie cities, which had access to th<
Northwest over the dc line. could and did bui
from and sell power to the Northwest, thei
were not affected by the Seven Parti
Agreement. The analysis and remedy appliev
here are not affected by the Seve~ Party
Agreement

The same is true of che CPPA. which ha.
been dealt with earlier, The argument appear..
to be that the CPPA as well as thc Seven Parti
Agreement demonstrates anti competitive
intent to exclude the Intervenors and oiherx
from the Intertie. I find nothing in the CPPA
referring to the Intertie, or that would call for
a remedy different from or additional io what
is imposed here on the basis of the discussion
thac follows.

The Sranislaus Commiimenrs
Sections I and VII of the Pacific Gas and

Electric Company Stateinent of Commitmen:
(the Stanislaus Commitrnencsi were ordered
filed in Docket No. E.7777-000 as part of Rat<
Schedule No. 38, Pacific Intertie Agreement
Commission Order on Motion to Compel Filing
of Certain Documents, issued June 2, 1980. 11

FERC $ 61,246, affd . Pacific Gas and Electro
v. F.E.R.C. ~ D.C. Cir 679 F.2d 262 (1982).

Essentially. the Commitments embody ar
agreement entered into on April 30, 1976
between PGg<E and the U.S. Department o!
Justice (DOJ), and the> are che culmination
of a DOJ investigation into certain PGg;E
activities allegedly in violation of th«
antitrust laws. They have been included bi
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission ai
conditions of the license of PGg<E's Diablo
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Canyon Nuclear Power Plant Unit No. 1,
Th«y g«nerall> dcscrib«conditions under
whish PGAE is bound to provide services
such:« intercunnertiun. transmission, acres..
iu nu«l«ar r(en«ration. capacit> and cnerg>
exrhaiix«. and reserve coordination tu oth«i
utilitics requestinx such service

11 FERC $ 61,246. at page 61,484 (footnote
oinitttd)

This Commission was not a party to thi
agreemeni with DO] or to the proceedings
before ihe NRC. It is not bound by agreement
or by equitable estoppel from considering and
imposing any modifications it may require in
the Commitments It is limited here, however.
by the scope of this proceeding.

'So far as Docket No. E-7777-000 is
concerned. the Commission ordered the
St anislaus Commitments filed only in
connection with the Pacific Intertie Agreement
(Pl*). The Commission order previously
quoted

said'he

Commission is not persuaded thai the
Commitments in their entirety affect or
relate to the PIA As noted previously, the
Commitments govern provision by PGgrE of
various services in the future. Parts of the
Commitments concern services other than
transmission, such as capacity and

energ>'xchangeand access to nuclear genefation.
Section VII is designated "Transmission
Services" and is the only part of the
Commitments to refer to the Pacific Intertie
itself, It provides that PGhE shall not, be
required to use the Intertie for transmission
pursuant to the Commitments if such use
would impair PGgrE's "own use of this
facility consistent with the Bonneville
Project Act (50 Stat. 731, August 20, 1937).
Pacific Northwest Power Marketing Act (78
Stat. 756. August 31, 1964) and the Public
Works Appropriaiions Act ~ 1965 (78 Stat.
682, Augusi 30, 1964)." This section also
governs construction of additional
transmission capacity, the filing of rate
schedules and agreements for transmission.
and the transmission of power and energy
generally insofar as these services are
consistent with "good utility practice," as
defined in Section I of the Commitments.

We will order PGgtE to file Section I("Definitions" ) and Section VII
("Transmission" ) of the Stanislaus
Commitments, because they affect or relate
to the PIA, We do not order the filing of the
remainder of ihe Commitments. Our order
today does not expand the scope of this
proceeding.

11 FERC I 6I 346, at page 61.486.
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This makes clear tha t only Sections I and Vll
of ihe Sianislaus Commitments are to be
consi<lered in Docket Yo E-7r 77400. and ih«n
only in su far as they affeci or relate to the
Pa«i(i< Int«itit Aitre«ment The Cominitinents
are 'nut tu be considered or revised in their
entirciy in Dockei Yo. E 7777-000. although
they are wiihin the Commission's jurisdiciion
and might be the subject of Commission
investigation and general modification if the
Commission so directed.

1. ¹ighboring Utilities
Section VII, Paragraph A of the

Commitinents provides:
A. Applicant shall transmit power

pursuant to interconnection agreements.
with provisions which are appropriate to the
requested transaciion and which are
consistent with these license conditions.
Except as listed below. such service shall be
provided (1) between two or among more
than t,wo Yeighboring Entiiies or sections of
a Neighboring Entity's system which arc
geographically separaied. with which. now or
in the future, Applicant is interconnected.
(2) between a Neighboring Entity with
which, now or in the future, it is
interconnected and one or more Neighboring
Distribution Systems with which, now or in
the future, it is connected and (3) between
any Neighboring Entity or Neighboring
Distribution System(s) and the Applicant's
point of direct ~ interconnection with any
other electric system engaging in bulk power
supply outside the area then electrically
served ai retail by Applicant.

This is all the transmission the
Cotnmitments provide; transmission is
available only to or from "Neighboring
Entities" or "Neighboring Distribution
Systems". These are defined in Section I.
Paragraphs C and D.'

C. "Neighboring Entity" means a

financially responsible private or public
entity or lawful association thereof owning,
contractually controlling or operating, or in
good faith proposing io own, to contractually
control or to operate facilities for the
generation, or transmission at 60 kilovolts or
above, of electric power which meets each of
the following criteria: (1) its existing or
proposed facilities are or will be technically
feasible of direct interconnection with those
of Applicant; (2) all or part of its existing or
proposed facilities are or will be located
within the Service Area; (3) its primary
purpose for owning, contraciually
controlling, or operating generation facilities
is to sell in the Service Area the power
generated; and (4) it is. or upon
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commencement of operation< will be,
publir ut>l>ty regulated under appl>cabl<
~ta>< la» !>r the Fcd»ral Po»er Act. o>

«»m)>t»<l from regula<>on by virtu» nf th<
fart tha»t >» f»d»ral <tat«. munir>(>al «
oth»r publ>r ent>t>

I!, "Yeighboring Distribu»on System"
means a financially responsible private or
public entity which engages, or in good faith
proposed to engage, in thc distribution of
electric power at retail and which meets each
of ihe criteria numbered (l), (2), and (a) in
subparagraph C above.

"Service Area" means areas PG&E serves
at retail. and adjacent areas in Northern and
Central California (Section I, Paragraph B)
PG&E has agreed to treat DER, CVP and
SMU>D as Yeighboring Entities (Exh. 2354.
CH 37513). For purposes of this discussion.
"Ycighboring Utility"'willbe used to include
both Yeighboring Entities and Y<eighboring
Distribution Systems. "Non Yeighboring
Entities" will refer io ihos«which are
neither.

In the Initia/ Decision on License
Conditions, supra, I said.

This provision would noi allow an entity
from outside PG&E's *'rea, which obtained a

licensed projeci wiihin that area, to have
project po«er transmitted over PG&E's lines
to a point of connection with other sysiem>
operating outside PG&E's area. I find the
Commitments in this respect are unduly
discriminatory against such entities as
Edison. Los Angeles, San Diego, the four
major Northwest utilities and Southern
Cities, who might wish to obtain licenses and
use the power in their own areas.

Transmission ovrr the Pacific Iniertie as
well as over PG&E's general transmission grid
is restricted by the limitation of service to
Neighboring Utilities. The Stanislaus
Commitments apply to transmission over the
Intertie but ~ as originally drafted, the
Commitments provide transmission only to or
from a Neighboring Utility. Not only project
power transmission but all power transmission
is so restricted. Not only would power from a

project owned by someone other than PG&E or
a Neighboring Utility not receive Intertie
transmission under the Commitments as
written, but any power generated within or
without the area by a non.Neighboring Utility
would not receive such transmission unless
destined from outside the area for a

Neighboring Utility. This I find to be undue
discrimination against non-Neighboring
Entities. No valid reason has been advanced to
support such discrimination, and it is therefore
unjust and unreasonable. It must be eliminated
to provide for Intertie transmission for those

FERC Reports
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rntit>es «hich are not Ne>xhbor>ng Utilit><,
equal term< wiih >ho.< thai ar» ln so far a.
the usr of PG&E'.. g»n»>al transm>sr>on rrol >

necessary to trans>n» po««r to and frorr. th<

lntrrt>«s< iha> lm«ri>» t>ansmiss>on ma! tz s

place. ihe ln>crt>r >i affect»d by the exclus>un>

(rom transm'iss>on over thc general gr><!

Accordingly. th» Sianislaus Commitmenis
must be amended to el>minaie such undul)
discriminatory, unjust and unreasonabl»
exclusions where they apply to general grid
transmission affecting Intertie transmission
General grid transmission between two non.
Neighboring Entities in PG&E's area does nol
affect the Intertie Agreement or transmission
and is thus outside the scope of this proceedinr
as established in the Commission order of
December 2S, l979. and the denial of
rehearing

2. Inco/unrari/!'/>ena <ed Projects
Two exceptions io the Commitments ar<

provided. Thc first is a provision in Sect>or.
VII

~ Paragraph A. that PG&E >s not required
to transmit power from a project involuntar>l)
transferred from it.

In the Initial Decision on Licens<
Conditions issued July l, 1983 in Pacific Ga ~

and Z/ectric Compan! . Projeci No. 2735.00)
er a/. ~ I said:

PG&E contends that ii has not refusec
transmission from an involuntaril!
transferred project but has merely noi
undertaken to supply transmission from sucl'

project. I am unable to accept PG&E'.
attempt to walk this narrow line between
refusal an<> noncommitment. At best thi<
provision leaves PG&E's co!npetitors at a

disadvantage; only PG&E is assured of
transmission from a transferred project
Anyone else competing for such a project
must be unceriain as to whether
transmission will be available, and man)
responsiblr. executives would be unwilling to
commit the necessary investmeni and plar.
their generation resources with thi<
additional uncertainty. The existence ol this
in terrorem provision raises the uncertainty
to a higher level than if no Commitments for
transmission had ever exisied.
I find that the exception for transmission
from an involuntarily transferred project is
unjust and unreasonable, and that it is an
improper use of PG&E's transmission
monopoly that restrains competition for
project licenses for hydro generation. '

make the same finding here. The
elimination of this provision is ordered, in s<.

far as it applies to power to be iransmitted on
the Intertie ~ in connection with its
consideration in Docket No. E 7777400. Th<.
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r«i»ni>on ui th«prov>s>nn wuuld rn»ar> thai
any»niiiy uiih>'ng t<> c»mp«t««ith PGhE lo>
a i>ri>iiri >n I'cI>AE'» area would nui t>e sur» u
r»uhl iranirn«>ii t>rup'ct pow«r iu ih» Var>f»
lni«rt>» and thine«over it out of ih» VCt»):.
area. Tht» might uell keep it from apply>ng lo>
the project. Th>» is an improper use of PCS>E'»
transmission pou'er which restrain»
competition for project licenses for
hydrogeneration It also directly affect» th»
transmission to be olfered by PGtkE over thc
Pacific Intertie. Ic is, then, within the scope of
the Commission order of June 2, 1980, ll
FERC $ 6),246, The limitations placed by that
order on the scope of the proceedings in Docket
No. E 7777 000 do noi apply.

3. Area Option
The second exception to the Scanislavs

Commitments is the so.caHcd "area option" or
"exit veto." This provision in Section ~,I ~

Paragraph A, provides;
Applicant shaH not be required by this
Section to transmit power...
(2) from a Neighboring Entity for sale to
any eleciric system locaied outside thc
exterior geographic boundaries of the several
areas then electrically served at retail by

'pplicant if any other Neighboring Entity.
Neighboring Distribution System. or
Applicant wishes to purchase such power ai
an equivateni price for use within said areas.
"Applicant" means PGg>E. (Section I,
Paragraph A.)

Intervenors call this an "exic veto." It is not.
however, a right co forbid the exportation of
energy from the area; it merely gives entities
within ihe PCS>E area a right of first refusal so
that they may have the energy if they are
willing to pay whac the owner would receive
from an outside purchaser. (The cestimony
established that it is what the owner would
receive, not what the buyer would pay, chat
governs.)

There was considerable discussion as to
how this would work, and whecher a seller
would have io go back and forth between an
outside purchaser and the entities within the
area io allow the tatter to match changing
offers. Mr. Kaprieiian, a forthright and
impressive witness for PCS>E. made it clear
chat this problem exists only in che minds of
lawyerL In practice, the dispatchers would
know che prices each entity would pay and the
needs of each entity, and match.ups would be
made quickly ac che dispatcher level without
resort io negotiation or co management
executives.

PCg>E defends this provision on the
ground that it is necessary co keep power
generated within che area available for usc in

4. Impairment o/ Intertie Usc

PCtkE has sought io have the last
sentence of Section VII, Paragraph A of chc
Stanislaus Commitments interpreted io mear>
that PGg>E may foreclose a compecing bidder
for Northwest power from transm>ssion over
the Intertie to the extent PGAE wishes co use
chc Intercie to transmit the same pouet.
Specifically, if PCS:E wished to buy
particutar block of power from a Northwest
Company. and PGgtE planned to transmic ii
over thc Inccrtie if PGg>E obtained the pouer.
the Intertie capacity to be assigned to such
t ansmission wovtd not be available to someoneran
who outbid PGtkE for the power, even thoug h
PCtkE had not obtained ihe power and so
would have no need of the Intertie capacity co
transmit that particular power for itself This
would preclude anyone else, who needed PCg>E
Intertie transmission for the power it wished io
buy, from competing wich PGtkE for power.

The language upon which PGtkE relies in
Secc'on Vll is that "with respect to the Pacilic
Norihwesi Souihwesi Intertie, Applicant shal

cin
l
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ih» area lf ih>i ii m» done, power neeil«d
within ih«ar«a may bi taken auay PGA'E»
the supplier of lail r»»url w>lh>n >t» area and >»

vnd«riak>ng ih> ultimate responsihilii) lor
t>r»«d>n>",n«c»iiar)»uppl>e» of pow»r if oih»r
. uppl» ri faH short li has noi fuliiltcd its own
plans for neu g«n»rai>on for several years, and
iis reserves tand, accordingly. the area
reserves) have fallen belou uhat PCS>E
considers a safe margin, therefore. ii wishes to
bc able to keep further generation within the
area if it is needed ihere. Under the provision.
the generacing entity will not lose money by
keeping its energy in the area.

While PCttrE's motives are understandable
and even praiseworthy. chis particular
excepcion to the wheeling commitmencs is an
unduly discriminatory restraint on interstate
commerce insofar as it applies io power wh>ch
mighi be sold outside California, 'and also
discriminates against aH potential purchasers
outside the PGtkE service area. I find chat it is
unjust and vnreasonable. undvlv
discriminatory. and aniicornpeiiiive. The
elimination of this excepiion was made a
condition of the Helms and Pic licenses insofar
as it may affect power from those licensed
projects in the event ol their future transfer to
others. Initial Decision on License Conditions.
supra. Elimination of this exception is also
ordered in Docket Yo. E 7777 000 as a
modification of ihe Commitments uhich were
made part of Rate Schedule 38. in so far a:
transmission over the Intertie is concerned,
This will apply to,all power, whether from a

licensed project or not.
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not he rcquirid b> this section to provide the
rcqucsicd transmission service il it would
imliair Applicant'! own usc of the facihty
PG&E coniend! that iis interpreta»un is
cmh ~bed in and «stablishcd by correspondencc
wiih ibc Departmeni of justice lt
questionable whether the language support!
PG&E's interpretation, or whether a policy
filed with this Commission may be altered by
an interpretation established by external and
unfiled documents, These questions need not
be resolved. I( it is assumed that PG&E's
interpretation is correct ~ the provision cannot
bc permitted to stand in the face of its
impermissible restriction upon competition. It
would be a use of PG&E's control of
transmission to exclude competition in bidding
for power. I find this to be unjust.
unreasonable. and contrary to the public
interest. The Commitments must be amended
to explicitly prohibit any such restraint,

5. Reserve Requirements and.'v'umber of
Connection Points

The Intervenors have argued that other
provision! of the Stanislaus Commitments arc
improper: specificaHy, the provisions as to
reserves and the provision that interconnection
shall be af one point unless otherwise agreed
(Commitments, page 3, Paragraph B.), The
Commission ordered the filing, in the E 7777.
000 proceeding, of Sections I and VII of the
Commitments "because they affect or relate to
the PIA. Ãe do not order the filing of th»
remainder of the Commitments." 11 FERC
Ii 61,246 at p, 61,486. This language does not
bring the other provisions of the Commitments
within the scope of Docket No. E-7777400 and
Intervenors'rguments as to reserve provisions
and interconnection wijl not be considered
here.

6. Implementation Provisions

Under the Commitments, PG&E is
required to transmit power "pursuant to
interconnection agreements, with provisions
which are appropriate to the requested
transactions and which are consistent with
these license conditions." No transmission
would occur until agreements for
interconnection have been entered into,
Physical interconnection with PG&E, direct or
indirect ~ would be necessary before an entity
could receive the wheeling services. Even as to
interconnected entities, PG&E has maintained
that agreements for transmission service
should be negotiated before that service begins

It has been alleged that PG&E has stalled
or, 'putting transmission arrangements into
e(feet by stretching out negotiations for
contract. I do not find that this has occurred.
but the Commitments as written would allow

FERC Reports
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thi! sort of abuse tu occur I find that tbi
absence of a provision to get service starteii
within a reasonable time i! un)ust ani!
unreasonable and contrary to tbt puhlii
interest

I agree with PG&E that there should bt
an opportunity (or negotiation prior to the
institution of transmission service pursuant to
the Stanislaus Commitments. The parties may
be able to devise arrangements more suitable
to their circumstances than would result (rom
adversary proceedings and regulatory rulings
They know their own requirements best, and
will often be abl« to work out agreements that
will take into account the workings of the
industry and the parties'articular situation
Should negotiation fail, however, there should
be a means of resolving differences and getting
service started within a reasonable time.

The Stanislaus Commitments should bt
modified. so far as Intertie transmission and
transmission to and from it over the PG&E
transmission grid is concerned. to provide that
any entity entitled to such transmission
pursuant to the Stanislaus Commitments may
serve a written request therefor on PG&E. The
requesting party shaH publish the request in
the newspapers hav'ing respectively the
greatest circulation in (1) San Francisco (thc
largest city in PG&E's area), (2) Sacramento
(the state capital), and (3) either the nearest
city to the origin or the nearest city to the
destination of the transmission requested. Thr
publication shall contain a notice that
objections to the requested transmission may
be filed within sixty days with this
Commission. This will give any competitor for
what may be limited transmission capacity the
opportunity to be heard, as well as allowing
PG&E the chance to object that the request i!
improper or impossible to comply with. If
within four months (rom the date of thc
request PG&E has not agreed with thc
requesting en'tity upon a rate schedult
providing (or the transmission requested, the
requesting entity may file with this
Commission and serve upon PG&E a demand
that the requested service commence within six
months or such longer period as the demand
may provide. PG&E then shall within six
months (or such longer penod as thc demand
may provide) of the demand file, witn this
Commission. a rate schedule covering the
services requested and make the service!
available unless stay is granted or a contrary
decision is reached by this Commission. A stay
shaH be effective to delay the date service sha H

begin even though exceptions or appeal may be
pending, The rate schedules for tbc service!
shaH be subject to review by this Commission
which may order then: revised. If suspended.
the rates will be collected subject to refund o!
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amounts found io be exce»sive. This is
ncccssar> as part of the remedy here ordered.
as well a pursuant to the power» of th«
C oinmis»ivn iu su»peml initial rates as»ct forth
in hf«l<lh 5ourh Enure!. Inc.. Order Graniinv.
Rchcarnix. ett . hta> 24. 1983. 23 FER(
$ 61.277. Trans. Alaska Pipeline Rare Case»
436 U,S, 631 (1977). Otherwisc. the imposition
of excessive rates might be a means of
preventing the service from being used.

Requests and demands pursuant to these
implementation provisions must be for specific
service, and not requests for general
transmission. The requests and demands
should specify the transmission service, but not
the terms on which it is to bc rendered. In the
first instance, and subject to review, the terms
of ratt schedules not agreed upon are to be
promulgated by PGgr E. This Commission
customarily has allowed utilities to design their
own, rate schedules so long as the design is not
unjust and unreasonable. There may be many
just and reasonable rate schedule designs which
will produce the proper revenues for the
utility, and are thus permissible for it to use.
NCPA's request for a postage sump rate for
all transmission service is denied. Nothing
prevents the use of posuge stamp rates if they
are just and reasonable, but PGgtE is noi
required to use that particular rate design if it
prefers another design that is not unjust and
unreasonable It has not been shown. that all
other rate designs are unjust and unreasonable.

All rates and terms of service, of course.
arc to be not unduly discriminatory, and
otherwise just and reasonable.

All filings shall be made in this proceeding
The proceeding shall remain open to avoid the
delays attendant upon a new proceeding. Any
suy referred to in this Initial Decision may bc
issued by thc then Presiding Judge in this
proceeding. by the Chief Judge in the absence
of a Presiding Judge, or by the Commission.

One aspect that must be considered is thai
of construction of new facilities or increases in
transmission capacity, boih of which are to bc
included in PGCkE's planning and construction
programs pursuant to Section VII, Paragraph
B of the Stanislaus Commitments. That such
new construction or increases in transmission
capacity are to be put mto effect, and not
merel> planned. is apparent from the inclusion
of such construction or capacity increases in
the construction program as well as the
planning program. No time is set here for
construction or increased transmission. It
would be almost impossible to do so, since it i»
not now known just what construction or
increases in capacity may be called for. Under
the circumstances, a reasonable time will
apply. What a reasonable time may be will

0 63,048

depend upon th» cvnstruction or transmission
incrca»c. involved and thi circumstance,

'under which they are undertaken, If thi
parties cannoi aitree. the reasonable time may
hc determined in th» iinplerncntation
priiccduri previously sct forth, and the Lime for
putting service into effect extended to allow fur
thc necessary construction or expansion. PGhE
may raise these issues hy alleging impossibility
to perform by the time service is requested or
would go into effect under the implementation
proc~dure. Where construction or expansion is
necessary, it is suggested the parties attempi
to reach agreement on the time service is to
begin, and if no agreement is reached. the
demand Cor service should not Cail to allov a

reasonable time for compliance. If it does not
allow a reasonable time, the legal expenses of
extending the time. by stay or otherwise. may
at the discreiion of the Commission be included
in the cosis of iricreased capacity or additional
facilitics payable by the PGfkE customer
under Paragraph B of Section VII of the
Commitments, Any increases in construction or
expansion costs caused by delay resulting froir,
unwarranted objections or requests for stay bi

'GfkE with respect to all or part of a demand
for service may be excluded in the discretion of
the Commission from the costs to be recovered
by PGfkE under Paragraph B,

Unless otherwise agreed. the party
requesting service requiring construction or
expansion must commit itself to payment of
the cost. PG&E may require either advance
paytnent or a commrnitrnent to use ihe
transinission service sufficientl> for PGg E to
recoup its costs from the raies charged. so lpng
as the requirement is not unjust and
unreasonable or unduly discriminatory.

The PG&E NCPA Interconnection Agrccmeni
After ihe conclusion of the hearing. PGCkE

and NCPA signed a contract for inter.uptiblc
transmission over the Intertie. NCPA later
complained that little transmission wa» made
availabl, and thc contraci has expired lt is
not an issue in this proceeding. It was followed
by an Interconnection Agreement between
PGgrE and NCPA, including all NCPA
members except Santa Clara and Reddinp,
This agreeineni provided for interruptible
Intertie transmission and certain firn>
transinission elsewhere than on the Intertie,
On July 18, 1983, PGCkE moved to lodge the
then unsigned Interconneciion Agreement in
this proceeding. It was later execuied and was
filed with the Commission on August 16, 1983.
and accepied for filing September 14. 1983. 24
FERC 5 61,286, without approval or decision
on the merits, in Docket No. ER83M3.000
While the agreement was not a subject of the
hearing in this proceeding. official notice may
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he taken vf ii snd it may bc considered in so
fai as iis cxistcncc ma> affect thi remedies
hrr«The justn«ss and reasonableness of ihc
A<tr< ernvni is sublect to Commission
drierrninaiuin in 1)<acket N«FR834<83.000

PG& E argues thai the Interconnection
Agreement indicates that PGhE has
negoiiaied in good faith with NCPA and has
implemented the Stanislaus Commitments as
pertinent to NCPA. (PG&E's Reply to NCPA's
Response to Motion to Lodge, p. 1, filed
August 10, 1583.) PG&E might argue that thc
Interconnection Agreement shows PG&E is not
excluding NCPA from the Intertie or denying
access io transmission facilities. PGhE also
might argue that in view of the
Interconnection Agreement ~ the
implementation provision here ordered with
respect to the Stanis(sus Commitments and the
Intertie is unnecessary. These arguments do
not affect the rc:suit reached here. First,
PG&E's intent to exclude or failure to
negotiate in good faith is not the basis of the
relief ordered with respect to thc. Intertie and
the Sianislaus Commitments. Second, the
Interconnection Agreement does not apply to
all entities in PG&E's area, or to all entities
outside that area which may wish to use the
Intertie lines or PG&E's transmission to and
from the Intertie in PC&E's area. These
entities are entitled to the services ordered in
this proceeding.

Bot t lencck

Intervenors have alleged that the CPP
companies'bility to deny Cities access to the
Intertie gives the Coinpanies monopoly power
over relevant markets for wholesale power,
impairing Intervenors'bility to obtain
coordination services and their ability to
provide retail services competitively. Edison
Witness Johnson stated:

[T)he Intertie inakes it possible for
California utilities to purchase "surplus"
hydroelectric energy from the Pacific
Northwest. During flush periods of the year,
the generating capacity of Pacific Northwest
hydroelectric systems is in excess of the
amounts deinanded by Pacific Northwest
customers. In the absence of the opportunity
to sell this surplus energy to California
companies vis the Intertie, Pacific
Northwest producers would spill water over
their dams and lose significant amounts o(
potential energy for all time. Hence, the sale
oC low cost surplus energy Crom Northwest
hydro sources to California lowers the energy
costs of the California utilities...

CH.1677. (See also Lane, CH-1161.) While
cheap Northwest power has been reduced, and
will be further reduced, it is not yet
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eliminated. The sdvsmsges of exchange oi
peak power between ihe Norihuesi and
Cali(ornia will remain

lntcrvenors snd Stall have each alleged
thai ihe lntcriie is a "bottleneck" (aciliiy, and
that, accordingly. antitrust principles require
that direct access tu it be granted to
comp<;titors.

The essential facility. or bottleneck
facility, doctrine is well established in law. In
United States v. Terminal Railroad Association
of Sr. Lewis, 224 U.S. 383 (1912), a group of
railroads had control over sll railroad
switching facilities in Si. Louis. The. Court
said:

)W)hen, as here, the inherent conditions are
such as to prohibit any other reasonable
means of entering the city, the combination
of every such facility under the exclusive
ownership snd control of less ihan sll of the
companies under compulsion to use them
vio(ates the first and second sections ol ihc
tShcrman) act.

Id. at 409. To remedy the siiuation, the Court
ordered ownership of or access to the terminals
for any existing or future railroad. Id. at 411
As later developed, the doctrine states that

where facilities cannot practicably be
duplicated by would be competitors. those in
possession of ihein must sllou them io be
shared on fair terms. It is illegal restraint of
trade to foreclose the scarce facility.

A.D. Nesle, the Antitrust Laws of the United
States 67 (2d., 1970) c(uorcd in Hcchr v, Pro
Football, Inc. 570 F. 2d 902 (D.C. Cir. 1977k

As stated in Hecht:

To be "essential" a facility need noi be
indispensible, it is sufficient if duplication of
the facility would be economically infeasible
and if denial of its use in(licts a severe
handicap on potential market entrants.

Id. at 992.

In this case, the Interiic facilities meet
these criteria. Accord, Cities of Anaheim.
Riverside ct sl. v. Southern California Edison
Co., Order Specifying Certain Facts To Be
Without Substantial Controversy. No. CV.78
810 MML (C.D. Calif. ~ May 19. 19811. ("The
transmission facilities known as the Pscifi<
Intertie cannot practicably be duplicated by
plaintiffs. Consequently the Intertie is
essential to... transmission." Id. at 3.)

It is clear that the Intertie was built at
great expense. It consists of two 500kV ac (incr
extending over a distance of 945 miles, and onc
800kV dc line over a distance of 846 miles in
length. (Lane, CH-1158.) The total capital
inv«stment when the facility was built ua»
$700 million (Id., CH.1167>, and to duplicstr
the facility would no doubt require an ever.
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greater expense (Guth. CH 29.516.) The
emergence of thc current Intertie required
alipruximaiely 50 years, beginning with a

suggestion of a West Coast Intertie in 1919.
surfac'ing again in the mid.1930's. with
planning in earnest beginning in tht lat«
)950'6 and early 1960's. (Lane, CH.1162~.)
The Intertie ac lines were not energized until
1969 and the dc lines not until 1970. (Lane,
CH-1159.)

In view of the tremendous resources
required to duplicate these facilities, and the
handicap placed upon those who are not given
access to them. I find the Pacific Intertie lines
are -bottleneck" facilities.

The argument has been presented thai
although a bottleneck situation admittedly
exists (See Edison Witness Johnson, CH 1684).
other bottlenecks exist elsewhere. Johnson cited
as an example that Anaheim now owns the
distribution network in the Disneyland area,
and thus possesses a bottleneck monopoly of
distribution. foreclosing direct access on the
part of Edison to service Disneyhnd. CH 1685.

This argument is not persuasive. First.
these other bottleneck situations are not in
controversy in this case, and they also may or
may not be found to be anticompetitive.
Secondly, all bot tlenecks are not, per se, illegal.
For an illegal bottleneck to exist, it must be
infeasible for the excluded competitors to
duplicate the facilities, and the denial of use
must inflict a severe handicap on potential
entrants. Hechr v. Pro.Football, Inc.. 570 F. 2d
982 (D.C. Cir. 1977). It is clear that not all
structural bottlenecks would necessarily meet
these criteria.

PGgcE Witness Guth testified as follows;

tQ:] The question is whether it would not be
more expensive if NCPA were compelled to
drop its use of the PGgcE system and
construct its own system interconnecting the
Cities together and to the PGgtE area
borders?

Would not it be more expensive for NCPA
to build and operate this than it would to
utilize the PG|kE system?
THE WITNESS: The answer is probably
yes. It would bc more expensive in total to
society in terms of the resources it consumed

CH.29.518.
He continued at a later point:

Q: Are the Cities prevented or inhibited irs

building their own alternative transmission
networks by a transmission network being a

natural monopoly?...
A: My answer is that they are probably, they
are certainly prevented by regulators from
doing that since transmission within the area
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wouk) he a natural monopoly inhibited by
coin factors and prevented by regulation
because of those cost factors reflecting a

useful waste of resources

CH 29,654.55 Guth expressed!hc opinion that
if the transmission line were built. it would
have to be integrated into the transmission
network that is the natural monopoly. CHES.
It is questionable whether this would be

feasible,
PGgFE has cited evidence (Reply Brief. p.

112, citing Daines. CH.26,346) that the
Intertie can be duplicated The evidence is not
persuasive, Daines'tudy was based only on

the economic feasibility for PGgcE, not NCPA
or others. As he stated;

Our company mad» studies of fa third AC
line) on a preliminary basis for our ott'n
evaluation,. The economic feasibility is
not certain ... Economic feasibility of th'e

third line must address (the) question of
preference and some reasonably fair division
of the power so that if the utilities were to
build the line, they would not lose the power
supply,and make it uneconomical for them

CH.26,34&47, emphasis added.

PGgcE's citation of Southern Cities
Witness Russell is also not persuasive. Russell
states that if DWR, CVP and NCPA in
concert were to construct additional 500 kV
facilities. the project would be economically
feasible. CH-16,458. First. while this has been
studied. there is no evidence of serious
consideration or negotiation, Secondly, the
Commission does not have jurisdiction over
DWR or CVP to order any such partnership.
and even if it did, there is nothing in the
antitrust cases which states that a project
becomes "economically feasible" for bottleneck
facility analysis if competitors are able to
combine to duplicate the facility. The purpose
of the bottleneck doctrine is to enhance
competition. This purpose would not be
furthered if, as here. participatiun by a

competitor v as possible only if it combined
with others.

Nor would it be in the public interest to
require an additional Intertie line to be built.
As Witnes» Johnson testified:

As voltage increases. the relative energy loss

falls; the transmission of large amounts of
energy can be achieved at falling costs with
high voltage lines even though large capital
expenditures and significant operating costs
are involved. Consequently, a single
transmission line with a given voltage willbr
more efficient than a number of lower
voltage lines delivering the same amount of
energy in a specified time period.

CH.1655
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San Diego has argued (Brief II. p. 34) thai
ihu bottleneck d<>ctrinc must bc rejected on
xr<>un>l» ihai ih< Supreme Court. in Terminal
ki<>fr<~</. «ate<1 thai access must be granted
"ul>un ncarl) an equal plane as may b< a»

"

that w<up>e<I {hv defendants]" (224 U,S, at
4111 an<i ihai because the proprietary risks are
nut shared, ihc Intervenors cannot obtain the
benefits This argument is easily rejected. The
cited case goes on to state:

Such plan of reorganization must also
provide definitely for the use of the terminal
facilitics by any other railroad not electing
to become a joint owner, upon such... terms
... as will ... place every such company
upon as nearly an. equal phne as may bc
with respect io expenses and charges as that
occupied by the {owners].

Also, the case does not require absolute parit>
In United States v. American Telephone and
Telegraph Co., CCH Trade Cases {{64,276
(D.D.C 1981), thc government had argued
that ATg<T was required to afford
interconnection to the new Bell carriers on
terms of parity with those enjoyed by its own
subsidiary. The court rejected this position.
stating that Terminal Railroad did not contain
a rcquircment of absolute parity.

{P]roblems of feasibility and practicability
may bc taken into account in determining
the sufficiency under ihe law of. the access to
esseniial faciliiies .. To put it another way.
parity is not required.

Id. at 74,238.
San Diego's remaining argument as to parity is
also not persuasive. (Brief Il, p. 34.) San Diego
staies that because the preference laws grant
government owned utilities priority in the
purchase of cheap Northwest power, Intertie
access would give Intervenors a greater
advantage. The preference laws are statutory
and a matter of legislative design. The
Companies cannot use a bottleneck facility to
deny benefits the legislature has decided to
give.

San Diego has argued that the Supreme
Court has required collective action by
compeiitors in connection with an essential
facility to justify equal access. (Brief I, p. 21.)
This is inaccurate. First, as in United Stares is
Otter Tail Power Co., 331 F. Supp. 54 (D.
Minn. 197l), the bottleneck theory has been
applied to single firms. Second, the focus is on
the nature of the facility, not the owners. Sce
Associated Press v. United States, 326 U.S. I
(1945). Intent also is not relevant. For the
bottleneck theory to apply, it does not have to
be proven that either a "conspiracy to
monopolize" exists or that the exclusion is for
the specific purpose of extending a monopoly.
Rather, denial of access to a bottleneck facility

F ERG Reports
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is itself a restrain( nf trade. I'<ntur<
Tcchnulugy Inc. i lv'ar>unal Fuel Gas Cu c<

al.. 19$ LSI CCH Trad< Case» r 63.780 a<

78.169 (W.D.N.Y. 19811 If Edison is co<reci
(Comments p 14) that fvi relief 1<> hu grantid
the denial of access must be part of a contrari
combinatiun or conspirary, there is boih
contract and combination here. Edison also
contends thc denial of access must be
unreasonable. I find that the denial of access tn
unused Intertie capacity is unduly
anticompetitive, unduly discriminatory, unjust
and unreasonable, and contrary to the public
interest. It is a waste of a portion of a inajo<
econoinic asset of this country.

As San Diego (Brief II~ p. 33) correctl)
points out:

{t]he antiirusi laws do not require that an
esseniial facility be shared if such sharing
would be impractical or would inhibii the
defendant's ability to serve its customc.:
adequately.

Hecht v. Pro Football. 570 F. 2d 982, 992.993
As stated in Garnco, Inc. <t Providence Fruit
and Produce Bldg., Inc. ~ 194 F 2d 484 <1st Cir

1952)'a]dmittedly, the finite limitations of th»
building itself thrust monopoly power upon
thc defendants, and they are not required to
do the impossible in accepting
indiscriminately all who would apply.
Reasonable criteria of selection, therefore,
such as lack of available space, financial
unsoundness, or possibly low business or
ethical standards, would not violate the
standards of the Sherman Antitrust Act.

See also Ventun Technology. Inc. v. I>lational
Fuel Gas Co., supra

... the refusal to allov Venture to connect to
a {bottleneck] pipeline would not be a

violation if [it were) found that the capacity
of the line in question had been exceeded so
that other producers would be forced to
reduce their sales if Venture had been
connected to the pipeline.

Id. at 78,169.
It is clear that excess capacity is not

always avaihble on the Intertie. Access can he

given without interfering with the owners'se
or previous cominitments by providing for
interruptible access. For this reason, it is found
that (I) the bottleneck doctrine applies in this
case and (2) as a result, access to the Interiie
should be awarded, on an interruptible basis. to
those not now using it who may wish to do so

Allunused Intertie capacity, whether avaihble
for long periods or short, for long distances or
short. for interstate or intrastate transmission.
should be available to those who wish to use it
where such use would not interfere with the
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own«<'- u «<>< prior <ominiirncnts and uhere ii
v <>uld noi iml>air system reliability or b«
>n<.<>n»s<«n< «ith prudcni op«rat>on This will
vi«ld ih« tr«ates< ««on<>m>r us«of ih« line.'.
.ind is <h«r«f<>r« in th«puhlir int«rest To thi
«xt«ni ihi Ini«rii< may not constitute a

hot <I«neck fur som« intrastate transmissior
because other transmission paths <nay b<

available, in the case of PGg<E and Edison ih«
other paths will be through their transmission
grids, It is pcrrnissible. of course, for such
paths to be substituted for Intertie
transmission San Diego has no such paths, so
we need consider only its share in the Intertie.

Yothing in this Initial Decision prevents
furnishing firm Intertie capacity. to an entity
wishing it. in place of or in addition to
providing inttrrupiible transmission access to
the Intertie

Th» Comm'ission has no authority over
govcrnmenial entities such as CVP, LADWP,
Glendale. Burbank and Pasadena. who are
among those now wiih access to the Intertie
This order is directed only to PGg<E, Edison.
and San Diego. The fact that others cannot be
reached is not a reason to refrain from issuing
an order io those over whom we do have
authority. Yor does their ownership of shares
in the Iniertie operate as an alternative to the
PGg<E. Edison and San Diego Intertie
transmission. The government entities'hares
are pari of the bottleneck. not an alternative to
it.

We do not now decide how avaihble
capacity on the Intertie is to be allocated. It
must, of course, be on a non.discriminatory
basis. at rates that are just and reasonable.
Access to Interti transmission shall not be
limited to the present Intervenors, but must be
accorded without regard to whether those who
desire access are parties to this proceeding or
not.

This order applies to both the ac and dc
Intertie lines; any unused capacity on tither or
both must be available for use by others. To
the extent use of the dc line might be restricted
by the LADWP.Edison Pacific Intertie, DC
Transmission Agreement, measures must be
taken to offset or avoid the restrictions through
use of ac lines or other arrangements which will
be discussed later. Y<ot only the Intertie lines
are affected; necessary transmission capacity
to and from the Intertie lines must be made
available to the extent it exists and is available
for use. Such transmission is part of the
bottleneck, as it would limit access to the
Intertie. Both PG|kE and Edison havt a
monopoly, each in its own area, of a
transmission grid which would provide or limit
access to and from the Intertie. To the extent
any provisions of the PIA or other agreements
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mat «<>nfl>«< with this ord«r. they shall h>

ahiogat«d, anil th«provision< of this ord«:
shall pr«vail

Thi. pr>~'««dint uill l>< left op< n .'> r in
purpo>< vf <l«aling wiih an3 problems «hi«n
ma3 arise in cnnneriinn v ith th» r«li«f
provided hcr«

intervenor's'itness Russell said thai the
Intertie's physical capacit> could be increased,
and thai the Intervenors could share in the
increase. He suggesied that thc Interven'ors be
allo~ed to increase the capacity if the PIA
companies did not wish io do so, If the PIA
companies did not wish to share the cost of th«
capacity increases suggested by Intervcnors.
hfr. Russell would allow Intervenors to make
the changes, and have the full amount of thr
increased capaciiy allocaied to them.

It has also been suggesied chat the «xistin><
Intertie ac lines, usually operated at 2300 hiW
capacity. could be operateff at 2700 ht+'. thus
making '200 hfW available for allotmeni t<>

Intervenors. While transmission has reached
2700 MW on a short ~ term einergency or test
basis, 2500 MW has been the normal usagi,
and to go higher would reduce th< safety
margin, Increasing the amount of currer
transinitted will also increase the temperature
of the line and result in increased line losses
Increases in operating costs. notably in
maintenance and rate of depreciation. woul<'.

be expected to follow
There is no showing thai any of the PIA

companies or committees have mad«any
determinations as to increasing or noi
increasing the physical capacity of the line in
bad faith in order to hold down the available
capacity, or hold down the transmission over
the existing facilities for the purpose of not
having transmission available for Intervenors
or others not party to the PIA, The evidence
appears to show that PGg<E, at least. woulc
have liked more transmission avaihble for
itself. This is indicated from the consideration
given to the building of an additional Intertie
line. (I do not include the controversy over
DWR's transmission rights, as that mignt bc
thought to arise from a desire io exclude
Intervenors, rather than to obtain transmissioi.
for PGg<E.)

This Commission has no power to oraer
changes in operating policics or 'ractices
which are not unjust or unreasonable anc
where no bad faith has been shoun. It has noi
been contended that the failure to mak>
changes in the Iniertie facilities, or to operatt
them at no mort than 2500 MW, was unjust.
unreasonable, or the result of bad faith. The
contention was that the capacity of th«
facilities could be increased, and thai ever>
without change the present a« facilities could
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he operated ai 2700 hCW Even if the
Cumm<ss<vn had ihi power tv substitute its
(vdxmen( for that vf thc operators tn matters
ul eff<e<vnry. »cvnvmy. and <afcty, I would
d»cltn» iu dv sv This Commrssivn is not in th<
bus(ness vf makrng operating decision~ Thc
utilities should run their own businesses, so
tong as their decisions are not unreasonable
and are nvt made in bad faith.

Paragraph 7.02 of the PIA provides, in
part:

Each )PIA) company shall have the right to
purchase its share, based on Relative Size
Percentages, of any Northwest Power
acquired by one or more of the [PIA)
Companies ~ on the same terms and
conditions as the acquiring Company.
Paragraph 7.02 also provides that if a
Company rejects part or all of its share in
the Northwest Power, the other Companies
may take: it in the same Relative Size
Percentages, and before a Company may
transfer any of its Northwest Power to a
non.PIA entity, the other PIA Companies
have a first refusal on it.

I find Paragraph 7.02 is antiwompe(itive,
unjust and unreasonable. It must be deleted in
its entirety.

Paragraph 6.02(h) gives the other PIA
Companies a right of Cirsi reCusal if Edison
wishes to sell all or part of i(s share of the
transmission on the dc line. So far as this
applies to a portion shared by Edison with
PGg(E or San Diego, this provision may be
necessary to protect their rights. (Under the
agreemcnt with LADWP, Edison obtained the
right to use half of the dc line's capacity;
Edison then gave the right to use 50 percent of
that half to PGg(E, and the right to use 7
percent of the half to San Diego.) This right of
Cirsi refusal has never been exercised (Mitchell,
CH 1858. 1860; Daines, CH-1340) ~ and at the
outset of this proceeding, Edison acknowledged
its waiver of the provision. (Edison Opening
Brief at pages 31, 33.) Paragraph 6.02(h) must
be revised to eliminate the right of first refusal
as to transmission service except that San
Diego and PGg(E may each protect its portion
of dc line allocation assigned ii by Edison by
retaining a right of first refusal as tn its owr.
allocation, but such right shall extend no
further than is necessary for such protection.
Beyond that, I find the first refusal to be
anticompetitive, un just and unreasonable.

Paragraph 7.01(e) provides that. with
certain exceptions, no PIA Company shall
transfer or make available Intertie capacity to
another entity, whether a PIA Company or
not, without the consent of the PIA Company
owning the facilities in which capacity is
available. This would mean, for example, that
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San Diego could nvi rnak< par( vr all v! «s a<

Intertie allotment availahl» in one of th<
Southern Cities for transmisstun tv vr fron. th<
Northwe<t without ihe cvnsent of hvth E»h vr
and PGh E, since som< of the ar transmission
facilines tv and from the Northwest lie m
Edison's area and are owned by it ~ while part
of the ac transmission route lies in PGg E's
territory and is owned by ii. This provision is
not only in restraint of trade, but might be
invoked to frustrate the relief here provided.
The only circumstances under which the PIA
Company owning the facilities might properly
object to their usc', by a financially responsible
entity deriving its right to use from an
arrangement with another PIA Company
having ihe legal right to such transmission„
would be if for some reason the transmission
system would be adversely affected by the usi.
sought. The adverse effect would have to be
subs(antially greater than would result from
use by the PIA Company which sought
transfer it beCore transmission for the
transferee could be challenged, Paragraph
7.01(e) must be modified to reflect this ruling

Paragraph 7.01(e) also provide~ that nv
PIA Company shall iransfer or make availabl»
any of its Assured Intertie Capacity wtthvut
according the other PIA Companies a right oi
first reCusal. Again, Edison has waived its firs(
refusal rights, but thc other PIA companies
have not. This por(ion of Paragrapn 7.01(e) i.
found to be in restraint of trade. and unjust.
and unreasonable. For the reasons discussed
above, it must be eliminated.

Staff requests that all rulings of th»
Intertie Coordination Committee be fiied with
the Commission because ihe rulings affeci or
relate to the Intertie agreements, I.agree. All
such rulings shall be filed in this proceedinc.
which will remain open for any action which
may be required on such rulings

We LAD((rPEdison DC In(errie Agrcemcnr
With certain excepiions, Article 19{c){f(of

the LADWP-Edison DC Intertie Agreement
provides for a right of first refusal to all other
participants in that Agreement:

if any Participant desires tv sell. lea<e vr
otherwise dispose of all or any portion of it<
interest, or of its right to use capacity. in the
DC Transmission FacBities and additions
and betterments thereto...

This gives LADWP, Glendale. Burbank anc
Pasadena a fiat refusal as to any use of de line
capacity now allocated io PGg(E, Edison or
San Diego. This Commission does not have ihi
authority to abrogate the right~ of LADWP.
Glendale, Burbank, or Pasadena Thc first
refusal might seem in interfere with the
transmission remedy herr ordered. thai is, that
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all unused dr line as well as ac lines capacity of
Edison. PGAF. and San Diego should be
avaihbl«on ar. intcrruptible basis to entities
not party to th«PIA That interferenr«,
hu»i vrr. ran and must be kept at a minima'.
I«v«l

The first refusal provision, being
restrictive, is to be strictly construed, and any
arrangement not specifically covered should be
considered outside the scope of the provision.
For example, an agreement by Edison to
purchase energy in the Northwest and sell the
energy to Anaheim ac cost plus cost of
transportation would not be within the
provision. since all transmission would be
Edison's. Il Anaheim buys Northwest energy.
assigns it to Edison in the Northwest and then
repurchases it at Anaheim, the transmission of
the energy would b. Edison's, and that would
be outside the scope of che provision. Another
qossibility would be for Anaheim to buy
Northwest energy and assign it to Edison in
return for other energy delivered by Edison at
Anaheim, with suitable adjustments in the
price of the delivered energy to compensate for
transinission expense and line losses incurred
by Edison in bringing down the Northwest
energy for general use in its area. No doubt
many other arrangements can be made which
would avoid the application of the first refusal
provision. The particular form of the
transaction should be left to the entity
providing access to the Intertie transmission so

long as the costs to other parties are not
increased above what just and reasonable
transmission charges would be and the
obligation to provide access to transmission is
not frustrated.

In the event ~ however, that the first
refusal clause would prevent or impair the
furnishing of access to dc line transmission as
required by this Initial Decision, the entity
required to provide Intertie access will be able
to provide a full remedy by providing access to
ac lines transmission out of its own capacity
which ic would otherwise be using on the ac
lines, and making up for its loss of ac lines
capacity by using the dc line itself. Its own use
of the dc line would not fall within the ambit of
the first refusal provision, and chat provision
does not affect ac lines transmission for
anyone. Under such an arrangeinent che entity
providing Intertie access may ordinarily
recover the reasonable rate that would have
been applicable had dc line transmission been
available and utilized.-

in general. the entity providing acces»
should use the least expensive transmission
route available after the entity's own and its
already commit ted transmission needs are
taken care of. This is subjecc to chr norinal
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operating proc«dures on the lines. including
norinal emergency procedures Yo one is
required to exc«ed the usual transmission
capacit> nl a lint to reduce cost. except
rircumstanc«s, emergency or otherv ise. where
higher capacity would be utilired if the energy
transmitted were the entity's own

While the Commission cannot invalidate
the first refusal rights of LADWP, Glendale,
Burbank and Pasadena, it has authority to
order PGfkE, Edison and San Diego not to sell
or otherwise transfer any transmission rights
on the dc line chat would fall within the scope
of the first refusal. Il LADWP, Glendale,
Burbank or Pasadena should acquire

such'ighcs,it would remove a portion of the dc line
capacity from our authority to require its use
for others than PGhE, Edison, San Diego.
LADWP, Glendale. Burbank and Pasadena. or.
in the alternative. to provide substitute
cransmission lor PGfkE. Edison and San Diego
that will free ac lines capacity for use by those
others. PGgrE, Edison and San Diego are
ordered not to transfer any dc line capacity
subject to the first refusal provision without
prior approval by the Commission in this
proceeding.

This proceeding will be held open to
permit the resolution of any questions that
arise from che orders with respec't to dr line
arrangements.

PGgrE, Edison and San Diego will also be
ordered to renounce their first refusal rights
under the DC Intertie Agreeinent so that any
entity may bid if any other participants in che
dc lines wish to transfer their enctclements, and
the renunciation shall be made an ainendment
co the Agreement. Edison has already waived
its first refusal rights except as to ownership.

The Shf UD and DCC'R ZHC'greements
No one has coinplained of the amounts of

interti«capacity made avaihble to SMUD or
DWR. The evidence indicates that SMUD
extracted from PGikE a larger allocation than
PGgrE originally wished to give. This was done
by SMUD refusing to enter into the contract
and to support the Intertie package ol
agreements unless its demands were met.

With respect to SMUD, the Intervenors
have complained that it should be permitted to
sell soine of its power not only to Intervenors (a
point which will be dealt with hter) but also to
Edison. To effect this. SMUD would need
cransmission, the. Intervenors contend
transmission on the Intertie should be
available for that purpose. Whether Edison
wishes to purchase SMUD power or SMUD
wishes to sell to Edison has not been
established. bui the remedies previously
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prvvidi <1 would apply here under boih the
Sianislau Cvmmiiments and th» bottleneck
ih«vs> PChF. !hould pro«id«available unu<cd
ra cia«icy vn a nun discriminates> ban!
Shit'1):<. w«ll a! mh«s. for whvm tran<mi!sius.
i! s«qu<»«d Thi! s«sn«dy is mr'i« limit«d thar(
lnt«svenvsi would like. in that PGhE need
make availabl«only unused capacity and need
nvi giv«up capacity thai is already beinr
utilired. To the extent that any capacity is or
will he available. PGgsE is obligated tv allow it
io be used.

As to DWR, Intervenvrs complain that the
capaciiy committed to transmission of power
for operating DWR's pumps should be
available for DWR to assign to others for other
purposes This contention is rejected. The
contract with DWR provides for power
cransmission up to 300,000 kW to operate the
pumps It i< not an outright allocation of
300000 kW capacity but merely an agreemeni
to transmit power for the pumps. not for an>
other use, While the California companies
mighi have contracted with DWR to provid»
300000 kW capacity to be used for any
purpose. they did not do so. and the
arrangement made was not unlust and
unriasonable so far as appears from this
record. A coniract to provide power only for a
particular purpose is not unjust and
unreasonable per se DWR asked for
transmission for its pumps and that is whai it
scot

A subsequent contract between DWR and
PGg E, while not considered in this proceeding
because it was filed after the close of the
record. is concended to have made this
controversy moot in chis case, although this is
disputed,

Ocher Contracts Allecring rhe PIA
The CYP arrangements and the SMVD.

PGhE Integration Agreement will be
considered later. The remaining concracis
affecting the Pacific Intertie need not be
discussed herr as they have no effect upon the
remedies which have been ordered.

III.PGgtE.SMUD Integration Agreement
This agreement provides for ShIUD to sell

tv PGgsE all of its hydro and nuclear power in
excess of thai needed for its own use, and for
PGgsE to provide back up service for SMUD.
When ShfVD desired to construct a nuclear
plant, it found chat a plant large enough to
provide the desired economies of scale would
give it mor«capacity than its own system
could utilize. The logical purchaser of SMUD's
excess generation wa< PGgsE, v hich is the
major adjacent electric utility. Only a good
sized util'iy could utilize all SMUD's excess.
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and only a major utility could provide thi
back u'p that Shf VD w'vuld requir« in thi
event of down tim«on the nuclear facile>
NCPA members had nv generaiion at the tim
this contract wa! entered into. and could hav(
utilized vnl> a very small fraction vf what
Shtl'D had availabl« for saic. They cvsnplain.
nevertheless. that PCgsE has monopolized ihi
SMUD power; making it unavailable to others

Since the close of the record, PGAE has
filed a notice of termination of its concraci
with SMUD, to take effect in 1987. No notice
of termination of POTE's services to SMUD
has been filed with this Commission, and those
services must continue until the Comsnission
approves the discontinuance.

During the hearing. considerable evidenci
was devoied to showing thai SMUD's pow«r
could be more advantageously used by Edison
than by PGfkE There is no evidence thai
Edison was interested in the power

SMVD is not a party to this proceedinz.
and the Commission has no jurisdiction over it

NCPA has previously soughi to obtain a
modification of the PCfsE SMUD agreemen:
as being'in violation of the antitrust laws
NCPA sought to obtain a share of Shf UD's
nuclear power. The Comsnission summarily
disposed of NCPA's conccncions and declined
to order a hearing. This was affirmed by the
D,C. Court of Appeals, 514 F.2d 184 11974i.
cess. dhnied. 423 U.S, 863 (1975i Thai cast.
indicates that Commission has no authority to
revise a»y contract of ShIUD to compel it cv
deliver po ver to NCPA or anyone else, or even
to cease ts deliver power to PGgsE,

The ommission would have authority.
however, f PGgtE violated the anticrusc law<
in enteriiig into the SMUD contract, to order
PGgtE to release SMUD from some or all of iis
commitment co sell power tv PGgtE, so thai
SMVD could make such arrangements as ii
wished for the power freed from che concraci
commicmenc. What SMUD might do ther.
would be its own dcterrninacion. free from th.
contract constraints, but free also from an>
compulsion by t,his Commission.

It has not been shown chat PCgsE encered
into the contract with the intcncior. v!
excluding other purchaser< from the mark«i
rather than for the purpose of acquinng power
needed for its own use. PGRE is short of the
reserves it believes adequate for its own
operations. PGgsE has rot met its own
planning goals for several years prior io che
hearing. Any time anyone contracts to buy
anything it excludes others who might wish tv
buy ihe same thing. This is not a violation o!
the antitrust laws. nor is it unreasonah!t
provided the purchase is made because it is
neede.. nd nvt because the purchaser wishe<
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k««l ~ a curn<>ci>i<>r from getting >t Thc
rlas. >c»xampl«>s a manufacturer wh<>

purch:<x». a c'ucnl>«lil<>r'. factory If h«d<>«
>n ~ >«fcr lu 1>r«vent romp«titian. il is wrongful
lf h«lu» <> n<>l fo< <ha< purl>ox< boi h««au~
hc «»h«. io utilic» lhi factury for h>s ow'n

pruJuc<>un. >t is not wrongful exclusion of a

corn<>e(i<or. Here. I cannot find upon the
evidence presented that PG&E's purpose was
the exclusion of competitors rather than
buying power it needed to supply its
cuslomers.

While I find that no remedy should be
ordered, any remedy awarded would be of little
value Any remedy must be prospective only,
and PG&E's notice of termination means thal
SMUD is now free to negotiate for sales
elsewhere. if it so desires, with sales to begin on
the date of (errnination. Unless there is a

set tlcment ~ history indicates that thos<
proceedings will take a substantial time in this
Commission and in ihe appellate courts, so
that any remedy would be in effect very lit(i»
time <if at all) before the notice of termination
(akes effcci,

No argument is made that the sales of
power to ShfUD by PG&E are wrongful. These
sales are under this Commission's,jurisdiction.
and are made pursuant io filed rate schedules
which have been, the subject of other
Commission proceedingc and are not involved
in this case.

In order (o make any sale of SMUD power
to Southern California or an NCPA member,
there must be transmission over PG&E.
con(rolled lines. The Stanislaus Commitments
make such transmission available, either for
ShfUD, which PG&E has agreed to treat as a

Neighboring Eniity, or for the purchaser who
may take delivery at the SMUD system
Purchasers within the PG&E area will br
Neighboring Entities; a purchaser in Southern
California will be entitled (o transmission over
the Intertie in accordance with the previous
section of this Initial Decision. The Stanislaus
Comrniirnents provide for the construction by
PG&E of additional facilities if presently
existing transmission is inadequate. That
provision should assure firm rather than
interruptible transmission if that is necessary
and economically feasibl<.

No revision of the Stanislaus
Commitments will be ordered beyond those
previously indicated in connection with the
PIA. I have found no wrongdoing by PG&E in
connection with the SMUD agreement. The
Commission has not placed the Stanislaus
Commitments within ihe scope of this
proceeding excepi as they affect the PIA. If
there is further complaint that the S(anislaus
Commitmenis are not implemented, or that
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ihc exr«pi>uns ordered dclct«c! >n connect>on
with the PlA <nay st>ll hc apph«d uherc thu
P1A <. n<» ronrcrn«d. thi Cocnm>ss>on ma)
d«:<I w»l. <hr mailer >n a laicr proceeding ln
v>clA <>f ih« i>mt uhich w ill ial sc before lhc
cffc<l>v«dal«of th» notice of iermination.
arrangements by the part>es concerned may
make any Comm>ssion decisio~ unnecessary,

IV. Contract 2948A

W'heeling

'Perhaps the sirongesi attack on Contra«i
2948A is that Article 24 placed undue
limitations on ihe transmission to be provided
io CVP by PG&E. PG&E is not required ic
wheel power for CVP to any cus(orner who:

(I) is located outside the specified
geographic area l"wheeling area"): (2) was noi
a PG&E customer on April 2. 1951, (3) has had
a monthly demand of under 500kW for ihre»
months pr>or to ihe requesi for service, or <4) >.

located inside the boundaries of a municipalit)
served by PG&E at retail. <I.R U.l pp.48.9 >

The Stanislaus Comrnitrnents. howrv«r,
contain none of these limitations Under the
Commitments ~ PG& E agrees to wheel
anywhere within its area. and over the Pacific
Intertie. between any Neighboring Entit) and
f!) anoth<r Neighboring Enl>ty. (2> a

Neighboring Distribution Sysiem, or <3<
another bulk power supplier connected lu
PG&E, PG&E has agreed to treat CVP as a

Neighboring Entiiy.
The so-called limitations on wheeling in

Contract 2948A are not prohibitions against
PG&E wheeling. The limiiations merely limit
what PG&E undertakes to do under Con(raci
2948A The Sianislaus Commiimen(s ar«a
different undertaking. and the 2948A
limiiations do noi apply to the wheeling PG&E
undertakes <o provide under the Stanishus
Commitments. In any case. no clause of
Contract 2948A rehting to wheeling may b«
invoked by PG&E to prevent thc carrying ou:
of the tern.s of the,Stanislaus Comrnitrnenis, Ii
the chuses conflict, the limitaiions musi give
way,

Under the bottleneck theory prev>ously
discussed, PG&E could not rcfus« lo prov>dc
transmission over its fariliiies if transmiscior.
capacity was available between CVP and
potential customers. PG&E had a monopoly of
transmission over much of its grid, PG&E had
declined to furnish wheeling between CVP and
potential customers on numerous occasions.
and did not chirn ihat transmission was not
then available. The Stanislaus Comrnitrnents.
and i'greement to treat CVP as a

Neighb i <g Entity, are a suitable remedy if
undue discrimination in thc Commitments is
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el»nina>oil snd if >inlile>non>st>oo vf the
('<iin>nitmenti > assured

Thi Stan>s!aui Comm«>nen>». s» drafied.
h;«i horn hi lit i>. th>'< Init>al Drr>e>un to h< „

uoituly d>scr>m>na><>ry in riinnert«in with ihi ".

Psc>fir inter>i« in thai tli thi "area
opt>on'xception

>» unduly discriminatory against
commerce and against any purchaser located
outside the PGg<E area, and (2) no means are
provided to implement the services called for
hy the Commitments in the event agreement
on the ter>ns of transmission are not reached
within a reasonable time. The Commitments.
as drafted, I find to be insufficient as a remedy
in view of Contract 2948A's failure to include
general non.discriminatory wheeling
provisions. As part of the remedy here, I direct
that Contract 2948A be amended (1) to
include an agreement by PGg<E that the "area
option" exception to the Stanislaus
Co>nmitments will not be invoked by PG(kE in
connection with wheeling from CVP. and (2> to
provide that the i>nplementation procedure
previously requi'red for the Stanislaus
Commitments in connection with the Pscifi<.
Intertie may be invoked by CVP to irnpleinent
any wheeling to which >t may be entitled from
PGg<E (whether or not the wheeling involve>
the Pacific Intertie).

I further direct ss part of the remedy here
that Contract 2948A be amended to require
that transmission by PGg<E for CVP to and
from other entities must be provided on the
same basis as transinission to and from
Neighboring Entities. PGg<E shall not be
required to provide transmission beyond its
service area, however ~ or to .provide
transmission lines in addition to those now in
existence except to the extent required by the
Stanislaus Commitments for Neighboring
Entities save that PGg<E must treat other
entities similarly situated the saine as
Neighboring Entities with respect to
construction for transmission to and from CVP.

While this Commission has no jurisdiction
over CVP to change its obligations under
Contract 2948A (with the exception of certain
rate review not here relevant), the Commission
does have the authority to order PGg>E to
forego rights or increase its commitments
under Contract 2948A, so long as no new
requirements are laid upon CVP. The remedies
here provided require nothing of CVP.
although certain additional rights are given it ~

but PGg<E is required to assume additional
obligations. This is within the Co>nmission's
authority. Nothing herein obligates PGg>E to
render any service unless CVP agrees to pay
for it at just and reasonable rates.

Contract 2948A, prior to this Initial
Decision, provided for wheeling only within a

FERC Reports
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limiied area l'syinent fo»h>s wheeling «s.
provided by Art>cle 2: Wheeling required b»

th>» Initial Decision snd/«> the Stsnislsu;
Commitments heyoni! the ores covered hi
Contract 2948A i» n<n cii»c>ed by Article 25

Just and reasonahle rate» fur such wheelinv.
msy be establ>»hed by the procedures set forth
in the Stanislaus Commitments. Rates for the
new v heeling required will not be
discriminatory merely because they are
different fro>n the rates provided by Article 25
This is for two seasons. First. the new wheeling
to be provided is for different (snd likely more
distant) locations than that governed b)
Article 25. Second, even if the new wheeling
were comparable to that governed by Article
25, PGg<E is entitled to charge a lust snd
reasonable rate for the new wheeling, The rate<
provided by Article 25 may limit what PG(kE
is ent>cled to receive for wheeling covered b)
Article ?5. even if the Articl«25 rates are
lower than just and reasonable rates. This is

pursuant to the Sierra Mobil doctrine ~

Wheeling which is otherwise similar but no>

subject to Article 25 is not so limited.

One remaining question is whether
delivery may be required to more than one
delivery point per customer. I find that it i»
discriminatory to refuse delivery to any and all
delivery points so long ss just and reasonable
compensation is paid. So far as connection
facilities are concerned. the customer or CVP
may construct the>n. or PG(kE msy be
compensated for the cost of construction either
by initial payment or by an increment in the
wheeling rate with a guarantee of sufficien:
usage to cover the construction cost, or there
may be a combination of methods,

The remedy in this respect follow» the
general principle stated earlier. Higher cost of
providing service to a utility does not justify
denial of service, but the utility should psy
compensatory rates for the service it receives,
If the just and reasonable cost becomes too
high the utility itself will »ot take the service.

The same reasoning applies to any neiv
transmission facilities constructed by PGg>E as
provided in the Stanislaus Commitments. If
such facilities are built by PGg<E for
transmission to or from CVP, PGg<E is entitled
to be reimbursed for the construction cost. If
the transmission is within the wheeling area.
this reimbursement shall be in addition to rate
provided by Article 25.

PGg>E contends (First Post Hearing Brief,
pp. 118.9) that there is no need to alter the
wheeling provisions of Contract 2948A because
(1) CVP can sell all the power it has available
for sale inside the wheeling area as limited by
the contract provisions, and (2) the Stanislaus
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('vmmit ments c>s c ( VP a right tn
trsnsin«sum scrvic«w>th>n PCg'E's ar«s

C"Vf'vl <>nl) c'n sell uhat ii hs>
>s~>ls(il«. i! hs s us>i>ng Iis\ oi (uslvmcr
unsl>h (v suppl) (>«< svs«)i docs nvi hsvi
1>vuci svsihhlt lv sell them.. This d<>«s nui
change (he fart that CVP is not able lo sell to
custoiners outside th«wheeling area without
wheeling provisions to provide for transmission
to additional places, How CVP allocates its
avaihble power is not within (his Commission's
jurisdiction. To allow it to make its allocation
choices without undue constraint on its ability
to obtain wheeling from PGg>E is our
legitims(e concern. It msy be that CVP will
not wish to use the additional wheeling made
available by this Decision. It should have the
chance to make that drt«rmtna(ion.

lt is tru«(hst the Stanislaus
Commitm«nts give CVP s broader scope for
wheeling ~ and for that reason the
Commitments s c accepted as providing a part
of the remedy required. Because the
Commitments do not provide a complete
remedy, snd because they are unduly
discriminatory in some of their provisions, an
additional remedy must be imposed, That is
what hss been done.

PGikE hss argued that the Commission
hss no power to order wheeling. The
Commission did nol order PGg(E to enter upon
(he wheeling called for by Contract 2948A, or
upon the wheeling required by (he Stanislaus
Commitments. PGCkE having undertaken to
wheel, it is obligated to do so without undue
discrimination, and upon just. and reasonable
terms and conditions. That is all that is
required here.

Termination
Staff recommends that the present

provision for termination by either party on
'our years notice be changed to allow CVP to

terminate on three years notice, while PGg>E
should be enjoined from giving no(ice of
termination for five years from a Commission
decision in this proceeding (Initia) Brief, p.
222). StafC Curther recommends tha( provision
be made for withdrawal of outstanding
balances in CVP's energy and capacity bank
accounts with PGg>E at CVP's option. and
(hat the wheeling portions of Contract 2948A
be made severable to remain iii eCCect after
termination of other parts of the contrict (Id..
p. 222.)

I am unable to inake a finding on (he
evidence presented that four years would be an
unreasonable period Cor notice oC termination
by CVP but that three would be reasonable,
These notice periods are for the purpose of
allowing the other party time to make such
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ad)usl mi'nil in sup()lies. ss 1«s. s nlJ
trsnsinission, huth» in fsciliii«s snd in other
contracts, ss msy he needed b«caus( vf (hi.
termins(ion of th» arrangements b«(uern the
psr(i«s ll«r«, if CVP t«rminst«.. and other
con(lac(I sr«no( negvlist«d between CVP and
PGg>E, PGg>E may have to find other major
sources of supplies. other customer~ for a major
amount of capsci(y snd energy. other avenues
of (rsnsmission, and users for some of (he
transmission capacity now provided by PGg(E
to CVP. New facilities, both for transmission
and generation, might have to be buil(. In
practice. it is unlikely these parties would
sever all links; notice of termination would be
merely a prelude to negotiation of other
contracts governing the relations between
them. I am unable to ssy that four years would
be an unreasonable notice time given the siz«
and comp)«xi(y of (he relations between the
parties, and in the absence of specific evidence
as lo why four years is (oo long. In at least one
case. where far less difficul( adjus(men(s would
be req.'red. the Commission has approved a
much longer period. Anzons Public Service
Company, 18 FERC $ 61,196. pp, 61.393 6
(1982).

Nor am I able to find tha( PGfkE should
be restrained for five years from giving notice
There is little evidence directed to this specific
point. PGg(E, even if the contract weri
terminated, is required to continue to render
all services it is presently rendering under
Contract 2948A until PGlkE hss applied to the
Commission and been authorized by it to
discontinue any service. It is, therefore,
unnecessary for CVP to have the initial period
requested by Staff to allow CVP to adjust its
operations. Should PGikE apply to discontinue
services, any adjustment period which msy
appear necessary may be provided by the
Commission order on the application, if PGg'E
is allowed to discontinue essential services,
Unless CVP has other alternatives, PG8;E msy
not be allowed to discontinue.

Because of the necessity foi PGikE to
obtain permission before discontinuing
services, there appears no reason why th»
wheeling poriions of Contract 2948A need be

'adeseverable. Whether or not the contract is
terminated, the wheeling services (like all
other PGikE services to CVP) will remain in
effect until the Commission permits their
termination after application for, such
termination by PGgrE.

Also (o be continued un(ii a PGg E
application for termination is granted by the
Commission are the provisions for CVP energy
or capacity bank accounts with PGfkE While
CVP has been credited with payment by
PGg(E for the amounts in the accounts. these
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amvunis wer» sub!eci to repurchase by C'VP at
a higher rai» lt would seem ihai CVP could
withdraii what it has in ihese accounts during
ihe'uur year nutic» period. but il it d«cs not.
th«Comrnisiion may make suitable provision-
in ani order permitting PGg'E tu terrninaie
the service There has been little evidence
submiited on this point, and ihe siiuaiion may
never arise, or may be negotiated between ihe
parties, It is unnecessary and undesirable to
provide for it at this time.

In connection with any such later order
the Commission may consider the possible need
to regulate the withdrawals from ihe bank
accounts io prevent too much being taken at
once or at inconvenient times, which might
either strain PGhE's resources or require
excessive generation by high cost plants.

Staff has also requested that in future
contracts PGgtE noi be allowed to require
CVP, (1) to comm» its entire excess capacity
to PGgrE or (2) with certain excepiions. to
limit its sources of supply to meet obligations
to PGg E Any lurther contract replacing
Contract 2948A to the extent it is
jurisdictional, will have to be filed with this
Commission, which can then pass upon its
justness and reasonableness. To the extent the
contraci is non.jurisdictional, the Commission
will have no more authority no««'han then io
amend iis terms or reject it. The future
conditions under which the contract is entered
into and the specific terms of ihe contract may
determine what the ultimate decision should
be. I see no reason to go into ii here.
Accordingly, I decline to accept Staff's
recommendation in this respect.

Banking Accounts

CVP is part of the Bureau of Reclamation.
now under ihe Department of Energy. CVP is
primarily an irrigation and flood control
operation; power generation is secondary to the
other purposes. The water flow is regulated to
meet irrigation and flood control needs, with
eleciric generation a by. product. CH-2193.
CVP power is dedicated first to CVP pumping
requirements. CH.2193. Only the power left
after CVP pumping demands is now available
for commercial sale.

CVP generating plants are all hydro. It
bas no thermal plants, Many of the hydro
plants are runoff.the river plants, so the power
rnusi be generated as the water flows, and noi
by impounding water in reservoirs and using it
as power is needed. This results in great
differences in CVP generation in dillereni
years, depending on whether the year is wet or
dry, and also in great differences in the same
year between one season and another.

FERC Reports
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CVP doe« import Yurthv esi power ov».
ihe Pacific Interti» to seri»»s custom»r«
CVF's preference custom»r load is suppb»»!
basically from the surplui uf it«own hydr,,
generation abuv» irrigation needs, plus what «
brought in frorr. th» Yorthwest. PGgrE ha.-

undertakcn iu pruvide a limited amouni ui
power to back up CVP s fluctuating power
supplies. CVP sells lirrn power to various
municipal utilities. and other preference
entities. and iis additional available energy to
PG«kE pursuant to the banking arrangements

The sale of lirm power is made possible
large'y by the "banking" arrangements with
PGg E, under which CVP makes deliveries to
PGgrE in times of surplus and withdraws thi
deposited power in times of shortage Without
this arrangement. CVP would have larg»
supplies to sell at some periods and little or
nothing to sell at other iimes The bankirg
arrangemenis allow CVP to contract to sell a

steady liow of energy on a year. round bas«.

I
This arrangement has worked for mani

years, and has enabled CVP to be a more
reliable supplier and utihze its energy more
efliciently. In ordering any alteraiion of this
arrangement, we should be careful noi to
damage ihe established benefits or !nterfere
with the working ol an arrangement chat has
proven itsell. CVP does not seek here any relief
from the established system, nor does CVF
defend it. We have noi been given the benefit
of CVP's views,

Staff contends the restriciions or. tbe use
of power drawn from Energy Accounts Yos, 1

and 2, and the annual energy exchange
account, must be deleted as anti. competitive
and per se illegal under Gulf Stare«U[ilirie«
Company. 5 FERC 5 61,066 (1976). Staff's
Initial Brief states (pp. 126.7)

Article 20(d) provides that power thai the
United States draws oui of the annual
energy exchange account can be used only io
supply power to the bureau's pumps of!
peak. (Anderson 2200k Thus. PGg:E has
placed a resale restnction on the power it
sells to the U.S. out ol the annual energy
exchange account which limits ihe use thai
the U.S. can make of powe. ii purchases. Ii
not for this limitation CVF could have used
the large amount of excess energv in thii
account to meet its preference cusiorner load
or io transfer to Energy Account .'fo. 2
(Anderson, 2200.)
Similarly. energy chat CVP purchases from
PGgtE under Energy Account Yo. 1 and 2
can onl> be used to meet preference
customer loads and for no other purpose. (IR
U 1 ~ Article 21 (b), Anderson. 21974).

Gulf Stares involved an ordinary sale. The
transactions here were more complicaied. They
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might he <onsid»rcd services by PGhE in
ice»ising and returning liarticular categories of
inergy Th» transactions were cast in the forir.
of sal»s to PG8'E and return sales. but they
could have been treated as services for which a

fee was charged. and cast in that form. raiher
than reaching the result by providing for sale~
to and from PGhE. An argument could be
made that the power coming out should return
to ihe category from which it was drawn, and
that only. This argument is not convincing,
since there was no limit on how the power
could have been used had it not been. deposited
with PG<kE under the banking arrangements.

An argument could also be made that to
allow withdrawn power to be used in any
manner whatsoever might result in excessive
withdrawals ai inconvenient times, which
could result in excessive generating costs to
PGgtE. This is because generating costs tend to
increase as demand increases and less efficient
sources of generation are brought on line.
Particular conditions 'may offset this tendency.
of course.

I find the provisions are unduly restrictive
and should be eliminated to allow energy
withdrawn from the banking accounts to be
used in any manner CVP wishes. Provision
should be made to limit the time and'amoum
of withdrawals, and/or to increase PGgtE's
compensation for withdrawals not permitted
under the present contract restrictions, so that
there will be no uncompensated costs to PGgrE
resulting from the deletion of the limitations.
Suitable provisions for limitations on
withdrawals, or for increased compensation for
PGgtE for withdrawals in excess of present
limitations, cannot be framed upon the basis of
this record. In any event, it is preferable to
allow the parties concerned to attempt to reach
agreement upon those things, before review by
the Commission to determine the justness and
reasonableness of the limiiation and
compensation provisions, rather than to have
the Commission attempt to frame the
provisions in the first instance. A further
hearing would b» required in either case.

The provision that bank account
withdrawals should be made during of(.peak
hours is noi affected by this Initial Decision.
This is not a limitation on the use which CVP
may make: of the withdrawal power. It
provides that the energy may be taken only at
times which are less of a strain on PGgtE's
resources than withdrawals at peak periods
might be and also reduces the tendency toward
increased generation costs that would occui
during peak periods.

We do not yet know whether CVP may
wish io make withdrawals of power in addition
to those which would be permitted under
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Contract 294RA as ortpnalls wntten. If
does. or ii it may uish io do in the future. I
find that PGgrE should he accorded'reasonable
notice .hat CVP wishes ihe applicable contract
limitation on withdrawals abrogated so that
PGhF-may make arrangements to minimize
possit r disruptions, as well as to allow PGgtE
and VP to negotiate any limitations on
witl trawals reasonably necessary to proiect
PGAE and/or to provide PG(kE with just and.
rea<o>able compensation for the additional
cost incurred or to be incurred by it as a result
of ihe elimination of the withdraual
restrictions. Exacily hou this cost should bc
computed must await a record with evidence
addressed to this.

Within six months of the date that the
Commission determination in this proceeding
becomes final. CVP may file a notice uith
PGgtE and this Commission that it desires io
have the right to withdrav'ower, in addition
to thai permitted by the limitations here found
improper. Within six months after such notice
PGgtE may file with ihis Commission in this
proceeding a proposed rate schedule containing
proposed restrictions reasonably necessary for
PGgtE's protection and/or any new rates to be
applicable to any withdrawals io be made iii
addition to those which would be permitted
under the limitaiions herc eliminated, This
filing shall include any and all material
required for rate filings with this Commission.
The filing may incorporate whatever
agreement has been reached between CVP and
PGgtE. If there is no such an agreement PGgtE
may nevertheless file. The pioposed terms and
conditions will be sublect io review by the
Commission in this proceeding and ih.
proposed rate schedule shall be subject to
suspension, Withdrawals in excess of those
permitted by ihe limitations here eliminated
may commence thirty.one days after the filing
by PGgtE. or the last day for such filing if no
filing is ma'de. Should PG8'E noi file a rate
schedule as here'provided, the rate,s applicable
to ocher withdrawals from a particular accouni
will apply to v ithdrawals which would have
been prohibited by the provisions here
eliminated. 'Ihis proceeding will remain open
for any determinations which may be
necessary pursuant to this paragraph.

Limits on Use of Project Power
Article 1%a) and (b) require CVP to

furnish all capacity and energy for project
loads (with one exception) from project plants.
Staff and NCPA argue that the restriction is
an illegal restraint on CVP's use of iis own
power. Without the restriction CVP might be

ble to sell some of this power as peaking
power, while buying off-peak power to run its
pumps. Whether any such arrangement could
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he inade'hy CVP that would be econornicall)-
feasible is questionable. but it may be a
possihiliiy if conditions should be right, Thi
restriction constitutes a restraini on po»ible
comlieiition hy r VP with PG&E. and ii should
he eliminated

No additional service obligations of PG&E
shall result from this elimination, Noihing
shall prevent CVP and PG&E from ~

negotiating for additional service by PG&E. for
which PG&E is eniitled to coinpensation,

Limitation on importation ol iVorthwesi
Energy

NCPA states (Second Brief, p. 152).

It is unclear why CVP must be limited to
imporiing Northwest Dump or Exchange
energy over its Intertie Entitlement "for use
or sale in Contractor's Service Area,- and
can only import such resources if they can be
"used beneficially" in PG&E's service area
(Article 19(e)).

Article 19(e) also provides that PG&E will
accept all such energy. The importation of
energy only if it can be "used benefically" in
PG&E's area is clearly meant to limit the
amount PG&E must take to what it can
beneficially use. There is nothing wrong with
this.

This article does not limit what CVP may
import.:t provides for the importation. and
sale to PG&E, of Northwest energy that PG&E
can beneficially use in its area. This is not
unduly anti competitive.

Nothing in Contract 2948A should be
allowed to restrain CVP from importing and
using or selling elsewhere energy not sold io
PG&E.

Limits on Sources of Power

CVP is limited by Contract 2948A to
obtaining power only from PG&E or
Northwest sources. Staff cites in this
connection Articles S, 12(a)(7), 19(d)(e) and
(g). Articles 19(d)(e) and (g) also limited CVP
to acquiring Northwest power only in amounts
not exceeding that which could be imported
over CVP's share of the Intertie transmission
(IR Ul). Staff argues that these restriciions are
discriminatory since these restrictions do not
appear in PG&E's arrangement with San
Diego or Edison.

It is questionable whether these provisions
are unduly discriminatory since both CVP's
operation and its relationship with PG&E are
very different from those of either San Diego or
Edison. CVP's operations are integrated with
PG&E; this is not true of San Diego or Edison.
PG&E must transmit much of the CVP powe~
sold to its customers: this is not true of Edison
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or San Diego. The "banking- arrangements
between PG&E and CVP are unique: PG&E
schedules much of CVP's power. bui not thai
of Edison or San Diego The hydro powei
generation of CVP is quite different froin the
generation mix of San Diego or Edison. CVP's
dains are devoted primarily to flood control
and irrigation while Edison and San Diego are
concerned priinarily with the sale ol'lectric
power. CVP is governed by laws that do not
apply to Edison and San Diego in so far as
operations arc concerned. PG&E provides a

large percentage of backup power for CVP and
under different arrangements than is the case
with San Diego and Edison, which provide
their own reserves to a much greater degree,
although they can rely on PG&E under the
Power Pool arrangements. The puts and takes
in the "banking" arrangeinents could be
affected by different CVP purchases, as might
the scheduling by PG&E and the use of PG&E
transmission lines by CVP or even the use of
the CVP transinission lines by PG&E. None of
this applies to Edison or San Diego The
systems and their relationship with PG&E are
so completely different that I ain unable to
find that the restrictions on purchasing from
other than PG&E or the Northwest and the
limitation of purchases from the Northwest to
CVP's Intertie transmission (even if CVP built
or obtained other transmission routes to the
Northwest) is unduly discriminatory.

I find, however, that the restrictions on
power sources unduly restrain competition and
are therefore unjust and unreasonable. No good
and sufficient non.competitive reason for the
imposition of such complete restraints has been
shown. The absolute prohibition on other
purchases goes beyond what is needed for the
protection of PG&E's operations. To the extent
that PG&E's operations might be adversely
affected by the removal of these restraints.
limitations on PG&E's responsibility may be
negotiated provided they are not unduly
anticoinpetitive.

The three cardinal points applicable to
rcrnoval of the limitations on banking account
withdrawals are also applicable here —notice,
negotiation and compensation. After the final
Coinmission decision in this proceeding, CVP
may give PG&E notice of any purchases it
wishes to make in addition to those it might
bring in over its Intertie transmission sharc.
The notice shall be filed with this Commission.
Within six months from the date of notice
PG&E shall file with the Commission in this
proceeding a rate schedule covering whatever
additional services PG&E has agreed to render
CVP in connection with the additional
purchases, the compensation agreed upon or
proposed by PG&E without agreement, and
any limitations upon the additional purchases
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either agreed upon or proposed by >G&E as
reasonably required to protect its operations
PG&E shall noi be required co render an)
hack up or banking services as a resuh of thi
additional purchases unless it has agreed co do
so oi has been ordered co do so by the
Commission Any race schedule filed by PG&E
shall be subject to suspension. This proceeding
shall remain open for any determination which
may be necessary pursuant to this paragraph.

The purchasing of power from other
sources than the Northwest by CVP may
involve interconnection with these other
sources. That would alfect the PG&E system
because of its many CVP connections and the
integrated operation. This will be dealt with in
the next section

Interconnections
Staff states (Initial Brief, p. 137):

Article'9(g) requires that CVP obtain
PG&E's consent before it transmits for or
interconnects with any system that may
directly or indirectly interconnect with
PG&E (IR U.l). PG&E counsel has
correctly stated chat it is hard to think of
any situation where CVP could interconnect
with another system that would not, at the
very least, indirectly affect PG&E as defined
in Article 19(g). (See Golub, 20.805.)
The staff agrees with PG&E that it is
possible that certain CVP interconnections
to unreliable systems could adversely affect
PG&E and cause operating problems
(Kaprielian, 22,5154; 20.808; 20,812.3).
PG&E does need assurance that the third
party to whom CVP interconnects follows
prudent utility standards (Kaprielian,
20,814 16) but Article 19(g) gives PG&E the
right to veto a CVP interconnection with or
transmission for any system, whether or not
that system follows prudent utility
standards. This provision is inconsistent with
good system planning and operations unless
it were appropriately qualified by technical
criteria. (Russell, 2856; Holmes, 18,423.)

At page 138 Staff continues:
Thc problem with 19(g) is simply that it
does not set any objective standard for
PG&E refusing to allow NCPA to
interconnect with others. PG&E can block
such interconnections for no reason at all, for
an anticompetitive reason or for any other
reason that is totally divorced from
engineering concerns.

I agree wich Staff thac PG&E should noc
be able arbitrarily to prevent CVP from
interconnecting with another system. Unless it
appears that the interconnection will threaten
the reliability of PG&E's system, or cause
PG&E engineering problems, or result in
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increased and uncompensated costs co PG&E".
operations (not resulting from a loss of sales or
other non engineering elfecih for PG&E
prevent CVP from interconnecting would bt
unlusi anrl unreasonable If the system to bc
interconnected is already interconnected with
PG&E, directly or indirectly. so that the
exposure of PG&E's system will not be
substantially increased, even interconnection
by CVP with a system of lesser reliability will
not increase the risk to PG&E's reliability. It
may also be possible to provide safeguards so

that even a system of lesser reliability may be
interconnected without substantial risk to
PG&E's system. Additional expense to PG&E
resulting from the interconnection. such as
possible line losses (see PG&E Initial brief. p.
123, citing Witness Kaprielian, CH.22,514/12
to CH 22,518/8) ~ should be coinpensaced for.

Hereafter, PG&E shall not unreasonably
withhold its consent to a requested
interconnection, nor impose unreasonable
cerms and conditions in connection with its
consent. If there is a difference of opinion as to
whether consent is unreasonably withheld or
whether unreasonable terms and conditions are
imposed. this proceeding will remain open for
resolution of the matter.

Staff also recommends (Initial Brief, p,
225) that PG&E be required to seek CVP's
conseni for a PG&E interconnection with a

'hird party. While this, at first blush, appears
to be only equal treatment. I decline to accepi
the recommendation. PG&E is interconnected
not only with CVP, but with SKIUD, Edison.
and others. There seems no more reason co
require CVP's consent chan some of the others
PG&E is one of the more careful and
conservative electric utilityoperators: it makes
a point ol its reliability and safety. Its record
in this respect is superior. It is the dominating
utility in its area. It has accepced che
overriding responsibility of supporting the
other utilities in its area. It is the dispatcher
and coordinator of th» entire area. CVP has
not sought any right to veto PG&E's
connections. For it to do so would be akin to
the tail wagging the dog. Its agreement to
Contract 2948A and lack of trying co change it
mighi be considered consent tc any
interconnection PG&E wishes co make. Ic ma)
well be, in the light of PG&E's operating
history with respect to reliability and
conservation. that CVP will be content to rely
on PG&E's judgment in this respect.

Limitation of Sales ro Hydro
Articles 19cf) of Contract 2948A allows

CVP to make available to PG&E capacity or
energy from hydro electric plants only. Staff
contends that this is unduly discriminatory
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h«caus« CVP can only sell capacity and energy
fruin a r«r<a>n tyf<r of facility and no uthrr
PG(t I'. »ul>pl>cr is su limitrd CVP ha»
inilii.<i<d Inter«s> in a thermal plan< Staff.
iV<ini». II<ilmri <CH 18425M«sugg«s> <ha<

ii''Gh;Eu»h«. tu limit <h«amount tu h<
purcha.«d. a specific amount should have been
prnvide<l.

PGg<E's oiher pov er suppliers are noi like
CVP. CVP's generation is entirely hydro. Other
suppliers'eneration is a mixture of hydro and
thermal. PGg<E's purchases from the
Northwest are on a completely different basis
than those of other suppliers, including CVP.

It is noi unknown in ihe indusiry for a
utility to purchase the entire output of a hydro
electric'lant or other sort of generation I can
see no reason why a utility should not br
allowed to purchase CVP's present hydrn
electric generation without being required also
to take additional generation of anothei
character

Load Support Level
Article 14. as amended, limits the CVP

load PGg<E will back up to 1152 htW (IR U.
I). Staff asks Contract 2948A "be modified to
require PGg E to grant CVP requests for
increases in support for custo<ner load levels
unless PGAE can demonstrate that it cannot
fcasiblv support such levels." (Staff Initial
Brief, pp 1354,223.)

There has been no showing that PGikE
imposed or sought the limitation on load
support for the purpose of limiting CVP's sales
or for any antiwompetitive purpose. I find
nothing improper, by itself, in a utilityputting
a limit on the back up support it will provide.
Staff's proposal that support must be
unlimited unless shown to be unfeasible takes
no account of the possible increase in costs
resulting from increased support, with the
increase supplied by more expensive
generation. In addition, the proposal would
require a compelled allocation of PGg<E's
resources to support of CVP's increased load.
even though PGg<E might prefer them
allocated elsewhere. Unless the restriction is
shown to be unduly anti competitive, as it has
not, I do not consider it improper.

It is true. that CVP may be limited in the
load it can, serve if it cannot obtain necessary
back up power. Any customer of PGg<E will be
limited in what it can sell by the amount it can
buy, either of direct supplies or of back.up. It
does not follow that the supplier can place no
limit on the supplies it will furnish.

Staff recommends also that CVP should be
allowed to serve customer load above the
present ceiling ol 1152 MW (Initial Brief. p.
223). So long as CVP can do so without
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increasing PGg<E's obligations. CVP should nu<
hr Iimiied <n >is sales by a cuniract with a
cuml>«tiiur Contract 2948A. then, shall no<
!<<n>i CVI'ales. hu< PGAE shall nu< h«
icqu>red <unl«s» i< agr«cs< to furnish support
for any CVP sales hevond thc support
presentl) required. Tu the extent back up >s

necessary to the sales to be made, if CVP is
able to arrange for back up by oiher reliable
suppliers, it may make the sales.

400 MIS'eserves
CVP receives 400 M'W over the Intertie

from Centralia. Article 18(b) requires CVP to
provide an equitable share of reserves up to
400 hfW Staff argues CVP should not be
required <u provide 400 MW of spinning
reserve to guard against an Intertie outage
Staff makes a number of arguments at pages
I3(»7 of its Initial Brief, saying that the
Intertie is more reliable than most generating
units, that there are two parallel ac lines
available for Intertie transmission power so
only 200 MW would be lost in an outage. <hat
BPA backs up Centralia.'and that it was the
intention of the parties to Contract 2948A thai
Article 18(bl require the same reserve
obligation of CVP as PGg<E would have if
obtaining the same power over the same line
(citing PGg<E Witness Keating. CH 27,309).

The contract does not call for a pariicular
number; it calls for "an equitable share of
reserve capacity in an amount up to 400,000
KW," This does not require 400 MW; 400 hiW
is the upper limit, but the amount required is
an equitable share. Article 18(b) need not be
revised, but I agree with Staff, in view of Mr.
Keating's testimony. that "an equitable sharc"
would be no more than PGg<E would provide if
using the Intertie to import the same power.
The specific amount'ay change with
circumstances, but that is the principle to be
applied.

Article J4(c)(3)
This article provides that:

... unless PGg<E agrees oth'erwise any CVP
customer that elects to take suppleinental
power from a supplier other than PGg<E
must take such power only from suppliers
who are able to supply the entire
supplemental load of that customer, other
than that supplied by PGg<E and the U.S..
without receiving support or standby fron:
PGg<E or thc U.S. and without iinposing any
addiiional burden on PGg<E or the U.S.

Staff Initial Brief p. 133.
Staff says this provision is unduly

discriminatory in that it restricts potential
suppliers of supplemental power to CVP
custo<ners to those who can supply all the
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supplemental power, anil limits ihi
customers'ght

tv choose freely among suppliers «ho
«nuhl supply r«liahle s«rvice.

PORE cvniend thai the prvvisivn merel>
insures that purchase. are noi mad» from
unreliabk sources PGRE Witness Keating
said th«vnl> requircrnent is that a reliable
source of back up shall be maintained. CH.
l242

PGikE is ihe power supplier of, last resort
in its area, the ultimate source of power to
which all others in the area turn if they are
caught short. It has an obvious interest in
making sure that CVP customers do not create
situations in which CVP—and thus, indirectly.
possibl> PGlkE—may have to come to the
rescue of customers who have made irnprudeni
arrangements, either (I) not considering the
possible dangers or (2) perhaps feeling they
can think of cosi wiihout regard to reliabiliiy
because PGgrE will ultimately bail them out.
PGikE may have to provide CVP with the
power for the bail out unless Contract 2948A
has some limitaiion on what CVP's customers
may do, Even if there is no contract whereby
PGRE. directly or through CVP, must provide
the bailout ~ PGRE would in practice assisi any
utility in its area that had nowhere else to
turn. It is noi discriminatory to differentiate
between, on ihe one hand, small utilities
without proven reliability and with possibly
questionable practices, and on ihe other hand,
Edison and San Diego. whose reliability and
low.risk practices are well established and
accepiable to PGhE.

PGikE says it is entitled to reasonable
protection from exposure to demands it never
authorized or controlled. Yevertheless, I feel
Article l4(c)(3) goes too Ia. and another
approach should be taken.

It is not a practicable solution to provide
that the customers may do as they please, but
PGRE willnot be compelled to back them up if
they go beyond what is permitted by Article
14(cX3h PGikE is going to help them in an
emergency if they have no place else to turn
and if PGikE has the resources.

The first point is that the customers
should, not be limited in the number of
suppliers they ma> wish to deal with. The key
is the reliability of the customers'uppliers,
and not the number. That reliability could be
established in several ways—by PGgrE's
approval of a supplier's reliability, by back up
of the unapproved supplier by an approved
utility other than PGRE, or by PChE
providing the back up. The necessary approval
by PGAE may not be unreasonably withheld,
and resort may be had io the Cornrnission in
this proceeding if it is.
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At th< pie~ent time. comparatively httl«
power is necessary io back up CVP'.
cusivmers'uppliers other than CVP or PCS E
The present limitation to ll32 %1N'vr back
up.of CVP's load wo»'d operate to hold down
POTE's exposure, It is ai least possible
however, that in ihe future customers may
reduce their takes from CVP. voluntarily or
oiherwise, and increase their takes from other
suppliers. This could multiply the back up
exposure of PGikE, especially with ihe I
possibiliiies opened up by the expanded
wheeling the Stanislaus Commitments make
availablc. I cannot find. iherefore. that
protection for PGhE from unreliable suppliers
is unnecessary because of the small amount of
exposure that may result.

In the event a customer wishes io purchase
from an unreliable supplier. it can contract for
back up with PGlkE or another reliabl<.
supplier. Otherwise, it has no righi to expeci
back up from PGLE, either directly or by wa>
of CVP. Despite this. if the homes in a
customer's area are going dark. someone will
provide it with power. and thai someone is
likely to be PGlkE.

It is not likely, in the next few years, that
PGRE will be unable to provide back up power
to CVP customers whose suppliers fail ihern.
The arrangement which seems mosi in the
public interest is for PGgtE to supply ihe back
up power needed, but to receive fully
compensatory rates for doing so. PG8:E may
make such arrangements for doing so as can be
negotiated. In the absence of particular
agreements, PGgrE may also provide a general
rate schedule with rates for such back up.
These rates need not be fixed. but may be
based upon a just and reasonable formula. All
such rates are of course subject to review by
this Commission after they are filed. In thc
event circumstances may change so ihai
PGRE may be unable to supply back up power
for all CVP customers, or if for any oiher
reason not now apparent PGgtE should noi be
called upon to do so. PGgrE may move this
Commission for whatever relief may be
suitable. For the present, the scheduling of
fully compensatory rates to back up unreliable
suppliers, which raies may greatly exceed the
rates to reliable suppliers. appears to offer
sufficient protection to PCgtE.

Rates
The rates at which CVP sells power are

not within the jurisdiction of this Commission.
except for review to assure that CVP's full
costs are recovered. It would be improper, and
subject to correction in this proceeding, for
PGhE to use monopoly power to impose
inadequate rates, but it has not been shown
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iha> ihi. has e'curred There has been come
ar>cumcnt. noi pressed in the post hearing
briefs. thai VG(kE's monopoly of transmission
anil >t~ l>iedominant pos>tion >n thi area
carrie! ihc iml>lira>ion thai the terms of'"
Contract'948A were imposed illegally Thi
factors mentioned, by themselves, are not
enough. CVP is an arm of the United States
Government, not devoid of funds or legal
counsel, and presumably aware of its rights.
which could make its situation known to the
Department of Justice and this Commission,
and the Bureau of Reclamation {of which CVP
is a part) has made its views prevail despite
PGg>E opposition in substaptial matters
regarding thr Pacific Intertie. Without
evidence that particular CVP rates in the
contract resulted from antiwompetitive action
by PGg>E. I cannot find that the rates were
improperly imposed.

The fact that some services are not
specifically charged for is not improper unless
the rate structure does not provide for a full
cost recovery. The arrangement is analagous to
the inclusion of a frc;e premium with the sale of
merchandise —the total price covers th» "gift"
of the "frre" item.

The rates at which PGg>E provides
services to CVP are subject to review by this
Commission in rate proceedings. Their level is
not within the scope of Phase Il of Docket No.
E 7777 unless the rates resulted from anti-
coinpetitive action. Again, PGg>E's monopoly
of transmission and its predominant position in
the area are not enough, by theinselves, to
establish anti competitive actions in this
respect.

V. Contract 2947A
This contract was not one of those

specifically named by the Commission for
investigation. It does, however, affect and
relate to the Pacific Intertie, and must be
considered for that reason.

Under the Stanistaus Commitinents and
the bottleneck theoric',s previously discussed.
CVP must be treaied, like anyone else, in a
non.discriminatory manner in being accorded
the use of any available transmission allocated
to Edison or San Diego on the ac or dc Intertie
lines. This treatment would not be altered by
the provisions of Contract 2947A, as the
required treatment is independent of that
contract and despite anything in the contract
to the contrary. Only one change need be
made. Article 32, dealing with alirnation,
should be revised as suggc!ted in Staff's Initial
Brief (p. 238) to read:

Neither the contract nor any part thereof
shall be assigned without prior notice to all
other parties.
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A PIA Company shall have the opportunit) ti>

ob)cct il >i would h» suhirctrd to f>ussiblc
(inane>al loss hy a!!»!nmcn> tu a financially
>fr>'>)>>>ns>hl> ent>ls

Vl. Other Territorial Custoiner
Allocations

Staff and its initial brief tpp, 127Z) statrs
that "the CPP companies have maintained or
enhanced the monopoly power... by means of
numerous other territorial and customer
allocation agreements ... " Cited are June
1971 agreements between San Diego and
Imperial irrigation District which provide that
neither will sell in the other's territory for 25
years (IR X 10), resale restrictions in
wholesale contracts with the City of Colton (IR
Y-2, Z.2, H-3, 1.3 and K 3), restrictions
limiting use of wholesale power to thc-
customers service area for Vernon, Anaheim,
Riverside, Banning, Deseret Electric
Cooperative, Azusa ~ Anxa Electric
Cooperative, Cititens Utilities Company and
LADWP (IR A 3, B.3. D.3. E 3, P-3. G.3

~ J 3.
L 3, P.3, R 3, Exhibit 6227), restrictions from
reselling Nevada Power to Northwest entities
(Exhibits 2014, 2015, 6012, 6013), and PGg>E
resale restrictions on Cali(ornia PaciCic Utility
Co. {IR X 2, SMUD Ex. 1214. IR K-2, R.2)
Palo Alto, Santa Clara and Rrdding (IR-Q 2, S.
2. Z-2 and W 2, Exhibit 7224).

While the foregoing arrangements are
alleged to be" evidence of anticompetitivc
scheme's b> CPP companies, these
arrangements themselves are not within thr
scope of this proceeding. They are not among
the contracts named for investigation in the
Commission orders, nor do they relate to the
Pacific Intertie or the PI*, I do not (ind thai
modifications o( any of these agreeinents are
necessary to remedy antico>npetitivr or unduly
discriminatory provisions in the contracts thai
are subject to this investigation, nor do I find
that they are part of an anticompetitivc
scheme directed towards any of the contracts
here under investigation. Accordingly. no
modification of any of these arrangements is
ordered, nor are any other remedies provirled
with respect to thrin.

VII.Representation of Intrrvenors
NCPA has been represented in this

proceeding by attorneys Crom the office of
Spiege> g> McDiarmid. The Southern Cities
have bren represented by different attorney!
from the office of Spiegel gc McDiarmid. When
a question was raised as to th'e reason for this.
Mr. McDiarmtd of Spiegel g> McDiarmid
stated that the two groups of intervenors were
represented by different attorneys in his firrri
becausr of the existence of possible conAict of
interest between the two groups. It was
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Indicated that a strict divisior. between the
different groups of attorneys would b»
maintatned at all time so far as this
proc»»dtnx wa~ rvn<erned.

Mr. McDiarmid stated that both ttruup» ot
'clients had been fully informed of the possible
conflict of interest, that both NCPA and
Southern Cities had been represented by the
firm for some time and are dependent upon it
not only for legal advice in connection with
these proceedings but for advice in a broad
spectrum of matters, and it was felt that in the
light of these relationships that both groups
could be better represented by Spiegel &
McDiarmid attorneys than by others.

While Mr. McDiarmid did not specify the
particuhr nature of the conflicts of interest, at
least some of these became apparent during
the proceeding, Both NCPA, whose members
are entities in north and central California,
and the four Southern Cities whn are located in
Edison's service area in southern California.
sought firm access to the Pacific Intertie. If
firm allotments of capacity had been made it
would have been necessary to determine who
would receive the allotments and the size of
the allotments. The basis for making such
allotments might well have been a subject of
controversy between Southern Cities and
NCPA or its individual members. For instance,
NCPA wa» unwilling to invest capital to
purchase a portion of the Intertie entitlements;
Southern Cities was willing to make that
investment. If purchase of Intertie shares were
made a condition of participation, Southern
Cities would receive participation while NCPA
would not.

A number of NCPA members are
customers of CVP and so have received
indirectly the benefits of purchases of
Northwest power by CVP, as CVP's rates to
them have been lowered by CVP's receipt of
the cheaper Northwest power. Some of the
other NCPA members, and all the Southern
Cities, have received no such benefits. In
allocating equitable participation in the
Intertie, one possible contention might be that
we should reduce the participation of those
who have already received these indirect

'enefits of the Intertie. leaving a larger share
for the others who have not received such
benefits. If it were argued that NCPA should
receive the sum of Intertie shares due its
members, it would follow that NCPA and
Southern Cities would be on opposite sides on
this question.

It is also apparent that varying methods
of allotment of Intertie shares would yield
differing results. Allotments on the basis of
peak loads would yield one result. allotment on
the basis of total load another and other
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variations might be considered on the basis ol
alternative supply resourc~s, types of loads
served, differing rates charged, and other
factors. It might well have been held that
NCPA or tts members should have access only
to the ac lines while Southern Cities should
have access only to the dc line. Historically
LADWP, Glendale, Burbank and Pasadena
have had all their access on the dc line, and
this might well have been what Southern Cities
would have received if they had participated (
originally. Similarly CVP, DWR and SMUD
obtained access only to the ac line, and this
might well have been what NCPA and some or
all its members would have received had they
participated in the original Intertie
arrangements. While both groups of
Intervenors sought access to both ac and dc
lines, a «rger allotment on the dc lines might
well have been preferred by Southern Cities to
a lesser access to both ac and dc lines if this
question had ever been presented. NCPA or its
members might have preferred a hrger acces»
to the ac lines to a smaller share in both ac and
dc lines. The possibility of conflict in these
respects would emerge most sharply in
settlement negotiations, where one group
might adhere to its attempt to obtain
transmission over both ac and dc lines while
the other might seek to concentrate on one line
only to obtain a larger share there. Certainly
the possibility for conflicts of interest wa»
extensive at the start of hearing.

If I had handled this case and the
interventions from the beginning, I would have
gone into this matter in more detail. I was,
however, the fourth Administrative Law Judge
in this proceeding. which had continued for
years and had involved many orders by both
the judges and the Commission. The
Commission had granted interventions to
NCPA and to Southern Cities as represented
by attorneys from. this one law office although
there is some question as to whether the
Commission was aware that both groups of
attorneys were from the same firm. In these
circumstances I Celt that I should not Cor the
first time, while pressing the participants to
get to hearing, inquire into the matter further.
especially as it would entail additional delay if
new counsel were required to come into th»
case.

VIII.Matters Raised by Cornrnents
Due to the complexity of this case and the

volumes of record and exhibits, a draft of the
first six sections of this opinion with ordering

'clauses was made available to the participants
for comments. Comments were filed by PG&E.
Edison, San Diego, NCPA, Southern Cities.
Santa Clara and Staff. There was also an
amicus rommunication from SMUD, a non.
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participani I[eply comments wc.re filed by
PGhE. Edi»on. San Diego. NCPA. Southern
Ci[ie». Santa Clara and Staff The Initial
Decision in i[s present form has incorporated
changes suggested bs the commen:} or
resul(ing from [ur[her consideration in thi
light of the comments. Most of them arc self.
explanatory. To the extent they are
typographical corrections, factual corrections
that do not affect the reasoning or result, or
language clarifica(ion, nothing need be said
here. In some instances, however. matters
raised by the coinments willbe addressed here,

PGg[E, Edison and San Diego all state
that the Commission has no power to order
wheeling. They contend that the remedy of
access to the Inter(ie lines and to PGg[E and
Edison's grids for (he purpose of access to the
Intertie constitutes a wheeling order and.
therefore. is an inpermissible remedy.

While it is my view that in fashioning a
remedy for anticompetitive or unduly
discnminatory acts the Commission may order
wheeling. this Initial Decision need not res[
upon that ground. Insofar as PGg[E is
concerned, it has undertaken by the Stanislaus
Commitments to provide wheeling. This Initial
Decision requires modification of the
Stanislaus Commitments. which is
unquestionably within the Commission's
jurisdiction. to cure certain provisions which I
have found to be unduly discriminatory.
an(icompetitive, unjust and unreasonable.

It is also my view that the relief provided
under the bottleneck theory as to access to
transmission over the Intertie lines requires no
wheeling order. Wheeling is the transmission
by the operator of one system, over that
system's faCilitie, of the power of another
entity. San Diego operates no part of the
Intertie lines, either ac or dc. The ac lines are
operated by Edison and PGg[E and the dc line
by LADWP. San Diego does not provide the
wheeling service; that is provided by the
operators, San Diego merely has a right to
have a share in the rapacity of both ac and dc
lines, What it is directed to do here is to make
any unused por(ion of its Intertie capacity
share available to others at all times when it is
no[ being fully used. If LAWDP poses an
obstacle to San Diego making available some of
its dc line capacity (in accordance with our
previous discussion), San Diego is required to
cut back on its actual use of the ac lines
sufficiently to be able to provide on the ac line
what (his order calls for it to do, if it cannot do
so on the dc line. San Diego has a contractual
right to receive wheeling from PGg[E and
Edison on the ac lines. It is required by this
order only to make a portion of its rights
available to others. The wheeling obligation of
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PGg[E and Edison arises no( from (he order ui
this Commission but from the contract with
San Diego. San Diego is not being ordered [i
wheel but merely tu tran!fcr i(! existing rich:.
[o receive wheeling,

Edison, similarly, has a right to
transmission by PGg[E on the ac lines of power
from the Northwest through northern and
central California to Edison's area. This
wheeling is accomplished by PGg[E. not
Edison. This would assure the NCPA members
and other northern and central California
entities that, even in the absence of the
Stanislaus Commitments, Edison could
transfer to them a portion of its righ(s to
wheeling by PGg[E on the ac lines. If LADWP
should prevent transferring a part of Edison'
rights on the dc line (his could be made up by
cutting back Edison's ac lines usage and
shifting i(s own demands to the dc line Th[
Matrix agreements between Edison and
Southern Cities would take care of the
transmission within Edison's own territory
including access to and from the Intertie line
over Edison's general grid. As (o other southern
California entities. although they have not ye(
come into this case, if they should seek
transmission it would be unduly discriminatory
for Edison to refuse service to similar en(ities
on terms similar to what it has provided in the
Matrix agreements.

As far as PGbE is concerned. it i}
committed by the Stanislaus Commitments to
provide transmission without undue
discrirnina(ion both on the Intertie and on i(s
own general grid. This includes both intersta(e
and intrastate transmission on the Intertie
Again, to the extent LADWP may frustrate
use of PGg[E's capacity on the dc line. this can
be offset by PGg[E cutting back on its own ac
lines transmission. Intrastate transmission by
PGg[E to the southern California area would
take place pursuan( (o the Stanislau»
Commitments. This obligation arises not from
the Commission order but from PGlkE'!
obligation under the Stanislaus Commitments
Any agreement for transmission under the
Stanislaus Comrni(inents will, of course, bc
subject to filing with this Commission. San
Diego, Edison and PGAE will be directed ((
file with this Commission. in this proceeding.
any contracts entered into (o provide access to
the Intertie, or to PGg[E's or Edison's genera}
grid for purpose of access to and from the
Intertie.

If it were necessary (o order wheeling to
carry out the remedies provided by this Initial
Decision, and if. contrary (o my opinion, the
Commission lacked authority in this situation
to order wheeling, it would be necessary (o
consider the possibility of other remedies. One
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course would b« iv mak» the necessary faciual
findings and suggest that any aggrieved
parti«< alii>l) for relief in a District Court
which cvvld viil«i th«necessary rebel, as was
dvn« in thv Otter Tail case. The Commission
might also consider ordering ihe admission of
smaller utilities to the PIA or to participatory
ownership in the Intertie lines with additional
ownership in the ac lines to offset any inability
to obtain rights in the dc line, I could possibly
order sale of power by thi PIA companies, to
entities damaged by exclusion from the
Intertie, at rates which would give them the
equivalent of what they could obtain by
importation of Northwest power if the Intertie
were available to them. The remedy here
provided will be less disruptive co the
operations of electrical systems in California
than the other remedies which might be
considered.

PG&E has suggested that the material ai
page l7 should be omitted or thai the Initial
Decision should indicate. that there was no
improper action on the part of PG&E counsel.
There was no intention to express approval or
disapproval of any action of counsel for any
party. In considering what arrangements
should bc ordered among the parties io the
California Power Pool, including potential
members, it seemed relevant to consider
whether they would be able to work together
and the extenc to which cooperation might be
impeded by poor personal relationships. The
relationship between some NCPA counsel and
some PC&K counsel was unfriendly. It seemed
relevant therefore, both to this Initial Decision
and to possible changes which the Commission
might consider, that this lack of friendliness
did not extend to relationships between PG&E
executives and the executives of NCPA
members. The CPPA operating relacionships
will be between executives. not counsel. At the
time of hearing NCPA did not have executives.
Nevertheless, the fact thai its

members'xecutivesand the PG&E executives had
ami«able relations seems to indicate that we
need not expect hostility between NCPA's
executives and those of PG&E. I do not find
that che language on page 17 should b«
eliminated. In the light of counsel's concern,
however, I will emphasize at this point that no
criticism of counsel was intended or implied by
the language on page 17.

PC&K has suggested (Comments, p. 28)
chat, in considering reserve requirements in
connection with firm power, one requirement
should be that the source of firm power be not
more ihan one control area away from a
California Power Pool member. This might b«
a reasonable requirement if the question were
purchase~ of spinning reserves necessary to
back up power generated by che purchaser.
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Sv<'h spinning rcs«rvcs shvuld h< capable of
being promptly ava<iabl«anil arc complet«l)
independent vf chc l<vwer whnh chcy bac'k up
PC&E s recoinm«ndativn. hvwcvcr. was mad»
in connection with reserves for purchased firm
power. The seller of the firm power will have
provided reserves, including spinning reserve,
to back up its own generation and these
reserves will be immediately available io the
seller whether it is one or several control areas
removed from ihe Power Pool. In praciice,
PC&K's suggested requircinent would have
very limited application. in all probability.
since the purchase of firm supplies becomes
more expensive with the distance they must be
transmitted,

PC&K (Comments p 32) staies chat the
requirement on page 22 of the Initial Deasion
that NCPA must b«allowed io buy spinning
reserves from CPP members should be
inodified to provide that NCPA should also be
required to sell spinning reserve to other pool
members. The language in the Initial Decision
was directed to eliminaiing possible
discrimination against a small utility The
present CPPA parties. in making che required
amendinent co che CPPA. may draft a broader
provision so long as its cerins are, just and
reasonable, It seems unlikely that some of the
smaller utilities will have reserves to sell ln any
significant amount. but if they do. it may be
provided for.

PG&E also questions whether Pool
members may always have reserves available

, to sell, and suggests thai in the instance
compensation might be inadequate, No Pool
member or anyone else is required co sell whai
it does not have or what is needed for the
operation of its own system. I fail to sce.
however. why inadequate compensation need
result if reserves. emergency power or any
other forms of back up are provided for a Pool
member. The supplying entity is entitled to
just and reasonable compensaiion and che
CCPA or other filed rate schedul» may sv
provide,

PG&E has urged, in connection wiin ih«
second criteria for seller's reserves sei forth in
the discussion of reserves for purchased power
under Paragraph ».OI of the CPPA (p. 25),
thai not only the level of reserves should be
considered, bui also the qualicy. This Initial
Decision has attempted to deal with the
requirements of che CPPA and with the
specific testimony of Mr. byte, quoted at
page 24. Neither refers to quality of reserves.
If the reserves on that system were unreliable
for some reason, and a reasonable means werc
specified for determining this. we would have a
diHercnt question. Ai present. I have no
provision in this regard upon which to pass.
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PGikE has raised th» question whether
transmission fot non utilityentities is rcqutt»d.
St> fat as access to and frotn ihe lntertir is
runt»tnril. anil arc»ss tn transmission on thi.
intertie iisell. intrrruptihle access is to b»
gtv»n on a non discritninaiory basis to all. both
utilities and non utilities. Since the Interiie
cannot accommodate everyone to the full
extent they desire, the PIA companies will
have io work out how to allot what is available.
Their arrangements musi be not unduly
discriminatory and otherwise just and
reasonable, and this Commission may review
them, but in the first instance the PIA
companies will determine how access will be
allot ted.

PGikE states it does not interpret the
Initial Decision to require it to transmit
preference power over the Interti» that PG&E
would have boughi but for the preference
(Response to Comments. p. 18). Iniervenors
urge that if they can purchase power in the
Northwest which PG8:E tried to obtain. they
should have the right to Intertie transmission
PGgtE would have used for the po~er. I cannot
accept either viev as presented. If a PIA
company has Intertie transmission open. it
must not deny its use to someone else that has
bought power the PIA company wanted. It
does not have to reserve capacity to take the
power, or hold existing open capacity availabl»
until all the pariicular power has been
transmitted. It is suggested PGAE might rush
out to buy substitute power to fill the opening
on the Intertie and so prevent the original
power it lost to another from being
transmitted. If it is shown that PGgtE bought
power for ihe purpose qf excluding another'
power from the line, this will be anti ~

competitive and improper. If ii purchases
power not in order to exclude someone else but
because it has use for the power itself. this is
permissible, and transmission may be provided
for PGgtE's power. if necessary, even if this
requires interruption of someone else'
transmission. The line is sometimes hard to
draw between permissible and impermissible
action, but the legal theory is clear.

The reaching of a particular result in this
proceeding does not mean that all arguments
made in support of that result are accepted. I
have attempted to state the extent of remedies
here provided, and conclusions that additional
remedies must be implied from or must follow
on the remedies ordered are usually
unwarranted.

Ir is ordered:

(h) The Stanislaus Commitments, and the
contracts referred to in this Initial Decision.
shall be modified, interpreted and applied as
ptovided in this Initial Decision
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(B) To the extent any provitaon of ant
such contract is here'in declared to b» unduly
anti competitive, unduly discriminatory or
unjust and unreasonahl». it shall have no fort»
or effect

(C) In all instances in which revisions ot
coniract provisions are required, if revision of
other provisions of the contract would effect
thc same results here required, such revision oi
other provisions may be substituted for or may
be coordinated with the required revision. Anv
revisions to other contract provisions needed to
avoid ambiguity, or conflici with the revised
provisions or the requirements of this Initial
Decision. should also be made. If any such
conflict remain~ after the revisions are
incorporaied in any contract. the provisions of
the revisions, and of this Initial Decision. shall
prevail.

(D) Edison. PG(kE. San Diego shall givi
access io the ac and dc lines of the Pacific
Intertie, and to their transmissior. line..
necessary for transmission to and from the
Intertie, on a non discriminatory basis in
accordance with this Initial Decision, and for
raies no more than just and reasonable.

(E) Membership in the California Power
Pool shall be available in accordance with ihii
Initial Decision and to the extent provided in
the membership clause to be submitted.

(F) Changes in any contract. and the
Stanislaus Commitments, required by this
initial decision, and all filings required by ihis
Initial Decision, shall be submitted in this
proceeding for approval within ihree months of
the date this Initial Decision or any
modification thereof becomes final and noi
subject to review. Such submissions may
include modifications or additions permitted
but not required by this Initial Decision.

(G) This proceeding shall remain open for
the purposes provided by this Initial Decision,
including consideration of any modifications to
any contract or the Stanislaus Commitments to
be submitted for approval.

(H) Except as provided in Ordering
Paragraph (F), this proceeding is terminated,

—Footnotes-
"Comtnission." "the Commisnon.- or "this

Commission- refers to the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission or iis predecessor, thr Federal Power
Commission.

NCPA is a public agency of the State of
California created by s joint powers agtt»tntm
pursuant to Chapter S. Division 7. Titt» 1 of ih»
California Government Code. Each member of NCPA
owns and operates an el»cttic distribution system fot
the supply of electric power and energy within lis
boundaries, Five of ihe member cities—Alameda.
Healdtbutg, Lodi. Compo» and Uklah—have beer.
sctv»d for many yeats exclusively by Pacific Gas and
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Elrriric Company r-I'G&E"s Five member Circe~
It>xxv, Gculh>, Pat» hliu, Redding and Roscv>lie-
r»e> ther s>ctn NCPA ass»crate member Plumas.S>eccs
Rural Elrrir>r Cwt>vratcve trucchasr their ent>rc
ut t>k fc»m thv U 5 Bureau of Reclamation Centcal

Vsllr> I'run<i r"USBk", "CVP"c. msckeird by thr
'Wrstern Acta Power Administration ("tVAPA"kOni
mcmbcc cit>. Sania Clara, purchase~ fcom both
PG&E and WAPA NCPA iniiial Brief p. 2

~ Nosier of Compliance Filing

(July 16, 1979)

Take notice that on July 5. 1979. ihe Southern
California Edison Company tendered for filing in
compliance wiih the Commission's order of June 14.
1979

I, Agreemenis between Edison and the
Dcpawment of Water and Power of the City of Los
hngrlcs

h City—Edison Pacific Interiie DC
Transmission Facilitics Agreement (Exet'uied
March 31, 19G6),

B City—Edison Sylmar Interconnection
Agreemcni (Executed hfarch 31. 1966)

C Amendrneni No. I to City—Edison Sylmar
Interconnection Agreement (Executed February 11.
1971).

II Other Documents

A. Amendment No 2 to the Pacilic Intertie
Agreement dated hfarch I, 1970.

B hfidway Interconnection Agreement beiween
Pacif>r Gas and Eleanc Company (PG&E) and
Edison dated March 12, 1970

C. Pacific Power & Light Company~afifocnca
Companies Agreement for Use of Transmission
Capacity dated Augusi I ~ 1967.

D. California Power & Light Company—
California Companies Agreement for Use of
Trsnwniision Capacity dated August I ~ 1967.

E California Companies Pacific Intertie
Agreement Coordination Commiwee Rulings IAI.

Also. pursuani to ihe Commission's order of June
14, 1979. Pacific Gas and Electric Company and San
Diego Gas & Eleciric Company on July 5, 1979.
jointly filedr

(ll United Stairs Department of the Interior.
Bureau ol Reclamation, Central Valley Projea.
California: Contract wiih Pacific Gas and Electric
Company for insiallation. operation and maintenance
of facihiies at Round hfountain, and for the operation
and mamtenance of Bureau EHV Line. dated July
31. 1967.

(2) United Staies Department of the Interior.
Bureau of Reclamation. Central Valley Projea.
California: Contraci with Pacific Gas and Electric
Company for installation, operation and maintenance
of facilities at Cowonwood Suhstation. dated July 31.
1967.

(3) Amcndmeni Number Two,to California
Pacific Intewie Agreement. dated March I, 1970.

(4) Midway Interconnection Agreement between
Pacific Gas and Elearic Company and Southern
California Edison Company. dated March 12. 1970.
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(5) Letter Atccrcmeni date>l hla> 29, 19rw
between Parifcr Gai and Eiertr>c Compan> and
Bucrsuuf R«clamai>on

tf>c Letter Axreemt nt daied Jul> 9 19c>9„

beiwecn Pacihr Gas and Electro t »mt>an) snd
Bureau of Reclamation

(7) Letier Agreemeni dated Nuvcrnber 20, 1967
between Pacific Gas and Elcciric Company, San
Diego 'Gss & Elccinc Compan>'nd Souihern
Californ>a Edison Company

(8) Leiter Agceement daied March l. 1970
between Pacific Gas & Electnc Compan)', San Diego
Gas & Electric Company and Southern Edison
Company,

(9) The pcesently effective rulings of 'the
Coordination Committee of ihe California Conipanics
Pacific Interiie Agreement (Ruling Nos I. 6. 7, 10,
IG, 17. 18. 19. 20. 22. 23. 24. 25. 30. 31. 32. 33. 36.
37, 38, 39, 40, 41. and 4 )

(10) Ruhng Nos. 4 and 7 ol the Board of Controi
of the California Powec Pool Agreement

Supplemental Nocirr of Compliance Filing

(August I. 1979>

In addition to the filing of the rontraas hstcd on
the notice issued in this dockei on July 16, 1979.
Pacific Gas & Electric Company and San Diego Gas
& Electric Compan> iointly listed the following
contracts which are within the scope of the

. Commission's order but which have already been
fiied;

Concrsa FZRC Rair Srhrdulr!Vu

(I) Lciter Agreerneni dated Auguw 25. 1966—
Supplement No. 3 to PG&E Rate Schedule FPC No,
38

(2) Letter of Agreement io Supplement The
California Companies Pacific Intertie Agreement For
the Two Year Period April I. 1968 io March 31, 1970,
dated August 25. 1966—Supplement No. 2 to PG&E
Rate Schedule FPC No. 38

(3) Illusiraiion of Cows and Revenues Allocauon.
dated August 25. 1966—Part of PG&E Rate
Schedule FPC No. 38. relates to Seciion 5 of CCPIA
and Exhibit C

(4) Amendment Number One to California
Companies Pacific Intewie Agreement dated January
10, I~uppfement No I to PG&E Raie Schedule
FPC No. 38

(5) Agreecncnt For Use of Transmiss'ion Capacity
Pacifi«Power & Light Company, Pacific Gas &
Electric Company. Southern California Edison
Company, San Diego Gas & Electric Compan>'. daied
August 1. 1967-PP&L Rate Schedule FPC No. 86

(6) United States Depariment of the Interior,
Bureau of Reclamation. Central Valley Project.
California: Coniract wiih Cali(orna Companies for
Exirs High Voltage Transmission and Exchange
Service. dated July 31. 1967—PG&E Rate Schedule
No. 3S

(7) Contraa Beiween California Companies and
Sacramento Municipal Utility Diwrict for Extra
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Ibgh Voltage Transmission and Exchange Service.
daied August l. 1967—PG&E Rate Schedule FPC
No 37

(8i Contract Between Staie ol Cali(ornia and
Cahfurnia Compames for the Sale, Interchange anc
Exira High Voltage Transmission of Klecirii
Capacity And Energy. dated August 1. 1967—PC&K
Rate Schedule FPC No. 36

.(9) Early Service -Agreemeni. dated August 29.
1967—PC&K Rate Schedule FPC No. 39

(10) Assignment and Agreement Relating to
Canadian Entitlement Exchange Agreement. dated
March 10. 1966—Exhibit h to PC&E Rate Schedule
FPC No 40

(I 1) Cali(ornia Entities Canadian Entitlement
Power Reassignment Agreement for Years 1968 1970.
dated August 29. 1967—PC&K Rate Schedule FPC
No. 40

()2> Power Sales Contract executed by the
Uniied States ol America. Department of the Interior
acting by and through the Bonneville Power
Administrator and Pacific Gas and Electric
Company. dated July 31 ~ 1967 —PC&K Rate
Schedule FPC No. 32

(13) Power Sales Contract executed by the
Uniied Staies ol America. Department of thc Interior
acting by and through Bonneville Power
Administrator and San Diego Cas & Electric
Company. dated December 29. 1967—SCE Raie
Schedule FPC No. 35

()41 Power Sales Contract executed by the
United States of America, Department of the Interior
acting by and through the Bonneville Power
Administrator and Southern California Edison
Company, dated July 31, 1967—SCE Rate Schedule
FPC No,33

(15) Exchange Agreement executed by the
United States of America. Department of the Interior
acting by and through the Bonneville Power
Administrator and Pacific, Gas and Electric
Company, dated July 31, 1967—FPC Rate Schedule
FPC No. 33

(16) Exchange Agreement cxeeuted by the
United States of America. Department of the Interior
acting by and through the Bonneville Power
Administrator and San Diego Gas & Electric
Company. daied December 29, 1967—SDG&E Raie
Schedule FPC No. 16

(17) Exchange Agreemcnt executed by the
Uniied States of America. Department of the Interior
acting by and through the Bonneville Power
Administrator and Southern Cali(ornia Edison
Company. dated July 31. 1967—SCE Rate Schedule
FPC No.36

In addition to filing the contracts listed on the
previous notice issued July 16, 1979 in this docket.
Southern California Edison Company fisted thc
following contracts which are within the scope of the
Commission's order but which have already been
filed',

Pacific !ntertie Agreemeni. SCE FPC Rate
Schedule No. 40.

2. Illustration of Costs and Revenues Allocation.
dated 8/25/66. SCE FPC Rate Schedule No. 40.
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3 Letter Agreemcnt between ihe Cali(ornia
Companies, dated 8/25/66 to the Pacific lnieriie
Agreemeni, SCE FPC Rate Schedule No 40

Letter Agreemcni to Supplement ihe
Cali(ornia Companies.Pacific Iniertie Agreement
dated 8/25/66 SCE F PC Rate Schedule No 40,

5, Amendmcnt 1 to the Pacific Intertie
Agreemcnt. SCE FPC Rate Schedule No. 40.

6. Amendment 2 to the Pacific Intertie
Agreement. Submitted herewith.

7. PP&L Calif. Companies Transmission
Agreement, Submitted herewith„

8. USBR California Companies EHV
Transmission and Exchange Service. SCE FPC Rate
Schedule No. 37.

9. SMUD.California Companies EHV
Transmission and Exchange Service Contract SCE
FPC Rate Schedule No 39.

)0. State. California Companies Sale,
Interchange. and EHV Transmission Contract. SCE
FPC Rate Schedule No 38

1). LADWP.dison Pacific Intertie DC
Transmission Facilities Agreemcnt Submit ted
herewiih.

12, LADWP.SCE Sylmar Intcrconnectioni
Agreement. Submined herewith,

13. Assignment and Agreement Relating to
Canadian Entitlement Exchange Agreement SCK
FPC Rate Schedule No, 42.

14. BPA.SCE Exchange Agreement BPA No.
)44)3 54126, SCE FPC Rate Schedule No 36,

15. BPA SCE Power Sales Contract. BPA No
14.03 54125, SCE FPC Rate Schedule No. 35,

16. Early Transmission Service Agreement with
LADWP. dated 8/29/67, SCE Rate Schedule No. 41
Terminated March 31, 1970.

17. 1970 Service Agreemcnt (Extension of Early
Service Agreement with LADWP) dated 4/I/70
Terminated May 31, 1970.

18. Midway Interconnection Agreement between
PC&K and SCE. Submitted herewith.

19. California Power Pool Board of Control
Rulings 4 and 7. Submitted herewith,

20, California Companies Pacific Intertie
Agreement Ccordination Committee Rulings I a 1,
Submitted herewith.

21. Settlerncnt Agreerncnt between Edison and
the Cities ol Anaheim. Banning and Riverside. See
SCE FPC Raic Schedule No. 15,4 (Anaheim), 21.3
(Banning), and 17 4 i Riverside),

22. Settlement Agreement between Edison and
the Anxa Electric Cooperative, Ine. See SCE FPC
Rate Schedule No. 19.2.

23. Settlement Agreement Between Edison and
the City of Colton, See SCE FPC Rate Schedule No.
31.5.

24. Settlement Agrcernent between Edison and
the Southern California Wat«r Company See SCK
FPC Rate Schedule No.33.3.

25. Set(i«ment Agreement between Edison and
the City o( Vernon. See SCE FPC Rate Schedule No,
)3.5.
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26 S»>>lcm»ni Acre»m>nt n»lw»»n Ed>iun an>l
th» ( is f Axu a S»i SCF. FP( Rate Scl>edul> No
tr> 4

27 Iniexratid U»»rat>vn» Ag>cement b»>«»>i
ih> ( >t) vf Anah»>m and Fd»vn Se> SCE FPC Rai>
Sch»dut« .'Cv 9<

28 Inicgraied Ope>at>vn» Agreemeni beiwecn
th» City of Ri«crside and Ed>son Sce SCE FPC Rate
Schedule No 94

< These «ere

(I) USBR SCE Interconnection Contract
(2) Agreerneni of Parties to the Californ>a Power

Pool Agrcemeni Concerning City.Edison Pac>f>c
Intertie D C T>ansmlision Facilities Agreement and
City Edison Smylar Interconnection Agreement„
Dated March 25, 1966.

(3) Agreement of Parties io ibe California Power
Pool Agreemeni Concerning City Edison Pacific
Interiie D C Transmission Facihties Agreerneni and
Ciiy Edison Smylar Interconnecilon Agreement
Daied Apnl I, l966

(4) Letter of Understanding Regarding Seven
Party Agreement Daied January l4, l969

(: i Intersupphers Contract

i(» O>ovill» Tbcrmvhiv Po«er Salt Cvniraci
I)arid >vvemb»> 29. l967

>7> Cvniraci Amonx >t» ('t>(vrn>v Corn>>an>»>
«»» >c»t>cc«v purrhas> r>l t~>»r >ten»rated ai
Orv«>il>. Th«rmvt»v Pv«cr Plant

In addi>>vn, ihe following documenis were
ord»r>d iv be crv»» referenced to Docket No, E 7777
(II)

ili PPg>L PGg>E Sales and Energy Exchange
Contract

(2) The document superseding the PPg>L PGg>E
memorandum (Paymeni for use of PPg>L Kv line)

(3) State (California)—Suppliers Contract
(mdud>ng supplements)

~ The deficient Pariy shall be excused from
making the a(oresaid payments io the extent that the
Spinning Reserve Deficiency on wh>ch they are based
was caused by (a> an Emergency on the Area System
ol any Party, (b) a Capacuy Resources Def>cienc) for
which payments are being made m accordance with
paragraph 5,03. (c) fuin>sh>ng Emergency Serv>ce or
Capacity Resources Siandby Service. or (d) forces or
conditions which were unprediciable in the sole
ludgmeni of the Board of Control
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Pacific Gas Transmission Company, Docket No. RP83-113<00, et al.;
Pacific Interstate Transmission Company, Docket No. RP83-13S-000;
Pacific Offshore Pipeline Company, Docket No. RP83-136-000;
El Paso Natural Gas Company, Docket No. RP83-139-000;
Transwestern Pipeline Company, Docket No. RP81-130-007, et al.

Order of Chief Judge Denying Requests for Reconsideration

gssued February 8, 1984)

Curtis L. Wagner, Jr., Chief Administrative Law Judge.

On December 9, 1983 ~ Pacific Gas
Transmission Company and Pacific Gas and
Electric Company filed a joint request that the
Chief Administrative Law Judge reconsider
and reverse his order of December 6, 1983,
severing issue and consolidating proceedings in
thc above-captioned dockets [25 FERC
Ii63,062]. On December IS, 1983, El Paso
Natural Gas Company filed a motion for
reconsideration ol the above described order of
the Chief Judge requesting that the order bc
modified to permit the minimum
bill/minimum take and rate design issues,
which have already been heard and briefed in
Docket No. RP81 ~ 130.000, c( al., to be decided
without delay or, in the alternative, that the
Chief Judge's order be modilied to permit the
issue in the Transwes(em case which is unique
to that pipeline —whether Transwestern
Pipeline Company, through the operation of its
minimum bill/minimum take provisions,
should be permitted to require Southern
California Gas Company, through its affiliate
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Pacific Lighting Gas Supply Company to
purchase and receive from Transwestern
quantiiies of gas which Transwestern itself is
purchasing on a "best elforis" basi's from
intrastate and interstate sources —to proceed
to an early decision,- On December 16, 1983.
the Gas Service Company filed a motion for
reconsideration of the portion ol the Chief
Judge's order which severs the minimum bill
issue and related rate design matters from
Docket No. RP81-130 000, er >tl., and
consolidates those issues with the proceeding in
Docket No. RP83.113-000, e( al. Answers were
filed on December 23, 1983. by Transwestern
Pipeline Company opposing Pacific Gas
Transmission Company's and Pacific Gas and
Electric Company's motion, and on December
30, 1983, by Arizona Public Service Company,
Gas Company of New Mexico, Southern Union
Gas Company and Southwest Gas Corporation
opposing Pacilic Gas Transmission Company's
and Pacific Gas and Electric Company's
motions, but supporting El Paso Natural Gas
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Pacific Gas and Electric Company, Project Nos. 2735~1, 19RHN3, and 233<06

Initial Decision on License Conditions

issued July 1, 1983)

Thomas L. Howe, Presiding Administrative Law Judge.

Appearances

Morris M. Doyle', Terry J. Houlihsn, Charles A. Ferguson, Gregory P. Landis.
Robert Ohlbsch, Howard V. Golub, J. Michael Reidenbach, Glen West, Jr., Ma!comb
H. Furbush, William B. Kuder, Sanford M. Skaggs and Daniel E. Gibson for Pacific
Gas and Electric Company

George Spiegel, Robert .C McDiarmid, Daniel L Davidson, Thomas C. Trauger,
John Michael Adragna, Robert A. Jablon, James C. Pollock and Samuel Karp for
Northern California Power Agency (filing on behalf of itself and its members, the
Cities of Alameda, Biggs, Gridley,'Healdsburg, Lodi, Lompoc, Palo Alto, Redding,
Roseville, Santa Clara and Ulcjah, California, and the PlumasSierra Rural Electric
Cooperative) and the Cities of Alameda, Hcaldsburg, Lodi, Lompoc, Santa Clara and
Ukiah, California; James N. Horwood for thc Cities of Alameda, Healdsburg, Lodi,
Lompoc, Santa Clara and Ukiah, California; Martin McDonough for Northern
California Power Agency; Fredrick D. Palmer and James D. Pembroke for the City of
Santa Clara, California

Sandra J. Strebe/, Peter K. Matt, Bonnie S. Blair, Cynthia S. Bogorad and Stephen
C. Nichols for the Cities of Anaheim, Riverside, Colton and Azusa, California

Richard V. Mattingly, Jr., Daniel Behuniak, Glen Ortman, Gloria Sodaro, Rhode!I
G. Fields, G. Kimball Williams, James V. McGettrick, Barbara K. Ksgan, Jane C.
Murphy, Charles F. Reusch, Daniel Lamke, Melvin G. Berger, Joseph Karger, John J.
Bartus, Harvey L. Reiter, Patrick Mshoncy, Jonathan Paff, Donald Garber, joseph
Vasapoli and A. Hays Butler for the Staff of the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission

Summary

The Helms and Pic projects have been
licensed to PGgcE. NCPh has noc made an
affirmative case why a beneficial interest
should be allotted to it and why that should go
to NCPh rasher than to someone else.

PGgcE has a monopoly of transmission in
certain sub.areas, and power from che projects
can be transmitted only over PGRE's lines.
The Stanislaus Commitments provide for
transmission for others by PGgcE, with certain
exceptions. Each license shall be conditioned to
provide, so far as it would apply to the licensed
project„(1) eliminacion of che Commitments
provision that transmission need not be
provided for power from a project involuntarily
alienated from PGgcE; (2) elimination of the

"area option" giving in effect first refusal on
power sought to be sold outside PGgcE's area;
(3) transmission for non.Neighboring Entities
as well as Neighboring Utilities, and (4) in the
even! of transfer of the project license.
incerconnection with PGhE's transmission
system shall concinue, and PGhE shall provide
such transmission of project power as the
Commission shall determine in transferring the
project license. Provisions as to reserves and
number of points of connection are not now
'determined, but shall be determined by che
Commission in connection with the
determination of transmission on transfer of
che project license.

There is no conflict between the conditions
imposed by this initial decision and che
Nuclear Regulatory Commission's condition.

g 63,001
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Certain additional remedies may be
ordered in Docket No. E.7777400, heard
together with this proceeding. They are not
appropriate conditions of the licenses.

Procedural Background

An application for a license for the Helms
Creek Pumped Storage Project (Project Nos.
2735, 1988) (Helms) s was filed by Pacific Gas
and Electric Company (PGgtE) on September
24, 1973. Northern California Power Agency
(NCPA) s petitioned to intervene in the Helms
proceeding on January 28, 1974. NCPA's
petition cen(ered around the allegations that
PGgtE has engaged in various acts or activities
which, together with PGgtE's control over
generation and transmission in its service area,
~ mount to a violation of antitrust law.
Specifically, NCPA alleged four areas of
violation: (1) that PGgrK's refusal to ~heel
power to or from sources of bulk power other
than PGgtE has prevented member cities from
obtaining lower cost power and has discouraged
the entry of potential competitors into .the
electric power market; (2) that PGAE's
contract with the Bureau of Reclamation
unduly confines the geographic area within
which PGgrE is required to wheel Central
Valley Project (CVP) power to preference
customers; unduly limits the amount of CVP
power marketable as firm to 1050 MW, thus
intensifying NCPA cities'ependence upon
PGhE: and unduly limits the sources of
electric power to be wheeled by PGgtE for the
Bureau and also prohibits interconnection by
the Bureau with PGgrE systems unless agreed
to by PGhE, both of which preclude the
Bureau, NCPA and others from competing
with PGgtE in the Northern California power
market; (3) that PGgtE's execution of
contracts, including the Seven Party
Agreement, which provides for the sale of
surplus power at a uniform price among
various California/Pacific Northwest utilities;
the PGhE contracts with State hydroelectric
facihties for surplus power, and the PGgtE
contracts with the Sacramento Municipal
UtilityDistrict (SMUD) providing for PGgtK's
right to purchase all power generated by
SMUD in excess of its load, discourage
planning and development of independent
power sources by NCPA and others; and (4)
that PGgtE has discouraged NCPA attempts
to develop or obtain alternative power supplies
for its members by rejecting NCPA's request to
participate in the California Power Pool
(CPP), and by discouraging attempts to
develop independent sources of supply, such as
the steam reserves in the Geysers, California
field. NCPA concluded that PGRE had
violated antitrust law, and that the
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Commission has the obligation to scrutinixe
Project No. 2735 to determine its consistency
with antitrust policy. NCPA requested that
PGgtE be denied the application. or
alternatively, that the license be issued only
upon condition that PGgtK's restraints on
trade be eliminated, e.g., that PGhE provide
wheeling and back-up, and that NCPA be
allowed to join regional planning to share in
the development of new power sources.

PGgrE responded, arguing that NCPA had
not established a reasonable nexus between its
asserted antitrust allegations and Helms
project. and thus that the issues raised by
NCPA are not relevant to the license
proceeding. PGSK requested that NCPA's
petition be denied in its entirety.

The Commission granted NCPA's petition
to intervene and set the rnatter for hearing, 55
FPC 1543, 1557, reit. den. at 2598 (1976). On
May 18, 1976, the Commission granted the
license for the Helm's project. reserving, in
Article 62 of the license, the authority to
impose such further conditions as may be
appropriate as a result of the hearing. The
Commission stated:

In wording Article 62 as we do, we imply
nothing about the possible scope of such
conditions; the issues of whether further
conditions are appropriate, what they shall
require, and the Commission's authority to
impose specific conditions must await
hearing. Our finding with respect to Article
62 is merely that the license for Project No.
2735 meets the Section 10(a} standard only
upon the condition, inrer alia, that we
reserve authority to impose such further
requirements as may be found appropriate
at and after hearing.

55 FPC 2237, 2260 (Helms Hearing Order).

PGRE also filed an application for the
continued operation of the Pit, 3M5 Project
No. 233, located on the Pit River in Shasta
County, California. Santa Clara and NCPA
petitioned to intervene, with allegations
essentially similar to those in Project No. 2735.
The Commission granted the license noting
that NCPA presented no compelling reason
why its allegations could not be investigated in
the same mariner as in Project No. 2735, and
consolidated the issues with the ongoing
proceeding in Helms. 14 FERC $ 61,179 (Pit
Hearing Order, February 26, 1981). Inter alia.
Article 62 of the Helms license, and Article 41
of the Pit license state:

The Commission reserves the right, after
notice and opportunity for hearing, to
prescribe such further conditions pursuant to
the Federal Power Act as may be found
appropriate to remedy Licensee's
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anticompetitive or monopolistic practices, if
any.

Helms Hearing Order at 2270; Pit Hearing
Order at 61,332.

Hearing
Since the license proceedings involved a

general investigation of all PGgrE's alleged
anticompetitive actions, any investigation into
particular anticompetitive actions of PGgrE
with respect to the contracts that are the
subject ol investigation in Docket No. E-7777-
000 were also properly the subject of the
license investigations. When it became
apparent that the background information and
many issues in these license proceedings and
Docket No. E.7777400 would overlap. Chief
Judge Wagner assigned both proceedings to
me. This allowed joint hearings to be held
before a single judge and enabled a single
record to be made on the common issues. A
joint hearing transcript comprised over 45,000
pages, with both volumes and pages numbered
with the prefix "CH" for "Consolidated.
Helms". Additionally, matters'relevant to the
license proceedings alone were dealt with in a
separate transcript. Thc exhibits in the joint
hearings by agreement and request of the
participants were numbered as lollows:

Staff, beginning with 1,000, NCPA 2,000,
Southern Cities 3,000, PGgtE 4,000, San
Diego 5,000, Edison 6,000. NCPAZouthern
Cities jointly 7,000.

The exhibits introduced in the license
proceedings only were designated with the
prefix "H" for "Helms", Staff exhibits began
with H4,000, PGhE H.9,000 and Intervenors
H.10,000. By reason of the consolidation of
Docket No. E.7796007 and Docket No. E.
7777400, the transcript of the limited hearing
became available as part of the record in the
latter docket as well, and the exhibits in the
limited hearing (designated with the prefix"L" for "limited") are also part of the record
in Docket No. E.777M@0, and arc availablc
here.

The record in these proceedings is over
53,000 pages, over 3,000 exhibits, and over 250
items by reference, many of which are: leng'thy.
The hearing took over two and a half years.
Even this was a condensation. According to one
stalf memorandum, more than one million
pages of documents were produced in
discovery. In an effort to hold the hearing
within bounds, cr~xamination after the first
year of hearing was limited and a great deal of
the proferred evidence was limited.

The rule set forth by the Commission, is
that evidence may be excluded where it is not
ol a kind which would affect lairminded
persons in the conduct of their daily affairs.

This is not the rule, however. which has been
applied customarily in proceedings before this
Commission. Administrative Law Judges
(including this one) have inclined to the view
expressed by some courts of appeal, that
admission of evidence should be liberally
allowed. In general the practice has been to let
the evidence in and then disregard it. A judge
will not be reversed for admitting evidence.
Courts have pointed out that admitted
evidence may be disregarded, whereas the
exclusion of evidence may result in a remand
and additional hearing. In the majority ol
hearings where questionable evidence is
allowed to come in. it is evidence that would
add comparatively little time to hearing and
deciding the case. In these proceedings.
however, there was a considerable volume of
evidence that would be sublect to exclusion
under the test set forth in. the Commission
regulations. If this evidence were to be
admitted, essential fairness would necessitate
reasonable cr~xamination and rebuttal of
it. While a judge might be tempted to admit
such evidence and then disregard it alter
hearing, Counsel could not be sure which
evidence would be disregarded. Counsel in an
important case could hardly permit such
admitted evidence to stand without probmg
cr~xamination and attack by any available
rebuttal which in turn would be subject to
cr~xamination and surrebuttah As nearly
as I could estimate, the excluded testimony
would have resulted in adding at least six
months to the hearing which, even without
such testimony, became one of the longest in
the history of administrative law.

Me Licenses
The Commission has ruled that no rnatter

what develops in the present proceedings, the
licenses are issued to PGRE. PGRE was the
only applicant, and the Commission has
established that, even if the most extreme anti ~

competitive actions should be proven, PCfkE
should still receive the licenses.

It is not enough for NCPA to show that
PCgrE was guilty ol anticompetitive conduct.
It would also have been necessary for NCPA to
show in each case that the license should be
issued to it. The Federal Power Act and the
Commission have provided what applications
should contain to enable an applicant to
receive a license. NCPA has not, made the
showings which would be required for licenses
to be issued to it. This is not tnerely a
procedural defect. The substantive showing
required of an applicant before a license can
issue to it is absen. It is not enough to allege
that PGgtE is unworthy to receive a license or
that these particular licenses should be denied
because of PGRE's actions. It must also be
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shown that a particular applicani should be
granted the licenses. Here. there is no such
showing and no competing applicant.

NCPA has argued that it was prevented
from filing competing license applications by
having no transmission provided. The
Commission rejected this argument on the
ground that NCPA was not prevented from
filing applications. as shown by NCPA's
applying in other license proceedings. I am
bound by this determination.

Beneficiaf Interest

In lieu of a legal license. NCPA and Staff
argue thai a beneficial interest should be
granted to NCPA. This amounts to a
bookkeeping transaction merely, since PGgcE
would own the license and operate the projeci.
In effect, PGfkE would be required to provide
NCPA with a certain amount of hydroelectric
power at the cost of the power, rather than at
the rates applicable to PGgcE sales to NCPA
members. which rates reflect the rolled. in costs
of all PGgcE's hydroelectric power as well as all
other sources of POTE's power. NCPA would
then sell the power or allocate it to its members
as it saw fit. In the cas» of Helms, which is a

pumped storage project, in theory there might
be some added benefit in having the project
capacity used to provide service at peak hours.
In practice, the cost of the Helms project has
risen so high that any savings are questionable,
and the proportionate share NCPA would
receive in the Helms project would be too small
to matter much if any attempt were made to
use it in coordination with operations in
California as a whole. as has been suggested.
The power from the Pit projects is cheaper.
and would reduce the overall electric bill of
any entity allocated all or part of it. There is
no pumped storage on the Pit project.

The only evidence as to the size of the
claimed aflocation to NCPA was that ii should
have five percent of PGgcE's total hydro
generation in the area. (To accord with the
percentage of area load claimed by NCPA, the
percentage would be much smaller.) The goal
of five percent of total hydro generation for
NCPA. if indeed it is to be a goal, could be
realixed by awards of other projects (or
generation from them) on a case by case basis
as the licensing of other projects comes before
the Commission.

It is at least questionable whether an
allocation, if made, should be made to NCPA
rather than to some or all of its constituent
members. NCPA has no service area arid could
not itself use the power. It has no distribution
organixation comparable to those of its
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individual members, who do serve specified
areas. Soine of its members now have the
benefit of more hydro power than do oihers, as
some are served by low.cost Bureau of
Reclamation Po~er and others are not.
Whether this should result in differing shares
of hydro electric power to the various rnernbers
has not been addressed by the participants. If
it should, allocation to particular members
rather than to NCPA should probably resuli.

I find no reason why a beneficial share m
the license should go io NCPA rather than to
one or several, others ~ SMUD. California
Department of Water Resources (DÃR i.
Anxa. San Francisco, Los Angeles, Glendale.
Burbank. Pasadena, San Diego. Edison, one or
several or all of the Souchern Cities. one or
several or all of ihe individual meinbers of
NCPA, or other entities noi here considered.
perhaps even outside California, NCPA may
argue that it is the only one in these
proceedings expressing interest but it has noi
expressed interest in the form required by the
FERC ~ filing an application and makmg the
requisite showing. The Commission has held
that it was not prevented from doing so merely
by PGgcE's provision in the Stanislaus
Commitments that no wheeling is required
from projects involuntarily transferred from
PGgcE, as evidenced by NCPA's applying in
other proceedings. There was no evidence here
of anything else by which PGgiE improperly
prevented filings by NCPA or anyone else. It is
conceivable thai some other entity was
intimidated from filing by the non wheeling
clause: the Commission reasoning with respect
to NCPA not being intimidated would noi
apply to entities which did not file in other
proceedings. Under NCPA's reasoning that an
intimidated party should be given a license or
allocationi such an entity would have a better
claim to an allotment than would NCPA.

In brief, NCPA has sought io support only
one side of its necessary case. It has tried to
show why the licenses should noi be granted io
PGgiE, but it has not produced the affirmative
evidence to show why licenses should be
granted NCPA. The requirements of the
Federal Power Act and ihe Cornrnission of a

specific affirmative showing by an applicant
before a license issues to it should.not be
bypassed by awarding a beneficial interc;st
rather than a legal license. Even if it had been
shown that PGgcE had prevented soineone
from filing a license application, I would
reopen the proceeding to permit such a filing,
rather than bypass the requirement that an
affirmative showing be made by an applicant
before a license is granted.
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Investigation Looking ro Conditions
In the Helms Hearing Order. 55 FPC 1543

(1976) the Commission said that NCPA's
central assertion was "that PGgtE's control
over generation and transmission in its service
area amounts to a violation of the Sherman Act

55 FPC at 1554. The Commission
continued:

We have concluded on the basis of the
pleadings that NCPA's allegations are
relevant to the instant license proceeding...
hearing on the claims set forth by NCPA
shall be for the purpose of deterrnimng the
broad issues of whether POTE maintains
such control over generation and

transmission of electric power in northern
and central California as to create a

situation or situations tnconsistent with the
antitrust laws or the policies clearly
underlying these laws. If the record in this
proceeding shows that such a situation or
situations do extst. then the question will be
what relief can appropriately be granted in
the form of conditions to the Project No.
2735 license.

55 FPC at 1cc5.

The market shares of net capability of all
forms of power tn the POTE area are set forth
in the followmg table: a

Owner Type ol Po~er
.. Hydro

Cogeneration
Geothermal
Steam
Gas Turbme

Total
. Hydro

Nuclear
.. Hydro
.. Hydro
.. Hydro

. Hydro
.. Hydro

Pumped Storage
'Hydro

PGgtE ....

SMUD.

Turlock Irrigation Distria......
Hetch Hetchy (San Francisco) .,
CVP
Yuba County Water Agency ....
DWR

Hydro

Hydro
Hydro
Hydro
~Hdro

Total

Placer County Water Agency .........
Oroville-Wyandoue Irngat ton

District
Oakdale.San joaquin Irrigation

District
Nevada Irrigation Distna
Merced Irrigation Distnct . „.........
East Bay M.U.D.....................

Net Capability
~MW

Summer Winter
2436 2421

150 150
9C8 908

7242 7249
354 40c

11090 1112c
653 &9
875 903
148 148
313 302

1260 1237
324 322
434 424
606 450
242 239

85 85

94 83
68 68
95 88
19 19

16306 16150

Companv Percent
Share

Summer R'inter
68 68.9

94 97

.91 .92
1.9 1.9
7.7 7.7
2.0 2.0

54

1.5 15

.52 .53

.58,52

.42 .42

.58 .54
12 12

99.83 100.15

The market shares of net capability of
hydroelearic and pumped storage projects in
the PGgtE area may be considered even more

Owner
PGgtE
SMUD .
Turlock Irrigation District
Hetch-Hetchy (San Francisco) .

CVP
Yuba County Water Agency .
DWR
Placer County Water Agency .
Oroville.Wyandotte Irrigauon

Disuict
OakdaleSan Joaquin Irrigauon

District
Nevada Irrigauon District .
Merced Irrigation Distria .

East Bay M.U.D.

Jeer Capability
~ MW

Summer Winter
.. 2436 2421

653 649
148 148
313 302

. 1260 1237
324 322

. 1040 874
242 239

85 85

94 83
68 68
95 88
19 19

6797 6535

Percent Share
ol Totai

Summer Winter
36 37

9.6 9.9
2.2 2.3
4.9 4.6

18'c 18 9
4.8 4.9

15.3 13.4
3.6 3.7

12 1.3

1.4 1.3
1.0 1.0
1.4 1.3,3 .3

100.2% 99.9
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impoaant in a licensing proceeding. These are
set forth in the following table: 4
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The foregoing statistics do not include
PG&E's purchase of power generated by others
within the area, which could be argued to
increase the percentage of generacion
controlled by PG&E. Contrariwise, no account
is taken of power sold by PG&E pursuanc to
contracts. which could be argued to decrease
PG&E's control over thc power generated. The
statistics on generation take no account of
power imported from outside the PG&E area,
which ls part of the total power supply to the
area. Substantial imporcs have been made by
SMUD, DWR and CVP as well as PG&E.
PG&E receives substantial amounts of power
from both the Northwest and from the south.
and also dispatches power in boch directions at
other times and under ocher condicions. No
meaningful compilacion is available.

I find that neither these statistics nor the
other evidence presented as to PG&E's concrol
of generation establish a monopoly of power

'generation either (1) from all generation
sources or {2) from hydro-generation.

Transmission is an exclusive monopoly of
PG&E in much of its area. The percentage of
transmission in the entire arcs is not a proper
measure. In a part of the area chat has no
other transmission, ic makes little difference
that CVP may have transmission in some other
part. Duplication of transmission facilities is
usually economically wasceful. Transmission is
traditionally a monopoly in most inscances,
and regulacion has been substituted for
competition. This is one of the situations where
regulatory agencies "can and do approve
actions which violate antitrust policies where
other economic, social and political
considerations are found to be of overriding
importance." Nonhern Natural Css Co. v.
F.P.C., 399 F2d 953, 961 (CADC, 1968).
Many municipalities are completely dependent
upon PG&E's transmission lines. Ic controls all
access in its area to che Pacific Intertie, snd
thus all transmission to or from the Pacific
Northwest except for specific enticlements
allotted to SMUD, DWR and CVP. (Since the
close of che record, PG&E has had one concract
to provide NCPh with interrupt!hie Intertie
crsnsmission, and is negotiating a further
contract.) It hss monopoly power over
transmission to or from its area to or from che
south. Power from the Helms and Pit projects'sn be tranimit ted only over PG&E's lines.

'Ae Scsnislsus Commicmcncs
These PG&E Commitments will be

considered at this point in connection with,the

conditions to be imposed on the Helins and Pit
licenses.

Essentially. the Commicments embody an
agreemenc entered into on April 30, 1976
becween PG&E and the U.S. Department of
Justice (DOJ). and they are che culmination
of a DOJ investigation into certain PG&E
accivicies allegedly in violacion of the
antitrust laws. They have been included by
the Nuclear Regulatory»Commission as
conditions of the license of PG&E's Diablo
Canyon Nuclear Power Plane Unit No. 1.

They generally describe conditions under
which PG&E is bound to provide services
such as interconnection, transinission. access
to nuclear generation, capacity and energy
exchange. and reserve coordinacion to other
utilities requesting such service.

Commission order on Motion to Compel Filing
of Certain Dacumencs. June 2. 1980. 11 FERC
li61246. ac page 61.484 {footnote omitiedi.
aff'd Psciiic Gas snd E!eccric v. FZ.R.C..
CADC Nos. 79-1881 and 802129 {May 17.
1982).

This Commission was not a party co the
agreement with DOJ or co the proceedings
before the NRC. Ic is noc bound by agreemenc
or by equitable estoppel from considering and
imposing any modifications it may require in
the Commitments. The Commitments may be
modified in any respect if this is an
appropriacc condition co one or more of the
licenses issued in the Helms and Pit
proceedings.

Involuntarily Alienated Projects
Two exceptions to the Cominitments are

provided. The first is a provision in Section
VII. Paragraph A, thsc PG&E is not required
to transmit power from a project involuntarily
transferred from it.

This provision would have applied to
transmission from the Pit project if a renewal
license had been issued to someone other chan
PG&E, because the Pit project was previously
licensed to PG&E and a renewal license to
someone else would have resulted in an
involuntary transfer of che project facilities
from PG&E. The provision would noc have
applied to transmission from the Helms
projecc, if the original license had been
awarded to someone other than PG&E, because
there would have been no transfer from PG&E
in the grant of an original license to someone
else. In the case of each license, however, the
provision would apply in the future if chat
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license should be transferred to someone else at
the expiration of the present license, or if the
Commission should abrogate one or both of the
present licenses.

NCPA contended (hat the presence of this
exception prevented it from applying for

'license, but the Commission has rejected this
argument as has been said. Although NCPA
was not intimidated, there is no way ol
knowing whether other possible applicants may
'or may not have been intimidated. PGgtE
contends that it has not refused transmission
from an involuntarily transferred project but
has merely not undertaken to supply
transmission from such a project. I ain unable
to accept PGgtE's attempt to walk this narrow
line between relusal and noncommitment. At
best this provision leaves PCgtE's competitor's
at a disadvantage; only PGgtE is assured of
transmission from a translerred project.
Anyone else competing for such a project must
be uncertain as to whether transmission will be
avaifable. and many responsible executives
would be unwilling to commit the necessary
investment and plan their generation resources
with this additional uncertainty. The existence
of this in terrorem provision raises the
uncertainty to a higher level than if no
Commitments for transmission had ever
cx'istcd.

I find that the exception for transmission
from an involuntarily transferred project is
unjust and unreasonable, and that it is an
improper use of PGgtE's transmission
monopoly that restrains competition for project
licenses for hydro generation. The removal ol
this provision, in so far as it would apply to the
Helms and Pit projects power in case of future
alienation, is ordered as a condition of the
licenses issued for the Helms and Pit projects.

Ares Option
The second exception to the Stanislaus

Commitments is the dialled "area option" or
"exit veto." This provision in Section VII,
Paragraph A, provides:

Applicant shall not be required by this
Section to transmit power...

(2) from a Neighboring Entity for sale to
any electric system located outside the
exterior geographic boundaries of the several
areas shen electrically served at retail by
Applicant if any other Neighboring Entity,
Neighboring Distribution System, or
Applicant wishes to purchase such power at
an equiva! ent price for use within.said areas.
"Applicant" means PGgtE (Section I,
Paragraph A).

Intcrvenors call this an "exit veto." It is not,
however, a right to forbid the exportation of
energy from the area; it merely gives entities

FKRC Ro portaclr~

within the PGgtE area a right of first refusal so
that they may have the energy if they are
willing to pay what the owner would receive
from an outside purchaser. (The testimony
established that it is what the owner would
receive. not what the buyer would pay, that
governs.)

There was considerable discussion as to
how this would work. and whether a seller
would have to go back and forth between an
outside purchaser and the entities within the
area to allow the latter to match changing
offers. Mr. Kaprelian. a forthright and
impressive witness for PGfkE. made it clear
that this problem exists only in the minds of
lawyers. In practice. the dispatchers would
know the prires each entity would pay and (he
needs of each entity. and rnatch ups would be
made quickly at the dispatcher level without
resort to negotiation or to management
cxccutlvcs.

PGgtE defends this provision on the
ground that it is necessary to keep power
generated within the area available for use in
the area. If this is not done. power needed
within the area may be taken away. PGgtE is
the supplier of last resort within its area and is
undertaking the ultimate responsibility for
providing necessary supplies of power if other
suppliers fall short. It has not fulfilled its own
plans for new generation for several years. and
its reserves (and. accordingly, the area
reserves) have fallen below what PGhE
considers a safe margm; therefore, it wishes to
be able to keep further generation within the
area if it is needed there. Under the provision.
the generating entity will not lose money by
keeping its energy in the area.

%awhile PGgtE's motives are understandable
and even praiseworthy. this particular
exception to the wheeling commitments is a
discriminatory restraint on interstate
commerce insofar as it applies to power which
might be sold outside California, and also
discriminates against all poten(ial purchasers
outside the PGgtE service area. I find that it is
unjust and unreasonable ~ unduly
discriminatory and anticompetitive. Insofar as
it affects power from licensed projecss, it places
a restraint upon coinpetition for power lrom
such projects, as only power from PGlkE
projects could be sold outside the PCgtE area
without being subject to the first refusal
accorded chose in the area. This, in turn,
constitutes a restraint on competition for the
projects themselves. Anyone wishing to send
project power outside the area would be
discouraged from acquiring the project. Thc
elimination of this exception is made a
condition of the Helms and Pit licenses in so
far as it may affect power from these licensed
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projects in the event of their future transfer to
others.

3. Neighboring Utilities
Section VII, Paragraph A of the

Commitments provides:
A. Applicant shall transmit power

pursuant to interconnection agreements.
with provisions which are appropriate to the
requested transaction and which are
consistent with these license conditions.
Except as listed below, such service shall be
provided (1) between two or among more
than two Neighboring Entities or sections of
a Neighboring Entity's system which are
geographically separated, with which. now or
in che future. Applicant is interconnecced.
(2) between a Neighboring Entity with
which, now or in the future, it is
interconnected and one or more Neighboring
Distribution Systems with which, now or in
the future, it is connected and (3) between
any Neighboung Entity or Neighboring
Distribution System(s) and the Applicant's
point of direct interconnection with any
other electric system engaging in bulk power
supply outside the area then electrically
served at retail by Applicant.

This is all the transmission che
Commitments provide; transmission is
available only to or from "Neighboring
Encicies" or "Neighboring Distribucion
Systems." These are defined in Section I~

Paragraphs C and
D.'.

"Neighboring Entity" means a
financially responsible private or public
entity ar lawful association thereof owning,
contractually controlling or operating, or in
good faith proposing to own, to contractually
control or to operate facilities for the
generation. or transmission at 60 Kilovolts or
above. of ~ lectric power which meets each of
the follawing criteria: (I) its existing or
proposed facilities are or will be technically
feasible of direct interconnection with those
of Applicant; (2) all or part of ics existing or
proposed facilities are or will be located
wichin che Service Area; (3) its primary
purpose for owning, contractually
conirolling, or operating generation facilities
is to sell in the Service Area the power
generated; and (4) it is ~ or upon
commencement of operations will be. a
public utility regulated under applicable
state law or the Federal Power Acc. or
exempted from regulation by virtue of the
face chat it is a federal, state, municipal or
other public entity.

D. "Neighboring Distribution System"
means a financially responsible privace or
public entity which engages, or in good faith
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proposes to engage. in the distribution of
electric power at retail and which meets each
of che criteria numbered il), i2). and (4) m
subparagraph C

above'ServiceArea" means areas PGhE serves
at retail. and adjacent areas in Northern and
Central California (Section I. Paragraph B),
PGgtE has agreed to creat DWR, CVP and
SMUD as Neighboring Entities (Exh. 23$ 4.
CH.37513). For purposes of chis discussion.
"Neighboring Utility"will be used io include
both Neighboring Enucies and Neighboring
Distribution Systems. "Non Neighboring
Entities" will refer co those which are neither.

This provision would not allow an entity
from outside PGgiE's area. which obtained a

licensed project wichm chat area. to have
prajecc power transmitted over PGhE's lines
co a point of connection with other systems
operating outside PGhE's area. I find the
Commitments in this respect, are unduly
discriminatory against such entities as Edison.
Las Angeles. San Diego. the four major
Northwest utilities and Southern Ciues, who
might wish to obtain licenses and use the
power in their own areas. The Comrnuinencs do
not provide for non Neighboring

Enciues'roject

power ta be transmitted co other non.
Neighboring Entities whether within or
without the PG(kE area. I find they are unduly
discriininatory, unjust and unreasonable in this
respect. So far as they may apply to the Helms
and Pic project power'n the event of fucure
alienation. the Commitments must be revised
to provide (1) that enciiies from outside che
PGJcE area may use PGgtE's available
transmission service for their own generacion
so that they may compete for project licenses,
(2) for transmission af power generated from
projects within the area co entiiies outside che
area even chough the generating entity may
not meet the definiuon of Neighboring Entity
and so would not be 'entitled under che
Commicments as originally framed to transrmc
the generated power over PGgiE's transmission
network to reach a purchaser outside che area.
and (3) to allow project power generated by
non.Neighboring Entities to be transmitted ta
purchasers within the area whether or not che
purchasers are Neighboring Utilities. Th'is
revision is made a condition of the pro)ect

'icenses.

4. Implementation Provisions
Under the Commitments, PGgtE is

required to transmit power "pursuant to
interconnection agreements, with provisions
which are appropriate co the requested
transaccians and which are consistent with
these license conditions," No transmission
would occur until agreements for

Fedora( Enargy Guidelines
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interconnection have been entered into. It is
apparent that someone not interconnected
with PGgtE could not receive the wheeling
services. Even as to interconnected entities,
PGhE has maintained that agreements for
iransmission service should be negotiated
before that service begins.

lt has been alleged that PGgtE has stalled
on putting transmission arrangements into
effect by stretching out negotiations for a
contract. I do not find that this has occurred,
but the Commitments as written would allow
this sort of abuse io occur. I find that the
absence of a provision to get service started
within a reasonable time is unjust and
unreasonable and contrary to th» public
interest.

So far as the Helms and Pit projects are
concerned, if one is transferred from PGfkE in
the future, the flow of power from that project
should not be interrupted, and provision for
this should be made in the Commitments. If
PGgtE wishes to allege that the particular
service should not or cannot be provided, it can
make this contention in connection with ihc
proceeding to determine whether the project
should be transferred. The competing
applications, or other relevant pleadings, will
then be available, and the proposed recipient
of transmission service will be known. The
Commission will be able to take into account
the necessary transmission in connt:ciion with
its determination as to ihe license, and may
make suitable determination as to transmission
provisions, All that is necessary here is that the
licenses be conditioned to require that if a
license is transferred, PGhE shall continue the
interconnection of the project with its general
transmission grid and shall immediately
provide such transmission for project power as
the Commission shall order in issuing the new
license, at such rates as PGgtE shall file within
thirty days of the Commission order becoming
final and no longer subject to review, and that
these rates shall be subject to regulatory
review and to refund. The Commission at that
time may modify or add to the terms and
conditions of service, including such matters as
reserve requirements and number of
interconnection points. The details of the
proposed service will then be known and can be
dealt 'with more easily than we could now
frame specific requirements. These conditions
shall be incorporated in the Stanislaus
Commitments and the amended

Commitments'iled

with this Commission. The Commitments
shall be subject to any further amendment by
the Commission ordered in subsequent
proceedings, as is the case with any filed Rate
Schedule or policy statement.

6. Reserve Requirements and Ãurnber of
Connection Points

The Intervenors have argued that other
provisions of the Stanislaus Commitments are
improper. specifically the provisions as to
reserves and the provision that interconnection
shall be at one point unless otherwise agreed
(Commitments, page 3, Paragraph B.)

Insofar as such questions might relate to
transmission from licensed project. they are
within the scope of the license proceedings. I
find, however. they are more appropriately
addressed in the proceedings which may be had
in connection with later licensing the pro!ects
to others, should thai ever occur. as has been
stated earlier.

The NRC Condition

There may be concern as to this
Commission imposing obligations upon POTE
in connection with Commitments which have
been made a condition of a license subject to
the jurisdiction of the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission. The changes required in the
Stanislaus Commitments do not involve any
conflict with the NRC. These changes are noi
contrary in any respect to what is required by
the NRC's condition; they require transmission
in addition to that which would be required by
the NRC condition. but leave what the NRC
does require still in ful! force. We are not faced
with a situation where the NRC required
action which this Commission forbade, or the
NRC forbade action which this Commission
required. The orders of the two Commissions
need no reconciliation, and both may be given
full force and effect. There is no need io
consider whether our order should be modified
to prevent a conflict with the NRC's
determination, or to relieve PGhE from having
to decide which agency to obey.

It has been determined by the Commission
that NCPA was not deterred from applying for
a license by the provision that the Stanislaus
Commitments would not require transmission
of power from an involuntarily . alienated
project. It has not been shown that anyone else
was deterred. No other allegations of past
restraint have been made with respect to any
of these projects. There has been no showing
that any other restraint of competition with
respect to either of these licenses has occurred.
I find that the potential use of PGgtE's
monopoly of transmission to restrain
competition with respect to these projects will
be effectively prevented by the conditions here
imposed.

Other allegations of anti. competitive
conduct here made are considered in
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connection with Docket No. E.7777400. heard
jointly with the license proceedings. I have
concluded that the additional remedies which
may be imposed by order in Docket No. E.
7777 000 are not appropriate conditions of the
licenses here. Alleged anti.competitive actions
or arrangements that do not affect a project,
its licensing or its operation are not
appropriately remedied by conditions upon
that license; unless the license itself contributes
to the anti ~ competitive actions or
arrangements in a manner that may be
remedied by conditions relating to the license,
the project, or to its operation. The only

'llegation as to how these licenses contribute to
an anti competitive arrangement is that the
projects increase PGgr E's monopoly of
generation. The remedy sought was to deny
PGgrE the license. or to award to NCPA a
beneficial interest in the licensed project, to
avoid increasing the amount of power
controlled by PG(kE. While I do not find a

monopoly of generation is shown by. the
evidence. even if it were, the remedies sought
must be relected for the reasons previously
given.

I conclude that no other conditions than
those already specified are appropriate to be
imposed on the licenses in these proceedings.

Ordered:
(A) The Helms and Pit licenses are each

conditioned as provided herein.
(B) The changes in the Stanislaus

Commitments required by the condiiions
provided herein shall be incorporated in the
Commitments and the amended Comrnitrnents

filed with this Cornrnission within thirty days
from the time this order becomes final,

(C) These dockets are terminated.

—Footnotes-
Pro(ect No. 2733 (Helrnsi will uiilixe the

Courtrighi and Wishon reservoirs of the exrstrne
North Fork Kings River Pro(ect No. 1988 as the
upper and lower reserviurs of the proposed Helms
pumped storage proieci Applicant for Helms
therefore also seeks io amend iis license for Pro(ect
No. 1988 io reflect the consirucuon of the Helms
projeci. 35 FPC 2237 islay 18. 1976i

"NCPA is a public agency o( ihe State o(
California created by a iomi powers agreerneni
pursuant io Chapter 5, Division 7, Title 1 o( ihe
Califorma Govemmcni Code. Each member of NCPA
owns and operates an eieciric disiribuuon sysiem for
the supply of e(eciric power and energy within iis
boundaries. Five of the member ciues Alameda.
Hcaidsburg, Lodi. Lompoc and Ukiah—have been
served (or many years exclusively by Paci(ic Gas and
Elearic Company t-PGgrE-). Five member «ues-
Biggs. Gndley, Palo Alto. Redding and Roscvillc-
iogeiher with NCPA associate member Plumas Sierra
Rural Eleciae Cooperauve purchase their entire
supply from the U,S. Bureau of Reciamaiion Centra(
Valley Pro>ect i-URBR". "CVP"k marketed bv ihe
Western Area Power Adminisirauon i-WAPA"). One
member city, Santa Clara. purchases from both
PGgrE and WAPA.- NCPA's miual bnef, p. 2.

s From Western Systems Coordinaimg Counai's
"Existing Generation and Sigm(icani Additions ana
Changes io System Faa(ines 1891 1991" issued April
1982.

~ From Wesiern Systems Coordinating Counars
"Existing Generation and Sigmficani Auditions and
Changes io System Faaiiues 1891 1991" issued Apni
1982.

[tt 63,002]
Kansas-Nebraska Natural Gas Company, Inc., Docket No. TC82%3400

Order Partially Granting Motion to Compel Documents Claimed as Privileged

issued July I, 1983)

Bruce L. Birchman, Special Adnsinistrative Lavr Judge.

Pursuant to the procedures set forth in my
orders of May 24, 1983, 23 FERC jj 63,(80.
and June 6, 19B3, Kansas-Nebraska ("KN")
filed a supplemental index which lists more
specifically the 40 documents in controversy,
an affadavit of Buddy J. Becker, Esq. ~ in house
counsel for KN which provides information
with regard to those documents, and a legal
memorandum. The legal memorandum does
not express disagreement with the legal
analysis set forth in my order in another case
reported at 17 FERC $ 63,048 which, I stated,
would govern disposition of those claims of
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privilege absent good and sufficient reason u
the contrary.

Great Western also filed a legal
mc:morandum for my consideration. It makes
two points: (1) that per Hicfrrnan v. Taylor,
329 U.S. 495 (1947), the attorney client
privilege does not extend to communications
from an attorney to someone other than th<
client—in this instance, to communications
with KN's expert witnesses such as Chancy,
Ransom, and others who were retained by KN
in prior judicial or FPC/FERC adjudicatory
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INTRQDUCTION

Plaintiff Pacific Gas and Electric Company

(PGandE) brought this action against defendant City of
Healdsburg (City) in Sonoma County Superior Court seeking

damages for City's breach of its agreement to buy from

PGandE all of the electric power needed for its own use and

for resale. The City refused to pay PGandE nearly $ 400,000

for electricity supplied to it between Nay 1982 and

September 1982, contending that it had purchased the power

from another supplier, despite its agreement with PGandE.

City removed the case on the basis that the

federal court had exclusive jurisdiction. The Court held

that the complaint presented no federal question and

remanded it to Superior Court. (The Order is attached

hereto as Exhibit 1.)
City has filed a general demurrer seeking

dismissal, contending that although the complaint is valid
on its face, with the aid of judicial notice it can prove

that in fact it. purchased the power from someone other than

PGandE. In the alternative City requests the Court to refer
this case to the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission

///
/// .

///
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12

13

14

(FERC),,1/. on the theory that this breach of contract case

is beyond the competence of the Court to determine.

City's procedural maneuvers should be seen for
what they. are —an attempt to avoid the lawful consequences

of City's breach of contract by avoiding the jurisdiction of
the California Superior Court, the only court with

jurisdiction capable of granting the relief sought by

PGandE.

This Nemorandum of Points and Authorities will
discuss, in order, why City's demurrer must be overruled,

why no issue in this case should be referred to FERC, and

why City's documents are not. subject to judicial notice, are

irrelevant, and are hearsay.

16

CITY'S DENVER SHOULD BE OVERRULED.

A. City Improperly Attempts To Contradict
Facts Stated In The Com laint.

18

20

21

22

Half of City' Nemorandum of Points and

Authorities in support of its Demurrer (Demurrer) asserts a

"factual background." (Demurrer, pp. 3-11.) In the

Argument portion of its Memorandum, City also presents

assertions intended to be treated as facts which it claims

23

24

contradicts PGandE's complaint. However, the alleged facts

25
1/ FERC is the successor to the Federal Power Commission

(FPC).
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are irrelevant because a demurrer lies only for defects

appearing on the face of a complaint or matters subject to

judicial notice. Cal. Civ. Proc. Code g 430.30; Ramsden'.

Western Union, 71 Cal. App. 3d 873, 879 (1977). Allegations

of a complaint are assumed to be true for the purpose of a

demurrer, and thus a demurrer is not the appropriate

procedure for determining the truth of disputed facts.. Id.
For these reasons, City may not properly argue alleged facts
on demurrer. Cravens v. Cocahlan, 154 Cal. App. 2d 215, 217

(1957). As shown below, even City's alleged "facts," do not

support its demurrer.

Only City's assertions properly based on judicial
notice may be considered in ruling on the demurrer. As

noted below, the documents judicially noticeable for the

purpose of this demurrer are far more limited in number and

purpose than City claims. (See Section IV, p. 43.)

Moreover, while the court may take judicial notice of the

existence of certain relevant public records, it may not

take notice of the truth of factual matters stated in such

records. (Section IV C, p. 48.) Ramadan at 879; ~Peo le v.

~Lon , 7 Cal. App. 3d 586, 591 (1970); Love v. Wolf, 226 Cal.

App. 2d 378, 403 (1964).

B. PGandE's Complaint States Facts Con-
stituting A Cause Of Action For Breach
Of Contract.

City's general demurrer attempts to contradict the

facts s'tated in PGandE's complaint. City argues that it



0



10

12

purchased its power from someone other than PGandE. Et

bases this argument (a) on an implausible interpretation of
the contract between City and PGandE, and (b) on certain
commitments agreed to by PGandE unrelated to this contract.

City's contract argument is most remarkable. In

City's view, because the contract provides for "good faith"
negotiations, City may amend it at will without even

consulting PGandE, enabling City to escape the conseguences

of its breach by unilaterally altering the terms and

conditions. This "fail safe" view of the law, which would

render the contract at issue wholly illusory, finds no

support in the contract or in the one ca'se City cites in
support.

City's other argument is that the Stanislaus
15

16

18

20

21

Commitments +2 compel PGandZ to substitute electric power

from other sources for the power PGandE is otherwise

required to supply to City, and to transmit such other power

to City, without PGandE's agreement and at City's whim.

However, as will be shown below, the Stanislaus Commitments

are irrelevant to this case. +3

22

23

24

25

26

2/ Throughout most of its Demurrer, City refers to the
Stanislaus Commitments as the Diablo Canyon license
conditions. (But see Demurrer at 5, n. 3.)

+3 Although City's assertions regarding the Stanislaus
Commitments are largely incorrect, we will not correct
them here because such factual assertions are inappro-
priate and unnecessary on demurrer.
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1. PGandE Has Pleaded All Required
Elements Of A Cause Of Action For
Breach Of Contract.

The complaint in this action contains simple,

standard breach of contract language similar to that
regularly filed with this court. Indeed, by spending a few

seconds with the complaint, the court will be able to

determine that the complaint is adequate on its face. To

prevail against a general demurrer, plaintiff need only

demonstrate that its complaint contains facts entitling it
to some judicial relief. M.G. Chamberlain & Co. v. Simoson,

173 Cal. App. 2d 263, 267 (1959). In a breach of contract

action, there are four factual elements which must be

pleaded: the making of a contract and its terms,

plaintiff' performance, defendant' breach, and

consequential damage to the plaintiff from this breach'. Id.

at 274; 3 B. Witkin, California Procedure, Pleading, 9 390

(2d ed. 1971); accord, Reichert v. General Ins. Co., 68

Cal.2d 822, 830 (1968); Smith v. ~Ro al M~f. Co., 186 Cal.

App. 2d 315, 325 (1960}. PGandE's complaint contains all
four of these elements: the making of a contract and its
terms (Complaint, Paragraphs 8 and 9); plaintiff's
performance (Complaint, Paragraphs 10, 11 and 13);
defendant' breach (Complaint, Paragraph 12 ); and

consequential damage to plaintiff (Complaint, Paragraph 14).

PGandE has therefore pleaded a complete and sufficient cause

of action for breach of contract by City.





However, .City's principal arguments on demurrer

2 are factual. It argues that the power in question came not

3 from PGan'dE, but from the Western Area Power Administration

(WAPA). As shown below, however, where City bought its
power is irrelevant. City was obligated to pay PGandE for

6 its full requirements of power pursuant to the contract.
'7 City's two attempted defenses, its absurd interpretation of
8 the contract and its misapplication of the Stanislaus

Commitments, do not defeat the complaint.
10 2. The Contract Presents No Bar To

This Action.

15

16

19

20

The complaint is clear that City was required to
purchase all the power it, required from PGandE. The

contract. provides that:
PGandE shall sell and deliver to Healds-
5 g, ~ 2 h d
receive from PGandE all Power receuired

Energy as may from time to time be
delivered by PGandE to Healdsburg under
the provisions of the NCPA-PGandE Tem-
porary Transmission Contract. Contract,
Article 1.(a) (emphasis added).

City argues that in fact it purchased the power

21 from WAPA and that it. was able to do so because, in its view

22 the quoted contract language does not mean what it says.

23 City notes that Articles 1.(b) and 1.(c) allow City to seek

power from other sources and that PGandE has an obligation
25 to negotiate in good faith to accommodate such other sources

26 of supply. (Demurrer, pp. 11-12.) City takes this to mean





that it had the right to unilaterally amend the contract at
will to buy other power whenever it wished. City does not

allege that PGandE actually agreed to amend the contract to
accommodate its alleged other purchase.

However, City has no right on demurrer to argue

for such an interpretation contradicting the plain words of

10

12

15

16

18

19

20

22

23

25

26

Cal.3d 394 (1974), the California Supreme Court reiterated
the established rule that:

When a complaint is based on a written
contract which it sets out in full, a
general demurrer to the complaint admits
not ~onl the contents of the instrument
but also ~an pleaded ~meanzn to whach

table. [catataon. omitted.J Martrnez v.
Sonoma ll Cal.3d, 394, 400 (1974).
(emphasis added)

1n the present case, the contract was expressly incorporated

into the complaint by reference as though fully set forth.
(Complaint, Paragraph B.) Consequently, the Nartinez rule

applies; the power to be purchased under the contract was

"all Power required by Healdsburg." This precludes City
from arguing here that any lesser amount of power

unilaterally determined by City was the contract amount

instead.

City argues that when an exhibit to a complaint

"flatly contradicts" the complaint, a demurrer may be

granted, relying on Scudder Food Products, Inc. v. Ginsberci

21 Cal.2d 596 (1943). (Demurrer at 12) Scudder and other





cases indicate that unless there is a flat contradiction

10

12

16

17

between the exhibit and the complaint, pleaded words are

controlling.
Scudder does not, help City. The contract not only

fails to "flatly contradict" the complaint, it is entirely
consistent, with the complaint. City rel'ies on Articles
1.(b) and 1.(c) of the contract which provide:

1.(b} Nothing in this Agreement shall be
interpreted in such a way as to prevent
Healdsburg from ~seekin to 'obtain Power
from sources other than PGandE or de-
veloping its own sources.

1.(c) In the event Healdsburg is able to
obtain or develop Power from sources
other than PGandE and still wishes to
continue purchasing 'ome Power from
PGandE, at Healdsburg's request the
Parties shall endeavor in ood faith to9
amend, supplement or supersede this
Agreement in order to accommodate

h
other sources oi Power on terms and
conditions which are ~ust and reason-
able. (emphasrs added. f

18

19

20

21

22

25

26

Thus the language relied on by City is permissive only, as

to City's option to seek alternate sources of power. And it
imposes no reguirement on PGandE other than ~u on recuest, to

endeavor in good faith with City to alter the contractual

relationship on reasonable terms to accommodate other

sources of power. Nothing in the contract forced PGandE to

substitute power from another source. Remarkably, City
fails to allege that (a) it made'ny request to amend the

contract, (b} that PGandE failed to negotiate in good faith,





or (c) that PGandE rejected an offer of "just and

reasonable" terms and conditions. Obviously, however, a
f

full trial on the merits is the only way to resolve such

4 issues, not a demurrer.

12

15

16

18

The plain words of the contract as to the

conditions under which it could have been amended are thus

clear, and they are wholly inconsistent with the

interpretation City attempts to assign to the language of
the contract. Even if the language of the contract could be

said to be ambiguous, which it manifestly cannot, PGandE's

pleaded meaning must be accepted on demurrer:

[W]here "a pleaded instrument, is
susceptible of more than one construc-
tion as to its nature or as to the
purpose intended b~ the p rtxes to be
attained b~ xt, [emphasis zn origanal]
the construction oi the par~t ~leadin
xt should be ~acce ted, zf such construc-
tion be reasonable" in considering a
pleading attacked by general demurrer.
[citation omitted] . Connell v. Zaid,
268 Cal. App. 2d 788, 795 (1969).
(emphasis added.}

19 City was obligated to purchase all of its power

from PGandE unless the contract was amended. City admits

that the contract, was not amended to permit the alleged
22 purchases from WAPA. Thus, whether City purchased its power

23 from WAPA or any other third party or from PGandE is
irrelevant. Under the contract it was required to pay

25

26

PGandE for that power in any event. City's contract





argument does not change the fact that the complaint

adequately states a claim for breach of contract.

3. The Stanislaus Commitments Present
No Bar To This Action.

6

~ 16

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

The other factual theory upon which City's general

demurrer rests is that the Stanislaus Commitments operate to

preclude an action for breach of the contract. City claims

that the Stanislaus Commitments (1) forbade PGandE from

insisting upon an exclusive contract, (presumably meaning a

contract, in which PGandE undertakes to supply all the

electric power needs of 'City) (Demurrer, at p. 12), and

(2) required PGandE to transmit power from NAPA to City.
(Demurrer, pp. 12-13.)

City's first assertion is both unsupported and

unsupportable. City's several quotations from the

Stanislaus Commitments all refer to an obligation on the

part of PGandE to transmit power. None of those references,

or the Commitments, indicate that full requirements

contracts are prohibited.
No more relevant is City's second claim, that the

Stanislaus Commitments required PGandE, under any and all
circumstances, to transmit any power sold by NAPA to City
which City desired to receive. City contracted to buy all
its power from PGandE. Since the contract was not, amended

in any way relevant to this case,, City thus had disabled

itself by the terms of its own agreement from purchasing
/

'I





.2

power from any source other than PGandE. (Complaint,-

Paragraph 10.) Therefore, whether PGandE would have agreed

to transmit such power, and the terms and conditions under

which a transmission contract could have been reached

10

12

13

16

pursuant to the Stanislaus Commitments is totally
P

irrelevant. Even if PGandE had transmitted power from NAPA

to City, City would still have been obligated under the

terms of its own contract to pay PGandE for all power

received or to pay damages for its breach.

City's claim that it purchased its power from NAPA

fails to defeat the complaint. The contract requires City
to pay for its full requirements of power unless the

contract was amended, +4 and the contract has not been

amended to permit the transactions City claims as a defense

to this suit. The provisions of the Stanislaus Commitments

18

20

21

22

+4 City characterizes PGandE's complaint as asserting that
PGandE is entitled to be paid for power received by
City because the contract with City is exclusive.
(Demurrer at 11.) City claims that this statement is a
conclusion of law and need not be taken as true. Id.
However, the relevant language of paragraph 8 of the
Complaint merely paraphrases Article 1.(a) of the
contract.

23

24

26

The Complaint sets forth this language as part of the
terms and conditions of the contract relevant to
PGandE's cause of action for breach. City has not
shown, nor can it show, how this language from the
contract itself, and its paraphrase in the Complaint as
a material term of the contract, constitutes a conclu-
sion of law.

-11-





are irrelevant and inapplicable. Accordingly, the general

demurrer should be overruled.

4. The Com laint Is Not Uncertain.

10

12
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City makes only one challenge to the face of. the

complaint. Although stated only in its Memorandum of Points

and Authorities and not in its Demurrer, City pleads a

special demurrer for uncertainty pursuant to Cal. Civ. Proc.

Code 5 430.10(f) as an alternative to its general demurrer.

(Demurrer, p. 12, n. 7.) However, the special demurrer is
totally without merit for several reasons. First, a special

demurrer must distinctly specify the grounds upon which it,
is made with reference to. the precise items in the complaint

which are uncertain. Cal. Civ. Proc. Code 5 430.60;

~Ru>~le v. Huntsman, 159 Cal. App. 2d 307, 312 (1958). City
has utterly failed to do this. It only states that the

complaint fails "to disclose exactly what obligations of the

contract [PGandE] claims to have 'fully performed.'"

(Demurrer, p. 12, n. 7.) The complaint indicates, however,

as complaints always do, that the plaintiff fully performed

all of its obligations. Thus, City presents no serious

claim that the face of the complaint is defective due to

uncertainty.
Second, this reguested relief is directly contrary

to Cal. Civ. Proc. Code 5 457, which allows a party to plead

generally that it has performed all required conditions

precedent and which expressly relieves the party of the need





to plead all the evidentiary facts showing performance of
conditions precedent. ~5 Third, a special demurrer for
uncertainty cannot be sustained where the allegations of the

complaint are clear enough to give the defendant notice of
the issues in the case. ~Peo le v. Lim, 18 Cal.2d 872, 882

(1941). The detailed arguments in City's Demurrer, although

unpersuasive, are vivid evidence that City appreciates all
too well the issues to which it must respond in this
lawsuit.

10

12

13

15

Finally,
A special demurrer for uncertainty is
not intended to reach the failure to
incorporate sufficient facts in the
pleading, but, is directed at the un-
certainty existing in the allegations
actually made. P~eo le v. Lim at 883;
accord, ~Peo le v. Talrat'erro, 149 Cal.
App. 2d 822, 824 (1957).

16

17

18

20

Since PGandE has pleaded all the requisite elements of a

breach of contract action, in conformity to the provisions

of Cal. Civ. Proc. Code 5 457, there is no uncertainty in
the allegations made in PGandE's complaint and the special

demurrer should al'so be overruled.
21

22

23

25

26

+5 "Conditions Precedent, How To Be Pleaded. In pleading
the performance of condztzons precedent in a contract,it is not necessary to state the facts showing such
performance, but it may be stated generally that the
party duly performed all the conditions on his part,
and if such allegation be controverted, the party must
establish, on the trial, the facts showing such per-
formance." Cal. Civ. Proc. Code g 457.

-13-





THIS ACTION SHOULD NOT BE REFERRED TO
FERC .

A. Jurisdictional Back round
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City has brought this motion in order to convince

the Court to refer the case to FERC for an advisory opinion.

This maneuver is merely one of many recent attempts to avoid

this Court's jurisdiction over the case. After the

complaint was served in November 1983, City removed the case

to the United States District Court for the Northern

District of California by filing a petition alleging that,

the complaint stated a federal question. Although its
removal pleadings claimed that ~onl the federal court had

jurisdiction because the only possible cause of action was a

federal one based on the Federal Power Act (FPA), 16 U.S.C.

5 791 et. sece. City then filed a motion to dismiss claiming

that no federal cause of action was stated. The Honorable

william H. Orrick, United States District Judge, found no

federal question and granted PGandE's motion to remand,

noting that "it appears to me that this complaint states a

~incile cause of action for hreach of contract" and that "the

PGandE has pleaded a state law contract." (Transcript of
proceedings of April 13, 1984 attached as exhibit 2,

pp. 23-24; emphasis added.) Because the case was remanded,

Healdsburg's motion to dismiss was .never heard.





10

Despite having argued to the federal court that it
had exclusive jurisdiction over PGandE's cause of action,

City nov seeks to convince this Court that ~onl the FERC,

created by Congress pursuant to the FPA, is competent to

hear and decide the case.

Northern California Power Agency (NCPA), a joint
powers agency of which City is a member, has recently
attempted to convince the Nuclear Regulatory Commission to
become involved in this lawsuit and FERC to construe the

Complaint in this action, 6/ claiming that City has a

defense based on the license conditions for the Diablo

17

18

Canyon Nuclear Power Plant. Neither federal agency has

responded yet. In the unlikely event that either agency

agrees with NCPA's contention and attempts to adjudicate

City's possible defense, that vill not oust this Court of
jurisdiction. As we vill discuss in Sections III D3 p. 25

and III F p. 38, the ultimate question of liability is one

for the courts.
19

20

21

22

23

B. Cit 's Contentions

City contends that under the doctrine of primary

~bl '

raised, by the complaint to FERC." (Demurrer, p. 2, lines
22-23, emphasis added.) This misstates the law; primary

25

26

+6 NCPA Notion to Lodge 'dated July 20, 1984 addressed to
the FERC, and Petition for Enforcement, of License
Conditions addressed to the NRC, dated August 1, 1984.

-15-





8

10

12

jurisdiction is at most discretionary with the Court.

(Section III E, p. 33.) City urges the court to seek an

advisory opinion from the FERC for the following reasons:

1. The Sonoma County Superior Court is not

competent to the task:

full consideration of the merits
of this proceeding vill involve~dl ~l '

require the construction of various

these circumstances, the Court should
not attempt to construe the rights and
responsibilities of the parties.
(Demurrer, p. 14, lines 11-20; emphasis
added.)

2. State courts cannot construe the FPA

13

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

26

(Demurrer, p. 1 line 27-p. 2 line 2);
3. Unless the Court refers the case to FERC,

there will be conflict vith FERC's regulatory powers

(Demurrer p. 2, lines 2-3).

These contentions are ~totall unsound. As

discussed below, the Superior Court has jurisdiction and is
fully competent, to construe any relevant contracts or

statutes. (Section III C, p. 17) Primary jurisdiction is
inapplicable to, this case (Section III D, p.'9); even if it
were applicable, referral to FERC would be inappropriate
under the standards developed by the cases discussed in
Section III E, p. 33. For these reasons, the court should

decline to refer the case or any issue in the case to FERC-

-16-





C. The Superior Court Has Jurisdiction And
Is Competent, To Decide All Of The Issues
In The Case.

10

12

City contends that this court lacks both the power

and the competence to construe federal statutes and to
interpret contracts. (Contentions 1 and 2 above.) This is
pure nonsense and s'hould be disposed of at. the outset. The~1 d

City ought to know that the state trial courts are the

courts of general jurisdiction in this country, while

federal courts and agencies are tribunals of limited
II

jurisdiction. City appears to be unaware that the

California Constitution establishes the Superior Courts as

the principal trial courts of the state, "with unlimited

monetary and subject matter jurisdiction.
1 B. Witkin, California Procedure, Courts 5 132, p. 403 (2

ed. 1970). Clearly the Superior Court has subject matter

jurisdiction over this complaint for breach of a state law

contract.
19 City now suggests that only FERC can interpret the

FPA (Demurrer, p. 2, l. 1-2), although it apparently would

have been willing to permit the federal court to do so, if
22 it had had jurisdiction. This is incorrect. State courts

can and do interpret federal statutes when ~the are

24 ///
///
///
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10

12

13

17

18

20

relevant Q7 to issues before such courts. Pan American

Petroleum v. ~Su crier Court of Delaware, 366 U.S. 656

(1961); Pan American Petroleum v. Kansas-Nebraska Natural

Gas Co., 297 F.2d 561 (8th Cir.), cert. denied 370 U.S. 937

(1962}; Northwest Central ~Pi eline Corp.. v. Mesa Petroleum

Co. 576 F.Supp. 1496 (D.C. Del. 1983); Great Western Sucuar

Co. v. Northern Natural Gas, 661 P.2d 684, 690 (Colo. Ct.

App. 1982); Estate of M~ahur v. Christian Science Board, 54

Cal. App. 3d 969 (1976).

Nor does City's absurd contention that the

Superior Court is incompetent to interpret complicated

contracts have any ,greater merit. 8/ City cites no

supporting authorities for this assertion, perhaps because „

none exist. The California Constitution, article VI 5 10
I

grants the Superior Court "original jurisdiction in all
causes" at law and in equity,. except those given by statute

to other courts (emphasis added). The California courts are

not limited to simple cases. The California Constitution's
broad grant of jurisdiction to the Superior Court negates

22

23

24

25

26

+7 PGandE does not and cannot sue for breach of contract
under the FPA; PGandE does not presently anticipate an
issue in this case that would require the court's
interpretation of the FPA.

Q8 Xn fact, it should not be very complicated at all to
determine that City breached its contract and owes
PGandE damages; the only complication is in City'
strained attempts to concoct a plausible sounding
defense.

-18-





City's assertion that the Court, should not involve itself in
"moderately complex... questions of. law and fact" or in

3 the "construction of various contracts and agreeements."

D. The Doctrine Of Primary Jurisdiction Is
Inapplicable Because FERC Does Not Have
Jurisdiction Over This Dis ute.

City claims that unless the Couit refers this case

7 to FERC, there will be conflict with FERC's regulatory
8 powers. (Contention 3) This is not the case. FERC has no

10

jurisdiction over this breach of contract claim; thus, there

is no risk that the Court's action in this case will con-

12

flict with FERC's regulatory powers.

The doctrine of primary jurisdiction assumes that
13 the court and the administrative agency have concurrent

jurisdiction over a case or issue. See, e.cC., R. N. Travis,
15 a ': ! ~h d

~l'c

the Securities ExchancCe Act, 63 Calif. L. Rev. 926

17 (1975). When there is concurrent jurisdiction, the question

18 to be resolved by application of the doctrine is who should

19 deal with the matter first -- the court or the agency. If
20 either court or agency lacks jurisdiction, then the i'nquiry

21 is instead one of determining judicial jurisdiction. In

22 other words, if the agency lacks jurisdiction, there is no

23 reason for the court to consider referring anything to the

*Y.

25 Treatise, g 22 et. ~se . (2d ed. 1983). )

-19-
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10

It follows that when the jurisdiction of the

agency is limited by statute, there will be a

correspondingly limited area of concurrent jurisdiction with

the courts, and occasions for referral to an agency will be

rare. The following discussion will show that FERC has no

jurisdiction over the issues raised by this lawsuit; hence,

primary jurisdiction does not apply. Even if it 'did apply,

FERC's expressly limited regulatory jurisdiction indicates

few occasions for a court to refer issues to FERC. This is
not one of them.

12

1. The Regulatory System Created By
The FPA Is Limited And Nell-De™
fined.

13

15

16

18

20

21

22

In order to analyze City's claim that primary

jurisdiction requires the court to refer this matter to

FERC, it is necessary to understand that the regulatory

system set up by the FPA over interstate power sales is
limited and does not diminish state jurisdiction over

actions for breach of contract. A more detailed description

of the FPA regulatory system is in PGandE's Reply Memorandum

in Support of Its Motion To Remand, attached hereto as

exhibit, 4. (Exhibit 4, p. 6-12. ) Briefly, the FPA Q9

23

24

26

~9 The relevant provisions of the FPA and the Natural Gas
Act (NGA), 15 U.S.C. 5 717 et. ~se ., "are in all mater-
ial respects substantially zdentzcal," have been inter-
preted in pari materia, and cases interpreting them are
cited anterchangeahly. (Federal Power Commission v.
Sierra Pacific Co., 360 U.S. 348 (1966); Permaan Basin
Area Rate Cases, 390 U.S. 747 ~reh'enaed suh nom.
Bass v Federal .Power Commission, 392 U.S. 917 (1968).)

-20-
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13

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

25

26

regulatory scheme does not permit PBRC to imoose rates;

rather, it reviews rates established voluntarily by

contracting parties for lawfulness and changes them only

when they are found to be unjust and unreasonable. (Permian

Basin Area Rate Cases, 390 U.S. 747, ~reh'enied sub nom.

Bass v. Federal Power Commission, 392 U.S. 917 (1968};

United Gas ~Pi e Line Co. v. Mobile Gas Corp., 350 U.S. 332,

343 (1956).}

Several courts have examined the legislative
history of the Natural Gas Act (NGA) 15 U.S.C. 5 717 et.

~se . and the FPA and have concluded that
The legislation was thus carefully

fashioned to exert federal control only
in a limited and well-defined area. It
would dkstort that pattern beyond recog-
nition to find inherent in this plan a
proscription of state legislation allow-
ing parties to contract to sell natural
gas in interstate commerce, or of state
1 ~~!*'1' h
of such a contract. The FPC may regu-
late many aspects of the gas-supply con-
tract . . . but not even that a Cee~nc has't
federal law. ~Cit of New Orleans v.
Unated States Cas P~ae Lane Co., 390
F.Supp. 861, 865 (E.D. La. 1974).

See, e.cC., Federal Power Commission v. Panhandle Eastern

~Pi e Line Co., 337 U.S. 498 (1949).

Unlike the Federal Communications Act,
h

AT&T 391 F.2d 486 2d. Car. 1968} found
federal common law governed contractual
disputes involving interstate telephone
service, the NGA and NGPA are not so





ervasive a scheme of federal re lation2—-
as to zndzcate a congressonal obgectave
that cannot be obtained without the
application of federal common law.
Pennzoil v. FRRC,645 F 2.d 360, 384, 385
(5th Car. 1981) cert. denied 454 U.s.
1142 (1982); emphasa.s added.

Mobile clearly distinguishes between the MGA and

the FPA on the one hand and the Interstate Commerce Act

10

14

15

16

17

20

21

22

23

24

25

(ICA), 49 U.S.C. 5 1 et. ~se . on the other.
"In this respect, the Act is in marked
contrast to the Interstate Commerce Act,
whzch zn effect precludes przvate rate
agreements.... the Natural Gas Act
permits the relations between the
parties to be established initially by
contract. . . . United Gas ~Pi e Line
Co. v. Mobile Gas CorO. 350 U.S. 332,
33B-339 (1956); emphases added.

Me emphasize this difference because the vast bulk of the

cases cited by City in support of referral to FERC are cases

arising under the ICA, a pervasive regulatory scheme which

totally preempts state law. .These cases are distinguishable

and offer no guidance on primary jurisdiction under the FPA,

a non-pervasive regulatory system which does not preempt

state law.

Nor does the mere fact that the Healdsburg-PGandE

contract was filed with FERC mean that FERC has jurisdiction
over PGandE's breach of contract. claim. (See PGandE's

Motion to Remand, attached as exhibit 3, pp. 8-10.) The

United States Supreme Court made that very clear in
discussing common law contract rights embodied in FPC-filed

contracts under the NGA:





5

"The rights as asserted by Cities
Service are traditional common law
claims. They do not lose their
character because it is common knowledge
that there exists a scheme of federal
regulation of interstate transmission of
natural gas. Pan American Petroleum v.
Superior Court of Delaware 366 U.S. 656,
663 (1961).

Thus,, we have seen that FERC's regulatory
jurisdiction over power sale contracts has been interpreted

by the courts to be limited, with no intention to preempt

state contract law.

10 2. FERC's Jurisdiction Is A Prerequi-
site To A Decision Under The Pri-
mar Jurisdiction Theor

12 The question whether an issue should be referred

to an agency does not arise unless the agency has concurrent

jurisdiction with the court over that issue.

In Montana-Dakota Utilities Co. v. Northwestern

Public Service ~Ccmuan , 341 U.S. 246 (1961), the United

States Supreme Court held that a utility's complaint that
the FPC-filed rates it, was charged were unreasonably high

failed to state a cause of action maintainable in federal

court. The utility claimed that it had been defrauded into
21 accepting and paying an unreasonable rate because it was

controlled by the selling utility through interlocking
23 directorships and joint officers. It sought damages

24 measured by the difference between the FPC-filed rates, and

25 those to be determined by the court as reasonable rates.
26 The Court, unanimously held that ~onl the FPC, not the





courts, had jurisdiction to determine just and reasonable

rates. The court's majority held that the case must

therefore be dismissed; the minority wanted the fraud issues

in the complaint referred to FPC.

The majority held that because FPC had no

jurisdiction to award reparations for past unreasonable

rates, the issue could not be referred.

10

13

15

17

19

20

21

"But we know of no case where the court
has ordered reference of an assoc whach
the admznastratzve hood would not itself

"
RW'hatthe Congress withheld from the

Commission a power to grant reparations
does not require courts to entertain
proceedings they cannot themselves
decide in order indirectly to obtain
Commission action which Congress did not
allow to be taken directly."
(Nontana-Dakota v. Northwestern Public
servace ~Com an 341 U. S. 246, 254
(1951); emphaszs added)

Even the dissenting justices agreed that
"If the Commission can neither fix rates
retros ectavel nor award ~dame es, at
~clearl can afford no adecduate ~remed to
Nontana-Dakota . . . the Court of
Appeals was an error in thinking that an
adequate administrative remedy existed

(Nontana-Dakota v. Northwestern,
341 U.S. 246, 261 (1951).)

22

24

25

26

The issue determined by the Nontana-Dakota court

is identical to the issue here: should the court refer an

issue to FERC when FERC has no jurisdiction over it? The

answer is clearly no. The Supreme Court's refusal to refer
issues to FPC when it had no jurisdiction is directly on





4 I

point and governs this case. Similarly, other cases hold

that an administrative agency can only act on matters over

which it has regulatory jurisdiction. (See e.cC., Central

Illinois Public Service ~Com an v. Federal Foyer Commission,

338 F.2d 682, 687 (7th Cir. 1964); ~Count of A~line v.

~Count of Tuolumne, 49 Cal.26 787, 797 (1968}.)
/

3. FERC Has No Jurisdiction Over
Cit 's Breach Of Contract.

10

12

13

FERC lacks jurisdiction over the lawsuit for five
reasons. Thus, only the California state courts have

jurisdiction.
(a) Courts Have Refused To Find

FERC Jurisdiction Over Liabil-it For Breach Of Contract.

The unanimous decision of the United States

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

26

Supreme Court in Pan American Petroleum Co. v. ~Su erior
Court of Delaware, 366 U.S. 656 (1961) established that a

common law claim for breach of a natural gas contract

regulated by the FPC is within the state court jurisdiction.
In Pan American, Cities Service bought natural gas from

producers but was required to pay more than the contract

price because of a Kansas state agency minimum price order.

Cities Service made the overpayments under written protest,

and conditioned upon repayment in the event thy Kansas order

was determined to be invalid. The gas purchase contracts,

the Kansas order, and the written protest were filed with

FPC as reguired by the NGA. When the Supreme Court





10

12

13

15

16

invalidated the Kansas order, Cities Service sued in the

Delaware state court for breach of the refund contract

created by its reservation of rights and by
defendants'cceptance

of conditional payments. Defendants challenged

the state court's jurisdiction, arguing that the Cities
Service contract claim must either be to enforce or to

challenge a rate filed wi'th the FPC and that the case

therefore arose under the NGA. The Supreme Court held that
the Delaware courts had subject matter jurisdiction and

rejected defendants'ontentions saying:

The answers depend on the particular
claims a suitor makes in a state court-
on how he casts his action. Since 'the
party who brings a "suit is master to
decide what law he will rely

upon,'citationomitted] . . . the complaints
in the [state] court determine the
nature of the suits before it. Their
operative paragraphs demand recovery on
alleged contracts . . . No right is
asserted under the Natural Gas Act.

18

19

The suits are thus based upon
claims arising under state, not federal
law. (Pan American 366 U.S. at
pp. 662-663.)

20

21

22

23

25

26

In Pan American the issue before the court was

whether the state or the federal courts had jurisdiction
over the breach of contract claim. While it did not have

the precise issue here before it, the Pan American decision

is clearly inconsistent with any notion that the FERC has

jurisdiction over breach of contract cases. Given the lack

of any federal regulatory issue here, as in Pan American,

-26-





10

12

15

16

19

21

FZRC can bring nothing more to bear on the case than could a

federal court. Yet the federal court has no jurisdiction.
In two cases arising out of the same facts as

those in Pan American, the United States Court of Appeals

for the 8th and 10th Circuits each held that the trial of a

breach of contract lawsuit in federal court, under the

court's diversity jurisdiction did not invade the FPC's

primary jurisdiction. (Pan American Petroleum ~Co . v.
Kansas Neb-raska Narural Gas ~Comnan 297 F.2d 561 (8th Cir. ),
cert. denied 370 U.S. 937 (1962).) (Landon v. Northern

Natural Gas Co., 338 F.2d 17 (10th Cir. 1964) cert. denied

381 U.S..914 (1965}.) In each case, the court held that the

pleadings did not invoke the FPC's jurisdiction to review

the lawfulness of rates. It pointed out that the court had

not been asked to adjudicate a violation of the NGA or to
enforce any liability created by it. In so holding each

court specifically distinguished primary jurisdiction cases

arising out of the ICA and found them unpersuasive in
///
///

22

23

24

25

26
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construing the primary jurisdiction doctrine under the

NGA. ~10

In a case construing the FPA, an Ohio court

followed Pan American, holding that it, not the federal

court, had jurisdiction over a breach of an FPC-filed

contract and that FPC had no primary jurisdiction.
Cleveland Electric Ilium. Co. v. ~Cit of Cleveland, 363

8 N.E.2d 759 (1976) cert denied 434 U.S. 856 (1977).

(b) FERC Cannot Award The Damages
Re ested B PGandE.

10

12

13

14

FERC has no power to award damages.

"The Act likewise does not afford to the
Commission the authority conferred on
administrative agencies under other
regulatory statutes to award damages.

II

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

~10 United States v. Western Pacific R R C.o.., 352 U.S. 59
(1955 ), as an ICA case and thus as unpersuasive in
construing primary jurisdiction under the FPA. It has
been criticized as showing

"too uncritical a deference to 'adminis-
trative expertise'. . . . The courts
have for years been deciding cases of
this sort without any sense of strain."

L. L. Jaffe, P~rimar Jurisdiction, 77 Harv. L. Rev.
1036, 1045-1046 (1964) . As a fa.nal note, Professor
Jaffe said,

"The final chapter of Western Pacific
adds a note of irony to the whol~e e ah-
orate performance . . . The Commission
ultimately came to the same conclusions
as the Court of Claims and by almost the
same method of applying the linguistic
and customary meaning." Id. at 1047.

-28-





10

12

13

(Montana-Dakota v. Northwestern Public Service Co., 341 U.S.

246, 260, 261 (1951); Town of Nassena'New York v. ~iaciara

Mohawk Power Corp., 18 FERC 0 61,068, (1982).)

(c) FERC Cannot Take Action, On
This Contract Because It Has
Been Terminated.

Even where FERC undoubtedly has jurisdiction to

review whether a given rate is unlawful or unreasonable, it~1. t d 1

Sierra Pacific Power Co. 350 U.S. 348, 353

(1956); Montana-Dakota v. Northwestern Public Service Co.

341 U. S. 246, 254, 258 (1951) . ) Before City could be

excused from its contract obligations (the result towards

which all of City's defenses are directed) FERC would have

16

17

18

this is something the FPA and the United States Supreme

Court cases interpreting it do not- permit. In fact, the

contract was terminated on September 14, 1983 (Exhibit 5),

leaving FERC with no regulatory responsibilities involving
the contract.

20 (d) FERC Has No Jurisdiction Over
Munici alities.

22

23

26

Even if FERG could award damages and could act

retroactively, it has no jurisdiction over a municipality
like Healdsburg. (See, Exhibit 3, pp. 15-16.) Section

201(f) of the FPA, 16 U.S.C. 5 824(f) provides that:

-29-





No 'provision in this subchapter shall
apply to . . . any political subdivision
of a state . . . unless such provision
makes specific reference thereto.

1'0

12

15

16

18

20

In Northern California Power Acrenc r v. Federal Power

Commission, 514 F.2d 184 (D.C. Cir.), cert. denied 423 U.S.

863 (1975), NCPA sought an FPC order increasing the capacity

of a municipality's power plants for the use of NCPA, but

recognized that under FPA g 201(f) FPC had no jurisdiction
to order the municipality to do anything. However, it
argued that FPC should exercise i.ts jurisdiction over PGandE

to find contracts between PGandE and the municipality
unlawful until they were amended to provide NCPA with some

capacity. The FPC and the Court rejected this argument,

holding that FPC would not be permitted to do indirectly
what it. was not authorized to do directly. Thus,'without

personal jurisdiction over City, FERC cannot hold City
liable for breach, of contract, or order it to pay damages

and therefore cannot have jurisdiction over the lawsuit.

(e ) There Are No Private Damage
Actions Provided B The FPA.

21

22

23

City states:
"We note. at the outset that PGandE has
the right to seek -from FERC the relief
which it requests from this Court."
(Demurrer, p. 15, l. 1-2)

25

26

This assertion is both false and irrelevant. Zn fact, the

FPA creates no express or implied private rights of action

-30-





on behalf of a public utility to en'force contract rights
based on FERC-filed contracts (See, Exhibit 3, pp. 11-16;

Exhibit 2, pp. 17-18).

City suggests that a case involving the City of
Cleveland and Cleveland Electric Illuminating Co. supports

its assertion that a damage action is available to PGandE at
FERC. (Demurrer, p. 15, l. 10-15) This is incorrect. That

unique case involved FPC's authority to order

interconnections between utilities and to establish terms

and conditions under which the interconnection would

proceed, under FPA g 202(b), 16 U.S.C. g 824a(b). As a part,

of those terms and conditions and in order to permit the

City of Cleveland to obtain the desired interconnection, FPC

ordered the City to pay its power bills, noting that, it had

refused to pay or had paid'late in the past. (Cleveland

759 (1976) cert. denied 434 U.S. 856 (1977); ~Cit of
Cleveland v. Federal Power Commission, 525 F.2d 845 (D. C.

\

Cir. 1976).) The critical distinction between the Cleveland

situation and PGandE's breach of contract lawsuit is that in

24

25

26

Cleveland, FPC's authority to issue the payment order was

based on its authority to order conditional interconnection,

not on a general power to order payment of amounts due under

a power purchase contract. Thus, the Cleveland cases do not

support City's assertion that establish that a private cause

of action is available at FERC.

-31-
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25

26

In ~cit of Gaineaville v. Florida Power and Liciht

Co., 488 F.Supp. 1258 (S.D. Fla. 1980) the court held that
there were no implied private rights of action created by

the FPA or the NGA. The court noted that when Congress

intended to create a private right, of action, (as it did in
other sections of the FPA) it was explicit in doing so.

Similarly, the United States Courts of Appeals'for the 5th

Circuit and the 3rd Circuit have determined that. the NGA

does not provide an implied private right of action for
damages. (Pennzoil v. FZRC 645 F.2d 360, 384 (5th Cir.
1981); Clark v. Gulf Oil ~Co . 370 F.2d 1138 (3rd Cir 19.77)

d ', & . ~h'1d1h' 1 '1

CorO. 435 U.S. 970 (1978).)

Although the cases cited above stand for the

proposition that the FPA created no private right of action

in favor of a utility for breach of a FERC-filed contract,

it should also be noted that failure to create such a

private right of action to be adjudicated by an agency may

also indicate that Congress did not intend the agency to
1

h 1 * » * ..~ * 1*

Inc., 426 U.S. 290, 302 (1976).

In summary, ~ since FERC has no jurisdiction over

breach of contract cases, no jurisdiction to award damages,

to act retroactively, or to entertain private rights of
action under the FPA, it clearly does not have jurisdiction
over the issues in this case. Nor does it have personal

-32-





.jurisdiction over City. Since FERC has no jurisdiction,
this Court and FERC do not have concurrent jurisdiction and

the doctrine of primary jurisdiction cannot be applied.

Even If The State Court And FERC Had
Concurrent Jurisdiction, It Would Be In-
appropriate For The Court To Exercise
Its Discretion To Refer The Case.

10

12

13

15

Even if FERC had concurrent jurisdiction over the

lawsuit with this court, there are several reasons why it
would be inappropriate for the court. to refer the case or

any of its issues to FERC.

City misstates the allegedly relevant doctrine:
th'

~bl*'ssueraised by the complaint to FERC.
The doctrine of primary jurisdic-

tion receuires the court to defer in thefirst instance to the FERC.
[Demurrer, p. 2, l. 22-27.]

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

26

f p

Davis, Administrative Law Treatise, 5 22:1 (2d ed. 1983); .

Great Western Sucuar ~com an v. Northern Natural Gas Co., 661

P.2d 686, 690, (Colo. Ct. App.) ~reh' denied (1982) cert.
granted, Colorado Supreme Court (1983). lf the court and

I

FERC have concurrent jurisdiction, then the court must

exercise its discretion to determine whether anything should

be referred to FERC. It is not mandatory, contrary to
City's statement that the case be sent to FERC.

Correctly stated, the doctrine gives the Court

discretion to allow an agency, when appropriate, an

«3 3 ~





10

opportunity to "pass in the first instance on technical

questions of fact uniquely within its expertise and

experience or in cases which referral is necessary to secure

uniformity and consistency in the regulation of business.

Great Western ~su ar ~Com an v. Northern Natural Gas

CorO. 661 P.2d 684, 690 (1982). Great Western sought

damages in state court for breach of contract and fraud in
connection with defendant's interruption of natural gas

service to Great Western. Defendant was subject to
regulation by FERC. Due to a nationwide gas shortage in the

late 1960's, defendant changed its rules on interruption of
service, making interruptions more frequent than before.

Defendants asserted that FERC had primary jurisdiction over

14 Great Western's claims. The trial court denied the motion

to refer to FERC. The Colorado Court of Appeals, using the

16 above analysis, held that .common law contract claims were

the basis of the litigation, that these claims were within
18 the conventional competence of the state courts and that the

19 trial court did not err in refusing to refer issues to FERC.

20 In this case, as in Great Western, City'
liability does not turn on technical questions of fact

22 uniquely within FERC's expertise and experience; instead,
23 determination of liability depends upon interpretation of a

24 California contract which is a question of California

-34-





law, ~11 and a matter which this court is far more qualified
than FERC to decide:

"Referral of issues to an agency is not
required when the issue is strictly a
legal one and the issues involved are
within the conventional competence of
th * ." ( . ~11
lines, inc., 426 U.S. 290 (1976))

10

Neither is referral to FERC necessary to secure

regulatory uniformity. As we have noted, the contract has

been terminated and no proceedings are pending at FERC on

the contract.

-12

13

), 15

16

17

f "* f "II vt *a"*"1n ~ | th
deals with a sa.ngle event which requires
no continuing supervision by the regula-

V *Y
Licillt Co. v. United Gas ~Pa e L1ne, 532
F.2d 412, 419 (5th Cir. 1976).)

Great Western ~Su ar ~Com an v. Northern Natural Gas Coro.

661 P.2d 684, 690 (Colo. Ct. App. 1982.)

Cities'ases which discusses FPC or FERC primary

jurisdiction are distinguishable from the case before the

20

21

23

25

26

City agrees that liability depends upon a question of
law. In its Motion to Dismiss, filed with the District
Court, City admits, "It is our belief that the matters
raised in the Complaint are particularly susceptible to
rapid disposition as a matter of law, that there are no
—"K'—"'" e" *'"'
Motxon to Dxsmxss, p. 1, 1. 24-28, emphasxs added.
Contract interpretation is, of course, a question of
law. (cincinnati Gas and Electric ~Com an v. FERC, 724
F.2d 550, 554 (6th Car. 1984); Great Northern Rail-
~we v. Merchants Elevator ~Com an , 2S9 U.S. 285
(1922).)
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court on their facts. (Demurrer, p. 18, l. 17-p. 19, l. 2.)
2 Huber involved natural gas royalties which, if they were

3

10

within the FPC's jurisdiction, would have created rates

exceeding. a FPC rate ceiling. The District Court referred
the issue to FPC, which had filed an amicus brief claiming

that it ar<~ab~l had jurisdiction over royalties. The

potential impact of the Huher royalty issue on FPC's rate

jurisdiction is readily apparent; no rate issues are

involved in this case.

Texas Oil & Gas involved withdrawal of natural gas

from interstate commerce, under FERC's jurisdiction, to
intrastate commerce without obtaining the statutorily
required approval from FERC. It seems to be more an

14 exhaustion of administrative remedies case than a primary

jurisdiction case. In any event, such issues are not

present here.

17

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

natural gas curtailments discussed in section III F, p. 38.

The fifth circuit said

The courts should be reluctant to invoke
the doctrine of primary jurisdiction,
which often, but not always, results in
added expense and delay to the litigants
where the nature of the action deems the
application of the doctrine inappropri-
ate . . . there are a few general
situations in which referral is often
unwarranted. . . . Deference is
particularly inappropriate where the
litigation deals with a single event
which requires no continuing supervision
by the regulatory agency. . . . The





nature of relief sought, moreover, is
also a relevant consideration . . . when
the agency's position is sufficiently
clear or nontechnical or when the issue
is peripheral to the main litigation,
courts should be very reluctant to
refer. Finally, the court must always
balance the benefits of seeking the
agency's aid with a need to resolve
disputes fairly yet as expeditiously as
h 'll . ~ ~h
~mom an, vh Unated Gaa ~Pz e Lane, 332
F.2d 412, 419 (5th Cxr. 1976), cert.
denied 429 U.S. 1094 (1977)

21

22

The court then held that referral there was particularly
appropriate because there were very technical curtailment

proceedings pending before FPC dealing with the nationwide

energy shortage, FPC was involved in some necessary fact
finding on the curtailments and was considering methods to

exempt the curtailing pipelines from the civil liability.
In contrast, here there is no action pending at FERC dealing

with Healdsburg's contract. ~12 Nor does the contract have

implications for national energy policy. It deals with a

single event (the 1982 breach) and does not involve

technical matters within FERC's expertise. Application of
tl * l' th ~ *' i th

conclusion that no referral should be made to FERC.

In Eastern Shore, the Delaware Supreme Court

opinion cited by City did not discuss the trial court's

25

26

~12 Cities'ssertion that this contract is before FERC
(Demurrer, page 18, lines 4 through 5) is false. The
contract was terminated on September 14, 1983.





10

reasons for referring the case to FPC. The Delaware

Chancery Court opinion reveals that the complaint alleged

that defendant's acts exposed plaintiff to possible criminal

penalties for violation of the NGA. (Eastern Shore Natural

8aa ~Comnan v. Stanffer chemical, 285 A.2d 826, 829 (Del.

Ch. 1971).) Thus, the pleading in that case is totally
distinguishable from this breach of contract pleading.

There the issue in the complaint was violation of the NGA.

PGandE's pleading does not.allege any violation of the FPA.

Examination of all of the cases and factors

discussed above indicate that even if concurrent

13

jurisdiction existed, the court should refuse to refer the

case to FERC.

F. FERC Has Agreed That It Cannot Determine
Liability For Breach Of Contract Under
State Law.

17

18

19

20

In several cases, FERC or FPC has declined to
determine liability for breach of contract,'finding that it
had neither the power nor the desire under the

circumstances, to adjudicate the necessary =-issues of state

law. Zn one case, the Presiding Administrative Law Judge

said:
22

23

26

It is also well established, and is best
disposed of ab initio, that the Com-
mission has limited authority, if any,
to interpret 'ordinary questions of
breach of contract . . . [citations om-
itted7
None of the contract issues, as the
court found, deals with an area





peculiarly within
expertise, and the
of these contractwill be decided by
Gas P~li e Line Co.,
1152 (1975)

the Commission'
ultimate resolution
issues, therefore,

the courts. United
54 FPC 1199, 1151,

10

12

In one of many cases arising out of natural gas

curtailment due to the national energy shortage of the early
1970's, FERC said:

This Commission and the courts reviewingits orders have recognized the Commis-
sion is without jurisdiction ultimately
to determine United's liability for
curtailment damages. Any such liability
is for the courts to determine. (United
Gas Pineline Co. 4 FERC 1l 61,151,
p. 61,349, 61, 352 (1978).)

15

16

18

19

20

In that case, several questions had been referred to FERC by

the courts under the doctrine of primary jurisdiction. FERC

determined that it had discretion to decide whether to

accept those questions. The first group of questions raised

the issue whether defendants had deliberately or negligently
created a gas shortage. FERC held that when negligence, bad

faith, or other wrongful conduct was alleged, the Commission

had

21

22

23

24

26

neither the ower nor the desire to

for as recognized in International
P~a er, tha't is within the provance of
the appropriate court. . . . Further-
more, it has been the FPC's policy in
the past not to consider questions
referred by a court where the issues
referred are already pending before the
court for its decision. (United Gas
~Pi eline ~com an 4 FERC 9 61,151,

«39





p. 61,349, 61,353-354 (1978) emphasis
added.)

10

A second group of referred questions requested FPC

to determine whether the contract barred o= limited
defendant's liability for curtailments. FPC held that those

liabilty issues were not within its primary jurisdiction.
FPC stated that its primary jurisdiction limits had been

established by State of Louisiana v. FPC, 503 F.2d 844 (5th

Cir. 1974) which held that FPC could not, adjudicate contract

liability and reversed an earlier FPC opinion on defendant's

12

liability.
In Arkansas Louisiana Gas ~Com an v. Hall,

13

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

25

26

("Arkla") 453 U.S. 571 (1981) the issues were whether a

favored nations clause in an FPC-filed gas purchase contract

had been triggered and whether a state court could award

damages for the difference between the contract rate and the

favored nations rate, which would have the effect of
creating a retroactive rate increase. The court affirmed

the judgment of the Louisiana courts that, under Louisiana

law the favored nations clause was triggered.
"We see no reason to disagree with the
Commission's judgment that interpreta-
tion of the favored nations clause
raises only questions of state law. The
state court found that the contract had
been breached. We will not overturn the
construction of Louisiana law by the
highest court of that state." (Arkan-
sas-Louisiana v. Hall, 453, U.S. 571,
579 at fn. 9, (1981}.}
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13

15

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

Arkla argued to the court that FPC had primary

jurisdiction and also sought, a ruling at FPC that the

favored nations clause had not been triggered. The United

States Supreme Court denied Arkla's petition for certiorari
on the primary jurisdiction question. Arkansas Louisiana

Gas ~Com an v. Hall, 444 G. 8. 878 (1979) . FERC then

declined to exercise primary jurisdiction, holding that the

interpretation of the favored nations clause raised no

matters on which the Commission had particular expertise.
Arkansas-Louisiana Gas ~Com an v. Hall 7 FERC 9 61, 175,

p. 61,321; Arkansas-Louisiana Gas ~Com an v. Hall, 453 U.S.

571, 575 (1980).

Finally, in Town of Massena v. Niaciara Power

Mohawk Power ~Co ., 18 FERC 9 61,068, p. 61, 116, 61,117

(1982), Massena brought an action at FERC against Niagara

Mohawk, alleging violations of the FPA. It also brought a

damage action for breach of contract in the New York state

courts. FERC decided not to dismiss the complaint but

deferred its proceedings, saying:

The case before us is not the usual type
of rate case we decide. The important
questions presented largely involved the
interpretation of two contracts. New
York law provides the rules for deciding
those questions. We are not experts on
New York contract law. The New York
court is. . . . a decision by the New
York court on the complex questions of
New York contract law will simplify our
decision. . . . This case is essentially
a private lawsuit between Massena and
Niagara Mohawk. . . . 18 FERC 5 61,068,
p. 61,116, 61,117.
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12

13

14

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

26

The FERC noted that Nassena's claim for damages

would have to be heard by the state court whatever the

outcome of a FERC proceeding. In making these remarks FERC

not only expressed a reluctance to act, as a civil court and

to determine'iability for breach of contract; it also

recognized that it would be obligated to follow Erie and

apply state contract law. Erie R.R. Co. v. Tom@kins, 304

U.S. 64 (1938); Pennzoil v. FERC, 645 F.2d 360 (5th Cir.
1981) and cases cited therein. Thus, FERC itself has

recognized that in many instances it would simply be

inappropriate for FERC to sit as a state court, applying

state law to breach of contract claims.

In summary, none of the factors discussed by the

primary jurisdiction cases indicate that the Court should

exercise its discretion to refer the case, or any part of it
to FERC. The issues here are legal ones. Liability depends

upon a single event, and requires no regulatory supervision.

There are no issues which depend upon any special technical

expertise of FERC. Finally, FERC itself recognizes that it
is not an expert on state contract law, and has frequently
declined to adjudicate state law questions. Clearly, if it
is even necessary to consider the primary jurisdiction
doctrine, the cases suggest that it would be more

appropriate for FERC to defer to this Court's primary

jurisdiction then for the Court to defer to FERC's.

-42-





IV

THE COURT SHOULD NOT TAKE JUDI CIAL NO-
TICE OF NANY OF THE DOCUMENTS ATTACHED
TO DEFENDANT' DEMUIKER-

12

14

19

24

City largely concedes that the complaint, taken by

itself, is free from demurrable defects. However, to

support its demurrer, defendant asks the court to take

judicial notice of a large stack of materials not included

in the complaint. The thirty-one exhibits to City'
memorandum are an inch thick, and seem designed to give the

appearance of complexity ~13 rather than show defects in the

complaint. City apparently believes that every piece of
correspondence sent by or to a public agency is appropriate

N

for judicial notice. However, that is not the law. The

documents attached to City's memorandum have three flaws.

First, most of the documents are not the kinds of documents

which can be judicially noticed. Second, many of the

documents are irrelevant to the issues raised by the

demurrer. Third, even if the court could 'ake judicial
notice of these documents, it could not take judicial notice

of their contents.

///
///

25
~13 As noted earlier, City argues that this action is too

complex for a California Superior Court to handle.





A. Nany Of The Documents Are Not Subject To
Judicial Notice.

10

City states that these documents are proper

subjects of judicial notice pursuant to subdivisions (c)

and (h) of Cal. Evid. Code $ 452. (Request for Judicial
Notice, p. 2) These subdivisions allow the court to take

judicial notice of:

(c) Offical acts of the legisla-
tive, executive, and judicial depart-
ments of the United States and of any
state of the United States.

12
(h) Facts and propositions that

are not reasonably subject to dispute
and are capable of immediate and accu-
rate determination by resort to sources
of reasonably indisputable accuracy.

16

18

19

Subdivision (h) of section 452 does not'apply to

any of City's attachments. This section was not intended to
cover all documents which might be relevant in an action.

Instead, subdivision (h) applies to indisputable facts such

as:

20

21

22

23

24

facts which are accepted as established
by experts and specialists in the natu-
ral, physical, and social sciences, if
those facts are of such wide acceptance
that to submit them to the jury would be
to risk irrational findings. These sub-
divisions include such matters listed in
Code of Civil Procedure Section 1875 as
the "geographical divisions and politi-
cal history of the world."

26





10

12

15

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

Comment of Assembly Committee on Judiciary, Cal. Evid. Code

(Deering's 1966) 5452, p. 531. Subdivision (h) of 5452 does

not apply to public agency documents. (Marino v. ~Cit of
Los 'A~neles, 34 Cal. App. 3d 461 (1973 }; Edna V~alle~d'd' 'i, 1. d.

3d 444 (1977); Ruddock v. Ohls, 91 Cal. App. 3d 271, 275

n. 1 (1979).)

Similarly, many of defendant's attachments do not

fall under 5452(c). In particular, the court cannot take

judicial notice of (1) letters sent by NCPA or Healdsburg

(Attachments 11, 14, 16, 21, 27, 29); (2) letters sent by

NAPA (Attachments 15, 18, 22, 26 and 30); (3) letters sent

by PGandE (Attachments 12, 17, 23, 24, 25, 28).

1. Letters Sent B NCPA Or Healdsbur

Section 452(c) is inapplicable to letters sent by

NCPA or Healdsburg. It applies only to official acts of a

federal department or of a "state." A city, such as

Healdsburg, is not a "state" within the meaning of this
subdivision. (Marino v. ~Cit of Los ~cdeles, 34 Cal. App.

J

3d 461, 465 (1973).) Similarly, joint powers agencies

formed by cities (such as NCPA) are not covered. (Edna

1,

Cal. App. 3d 444, 449-50 (1977).)

2. Letters Sent B WAPA

Section 452(c) does apply to "official acts" of
federal agencies such as WAPA. However, not every document





10

12

13

17

18

'19

20

21

22

23

26

prepared by a federal agency is an "official act." See

Childs v. State of California, 144 Cal: App. 3d 155, 162-63-

(1983) ("official acts" applies to'hings such as

resolutions and reports; it does not apply to an

individual's description of agency actions not governed by

specific agency rules); (2 Jefferson, California Evidence

Benchbook, 547.2, p. 1756 (1982) (this subdivision was

intended to apply to reports and findings of legislative and

administrative committees.)) It makes no sense to take

judicial notice of the letters of one party to a commercial

transaction merely because that party is a federal agency.

Letters sent, by WAPA are not entitled to judicial notice.

3. Letters Sent B PGandE

PGandE is not, a "state" under 5452(c). The fact
that NCPA and NAPA received these letters does not entitle
them to judicial notice. Section 452(c) applies only to
"official acts of" a state. This section does not apply to
documents sent to a state entity by private individuals or

coryorations. Citizens Utilities Co. v. Superior Court, 56

Cal. App. 3d 399, 410-411 (1976) (letters filed with the

CPUC which are not part of the decision of the commission

cannot be judicially noticed).
B. None Of The Documents Are Relevant.

Even if a document falls into one of .the

categories in Evidence Code 5452, it should not be

judicially noticed unless relevant. (Mozzetti v. Brisbane,

-46-
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12

16

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

67 Cal. App. 3d 565, 578 (1977); Ca. Evidence Code g 350.)

City's Attachments 1-8 are submitted solely for the

proposition that PGandE is obligated to obey the Stanislaus
'I

Commitments. (Demurrer, p. 4) As shown in Section III B4,

p. 12, above, this assertion is irrelevant. Whether or not

PGandE was obligated to transfer the pover at issue from

WAPA to City, the City breached its contract by failing to

pay for its full requirements of power.

Similarly, Attachments 9-13 are submitted for the

purpose of showing that, the contract between City and PGandE

has been modified twice in the past. (Demurrer, pp. 6-8).

As shown above, these documents do not establish, or even

discuss whether PGandE was obligated to modify the contract

here. Attachments 14-30 are submitted for the purpose of
showing that City purchased its power from WAPA rather than

PGandE. (Demurrer, pp. 2, 4, 11.) As shown in Section

II B3, p. 7, above, no matter who else supplied the other

power, City breached its contract. City does no more than

produce evidence proving its breach by offering these

documents. Finally, City does not even suggest that
Attachment 31 proves any proposition relevant to the

demurrer.

Additionally, many of these documents are

irrelevant even to the issues for which they are cited and

contain extensive unrelated information. Attachment 3, for
example, is twelve pages long, has a long discussion of





physical security and emergency planning at Diablo Canyon,

but contains not one word about the Stanislaus Commitments.-

5

Attachment 4 contains information about "environmental

qualifications" at Diablo and other issues not relevant

here. Most courts require counsel to state, with

th '

10

12

document...when requesting the court to take judicial
notice..." (2 Jefferson, California Evidence Benchbook,

947.2, p. 1757 (1982).) City has made no effort to comply

with this requirement. City s material is irrelevant and

accordingly should not be judicially noticed.

C. Judicial Notice Cannot: Be Taken Of The
Truth Of The Matters At Issue Here.

16

18

19

20

23

24

Even if the court could take judicial notice of
the documents attached to City's memorandum, it could not

take judicial notice of the contents of those documents

unless they are orders, findings of fact and conclusions of
law, or judgments. Other information is hearsay and cannot

be used to establish the truth of the matter asserted

through judicial notice. Childs v. State of California, 144

Cal. App. 3d 155, 162-63 (1983) (the "court cannot take

judicial notice of self-serving hearsay allegations" of a

public official); Ramsden v. Western Union Board, 71 Cal.

25

26
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10

12

13

16

17

18

App. 3d 873, 879 (1977); D~a v. Sharp, 50 Cal. App. 3d 904,

914 (1975). 14/

Nany of City's 'documents fall under this rule.
For example, City asks the court, to rule, on a demurrer and

as a matter of law, that PGandE was required to transmit the

power at issue in this action from WAPA to Healdsburg.

(Demurrer, p. 13). It asks the court to take judicial
notice of a document where NCPA argues this position.
(Attachment 21.) Similarly, defendant asks the court to
rule, as a matter of law, that the power at, issue did not

belong to PGandE. (Demurrer, p. 2). It asks the court to
take judicial notice of a document, where NCPA makes this
assertion. (Attachment 27.) The court cannot take judicial
notice of these and other "self-serving hearsay

allegations." (Childs v. State, lad Cal. App. 3d 155,

(1983). ) City's materials cannot, be judicially noticed, and

do not support the grant of the demurrer.

19

20

/// .

21

22

23

26

~14 In addition, courts hold that to
"go beyond notice of the existence of a
document to an interpretation of its
meaning constitutes improper considera-
tion of evidentiary matters." (Middle-
hrook Anderson Co. v. Southwest Sav-
anos & Loan Ass'n., 18 Cal. App. 3d
1023, 1038 (.1971) . )

-49-
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CONCLUSION

Breach of contract actions between California
parties belong in the Cal'ifornia courts. This simple action

r

belongs in this court. City's motion should be denied in
its entirety.

Dated: 'ugust 20, 1984.

Respectfully submitted,

ROBERT OHLBACH
SHIRLEY A. SANDERSON
STUART K. GARDINER
RANDALL J . LITTENEKER

12

13
SHIRLEY A. SANDERSON

Attorneys for Plaintiff
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26
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ROBERT OHLBACH
HOWARD V. GOLUB
SHIRLEY A. SANDERSON
STUART K. GARDINER . re@
P.O. Box 7442 r.gl> ~
San Francisco, CA 94120 QG ~
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

10
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA

12

13

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC )
COMPANY, )

)Plaintiff, )
)

vs ~ )
)

CITY OF HF~SBURG, a, )
municipal corporation; and )
ROES 1-40, RED COMPANIES 1-40,)

)
Defendants. )

)

No. C-83-6189-WHO

ORDER REMANDING CASE
TO SONOMA COUNTY

'UPERIORCOURT

22

23

25

26

The motion of plaintiff Pacific Gas and Electric
Company to remand this action to Sonoma County Superior

Court pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 5 1447(c) was regularly heard on

April 13, 1984 before the Honorable William H. Orrick,
United States District Judge. The Court having been fully

CPPIES MAlLEO TP

PARTIES OF RECORD





apprised in the matter, on proof being made to the

satisfaction of the Court and for good cause appearing,

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that plaintiff's motion to
remand be granted. It appears to the Court that the case

@as improvidently removed and without jurisdiction wuW&

Dated: +/f8/Pp

10

12

13

THE HONORAB ILLIAMH. ORRI CK,
United States District Judge

15

16

17

18

20

21

22

23

24

26

~~M]
Order On Motion
To Remand





UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA

PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTR I C
COMPANY'LA

I NT I F F p

V.

CITY OF HEALDSBURG,

ETC'�

, ET AL ~ ,
DEFENDANTS'O

~ C-83-6189-WHO
)
) SAN FRANC ISCO, CALIFORNIA
)
) APRI L 13, 1984
)
)
)
)
)

9 TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDINGS
BEFORE THE HONORABLE WILLIAM H. ORRICK, JUDGE

10

13

14

15

16

17

18

APPEARANCES:

FOR THE PLAINTIFF:

FOR THE DEFENDANTS:

SHI RLEY A. SANDERSON, ESQ ~

STUART K ~ GARO I NER, ESQ ~

LAW DEPARTMENT
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY
77 BEALE STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94106

MC DONOUGH, HOLLAND E ALLEN
BY: RICHARD W. NICHOLSp ESQ ~

555 CAPITOL MAI Lp SUITE 950
SACRAMENTO'AI IFORNIA 95814

SPIEGEL 8 MC DIARMID
BY: ROBERT CD MC DIARMIDp ESQ ~

WATERGATE OFFICE BUILDING
2600 VIRGINIA AVENUES N ~ W.
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20037

20

21

COURT REPORTER: CARL RE PLINE
OFF I C I AL COURT REPORTER
POST OFFICE BOX 36052
450 GOLDEN GATE AVENUE
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94102

23

CARL R. PLZNE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 450 OOLPEN OATS AVE. SAN FRANCISCO. CA NIOBE





2

FRIDAYi APR IL 13 g 1984 AFTERNOON SESSION

10

12

13

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

THE CLERK: CASE NO. 83-6189i PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC

COMPANY VERSUS THE CITY OF HEALDSBURG.

COUNSEL?

MS. SANDERSON: GOOD AFTERNOONt YOUR HONOR.

SHlRLEY SANDERSON AND STUART GARDINER APPEARING ON

BEHALF OF THE MOVING PARTY PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC
COMPANY'R.

NICHOLS: RICHARD W. NICHOLS OF MC DONOUGHg

HOLLAND 6 ALLEN IN SACRAMENTO FOR THE CITY Ot. HrALDSBURG.

AND I WOUI D LIKE TO INTRODUCE TO THE COURT MR. ROBERT

C ~ MC DIARMID OF SP I EGEL & MC D'IARMID OF WASHINGTON g D ~ C ~

MR ~ MC DIARMID EARLIER TODAY HAS PAID HIS MONEY IN THE

CLERK'5 OFFICE ON THE 18TH FLOOR AND TURNED HIS PAPERS IN ~ BUT

I TAKE IT —HE HAS NOT YET BEEN SWORN INi SO I WOULD MOVE HIS

ADMISSION PRO HAC VICE FOR THIS HEARING ~

THE COURT: ALL RIGHT ~ I 'LL ~ ~ ~ ~ I WELCOME YOU i PRO

HAC VI CE i FOR THI S HEAR ING

MR. MC DIARMID: THANK YOUt YOUR HONOR.

THE COURT: —XR. MC DIARMID; AND CoNGRATULATE YuU ON

COMING TO SUCH A PLEASANT PLACE AS SAN
FRANCISCO'R

~ MC DIARMID: IT'5 A LoVEI Y DAY TODAY~

THE COURT ALL R IGHT ~ I LL HEAR FROM THE PLAINTIFF ~

24 YOU MAY SIT DOWN.

MS ~ SANDERSON'OUR HONOR i WE BKOUGHT THIS ACTION IN

CARL R. FLAK VNITEDSTATES DISTRICT CO)(RT 450 GOLDEN GATE AVE. SAN FRANCISCO. CA H)02





THE STATE COURT IN THE COUNTY OF SONOMA AS A SIMPLE BREACH OF

CONTRACT CAUSE OF ACTION~

THE QUESTION HERE TODAY BEFORE YOUR HONOR IS WHETHER

THE CASE PRESENTS A FEDERAL QUESTION SO THAT FEDERAL

JURISDI CTION IS APPROPRIATE ~ WE UNDERSTAND THAT DtFENDANT CITY

IN ITS OPPOSITION PAPERS HAS ESSENTIALLY CHANGED THE NATURE OF

ITS ARGUMENT 10 CLAIM THAT THE FEDERAL POWER ACT HAS COMPLETELY

10

PREEMPTED STATE LAW IN THIS AREA SO THAT THE ONLY CAUSE OF

ACTION THAT P G AND E CAN STATE IN THIS MATTER IS A tEDERAL

CAUSE OF ACTION.

12

THE COURT: WHAT'5 THE PURPOSE OF HAVING THE P G AND E

FILE ITS TARIFF WITH THE FEDERAL POWER COMMISSION?

13 MS. SANDERSON: WELLS YOUR HONOR

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

THE COURT: OR IT FILES THE CONTRACT I I GUESS ~

MS ~ SANDERSON: IT FILES A CONTRACT ~ WE Dv .NOT

BELIEVE THAT IT IS THE SAME AS A TARIFF, BECAUSE A TARIFF IS A

GENERAL OFFER TO PROVIDE SERVICES TO ALL ELIGIBLE APPLICANTS ~

AND WE HAVE INSTEAD HERE A SPECIFIC CONTRACT THAT IS ON FILE

WITH THE FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMI SS ION.

THE COURT: WELL g WHAT ARE THE FEDERAL POWER

COMMISSION'5 DUTIES WITH RESPECT TO THAT CONTRACT g ONCt lT'S

22 BEEN F ILED?

23

25

MS ~ SANDERSON: YOUR HONOR

THE COURT IN OTHER WORDS g WHY DO THEY

MS. SANDERSON: WHAT ARE THEY SUPPOSED TO DO?

CARL R. PLINE IINITEDSTATES DISTRICT COKRT 450 GOLDEN GATE AVE. SAN FRANCISCO. CA &CI02





THE COURT: -- REQUIRE IT2

YES ~

MS'ANDERSON:

YES',

10

12

13

MELLg THE PARTIES ACE FREE TO SET RATES AND TERMS AND

CONDITIONS OF SERVICE BY CONTRACT ~ WHEN THE CONTRACT IS THEN

FILtD WITH THE FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSIONS THE

COMMISSION'5 DUTIES ARE TO DETERMINE WHETHER THE RATES AND TERMS

AND CONDITIONS OF SERVICE ARE WITHIN THE ZONE OF REASONABLENESS ~

AND ~ ~ ~ THIS IS NOT THE KIND OF PERVAS I VE FEDERAL REGULATION THAT

ME >EE IN THE INTERSTATE COMMERCE ACT ~ AND IT IS RATHER

DELIMITED

THE COURT: MELL g DOES IT MAKE A SPECI F I C

DETERMINATION OF THAT2

MS ~ SANDERSON: IT MAKES —NOg IT DOES NOT MAKE A

16

SPECI FIC DETERMINATION OF THAT t UNLESS THE I SSUE I S RAISED

EITHER BY THE COMMI SS ION ON ITS OWN MOTIONS OR BY ONE Ol THE

19

20

22

23

25

PARTIES'R AN INTERVENOR

INSTEAD~ THE CONTRACT IS PRESENTED FUR FILING; AND, IF

THERE IS NO OPPOSITION TO IT g IT IS F ILED ~ AND THE SPECIFIC

ORDER IN THI5 CASE ACCEPTING THE CONTRACT FOR FIL ING SAID THAT

THE F I LING DID NOT CONSTITUTE COMMISS ION APPROVAL OF THE

CONTRACT t NOR DID IT IMPLY THAT THE CUMMISS ION WAS APPROVING ANY

OF THE CONTRACT OBLIGATIONS 5ET FORTH IN THE CONTRACT ~

THE COURT: DOES THE CALIFORNIA PUBLIC UTILITIES

COMM I SS ION HAVE TO APPROVE THE CONTRACT?

CARL R. PLINE UNTED STATES DISTR1CT CO}pi 450 GOLDE'H GhTK AVE. SAN FRANCISCO. CA 04)02





MS SANDERSON NOr YOUR HONORS MANY YEARS IN THE

PAST I HE CALIFORNIA COMMI SS ION DID REGULATE CONTRACTS OF THIS

KIND r BUT IT NO LONGER DOES ~ THIS I S WITHIN THE AMBIT OF THE

FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY

10

13

14

15

17

THE COURT: MELL r MHO —TAKING THE MORST CASE FOR THE

P G AND E r MHO MOULD BE LIKELY TO COME FORWARD r AFTER THE

CONTRACT HAS BEEN FILED WITH THE FEDERAL POWER COMMI SS IONr AND

ASSERT THAT IT 'S NOT MITHIN THE -- MHATEVER THOSE WORDS OF

ART —MHICH I TAKE IT THEY ARE —ZONE OF REASONABLENESSP

MS. SANDERSON: MELL, THE OTHER PARTY COULD CERTAINLY

F ILt A rtOTIQN TO INTERVENE IN THE PROCEEDING AND CLAIM THAT

THE —THAT THE RATES SET FORTH IN THE CONTRACT

THE COURT: MELLr THE OTHER PARTY MOULD HAVE ALREADY

SIGNED THE CONTRACT ~

MS'ANDERSON YESr I KNOW ~ IT IT DOES HAPPENr
I

YOUR HONORS

THE COURT: HAVE YVU —DOES IT HAPPENS

18 MS. SANDERSON: YESr IT
DOES'HE

COURT: MHEN IS THE LAST TIME IT HAPPENEDV

20

21

22

23

24

MS'ANDERSON: MELLr THE LAST TIME lsM AWARE OF IS

dUST LAST MEEKr IN WHICH ME HAVE AN INTERCONNECTION AGREEMENT

MITH THE CITY OF SANTA CLARAr AND A RATE SETTLEMENT ~ ME

UNDERSTAND —I 'M NOT FULLY FAMILIAR WITH THE CIRCUMSTANCES r BUT

ME UNDERSTAND THAT THE CITY OF SANTA CLARA FILED A MOTION TO

INTERVENE r AND ASKED THE COMMI SS ION TO SUSPEND THE RATES FOR ~ ~ ~
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I BELIEVE A ONE-DAY PERIOD ~

THE COURT: BUT THIS MAS ANOTHER CONTRACT WITH —WAS

IT WITH—

MS. SANDER50N: THIS IS A DIFFERENT —THIS IS A

5 DIFFERENT CONTRACT s YOUR HONOR ~

10

THE COURT: YES.

MS ~ SANDERSON: BUT IT IS THE KIND OF PROCEDURE THAT

DOES OCCUR BEFORE THE FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION ~

THE COURT WELL s IN THI 5 CASE COULDN T THE CITY UF

HEALDSBURGs EVEN THOUGH IT SIGNED THE CONTRACTs GO BEFORE THE

ll COMMI 55 ION AND SAY: THIS IS WITHOUT THE ZONE OF REASONABLENESS?

MS ~ SANDERSON'T THE TIME THE CONTRACT WAS FILED s OR

DURING THE TIME l T WAS EFFECTIVE s YE5 ~ THE CITY VF HtALDSIIURG

14 COULD HAVE DONE THAT.

16

BUT THE CONTRACT HAS BEEN TERMINATED. AND SINCE THE

FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMM15510N DOE5 NOT HAVE THE AUTHORITY

17 TO ~ ~ ~ SET RATES IN A RETROACTIVE FASHION OR TO AWARD

REPARATIONS s WE FEEL THAT THE COMMI55 ION NO LONGER HAS

19 JUR I SDI CTION OVER THOSE MATTERS s S IMPLY BECAUSE THE CONTRACT HAS

20 BEEN
TERMINATED'1

THE COURT WELL s THE COMMI SS I ON COULDN T DOES THE

22 COMMI55 ION HAVE POWER TO ENFORCE THE PAYMENT? YOU'E HERE TO

23 GET YOUR MONEY ~

24

25 AND

MS. SANDERSON: THAT'5 —THAT'5 CURRECTs YOUR HONORS
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TMF COURT NOW r CAN THE COMMlSS ION HAS IT GOT THAT

POWER TO COMPEL THE CITY OF HEAI DSBURG TO PAY UP2

MS. SANDERSON: WE DO NOT THINK THAT THE COMMISSION

HAS THAT POWER IT DOE5 NOT HAVE THE POWER TO AWARD DAMAGES'

10

NUMBER ONE ~ NUMBER TWO t A READING OF THE ~ ~ ~ OF SUBCHAPTER 2 OF

THE FEDERAI POWER ACT SHOW5 THAT IT'5 DESIGNED TO REGULATE

WHOLESALE SELLERS OF ELECTRICITY IN INTERSTATE COMMERCE t AND NOT

TO REGULATE THE OBLIGATIONS OF TME PURCHASER ~

AND IN THAT RESPECT THE ACT I5 QUITE DIFFERENT FROM

THE INTER5TATE COMMERCE ACT g IN WHICH THE STATUTE THERE CREATES

12

AN EXPLICIT OBLIGATION ON THE PART OF THE COMMON CARRIER IN THAT

CASE TO ENFORCE ITS TARIFFS AS AGAINST ANY SHIPPERS OR —OR

13

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

25

CUSTOMER. AND IT ALSO EXPLlCITLY CREATES AN OBLIGATlON ON THE

PART OF IME 5MIPPER TO PAY THOSE RATES.

AND WE FEEL THAT THAT IS ONE OF TME THINGS THAT

D I STINGUI SHES I HE FEDERAL'OWER ACT FROM A MURE PERVAS IVE

REGULATORY SCHEME LIKE THE INTERSTATE COMMERCE ACT.

THE COURT: WELLS THERE ARE APPARENTLY NO CA5ES UNDER

THE FEDERAL POWER.. ~ COMMISSION; AND YOU RELY ON CASES. ~ .

STEMMING FROM THE NATURAL GAS ACT.

M5 ~ 5ANDERSON: WELLS WE RELY ON BOTH CASES STEMMING

FROM THE NATURAL GAS ACTt AND WE DU RELY ON CERTAIN CASES UNDER

THE FEDERAL POWER ACT

WE BELIEVE TMAT THE PAN AMERICAN DECI SIONt UNDER THE

NATURAL GAS ACTg IS A CONTROLLING DECISION ON THIS MATTER.
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THE COURT: MELL i THE —THE DEFENDANTS DISTINGUISH

2 THOSE LASES dUST UN THAT GROUND; THAT IT 'S UNDER THE NATURAL GAS

ACT AND NOT UNDER THE FEDERAL POWER ACT ~

I

MS. SANDERSON: THE UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT IN THE

5 PERMIAN BASIN AREA RATE CA5ES t AND IN THE UNITED GAS Pl PEL INE

6 VERSUS MOBILE CASE I EXPLICITLY SAID THAT THE RELEVANT PROVISIONS

7 OF THE FEDERAL POWER ACT AND THE NATURAL GAS ACT ARE IN ALL

RESPECTS —ALL MATERIAL RESPECTS IDENTICAL; AND THAT THE

9 THEY'HEMSELVES'ITE AUTHORITIES UNDER ONE ACT AS BEING

10 RELEVANT TO THE OTHER ACT

SO I I THINK THAT IT 5 QUITE CLEAR g YOUR HONOR g

12 THAT THE AUTHOR ITIES UNDER THE NATURAL GAS ACT g SUCH, AS PAN

13 AMERICANA'O IN FACT APPLY TO THE FEDERAL POWER ACT ~

14 IN ADDITIONS THE CITY OF CLEVELAND CASE THAT WE HAVE

CITED IN OUR MOVING PAPERS, AND THAT WE ALSO DISCU55 IN OUR

16 REPLY MEMORANDUMS IS A CASE THAT EXPLICITLY FOLLOW5 PAN AMERICAN

17 IN 1HE CONTEXT OF THE FEDERAL POWER ACT t NOT THE NATURAL GAS

18 ACT. AND THAT COURT SAID THAT THE — THAT PAN AMERICAN WA5

19 ESSENTIALLY IDENTICAL~

20 SO WE FEEL THAT THE NATURA GAS ACT CASES DU IN FACT

21 APPLY; AND THAT THERE HAVE BEEN COURT HOLDINGS THAT THE FEDERAL

22 POWER ACT I5 TO BE CONSTRUED THE SAME WAY~ THE COURTS HAVE DuNE

23 SO.

24

25

THE COURT: ALL RIGHT ~

I'L HEAR FROM THE
DEFENDANTS'ARL
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MR ~ MC DIARMID: THANK YOU, YOUR HONOR ~

THE COURT: WHAT MAKES THE NATURAL GAS ACT ~ ~ ~ SO

3 DIFFERENT FROM THE FEDERAL POWER ACT THAT YOU CAN DISTINGUISH

4 THESE CASES ON IT2

MR ~ MC DIARMID: THAT'5 NOT THE ONLY BASI5 ON WHICH Wt

DISTINGUISH'OUR HONOR; BUT THE ~ ~ ~ FACT OF THE MATTER IS THAT

THIS WHOLE AREAR'OTH UNDER THE NATURAL - PARTICULARLY UNDER

THE NATURAL GAS ACT; I THINK NOT UNDER THE FEDERAL POWER ACT--

I 5 A ~ . ~ VERY CONFU5ED ONE. YOU CANNOT JUST LOOK AT SEPARATED

10 PIECES AND QUOTATIONS FROM CASES ~ YOU REALLY HAVE TO PLOW

THROUGH THEM ALL~ AND IT'5 A MESS ~

12 THE PROBLEM —THE REASON MHY IT '5 AS MUCH OF A MESS

13 . AS IT I S HAS TO DO WITH HISTORY ~ BECAUSE ~ ~ ~ IN 1954 g AS YOU
'4

WILL RECALL ~ ~ . PROBABLY, THFRE —THERE MAS A SUPREME COURT

15 DECISION WHICH HELD THAT THE THOUSANDS AND THOUSANDS AND

16 THOUSANDS OF CONTRACTS OF NATURAL GAS PRODUCERS WITH PIPELINES

17 WERE JURISDICTIONAL 'WITH THE OLD FEDERAL POWER COMMISSION ~

18 AND I T 5 FROM THAT DEC I 5 I ON g AND THE MESS THAT STEMMED

19

20

FROM THAT g
"THAT THE PAN AM CASE t ON WHICH P G AND E RELI ES g

STEMS.

21 THE COURT: MELL

22

23

MRo MC-DIARMlD: NOW

THE COURT: —I 5 THAT THE MAY YOU Dl STINGUI SH THE PAN

AM CASE2 IS THAT--

MR. MC DIARMID: NO
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THE COURT: —ITS FOREFATHERS MERE IN A MESSY

MR ~ MC DIARMID: NO, WE DISTINGUISH THE PAN AM CASE

IN PRECISELY THE 5AME WAY THAT THE SUPREME COURT DID A YEAR AGO

IN ARKANSAS LOUIS IANA AGAINST HALL~ THAT THE PAN AM CASE I 0 A

5 DECISION WHICH. RESULTED FROM THE ME55 I HAS REFERRING TO

EARLIER g BUT WHAT WAS LEFT AT THAT TIME WAS A CONTRACT g THE

7 COURT SAID IN THE ARKANSAS LOUISIANA CASEg TO PAY BACK AMOUNTS

8 OVER AND ABOVE THOSE WHICH 'WERE PERMISSIBLE AND Lt:GAL AS FILED

9 TARIFF AMOUNTS UNDER THE NATURAL GAS ACT ~

10 NOW g THE ~ . ~ ~ THE COURT AND THE FER -- THE OLD FPC HAD

ll BY THAT TIME DECIDED WHAT WAS PERMISSIBLE AND LEGAL AS A FILED

12 TARIFF UNDER THE NATURAL GAS ACT. AND THE ONLY QUESTION THAT

13 WA5 LEFT AT THAT POINT WAS WHETHER OR'OT THE PAN AMERICAN

14 COMPANY COULD OBTAIN BACK THE AMOUNTS IT HAD PAID'S IT TURNED

15

16

OUT ILLEGALLY, OVER AND ABOVE THE AMOUNTS FOUND TO BE
LEGAL'NDER

THE NATURAL GAS ACT.

I COMMENT AS WELL THAT THE ~ ~ ~ ~ I T S RATHER I NTE RE ST I NG

18 THAT THE DISSENT OF TWO JUSTICES'TEVENS AND REHNQUIST, IN THE

19 ARKAN5AS LOUISIANA CASE BASICALLY FOLLOWS THE LINE OF ARGUMENT

20 WHICH IS MADE BY P G AND E TODAY. A RATHER BITTER DECISION ON

21

22

23

BOTH SIDES) AND I THINK IT'S MELL WORTH READING.

NOW g THE REAL QUESTION I THINK HERE I5 PERHAPS

DI STINGUI SHABLE ~ WE THINK THE SUIT I S BASED ON A TAR IFF g OR A

RATE SCHEDULE.

THE COURT: MELLg HOW DO YUU DIFFERENTIATE BETWEEN
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THAT AND A CONTRACT?

HR NC DIARMID. YOU CAN < T UNDER THE CPHM155 ION s 5

REGULATIONS ANY CONTRACT WHICH IS PERMITTED TO BE INFORCED IS A

10

12

PART —MUST BE FILED AND I5 PART OF THE RATE SCHEDULE. 50 IS

EVERYTHING ELSE THE COMMI55 ION DIRECTS TO BE FILED ~

IN THIS CASE THE HEALDSBURG/P G AND E CONTRACT —AND

ME DON'

THE COURT: CAN THE COHHI SS ION ORDER THE PAYMENT OF

DAMAGES FOR BREACH OF CONTRACT?

MR ~ MC DIARMID: THE TYPICAL MAY OF APPROACHING A CASE

OF THIS SORT I YOUR HONOR g IS FOR THE UTiLITY TO F ILE AT THE

COHNISSION FOR AN ORDER STATING THAT IT'S OWED MONEY. NOW g THIS

13 IS THE CITY OF CLEVELAND —THIS IS THE CITY OF CLEVELAND CASE i

14.

16

17

18

20

21

22

23

THE PART WE CITE.

THE COURT: MELL, MILL YOU ANSMER HY QUESTION, PLEASE.

HR; HC DIARNID: YES.

THE COURT: IF YOU KNOW THE ANSWERS

HR. HC DIARNID: YES.

THE COURT: DOES THE FEDERAL POWER CORI 55 ION HAVE

AUTHORITY TO AWARD DAMAGES IN THE EVENT OF A,BREACH OF CONTRACT?
I

HR ~ HC DIARMID: YES t YOUR HONOR ~ BUT IT '5 A IMO PART

STATE —IT'5 A TWO-STAGE PROCESS.

THE —THE UTILITY FILES AT THE FERC TO SAY:

HEALDSBURG OWE5 ME HONEY ~ HEALDSBURG g MHI CH IS IN THIS CASE g

MOULD SAY PRECI 5ELY THE SANE THING ME RE SAYING HERE NO g ME
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DON', UNDER THE RATE SCHEDULE ME DON'T OME YOU ANY HONEY.

THE COMHI SS ION MILL DECIDE ~ EITHER ME DO, OR ME

DON)T

ORDINARILY WHAT ALMOST ALWAYS HAPPENS IN

10

12

13

THE5E CASES IS THE PARTY FOUND, AGAINST WILL PAY.

THE COURT ALL RIGHT ~ NOW I SUPPOSE THEY DON T WANT

TO PAY. THAT'5

MRS HC DIARMID: SUPPOSE THEY DON'T MANT TO PAY

THE COURT:
YES'R

o MC DIARHID WHAT THEN HAPPENS 15 THE

COMM I SS I ON... ~ THIS HAS ONLY HAPPENED g I THINK g IN ONE CASE IN

THE LAST TWENTY YEARS —THE COMHISS ION MILL THEN FlLE UNDER

SECTION 317 t OR THE UTILITY WILL FILE UNDER SECTION 317 g IN

DISTRICT COURT TO MAKE ~ . ~ THE PARTY FOUND AGAINST BY THE FERC

PAY. IN COMPLIANCE MITH THE ORDER.

16

17

18

20

21

THE COURT: 15 IT THE'OSITION OF THE DEFENDANT THAT

THE FEDERAL POWER ACT PREEHPTS ANY'TATE CONTRACTS DEALING WITH

ELECTRIC POWER2

HR MC DIARMID: NOT QUITE ~ OUR POSITION IS THAT THE

COLLECTION OF CONTRACT5 'AND ORDERS MHICH ARE FILED AS RATE
r

SCHEDULES APPLICABLE TO THIS SERVICE g AS A MHOLE.. ~ NUSTg AS A

22

23

HATTER OF FEDERAL LAWt BE THE ONLY GOVERNING CRITERIA A5 TO

SERVICE AND ANOUNTS DUE. BUT THAT IS THE WHOLE THING.

THE COURT: WHAT DO YOU MEAN NTHE WHOLE" —WHAT 15

THE MHOLE THING2"
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I DON'T UNDERSTAND.

MRS HC DIARMID: WELLr YOUR HONORr YOU ASKED —YOU

ASKED HS. SANDERSON WHETHER OR NOT HEALDSBURG HAD OBJECTED WHEN

THE CONTRACT IN QUESTION WAS FILED. NO, WE DLDN'T~

AND ONE OF THE RKASON5 WHY WE DIDN'T WAS THE

COMMI 55 ION HAD+ .. EITHER AT THAT TIME, OR MOMENTARILY
I

THEREAFTER ~ ~ ~ CERTAI NLY IN EFFECT FOR THIS PERIOD r DIRECTED THAT

8 CERTAIN ADDITIONAL COMMI TMKNTS r OBLIGATIONS OF P G AND E r BE

FILED A5 TH15 -- AS PART OF THIS RATE SCHEDULE.

10 THE COURT: IN TH15 PARTICULAR CONTRACT?

HC ~ HC DIARMID: WITH THIS PARTI CULAR CONTRACT r IN

12 THI5 RATE SCHEDULE r YES.

13 THE COURT: WELLr YOU'E REFERRING, I TAKE ITr TO THE

1 4 STAN I SLAUS COMMI THE NTS .

15 MR. HC DIARMID: I AM.

16 THE COURT: AND WERE THEY EVEN REFERRED TO IN THE

17 CONTRACT?

18

19

20

21

22

MRS MC DIARHID: NOr YOUR HONORS THE CONTRACT CAME

FIRST. THE COMMISSION. —THAT WAS FILED AS PART OF THE RATE

SCHEDULE. THE COMMISSION SAID: FILE TH15 PART OF THK

STANISLAUS COMMITMENTS A5 PART OF YOUR RATE SCHEDULE.

HEALDSBURG AT THAT TIHE HAD THE OBLIGATION BETWEEN IT

23 AND P G AND E DEFINED BY THE RATE SCHEDULE r WHICH WAS THE

24 CONTRACT ~ ~ ~ ~ THERE s5 A QUESTION AS TP WHETHER IT tS THIS ONE

INCIDENTALLYr OR A SUPERSEDING ONE, OR —AND. ~ . THOSE PORTION5
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1 OF THE STANISLAUS COMMITMENTS WHICH THE COMMISS]ON HAD DIRECTED

P G AND E TO FILE ~ THAT '5 THE RATE SCHEDULE ~ THAT ' THE

OBLIGATION.

THE COURT: 50 YOU'E TELLING ME. ~ ~ If. I UNDERSTAND IT

5 CORRECTLYi THAT THE P G AND E CAN'7 MAKE A CONTRACT WITH ANY

6 MUNICIPALITY~ .. WITHOUT FILING IT AND HAVING IT ENFORCED BY THE

7 FEDERAL POWER COMMISSION. IN OTHER WORDS, THE FEDERAL POWER

10

COMMISSION PREEMPTS THE FIELD ~

MR ~ MC DIARMID: THE STATUTE SAYS YOU MAY NOT MAKE

EFFECTIVE ANY —YOU MAY NOT EFFECTUATE ANY CUNTRACT WHICH IS

NOT FILED WITH THE FEDERAL POWER COMMISSION —OR IT '5 NOW THE

12

14

16

17

18

FEDERAL ENERGY REGUI ATORY COMMI SS ION ~ I TEND TO THINK Or IT AS

THE FEDERAL POWER COMMISSION ALSO ~ WHEN I SAY ONE g I MEAN~ ~ ~

I NTERCHANGEABLY~

YES ~ THAT '5 CORRECT ~ YOU MAY NOT i P G AND E MAY NOT i

MAKE EFFECTIVE ANY CONTRACT WHICH IS NOT FILED WITH THE FERC ~

NOWi THERE'5 A QUALIFICATION TO THATg WHICH IS QUlTE

TYPICALLY.~ . ~ WHERE'HERE IS NO DISAGREEMENT BETWEEN THE

19 PARTIES g FREQUENTLY THINGS ARE FILED TO BE EFFECTIVE

20

21

22

RETROACTIVELY., THAT'

THE COURT: AND —AND IF IT '5 . ~ ~ ~ IF ANOTHER CITY/

OR THE C I TY OF HEALDSBURG t SAYS WELL g WE RE WE MADE THE

23 CONTRACT, BUT WE'E NOT GOING TO PAY YOU FOR PART OF IT i THE

24 ONLY RECOURSE OF THE P G AND E IS NOT IN THE CALIFORNIA COURTS f

25 BUT IS BEFORE THE FEDERAL POWER COMMISS ION.
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DOES THAT FOLLOW FROM WHAT YOU 'E SAI D2

MR ~ MC DIARMID: YOUR HONORS IT PROBABLY DOES ~ BUT

THE REA5ON I SAY "PROBABLY"..~ I5 THAT THERE IS A PLETHORA OF

CASES IN IHIS GENERAL AREA. I THINK THAT'5 MHAT THE SUPREME

COURT WOULD ULTIMATELY HOLD. AND YOU MAY LOOK AT THE ARKANSAS

10

12

13

16

LOUISIANA CASE tOR THAT g WHICH I THINK SUPPORTS IT ~

THE COURT: WELLS THAT'5

MR. MC DIARMID: THAT'S —THAT'S NOT —THAT'S NOT

SOMETHING WHICH IS UNIFORMLY SO

HOWEVERS WHAT IS —MHAT I CAN SAY IS THERE IS NO CA5E

UNDER THE FEDERAL POWER ACT g WITH THE EXCEPTION OF ~ ~ . THE STATE

OF OHIOAN'LEVELAND CASEg CITED BY P G AND E - MHICH I THINK

HA5 BEEN OVERTAKEN BY THE ARKANSAS LOUISIANA CASE -- WHICH

SUGGESTS g THAT EVEN SUGGESTS g THAT A STATE COURT MAY INTERPRET A

RATE 5CHEDULE WHERE THERE I 5 A QUESTION AS TO WHAT THAT RATE

SCHEDULE MEANS

17

18

THE COURT: WELL t THI5 I 5

MR ~ MC D IARMID: —AND ENFORCE IT ~

19

20

21

22

23

THE COURT: - NOTHING ~ ~ ~ ~ THE P G AND E 1 S CASE HERE

IS NOT —A5 I UNDERSTAND IT FROM THE PAPERS I IS NOT WHETHER OR

NOT THE RATE I 5 UkJUST OR UNREASONABLE ~ ~

MR ~ MC D IARMID: NO ~

THE COURT: ITS SUIT IS TO ENFORCE A SALES CONTRACT-

MR ~ MC DIARMID: THAT 'S CORRECT, YOUR HONOR.

AND THE QUESTION
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2
I

3

THE COURT- —AND THE PAYMENT OF THAT RATE. AND IT

GOES TO A CAL IFORN IA COURT ~ AND YOU COME IN AND S'AY WtLL g

WE 'RE SORRY) WE 'E ~ ~ ~ ~ FEDERAL —FERC t WHATEVER THE ACRONYM

IS

MR. MC DIARMID: RIGHT.

THE COURT: —HAS PREEMPTED THE F I ELD ~

THAT '5 YOUR ARGUMENTI I 5 IT2

MR ~ MC DIARMID WE RE NOT PREPARED TO SAY g YOUR

HONOR g THAT THERE I 5 NO BAS IS FOR HOLDING THAT ANY COURT HAS

10 JUR I SDI CT I ON HOWEVER g IF THERE I S JUR I SDI CT I ON ON ANY COURT g

12

EITHER EITHER A5 A MATTER OF A Ft DERAL QUESTION@ WHICH COULD

OF COURSE BE BROUGHT IN A STATE COURT AND BE REMOVEDJ OR ON THE

14

16

17

18

20

21

22

23

BASI 5 OF 28 U ~ 5 ~ C ~ 1337 g DEALING WITH ENFORCING TARIFFS REQUIRED

TO BE FILED p WHICH IS ALSO A FEDERAL QUESTION AND CAN BE

REMOVED) AND IN EITHER EVENT CAN BE REMOVED TO THIS COURT ~ WE

ARE NOT SAYING THAT THIS COURT DOES NOT HAVE THE AUTHORITY TO

DETERMINE WHETHER ~ ~ ~ UNDER THE RATE SCHEDULE HEALDSUURG OWES

MONEY TO P G AND E.

WHAT WE ARE SAYING IS THAT THAT. ~ .. THAT SUIT IS ON

THE BASI5 OF A RATE SCHEDULE WHICH MUST PROVIDE A FEDERAL

QUESTION ~

NOW g P G AND E 5 ARGUMENT I 5 g A5 I UNDERSTAND IT g THAT

THERE IS A COMPLETELY SEPARATE AND DISTINCT STATE CAUSE OF

ACTION—

25 THE COURT:

YES'ARL
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MR ~ MC DIARMID: —WHI CH HAS

THE COURT: WELL t THEY FOLLOWED dUSTICE FRANKFURTER 'S

OPINION IN THE PAN AM CASE;

MRS MC DIARMID: WELL

THE COURT: AND YOU RATHER CAVALIERLY DUST THAT ASIDE

BY SAYING THAT CAME FROM A BIG MESSY

MR ~ MC D I ARMI D: NO t YOUR

THE COURT WHICH I DON T KNOW g ONE WAY OR ANOTHER ~

BUT THAT 'S NOT A VERY PERSUASIVE LEGAL ARGUMENT.

12

l3

3.6

MR ~ MC DIARMID: YOUR HONOR, THE PAN AM CASE —I BEG

YOUR PARDON; I WASN'T —I WASN'T TRYING TO MAKE THAT LEGAL

ARGUMENT ~ I WAS TRYING TO LAY A LITTLE BIT OF THE BACKGROUND OF

WHERE THAT CAME FROM.

THE PAN AM CA5E HAS BEEN g WE THINKS GLAR I FIED p IF

THERE WA5 ANY QUESTION ABOUT ITg .BY THE ARKANSAS LOUISIANA CASE ~

THE COURT: HOW ABOUT THE PERMIAN BASIN CASE?

l7

18

MR ~ MC DIARMID: NOp YOUR HONOR ~ THE PERMIAN BASIN

CASE HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH THIS. THE PERMIAN BASIN CASE IS A

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

QUESTION AS TO WHETHER THE COMMISSION HAD THE AUTHORITY TO SET

AN AREA-WIDt RATE FOR NATURAL GAS AND THEY —I SUGGE5T g YOUR

HONOR c THAT IF YOU READ THE ENTIRE CASE - WHI CH.. ~ I HAVE DONE g

BUT WHICH IS OVER A HUNDRED PAGES —YOU WILL NOT FIND IT TO BE

DI SPOS ITIVE AT ALL~

THE COURT: BUT YOU WILL FINDS HOWEVER r THAT THEY HELD

THAT THE NATURAL GAS ACT AND THE POWER ACT SHOULD HAVE BEEN
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IkTERPRETED IN PARI MATERIAL

MRS MC DIARMID: 'OUR HONORS THERE ARE ALL SORTS OF

CASES WHICH SAY THAT THE NATURAL GAS ACT AND —OR CERTAIN

PORTIONS QF THE NATURAL GAS ACT AND OF THE ~ ~ ~ FEDERAL POWER ACT

SHOULD BE DETERMINED IN PARI MATERIAL

THE COURTt THAT'S RIGHT ~ AND SOME OF THEM ARE RIGHT

10

MR. MC DIARMID: SURE ~

THE COURT: —THAT ARE BEING RELIED ON ~

MR ~ MC DIARMID: AND THERE ARE OTHER CASES THAT STATE

THAT THE FEDERAL POWER ACT SHOULD BE DETERMINED —SHOULD BE...

12 DETERMINED Ik LIGHT OF THE HISTORY WHICH SHOWS THAT THEY WERE

13 FOLLOWING THE ICC ACT.

14 THE PROBLEM I THINK IS THIS —AND LET ME GIVE YOU A

15 HYPOTHESIS. IF P G AND E IS RIGHT THAT THEY CAN SEPARATELY PICK

16 AND CHOOSE AMONG THE CONTRACTS WHICH IN TOTO DEFINE THE

17 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN P G AND E AkD HEALDSBURGg THEN IF THEY HAD

18 A CONTRACT WHICH HAD A PROVISION Ik IT THAT SAID 'THAT HEALDSUURG

19 WOULD PAY A THOUSAND DOLLARS A DAY FOR SOME EXTRANEOUS LOSSES

20 SOMEWHERE, AND IF THE FERC HAD SAID THAT: YOU MAY NOT ENFORCE

21 THAT PROVISION UNTIL YOU COME BACK TO THE FERCt THAT THEY COULD

22

23

dUST 60 AHEAD'RUNDLE INTO STATE COURTS AND MAKE —AND BRING

THAT SUIT.

24 AND THE FACT OF THE MATTER IS, AS WE VIEW IT... THAT

EVERYTHING IN THAT RATE SCHEDULE, EVERYTHING WHI CH IS FILED IN
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TMAT RATE SCHEDULE TO DEFINE TME RELATION5HIP BETMEEN P G AND E

AND HEALDSBURGg IS PART OF ONE PACKAGE IT IS A I.EDERAL

PACKAGE

NOMi THE FEDERAL PACKAGE —I'H NOT GOING TO 5AY TMAT

THE FEDERAL PACKAGE CAN'T PERMAPS BE ENFORCED IN A STATE COURT.

I DON'T THINK —THERE IS NO CASE TMAT DOES THATt WITHOUT A

REFERENCE AND I~H NOT 5URE THEREsS ANY CASE THAT DOE5 THAT AT

ALl ~ I . ~ .. WITH A POSS ISLE EXCEPTION OF THE CLEVELAND CASE ~

10

12

13

THE OHIO STATE CASE ~ MHICHg AS I EXPLAlNED BEFORE' THINK HAS

BEEN 5UPERSEDED BY THE ARKANSAS LOUISIANA CASE ~

BUT ~ ~ ~ EVEN IF IT CAN BE BROUGHT IN STATE COURT t IT

CAN BE REMOVED HERE ~ BECAUSE THAT TOTAL DEFINITION OF RIGHTS

AND REMEDIES I5 A NATTER OF FEDERAL LAW~

THE COURT: I DON 'T UNDERSTAND THAT.

16

17

19

20

21

22

23

25

DO YOU MANT.. ~ ~ THERE HAS TO BE A QUESTION ARISING

UNDER THE CONSTITUTIONS OR A FEDERAL QUESTIONS TO GET HERE ~

HR ~ HC DIARHIDs THAT 'S CORRECT ~

THE COURTs AND WHAT IS IT2

MRS MC DIARMIDs THE ENFORCEHENT OF AD ~ ~ RATE SCHEDULE

WHICH ONLY HAS EFFECTIVENESS BY STATUTES TO THE EXTENT THAT IT

IS FLLED AND ENFORCEABLE UNDER THE FERC —BY TME FERCg IS A

FEDERAL QUESTIONS

THE COURTs MELLg ALL RIGHT

I'L HEAR THE OTHER SIDE
AGAIN'S.

SANDER50Ns THANK YOUg YOUR HONORS

CARL R. PLINE uNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT i50GOLDEN GATE AVE. SAN FRANCISCO. Ch 04)&





4

10

12

13

14

15

16,

17

18

THE COURT: NOW, I 'M MOST INTERESTED IN COUNSEL '5

5TATEMENT THAT THE FEDERAL POWER COMMI'5SION HAS PREEMPTED THE

FIELD) AND THAT IT HAS THE AUTHORITY TO- DO JUST MHAT YOU SAY IT

CAN'T DO; NAMELY'O ENFORCE A STATE CONTRACT AND ORDER DAMAGES

PAID.

MS ~ SANDERSON: OKAY'OUR HONOR ~ I -- I HAVE A

NUMBER OF OTHER COMMENTS ABOUT COUNSEL'5 ARGUMENT; BUT TO

ADDRESS THE QUESTION THAT'5 ON YOUR HONOR'5 MIND--

THE COURT: YES.

MS. SANDERSON: —I THINK IT'5 CLEAR FROM LOOKING AT

THE TERMS OF THE FEDERAL POWER ACT THAT IT DOES NOT CREATE ANY

CAUSES OF ACTION IN FAVOR OF A UTILITY SUCH AS P G AND E IN A

I'ASE

LIKE THIS TO ENFORCE.. ~ ITS CONTRACT RIGHTS TO PAYMENT.

IN THE FIRST PLACE t THE —SUBCHAPTER 2 OF THE FEDERAL

POWER ACT ONLY PURPORTS TO REGULATE THE SELLER'T DOE5N'T

CREATE ANY EXPLICIT OBLIGATION ON THE PART OF THE PURCHASER TO

PAY ~

SECONDLY, THERE)S THE GAINESVILLE CASEi THE FLORIDA

19

20

CASE t IN WHI CH COUNSEL 'S LAW FIRM REPRESENTED SOME CITIES t IN

WHICH THE COURT THERE HELD THAT THE FEDERAL POWER ACT DOES NOT

21 CREATE ANY PR I VATE RIGHTS OF ACT ION ~ ~ ~ IMPLIC I TLY ~ AND HERE

22

23

THERE ARE NO EXPLICIT PRIVATE RIGHT5 OF ACTION CREATED BY THE

ACT EITHER ~

25

SO THERE I 5 AT LEAST ONE COURT HOLDING THAT THERE ARE

NO PRI VATE RIGHTS OF ACTION UNDER THE FEDERAL POWER ACT AND

CARL R. PLZME UNITED STATES DISTRICT COKRT <50 GOLDEN GATE AVE, SAN FRANCISCO. CA &4102





\ ' 21

UNDER THE NATURAL GAS ACT ~ THAT'S THE GAINESVILLE CASE ~ AND

THERE ARE CASES g SUCH AS THE PENNZOIL CASE g CITED IN OUR REPLY

3 MEMORANDUMt WHI CH INDICATE THAT UNDER'HE NATURAL GAS ACT THERE

4 I S SIMILIARLYNO PRIVATE RIGHT OF ACTION ~

A

SO WE THINK THAT.... THAT THE ASSERTION THAT P G AND E

COULD PROCEED UNDER THE FEDERAL POWER ACT z OR BEFORE THE FERC g

IS -- IS SIMPLY INCORRECT.

10

12

THE COURT: COUNSEL SAYS THAT THE ARKANSAS CASE

OVERTURNED g AS I UNDERSTOOD HIM TO SAY g THE CLEVELAND CASE ~

MS ~ SANDERSON: YES ~ WE DISAGREE WITH THAT

CONTENT I ON g YOUR HONOR.

THE ARKANSAS LOUISIANA CASE WAS A CASE IN WHICH A.. ~

13 PRODUCER BROUGHT AN ACTI ON IN STATE COURT IN ORDER TO

14 ESSENTIALLY TRY TO RAISE THE RATES'OMPARED TO WHAT WAS ON FILE

16

17

WITH THE FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION. WE'E NOT

SEEKING TO RAISE RATES HERE ~ WE DON'T THINK THAT THAT CASE

APPLIES TO THIS SITUATION.

18 THAT CASE ALSO DID NOT TURN ON A QUESTION OF FEDERAL

JURISDICTION ~ IT WAS NOT A REMAND CASE. AND REALLY DIDN'

20. APPLY TO THE KIND OF SITUATION AND THE KIND OF ISSUE THAT WE

21 HAVE BEFORE THIS COURT.

22

23

25

FINALLY'NTHAT CASE THERE IS A STATEMENT BY THE

COURT THAT THE FERC HAD EXPLICITLY DECLINED TO DECIDE A QUESTION

OF STATE LAW; NAMELY'HETHER THE FAVORED NATIONS CLAUSE IN THE

CONTRACT HAD BEEN TRIGGERED ~ SO I —I BELIEVE THAT THAT CASE

CARL R. PLINE UNITED STATES DISTtuCT CO}PT 450 GOLDEN GATE AVE. SAN FRANCISCO. CA &4)02





22

IS JUST TOTALLY INAPPLICABLE TO THE ISSUE BEFORE THIS COURT ~

THINK I HAVE TO MENTION SOMETHING ABOUT THE

CLEVELAND CASE THAT '5 RELIED UPON BY THE CITY ~ THAT CASE CAME

UP UNDER PECULIAR CIRCUMSTANCES g AND IT IS ONE OF THE CASES IN

WHI CH THE FEDERAL POWER COMMISS ION g UNDER SECTION 202 (B) OF THE

FEDERAL POWER ACT g ORDERED THE UTILITY TO CONSTRUCT AN

INTERCONNECT ION WITH THE CITY IN THAT CASE ~ AND UNDER 202 (B)

THE COMMI SS ION MAY ORDER SUCH AN INTERCONNECTION AND 5ET TFIE

10

12

TERMS AND CONDITIONS UNDER WHI CH THE INTERCONNECTION WILL TAKE

PLACE.

AND THAT IS EXACTLY WHAT THE COMMISSION DID IN THAT

INSTANCE . IT IS NOT A CASE IN WHICH.. ~ THERE IS A VOLUNTARY

13

14

16

17

18

19

,20

21

22

23

CONTRACT ENTERED BY THE PARTIES WHICH IS THEN FLLED WITH THE

COMMISSION. IT IS t INSTEAD t ONE OF THESE INSTANCES WHERE A

PLAINTIFF GOES IN TO THE COMMI55 ION TO REQUEST AN

INTERCONNECTIONS AND THE COMMISSION ITSELF WILL THEN SET THE

TERMS AND CONDITIONS UNDER WHI,CH THE INTERCONNECTION CAN TAKE

PLACE ~

AND IN THAT CASE THE COMMISSION EXPLICITLY
DETERMINED'S

IT CAN UNDER THAT STATUTE g WHAT PAYMENT WOULD BE MADE AND

EXPLICITLY ENTERED AN ORDER RESPECTING PAYMENT~ THAT

DISTINGUISHABLE FROM THE CASE BEFORE THIS COURT ~ BECAUSE bfHEN

THERE IS AN EXPLICIT ORDER OF THE COMMISS I ON REGARDING PAYMENTg

25

THEN THE FEDERAL COURT5 DO HAVE JURISDICTION ~

I

BUT IN THE ORDINARY POWER SALES CONTRACT CASE, SUCH AS
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WE HAVE HERE t THERE IS NO SUCH COMMISSION ORDER. AND I THINK

THAT IS WHAT DISTINGUISHES THE CLEVELAND CASE ~

THE COURT- ALL RIGHT. THE MATTER IS SUBMITTED.

YOU CAN SIT DOWN NOW.

AND I 'M GOING TO RULE ~ I 'VE LISTENED CLOSELY TO THE

ARGUMENTt AND I 'YE READ THE BRIEFS CAREFULLY~ AND I AM UNHAPPY

TO THE EXTENT THAT THERE ISN'T WHAT WE WOULD CALL A HOR5E CASE

HERE, ONE INVOLVING THE FEDERAL POWER ACT ~ BUT THE NATURAL GAS

ACT HAS BEEN INTERPRETED A5 BEING IN PARI MATERIA WITH THE

10 FEDERAL POWER ACT ~ AND FUR THE FOLLOWING REASONS I REMAND THE

12

ACTION TO THE STATE COURT.

IT APPEARS TO ME THAT THIS COMPLAINT STATES A SINGLE

CAUSE OF ACTION FOR A BREACH OF CONTRACT ~ THERE 'S NO DI VERS ITY t

16

17

18

NOR DOES THE COMPLAINT RAISE t ON ITS FACE CERTAINLYt ANY FtDERAL

QUESTION AND IT'S FOR THOSE REASONS THAT I HOLD THIS COURT

DOESN'T HAVE JURISDICTION.

NOW t THE CITY OF HEAI DSBURG ASSERTS THAT THE

JURISDICTiON EXIST5 ON THREE SEPARATE THEORIES+ FIRSTt THAT THE

CONTRACT IS REGULATED A5 A TARIFF UNDER THE FEDERAL POWER ACT/

20

21

22

SECOND, THAT THE P G AND E,ATTEMPTED TO DI5GUISE ITS FtDERAL

CLAIM BY ARTFULLY PLEADING IT AS A STATE LAW CLAIMt AND t THIRD t

EVEN IF THE COMPLAINT STATES A CLAIM FOR BREACH OF CONTRACT t

FEDERAL JURISDICTON LIES IF PLAINTIFF '5 RIGHT TO RELIEF UNDER

24

25

THE STATE LAW REQUIRES RESOLUTION OF SUBSTANTITAL QUESTIONS OF

FEDERAL LAW.
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24

NONE OF THOSE ARGUMENTS ARE VAilD 50 FAR AS I CAN SEE.

IT IS TRUE AND OBVIOUS THAT THE CONTRACT BETWEEN THE

CITY OF HEALDSBURG AND THE P G AND E MUST BE FILED WITH THE

4 FEDERAL POWER COMMISSION ~ . BUT THAT HASg A5 NEAR AS I CAN SEE

FROM THE CASES TO WHI CH I 'E BEEN REFERRED i LITTLE OR NO

6 APPLICATION TO THIS CASE.

THE MAIN REASON BEING THAT THE P G AND E 'S CLAIM DOES

8 NOT INVOLVE ANY CHARGES THAT THE RATES ARE UNJUST OR

9 UNREASONABLE'HE P G AND E'S ACTION IS FOR THE ENFORCEMENT OF

10 A SALES CONTRACT BY PAYMENT OF THE RATE SET FORTH IN THE

11 CONTRACT. AND THERE'5 NOTHING IN THF ACT THAT ESTABLISHES OR

12 DENIES A FEDERAL CAUSE OF ACTION FOR THE BREACH OF A POWER SALE

13 CONTRACT ~

AS I tARLIER QUOTED JUSTICE FRANKFURTER FROM WHAT ~ ~ ~

15 MIGHT WELL BE A SEMINAL CASE IN THE AREA, HE SAID, AND I QUOTE

16 IT: WE ARE NOT CALLED ON TO DECIDE THE EXTENT TO WHICH THE NGA

17 REINFORCES OR ABROGATES THE PRIVATE CONTRACT RIGHT5 HERE IN

18 CONTROVERSY ~ THE FACT THAT CITIES SERVICE SUES IN CONTRACT OR

19 QUASI CONTRACT g AND NOT THE ULTIMATE VALIDITY OF ITS ARGUMENTS g

,20

22

23

24

25

I5 DECISIVE ~

AND ALTHOUGH COUNSEL WARNS THE COURT TO BEWARE; AND

HE'5 READ ALL THE CASES DECIDED SINCE THEN -.- AND I HAVEN'T HAD

TIME 10 DO THAT —, I THINK THAT THE PRINCIPLE IN THAT CASE IS

QUITE OBVIOUS HERE ~ . BECAUSE THE P G AND E HAS PLEADED A 5TATE

LAW CoNTRACT.
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THE COMPARISON WITH THE INTERSTATE COMMERCE ACT I

DON'T THINK 15 APROPOS'N CONSTRUING THE NATURAL GAS ACTg THE

5UPREME COURT HELD t WHEN IT WAS COMPARED TO THE INTERSTATE

COMMERCE ACTg THAT: WE SHOULD BEAR IN MIND THAT IT EVINCE5 NO

PURPOSE TO ABROGATE PRIVATE CONTRACT RATES A5 SUCH'NDg TO THE

6 CONTRARYt BY REQUIRING CONTRACTS TO BE F1LED WITH THE

7 COMMISSIONi THE ACT, EXPRESSLY RECOGNIZES THAT RATES TO

PARTI GULAR CUSTOMER5 MAY BE SET BY INDIVIDUAL CONTRACTS. AND IN

9 THIS RESPECTS THE ACT IS IN MARKED CONTRAST TO THE INTERSTATE

10

12

COMMERCE ACT g WHI CH IN EFFECT PRECLUDES PRIVATE RATE AGREEMENTS
I

BY IT5 REQUIREMENT THAT ALL RATES TO CUSTOMERS BE UNIFORM.

I DON'T THINK APPLYING THE ARTFUL PLEADING DEFENSE Ib

13 APROPOS HERE g ALTHOUGH COUNSEL FOR THE DEFENDANT DOES STATE THAT

14 HE I HINKS THE FEDERAL POWER COMMISS ION HAS PREEMPTED ToE FIELD.

15

16

17

18

AS I bAYi THE CASES —I 'M NOT PERSUADED OF THAT AND UNLE55

THAT IS THE FACTi THE ARTFUL PLEADING ARGUMENTe OF COURSEi CANsT

BE —ISN'T USED.

SOg IN SUMMARY' CONCLUDE THAT THE CITY HAS NOT

19 ESTABLISHED THAT THE COMPLAINT STATES A CLAIM THAT ARISES UNDER

20 THE CONSTITUTION OR LAWS OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT. AND THE. ~ ~

21 REMOVING DEFENDANT e OF COURSE e HAS THE BURDEN OF PROVING FEDERAL

22 JURISDICTION —WHICH I DON'T THINK IT HA5 —AND THE REASON

23 THAT IT DOES HAVE IS BECAUSE FEDERAL COURTS ARE COURTS OF

25

LIMITED JURISDICTIONS AND BECAUSE OF PRINCIPLES OF FEDERAL-STATE

COMITY~
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SO I ORDER THE CASE REMANDED ~ I DENY THE PLAINTIFF 'S

MOTION FOR ATTORNEYS 'EES ~

AND YOU PREPARE THE ORDER.

MS ~ SANDERSON THANK YOU g YOUR HONOR ~

MR. GARDINER: THANK YOU, YOUR HONOR.

(MHEREUPON THESE PROCEEDINGS MERE CONCLUDED ~ )
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CERT I F I CATE OF REPORTER

I p WE p THE UNDERS I GNED OFF I C I AL REPORTERS OF THE

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF

CAI I FORNI Ap 450 GOLDEN GATE AVENUES'AN FRANC I SCOi CAL I FORN I Ap

DO HEREBY CERTIFY:

THAT THE FOREGOING TRANSCRI PTi PAGES NUMBERED I

THROUGH 25-A INCLUSIVE'ONSTITUTES A TRUEST FULL AND

CORRECT TRANSCRIPT OF MYi OURi SHORTHAND NOTES TAKEN AS SUCH

OFFICIAL REPORTER TO THE PROCEEDINGS HEREINBEFORE ENTITLED

AND REDUCED TO TRANSCRI PTI ON TO THE BEST OF MYp OURi ABILITY~

CARL R. PL]NE
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INTRODUCTION

Originally City stated in its Petition for Removal at
p. 5 that PGandg could have brought ita breach of contract action
under the Federal Power Act, (FPA) 16 USC 5 791 et ~se . Ql

City's new theory is that PGandE's ~onl cause of action is a

federal one.

10

PGandE has no right to maintain suit
based on its contract rather than thetariff. City's Opposition, p. 14, lines
3 and 4.

The reason for the switch is obvious. PGandE's motion
at p. 18 established that the mere fact that PGandE may have an

unpleaded federal claim will not prevent remand. Salveson v.
western States Bankcard Association 525 F.Supp. 566, 571 (N.D.

17

21

24

25

26

Cal. 1981). Now City tries to convince the court that its hoped

for defenses should be part of PGandE's complaint.
City'g motive in opposing remand is clear -- it claims

on the one hand that PGandE must bring its suit in federal court,

to enforce a "tariff" (City's Opposition p. 14, l. 10-11), while
it simultaneously asks the court to dismiss PGandE's complaint
for failure to state a cause of action (City's Motion to
Dismiss). The federal courts in this circuit have refused to
l//
+1 The Federal Power Act (FPA) and the Natural Gas Act (NGA) 15

U.S.C. 5 717 et. ~se . are in all material respects substan-tially identical and have been cited interchangeably. See,
PGandE's motion, p. 6, fn. l.
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construe valid state claims as arising under federal law simply
in order to dismiss them because federal law does not provide
plaintiff with a cause of action. ln re Suruar Antitrust

10

13

16

17

18

California 4 Hawaiian Sucuar v. California 441 US 932, 99 S.Ct.

2052, 60 L.Ed.2d 660 (1979).

Furthermore, City fails to cite even a single case

holding that PGandE cannot sue a wholesale purchaser in state
court to recover for services rendered, and fails to distinguish
Pan American Petroleum v. ~Su crier Court of Delaware, 366 U.S.

656, 81 S.Ct. 1303, 6 L.Ed.2d 584 (1961) which is directly on

point in every material way. ,City's arguments opposing remand

are dealt with below. However, since City's strategy appears to
be to confuse Q2 rather than to clarify the issues, we will
briefly recap the law on removal here.

II
THE .LAW REGARDING FEDERAL QUESTION JUR«
ISDICTION ON MOTION TO REMAND.

19

20

21

1) In the absence of diversity the propriety of
removal depends upon whether the case "arises under" the

22

23

24

25

26

Q2 City's claim that the contract has been amended is correct
(City's Opposition, p. 2, fn. 2 and p. 6, l. 23-26) but the
only amendments of which we are aware relate to othe'r trans-
actions, do not diminish City's obligation to pay for ser-
vices provided by PGandE, and are irrelevant to PGandE'-s
claim for payment.
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Constitution, laws, or treaties of the United States. 28 U.S.C.

g 1331. A case arises under federal law if
a right or immunity created by the
Constitution or laws of the United
States [must be] [is] an element, and an
essential one, of the plaintiff's cause
of action. ... The right or immunity
must be such that it will be supportedif the Constitution or laws o'f the
United States are given one construction
or effect, and defeated if they receive
another. ~Gull v. First National Bank
299 U.S. 109( 112, 113; 57 S.ct. 96) 81
L.Ed. 70 (1936).

10

12

13

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

2 ) Plaintiff ' allegations on the face of the

well-pleaded complaint determine whether the case is removable.

Great Northern ~Railwa v. Alexander 246 U.S. 276, 232, 36 S.Ct.

237, 62 L.Ed. 713 (1918).

3) Where plaintiff's claim involves both federal and

state grounds, plaintiff is free to ignore the federal ground and

pitch his claim on the state ground. la Moore's Federal Practice

0.160, at 185 (2d. edition 1979); Salveson v. Western States

Bankcard Association 525 F.Supp. 566, 571 (N.D. Cal. 1981).

4) A federal defense or counterclaim will not provide

federal question jurisdiction. Pan American Petroleum v.

~Su crier Court of Delaware, 366 U.S. 666, 633.

5) Federal preemption is ordinarily a defense.

Guinasso v. Pacific First Federal Savincas and Loan Association
I

656 F.2d 1364, 1366 (9th Cir. 1981) cert. den. 455 US 1020, 102

S.Ct. 1716, 72 L.Ed.2d 138 (1982) See guote at p. 14. Usually

federal preemption is the same as any other federal defense or

Reply Memorandum
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counterclaim — it, will not 'support removal. "[W]hen the claim
presents a prima-facie basis for relief entirely under state law,

the preemption defense does not support federal jurisdiction."
Id. at 1367.

6) Preemption may support removal ~onl when "federal
law not only displaces state law but,also confers a federal

10

situation, the plaintiff may not fraudulently conceal the fact
that his ~onl claim is federal by resorting to "artful pleading"
of a state claim. Salveson v. Western States Bankcard

12

13

14

... 15

Association 525 F.Supp. 566, 572 (N.D. Cal. 1981). Thus, the
artful pleading doctrine relied on by City at pp. 3-5 of its
Opposition applies ~onl to situations in which federal law has

completely preempted any possible state law claim. See, In re

17

18

Cir. 1978).

19 CITY' ARGUMENT

20

21

22

23

City apparently g3 contends that PGandE ' breach of
contract action is completely preempted by the FPA and thus it is
impossible for PGandE ever to plead a state cause of action for

24

26

g3 City avoids'learly stating its contention, perhaps becauseof the difficulty of supporting it. However, any lesser
assertions fail to provide a basis for denying remand. See
'f% 5 and 6 of Section II.
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City's breach of contract. City's opposition pp. 1-9. City'
contention is plainly incorrect as will be demonstrated below.

ZV

THE REGULATORY SCENE UNDER THE FPA CON-
TEMPLATES . VOLUNTARY ZNDI VIDUAL CON»
TRACTS; ZT ZS NOT A PERVASIVE SCENE OF
FEDERAL REGULATION.

10

12

13

15

City's Opposition mischaracterizes the
PGandE-Healdsburg contract as a "tariff" and suggests that
regulation of interstate wholes'ale power sales is identical to
regulation of common carriers in which tariffs of general
applicability are filed with the appropriate federal regulatory
agency. City's opposition, pp. 7-8. This is not true and the
record should be set straight immediately.

In describing the NGA, the United States Supreme Court
has said

16

17

18

19

20

21

23

25

26

The regulatory system created by the Actis premised on contractual agreements
voluntarily devised by the regulated
companies; it contemplates abrogation of
these agreements only in circumstances
of unequivocal public necessity.
Permian Basin Area Rate Cases 390 U.S.
747, 822, 88 S.C't. 1344 20 L.Ed.2d 312
(1968) . reh den. sub nom Bass v. Feder-
al Power Commission 392 U.S. 917, 88
S.Ct. 2050, 20 L.Ed.2d 1379 (1968).

FERC has no authority to impose rates.
.the Act provides no

'procedure'itherfor making or changing rates; it.
provides only for notice to the Commis-
sion of the rates established by natural
gas companies and for review by the Com-
mmission of those rates. The initial
rate-making and rate-changing powers of
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natural gas companies remain undefined
and unaffected by the Act. United Gas
~Com an v. Mobile Gas Cora>'. 350 U.3.
332, 343 76 S.Ct. 373, 100 L.Ed. 373
(1956). (Emphasis in original)
By statute, FERC's regulatory authority over a contract

within its jurisdiction is confined to a determination of the

justness and reasonableness of the rates and charges. FPA 5 205,

206; 16 U.S.C. 5 824d, 824e.

10

12

13

14

15

The basic power of the Commission is
that given it [by 5 5(a) [NGA] to set
aside and modify any rate or contract
which it determines, after hearing, to
be 'unjust, unreasonable, unduly
discriminatory, or preferential'. This
is neither a 'rate-making'or a
'rate-changing'rocedure. It is simply
the power to review rates and contracts
made in the first instance by natural
gas companies and, if they are
determined to be unlawful, to remedy
them. United Gas Co. v. Mobile Gas
~Co . 350 U.S. 332, 341.

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

The Court has contrasted regulation under the

Interstate Commerce Act (ICA) 49 U.S.C. 5 1 et. sec[. with
regulation under the FPA and NGA and has emphasized the

importance of private contracts under the FPA and NGA. +4

In construing the Act, we should bear in
mind that it evinces no purpose to abro-
gate private rate contracts as such. To
the contrary, by requiring contracts to
be filed with the Commission, the Act

Q4 City claims that the FPA is modelled on the ICA. City'
opposition p. 8, 1.11-15. The case on which City relies
held that under the FPA and the ICA, the regulatory agency
has exclusive jurisdiction in determining the reasonableness
of rates. The case did not hold that the regulatory schemes
of the two Acts were equally pervasive.
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10

12

13

14

15 feder

expressly recognizes that rates to par-
ticular customers may be set by indivi-
dual contracts. In this respect, the
Act is in marked contrast to the Inter-
state Commerce Act, which in effect pre-
cludes private rate agreements by its
requirement that the rates to all ship-
pers be uniform, a requirement which

,made unnecessary any provision forfiling contracts. . . . The vast number
of retail transactions of railroads made
policing of individual transactions ad-
ministratively impossible; effective
regulation could be accomplished only byrequiring compliance with a single
schedule of rates applicable to all
shippers. fi.e. tariffsj On the other
hand, only a relatively few wholesale
transactions are regulated by the
Natural Gas Act . . . the Natural Gas
Act permits the relations between the
parties to be established initially bycontract, . '. . United Gas Co. v.
Mobile Gas ~Co . 350 U.S. 332, 338-339.
(emphasis added)

'I

Thus, we see that the FPA and the NGA, in contrast to
al regulation of trucks, railroads and ships were designed

16

17

18

to exert federal control only in a limited area. The FPA does

not purport to displace the right of parties to contract under

state contract law.

19
V,'0

21

THE FPA DOES NOT PREiKPT STATE CONTRACT
LAW.

22

23

City's basic position is that:
PG&E has no right to maintain suit based
on its c'ontract rather than the tariff.
City's opposition, p. 14, lines 3 and 4.

25

26

City claims that PGandE has stated a federal question on the face

of the complaint. City's opposition, pp. 2 and 3. Since the
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complaint does not mention the FPA, City apparently bases this
statement on its preemption theory. City accuses PGandE of
"artful pleading" to conceal the federal nature of the

complaint. g5 City ' opposition, pp. 3-7. Citing irrelevant
common carrier cases as authority, City asserts that the

PGandE-Healdsburg contract is a "tariff" merely because it is
filed with a federal agency and that federal jurisdiction is
available for recovery of tariff charges. All of these

assertions rest upon the notion of complete FPA preemption of
10

12

13

16

17

18

under the FPA. City's theory implies the existence of a valid
federal cause of action before state law will be displaced. See

Section VI.
t City's theory is not, supported by the cases. City'

precise argument was raised and rejected in the controlling case

of Pan American Petroleum v. ~au erior Court of Delaware, 366 U.S.

656. The facts and holding of Pan American were discussed in
PGandE's first memorandum at pp. 6-10.

19

20

21

22

23

The holding of Pan American is wholly inconsistent with
City's preemption theory. Zf the NGA had completely preempted

state law breach of contract actions as contended by the Pan

American defendants and by City here, the Court would have been

24

25

26

+5 ". . . PGandE here composed its complaint in an effort to
avoid the appearance of a federal claim or cause of action."
City's opposition, p. 4, line 16-18.
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required to hold that, the federal courts had jurisdiction over
the case.

City tries to distinguish Pan American by its incorrect
assertion that the refund contracts there were not filed with the
FPC. In fact, defendant, Texaco had filed the refund contract
while defendant Pan American had not. Nevertheless, in both
cases the holding was the same -- the state courts had

jurisdiction. (The Texaco and Pan American case were both
resolved by the Court's decision in Pan American.)

10 The same result was reached in Landon v. Northern
Natural Gas 338 F.2d 17 (10th Cir. 1/64) cert. den. 381 US 914,

12

13

14

15

85 S.Ct. 1529 14 L.Ed.2d 435 (1965) in which the court dealt with
a virtually identical set of facts as those in Pan American. The

court rej ected the argument that the FPC had exclusive
jurisdiction over the contract claims and held that those

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

contract claims were Kansas state law claims. Thus, Pan American

and Landon are inconsistent eith any theory that the FPA so

completely preempts state contract law as to justify removal.
See 'll 5 and 6, Section II.

I

Moreover at least two courts have expressly held that
the NGA (and therefore, the FPA) does not preempt state contract
law:

23

25

26

Neither the NGPA nor the NGA expressly
preempt the appliction of state contract
law to the interpretation of gas pur-
chase contracts. The NGA was carefully
fashioned to exert federal control onlyin a limited and well-defined area. ~ Itis well-established that contractual
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12

13

15

16

17

18

20

21

22

23

24

claims between parties to a natural gas
contract do not arise under the NGA for
purposes of federal question jurisdic-
tion of federal courts. . . . The Mo-
bile-Sierra doctrine holds that the NGA
did not abrogate the ability of parties
to privately contract within the regula-
tory confines of that Act.... Unlike
the Federal Communications Act, in which

F.2d 486 2d. Cir. 1968] found federal
common law governed contractual disputes
involving interstate telephone service,
the NGA and NGPA are'ot so pervasive a
scheme of federal regulation as to indi-
cate a congressional objective that can-
not be obtained without the applicationof federal common law. Pennzoil v. FEEC
645 F.2d 360, 384, 385 (5th Car. 1981)cert. den. 454 US 1142, 102 S.Ct. 1000,
71 L.Ed.2d 293 (1982)

The Pennzoil court said that the NGA did not provide an implied
private cause of action for damages (Id. at 384, fn 49), further
negating the idea that federal law had completely displaced state
contract law in this area. See also, ~Cit of New Orleans v.
United Gaa ~pi eline Co. 390 F.Supp. 861 (E.D. La. 1974).

City attempts to distinguish New Orleans by asserting
incorrectly that the transactions there were never within the
FPC's jurisdiction at all. City's opposition, p. 12. The court
there noted that the FPC had jurisdiction over all transportation
of natural gas in interstate commerce (Id at 862, fn 2) and that
defendants'laim that the complaint arose under the NGA was

, based upon that FPC jurisdiction over transportation. (Id. at
863, fn 6.) Thus, City is simply incorrect when it asserts that

25

26
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the New Orleans case is distinguishable because there was no FPC

jurisdiction over the transactions in question. +6

The cases discussed above also explain why the artful
pleading doctrine does not apply to this case. The cases show

that Congress clearly did not intend the FPA to preempt state law

in the interpretation of wholesale electric contracts. City'
f

cases cited at pages 5 through 8 are all distinguishable because

10

they are not FPA or NGA cases; they are ICA or other common

carrier cases in which the congressional intent was to preempt
state law by creating a much more pervasive regulatory scheme

than that created by the FPA.

12 VI

13 A COMPLAINT FOR BREACH OF A WHOLESALE
CONTRACT DOES NOT REQUIRE RESOLUTION OF
IMPORTANT ISSUES OF FEDERAL LAW.

15

16

17

18

19

20

City contends that questions of federal law so pervade

PGandE's complaint that its right. to relief necessarily requires
\

resolution of substantial questions of federal law. City'
opposition, pp. 5-7.

A. The Stanislaus Commitments Are Not Part
Of PGandE ' Complaint But Rather Are A
Possible Cit Defense.

21

22

City denies that the Stanislaus Commitments (SC) Q7 are

a defense and asserts that they form part of PGandE's breach of
23

24

25

26

+6 , Both the New Orleans and the Pennzoil courts distinguished
TvV relied on by City at pages 6 and 7 of its Opposition.

~7 The Stanislaus Commitments are Nuclear Regulatory Commission
license conditions designed to moot any question of anticom-
petitive conduct by PGandE.
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9

contract claim. City's opposition, pp. 18-20. This is patently
incorrect. PGandE's complaint does not assert that it has any

rights against the City pursuant to the SC, nor.does City explain

how the SC could constitute a cause of action against it.
PGandE's complaint is based on the contract.

25

26

City also asserts that the SC amend "tariffs" on file
with the FERC. It neglects to state that the SC provisions

governing sales of electricity, the only provisions that could be

pertinent here, are not filed with FERC; rather, only the

Definition and the Transmission sections were ordered filed.
Pacific Gas and Electric ~Comoan 11 FERC 9 61,266, 61,686 (1980)

aff'd without ~pinion 679 F.2d 262 (D.C. Cir. 1982) (Decision

attached as Exhibit A.) City doesn't mention that the FERC Staff
requested not only that, the SC be filed but that PGandE be

ordered to file implementing tariffs. Id. at 61,484. Clearly,
FERC staff did not view the SC themselves as self-executing
tariffs. The FERC did not order implementing tariffs to be

filed. Id. at 61,486. Thus, in view of the limited portion of
the SC which were filed and the limited purpose for which they

were filed it is extremely difficult to see how the SC could form

an element of PGandE's breach of contract case against the City.
The most that can be said for the SC is that the City hopes that
they may provide it with a defense. As noted above, such a

\

defense is not sufficient to confer removal jurisdiction on this
court. See, p.4.
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B. City' Authorities Do Not Support Its
Contention That This Case Requires
Resolution Of A Substantial Question Of
Federal Law.

City cites Franchise Tax Board of California v.
Construction Laborers Vacation Trust, 103 S.Ct. 2841, 77 L.Ed.2d

420, 5l U.8.L W .4.945 (2983) as holding that a case micCht arise
under federal law when a plaintiff's right to relief under state
law requires resolution of a substantial question of federal law.

l

The case before the Court, was not such a case, and thus the

language cited by City is dictum. The opinion is instructive,
however. The Court reaffirms that

e14

[S]ince 1887 it has been settled law
that a case may not be removed to
federal court on the basis of a federal

anticipated in the plaintiff's
complaint, and even if both parties
admit that the defense as the onl
guestion ~trul at assoc an the case.
103 S.Ct. 2841, at 2848. (emphasis
added).

In actuality, the case's holding contradicts City'
proposition. +8 The parties agreed that the ~onl issue was the

26

+8 City contends that by pleading compliance with conditions
precedent to City's obligation to pay PGandE for services
rendered, PGandE has inserted some federal "quasi-statutory"
obligations into its case. City's Opposition p. 2. What-
ever a "quasi-statute" might be, PGandE does not rely upon a
"quasi-statute" as an element of its case. PGandE does know
that it supplied power to City for which City has not paid,
and that under these circumstances PGandE has a valid state
claim against City. City's reference to "quasi-statutory
obligations" will not accomplish its objective to prevent
remand.
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10

12

13

14

16

17

trustees'efense that ERISA preempted state law and rendered

them powerless to honor the state's tax levies. Despite the

importance of the case to'housands of federally regulated
trusts, and the fact that the ~onl question was one of federal
preemption, the Court held that the case was not properly
removed, noting that

The issue is an important one, which
affects thousands of federally regulated
trusts and all non-federal tax collec-
tion systems, and it must eventually
receive a definitive, uniform resolu-
tion. Nevertheless, for reasons involv-
ing perhaps more history than logic, we
hold that the lower'ederal courts had

*
xn the case before us.... 103 S.Ct.
2841, 2843. (emphasis added)

By that standard, it is clear that the instant case does not
require resolution of a substantial question of federal law.

The other cases cited by City similarly 'do not support
City's theory. Zn Stone v. Stone 632 F.2d 760 (9th Cir. 1960)

cert. den. sub nom Seafarers International Union v. Stone 453

18

19

20

21

22

23

25

26

U.S. 922, 101 S.Ct. 3158, 69 L.Ed.2d 1004 the question was

whether the federal courts had original jurisdiction over an

action brought by a participant in an ERISA regulated plan
pursuant to an exzress cause of action created hy ERZSA to
enforce rights under such plans. The court. determined that
federal jurisdiction was proper. Here, there is no express cause

of action created by the FPA in favor of PGandE. See, PGandE's

motion at pp. 11-16. Zn Smith v. Kansas Title and Trust ~Com an

255 U.S. 180, 41 S.Ct. 243, 65 L.Ed. 577 (1921), plaintiff sued
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for an injunction claiming that a federal statute was

unconstitutional, the intessential federal question. In
Graf v. ~lclin; Joliet and Eastern ~Eailwa 697 F..2d 771 (7th Cir.
1983) plaintiff's claim was held to be one under the Railway

Labor Act or alternatively one under federal common law, either
of which preempted state contract remedies for breach of'ailroad
collective bargaining contracts. In American Invs-Co.

12

20

22

23

plaintiff's complaint to remove a cloud on his title required him

to plead and prove that a federal defense arising under a Federal

Housing Authority regulatory agreement did not invalidate his
claim, the case was not within the federal court's subject matter
jurisdiction.

1968) is distinguishable because the Federal Communications Act

preempts state law in the area of interstate communications

service. Congress did not choose to emulate the preemptive

regulatory schemes described in tvV when it enacted the FPA.

See, Sections IV and V. None of these cases supports City'
assertion that PGandE's state contract claim is so permeated by

federal law that federal jurisdiction is appropriate.
///.

25

26
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VI

THE FPA DOES NOT PREEMPT STATE CONTRACT
LAW S INCE IT PROVIDES NEITHER THE RIGHT
NOR REMEDY SOUGHT BY PGandE.

Using a faulty analogy with common carrier cases, City
asserts that PGandE could sue in federal court to enforce its
"tariff." The scope of federal regulation over wholesale power

contracts is limited and well defined. See, Section IV

Pennzoil v. FERC 645 F.2d 360, 384 (5th Cir. 1981).

10

City's argument, is analogous to one raised in In re

the State of California, on behalf of a consumer class, commenced

state antitrust actions in state court which were then removed.

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

Defendants contended that the facts alleged in the state court
complaints stated claims under the federal antitrust laws and

thus arose under federal law. In rejecting this argument our
circuit court noted that defendants were attempting to transform
the state claims into federal claims by citing cases in which

federal law completely preempted state law. Id. at 1272, fn 5.

City is trying to do the same here. The state antitrust
complaints, however, did not constitute any valid federal cause

of action on behalf of the consumer class.
22

23

24

25

26

While the process of removal of state
actions looks to trial of the removed
cause in a more appropriate forum, here
removal will assure that the cause wWi I
never be tried at

all�.

It would be
incongruous for us to construe these
state law consumer class claims as
arising under federal law when, under
federal law as announced Illinois Brick,
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it would appear that they never arose atall. On the other hand under California
state law they may not be foreclosed.

To ~den remand under these
extraordina circumstances amounts to
laws b~ judicial act where it is
conceded that there xs no con ressxonalI—"
added)

The court refused to affirm removal simply so that the state
claims pleaded could be dismissed for failing to state a federal
cause of action. The court held that there was no federal

10

12

13

16

17

18

preemption of state law claims when federal law did not provide
plaintiffs with either a right or a remedy. The result should be

the same here.

Although City vigorously argues that the FPA is of such

preemptive force that it justifies removal, its argument is
undercut by the fact that the FPA does not appear to provide
PGandE with either the right to bring a cause of action against a

delinquent municipal customer or the remedy of damages. See,

Montana-Dakota Utilities v. Northwestern Public Service Co. 341

20

21

22

23

US 246, 260 71 S.Ct. 692, 95 L.Ed. 912 (1951), and PGandE's

moving papers, pp. 11-15.

City's cases at pp. 14-16 of its Opposition in support
of its novel theory simply hold that when an action is bought to
enforce FERC orders, then FFA 3 317 prescribes exclusive federal

25

26
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jurisdiction. But, here, there is no order to enforce. 9/ The

FPA does not explicitly place obligations on municipal purchasers
of wholesale power,and there is no explicit FPA 'rule, regulation
or order requiring City to honor its contracts.

VII
PGandE SHOULD BE AWARDED ITS

ATTORNEYS'EES.

10

12

13

14

15

17

18

19

20

21

22

PGandE has requested an award of attorneys 'ees
because it is not fair that PGandE's ratepayers should have to
bear the expense of City's unwarranted removal of PGandE's claim,
just as they should not have to bear the expense of City's use of
energy for which it refuses to pay. City's attorneys
participated in two key cases which hold that the FPA does not
provide an implied private right of action for damages and that,
municipal entities are exempt from regulation under the FPA.

(~nit of Gaineeville v. Florida Power and Liciht 488 F.aupp. 1258

(S.D. Fla. 1980) and NCPA v.'PC 514 F.2d 184 (D.C. Cir. 1975)

cert den. 423 US 863, 96 S.Ct. 122, 46 L.Ed.2d 92 (1975).
Despite the holdings of these cases, City represented to the
Court, and still maintains, that PGandE has a cause. of action fo
breach of contract under the FPA.

23

24

25

26

~9 The FERC order accepting the PGandE-Healdsburg contract forfiling explicitly states that acceptance for filing does not
constitute FERC approval of the contract nor FERC recogni-tion of any claimed contractual right or obligation. SeeExhibit B, attached.
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13

14

16
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In its opposition, City asserts that there must be

statutory authorization for an award of fees and that City must

be found guilty of bad faith. ~10 Once again, City misstates the

law. Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 7(b)(3) requires that all
motions be signed in accordance with Rule 11, which requires that
pleadings and motions be signed by an attorney of record.

The signature of an attorney
constitutes a certificate by him that he
has read the pleading, motion, or other
paper; that to the best of his knowl-
edge, information, and belief formed
after reasonable incnuirr it is well-
grounded in fact and is warranted b~
existinc[ law or a good faith argument
for the extension, modification, or re-
versal of existing law, and that it is
not interposed for any improper purpose,
such as to harass or to cause unneces-
sary delay or needless increase in the
cost of litigation . . . If a pleading,
motion, or other paper is signed in vio-
lation of this rule, the court upon mo-
tion or upon its own initiative, shall
impose upon the person who signed it, a
represented party, or both, an appro-
pri ate sanction, which ~ma include an
order to ~a to the other par~t or
parties the amount of the reasonable ex-
penses incurred because of the filing of
the pleading, motion, or other paper,

FRCP 11 (emphasis added).

21

23

Rule 11 does not require that bad faith be found before

attorneys'ees may be awarded.

24

25

26

take a position on City's bad faith or lack thereof, al-
though we will be prepared to do so if requested by the
Court.
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An award of attorneys'ees to PGandE can be justified
under Rule 11 on the basis that City, either failed to make

reasonable inquiry or made contentions contrary to what it knew

to be existing law.

City did not simply fail to deal with Gainesville's
holding that there was no implied private right of action for
damages under the FPA. In addition, City. has advanced a

preemption theory supported only by cases readily distinguishable
from those interpreting the FPA or NGA and has failed to deal
with cases contrary to its position under the FPA or NGA. City
has tried to cover the gross inadequacy of its position by citing
an overabundance of inapplicable cases dealing with the Federal
Housing Administration, the Interstate Commerce Act, the Labor

Nanagement Relations Act, the Railway Labor Act, the Federal
Communications Act, the Shipping Act, and the Intercoastal
Shipping Act. Even a cursory examination of cases under the NGA

and the FPA cited in PGandE's motion would have revealed that the
federal statutes and, indeed, some of the very cases relied on by
City, are distinguishable. For example, the Nobile case

distinguishes the regulatory scheme of the NGA from that of the
ZCA, as does Montana-Dakota. Tbe New Orleans case cited by
PGandE in its motion expressly distinguishes the IvV case cited
and relied upon by City. Shepardizing either New Orleans or TvV

would have revealed the Pennzoil case which distinguishes the

regulatory scheme set forth by the NGA from that of'the Federal
Communications Act. City's citation of this mass of inapplicable
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10

12

13

15

16

authority not. only destroys its federal preemption argument, but
also illustrates the fact that upon reasonable inquiry, City
should have concluded that the cases cited by it in its
opposition memorandum were totally inapplicable. For these
reasons, under the authority of Rule 11 of the Federal Rules of
Civil Procedure, Grinnell Brothers v. Touche Ross 655 F.2d 725

(6th Cir. 1981) and PGandZ's moving papers at pp. 19-21, PGandE

supplements its original request for attorneys'ees and requests
1'n

additional nine hours of attorneys'ees at the rate of $ 125

per hour which represents only the time involved to read and

distinguish City's common carrier cases.

Dated: April 6, 1984.

Respectfully submitted,

ROBERT OHLBACH
HOWARD V. GOLUB
SHIRLEY A. SANDERSON
STUART K. GARDINER
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SHI A- SANDERSON
Attorneys for Plaintiff
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY
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26
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[$ 61,245]
Discontinuance of Form RO211, Docicet No. RMSHi3

Order No. 89; Final Rule

'gaaued June 2, 1980)

Before Commissioners: Charles B. Curtis, Chairtnan; Georgiana Sheldon,
Matthew Holden. Jr. and George R. Hall.

IThis rule was published in 45 F.R. 38354 on 6/9/80 effective 9/1/80, and
appears at FERC Stsruresand Regufations 'I30,MS.]

[$ 61,246]
Pacific Gas and Electric Company, Docicet No. E-7777(Q) and
Pacific Power 4 Light Company, E-7796

Order on BKotion to Comp l Filing of Certain Documents

geaued June 2, 1980)

Before Commltcsioners: Georgiana Sheldon, Acting Chairman; Matthew
Holden, Jr. and George R, HalL

On huffusc 14, 1979, the staff of the ~ In its motion, the stafl relies upon two
Commission filed a "Motion to Compel Filing" previous Commission orders in this proceeding.

the Commission. The staff requests that On December. 28, 1978, we affirmed the
we direct the California Cosnpaniesx to file Administrative Law Judge's ruling tns the
certain documents as part of PGgsE Rate scope of this proceeding, consolidated Doclset
Schedule No. 38s Tbe documents are the Noa. E.7796 and E-7777, and directed the
"PaciTic Gas and Ekctric Company Statement companies to file "all classifications, practices,
of Commitments," referred to as the rufes, regulations or ccxxtracts chat in any
"Stanislaus Commitments" and included in the manner affect or relate to the Pacific intertie
staff's mecisns sss Appendix B,s and cwenty.four hgrecmenc..."o On June 14, 1979, we denied
other documents, listed in Appendix h to the rehearing of the December 28, 1978 order and
stafl's motion. directed che companies to comply with its

PGgsE and Edison filed responses in Qling provisions wichin twenty days.r Also in
opposition on September 17, 1979, and the the Junc 14, 1979 orxkr, we denied the staff's
Citiesa fikd their response in support of the motion to perfect annpliance but stated that
staffs motion on the same day. On September Cities or the staff were free co file a motion to
13, 1979, the Commission issued a "Notice of cosnpel filing lf they beUeved additional
Intent to Act" so that the stafl's mocicns would documents should have been filed by the
noc be deemed denied by operation of law companies.s On July 5, 1979, the coxnpanies
imder the Commission's Rules of Practice and fikd several contracts noc previously fikd and
Procedure.s described numerous other contracts which were
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for this Commission! o add to the complexity of
an already difficultand pro+acted pr~ing.

The staff alleges that the ccetrans it seeks
,to haw filed involve the use of Intertie
f ilitks by oae or morc of the California
companies or the Los Angeles Department of
Water Power (LADWP), provide for exchange
nf power between the Northwest and the
CaHfornia Companies over the Intertie, govern

%he transmission of Power to the State of
California over the Intertie x< or, in the case of
the Stanislaus Commitments, govern the
provision of certain services by PGg E to other
electric companies»

17)e Sunislaus Commitments
The staff requests&at we order PGg E to

file as part of Rate Schedule No. 38 the
"Pacific Gas and Electric Company Statement
of Comxnitment" (the Stanislaus

ominitments). Staff states that the
Commiunents are di~tly reLted to 'he PIA
and that "their broad 'scope has an impact

.'upon the other contractiunder investigation as
well."xc

EsscntLlly, the Cornrnitments embody an
Kgreement'entered in(o on April 30, 1976
between PGhE and the US. Department of
Justice (DOJ), and they are the culmination of
a DOJ investigation jnto certain PGRE
activities allegedly in violation of the antitrust
'laws. They haw bem &<luded by the Naclear
Regulatory Commission as conditions of the
Hcense of PGhE's Diablo Canyon Nuclear
Power Plant Unit No. 1.st They generally
describe conditions under which PGgE is

~ bound to provide services such as
intercoan~on, transnussion, access to nuclear
generatim, capacity and en~ exchange, and
reserve coordinatiob to other utilities
nquesung such service.

The staff. requests not only that the
CoclhdtD7cQu bc filed IQlGlcdialcly bill also
asserts that it is essential "that .appropriate
rates and tariff be filed as soon thereafter as
xeasaoably pcesibie.'~ Jlltbough service has
been available pursuant to the Commitments
!ines April 30, 1976 (Tr. 34B), no ccntracts for
service have been executed.xc PGAE
acknowledges that the "commiunents are
presently binding...'~

AGRE concedes the relevance of the
Commitments as evidence on the issue of its
alkgedly anticompetitive practices, and it has
filed them for ~videntiary purposes. The
company contends, however, that the
Commitments should not be fikd as rate
schedules or contracts affecting rate schedules,
arguing that they are only the "framework for
the negotiation of contracts" for I ibis

Obviously, hnes ahvays have to drawn
somewhere, and it is ixnportant to remember
the context in which the staffs motion to
anapel filing has been made. Thh proceeding
involves, among ether things, the question
whether the California Companies have
unlawfully nstricted access by public poser
amhoriues to trananission service over the
Pacific Intertie, thereby depriving them of the
opportunity to exploit alternative (and
cheaper) arurces of generation. As we stated in
our June 14. 1979 order, at 11, no compelling
reason has been presented for this Commission
to adopt a limited or overly restrictive
interpretation of Section 205(c) of the Federal
Poorer Act and its undnlying ReguLtions. At
the came time, the aaff mua show good reaam

already on file with the Commission but which
the companies stated were within the scope of
the June 14, 1979 order.

The question, then, is whether the
documents listed in the staff's motion to
compel filing are within the purview of the
directive contained in our December 28, 1%8
order, which is set forth in full as follows:

Within 30 days of the issuance of this
order, all signatories of the Pacific Intertie
Agreement, wbo are public utilities, shall
file, jointly or individually, all classifications,
practices, rules, regulations or contracts that
in any manner affect or relate to the Pacific
Imertie agreement with the Commission in
Docket No. E-7777.

This order was made under our authority
pursuant to Section 205(c) of the Federal
Power Act.~ Ordering paragraph (6)
substantially repeau, in pertinent part, the
Lnguage of Section 205(c) and of Sections
35.1(a) and 35.2(b) of the Commission's
Regulations, which implement it. We explained
that contracts filed pursuant to our order
would be Eiled as subject matter. in this
proceeding and not merely is ~dentiary
background.x'e also stated that such
centracts ~ld be subject to mcdification to
the extent FERC authority permits.»

In the December 28, 1978 and June 14,.
1979 orders we agreed mth Edison's assertion
that determination of which agreements
"affect or relate to" electric service within the
purview of Section 352(b) of the Regulations
must be made by application of a "rule of
reason."» Edison repeats its argument that
the Commotion must rely upon a "ruk of
reason" in ruling upon the instant motion and
warns that literal application of the "in any
manner affect or relate to" tea mwM require
the filing of "thousands or millions of
documents" never contemplated by the
Commissioni»
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service in futuro, and that in any event the
Coinmhments lie outside the jurisdiction of the
FERC.» Moreover, PGhE argues, filing the
Commitments more than ninety days prior to
commencement of electric service would
violate Commission Regulations, 18 CFR
$ 35.3(a).» PGgiE argues that the
Commitments do not "affect or relate to" the
PIA, within the meaning of Section 205(c), in
that they do not alter its terms and were in
fact developed severs) years after its
execution.ss

Regarding the staH's suggestion that
PGgcE be required to file appropriate rates
and tariffs as soon as possible after filing the
Cominitments, PGgiE counters that such a
filing would violate "the basic policy of the
Federal Power Act which favors thc
negotiation of contracts between parties before
review by the Commission.™'Further, the
company states that to develop and file thc
rates —which of necessity would be rates of
general application —would be extraordinarily
burdensome.

Both the staH and PGgcE cite Michigan
Wisconsin Pipe Line Company, 34 FPC 62)
(1965), to support their respective positions. In
that case, the FPC ruled that Mich Wis'olicy
regarding construction of lateral lines
constituted "practices" under the Natural Gas
Act, and the Coinmission ordered the pipeline
company to include its lateral line formula as
part of its tariff. The FPC held that a
"practice" included company policy
statements.» PGgcE also relies upon
Transconcinenul Gas Pipe Lint Corporation,
36 FPC 1058 (1966), where the FPC ordered
Transco to file the formula relating to the
company's lateral line policy as part of its
tariff. PGgiE argues that these opinions stand
for tbe principle that the Commission only
requires filing of specific "financial terms and
conditions affecting customer service.''ss Tbe
Stanislaus Conunitments are said not to satisfy
such a prineip)e because they do not provide
specific financial terms or include
mathematical formulae. In our June 14, 1979
order in this proceeding, wherein we erdered
Southern Californi~ Edison to file ceruin
contracts as part of the Plh, Rate Schedule
No. 38, we rejected the argument that PGgiE
reiterates now, and we quoted with approval
the FPC's condusion in hfichigan Wisconsin:

A consistent and predictable course of
conduct of the supplier that aHects its
financial relationship with the consumer in
our opinion is a "practice" subject to the
filing requirements. The filing of such a
procedure as part of the pipeline tariff is not
only consistent with but furthers the purpose
underlying the fi)ing and posting

requirements of rate scbedu)es. A pipeline
tariff announces not only what the pipeline
has done in 'the past but the terms and

'conditions upon which it wou)d, as a mat ter
of policy, provide service to new customers
meeting the tariffs eligibility requirements.
Even if the tariff were viewed as merely an
informational description of existing service
obigations, this description of the pipeline's
actual practice would be of real benefit to
both existing and potential customers, for it
would show chem, as well as the Commission,
the terms by which gas would be sold upon
completion of Section 7 proceedings.sr

We stated that neither 7ifichigan
Wisconsin nor Transco could rationally be
construed as an effort by the FPC to limit the
applicability of Section 205<c) of the Federal
Power Act and its pertinent Regu)ations.ss
There is no reason to hold that Section 205(c)
app)ies on)y to financial terms and
mathematical foimu)ae.

This Comnussion has recently reaffirmed
its policy of,broadly interpreting Section 205(c)
in a case involving the allegedly
anticompetitive practices of an electric
uti)ity.ss Pursuant to a discussion of the
Michigan Wisconsin opinion, we directed the
Florida Power gc Light Company to file the
four criteria upon which it would condition the
availability of transmission service, as
contained in the testimony of a company
witness.

In the December 21, 1979 order in FloriCa
Power h Light Company, we stated that
although we did not "believe that rate
schedules need contain every statement made
by a nellie," the circumstances required that
the transmission availability criteria be
inc)uded.so Similarly, given the context in
which the question arises in this present
proceeding, that is, as part of an investigation
into practices aUegedly restricti ng competition,
the Stanis)aus Commitments shou)d be filed
with the Commission, absent a strong reason to
the contrary.

PGgcE relies upon hfunicipalities of
Grocon, et al. v. F E.R.C., 587 F2d 1296 (D.C.
Cir. 1978), arguing that it supports a hmited
reading of Section 205(c).st PGhE notes that
th» cours grounded its holding that the
Commission had jurisdiction over a certain
practice "affecting" a jurisdiction) rata or
charge because the practice direct)y ~ )(ected
the price of the jurisdictional service.ss While
PG*E's description of the court's analysis is
correct, it infers too much. The bo)ding does
not suggest that a'diiect effect on price is the
only nexus by which the Comndssion could
justify requiring the filing of the
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Ceenmitments. A practice may affect or relate
to tbe PIA in ways other than merely
prescribing the price for service. We think this
is shown dearly by a statement made to the
presiding administrative law judge by counsel
for PGikE:

I think, your Honor, just to make our
position perhaps clearer with respect to the
~lied limited number of utilities who can
have access to the Intertie in California that
Hmited number is not limited to those who
have existing—not necessarily limited to
those who have existing contractual rights
and PGfkE points out in the evidence that

~ under the Stanislaus commitments it agreed
to provide access to the Intertie to neighbor.
ing entities and district systems such as
NCPA members whenever the company bas
no use of the line for its own—of its own—so
tbe scope of the access in California in terms
of number of utilities who have access may
not be materially different than that in the
Northwest. The terms and conditions of ac.
cess are somewhat, different. (Tr. CH2630)

PGfkE also contends that the Commission
has a policy against requiring the filing of
nuclear plant license conditions, relying on the
FPC's October 15, 1975 order in Virginia
Electric and Power Company, Docket No.
E.9142. The VEPCO case involved a request
by the « fr th t VEPCO 1 ~uim to file
certain plant license antitrust conditions, as
imposed by the AEC, which conditions the
staff alleged would moot several complaints
made by intervenor customers in the
proceeding. The intervenors thernselvcs
opposed the «aff motion and argued that the
conditions (in the intervenors'iew) would not
satisfy tbe complaints. Whether tbe licensing
conditions would "affect or relate to" the
electric tariffs which were tbe subject of the
proceeding «as not the issue. Clearly, thc
VEPCO order does not establish a Commission
policy against requiring conditions such as the
Stanislaus Conunitments to be filed.

The'Commission is not persuaded that the
Commitments in their entirety affect or relate
to tbc Pih. As noted previously, the
Commitments govern provision by PGfkE of
various services in the future. Parts of the
Commitments concern services other than
transmission, wch as capacity and energy
exchange. and access.to nuclear generation.
Section VII is Wsignated "Transmission
Services". and is the only part of the
Commitments to refer to the Pacific Intertie
itself. It provides that PGhE shall not be
required to use the Intertie for transmission
pursuant to tbe Commitments if such usc
would impair PGfkE's "own use of this facility
consistent with the Bonneville Project Act (50

57.,246

Stat. 231, hugu«20, )937), Pacific Northwe«
Power 1darketing An (78 Stat,. 756, August 81.
1964), and the Public Works Appropriations
An, 1965 (78 Stat. 682, August 30,.1964)."ss
This section also governs construction of
~dditionat transmission capacity. the filing of
rate schedules and agreements for
transmission, and the transnussioo of power
and eiiergy generaUy, fnsofar as these services
are consistent with "good utility practice," as
defined.in Section I of the Commitmcnts.si

Wc will order PG&E to file Senion 1("Definitions" ) ~ nd Section VII("Transmission" ) of the Stanislaus
Commitments, because they affect or relate to
the PIA. Wc do not order th» filing of the
remainder of the Commitments. Our order
today does not expand the scope oi this
proceeding.

VIie Other Corrrrsctsr

Attached as Appendix A to the staff's
motion is a list of twenty. four other contracts
which the staH alleges "affect or relate to- the
PIA under Section 205(c) and our earlier
orders in this proceeding.se The California
Companies oppose the filing of most of these
contracts.~

We are met at the outset with Edison's
broad objection to the staff motion as it
pertains to these contracts, to wit, that the
staff fails to comply with Section 1.12(a) of the
Commission's Rules and Regulations, which
rcquircs that a person filing a motion mu«
state tbe grounds on which a ruling or reHef is
sought.xr Edison contends that the staff's
motion "omits any real mention of grounds."ss

For purposes of its response, Edison
defines grounds as ."facts and discussion
showing bow, tn this caxe, tbe particular
documents sought fall within the Conunission's
prior orders.~ ~ Edison also argues that the
staff has failed to carry its burden of proof that
relief should be granted, in that the staff does
not describe the documents or. show how they
affect or relate to the Pih.ee Edison abo offers
a group of criteria which it suggests the
Commission use in determining whether the
contracts in question aHen or relate to the
PIA.et Edison concludes that none of the
contested documents meets these criteria for
filing. c

There fs considerable merit to Edison's
argument that thc staff has not provided
detailed explanation of iis grounds for filing of
many of these documents,es.and we think, that
in most cases the staH has not properly met its
burden. As we noted previously„the staff bas
described the contrans in Appendix h at page
4 oi its motion. There the staff alleges that the
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contracts fall into three categori»s: those
involving use of Intertie facilities by th»
California Companies or th» LAD%'P, those
providing for power exchange between th»
Northwest and th» California Companies ov»r
th» Intertie, and those governing transinission
of power,to the State of California over th»
Intertie. The Commission finds that although
the contracts are, in most cases, within the
purview of Section 205(c), as developed in our
earlier order in this proceeding, other factors
militat» against filing. There ar» a few

'xceptionswhich we will address presently.
Despite the staffs having shown that the
contracts for th» most part may affect or relate
to the PIA, Edison has shown good reason why
th» Commission should not requir~ that all ol
them be filed. Edison notes that several of the
contracts are terminated or werc previously>
filed as rate schedules which are now
terminated. Documents h.5 and h4 wcr» filed
as Rate Scheduk Nos. 59 and 85, respectively,
and have both be»n terminated.<a Th»
contracts designated h-12, A.13a, and A 13b
were filed as Rate Schedule Nos. 79, 87 and
87.1, respectively and have all been
tcrminat»d.aa Similarly, Contracts A.14h and
h.14b were Rate Schedul» Nos. 89 and 89.1
and were terminat»d December 31, 1978.as
Contract A.16 ia a le«er agreement dated
January 12, 1970 and involves terms under
which Emergency Service was provided
between LADWP and th» Bonneville Power
Administration on four dates between
December 30, 1968 and January 30, 1969. We
see no reason to ord»r Edison to file this
contract as part of Rate Schedul» No. 38.
Edison also includes under its 8»n»ral heading
of terminated docurn»nts or sate schedules
Document B-2, a January 14, 1969 le«er of
understanding regarding the Seven Party
Agreement. Edison states that this document is
Exhibit L46.15 in Docket No. E-7796. Edison
does not demonstrate that this document ia
terminated and we find that it should be filed
as part of Rate Schedule No. 38.

Edison contends that it should not be
order»d to file Document h4, thc "Victorville.
Lugo Interconnection Agreement," .or
Document A-7, the "Edison Pasadena
interruptible Transmission Service
Agreement," because these contracts have
already been filed as Rate Schedules Nos. 51
and 88. respectively. We see no valid reason for
requiring the company to file in these dockets
contracts ~ Iready properly filed as rate
schedules in other docketi. Further, the stafl
has not shown that thea» documents affect or
r»Lte to the PIA.

Edison has agreed to fil» Documents A.9
and A.10, which pertain to the DC
Transmission Facilities Agreement and the

FQC Reports
Col &I

Sylrnar hgreem»nt, both of which are already
fil»d in these dockets.

Edison states'hat.Docuinent h.ll is a
construction contract relating to th»
construction and ownership of a third Midway.
Vincent 500 kV transmission line, which line is
not part of the Pacific Interue facilities, We
will not order the company to file this
document.

Edison «ates that Document h-l, which
the staff and the Cities call the "USBR.
California Companies Cost of Malin Facilities
Letter," dated October 12, 1971, does not exist.
Accordingly, we could not direct the coinpany
to file it.

Document h-2 is the 'USBRSCE
Interconnection Contract" dated July 31, 1961
and also known as the Mead Inter connection
Agreement. It provides for an interconnection
between Edison and the U.S. Bureau of
Rechmation at the Mead Substation, Edison
states that the Mead Substation is "not part of
the facilities covered in the (PIA)."aa The staff
argues that it involves the uac of Inte«ie
faciliues.ar For this reason, we find that this
document, based upon our review of the
pleadings, should be filed as a contract which
affects or r»Ltes to the Plh.

The «aff offers nothing but a title for
Document h.3, an "Agreem»nt for Cooperative
Use of Pacific Intertie Radiocommunication
Facilities (POTE SCE SDGfkE LADWP-
BPA)," dated October 30, 1967. Edison
counters that because the agreement was never
executed it is "therefore not prop»rly a subject
for filing since it is not a contract or otherwise
an operative document."as We agr»», and we
wiB not order the filing of this document.

Edison objects to the staff's request
pertaining to the contracts governing
transmission of power to the State of California
over the Pacific Intertie (C.l through CP).
Document C-1 is described aa a contract
betwe»n the State and certain suppliers
(LADWP, SDGfkE, Edison and PGgiE) for sale
of power for operation of th» Department of
Water Resources pumping operauons. Edison
states that this contract and its supplements
have been Tiled as Rate Schedules 43, 43.1 ~

432 and 432. We will not require Edison to
file them in th» instant docket, but we will
order them cross-referenced and made subj»ct
matter in this proceeding, Wc will, how»ver,
require the filing of Document C.2, which the
staff calls the "Intersuppliers Contract," as it
assigns rights and responsibilities among the
various suppliers of power to the State over the
Intertie.

Staff provides no detailed description of
Documents CQ,and CA, which conc»rn the
purchase of power froin the Orovill»-
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Tbermalito generation iaci)ities. However, the
contracts require Lransmission mrs the Intertie
and therefore affect ur reLte to the PIA, and
we will order that xhey be fikd in ~ Rate
Schedule No. 38.

In addition to the contracts described so
far, the staff seeks an order 8irecting the filing
of two other contracts which involve PGgcE
but not Edison. Document A.15 is ra

Lncmorandum between PGgcE, and Pacific
Power 6 Light Cocnpany providing for use of
PPAL's 500 kV lines. In its Reply, PGgcE
states that this memorandum was superseded
by the "Agreement For Use of Transznissian
Capacity" between PPgcL and the California
Companies, daied August 1, 1967, and this
later contraci has been filed as PPgcL Rate
Schedule No. 86.aa Document B-l is an
agreemen( between PPgcL and PGgcE
concerning interconnection of thc two
companies'ystems vis the Intertie. The staff
requests an order to file,this agr'cement, but
PGgcE states thai it has been filed as PGgcE
Rate Schedule No. 29.sa We see no valid reason
for ordering PGgcE to refik either of these
agreements. We will, however, order that Rate
Schedule No. 85 and docucnent B-1 be cross-
refcrcnced and made the subject matter of ttus
proceeding.st

. As we noted previously, today's order does
not expand the scope'f this proceeding.
Modification of Lhe contracts ordered Lo be
filed may be made only to the extent that the
contracts affect or rehte to the PIA. This is
also true in the case of contracts already on
file, in other dockeis, which we are ordering to
be cross-referenced and included as subject
m'atter in this proceeding. Our order should not
be construed as a reopening of other dockets.

Although we are directing the filingof only
eight of the twenty. four contracts listed in ihe
staffs motion, we wish to note that our order
today should not be construed as limiting tbe
use of th» remainmg contracts as evidence.
Nothing herein prevents their introduction as
evidence on any matter with which this
proceeding is concerned, and we note that the
relevance of most of these documents to the
issues of this proceeding appears to 'be
conceded by the parties. The decision whether
to admit them as evidence is of course for the
Administrative Law Judge.

~
'

2)ac Commfssi ocr orrfcrsc

(A) Pacific Gas and Electric Company
shall file Section I and Section VII of thi
"Stanialaus Commitments" in these dockeis as
part of Rate Schedule No. 38 within fifteen
(15) days of the issuance.of this order.

(B) Southern California Edison Company
shall file in these dockeis as part of Rate

Schedule No. 38, within (ifteen (15) LLys of the
fcasuance of this or'der -thc fol)owing seven
documents, as described in the FERC staffs
August lg, 1979 Motion To Compel Filing:
A-2, A 9,*-10, B-2> C-2, C.3 and CA.

(C) Other. documents described in the
staffs motion aad already on file and currently
In effect as rate schedules in another. docket
shall be craasa-referenced to Rate Schedule No.
38 and given the docket number E-7777(II).
These are docutnents B.l, Z-l, and the
ccmtract which supersedes document A-15.

(D) hs to all documents described ln the
staff's motion which are not ordered to be filed
in ordering paragraphs (A) and (B) above, the
staff's moiion is denied.

—P�oorra�cccc-

caa�Paeff

Gaa and Eleeicie Company, Southern
California Edison Company, ahcf San Diego Caa gr
Eieeicic Caanpany, all ol which «ce pactka io ihia
pcccecd ing. r

s The Pacifk Iatecak Agreement i"Plh").
s The Commiimenia also appear ai 41 Fad. Rag,

30455 (1976).
~ The Northern California Power Agan«y (NCPA)

~nd the Citka ol Anaheim, Riverside. Cotton and
hzuaa, California.

~ 18 CFR 1.12(e).
a Pacifk Cas and Zkccrie Co„Docket Nca. E

7796 and E 7777(II), order issued December 28.
1978, 5 FERC 'l —,mimeo. ai 23 (occkcing
pacagra ph (6)).

r Pacific Cu *Zicccrie Ca. Docket Noa. E.7796
~nd F 7777(11), order iaaucd 6/14/79, 7 FERC 'I —,
mimeo ai lg. By orders laaucd January 29, and Feh.
ruacy 23, 1979. 6 FERC I—.I, Lhc Commiauan
dcnkd cequeala hy Ectiacn and PCgcE fac a stay of
the December 28, 1978 order.

sId, at 13, 1tce invited filing "with the Com
misakn" in order Lo "cecaove the burden of the Pce
siding Judge to ruk oa a maakn io ccaapei filing of
dacumenca thai may oc may oot be forthcoming."
The staff notes that Lhe presiding Admisiaacativc
Law Judge denkd two previous aiafl motions io
compel filing ol the Scaniataua Commitmcnta. ruling
that the Commiaaion should ckcick the question of
PGgcE'a duty La Gk, pursuant io Scctkna 35.1 and
352 ol Lhc Ragutatkna. Staff hfoiion m Compel
Filing, p. 4, n. 4.

a 16 US.C. 824(ci)(e).
sa June 14, 1979 order, mimeo. si 9.
sa Id.
sa December 28, 1978 order, mimeo. ai 22; Junc

l4, 1979 occkc. mimeo. ai 11.
sa "Reaponae of Southern California Edison

Company ln Oppcaition to the 'kgaakn Ta Compel
Filing'f ihe FERC Staff Dated Auguai 20. 1979-
(FAhaon Responae), ai 3. Edison offers aa exampka
contracts cetated m the pucehaae and uae af mateclata
acad labor.
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ss Staff Motion at 4.

~ rabat. at 5. ~

sa Id. at 4.
sx "Cities Response In Support of Staffs Maion

to Compel Filing"at 6.
ss Staff Mouon at 6.
xs "Reply of PaciTic Gas and Electric Coinpany

to Staff Mouon To Compel Filing"at 2.
sa Tr. 340.
ax PGhE Reply at 2.
as PGhE abo states chat Ring tbe Ccxnndiments

before specification of parties wbo woukl receive
service violates 18 CFR t 35.10(a).

as PGhE Reply at 2.
as Id. at 4.
ss Tbe FPC defined "praaice" as k ls found in

Scnion 4(c) of the Natural Gas Act. 15 VS.C.
717c(c), Provisions of thai Act are read lii pari
ensteria with analogous provisions of ihe Federal
Power Act. RP.C. v. Sierra Pacific Power Company,
850 VS. 348. 353 (1956).

as PGhE Reply at 4.
st 34 FPC at 626, quoted in Pacific Gss &

Eknric Cxx, Docket Nca. E 7796 and ~77 (II).
order issued June 14, 1979, at mimeo. 10 11.

as PGhZ, Junc 14, 1979 oeder at mimeo. I l.
aa "Order Directing The Submission of a

Transmission Tariff In Substitution for Indwidual
Race Schedules", Florida Power h Lith( Company,
Docket Nos, ER78.19, ei al., issued December 21,
1979, 9 FERC f—,cbcarint deokef February 6,
1980, 10 FERC 'f 61,1(8.

sa Id. at numeo. 5,
ai PGh E Reply at 3, n. 3.
cs The "praedce" was a deficiency charge incur.

~ rod by the participants of NEPOOL for insufficient
system capability. TTie Exocuuve Committee of the

poof hrgued (without tuxccess) that the charge "does
na represent a charge lor a service a tsansmission.-
587 F2d at 130.

ss Staff Motfcn. Appendix B at 9.

41d. at 2.
as For convenience of reference, we adopt the

numbering and classification achemex used in the
staffs motion.

x
~ . a ~ Edison states that it has already filed
Document AA io its July 5, 1979 ccsnptiaiice filing.
Exhibit I to Edison's Response is a tabular summary
of Ihe coinpsny's argumenu in opposition to liling.

ar 18 CFR j 1.12(a).
as Edison Response at S.

sa Id.
«Id.
+Id.at &,
«See. for example, pages M of Appendix A io

tbe Staff Motion. where fourteen contracts are
catalogued merely by iit'k and date.

~s Eduon Response at 6, 8.
as Id. at 9.

«Id.at 10.

',Edison Respaue at 6.
ar Staff Mafon at 4.
«Edison Response ai 6. ~

«PGhE Reply ai 7.
as Id,
ai In tbe case of cceiracts on fik in aber dockets,

the staff requesu that we "place the docket No, F
7777(ll) on those cxeitracts and cross-reference them
to Rate Scbeduk No. 38." (Staff Mouon ai 2. n. 2.).
Tbe request is noi tmreasonabk and will be granted.
We will noi order the cross. refercncing of the several
superseded rate scheduks, and cross.referencing is
limited to those centracts which affect or relate to the
PIA.

[~6X,247]
Panhandle Easttern Pipe Line Company, Do&et No. CP80-261

Findings ind order AEter Statutory Hearing Itsttuing Certificate of Public
Convenience and Necesgity and Granting Petition to Intervene

gaaued June 2, 1980)

'Before Commiftgionerg: Charleg B. Curtis, Chairman; Georgiana Sheldon,
Matthews Holden, Jr. and C~ge R. HalL

On February 29, 1980, Panhandle Eastern
Pipe Line Company (Panhandle)s filed in
Docket No. CP80.261 an application pursuant
to Section 7(c) of the Natural Gas An for a
ccrtifica)c of public convcmcnce and necessity
~uthorixing the construction and operation of
taps and related facilities in order to sender,
directly or through local dis)rfbution
companies, natural gas service to 45 of
Panhandle's rightwf.way grantors and to

establish seven new delivery points to existing
distributor customers therefor, all as more fully
sct forth in th» application.

As partial consideration for granting the
sigh~f-way, all of the proposed customers
have requested gas service pursuant to the
terms of rights4if.way agreements. In order to
render gas service to the 45 rightwf.way
grantors, Panhandle proposes thc foUowing:

4)f 61,247





Docket Qa RR8t-582-000 and
0

pacific Gas and Electr fc Ccepsny
ht tention. 8 N aal lavan

Vice President, Rates
VT Scale Street
San Francisco, California 94~06

Dear Nr. Gnllavan>

Sy letters dated June 30, 1981, you submitted for filing
vith tho Commission a proposed contract and revised service
agreements providing for interruptfble transsissfon service
to Mar them Calffarnia Power Agency member oftf>s.
Bur suant to Section 375.308(1) of the Coeafssfoneo Bogulatfans
pour nubmfttal is accepted for filing and designated as ahovn

n the Enclosure.

Dotfce of your ffling B5Q issued on July 13 ~ 1981,
fifth comments, protests, or fntervontfons due on ar before
July 31, 1981 ~ No oceoentn, protests, or'nterventfons verefilod.

Good muse is shoMn fot pr anting vafvor, of the notice requig e-
vents pursuant to Soction 205(d) of the Feder al Poser Act and
Section 35.7) of the Commission's Regulations therounder;
therefore, the rate schedule shall heocae offectfve July 1, 1981.

This acceptance for filfng does nat canntituto approval of
any service, rate, ohnrge, classf ffcstfon, or any rule,
regulation, contract, or practice affecting such rate or
ocr vice pr ovidod for in the filed documents; nor ahall such
acceptance be deemed ns recognition of any claimed contractual
t'fght or obligntfan affectfng or ro1otfng R,o nuob Oorwico or
rate; and auoh oooeptnnce is without pro)udfce to any findings
or orders shfch have been or may herenftcr be +ado by the
Commission in 'any proooedfnE nov pending or hereafter insti-
tuted by or against your company.

Thfn action la f'inal unlesn n petftion appealing it to the
Coenkasfon in food nothin 30 days tron the date of this letter,
an provided in Section 'l.f(d) of the Conminsfon's Qegulations,'8 C.F.B. 1 7(d) jan anended in Docket Na. AN78-99 ~<@~<978) ~ Docket Na. le?9-59 (July 23, '>979), ELnd DocIro o.

EXHIBIT
PAGE > OF 4





Pacific Gas nod Electric Co paly

RvS1-20 (Nay 22, $ 98))}. The fXIinp of a petition appealing
thf s action to the Ccrmission or an applioation f'r rehearing

provided in Section 313{a) of the Act does not operate as
z stay of any date speoif'ied in this letter exoept as specifiaally

'ordored by the Com~ission.

This acceptance for filing Cersinates Socket Fos. ERB1-582-000
god EFB$ $ 8)

000'illi~
M. Linds Director

OH'ice of Eloctri Posei Regulation

oct See Attached List of Addressoes





Pacific Gas and Electric Company
Ra te Sch e dul e De s ig nations

'

Filed: July 1, 1981
Effootivo: July 0, 1981

Enclosur e

Docket No. ER81 58 -000

Desi nation

1 ) pacific Gas and Electr ic Co.. Ho< them
Rate Schedule FERC No. 66 California

Poser Agency

Descr 1 t ion

Znter ruptible
transmission
nervice

Docket Po. RR8l-582-000

2) Supplement to Service Agreement
'.ender FPC Electric Tariff
Original Vol~ Bo. 2

City'f Alameda provision for
actor ing and
billing

3) Supplement to Service Agreement
under FPC Electric 'Tariff
Original Vol. Po. 2

4) Supplement to Service Agr cement
under FPC Electric Tariff
Original Vol. Ho. 2

5) Supplement to Ser vice hgreemcnt
under FPC Electric Tariff
Original Vol. Po. 2

6) Supplement to Service Agreement
under FPC Electric Tariff
Original Vol. Po ~ 2

7), Service Agreement under
FPC Electric Tariff
Original Vol. Po. 2
(supersedes service ngreesent
aa amended dated $ 0/24/55)

City of I odi

City of Lompoc

City of Santa
Clara

City of Ukiah

City of
Bealdsburg

provision for
eetcring and
billing
provision for
aetering and
billing
provision for
netering and
billing
provision for

ter ing and
billing
provision for
aetaring and
billing

EXHIBIT
PAGE 3 OF—"





Lint of Addressees

1.) northern Cnlifornia Pover Agency
Attention: Rober t R. Grieshav

General Nanager
770 Kiely Boulevard
Santa Clara, California 95051

2 ' Hr. J. R. Sbepard
General Hanager and Chief Engineer
Bureau of Electricity
Pepsrtaent of Public Utilities
P. 0. braver 8
Alaaeda, California 94501

'3.) City Manager, City of Healdsburg
City Hall
Healdsbur g, California 95448

4.) Hayor
City of Lodi
PE 0. Box 320
Lodi, California 95241

5.) &rector of Electric Utility
City of Santa Clara
1500 Bar bur ton Avenue
Santa Clara, California 94102

6.) E. C. Stevens, Nayor
City of Lompoc
Lmpoc, Cali fornia 93438

7.) City of Ukiah
Hunicipal Electric System
203 South School Street
Ukiah, California 95482

EXHIBIT
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PROOF OF SERVICE BY MAIL

10

12

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24
A

25

26

I, the undersigned, state that I am a citizen of
the United States and employed in the City and County of San

Francisco; that I am over the age of eighteen (18) years and

not a party to the within cause; that my business address is
77 Beale Street, San Francisco, California 94106; and that
on the date set out below I deposited a true copy of the

attached:

REPLY MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES IN
SUPPORT OF PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY'S
MOTION TO REMAND

sealed in envelope(s) with postage thereon fully prepaid in
a mailbox regularly maintained by the Government of the.

United States in the said City and County, addressed as

follows:

Robert C. McDiarmid, Esq.
Spiegel & McDiarmid
2600 Virginia Avenue, NW
Washington, D. C. 20037

Richard W. Nichols, Esq.
McDonough, Holland & Allen
555 Capitol Mall, Suite 950
Sacramento, CA 95814

Robert Crawford, Esp.
141 North Street
Healdsburg, CA 95448

I declare under penalt'y of perjury that the

foregoing is true and correct. Executed at 77 Beale Street,
San Francisco, California, on April 6, 1984.

WANDA M. LOW





ROBERT OHLBACH
HOWARD V. GOLUB
SHIRLEY A. SANDERSON
STUART K. GARDINER
P.O. Box 7442
San Francisco, CA 94120
Telephone: (415) 541-6669

Attorneys for Plaintiff
PACIFIC'AS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY

10

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

NORTHERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA

12

13

15

16

17

18

19

)
)
)Plaintiff, )
)

vs ~ )
)

CITY OF HEALDSBURG, a )
municipal corporation; and )
ROES 1-40, RED COMPANIES 1-40,)

)
Defendants. )

)

No. C-83-6189-WHO

MOTION TO REMAND
MEMORANDUM OF POINTS
AND AUTHORITIES

Hearing Date: April 13, 1984
Hearing Time: 1:30 p.m.

20

22

23

25

26
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INTRODUCTIOH

Plaintiff Pacific Gas and Electric Company

(PGandE) brought this action against defendant City of
Healdsburg (City) in Sonoma County Superior Court seeking

damages for City' breach of an agreement obligating the

City to buy from PGandE all of the electric power needed for
its own use and for resale. The City refused to pay PGandE

nearly $ 400,000 for electricity supplied to it between May

1982 and December 1982, contending that it had purchased the

12

13

14

15

16

power elsewhere, despite its agreement with PGandE.

On December 28, 1983, the City removed the action

from Sonoma County Superior Court to this Court. The

petition for removal contains many inaccurate and irrelevant
statements to which it is not necessary to respond in this
memorandum. However, on page 5 of the petition the City

suggests that the complaint states a federal question as

that is the reason for removal:

19

20

21

22

23

24

In short, PCS's asserted contract right
rests on a tariff subject to pervasive
federal regulation through the Federal
Power Act as administered by the FERC,
and subject to other obligations imposed
by federal law. In fact, PGSZ could
have chosen to bring this suit directly
in federal court, pursuant to section
317 of the Federal Power Act, 16 U.S.C.,

825p. and to 28 U.S.C. 55 1331 and
1337.

26

Petition for Removal (hereinafter, Peti-
tion) P. 5, % 10

Motion to Remand
Points and Authorities





P) aintiff respectfully suggests that an

examination of its complaint and the cases cited in this
memorandum of points and authorities will demonstrate that

4

5

the action is not a federal question case but rather a

common law claim for breach of a California contract raising
questions of state law only. The Supreme Court decision in
Pan American Petroleum Corp>. v. ~Su crier Court 'of Delaware,

366 U.S. 656, 81 S.ct. 1303, 6 LaEd.2d 584 (1961)

[hereinafter cited as Pan American] is of particular
10 importance; it discusses all of the arguments raised by City

12

in support of its claim that this is a federal question
/

case, and rejects them.

13 Contrary to City's claim, this action is not

15

16

,17

18

19

founded on the Federal Power Act which only creates a

regulatory scheme for setting just and reasonable rates and

terms of service; the Act does not provide remedies for the
breach of contract at issue here. Because of an obvious

lack of subject matter jurisdiction plaintiff now brings
this motion to remand the action to state court pursuant to

20

21

22

23

28 U.S.C. 5 1447(c) which states in pertinent part:
If at any time before final judgment it
appears that the case was removed im-
providently and 'ithout jurisdiction,
the district court shall remand the
case,, and may order the payment of just
costs.

25

26

Motion to Remand
Points and Authorities





II
CITY'S CONTENTIONS

The City appears to contend =that federal

jurisdiction exists because (1) there is a federal

regulatory system over sales of electricity in interstate
commerce, (2) PGandE could have pleaded a federal cause of
action for breach of contract and (3) City's federal

defenses somehow confer jurisdiction on this Court. None of

10

these contentions is supportable; Pan American rejects each

of them as a basis for federal jurisdiction.

12

13 DEFENDANT CITY BEARS TEA BURDEN OF PROV-
ING FEDERAL JlJRISDICTION.

15

16

17

18

Because the City does not claim that there is
diversity of citizenship (and in fact there is none), this
case may remain in the district court only if it arises

under the Constitution or the laws of the United States.

20

21

22

23

25

26

The removing defendant has the burden of proving federal

jurisdiction e.g., Wilson v. Republic Iron etc. Co., 257

U.S. 92, 42 S.Ct. 35, 66 L.Ed. 144 (1921). Because the

removing defendant bears this burden of proof and because of

the waste and inefficiency in obtaining a judgment that
later proves to be void for lack of subject matter

jurisdiction, remand is the preferred procedure if federal

jurisdiction is doubtful. Shamrock Oil and Gas v. Sheets,

Motion to Remand
Points and Authorities





313 U.S. 100, 61 S.Ct. 868, 85 L.Ed. 1214 (1941); Hill v.

United Fruit, 149 F.Supp. 470 (S.D. Ca. 1957).

IV

NO FEDERAL QUESTION IS RAISED BY TH
COMPLAINT.

10

12

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

25

26

Plaintiff's allegations in the complaint determine

whether or not a case is removable. Great Northern

R~ailwa v. Alexander, 246 U.S. 276, 38 S.ct. 237, 62 L. Bd.

713 (1918). The federal question must appear on the face of
the complaint.. Pan American Petroleum Corp>. v. ~su erior .

Court. of Delaware, 366 U.S. 656, 81 S.Ct. 1303, 6 L.Ed.2d

584 (1961); ~Gull v. First National Bank, 299 U.S. 109, 575

S.Ct,. 96, 81 L.Ed. 70 (1936).

In its complaint, PGandE states only a claim for
breach of a California contract; PGandZ does not allege

there that City has violated the Federal Power Act or any

other federal law. The gravamen of PGandE's complaint is
its contract right to be paid for service it has rendered.

Those are rights established by state law, not federal law.

Thus, no federal question appears on the face of the

complaint,.

In fact, the complaint is a cut and dried breach

of contract complaint: it, recites the making of the

contract, its breach by the City, resulting damages suffered

by PGandE, and the full performance of PGandE's own contract

Motion to Remand
Points and Authorities





4

obligations. Complaint, Paragraphs 8-14. Nowhere in the
complaint does PGandE assert a claim or right ar3.sing under

the Federal. Power Act or under any other federal law. The

City has admitted this in City', recently filed Motion to
5 Dismiss. — There is not a single reference to a claim by
6 PGandE against the City pursuant,to the Federal Power Act in

City's motion. Instead, the City characterizes the issue
between the parties as one of classic contract

10

interpretation.
The City states:

12

13

14

15

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

25

26

The theory of Pacific Gas and Electric
Company's complaint is straightforward.
PG&E alleges that PG&E and Healdsburg"[o)n or about May 5, 1981, . . . en-
tered into a written contract,in which
[PGandE] agreed to sell and deliver to
the City, and the City agreed to
purchase and receive from [PGandE] allof the electric capacity and energyrequired by the City . . ." [Complaint,8.] PG&E further alleges that, pur-
suant to,that contract, it supplied all
the City's electric requirements andthat the City 'has breached the contract
by refusing and failing to pay'hebills rendered to it by PGandE. [Com-plaint, 9 12.]

The issue between the parties is
m:chase 'all of the electric ~caoacit and

enercrr receireud b~ the ~sit 'rom
PGandEP The period at issue is May-
September 1982 [Complaint, I 11]. The
issue has been delineated in part, by an
escrow arrangement proposed by PG&E and
entered into by Healdsburg and the otherentities associated with the arrange-
ment, together with PG&E. Thus, the
~onl question which ~ao ears relevant to

Motion to Remand
Points and Authorities





receuired to purchase all of its electric
enercCr from PGandE.

Motion to Dismiss, p. 2, lines 4-23,
emphasis added.

It is the contract which determines City's duty to

purchase power from PGandE. The contract rights PGandZ

seeks to enforce are derived from state law, not federal

law. Thus, the City itself must concede that there is no

federal question on the face of the complaint.

10

12

THERE I S NO EXCLUS IVE FEDERAL JUR ISD IC"
TION OVER A CLAiM FOR BREACH OF A POWER
SALE CONTRACT.

13

16

17

18

The United States Supreme Court decided in Pan

American, 366 U.S. 656, that common law claims for breach of

contract are within the jurisdiction of'he state courts,

not the federal courts. 1/ In Pan American, Cities Service

Gas Company purchased natural gas from Texaco and Pan

21

22

23

24

25

26

American. Cities Service was required to pay more than the

///
+1 While Pan American was a case involving the Natural Gas

Act instead of the Federal Power Act, the relevant
provisions of the two statutes "are ~ in all material
respects substantially identical" and have been inter-
preted in pari materia. FPC v. Sierra Pacific Power
Co., 350 UPS. 348, 765 S.Ct. 368, 100 L.Ed. 388,(1956);
Permian Basin Are Rate Cases, 390 U.S. 747 88 S.Ct.
1344, 20 L.Ed.2d 312 (1968), reh. den sub nom Bass v.
Federal Power Commission, 392 U.S. 917, 88 S.Ct. 2050,
20 L.Ed.2d 1379 (1968).

Motion to Remand
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contract price because of a minimum price order of'he
"2 Kansas Gas Commission. ,Cities Service made the overpayments

under written protest and conditioned upon repayment in the

event the Kansas order was determined .to have been invalid.
The contracts, the Kansas order,, and the written protest
were filed with the Federal Power Commission as required by

10

12

13

15

16

17

18

19

the Natural Gas Act. When the order was invalidated by the

United States Supreme Court, Cities Service sued in Delaware

State Court on the contract for refunds crea ed by the

reservation of rights and defendants'cceptance of

conditional payments. Defendants challenged the

jurisdiction of the Delaware state court, claiming that the

Natural Gas Act granted exclusive jurisdiction over the

contract claim to the federal courts, thereby depriving

state courts of subject matter jurisdiction. The United

States Supreme Court granted certiorari, stating that the

question whether the state courts had jurisdiction was an

important one.

In holding that the Delaware courts had subject

20 matter jurisdiction over Cities Services 'ontract claims,

the Court said:

22

23

24

25

26

questions of exclusive federal
jurisdiction and ouster of jurisdiction
of state courts are, under existing
jurisdictional legislation, not deter-
mined by ultimate substantive issues of
federal law. The answers depend on the
particular claims a suitor makes in a
state court -- on how he casts his ac-
tion. Since "the party who brings a

Motion to Remand
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suit is master to decide what law he
will rely upon," . . . the complaints in
the [state] court determine the nature
of the suits before it. Their operative

contracts to refund overpayments in the
event of a judicial finding that the
Kansas minimum-rate order was invalid,
or for restitution of the overpayments
by which petitioners have allegedly been
unjustly enriched under the compulsion
of the invalid Kansas order. No ~ri ht
is asserted under the Natural Gas Act.

The suits are thus hased uoon
claims of ~ri ht ~arasin under state, not
federal law.

10

12

13

14

15

16

Pan American, 366 U.S. at pp. 662, 663.
Emphasis added.

Here, as in Pan American, no federal guestion is
raised by the simple contract claims stated by PGandE which

seek only to enforce state-created contract rights, and

which do not assert any rights under the Federal Power Act.

VI

17

18

THE EXISTENCE OF A FEDERAL REGULATORY
SCHEME DOES NOT CONVERT A COMMON LAW
CONTRACT CLAIM INTO A FEDERAL UESTION.

19

20

21

22

23

City claims that because the Federal Power Act

sets up a pervasive system of regulation over contracts for
interstate sales of electricity for resale, federal courts

therefore have jurisdiction of claims for breach of those

25

26

contracts. Petition, p. 3, %% 5-7. This is not true.

Contract claims between parties to a wholesale electric

I

.Motion to Remand
Points and Authorities





contract filed with the FERC 2/ do not arise under the

Federal Power Act as a result of such filing or regulation.

See, Pan American, 366 U.S. at p. 662.

In Pan American, the 'court rejected defendant's

argument that Cities Service's contract claim must

in the contract filed with the Federal Power Commission, and

that the case therefore arose under the Natural Gas Act.

10

This court should likewise reject the City's identical
theory based upon the Federal Power Act.

City's petition for removal stresses the fact that
12

13

the contract between the parties was required to be filed
and was filed with the FERC. Petition, p. 3, %% 5-7. This

15

16

is not controverted by PGandE; in fact, paragraph 9 of the

complaint states that the contract was accepted for filing
by the FERC. As in Pan American, City's unarticulated

17

18

19

20

21

theory appears to be that because the contract was filed
with the FERC and because there is a scheme of federal

regulation over rates contained in power sales contracts,

there must necessarily be a federal question in any action

for breach of that filed contract.
22

23

24

25

26

2/ The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) is the
regulatory successor to the Federal Power Commission
(FPC).

Motion to Remand
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In Pan American, the Supreme Court discussed the

fact that there was federal regulation of interstate sales

of natural gas and'said:

The rights as asserted by Cities Service
are traditional common-law claims. ~The
do not lose 'their character because it
state transmission of natural gas.

8
Pan American, 366 U.S. at. p. 663; empha-
sis added.

12

13

Accord, Landon v. Northern Natural Gas ~Com an

338 F.2d 17 (10th Cir. 1964) cert. den. 381 U.S. 914, 85

S.Ct. 1529, 14 L.Ed.2d 435 (196'5).

In ~Cit of New Orleans v. United Gas Pipeline Co.,

390 F.Supp. 861 (E.D. La. 1974), the Court concluded that

15

16

the federal scheme of regulation created by the Natural Gas

Act did not turn contracts for the interstate sales of gas

into creatures of federal law:

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

The legislation was thus carefully
fashioned to exert federal control only
in a limited and well-defined area. It
would distort that pattern beyond recog-
nition to find inherent in this plan a
proscription of state legislation allow-
ing parties to contract to sell natural
gas in interstate commerce, or of state

of such a contract. The FPC may regu-
late many aspects of the gas-supply con-
tract . . . but not even that ~a enc has
attem ted to im )l that, the contractual

federal law.

~Cit of New Orleans, 390 F.Supp. at
p. 865.

Motion to Remand
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VII
PGandE COULD NOT HAVE BROUGHT A FEDERAL
CLAIM FOR BREACH OF ITS CONTRACT ARITH

'HECITY.

10

12

City claims that "PGandE could have chosen to

bring this suit directly in federal court pursuant to

section 317 of the Federal Power Act, 16 U.S.C., 5 825p,

(Petition, p. 5, g 10, lines 4-7.) This contention

is simply incorrect. It is is also irrelevant even if true,
since PGandE may choose to rely on its state claim and need

not rely on an alternative federal cause of action. Pan

American, 366 U.S. at p. 663, quoted on p. 18 herein.

13

14

A. Section 317 Of The Federal Power Act
Does Not Create A Federal Cause Of
Action.

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

25

26

It is well established that the "exclusive

jurisdiction" grant to the federal courts in section 317 of
the Federal Power Act does not create a federal claim

arising under the Act. Pan American, 366 U.S. at. p. 644.

Section 317 of the Federal Power Act does not

create a federal cause of action. Section 317 of the

Federal Power Act provides in pertinent part as follows:

The District Courts of the United States
shall have exclusive jurisdiction

of violations of this ~cha ter or the

nnder. and of all suits in equity and
actions at law are hrought to enforce

~en'oin ~an violation of, this ~cha ter or
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anv rule I
under.

reaulation, or order there-

5 317 Federal Power Act; 16 U.S.C.
g 825p.

On its face, section 317 grants jurisdiction to

the District Courts if, and ~onl if another section of the
r

Federal Power Act or a rule, regulation or order thereunder

creates a cause of action. Inasmuch 'as the City is exempt

from the relevant provisions of the Federal Power Act

9 201(f) Federal Power Act, 16 U.S.C. 5 8245 (see discussion

at C., p. 15} it is difficult to see how g 317 could be

applicable to the instant action. In any event, the United

States Supreme Court in Pan American, held that the Natural

Gas Act's identical exclusive jurisdiction grant 3/ did not

bar a state court action of this sort. In discussing the

reasons why state court remedies were not barred, the Court

said:

+3 Section 22 of the Natural Gas Act provides in pertinent
part as follows:

The District Courts of the United States
shall have exclusive jurisdiction

of violations of this [statute] or the
rules, regulations and orders there-
under, and of all suits in equity and
actions at law brought to enforce anyliability or duty created by, or to en-
join any violation of, this [statute] or
any rule, regulation, or order there-
under."

26 15 USC 5 717u.

Motion to Remand
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"But questions of exclusive federal
jurisdiction and ouster of jurisdiction
of state courts are, under existing
jurisdictional legislation, not deter-
mined by ultimate substantive issues of
federal law. The answers depend on the
particular claims a suitor makes in a
state court - on how he casts his ac-
tion.

10

Nor does section 22 of the Natural Gas
Act help petitioners. "Exclusive juris-diction" is given the federal courts butit is "exclusive" only for suits that
may be brought in the federal courts.
Exclusiveness is a conse ence of bavinS"' —"isdiction because of which state courts
are excluded. This was settled long agoin Pratt v. Paris Gas Liciht & Coke
Co ~ ~ ~ ~

12

13

Pan American 366 U. S. at p. 662, 664,
emphasis added.

14 In 1976 in a case raising many of the same legal
issues as Pan American, the question whether state cou ts
had jurisdiction over a breach of contract case brought by

an electric utility to recover unpaid bills against a

defaulting wholesale purchaser of electricity was considered

20

by the Ohio Court of Appeals. Cleveland Electric

22

23

(1956) cert. den. 434 U.S. 856, 985 S.Ct. 175, 54 L.Ed.2d
127 (1977). The wholesale electric contract had been filed
with the FPC pursuant to the Federal Power Act. In

24 Cleveland Electric, the delinquent City argued that the
25

26

Iexclusive jurisdiction grant, in the Federal Power Act barred

any state court action on plaintiff's breach of contract

Motion to Remand
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claim. The court held that Pan American controlled and

concluded that section 317 of the Federal Power Act must be

construed the same way section 22 of the Natural Gas Act had

been construed in Pan American. (See also ~Cit of New

Orleans v. United Gas Pipeline ~Con an, Gnoted at p. 10, 390

F.Supp. 861 at pp. 863, 864 (E.D. La. 1974). It 'held that
section 317 did not bar a plaintiff from pursuing its
contract claim in state court. Thus, neither section 317 of

10

12

the Federal Power Act nor section 22 of the Natural Gas Act

create federal causes of action, nor do they prohibit the

state courts from determining rights and obligations under a

contract filed with the FERC.

13

15

B. The Federal Powe Act Does Not Create
Either An Explicit Or An Implied Private
Right Of Action Enabling A Utility To
Sue "For Enforcement Of Its FERC-Filed
Contract Ri hts.

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

25

26

Nowhere in the Federal Power Act is there language

creating an explicit private civil cause of action on behalf

of a public utility to enforce contract rights based upon

contracts required to be filed with the FERC.

Similarly, there is no private right of action

that would allow PGandE to sue City in federal court in this
case. City's argument that PGandE could have brought this
suit pursuant to section 317 of the Federal Power Act is
undercut, by the fact that the Federal Power Act has been

construed to create no implied private rights of action. In

~Cit of Gainesville v. Florida Power and Liciht Co., 488
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F.supp. 1258 (S.D. Fla. 1980) Gainesville and certain other

cities filed an action claiming that Florida Power and Light
violated federal antitrust laws, the Federal Power Act, the

Natural Gas Act, and various state antitrust statutes. The

Court held that there were no implied private rights of
action created by the Federal Power Act or the Natural Gas

Act. In discussing section 317 of the Federal Power Act the

10

12

15

16

17

18

19

20

at p. 1273, emphasis added. The Court stated that section

317 was a jurisdictional grant complementing section 314(a)

which creates an explicit federal cause of action in favor

of the FERC and section 10(c) which creates an explicit
private cause of action against federal licensees in favor

of those whose property is damaged by a federally licensed

project. Thus, when explicit federal causes of action are

created by other sections of the Federal Power Act, section

317 provides that the district courts have exclusive

jurisdiction over those causes of action. It does not in
and of itself create any implied federal causes of action.

22

C. No Relevant Provision Of The Federal
Power Act A @lies To Cit

24

25

26

Even if the Federal Power Act did grant PGandE a

private right of action for breach of a wholesale power

contract by a customer, it would not be available to PGandE

here because the defaulting City is a municipality. As the

Motion to Remand
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City should know, the pertinent provisions of the Federal

Power Act do not apply to governmental entities. 5 201( f )

Federal Power Act, 16 U.S.C. g 824(f). The statute provides
as follows:

8

10

~a >~1 to, or be deemed to include, thee""'*"
subdivision of a State, or any agency,
authority, or instrumentality of any one
or more of the foregoing, or any cor-
porati'on which is wholly owned, directly
or indirectly, by any one or more of the
foregoing, or any officer, agent, or
employee of any of the foregoing as suchin the course of his official duty, un-
less such provision makes specific
reference thereto.

12

13

5 201(f) Federal Power Act, 16 U.S.C.
824(f), emphasis added.

Therefore it, is clear that City should never have

15 removed this case to federal court. See also, Northern
16 California Power AcCency v. Federal Power Commission, 514

F.2d 184 (D.C. Cir. 1975), cert den. 423 U.S. 863, 96 S.Ct.
18

19

20

122, 46 L.Ed.2d 92 (1975) (Sacramento Municipal Utility
District, a public agency of the State of California was

held not to be subject to regulation by virtue of the

22

provisions of g 201(f) of the Federal Power Act).

23

25

26
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VIII
FEDERAL DEFENSES DQ NOT CONFER REMOVAL
JURISDICTION ON THE FEDERAL COURTS;

, 4 We understand City to, claim that PGandZ's

Stanislaus Commitments somehow alter the terms of the

PGandE-City contract. City states:

10

The FERC has,also required PG&E to file
with it, as part of PG&E's general obli-
gations applicable to 'all jurisdictional
sales for resale, the transmission pro-
visions of the so-called "Stanislaus
Commitments" . . . [whichj will substan-tially affect any interpretation of the
right to collect from Healdsburg under

'I PG&E's filed tariff alleged in the com-
plaint.

13

15

16

17

18

19

20

Although requested to provide transmis-
sion to Healdsburg . . . as it is re-
quired to pursuant to [the Stanislaus
Commitmentsj PG&E refused to do so.If PG&E is bound by its [Stanis-
laus Commitments], which are filed with
the FERC, and which affect all its con-
tractual relationships subject to regu-
lation under the Federal Power Act, then

PG&S's essential contract riciht has been
amended pro tanto b~ such filincis.
Petition, pp. 3, 4, %% 8, 9, emphasis
added.

21

22

24

25

26

City's allegations .are false and inaccurate in

many important respects. Even taken at face value, however,

the most that can be said for City's argument is that City

may have a federal defense "to PGandE's contract action.

While PGandE does not believe that City has any valid
defense, the question here is whether a federal defense

Motion to Remand
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confers jurisdiction on this Court. It is well established

that the existence of a federal defense is not sufficient to

give the federal court subject matter jurisdiction when the

complaint does not raise a federal question. Nor will
allegations in the petition for removal suffice.

The Pan American court recognized that only the

complaint, not defendant's answer'r the petition for
,removal can supply the federal question necessary to sustain

the federal court's subject matter jurisdiction.
10

12

13

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22,

It is settled doctrine that a case is
not cognizable in a federal trial court,
in the absence of diversity of citizen-
ship, unless it ~gears from the face of
suit depends upon a question of federal
law. . . . Apart from diversity
jurisdiction, 'a right or immunity
created by the Constitution or laws of
the United States must be an element,
and an essential one, of the

plaintiff's'auseof action. . . . and the contro-
v~ers must be disclosed ~u on the face of

b~ the petition for removal.

For this requirement it is no sub-
stitute that the defendant is almost
certain to raise a federal defe,nse.

Equally immaterial is it that the
plaintiff could have elected to proceed
on a federal ground. . . . If the

federal riciht, his claim be~onces in a
state court.

23 Pan american, 366 U.S. at p. 663. Em-

25 The court in Pan American concluded that even if
26 the Natural Gas Act provided defendants with a valid federal
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defense, that would not confer federal jurisdiction over a

common law contract complaint.

We are not called upon to decide
the extent to which the Natural Gas Act
reinforces or abrogates the private con-
tract rights here in controversy. The
fact that Cities Service sues in con-
tract or quasi-contract, not the, ulti-
mate validity of its. arguments, is de-
cisive.
Pan American, 366 U.S. at p. 664, empha-
sis added.

10

ATTORNEYS FEES SHOULD BE AWARDED TO PGandE

12

13

15

16

In addition to the costs authorized by 28 U,S.C.

1447(c), PGandE requests that this court to award

attorneys fees to PGandE to compensate PGandE for the time

and expense required to make this motion to remand.

18

20

21

22

23

Removal occurs automatically upon the filing of a

petition for removal. See, 28 U.S.C. 9 1441 et ~se . When a

case is removed improperly, without jurisdiction as this
case was, the plaintiff must move to remand. In this case

counsel for the removing defendant knew or should have known

that there was no federal contract claim that, PGandE could

have brought at the time the removal petition was filed,
24 based upon their participation in the Gainesville and NCPA

25

26

cases. 4/ Despite their knowledge that no federal contract

claim existed, in the Petition for Removal filed with this

Motion to Remand
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12

Court, they attempted to persuade the Court that such a

claim did exist by stating: ."In fact PGBZ could have chosen

to bring this suit directly in federal court.

Petition, p. 5, % 10. That statement is false as shown

above at pp. 11-16.

Under such circumstances it would be only just for
City or its counsel to compensate PGandE for its efforts to

remand this case to the proper court. Although such

attorneys fees awards are exceptional, they may be made

under the district court's equitable powers, in the

interests of justice, and it is not necessary to find that
defendant acted in bad faith in order to make such an award.

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

Grinnell Brothers v. Touche Ross, 655 F.2d 725 (6th Cir.
1981).

Grinnell involved the removal of a Michigan state

court case to United States District Court. Plaintiffs
removed to remand based upon the federal court's lack of
subject. matter jurisdiction, and requested attorney's fees

because of the improper removal. After briefs on the motion

21

22

24

25

Q4 PGandE requests that the court take judicial notice of
the appearance of Spiegel and McDiarmid as counsel of
record in Gainesville from the pages of the official
reporter attached as Exhibit A to this memorandum, and
the appearance of McDonough, Holland, Schwartz 6 Allen
as counsel of record in NCPA v. FPC from the pages of
the official reporter and the cover sheet of NCPA's
Petition for Certiorari to the United States Supreme
Court, attached as Exhibits Bl and B2 respectively.
Federal Rules of Evidence g 201.
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to remand were filed, defendants acquiesced in the request

for remand. After oral arguments on the issue of fees, the

court awarded plaintiffs $ 500. On appeal, the Court of

Appeals for the 6th Circuit sustained the fee award noting

that a finding of bad faith, vexatious action, or flagrant
disregard for the propriety of an action was not required,

10

and further noting that the motion to remand would have been,

granted by the court if defendants had not consented to

remand. PGandZ submits that the circumstances here, as in
Grinnell, justify an award of attorney's fees.

12

13 CONCLUSION

15

16

17

For all the reasons stated above, plaintiff PGandZ

contends that the District Court does not have jurisdiction
over this breach of contract action and that the Court

19

20

21

22

23

25

26
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should grant plaintiffs'otion to remand, request for costs
and attorneys fees.

Dated: March 16, 1984.

Respectfully submitted,

ROBERT OHLBACH
HOWARD V. GOLUB
SHIRLEY A. SANDERSON
STUART K. GARDINER

10
SHIRLE A. SANDERSON

Attorneys for Plaintiff
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY
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15
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19

20

21

22

23

25

26
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FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20426

OCT 17 1983
.Docket Nos. R83-683-000

and ER83-684-000

Pacif ic Gas and Electric Company
Attention: Mr. Harry W. Long, Jr.
P.O. Box 7442
San Francisco, California 94120

Dear Mr. Long:

By order issued September 14, 1983, in Docket No. ER83-683-000,
the Commission accepted for filing an Interconnection Agreement
between Pacific Gas and Electric Company and the Northern California
Power Agency. The Commission's order, however, did not include
rate schedule designa'tions. The attached Enclosure contains the
applicable rate schedule designations for Docket No. ER83-683-000.

By letter dated August 15, 1983, you submitted for filing with
the Commission a Notice of Cancellation of your Rate Schedule R-1
with regard to sales to the California Cities of Alameda, Biggs,Gridley, Healdsburg, Lodi, Lompoc, Palo Alto, Roseville and Ukiah
since these cities will be served by the Northern California Power
Agency. Authority to act on this matter is delegated to the
Director, Division of Electric Rate Regulation under Section
375.308 of the Commission's Regulations; pursuant to Section
375.308(l), your submittal is accepted for filing and designated
as follows:

Pacific Gas and Electric Comoan
Supplement to Service Agreements
under FPC Electric Tariff,
Original Volume No. 2
(Cancels service agreements with
above customers)

Notice of your filing was published in the Federal Register
with comments, protests, or interventions due on or before
August 29, 1983. On August 29, 1983, the Northern California
Power Agency and those of its members affected by the proposed
termination filed a motion to intervene. Under Rule 2'14 (c) (1)
of the Commission's Rules of Practice and Procedure (18 CFR 385.214)
the unopposed motion to intervene filed by the Northern California
Power Agency and its members serves to make them parties to this
proceeding .





Paci f ic Gas and Electric Company

Good cause is shown for granting waiver of the notice
requirements pursuant to Section 205(d) of the Federal Power
Act and Section 35.11 of the Commission's Regulations thereunder;
therefore, the rate schedule supplement shall become effective
September 14, 1983.

This acceptance for filing does not constitute approval of
any claimed contractual right or obligation associated with
the above rate schedule or its cancellation, and such acceptance
is without prejudice to any findings or orders which have
been or may hereafter be made by the Commission in any
proceeding now pending or hereafter instituted by or against
Pacific Gas and Electric Company.

This action is final'nless a petition appealing it to the
Commission is f iled within 30 days from the date of this letter,
as provided in Rule 1902 of the Commission's Rules of Practice
and Procedure, 18 C. F. R. 385. 1902. The filing of a petition
appealing this action to the Commission or an application for
rehearing as provided in Section 313(a) of the Act does not
operate as a stay of any date specified in this letter except
as specif ically ordered by the Commission.

This acceptance for filing terminates Docket No. ER83-684-000.

Sincerely,

Gordon E. Murdock, irector
Division of Electric Rate Regulation

Enclosure

cc: Spiegel & McDiarmid
Northern California Power Agency





Enclosure

Pacific Gas 6 Electric Company
Rate Schedule Designations

Docket No. ER83-683-000

F iled: August 16, 1983
Other Party: Northern California Power Agency

Designation Descri tion
Rate Schedule FERC No. 84 Interconnect ion Agreement

Supplement No. 1 to
Ra te Schedule FERC No. 84

Supplement No. 2 to
Rate Schedule No. 84

Service Schedule A
Partial Requirements Service

Service Schedule B
Emergency Power

Supplement No. 3 to
Ra te Schedu le No. 84.

Service Schedule C
Maintenance Power

Supplement No. 4 to
Ra te Schedule No. 84

Service Schedule D
Short-Term Firm Power

Supplement No. 5 to
Rate Schedule No. 84

Service Schedule E
Geysers Curtailment
Power

Supplement No. 6 to
Rate Schedule No. 84

Service Schedule F
Curtailment Power

Supplement No.- 7 to
Rate Schedule No. 84

Service Schedule G

Firm Transmission Service

Supplement No. 8 to
Rate Schedule No. 84

Service Schedule H

Interrupt ible Transmission
Service

Supplement No. 9 to
Rate Schedule No. 84

Service Schedule I „

Reserves Service

Supplement No. 10 to
Rate Schedule No. 84

Service Schedule J
Station Use Power

Suppl ement No. 11 to
Rate Schedule No. 84

Service Schedule K
Power Factor Correct ion
Service





PROOF OF SERVICE BY NAIL
(C.C.P. Secs. 1013a(1) and 2015.5)

I t the undersigned, state that I am a citizen of the.

nited States and employed in the City and County of'an Francisco;

that I am over the age of eighteen (18) years and not a party to

the within cause; that my business address is 77 Beale Street,

San Francisco, California 94106; and that on the date set out

below I'eposited a true copy of the attached
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY'S MEMORANDUM OF
POINTS AND AUTHORITIES IN OPPOSITION TO CITY'S DEMURRER

sealed in envelope(s) with postage thereon fully prepaid in a

milbox regularly maintained by the Government of the United States

in the said City and County, addressed as follows:

RICHARD W ~ NICHOLS I ESQ
McDONOUGH, HOLLAND & ALLEN
555 Capitol Mall, Suite 950
Sacramento, California 95814

ROBERT C. McDIARMID, ESQ.
SPIEGEL 6 McDIARMID
2600 Virginia Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20037

ROBERT CRAWFORD, ESQ.
141 North Street
Healdsburg, California 95448

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is
true and correct. Executed at 77 Beale Street, San Francisco,

California, on Au ust 20 1984

WANDA M. LOW





PROOi DF SERVICE BY NAIL
(C.C.P. Secs. 1013a(l) and 2015.5)

I, the undersigned, state that I am a citizen of the

united States and employed in the City and County of San Francisco;

that I am over the age of eighteen (18) years and not a party to
Y

the within cause; that my business address is 77 Scale Street,

San Francisco, California 94106; and that on the date set out

below I deposited a true copy of the attached
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY'S MEMORANDUM OF
POINTS AND AUTHORITIES IN OPPOSITION TO CITY'S DEMURRER

sealed in envelope(s) with postage thereon fully prepaid in a

ailbox regularly maintained by the Government of the United States

in the said City and County, addressed as follows:

RICHARD W N ICHOLS I ESQ
McDONOUGH, HOLLAND & ALLEN
555 Capitol Mall, Suite 950
Sacramento, California 95814

ROBERT C. McDIAR'CID, ESQ.
SPIEGEL 6 McDIARMID
2600 Virginia Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20037

ROBERT CRAWFORD, ESQ .
141 North Street
Healdsburg, California 95448

declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is
true and correct. Executed at 77 Beale Street, San Francisco,

California, on Au ust 20 1984

WANDA M. LOW
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ROBERT C. McDIARMID, ESQ.
DANIEL I. DAVIDSON, ESQ.
MARC RE POIRIERI ESQ
SPIEGEL & McDIARMID
2600 Virginia Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20037
Telephone: (202) 333-4500

ROBERT CRAWFORD'SQ.
141 North Street
Healdsburg, California 95448
Telephone: (707) 433-4842

RICHARD W. NICHOLS, ESQ.
McDONOUGH, HOLLAND & ALLEN
A Professional Corporation
555 Capitol Mall, Suite 950
Sacramento, California 95814
Telephone: (916) 444-3900

Attorneys for Defendant
City of Healdsburg, California

Soi'(OiM CO~HTY CLEILY

13 SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIAN COUNTY OF SONOMA

14

16 Plaintiff,
V ~

18

19

20

21

CITY OF HEALDSBURG, a municipal
corporation; and ROES 1-40,
RED COMPANIES 1-40,

Defendants.

15 PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY'
) No. 127234
)

)
)
)

)

) Date: eotember 1

) Time: 10:30 a.m.
) Dept: 6

)
)

REPLY MEMORANDUM OF THE
CITY OF HEALDSBURG IN
SUPPORT OF DEMURRER
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5 PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY i
No. 127234

16

17 v ~

Plaintiff,
REPLY MEMORANDUM OF THE
CITY OF HEALDSBURG Ih
SUPPORT GF DEMURRER

18

19

20

CITY OF HEALDSBURG, a municipal
corporation; and ROES 1-40,
RED COMPANIES 1-40,

Defendants.

Date: September 13, 1984
Time: 10:30 a.m.
Dept: 6

22

23

The City of Healdsburg- herewith responds to the rather
voluminous Memorandum of Points and Authorities in Opposition to

City's Demurrer, — filed by Pacific Gas and Electric Company2/

25 ("PG&E") and dated:August 20, 1984. Healdsburg regrets that it
26

Sometimes referred to herein as "City" or "Healdsburg."

Referred to herein as "Memorandum."
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apparently has not made its position clear to PG&E. The Memo-

randum of August 20 is not responsive to most of the points we

believed we had raised, and, to the extent it seeks to avoid

rather than to respond to those points, we believe it is in

error as a matter of law. We will respond to each of PG&E's

6 points separately, but we believe it important to focus on

several things which PG&E does not say, as well as on the throngs

which it does say.—3/

10

12

There should be no question about the facts necessary for a

guicx resolution of the primary issue in thxs case; P( &E raises

none, although PG&E asserts that it is somehow improper for this

Court to take judicial notice of PG&E's own public representa-

13 tions sworn to before other agencies, and that this Court must

14

15

16

17

treat those representations as xf they did not exist.. Healdsburg

believes that the threshold issue raised is one of law: Whether

PG&E may, with impunity, refuse to perform its obligations under

its Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant License and its own con-

18 tract. In our view,.on the uncontested facts, PG&E was bound to

19

20

permit Healdsburg to purchase, and to transmit to Healdsburg,

power from the United States. — PG&E appears to assert that4/

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

Some of the things which pG&E says appear simply to be
misstatements of Healdsburg's position, but are stated in ways
.which are internally inconsistent throughout the body of the
document. Compare, for example, the concession at page 15 that
the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission had been asked to "con-
strue the Complaint in this action" (itself not quite a correct
characterization) with the flatly erroneous statement at page 37
that "Cities'sic] assertion that this contract is before
FERC . . . is false."
4/ The Western Area Power Administration, Central Valley
Project, sometimes referred to as "WAPA" or "CVP."
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under its rate schedule with Healdsburg it was entitled to ignore

its obligations under its Nuclear Regulatory Commission ("NRC")

license, and to ignore and refuse to negotiate with Healdsburg *

to permit such transactions.

The basic issue, as we see it, is whether PG&E is or is not

bound by its NRC license conditions. A subsidiary issue is
whether PG&E would have tne right it claims -- even absent its

8

10

license obligations -- under its rate schedules for service to

Healdsburg, filed with the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission

("FERCH) and as amended by that agency.

Healdsburg believes that these issues -- even recognizing

12

13

what appears to be PG&E's somewhat shifting position on what its
claim really is -- are basically interpretations of federal rate

14 schedules and licenses -- matters of law. As such, since there

15

16

are no matters of fact which need be resolved to rule .in City'
I\

favor, this case is an appropriate one for resolution on demur-

17 rer, as we show below. As to the basic issue -- tne enforce-

18 ability vel non of NRC's license conaitions -- Healdsburg,

19

20

through the Joint Powers Agency of which it is a member,

NCPA, — has sought a ruling from NRC, but no ruling has yet5/

21 issued. PG&E's interpretation of its license conditions as

22 stated in its Memorandum is extraordinary and will have to be

23 resolved either by this Court, ny the NRC itself, or by the FERC.

24

25

26

27

The Northern California Power Agency.
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Preliminarily, PG&E starts off by recasting both

Healdsburg's legal argument and the uncontested facts. Thus, at

page', PG&E asserts that:
"City's contract argument i's most remarkable. In

City's view, because the contract provides for 'good
faith'egotiations, City may amend it at will without
even consulting PGandE, enabling City to escape the
consequences of its breach by unilaterally altering
the terms and conditions."

10

This, of course, is not at all what Healdshurg asserted and now

asserts. PG&E's argument, however, ties in with its assertion,
at pages 8-9, that:

12

13

"City fails to allege that (a) it made any request to
amend the contract, (b) that PGandE failed to negoti-
ate in good faith, or (c) that PGandE rejected an
offer of 'just and reasonable'erms and conditions."

14

15

16

Of course, at pages 8-11 of its Memorandum of Points and
'

Authorities, City demonstrated precisely that it had r quested

that PG&E permit the transaction, thus amending the contract as

17 it had undertaken to do before pursuant to the Stanislaus Com-

18

19

20

21

22

mitments, and noted that pG&E had failed to negotiate at all and

indeed had consistently refused to do so. Further, PG&E's stated

reasons for refusing to negotiate relied upon legal contentions

which had absolutely nothing to do with its contention in this
proceeding and which it has apparently decided to abandon in

23 light of its contrary representations to FERC. See Attach-
24 ments 16, 17, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27 and 28. Moreover,

25

26

since Healdsburg proposed precisely the terms and conditions
insisted upon by PG&E only a few weeks earlier for a similar
transaction (Attachment 16), we find it difficult to understand

how PG&E can assert, as xt does at page 9, that Healdsburg has
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not alleged "that PGandE rejected an offer of 'just and reason-

able'erms and conditions." PG&E represented to FERC that the

terms and conditions for the similar purchase of energy from the

Turlock Irrigation District ("TIDH) were just and reasonable

10

12

13

14

15

16

when it filea them, thus it ill becomes PG&E to make a contention

of this sort here. These documents make it clear, of course,

that PG&E refused to negotiate on terms and conditions, or any-

thing else.

The key elements of PG&E's present contention appear to be

reflectea in pages 9-ll of its Memorandum. Thus, it asserts

that "Catty was obligated to purchase all of its power from PGanaE

unless the contract was amended." (Page 9.) It then asserts

(pages 10-ll) that H[sjince the contract was not amenaed in any

way relevant to this case, City thus had disablea itself by the

terms of its own agreement from purchasing power from any source

other than PGandE." Thus, PG&E's contention apparently is that

17

18

it had the unrestricted right to refuse to permit Healdsburg to

purchase any portion of its energy or capacity requirements from

19

20

21

others. We believe that contention is in error, both under the

terms of the contract itself and under the terms of its Diablo

Canyon incense conditions, whicn require PG&E to permit

22 Healdsburg to make such purchases from others.

23

24

I. PG&E WAS OBLIGATED TO PERMIT THE TRANSACTION REQUESTED
BY HEALDSBURG.

25 A. The Contract Itself.
26

27

Article 1 of the contract between Healdsburg and PG&E

attached to the complaint provides:
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"(a) PGandE shall sell and deliver to Healdsburg,
and Healdsburg shall purchase and receive from PGandE
all Power required by Healdsburg except for such
Northwest Energy as may from time to tame be delivered
by PGandE to Healdsburg under the provisions of the
NCPA-PGandE Temporary Transmission Contract.

"(b) Nothing in this Agreement shall be inter-
preted in such a way as to prevent Healasburg from
seeking to obtain Power from sources other than PGandE
or developing its own sources.

10

"(c) In the event Healasburg is able to obtain or
develop Power from sources otner than PGanaE ana still
wishes to continue purchasing some Power from PGanaE,
at Healdsburg's request the Parties shall endeavor in
good faith to amend, supplement or supersede this
Agreement in order= to accommodate Healdsburg 's pur-
chase and use of such other s'ources of Power on terms
and conditions which are just and reasonable."

12 PG6E relies entirely upon Article l(a) in its Memorandum, ana

13 asserts that Articles 1(b) and 1(c) are "permissive only" and

14 that the language:

15

16

17

18

"imposes no requirement on PGandE other than ~u on
request, to endeavor in good faith with City to alter
the contractual relationship on reasonable terms to
accommodate other sources of power. Nothing in the
contract forced PGandE to substitute power from
another source."

19 Memorandum, page 8, emphasis in original.
20

21

22

23

It is ab'undantly clear that City did obtain commitments of

power from other sources and did request PG&E to amend or sup-

plement the agreement- to permit it to utilize that power.6/

(Attachment 11, as to power from TID;.Attachment 16 as to power

24 from the Western Area Power Administration ("WAPA").) It is
equally clear that 5'G&E agreed "[p]ursuant to our Stanislaus

26

We need not here reach the fact that City had been seeking
a more comprehensive agreement, through NCPA, for over a decade
at that time.
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Commitments" to permit the transaction involving power from TID

(Attachment 12) . As to the transaction from NAPA, however, it
is clear that PG&E flatly refused, for reasons which have

absolutely nothing to ao with the contract upon which PG&E here

relies- (Attachment 17) . Indeed, the only reasons cited by7/

PG&E on the several occasions on which it refused to negotiate

are both irrelevant to its contract with City and not so much as

mentionea by PG&E in this lawsuit- (Attachment 23, in response8/

10

to Attachment 22; Attachments 24 and 25, in partial response to

Attachment 21; Attachment 28, in response to Attachment 27).

Preliminarily, it may be noted that the California Commer-

12

13

cial Code, section 1203, imposes an obligation of good faith in

the performance or enforcement of every contract or duty within

14

15

16

17

18

that Code, and that section 1102(3) of that. Coae makes it clear

that the obligation of good faith, diligence, reasonableness and

care proscribed by tne Code may not be disclaimed by agreement.

This obligation, of course, is the same obligation of a party to

a, contract to perform in good faith which has long been extant

19 in California at common law. As stated in Jacobs v. Freeman

20 (1980) 104 Cal.App.3d 177, 188-189:

21

22

23

"'i]n every contract there is an implied covenant of
good faith ana fair dealing that neither party will do
anything which injures the right of the other to
receive the benefits of the agreement.'Citations.]

24

25

26

The reasons relied upon by PG&E in its refusal to negotiate
are, City believes,. erroneous, but the legal merit of those
arguments is not at issue here.

27 8/ Indeed, we understand PG&E to have stated that it relies
entirely upon its contract with City for its claim in this
proceeding.
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The implied covenant imposes upon the parties an obli-
gation to do everything that the contract presupposes
they will do to accomplish its purpose."

10

Relying upon this basic principle, the Fifth District Court of

Appeal there rejected a mechanistic interpretation oi a contract

much like PG&E's here, where a seller, a party to an escrow

agreement which by its terms was subject to approval by the

seller's board of directors, asserted that since board approval

was never obtained (because no information concerning the sale

was ever submitted to the board), there was no contract. As the

court held, id. at 187, "the seller's agents were required to

act in good faith by seeking board approval for the transaction,

12

13

and the board was required to consider the proposal honestly."

In NcNilliams v. Holton (1967) 248 Cal.App.2d 447, the

14

15

16

17

18

19

court rejected an argument that a lessor, relying upon a lease

provision providing for occupancy when the present tenant

vacated, could decline to deliver the property by failing to

gave notice to quit to the existing tenant. The court noted the

propositions 248 Cal App.2d at 452, that "'"A party to a contract

cannot take advantage of his own act or omission, to escape

20

21

22

23

liability thereon. " ' Citing ~Ra Thomas, Inc. v. Cowan (1929)

99 Cal.App. 140, 145. The court held that action of this sort

violated the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing and

the implied covenant which:

24

25

26

27

"'not only imposes upon each contracting party the
duty to refrain from doing anything which would render
performance of the contract impossible by any act oi
his own, but also the duty to do everything that the
contract presupposes that he will do to accomplish its
purpose.'"

McWilliams v. Holton, ~sn ra, 248 Cal.app.2c at 491.
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Finally, in Vale V. Union Bank (1979) 88 Cal.App.3a 330 i a

bank utilized its right to resign as trustee under a trust
agreement if it was unwilling to comply witn the instructions of

a committee set up to direct the investment for a pension and

profit sharing plan. In a situation analogous to that here,

where PG&E claims the right to refuse to negotiate if refusal

means that it obtains the economic benefit for which City had

contracted, the bank argued that it was entitled to resign, thus

10

12

13

causing a requirement of sale of certain stocks and consequent

loss, if the committee were unwilling to invest in certain funds

profitable to the bank. That argument was rejected by the First
District Court of Appeal, which noted, 88 Cal.App.3d at 336,

that:

14

16

17

"a covenant of good faith and fair dealing is implied
in every contract. It requires 'each party not to do
anything which will deprive the other parties thereto
of the benefits of the contract . ; . fand] to di'.
everything that the contract presupposes tnat he will
do to accomplish its purpose. '"

18

19

20

The court concluded that the bank's exercise of its right to

resign under the terms of the contract "clearly shows that the

bank failed to act in good faith." Id. Consequently, damages

were assessed.

22

23

Thus, it seems clear that under California law alone, PG&E,
I 9

when faced with a request to permit City to utilize the other

24

25

26

27

sources of power it had developed, was required to do so, and on

just and reasonable. terms and conditions. Since the terms and

conditions which City proposed were precisely those insisted
upon by PG&E for a functionally identical transaction only weeks
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before, PG&E's refusal even to negotiate was clearly not con-

'istent with the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing

imposed under California law.

Moreover, were there any question as to PG6E's obligation,
it should have been dispelled by the course of conduct prior to

the May 1982 refusal of PG&E to negotiate, when requested to do

so by City, with respect to its purchase of energy from the

United States. As the Commercial Coae, section 2208, makes

10

clear, where a contract involves repeated occasions for perform-

ance by either party, with knowledge of the nature of the per-

formance and opportunity for objection to it by the other, any

12

13

course of performance accepted or acquiesced to without objection

shall be relevant to determine the meaning of the agreement. As

14

16

is clear from Attachments ll and 12, when previously requested

to provide transmission service and partial requiremer~s service
I

to Healdsburg, inter alia, PGGE undertook to provide such service

17

18

on its terms and conditions, "[p]ursuant to our Stanislaus Com-

mitments." See Attachment 12, page 1. As noted by the Court of

19

20 Club I Inc. (1974) 39 Cal. App. 3d 18:

21

22

23

24

"The conduct of the parties subsequent to the execu-
tion of a contract and before any controversy had
arisen as to its effect, is persuasive evidence in
determining the meaning of the agreement. 'This rule
of practical construction is predicated on the common
sense concept that "actions speak louder than words."'"

25 Td. at 26.

26 B. The License Conditions.

PG&E asserts that it is not precluded by its license condi-

tions from insisting upon a full requirement contract (page 10)
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wnich would preclude Ci,ty from purchasing capacity or energy

from others, including "the Unitea States. — PG&E also alleges,9/

rather strangely,'that City has nowhere cited an obligation

under PG&E's license conditions dealing with anything other than

transmission obligations. It asserts that H[n]one of those

references, or the Commitments, indicate that full reguirements

contracts are prohibited."— PG&E does not seem to deny its„10/

10

obligation to transmit power purchased by City, but asserts that

this Court need not reach the issue of whether PG&E "would have

agreed to transmit such power" since the issue is "totally

12

irrelevant." Memorandum at ll. PG&E's rationale for this latter
argument is that:

13

14

15

"Even if PGandE had transmitted power from NAPA to
City, City would still have been obligated under the
terms of its own contract to pay PGandE for all power
received or to pay damages for its breach."

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

Id.
We believe that PG&E is simply wrong in its crabbed and

limited view of the scope of the license conditions, which xt

seems not to wish to follow. Preliminarily, there should be no

guestion that the license conditions have been in effect since

prior to the time of the contract attached to PG&E's complaint.

While PG&E has elsewhere asserted that the license conditions

23

25

26

It may be noted that there is no controversy here as'o
purchases of capacity. City paid PG&E for all capacity taken,
and the only question is as to the source of the energy.

Strangely, PG&E seems to have overlooked entirely City'
quotation, at page 5 of its Memorandum of Points and Authorities,
of Section 2F.(6) of the Diablo Canyon license conditions, which
is directly on point.
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have been in effect since l976, the conditions here relevant

were first added formally to the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Plant

License on December 6, l978 (Attachment l). Thus, regardless of

whether the license conditions modified rights under pre-existing

contracts, as PGaE has elsewhere asserted, — it is clear thatll/
tne contract at issue between Healasburg and PGaE was an inter-
connection agreement negotiated "pursuant to these license con-

V

ditionsN with'in the meaning of Section F. (2) of the license

10

conditions. One may note that Section F. (2) f. provides that
"(a]n interconnection agreement shall not prohibit any party

from entering into other interconnection agreements, but may

12 provide that (l) Applicant receive adequate notice" together

13

14

with other provisions not apparently relevant here. For this
reason alone, PGsE's argument that it may force City to contract

15

16

not to take power from other sources would fail, but there are

several even more specific reauirements as well.
Section F.(6) provides, in directory form, that:

18

19

20

"Upon request, Applicant shall offer to sellfirm... partial requirements power for a specified
period to an interconnected Neighboring Entity or
Neighboring Distribution System under a contract with
reasonable terms and conditions

21

22

23

24

25

Paragraph F.(7), dealing with PG&E's obligation to transmit

power, again in directory terms, apparently need not be further
discussed, since PG&E does not rely on any lack of obligation to

transmit, but only on its failure to believe in the obligatory
terms reauiring it to offer partial requirements power when

26 requested. Both provisions, it may be noted, require PGSE to

»i before the FERC.
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offer. the. terms ana conditions of servic'e when requested, and do

not "allow it to sit back and await a "satisfactory" offer of

terms and conditions by City.
\

In light of the very clear nature of its license conditions,

we think that pG&E's contention that the license conditions are

irrelevant may be dismissed with little concern. The argument

that PG&E has no obligation under its license conditions has

even'less merit than its argument that it has no obligation to

10

negotiate in good faith to permit Healdsburg to purchase power

or energy from other sources.— We believe it to be clear as12/

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

a matter of law that PG&E refused to permit City to obtain power

which it had purchased from the United States, refused to nego-

tiate on terms and conditions, refused to accept terms and con-

ditions favorable to it which it had previously forced City to

accept, refused to offer to provide partial requirements service

to City and refused to offer to provide transmission service to

City. Thus it is clear that it has violated its license obliga-

tions, and, indeed, that it seeks to profit in this Court by

having so violated its obligations. PG&E was obligated, upon

request, to offer City the modification to its contract, if any

were needed, and to permit City to obtain the partial require-

ments service from PG&E necessary to allow City to utilize the

23 power purchased from the United States.

24

25

26

27

Indeea, PG&E offers no plausible reading of its license
conditions which would even arguably excuse its behavior here.It relies instead upon averments that the conditions are irrele-
vant. City fervently hopes, for the sake of the people of
California, that PG&E is more careful in following the health
and safety requirements of its license, than it is in following
the antitrust requirements.
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Ii. THE MATTERS OF LAW AND JUDICiALLY NOTICEABLE FACT
ASSERTED BY HEALDSBURG ARE PROPERLY BEFORE THIS
COURT ON DEMURRER.

The complaint alone does not control the scope of the

4 Court's review on demurrer, as PG&E contends (Memorandum at 3).

The scope of consideration on demurrer was more accurately stated

6 by the First District Court of Appeal as follows:

10

12

"While allegations of the complaint are deemed to be
true in ruling on the demurrers, where an allegation
is contrary to law or to a fact of which a court may
take juazcial notice, it is to be treated as a nullity
(National Automobile a Cas. Ins. Co. v. Pa ne,
261 Ca3.'.App.2d 403, 408 [67 Cal.Rptr. 784 ). While a
demurrer admits all material and issuable facts,
properly pleaded, it does not admit contentions,
deductions or conclusions of law (Daar v. Yellow
Cab Co., [1967] 67 Cal.2d 695, 713 [63 Cal.Rptr. 724,
433 P.2d 732]) ."

13

14

15

16

Dale v. ~Cit of Mountain View (1976) 55 Cal.App.3d 101, 105.

Thus, the complaint does not control as to judicially noticeable

facts, nor as to the conclusions of fact or law.—13/

These principles are easily understood. The purpose oz a

17 demurrer is to eliminate quickly from the court system actions

18 in wnich the plaintiffs cannot prevail. Where either judicially
19 noticeable facts or conclusions oi fact or law we'll prevent

20 plaintiff's recovery, there is no point in allowing a suit to go

21 forward simply because the plaintiff has not alleged those facts
22 or laws in its complaint. 3 Witkin, California Procedure,

23 Pleading 5328 (2d ed. 1971).

24 ///
25

26

27

>>/ Daar v. Yellow Cab Co., ~au ra, cited in the above guota-
tion, holds that a demurrer does not admit "contentions, deduc-
tions or conclusions of fact or law." Serrano v. Priest (1971)
5 Cal.3d 584, 591 (emphasis supplied).
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These principles were recognized long ago by the California

Supreme Court:

"Nhy should a general demurrer to a complaint be 'over-
ruled and the parties required to proceed to the trial
of an issue of fact when the court, looking to a law
of which it is bound to take notice, can clearly see
that one of the essential allegations of the complaint
can never by any legal possibility be proved? Nhat
useful or desirable end could be attainea by shutting
its eyes to the certain event of the litigation and
putting the parties to the trouble, delay, and expense
of framing and preparing to try issues which can have
no influence upon the final result?"

10

~Peo le v. Oakland Water Front Co. (1897) 118 Cal. 234, 245,

Cuoted in Witkin, ~su ra, Pleading 9328. As to judicially

12

13

14

noticeable facts:
H{i]n the consideration of a pleading the courts must
read the same as if it contained a statement of all
matters of which they are required to take judicial
notice, even when the pleading contains an express
allegation to the contrary."

15

16

Chavez v. Times-Mirror Co. (l921) 185 Cal. 20, 23, qu4 ".ed zn

Witkin, ~su ra, Pleading 8328.

17

18

19

Section 430 of tne California Code of Civil Procedure

(HCCP") was amended to allow demurrer on a ground appearing

"'from any matter of which the court must or may take judicial
20 notice'" precisely to include these principles. Witkrn, suora,

21

22

23

24

25

26

Pleading 5328; see also cases discussed id. at 5329. Tne amended

sections, CCP 55430.10 and 430.70, are, of course, the provisions

under which Healdsburg has demurred.

Healdsburg asserts that PG&E's interpretation of its
contract is contrary to law. The Diablo Canyon license

27
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conditions — eliminate, as a matter of law, an essential14/

precondition of the suit: PG&E's right to refuse to transmit

Unitea States power to Healdsburg, and PG&E's right to refuse to

permit Healdsburg to accept that power on a partial reguirements

basxs. PG&E's complaint in fact explicitly acknowledged that

the contract under which it sues was filed with FERC; but PG&E

failed to disclose in its complaint the further conditions

imposed on the transaction by FERC. Healasburg is entitled on

demurrer to refer to sources of law outside the pleadings which

10

12

har the complaint. E.cr., ~Tails v. Northern San Diecio ~Count

Hospital District (1953) 41 Cal.2d 33 (judicial notice of

(1) fact that defendant was a local hospital unit, ana (2) the

13 legal principle that a hospital performing a governmental func-

14

15

16

17

tion is immune from suit); Scott v. McDonnell ~Dou las ~Cor

(1974) 37 Cal.App.3d 277 (affirming dismissal, upon demurrer to

libel suit, because of judicially noticed statutory immunity for

publications made in the course of legislative proceedings).

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

Yioreover, the contract itself may be interpreted by the

Court, and PG&E's conclusory allegations of its meaning are not

effective to bar a contrary interpretation required by the con-

tract itself or by judicially noticeable iacts. Here, the Diablo

Canyon license conditions, as well as a judicially noticeable

prior course of conduct, compel an interpretation of PG&E's

25

26

„

The license conditions, as such and as part of a FERC
tariff, have the binding force of law. They are tnerefore judi-

1966) 365 F.2d 486, 491 & n.7. Zn fact, PG&E has aamitted that
FERC-filed tariffs have the force of law (Attachment 28).
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conduct that bars the complaint. See, ~e... ~Brne v. ~Harve

(1962) 211 Cal.App.2d 92, relying heavily on judicial notice of

other court proceedings and of the contents of the agreement

attached to the complaint in sustaining a dismissal, based on

demurrer, of an action for breach of the agreement.

In fact, even though "a demurrer does not admit facts judi-
cially known to be false," Everett v. Everett (1976)

57 Cal.App.3d 65, 68 n.3, and a factual allegation of a complaint

may on demurrer be treated as a nullity if contradicted by a

10

12

13

14

15

judicially noticeable fact, e.cI., Dale v. ~Cit of Mountain View,

~su ra, 55 Cal.App.3d at 105 & n. 2, the Court may not be scuarely

faced with the issue of conflicting facts on demurrer here.

What PG6E has done, rather, is to pick and choose the facts and

legal principles it has included in its complaint, obscuring the

real nature of 'the transactions complained of and the laws

16

17

18

19

20

governing the conduct of the parties. As in ~B rne v. ~Harve

~su ra, 211 Cal.App. 2d at 118:

"This is a case where judicial notice invoked and
applied as an instrument for testing the pleading
snows that it is defective and that allegations essen-
tial to correct its defects cannot be made."

21

22

23

25

26
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III. THE COURT MUST TAKE JUDICIAL NOTICE OF HEALDSBURG'S
ATTACHMENTS.

6

10

California Evidence Code 5453— requires the court to15/

take judicial notice "of any matter specified in Section 452 if
a party requests it" and gives the court and opposing parties
adequate notice of its request. Healdsburg has'given such

notice, ana all of the documents attached to its Memorandum of

Points and Authorities in Support of Demurrer are both judicially
noticeable under California Evidence Code 5452 and relevant to

the issues raised by Healdsburg's demurrer. Therefore its
request for judicial notice must be granted.

12

13

A. All of Healdsburg 's Documents Are Juaicially
Noticeable.

PG&E does not deny (page 45) that Attachments 1-10, 13, 19,

15

16

20 and 31 are proper subjects of judicial notice. Its. argument
!

that the remaining documents are not noticeable under

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

15/ "5453. Compulsory judicial notice upon request

"The trial court shall take judicial notice of
any matter specified in Section 452 if a party
requests it and:

24

25

26

27je-

"(a) Gxves each adverse party sufficient notice
of the requests, through the pleadings or otherwise,
to enable such adverse party to prepare to meet the
request; and

"(b) Furnishes the court with sufficient informa-
tion to enaole it to take judicial notice of the
matter."
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sections 452(c) and (h) — is untenable. Contrary to the way16/

in whicn PG&E formulates the issue (page 45), the California

courts look to the ownership or location of documents to

4 determine their official nature. Thus, the noticeability of the

documents at issue under section 452(c) must be analyzea in

6 terms of whose official records they are, rather than who

7 originally drafted the documents being maintained as official
8 records.

l. The Documents Contained in WAPA's Records.

10 Five of these documents (Attachments l5, 18, 22, 26 ana 30)

11 are letters written by the Area Manager oi NAPA in hxs official
12 capacity. Because such letters constitute an integral part of

13 WAPA's'business of selling electricity, they are clearly "offi-
14 cial acts" of a federal agency noticeable under section 452(c).

15 En Commercial Union Assurance Co. v. ~Cit of San Jose (1982)

16 127 Cal. App. 3d 730, 740, the court took judicial notice of the

17 City's letter rejecting the plaintiff's claim because the letter
18 was deemed an official act of the City. Similarly, in Post v.

19 Prati (1979) 90 Cal.App.3d 626, 634, the court took judicial
20 notice of, inter alia, letters from a state agency, a legislative
21

22

analyst and an inaiviaual legislator, to the governor, urging

him to sign a certain bill. Thus, letters of a federal power

23

24

25

26

27

Section 452(c) provides that judicial notice may be taken
of "[o]fficial acts of the legislative, executive, and

judicial'epartmentsof the .United States'nd of any state of the United
States."

Section 452(h) allows judicial notice of N [fjacts and
propositions that are not reasonably subject to dispute and are
capable of immediate and accurate determination by resort to
sources of reasonably indisputable accuracy." .
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agency that make up official transactions are undoubtedly subject

to judicial notice.

The five letters (Attachments 14, 23, 24, 27 and 29) sent
r

to NAPA by NCPA, PG&E and Healdsburg are also noticeable as part

7

Club (1970) 7 Cal.App.3d 968, the court took judicial notice of

a private party's request for a hearing before the California

Horse Racing Board, on the grounds that it was "on file with the

10

Board, and as such twas] an official record of the Board." Id.

at 980 n.8. And in Chas. L. ~Herse, Inc. v. State (1963)

217 Cal.App. 2d 77, the court found that a private plaintiff's

claims filed with the State Board of Control were subject to

judicial notice along with the Board's letters denying the

14 claims. Id. at 85, n.6. Even letters between private parties

relating to a wholly private contract have been found to be

proper subjects of judicial notice where they are part of an

18 65 Cal.App.3d 990, 997. Here, where federal and state agencies

19

20

were parties to the contracts at issue, letters relating to tne
17/contracts are even more clearly noticeable.—

22

23

24

25

26

27

17/ Citizens Utilities ~Comoan v. ~su crier Court (1976)
56 Cal.App.3d 399, cited by PG&E, is inapplicable because there
the court found that the letters requested to be noticed were
neither relevant to the case at hand, nor part of the California
Public Utilities Commission's decision in the proceeding wherein
the letters were received as evidence. In contrast, the five
letters sent to NAPA are relevant to*PG&E's rights under the
contract and constitute an integral part of NAPA's official act
of selling its surplus electricity to Healdsburg and other NCPA
members.
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2. The Documents Contained in NCPA's Records.

Contrary to PGhE's blanket assertion, page 45, there is
ample precedent for California courts to judicially notice the

official acts and records of municipalities. In E. L. White,

10

California Supreme Court noted that the trial court had properly

taken judicial notice of certain documents attached to the City'
demurrer, including the contract between White and the City ana

related bidding documents. By the same reasoning, correspondence

between Healdsburg, NCPA and PGsE relating to the Healdsourg-PG&E

contract ana the attempted modification thereof must be a proper

12 subject of judicial notice. See also Commercial Union

13

14

Assurance Co. v. ~Cit of San Jose, ~su ra; Chambers v. ~Annie

(1939) 33 Cal.App.2d 390; 31 Cal.Jur.3d, Evidence ts35 (1976) .

15

16

17

However, the Court need not rely on such preceder t to take

notice of the remaining documents (Attachments ll, 12, 16, 17,

2l, 25 and 28). The First District has deemed appropriate a

18

19

20

trial court's judicial notice of the contents of agreements

between private parties and a joint powers entity formed by the

City of Santa Cruz and the County of Santa Cruz. Teachers

21

22 (1976) 64 Cal.App.3d 438, 443-444. NCPA is a joint powers agency

23

24

25

26

created pursuant to Chapter 5, Division 7, Title I of the

California Government Code, — and it performs important18/

regulatory functions delegated by the state. Functionally,

ISI See ~peo le v. ~She hero (1977) 74 Cal.App.3o 334, 337
(court took judicial notice of the joint powers agreement of an
entity formed under the same provision).
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therefore, NCPA must be treated as a state agency for purposes

of section 452(c). As the First District recognized in

AcCostinz v. ~Str cula (1965) 231 Cal.App.2d 804, the mere fact

4 that a municipality constitutes part of an agency (there, the

Civil .Service Commission for the City ana County of

San Francisco) does not deprive the agency of its state status

for purposes of judicial notice of agency records. In fact, to

8 adopt such a formalistic distinction between municipalities and

9 county and state agencies would contravene the predominant judi-

10 cial policy of California courts favoring the use of juaicial
notice where such use facilitates truth-seeking and eliminates

12 unnecessary litigation.— Because PG&E does not deny thel9/

13 authenticity of the documents offered by Healdsburg, the 'Court

14 should take them into consideration now rather than waiting for

16 their eventual introduction into evidence at trial.
16

17

3. The Documents Are Noticeable Under
Section 452(h).

18 Alternatively, most of these documents and their contents

19 may be noticed under section 452(h) since they are "[f]acts and

20 propositions" not actually disputed by PG6E and are "capable of

21 immediate and accurate determination by resort to sources of

22

23

24

25

26

27

r

See, e.c(r.r Chas. L. ~Horne, Inc. v. State, ~su ra, (1963)
217 Cal.App.2d 77 (quoting 2 Witkin, Caliiornia procecure (1st
ed.], Pleading 5208, p. l185) ("'[T]he pleader should not be
allowed to by-pass a demurrer by suppressing facts'" which the
court could otherwise notice judicially); Watson v. Los Altos
School District (1957) 149 Cal.App.2d 768, 772 (quoting ~Cit of
Los Ancneles v. Abbott (1932) 217 Cal. 184, 192) ( "to refuse to
take judicial notice... when justice requires it 'would be to
blink the perceptive sense of courts to a degree not consistent
with the increasing need for a more practical and efficient
method in the administration of the law.'").
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reasonably indisputable accuracy." PG&E's argument that sec-

tion 452(h) is inapplicable to the documents at issue is at best

disingenuous, particularly with respect to PG&E's own letters to

NAPA and NCPA (Attachments 12, 17, 23, 24, 25 and 28), in light
of its recent reliance on that provision in obtaining judicial
notice of a letter from its Chairman of the Board to a state

legislator in public Utilities Commission v. Enercnn Resources

10

437, 450.

B. All of the Documents Are Relevant.

12

13

PG&E's allegations that the documents shoula not be judi-
cially noticed because they are irrelevant requires little
response. As argued above and in Healdsburg's first memorandum,

14 the Diablo Canyon license conditions -- the Stanislaus Commit-

15

16

17

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

ments -- provide the background behind the PG&E-Healdsburg con-

tract, especially Articles l(b) and l(c). The Justice Depart-

ment's and NRC's conclusion tnat the antitrust protections

embodied in the Stanislaus Commitments needed to be made a con-

dition of PG&E's license is extremely relevant to indicate the

circumstances under which the contract was formed. Thus,

Attachments 1-8, relating to the issuance of the license by the

NRC and the filing of the license conditions with the FERC, are

an aid to determining the, intent of the parties.

Attachments 9-13, which pertain to PG&E's prior agreements

to allow Healdsburg to purchase power from WAPA and the Turlock

Irrigation District, are relevant to show the course of perform-

ance of the PG&E-Healdsburg contract.
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"The conduct of the parties subsequent to the execu-
tion of a contract and before any controversy had
arisen as to its effect, is persuasive evidence in
determining the meaning of the agreement. 'This rule
of practical construction is predicatea on the common
sense concept that "actions speak louder than words."
Words are frequently but an imperfect medium to convey
thought and intention. Nhen the parties to a contract
perform under it and demonstrate by their conduct that
they know what they were talking anout, the courts
should enforce that intent.'italics addec.)
(Crestview ~Cemetery Assn. v. Dieden, 54 Cal.2d 744,-
754; [8 Cal.kptr. 427, [433), 356 P.2d 171[, 177];
1 Witkin, Summary of Cal. Law (8th ed. 1973),
Contracts, 5 527, pp. 449-450.) H

10

12

13

39 Cal.App.3d at 26-27.

Similarly, Attachments 14-30, consisting of correspondence

regarding Healdsburg's proposea purchase of power from NAPA, are

relevant to the issue of PG&E's refusal to negotiate in good

14

15

16

faith upon Healdsburg's request to modify the contract in the

same manner as previous modifications. Finally, Attachment 31,

which is a segment of PG&E's brief before FERC in Docket

17 No. E-7777(II), is relevant to the issue of FERC's interest in

18 the case, which the Court must consider in its ruling on primary

19 jurisdiction.
20 PG&E also argues (at page 48) that the Court should deny

21

22

the reguest for judicial notice because it was not specific

enough. — Healdsburg respectfully submits that the original20/

23

24

request was adequately specific and that it fully complied with

25

26

27

In this respect, PG&E's reliance on Jefferson's California
Evidence Benchbook is misleading. It is clear from the words
omitted from the section quoted by PG&E that the requirement of
specificity pertains only to judicial notice of court records.
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the requirements of California Evidence Code f453. — PG&E2l/

cannot be arguing'hat the request was deficient as to the

requirement of notice to adverse parties under section 453(a),

because PG&E,clearly understood the points sought to be estab-

lished and haa ample opportunity to challenge Healdsburg's

request. The requirement in section 453(b) that a party H[f]ur-

nish(] the court wath sufficient information to enable it to

take judicial notice of the matter" has also been met. Tne

provision was designed simply to obviate the need for the court

10

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

Nto resort,to any sources of information not provided by the

parties.N Comment of the Law Revision Commission following

section 453. Because Healasburg has provided the Court with

copies of all documents it wishes tne Court to notice, there is

no need for the Court to engage in additional research.

However, should there be any question regarding which por-

tions of certain documents Healdsburg requests to be noticea, we

further specify that: (1) Attachment 3 is noticeable to show

that PG&E received an operating license for its Diablo Canyon

Nuclear Plant Unit I on September 21I l981I and was bound by its
conditions, and (2) pages 8-17 of Attachment 4 (Section 2.F.)

set out, as a condition of that license, the Stanislaus Commit-

ments, several subsections of which (pages 9-10, 13-15) relate
I

to PG&E's duties regarding transmission and partial requirements

services, as explained above.

26 Even if Healdsburg had failed to meet the notice require-
ments of section 453 the Court could and should still exercise
its discretionary power to notice the documents under
section 452.
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1

C. PG&E's Argument that the Court May Not Take Judi-
cial Notice of the Truth of the Matters Contained
in the Documents Is Misleadin ana Erroneous.

. PG&E's last-ditch attempt to dissuad'e the Court from notic-

ing the documents attached to Healdsburg's memorandum improperly

assumes that we are urging the Court to accept as true every

assertion embodied in the documents. Such is not the case. The

existence of the documents themselves, the dates on which and by

whom they were written, and the fact of certain statements made

22/in correspondence may all be verified by judicial notice.—

10

, 12

13

14

15

This sort of information is sufficient to back up our contentions

that Healdsburg-acted in conformity with the understanding of

the parties as manifested by their earlier dealings under the

contract, that PG&E did not so conform its behavior, and that

PG&E also violatea the terms of its NRC license.

However, should the Court feel the need to take judicial

16

17

notice of the truth of statements mace in any of the oocu-

ments —. in addition to the existence of those statements, it23/

18

19

20

is free to do so. The cases relied upon by PG&E (at pages,48-49)
r

are inapposite. They correctly recognize the danger of assuming

the truth of "hearsay allegations" that are judicially noticeable

21

22

23

See, ~e... Public Utilitres Commission v. Enerqn Resources
*~

~Has rtal (1983) 147 Cal.App.3o 119; Commercial Unron Assurance

24

25

26

27

We do not, for example, request that judicial notice be
taken of the truth of the conclusory assertions or rationale in
PG&E's letters refusing to negotiate, but ratner the fact'f
PG&E's refusal. PG&E does not repeat the assertions of law
here, nor could it do so while purporting to maintain this case
in this Court.
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solely because they are part of documents offered in evidence in

a judicial or auasi-adjudicative administrative proceeding.

3 However, Healdsburg 's argument for judicial notice does not hang

4 on such a slender thread. Because they themselves constitute

5 official acts of the agencies concerned, most of the documents

6 offered by Healdsburg are eguivalent to "orders, findings of

fact and conclusions of law, or juagments" of courts, the truth

8 of the contents of which PG&E admits may be noticed. The City

9 is not reguesting notice of the truth of statements made in

10 documents drafted by PGsE. Furthermore, none of HCPA's or

WAPA's documents were preparea specifically for the purposes of

12

. 13

the instant litigation; rather they were written to deal with

matters arising in the course of official business. — Tnere-24/

14 fore, the Court may take notice of the contents of the documents

15

16

offered by Healdsburg. "The fact that [a] document's contents

are used in support of a demurrer does not alter the propriety

19 the Court may interpret the contract in light of the contents of

20 these documents in deciding whether to'ustain Healdsburg's

21

22 990, for example, the court relied on the contents of letters
23

24

25

26

24'hus, Healdsburg's documents are unlike those offered by
the state in Chilcs v. State (1983) 144 Cal.app.3C 155, 162-163,
a case pn&E relies upon. ln Childs, the court properly rejected
as "self-serving hearsay" an individual state official's descrip-
tion of the State Board of Control's mailing practices, which
appears to have been prepared for the sole purpose of proving that
the plaintiff had missed the deadline for filing suit against the
state after rejection of his claim by the Board of Control.
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judicially noticed to sustain a demurrer to a claim of inter-
ference with contractual relationships. The court held that the

3 letters established that the defendant's predecessors, parties

4 to the original contract, had abanaoned performance of the con-

5 tract .months before transferring their interest to defendant.

6 Therefore, because the breach of performance was not caused by

7 defendant, plaintiff could not state a valid claim of intentional

8 interference. In the instant case, the documents subject to

9 judicial notice similarly point up a fatal flaw in PG&E's com-

10 plaint; PG&E cannot properly allege, in light of Healdsburg s

"12

attachments, that it has fully performed its obligations under

law and under its contract with Healdqburg.

13

14

15

IV. PG&E'S ARGUMENTS THAT THIS COURT MAY NOT OR NEED
NOT REFER QUESTIONS RAISED IN THIS LITIGATION TO
THE FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION ARE WIDE
OF THE MARK.

16

17

18

PG&E broadly attacks Healdsburg's contention in Section II
of its demurrer that, if PG&E's complaint is not simply dis-
missed, this Court must, and in any event should, refer certain

20

contract questions raiseu herein to the Federal Energy Regulatory

Commission ("FERC"). These attacks are without merit, and

23

indeed, investigation of the materials cited by PG&E yields

further support for Healdsburg's position.
Several preliminary points must be mace. First, PG&E claims

24 that Healdsburg ="misstates the law" by claiming that a court may

in some circumstances be obligated to defer to an agency's pri-
26 mary jurisdiction. PG&E Memorandum at l5-16, 33-34. The sources

PG&E cites to support this bold assertion, however, are to the
I

contrary. Davis clearly states that primary jurisdiction
McOONOVGH. HOLLANO

d ALLEN
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sometimes "prevents a court from initially deciding a particular
ouestionu or "'reouires judicial abstention.'" — Great

Western Sucuar terms primary jurisdiction "discretionary," but by

discussing why referral is not "required" under the specific
facts .before it the Colorado Court of Appeals implicitly acknow-

ledges that referral sometimes is "required". — In light of

the fact that so many of the cases cited by Healdsburg and dis-

8 cussed by PG&E involve reversals of trial court decisions for

9 failure to refer questions to competent administrative bodies,

10 it is hard to see how PG&E can take the position that Healasburg

11 has misstated the law in this regard. It is not improper to

12 call the primary jurisdiction doctrine "discretionary," but

13

14

because unaer some facts failure to refer is an abuse of aiscre-

tion it is also unquestionably correct to say that the doctrine

15

16

is sometimes mandatory.

PG&E characterizes Healdsburg as asking this Court -to seek

17 " "an advisory opinion" from FERC. Memorandum at 14, 15. PG&E

'18 offers no explanation for this characterization; it is in fact a

19 mischaracterization. The exclusive means of review of any

20 decision of the FERC is through the filing of a petition with a

21 United States Court of Appeals pursuant to Section 313 of the

22" Federal Power Act, 16 U.S.C. $ 8251; the Superior Court may con-

24 Railroaa Co. v. United States (1960) 363 U.S. 202, holding that
25

26

27

Ou

4 K. Davis, Administrative Law Treatise f22:1 at 82, 83
(2d ed. 1983) .

>~I Great Western Sucuar Co. v. Northern Natural Gas Co. (Colo.
Ct. App. 1982) 661 P.2a 684, 690.
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the Court of Claims, having referred a question within the pri-
mary jurisdiction of the Interstate Commerce Commission ("ICC"),

was .obliged to await full judicial review of the ensuing ICC

order before resuming its proceedings. Davis, suora, at 922:4,

main questions to rest, for they have not been adjudicated

10

~Pi e Line Co. (5th Cir. 1976) 532 F. 2d 412, 422 (whether and to

what extent Federal Power Commission ("FPC") decisions on refer-
II

ral will bind referring court is unclear).

12

13

PG6E would have this Court hold that it may not refer

questions relating to this litigation to FERC. Memorandum

at 19-33. PG&E is very wide of the mark here. It should hardly

14

15

16

require citation of authority to establish that FERC possesses

jurisdiction to construe tariffs on file with it pursuant to its
i

regulatory powers under the Federal Power and Natural Gas Acts.

17 However, several cases cited by PG&E serve to make the point.

Thus, in Town of Massena v. Niaciara Mohawk Power ~Cor (19.82)

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

18 F.E.R.C. 961,068, FERC stated that it plainly had jurisdiction
over, and could not dismiss, allegations that Niagara Mohawk had

failed to render service as required by its filed tariff. In

Arkansas Louisiana Gas Co. v. Hall (1979) 7 F.E.R.C. <J612175,

at 61,322, FERC adopted an earlier FPC conclusion that the Com-

mission had concurrent jurisdiction with a Louisiana state court

to construe a clause in a jurisdictional gas sale contract; and

that it therefore could consider a petition from the seller for

a declaratory order to construe the contract. And, in United

Gas ~Pi e Line Co. (1978) 4 F.E.R.C. >61,151, at 61,354-55, FERC
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3

held that it possessed primary jurisdiction over guest.ions

relating to the impact of gas tariff provisions on a pipeline's

contract liability in non-jurisdictional contracts.

Healdsburg would add to this list two cases not cited by
3

PG&E..In MIGC, Inc. (1983) 25 F.E.R.C. 961,309, modified (1984)

26 F.E.R.C. 561,094, a customer who was being sued by MIGC for

breach of contract sought, from FERC an interpretation of its

10

12

obligations under the contract, a filed gas sale tariff. FERC

declared that it haa concurrent jurisdiction to interpret the

tariff provisions, if not "exclusive and primary jurisdiction,"
and set the question for hearing. 25 F.E. R.C. at 61,699. In

Kansas-Nebraska Natural Gas Co. (1982) 21 P.E.R.C. 9 61,285,

13

14

reh'ce denied (1983) 22 F.E.R.C. I(619 086, petition for review
r

dismissed sub nom. Great Fiestern Suruar Co. v. FERC (D.C. Cir.

15

16

17

gas pipeline company whicn was being sued in state court for

breach of contract for failure to take certain actions requested

18

19

a FERC ruling on wnether the taking of such actions would have

violated its filed tariffs. PERC determined that the applicant

20

21

was entitled to a declaratory order and set the question for

hearing, notwithstanding the fact that the state court in ques-

22 tion had held that FERC aid not have primary jurisdiction over

23

24

the contract question.

PG&E's arguments that FERC cannot have primary jurisdiction
25 over the construction of filed rate schedules involved in the

26

27

instant suit are misguided. Thus, for instance, PG&E argues

that FERC has no jurisdiction to determine liability for breach

of contract, Memorandum at 25-29; that FERC cannot order
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Healasburg to pay PG6E, id. at 29-30; and that FERC cannot award

damages, id. at 30-33. To the extent that any of this is

accurate, none of it is germane. FERC can construe filed rate

tariffs, which is all Healdsburg would suggest that the Court

request FERC to do. The Commission explained the distinction
between what Healdsburg seeks and what PGaE argues against in

Kansas-Nebraska Natural Gas Co., ~su ra, 21 F.E.R.C. at 61,780:

10

12

13

"The Commission is not herein seeking to adjudi-
cate specific claims of contract liability. That is a
matter for the Courts. However, in the circumstances,
the Commission believes that, in order to preserve the
integrity of its regulation over terms ana conaitions
of service by interstate !gas] pipelines under its
jurisdiction, inct.udzng interruptions, it must make
the initial determination with respect to a pipeline's
privileges and orkligations under its certificates and
fried tariffs."

15

16

~Cor . v. Hirscn (1947) 331 U.s. 752, 767, guoted in Davrs, ~su ra,

E422:1, N (t] he very purpose of providing... an initial and

17 preliminary administrative determination is to secure the

18

19

20

21

administrative judgment . . . as foundation for or perchance to

make unnecessary later judicial proceedings." As for PG&E's

claim that FERC cannot exercise jurisdiction over a terminated

rate, Memorandum at 29, such a position is absurd. Just as FERC

22

23

continues investigating the justness and reasonableness of once-

suspended tariffs long after such tariffs expire, — FERC can27/

24

25

construe a superseded rate in order to determine whether a regu-

lated entity has or had performed its obligations thereunder.

26

27 See, e.cC., Willmut Gas & Oil Co. v. FPC (D.C. Cir. 1961)
294 F 2d 245F 249F cert. denied (l962) 368 U ~ ST 975.
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Finally, in its Memorandum at 33-42, pG&E takes up the real

issue before the Court respecting primary jurisdiction: Whether,
r

unaer the facts of this case, reference to FERC is appropriate.

Again, however, PGaE's arguments are off-base. PGsE sets out to

distinguish various cases cited by Healdsourg, out its efforts
reveal the weakness of its positron.

Thus, ror example, pG&h seeks to distinguish J. M. Huber

~Cor . v. Denman (5th Cir. 1966) 367 F.2d 104, on the basis that

this case, unlike Huber, does not involve "rate issues." Memo-

10 randum at 35-36. This case turns on the construction of a con-

12

tract between PG&E and Healdsburg that is part of a rate schedule

filed with FERC, — plus certain nuclear plant license conai-28/

13 tions that are FERC-jurisdictional rate schedules, some of which

are ana some of which are not on file with FERC. — As PGaE29/

15

16

put it in Attachment 28, "such contracts between the cities ana

PGandE are also tariffs filed with the Federal Energy Regulatory

17

19

20

Commission, and have the force of law.... Both the cities
and PGandE must abide by those tariffs . . . ." The only real

guestion presented here is that of defining PG&E's ooligations

and privileges under its filea rate schedules and its license

21

22

23

The rate schedule includes not only the contract itself,
as supplemented, but also filed portions of the Diablo Canyon
license conaitions.

24

25

26

The fact that some of these license conditions .have not
been filed is of no import. When a FERC-jurisdictional public
utility such as PGSE is bound, by contract, license or otherwise,
to obligations relating to FERC-jurisdictional services, it may
not escape such obligations by relying on its failure to file
them with FERC. Hee, e.cr., Eam ~Ra burn Dam Electric
denied (1976) 426 U.S. 907.
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conditions. — Hence, "rate issues" are at the very heart of

this case.

United Gas ~pi e Line Co., ~su ra, (5th Cir. 1976) 532 F.2d 412,

cert. denied (1977) 429 U.S. 1094, PG&E notes that "there is no

action pending at FERC dealing with Healdsburg's contract,"

stating in a footnote that Healdsburg had falsely clammed other-

10

12

13

wise in its demurrer. Memorandum at 37. What Healdsburg in

the'ispute, such as the PG&E-WAPA agreement known as Con-

tract 2948A, were under investigation by FERC. Demurrer at 18.

PG&E's misstatement of Healdsburg's position is a microcosm of

its complaint -- an attempt to convert what was originally a

14

15

dispute over its contract with NAPA into a contract action

against Healdsburg.—31/

16

17

Finally, in what is in some ways an" ultimate distortion,
PG&E guotes, Memorandum at 39, the following statement from

18 United Gas ~pi e Line Co., ~su ra, (1978) 4 F.E.R.C. ()61,151,

19 at 61,354:

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

When PG&E originally refused to negotiate to allow the
power purchase at issue here, its stated reason dealt with W(APA's
ability to sell power to others under its contracts with PG&E.
Attachment 17. PG&E has not incorporated this issue in its
pleaaings herein, presumably because inclusion of a claim against
WAPA, i.e., the United States, would deprive this Court of
jurisdiction.

Moreover, as we note at page 2, n.3, ~su ra, PG&E has
recognized that the City has requested FERC to construe, in
connection with its decision in a proceeding dealing largely
with antitrust issues, PG&E's position in this proceeding.
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"Furthermore, zt, has been the FPC's policy in the past
not to consider questions referred by a court where
the issues referrea are already pending before the
court for its decision."

10

This statement could be taken to mean that FERC simply would not

accept a referral from this Court on questions relating to the

construction of contract rate schedules. Whatever the meaning,

however, FERC definitively rejected that FPC policy in 1979,

adopting instead a flexible approach comparable if not identical
to that applied by courts in determining whether to refer

questions to FERC:

12

13

14

15

16

17

HWhether the Commission should assert jurisdiction over
contractual issues otherwise litigable in state courts,
depends, we think, on three factors. Those factors
are: (1) whether the Commission possesses some special
expertise which makes the case peculiarly appropriate
for Commission decision; (2) whether there is a need
for uniformity of interpretation of the type of ques-
tion raised by the dispute; and, (3) whether the case
is important in relation to the regulatory responsi-
bilities of the Commission. We believe the FPC's
automatrc ~olio oi deferral of contract questions
~endin in state courts to the state courts was
erroneous."

18 Arkansas Louisrana Gas Co. v. Hall, ~su ra, (1979) 7, E.E.E.C.

19

20

9619175, at 61,322 (emphasis added) . En short, there are no

bright lines regarding primary jurisdiction; contrary to what

21

'22

23

24

25

26
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PG&E would argue, — this Court must make a reasoned judgment,32/

based upon the specific characteristics of this case, whether

referral to FERC of questions within its concurrent jurisaiction

would be appropriate or desirable.

We may conclude this section by reviewing the reasons why

this Court, if it does not dismiss PG&E's complaint, should stay
r

its proceedings and refer questions of tariff interpretation to

10

12

13

FERC..

1. — While the PG&E-Healdsburg Agreement may not be an

overly technical contract whose interpretation would benefit

greatly from FERC's special expertise, the contract between PG&E

ana WAPA, Contract 2948A, which was the sole stated basis for

PG&E's refusal to transmit the power at issue in this suit, is

14 such a technical contract.

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26
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PG&E cites Pan American Petroleum ~Car . v. ~Su erior Court
(1961) 366 U.S. 656, ana cases following it, in support of this
Court's jurisdiction. Memorandum at 25-29. However, these
cases cannot and do not establish that under the facts presented
herein FERC does not have primary jurisdiction. To the'extent
that PG&E relies on Pan American Petroleum ~Cor . v. Kansas-
Nebraska Natural Gas Co. (8th Cir.) 297 F.2a 561, cert. aenied
(1962) 370 U.S. 937, and Landon v. Northern Natural Gas Co.
(10th Cir. 1964) 338 F.2a 17, cert. denied (1965) 381 U.S. 914f
to support a distinction between Federal Power Act/Natural Gas
Act primary jurisdiction cases and Interstate Commerce Act pri-
mary jurisdiction cases, such reliance is unfounaed. Any
intimation that the Federal power Act, unlike the Interstate
Commerce Act, allows a court to reach behind ana collaterally
revise a filed rate, pan American v..kansas-Nebraska, sucra,
297 F.2d at 569, was definitrvely rejected by the Supreme Court
in Arkansas'ouisiana Gas Co. v. Hall (1981) 453 U.S. 571. As
the Court stated therein, 453 U.S. at 582 n.12, "Pan American
Petroleum Corp. v Superior Court', 366 US 656 [Citation] (1961),
stated only that a state rather than a federal court was the
proper forum in which a buyer should bring a breach-of-contract
action to obtain a refund of charges in excess of the filed
rate." (Emphasis added.) PG&E would have thrs Court repeat the
mistakes of others in reading too much into Pan American, but
that decision in no way aaverts to questions of primary
jurisazction.
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2. The Commission has been investigating Contract 2948A
r

and the Stanislaus Commitments for several years in connection

with a broader antitrust investigation, and has on record volu-

minous testimony and exhibits regarding the contract and the

Commitments. — -Because positions which PG&E has previously33/

taken and positions which PG&E may again take in its dispute

10

with Healdsburg conflict with otner'ositions taken by PG&E in

the antitrust proceeding, the Commission will be considering the

activities which this suit concerns as an integral part of its
antitrust investigation. Because of tnis background, FEkC is

12

especially qualified to construe the rate schedules at issue.

Conversely, failure to refer questions to FERC could result in

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

divergent administrative and judicial construction of PG&E's

obligations and privileges under the Stanislaus Commitments and

Contract 2948A.

3. PG&E's claim that Healdsburg must pay PG&E for all
power received by Healdsburg regardless of whether the power was

obtained from PG&E or elsewhere, Memorandum at ll, is a strained

construction of the tariff yielding what on its face seems to be

an unreasonable result. This clearly invokes the rule enunciated

by the Supreme Court in United States v.'estern
Paczfxc'2

Railroad Co. (l956) 352 U.S. 59, 68, that where there is no

23

24

genuine "distinction between the issues of tariff construction and

of the reasonableness of the tariff as applied," reference to the

25

26 There are over 45,000 pages of transcript alone in that
proceeding, now before the Commission on exceptions taken by all
parties to the initial decision of the Administrative Law Judge.
Ree Pacific Power 6 Liciht Co. (1984) 26 F.E.R.C. II63,048,
at 65,181.
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agency responsible for regulating the tariff is especially

appropriate.—34/

V. CONCLUSION

For all of the above reasons, PG&E's opposition to

Healdsburg's demurrer is unfounded. Accordingly, PG&E's com-

6 plaint should be dismissed for failure to state a cause of

action. Alternatively, this Court should suspena tnis proceeo-

ing and refer questions of construction of rate schedules to the

9 Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, whose action thereupon

10 will in all likelihood resolve any and all disputes between PG&E

and Healdsburg.

12 DATED:. September 4, 1984.

13 Respectfully submitted,
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Cf. Pan American Petroleum ~Cor . v. Kansas-Nebraska
Natural Gas Cor.r, ~su ra, 297 F. 2d at 565, wherein the trial court
found that interpretation of the tariffs at issue would "'not
require this Court to determine the reasonableness of the rates
on file with the FPC nor to determine what constitutes reasonable
rates'." While PG&E relies on this case to argue that trial of
breach of contract actions does not invade FERC's primary juris-
diction, Memorandum at 27-28, in fact the decision bears witness
to the fact that the primary jurisdiction question must be
approached on a case-by-case basis.
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61,116 Cited as "18 FERC 5...."
Q: I think, again. Counsel had asked you

questions boch on ibe question of offpeak and what
you jun said, the series of corporations. Is ic the
offpeak chsc bothers youP

A:.Itjs the oifpeak...

:Q. It is not 'the'senesbi oorporacicnsqhcnl '! 'g >

, h:.No, jusc the offpeai pacure of'ihc ser'qce, ]Tr.
499] .

Mohawk Power Corpor'ation and',,'.',
ew. York, Docket Nas.:EL824 and,:-.„ I

ying Proceedings . ". ~; q' ~ !.

ary25,.1962) nc:.. ~ u ."„, '.. c:n-;'d..:I

Chairman; Georgianac She]don, J.30acfcd

~ .ZASNY„powec,so.gIIc,iawcc qf„Masseaa ac
.,',.hotline Brows]Ipg,ajcd +die]vsjubstic'aliis.
.."': "When 'sc.'wame ci'merttaf bbgjnuaervjor,
Niagara Mohawk kcfused ta-'deliver cpdwer to
the Browning substation unless kdccseena
agreed to pay a charjje for wheeling ta,that
substat]on'ut eicess of thee kaYe,provided for in
the'NS-'I contr'act."Wh'eh 5f'arena'efugees"t'o
pa'y,. Niagifa '?vfbhkw'ku, sh4f "doItcn",@'",'de:
e'nergiced; 'the'Mtowning iubsc'alfon'.".Masgena
then FIed >ice lnstahc.corn'p]aiba'..

'dt,Massena 'llegea sthac the(~$ .1 ccontract
provides the only rate>forcwhceling scrvjpe.,t9
Masscna, and that ~t sate ri'..not; vary
according, to ~ the:Itumberu of-Suostauoasn at
which power+is:delivered, Massena therefore
contends that Niagara, Mohawk, jcasf violated
Seeuons 205 andi 206 of the hct;because the
demand for an extra charge is an„'attempt to
impose, a rate without authority in any filed
rate schedule. PASNY, which supports
Massena, alleges that Niagara Mohawk has
violated che hct by failing to provide the
service at the Browning substation required by
the NS-I contract and the settlement
agreement.

Massena also alleges that Niagara
Mohawk's conduct is unlawful in that it is an
unreasonable exercise of monopoly power in
violation of Sections 205 and 206 of the hcc
and a breach of the NS.I coniracc and the
settlement agreement.>

In its answers Niagara Mohawk argues
thai the rate in NS.I is applicable io service at
only one substation and that during the
sectlemenc negotiaiions Massena agreed to pay

s The Commission made this scacemcnc without
the benefit of an evidentiary record. We agree with
che judge's subsequent finding that Hamilton is a
customer encicied to receive service from a
cooperative within che meaning of the Agreemenu

.- ».Cull Scacce Ucijiciec: Co.;.5 FERC~IOocket
NorER768I6(october 20, I978h )n vcc"

<I.D. pgc Ia. dn fact, CaaE'S.~tnesa Cectlried
that it was noc che %ace that BMCI was making the
sale chat ii found objeetionabler, c.. -',".'sec~i c
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Town of Massena,~New York'. Niagara

'ower Authorityof'the Sute o'f N

Order Inst'ttutcn'g'lid'est] gapa'n. a]I'd'S'p

'ss'ued 'Janu

Befo're 'CommtssIoners.: C.M. But]et IG,
Hughes.axit]'A.G'. So'iis'a.- '"'"'

~ ~ em ~

',„„,fhc.'Town of,.l4~iia,.New'.,7oi|c moves
for„'an,oNjer d'cceqt'cng3Piiga'ra Qph'iwk Power
Corppri Iloft cqucom ply'mph;x',filed'Qrccff anrl a
jcttlemgnt,ajf'ieuemeht. Qassepa allegei chit by
rj'fusirig'Ifcprj$ide sj;p ice,'js'.I'equired by'. the

'riff"ind']Ice'gttjemerjt .agreement Nlagar'i
ohi wk ]cas.']otated "Secccofli+Q5 and '206 of

t e P edcra I'eei".$'cL Be'cou's'e 'of. (her "cc'afucre

pf„the„.altegauo]i j„aqd'he. <chef '@ought;. we
deem'tliis m'ation aoccImplijnt.'c;,', „.'1.<,'

The facts are thew.,The tarvff jt issue ji a
conpjlct, d'esfgnated NS.) Sec4eeri the Power
puchofi]y of;the State'6I New'ork (PASTY)
ind Njagirua Mohawk',"Ytie 'contract requires
Nia'gari'Mohawk 'to 6avns&'if, or'heel 'power
to certain of PASNY's munic1pal"cusiamers.
The contract provides che rate Niagara
hfohawk can charge for wheeling and thc terms
under which.i4wiU wheel. „„.,

The settlement agreement is a contract
between Massena and Niagara Mohawk. The
agreemcnt resolves litjgatioa, both here and in
the federal district. court, between Massena
and Niagara Mohawk over Niagara Mohawk's
obligation under che NS-I contracc to wheel
PASNY power to Massena.s The portion of che
settlemenc agreement in dispute provides:

Niagara Mohawk agrees that, with the
consummacion and closing of this agreement
it will provide transmission services
pursuant to contract NS.I between Niagara
Mohawk and PASNY or under any
succeeding transmission tariff fil6d with and
approved by the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission, provided further. that.
pursuant to such tariff or transmission
cont ract, Niagara Mohawk will deliver

~ea,067 Fedoral Energy Guidelines~s
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(4) Even if further proceedings are
necessary here afcer the New York

court'inishes,

a decision by the New York court on
the complex questions of New York contract
law wiH siinplifyour decision: ~ .' . '. ~

"' (5)"Th>s 't'ase is '"essentially 'ii private
lawsiiit "between'assena and Niagar*
hfohawk. The terms~ o''hc ~ sc'tcfement
agreement apply only to those parties,'nd'the
terms of the NS-1 contract at issde>are not
common in the industry.

No one of these fact'ois would in itself be
controHin'g. Taken iii their totality. however,
they suggest t'o'us'that ii would'be'>unwise to go
forw'ard with, this, case'ntil 'Massena's aetio>i
in. the state court c.nds.

'ccordinglyshe proceeding we now
initiate willbc stayed pending the outcome of
the.'litigation between Massena" and" Niagara
Mohawk in 'the New York courts. Should,
f>dw'ever> tfiat'1itfgation "bc', unrca'scrnably
"delayed or shoulct'circumstancescchange so'that
lt'ould be ine'quibble to continuoe the sea'y, ~
willconsider a,motion by Massena to vaca'se'br

:modify. th'e s'c'ay. Whe>t'Chery'ij'a final and non-
'appealable'judgm'e'cit in'thc New'York acccon,
w'e w'dl cons>der;wjia't else we'3hpuld'do'. ~,".,

2Xc~mn»ssron bfders:, ~i ~ r.> ... rr ir">,>r
: >in(A) The Town of-MisscnA motion for ini
brder direcring "compliance with filod"tariff
shall be treated as a complaint under Section

..M of the Commission's Rules of Practice and
Procedure. The complaint is assigned Docket

'Sa:ZL826+0. 'n '.': i:-4 ns-.r."ir 6
(B) Pursuant to thcluthBr>ty'ccx>rained in

and subject to the jurisdicCion'onferred.upon
'Gib'Feder'al Energy R'eg'ulat'or 'os>ss>on by
Section 432(a)> of.che Deparc>~One of.'Energy
Organisation Act and by che Federal Power

-Act,'particularly Section 306 thereof, and
pursuant to the Commission's Rules of Practice
'and Procedure'nd" th'e"regula'c>one under the
Federal Power hcc (18 .CZ.R., Part 1), a
proceeding is hereby instituted to investigate
the issues raised by the complaint in Docket
No. EL82~ and, if necessary, to prescribe
such relief as is appropriate.

(C) The proceeding initiated hereby shall
be stayed pending a final'and non.appealable
judgment in che action'ntitled Town

ol'asscnav. Niagara Mohawk Power Corpora.
uon in the Supreme Courc of the Stace of New
York for St. Lawrence County, without
prejudice, however. to the right of hiassena to
apply to vacate or modify the stay in the event
che above action is unreasonably delayed or
there is a change in circumstances in. or
affecting, the above action uhich would make
it inequitable to concinue the stay.

an extra charge for service at the second
substation.'Niagara Mohawk also argues that
the complaint should be denied 'because the
case's moot, .we 'lack 'juriidic!ion, and
coHaceral e'stoppel prccludes 2cfa'ssena, from
litigating ihe issue of whether the race,jn NS-I
provides compensation for'service ac a second
substation.

Massena's legations .raise,>a. serious
question- of 'whether Niagara Mohawk has
violated the Power Act. The complaint cannot
be ~ dismissedi But neither can 'Massena's
aHegatibn5'be resolved o>1 the bisis'f thc
papers 'now",,before 'ifs..'Niagara "'ohiwk s
answers put'nto disput'e"material issues'f
fact. A ~ hearing. is..>needed to resolve. these
disputes~a's r: > i.o:. >: ~)a>e> '.:. ~

But the heanng need not be convened
immediately. Wb have discretion co. defer
proceedings 'n'ur 'ocket" Nor riasons "frf
r"[wiise'judicfal admif>ijtratfon>c jiving regc>rd

to conservation of judicial"'reso'arces >ri
comprehensive. disposition . ofvlitigacfon.' o

Xhoscrcasonsarepresent.heres > '» Ii-r ~~<

: '),h"fcw."days'ifte'r'it f>fedr'+'c>fmpliint
here,",Misse'ni".initiiled'i"t>r'eich of 'con'tr'act
action .. against,,Niagara 'Pdohawki in,;the
Supreme. Court.of; New York for $c,,Lawrence
County>, In ..this ~accf M»Masscnas aHeges', that
Niagara Mohawk has breached the settlement
agrcemeiit 4y failing'to'jrrovide service ic 'the
second: substat'>on."Masseni- aeeks "damage's,
specific performance, and declaratory i>;liefh
Thc Supreme Court. has issued a preliminary.,
injunction directing Niagara Mohawk to
provide srfvlc '.aoeothcsubstaclo>>s ac'chi hcc .

in the NS-1 contract s Thc trial willbe held in
June, 1982.

(2) The ckie before 9 fi'n'ot'the usual type i
of rate case we decide. The important
questions presented largely involve the inter-
precation of two contracts. New'ork: law>i-
provjdes the, rules for deciding tho'se,
qc>esc>ons.o We ar'e noc"expe'rts on New'York
concracc law. The New York court is.

(3) AHowing the New York litigation co
proceed while deferring our own proceeding
will'roinote che comprehensive disposition of
Massena's claims and decrease che possiblity of
a multiplicityof suits. Massena seeks an,order
from us directing Niagara Mohawk to provide
service at two substacions at the rate in the
NS-1 contract. Massena sccks essentiaHy the
same relief from the New York court. A
complete victory for Massena in the New York
court will likely obviate che need for further
proceedings here.> But ifwe were to go forward
now and find for Massena, further proceedings
in New York would still be necessary.
Massena's claiin for damages auld stiH have
co be heard.
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(D) Within 90 days after there is a final

and non~ppca)able judgment in the above
action,- Massena shall file a copy . of th»
judgment with us,.together with a brief ac!ting
forth its views

astro

what c!sc(shou)d be. done.
Failure to file.will be. deemed a.consent to
diimissal of the complaint without prejudice,
: r: .gE);Vrrithia: 30 days. after. Massena files
pursuant to Paragraph (D) other parties may
ft)e a brief ia response. „!

. —Footnotes-
...sThe issues raised ia the complaint are

esscni!ally.different from the. issues raised by the
comphint in Docket No. E 9565. Accordingly, we will
assign'a new docket number to this'comphint. '

4< r!
s PASNY argues that we have no jurisdiction

over this c'ootract except"as lt shay relate'o a
aeuhmeat of one o! our proceedings. We disagree.
our irrrhdictioa is not ~ hmited..scctirxt 201(b)rd
the.hct gives us jurisdiction. Sce our, order in Villagr
ofPena&~, Ncw York, Docket No. EL78-29 (March
28,,1979), affd in relevant part Ncw.York Stair
Zlccric.arrd Car 'Corp. v'. FERC 638 F2d'388'(28
C rf

1980).'urirdfction

oyer Masscaa's brcach of c'ontrict ih!mi.
The'company,'relying on rrr'r'rco. Inc. v. Higgsri
lkfobawk Power Corp., 65 A.D.'378, 411 N.Y8. 2d
460 (App. Div. 1978), thinks those chims belong in
the New York courts. The problem with this
argument h that the coairacts'rovide 'for the
traasmhskra oi dectrical energy at wbdesale in inter-
~tatercoramcrcc In these clrcuautaacts a breach of

~ ~
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Northern Natural Gas Company„!Divis
. CP81-293-000 . -...! .:.

,<! ~ '.

Findings"and Order After Statutory
Convenience and Necessity ..

! ~ < . r issued Jan

ion of InterNorth, Inc„.Docltet No.

Hearing Issuing Certtficate of Public

uary 25, 1982) ~ . ~

, Chairman; Gcorgiana Shcldon, J. DavidBefore Commissioners: C.M. Butler III
Hughes, and A.G. Sousa.

contract may also amstitutc a vioiatioa ol the Acu
We hav» exclusive jurisdiction over that issrrc.. Thc
case relied on by Niagara Mohawk is not to the
contrary. That,case dcah only with the'jurisdicdon o! (

the New York courts over brcach oi'contract claims
when no vioiatioa of the Act'is alleged. Sec'cw York
Stile Ekcrric'& Cas Cor'p. v. FERC"638'F2d at

a ' <I t
4 Colorado River it<ster Conservation Dfrrrrrcr 'v.

United Starer, 424 US. 800, 817'(1976), 4uoting
Kcrorcrr<irffg Ca v. C43-Twrr Fire Eqrripmcnr

Ca'42

4)$ . 180, 183 (1952). See aho Kansas Power &
Lfgbr Ca v. FPC, 554 F2d 1178, 1186 a."12 (D.C.
Cir. 1977); City of Lafayette v. F P.C 454$ 2d 941,
952 53.(D.C. Cir. 1971), xffd sub rrora.„CUll Stares
UtilitierCo. v, FPC 411.UB.747 (1973),

'
~

. ra The!supreme Court denied <hfaascaa's'otion
ior partial summary judgment on November!29,
1981.

: . >4 Err'c RR. v.<Torrrpkfrrs, 304 UB. 64 (IM8):
Per!ascii Ca v. FERC'645 Fdd 360, 3834)7 (Sth,Cir.
l581)„ccrz ddcnicd, 50 US.LW. $S4?, (January'll,
1982) (No. 81~). tr. „<.~ ~ .. ~, ~ <,,!,.

r Niagara Mohawk cceteads thattkrecsuse:the
New York coun caa.grant the same'reuef~a,
there is nothing "rcmalniag within FERC's
jurisdiction."'We disagree. The cxisteacc of parallel
piocecdings over a question of pc!senal liability, as
we have here, deprives neither lorum of jurisdicticri.
Klioc v. Burke Cr<ostr Ca, 260 US.'226, 230 (1922).
Nor does the existence o! ~ parallel proceeding even
compel us

toaster

our proceedings. Asbhad'Oil &
Rcirniag Ca v. FPC 42k.F2d 17. (6th Cir. 1970); t
Zaasar Power &Light Ca.v. FPC.554 F2d 1178.

,069]

L Introduction
On April 21, 1981, Northern Natural Gas

Company, Division of InterNorth, Inc.
(Northern) t filed in Docket No. CP81.293400
an application, as supplemented on May 20,
1981, pursuant to Section 7(c) of the Natural
Gas Act for a certificate of public convenience
and necessity authorizing the transportation
and delivery of natural gas to Marathon Oil
Company (Marathon) and the construction
and operation of facilities therefor, all as morc
fullyset forth in the application.

Northern proposes to transport and deliver
for sale to Marathon up to 5.000 Mcf per day
of natural gas for a period not to exceed 45

'tI 61,068

days and terminating not later than July 1 ~

1982. Northern states that the gas to be sold
will be surplus to its general system needs
during thc term of the. sale. The sale willbe on
a best~fforts basis, subject to No'rthern's
ability to meet fully the needs of its existing
general system requirements. Northern also
states that where the demands of its on system
customers prevent it from providing the total
requested deliveries to its off-system
customers, any surplus available to its off.
system customers will be divided in a pro rara
manner ~ subject to pipeline operational
considerations.

Federal Energy Guidelinesor~
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ble Commission Regulations under the Natural Gas

Act and psnicuhrly thc general cams and condi ~

tions sct forth in paragraphs (s) and (e) of Section
1S7.20 and in Psn IS4 of such Regulations.

~ (C) Transco's transportation rates and disposi.
tion of revenues derived therefrom~i be subject .

to the determinauion in the rsie proceeding in
Docket No. RP77-log.

Footuotes-
'bis is ibc act ttcrncnt ra(c approved by ord«r hsucd

June 27, l97d. in Doetrct Nos. RP76-l36 and RP77-26:
i Dare of fiat dctivcry under ibc June 2l. l97S

~uiboriiaiiou was Novcrubcr l, l9'7S.

|1I61,174]
Amendments to Subpart A of Part 157 of the Regulations Implementing the Natural

, Gas Act, Docket No. RM79-43

Order Issuing Interim Rule
i

gssued.2VIay 18, f1979)

Before Commissioners: Charles B. Curtis, Chairman; Don S. Smith and George R.
Hall.

i

P4otel This rule ~as Published in 44 Fed. Reg. 30331, on May Z5s 1979, effective May
18, 1979, and appears at FERC Statutes and Regulations f 30,055.)

Pt61,175]. --
--'rkansas

Louisiana Gas Company v. Frank F. Hall, et al„Docket No. RI76-28
I

Order Declining Jurisdiction After Reconsideration of the Issue on Remand
I ~

Qssued May 18, 1979)

Before .Commissioners: Charles B, Curtis, Chairman; Don S. Smith, Matthevr
Holden, Jr. and George R. HalL

[Note: Order denying rehearing issued July 16, 1979; 8 FERC g 6),031.]

I price for gss than it pays the Hall group under the

A QUZSTIOII OF JURISD1CTION
~t~, A hmust pay the HaU pinup Mt higher
price. This contractual provision, known as a inos't

In this case this Commlssionl is faced with a favored nation clause. Providcsr

qucsdon.of jurisdiction. Should this Commission If y
'

th ~ of
exercise jurisdiction to thc exclusion of state couns

at any time dutin the term of this

to determine whether a royalty sgrccment between
ment buyer should purchase from anothery p hase from another pany.

gas utilit and tire Unitedsh[ f o er we or w ls locstcdin the Sligo gas field at
gas rom snot er party-se er" t t triggers an
automatic price increase nde th - f cd delivered under this a rccrnent. then in such
nation clause" in a gas supply contract between thc

c is agrccrnent. then m such
event the price to be paid for gas thereafter

ut»ty an oat m m c cnt Perdu c s of g 7'tJivcred hereunder shall be increased by an

II amount equal to the differences between the price

HISTOR Y OF PROCEEDINGS
. provisions hcrcof and thc concurrently effective

higher price provisions of such subsequent

A, TJrt Parties contract.

Frank J. Hall, tt at. are a group of indepen. B. 27rt Start Court Protttrfings

dent producers of natural gas. Under a 19S2 ln I976, the Hsl! group sued Arkla for breach
contract wiih the Arkansas Louisiana Gas Com. ol'contract in a Louisiana State coun'himing, lhsr
psny (-Arkla"), if Ark)s purchases gss from sny royahy payments made to thc Unhcd States by
other producer in the same gas Acid si a higher Arkla since 196I under a gas suppl) arrangement

FERC Reports [II61,175]
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with the government had triggered ihe 'most favored P. Actions By 77ie FERC
nation clause. Thc Hall.grouP claimed that they On March 21, 197g, ihe FERC moved in the
were »alii!cd io d ages retroactive to 1961. US Court of APMs rof an order f~anding ihe

In October 1977, thc state court found for lhe record in ihesc procccdings io the FERC for l'urthcr
Hall group and awarded substantial damages consideration.

;Op appeaL thc Court of Appeals of Louisiana. 'On May 25; 1978, the "Court of Appeals
Second Circuit,'eld thati (1) The trial court had grant»d thc Commission's'notion and remanded"
proper subject matter jurisdictio. Jurisdiction was the'ecord to the Corninission.
noi exclusive in the FERC under the Natural Gas On August 9, 197g,'he Commission asked for
Act. And the FERC does not have primary juris- briefs directed towards the question of:
diction to dctenniae whether the favored nation
chusc~ activated by~ royalty payment to thc ~ .. " .ther t us

United States. (2) Th» favored nation clause was ghction ovcr these matters,ind ifso, whciherihis

~ctivaled by tbe royalty payment because thc roy. Commission should e'xercisc such'jurisidjction in

alty payment was taatamouni to a purchase from ih» circumstances Prcscnicd here,".,

another party.seller.~ Tbc court remanded lhe case The Commission noicd that the briefs should not
to the trial court for recalculation of hmages .disc»usa the merits of the case but should limit the
Arkia petitioned the Supreme Court of Louisiana discussion to tbe jurisdictional issues.
for-cektiorari. Tbe Supreme Court 'of'Louisiana

'eniedthe petition.'rkla has p»titioned the Su. l I

prem» Court of the United States for ccrtiorari. '"-
. AC(iSS70g

.;C Action. Before rhe. FFC,;; . As potcd above, gabe'WC declined to issue a

Aft'h Hdj ~ p fmt fled sat 4 mm 'dccjalato'ry'order construing'the'most faviircd na.~ A ki 1»d t th FPC f ~™t lion claus'e in the Arkja.Hajj contract Ii held thai
there.was concurrent jurisdiction with the state

order cons ruing the f vored nation cj me!con. L 't d th t 't ld d f t th t
tained in its contract with tbe Hall group. 'he FPC slated that there is a "[c]omission

"policy io defer actioaton contract'quesaoas pres-
cxclusive jul~on over the dispute The 'ntW to it involnng ju~jetiond ~m which ~

~ 'pending in stale court:"
Th»le isnoqucstion that salesofnatural,gas by, While wc concur in the result r»ached by the

[tac Hail group] to Arkla arc subject to 'the 'FPC, w» do not subscribe to its rationale. Wh»ther
jurisdiction a@she.Commission...... i " the .Comnussioa. should assert jurisdictioa oyer

contractual issues otherwisc litjgable in state courts,
depends, we think,"on three factors. Those factors

However; there is, a,.thrcshhojd.qu»stion as to ~ ar«(1) whether the Commission possasa some

tbe cemtractuaj basis of [the] rate's.'l has been special expertise'which makes the case p'»cuiiariy

Commission.policy, to defer acuon,oa contract appropriat» for Commission decision; (2) wheth»r

qucsriions presented to it involving juiisdictionai there is a need for uniformity of interpretation of
sales which are peadiag ia court.' ~ . This case thc type of quesuoa raised by thc disput«aad, (3)
pres»nts a question of concurrent |urisdictjon.,whetha the case is'mportant in r»Jxtion to the
~ ~ ~ . Whij» this Commission has jurisdictton to regulatory responsibilities of the Commission. We

decide th»'subject contract qucsiion, the Louisi- beji»ve the FPCS automatic policy of deferral of
ana court also has jurisdictiori over an action contract queslions Pending in stat» courts to the

based upon asserted brcach of contract,"'Accord.
ingly, we believe it appropriate to defer to thc In examining whether this Commission has a

court to decide th»s» contract questions. special expertise which makes it the appropriate
forum to decide whether the Arkla.Hall favored

OnArkia's application for rehearing, ihe FPC nation clause has been triggered, we note initially
ruled Mt~~ 8 th» sixie court h»jd lhat th» Hall that the Commjssjon js. jn general. no more»xpert
grouP 'was entitled to a higher rate under lhe than a court in deciding non.lcchnicxl contact
favored nauon clause, they, as jurisdictional s»I!»is. questions. However. interpretation of some lypes of
wouldstjljbelimited.toccijingratesincffectunder contractual clauses may involve examination of
the Commission's Regulations. The FFC also noted technical issues which are within this Commission's

'hatsince th» producers beld a small producer special expertjse. D»ierminaiinn of th» dispuie
certilicat effective October 19, 1972, they were not between Arkla and ihe Hall group depends upon
required to make any rate increase filings thereafter. finding ihat Arkla has -purcha~c[d] froin anoiher

On February 3, 1977. Arkla petitioned the U.S. party-seller gas produced from the subject wells or
Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia any other well» located in the Sligo eas field at a

Circuit for review of the FPC's orders. higher price than is provided tn be paid for gas

[t|61,175] Federal Energy Guidelines
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I

ddivered under this agreement." While (here arc
circumstances where the interpretation of s favored
nation clause may involve this Cominission's tech-
nicd expertise," wc have beea presented with no
Issue in this case involving our special expertise.
Arkla riukes no argument ia this case that w'auld
inv'olve ou'i tcchnical expertise. Arkla's,dcfcnse to
thc contract action is thai the royal(y'agreemcnt
bctwccn itself and the, United Sta(cs is not a
"purchase from another psr(y-seller". which trig-
gered the favored nation ckausc. The outcome of the
case appears to turn on intcrprc(a(ion ol'he intent
of the paries to the coat(act rather than any
dcte(minstion rcqui(ing special tcchnical cxpertisc.
We thcrcfore sce no reason to exercise our jurisdic-
tion ha(cd upon a linding that the case'involv«s a
maner within our special expertise

Wc next consider whether this case is one in
which there is an issue which rcquircs uniform
in(erprets(ion. We consider'thc seed for uniformity
in light of the policies Congress has charged this
Commission to administer. In this regard we must
consider that transactions subject to the NatursJ
G'as Act rest in hrge part on private contracts and
that thc CommI(sion's role with respect to such
ccm(rac(s should ia(rude no further into doctrine

ol'tatecontract hw than necessary to carry out the
responsibilities under the Naturd Gas Act.u While
this "Commission has plenary authority to limit or
proscribe contractual arrangements that contravene
the relevant public interests,"" and to this end in
appropriat cases, (night find that achievement

ol'he

purposes of thc Natural Gas Act requires thai
certain terms in con(lac(s should be

uniformly'nterpret(4

we do nol behcve this to be such s case.

In this case this Coaunission Is being asked to
interpret a favored nation cIsusc. The dispute is
whether under the coatrsct a royalty agrcemcnt is a
"purchase (of gas) from another party-seller" that
triggeis an au'toinatic price increase under thc
favored nation chase. In the circumstances of this
cise whether a "purchase" occurred within the
meaning of thc con(rsct depends u poa what type of
transactions the parties to the con(rsc( intcndcd
-purchase" to include." What "purchase from
another party.seller- means in one gas supply
contract docs not necessarily mean the same thing
in another gas supply con(ract. The makers of one
contract msy have intended the favored nation
chute to be triggered by events other than those
intended to lrigger the clause in another contract.
Since lhe meaning of a favored nation chusc
depends upon the intentions of thc parties to the
contract, we scc no need for uniform intc(pre(stion
of all (svored na(ion clauses. Indeed, uniform
interprets(ion would seem to be impossible.

It has been argued that the in(erpre(stion of
this con(rac( msy have involved a slate court in
determining whether s -sale" had occurred.

And'hc

interpretation of the word "sale,- it wss argued.
would involve s state court in the interpre(stion of

an important term dcliniag this Commission's juris-
diction over gas." But this case docs not involve
determining jurisdicdion over gas. Wc undisputedly
have jurisdiction over the gas involved in this case.
This case iavolvcs contract interprets(ion. Aad it is
der that the word'"sale" may have a~different
mcuung in a contrsc( thaa it does under that
wc(ion o( the Natural Gas Act conferring jurisdic-
lion upon this Commission. "The same words. ia
dilfercnl sc(lings, may not mean tbc same thing.""

Finally, in considerin the need for uniformity,
we look al lhe fact that the contracts bc(ween Arkls
and the Hall group were catered into long before
this Commission becaiae actively concerned with
thc indefinite price cscsia(ion clauses, and more
parricularly with favored nation clauses. The con.
tract in question was entered into in 1952. Not until,
1961 did thc FPC issue rcguhtions concerning most
(avorcd nation clauses." Indeed, in contracts exe-
cuted after April 2, 1961, most favored nation
clauses are prohibit(xL Since these contracts were
entered into before the FPC issued regulations
concerning favored nation clauses, thc'akers had
no guidance from the Commissioa in drahing the
clauses. Since at the t'uac. no Commission policy
cxistcd requiring uniformity,,the meming of the
clauses was left to the intentions of the parties.
Ascertainment of such infcnlions is a mailer of
case.by~ adjudication that docs not invoke the
considerations of uniformity or technical expertise
that would, in other circumstances, support asser-
tion of this Commission's primary jurisdiction.

Finally, wc must decide aow what impact this
case has on our regulatory responsibilitier. This
type o(case, involving small producers not required
by regulation under the Natural Gas Am to File for
rate increases su(horixcd by contract." is no( a
matter of great import to our regulatory responsibil ~

ity as we find no need for a uniform interpretation
of a coatrsctual provision, and find that thc rates
requested arc within what the Commission has
dc(ermined to'be the xone of reasonableness.

On the facts of this case, the damages do not
excccd applicable arcs ceiling rates." Thc Louisiana
Supreme Cour( concluded (hat thc Hall group was
entitled lo damages measured by the difference
betaveen the price ArMa paid the United States
under the royshy sgrecmcn( and the price i( paid
lhe Hall groups In so doing. it noted that ii
considered thc fact thai the Cominission. in previ-
ous orders in this case. hsd stated the maximum
rates to which the Hall group would have been
cn(itlcd if con(rsctually aulhnrizcd snd if proper
((ling procedures hsd been followed." Thc Supreme
Coun of Louisiana (urthcr s(a(cd:

We note that plain(i(fs make no claim (hs( they
would have been emiilcd io s pric increaac
under their con(rsc( in„excess of (hc ra~pv(ivc
arcs base rale ceilings (iir sale'f natural gas as
established by nrdcr oi'hc Comniiaw'on,aa
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In iighi of the fact thai the Hail group ~akes
no claim for damages higher than the applicable
area ceiling rates. that the Louisiana Supreine Court
did not.authorize rates higher than thc applicable
area ceriing ratcv, and that the state di»tries court on
remand'from the Louisiana'upremo'Coun will
presumably not award ihmages higher than",the
area ceiling rates," we do not fed that our reguLstory
res pohsibilities are so affected that we must exercise
our jurisdiction in this case. ~

, ~ Since wc find that we need oot ex«reise juris-
diction under any of the three applicable factors, wc
decline jurisdictio. ~

Pie Comntct'sion orrfer" ."
Upon revietv oa roman»L,we decline to «xaziso

jurisdiction. on this. matter for the reasons stated
above.

- —Footnotea-

. ',Tbcsc scca& gs werc conuncnccd bcforc ihe FPC
By joint reguktion of October I, 1977.(10 CFR LOAN.I),

they were tansfcrred io tbe FERC. The icrm
"Cc»Omis-'ion,"'when'usedin the 'context of sciion taken prior

to'etobei1;1977;refer to ihe FPC: whcii used other»isa to
the FERC. ~ ":"'

Arkansas Laaukrne Ger Company v, Fnink J. Hell er
e(I Docket No. RI76-2$ , Order Sctring Mutcr for Deter
mination on Brief, August 9, 191$ , 4 FERC $ 61;133. T)us
is noi ihc fiat time we are lacing this casa»Tbc FPC lira
addr»sscd thc jurisdiction qucsrion in, an onkr dated
Match $ ,.1976,.55 FPC 101$ . Thc FPCs previous actions
In ibis ciic sic diicussid more fully.iri,S»crion 1L Iafrrc

' 3 Halt v. Arkansas Laviiisiia Gas 'Ccvnpsaiy, 1st
Inch»i»i'iitri»C'Court, Csddo County. Louisiana.
Na 225.699..; ...' - ..c ~;

'ellv. Arkansas Louisiana Gar Company, 159
Sa2d'55

(May I ~ 197$).,;.... ~ ~

'.Thc Coun so found despite Its r»cognition that tbe
theory of cnvncahp advanced by Ark)a.wssi

i~.. i in accord with tbe pievdhng.scat».ls» and
federal dccaions on this issue. Sce Sk»II Petroleum Cwp.
v. Ca(eau'cv Rrel Esrerr 8 O. Ca. 1$ 5 Ls. 751, 170 So.
1$ 5 (1936h Lagea v. Stair Grew( Ca. 15$ Ls. 105, 103
Sa 526 (1925); Soanf ofCam Jx afCaddo Lever Dirc v.
'Pvrv Oil Ca. 161 La. $01, 120 So. 313 (19297, kfclearoa
v. Texas Campaay. 230 Ls. 593. $9 So.1d 135 (1956).
kfab(7 OIICorp»Naaba v. Fed<rat Power Cammution. 149
UXApp.D.C. 310, 463 F.2d 256 (19'Ill ccrc drn. 406

.US, 976, 92 S.CL 2413, 32 I EcL2tl 616 (1972).

Thc Court concluded ihai the intentions oC the patties
were noi to limit thc activsiion oC ihe favored nation dauic
only to sitwiions «herc there was a tcchnical "purchase."
"idler." or "pric." Th» Court dccidcd that royahy
payments were within ihe intentions of thc psnics when
they draft»d the favored nation dsuse.

' related petition for ccniorsii was also fikd by ihe
Hall stoup. The Hall group petition was granted for the
linn'ted purpos» of conndering ihc kvel o( damages and
«beth»r on» meinbcr o(ihc group hsd waived hii right io
damages. Th» Louisiana Supreme Court on March 5, l979.
i»su»d its decision on those man»a. It hss swarded
damages for ihe period l961 to 1972 hich thc Coun o<
Appeals hsd fej»»lcd.

s Ariasaasr Loauiaaa Gat Company v Frank J HaL. a
OL. Docket No. RI76-2IL Order Denying Pctiuoa (March
g,,1 976)..

„,i 'rkansas Laauiuae Gar Campaity v. FraakaLHOIL ci
el,.Docket Na RI16-2$ , order Denying Appliesuon for
Reheating (issued June 4, 1976, 55. FPC 2660). Jn Jhcse
proc«cdings, tbc FPC isiuid other aid»a which are Jtot
id»vsnt't lhu ilute.
' "Arhmasi Loauiene Gas Company v, Fnmk I. Hdl(

A'1.

Dock»i No. R176-'2$ , Order Sating Mater (or De(cr.
minstion on Bri»f. '' '" '' '': . (

~ ~ Order Denying Petition (March $ .'1976) at
1020.':"

Sc» Pare OII Company v. FPC., 299 F.2d'370 (7th
CB'962) lli thai «lac'ihc intcrprcislioll of a favored
nsdon danie.involved tbe issue CC vb»th»r certain pur.
chased gss «su»essed.cxccption»I qwiitks for pc»king
purpoia which enhanced iu value to tbc cxtcni.that a

seemingly trigg»ring price was not higher on s coinp»ative
basis than thc prica paid under tbe'contact.

" Soc Uairrd Gai Pipe'Lhr Ca v. Jfabi% Gar Srrvicr
Car)x '350 US. 332. 343-344 (1956); Ualrrd Gsr Pipe Linc
Ca v. Jfcmpku Gas D(s 35$ US 103. 109 110, 112 114 ~

(195$ )., -: .. ~ ~ ~:,
" Perm(»a Sash Area Reir Cases 390 U&.747, 7$4

(196$ ) r '' >' ~ ~

vr",Tbc Loucusna coUrt properly kokcd Io thc Intcn.
rions of tbc paries to the contract in des»ruining thc
meaning o( thc conuact. Sce n. 2,.p. 3.

"This Commission's jurisdicuon »mends to "tb» se(r
of natural gss in intcatatc commcrce for resale. Sccrion
l(b) of thc Nstual Gai Act, 51 Stat. $21 ~ 15 US.C. 711(b).'

u Skcfty OII Ca v. Pki(tips.'Prrrakam Ca', 339
U.S,'61

67$ (1950). '"" '
" Ig CFR 154.93.
" Tbe Hall group holds sinall pmdacer c»rtiftcatcs

which exempt it from ccrtain tate Cdbtg'rtquinsncnu. Sce

1$ .CFR 157.40. Bui for this ststw;cbe,group wotdd have
been i»quit«L under thc fikd eat» doctrin, io apply (or.
and rcccive spprovsJ o(sny change in iti rsics on file with
thh Cc 'o bd~ it ~a coII~ ariy'p~ I~
dsimed <o have been triggead un'dcr the favored nation
dsusc. 3(oarena-Dakota Un'lln'cr Ca.v. Harrk»err»ra Pub-
(I» Service Ca, 341'US. 24tL 151 C

whether the group beld smsU or large pio ~ staius, such
increases could have b»cn recovered only prospcctiv»Jy. Cg
However, be«saic a small producer is exempt from rate
fling riquiranenis and eouM commence collection of
contractually authorised r'ates on demand to ibe buy»r, a
coun would be capable of finding an award of damages for
the ditferrncc bciwecn ~ rate permitted by the contract. up
to applicable limits provided by thc Cominiision for small
producea. and amounts actually coucmcd.

~ Ptior to 1971 ihe Hall group did not ho'Id smaQ
pmduccr ccrtiiuates. In ihc "Order Denying Appli«stion
for Rehearing" issued Junc 4, 1976. thc FPC stated on p.
1660, n. I:

Prior io the fding oC their small produo»r sppbcstion.
rcspondcnu. o( couac. u ARICLAcontends. would be
anti(lcd under thc Natural Gss Act only io thc rsic on
fil»wiih this Commission snd in »IT»ct. S«: Sam»den Oil
Carp.. ci aL 37 FPC 261. and cases cited therein.

Thc FPC held ihst ihc produrca were noi «ntid»d to s
rat» increase for th» period pnor to when they h»id small
producer ccniiicsics since they hsd noi fied for s rate
increase as rcquirrd by Coinmiision r»gulsiion. The Louiii~

sns Supr»mc Court. however. hss swarded darn»(a back
to 1961. H coacludcd thu ii wai Arkls's fsuh that thc Hall
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group hss not Bed for a rate increase prior to 1972. The ab'k payments'for the naiural gas. including the liqucfi.
Louisiana Coun therefore deemed that the Hall group had able hydrocarbons contained therein. and thc subic-
fulllillcd its obligation to lilc ncw rais schcdula. On this quently ranoved liquids. »c would have jurisdiction
bub thc Louisiana Suprane Coun awarded damages for over thesak of the natursJ gas containing the liquefiabk
the l961 toq972

period

alte the (avorcd nation clause was 'ydrocarbons."but no junsdielion over thc sale of thc
(oand to have.beer triggaed and bc(ore'the Hall group . hquicts. Ttutft)icrcqs shade contract question presented
received stnaQ pnxluecr catificatcs.;,i ....,.. with'respect t'o thc subject'saic as'to whether

rerpon-"'ni.lt

is ow. opinioo that Ihe LAwiLilMSuprenle Coull's. dents ale ciititkd uildcr Ihc sales contract to.a prior for
award o( damages for thc 1961-1972 pcciod violates the 'the produas ranovcd by ARKLAfrom the natural gas
fikd rate doaiine. 5(ovccao.J)okocc Uciviria Ca v. Jtronh. ~hated fmm espoodcnts «hkh is scvcrabk frocn tbe
»arcm 'piiblk Service Ca. 341 US. 246. 251 (1951). This „pric for natural gas sold unda such contract.
Comntisdon.,however, does not have thc po»er to tevkw

hsf'thc state ciourt'has done. Wc note; hinrcvcf. that 'a

petition fora writ c(crit(arun'hss bccn fdcd in tbe Suprane Price (or t"e pnx ~a m ved f~ the gas s ~b c fm
Coun of the United States scctdng review of the LctuiYkna tbc Priee (or tbe g
Supreme Coun's decision. Ark(c v. J(el( Sup. Ct. No. a«ardcd (oe thc,actusJ natural gai. aot including tbc
78-986. sled December lg, 197L ~ ., '..." severable payment for thc 1)rnducts sano aL was

with'.

",On April 25. 1979. 7 FERC $ 6hogg, we issued an e area ca"ng ra«
"Order Requesting Adctitiooa) Jn(ormation to Supplanent, "As «e stated above, thc LouiYisna Suprane Court, in
Record." information received pursuant to that request effect. waived one o( this Commisdon's filing requiranents
con(itms that damages do exceed applicable area ceiling when it dctcnnincd that tbc Hall group ~ entitled to
rata. Aikkcontends that damages do excxa! the applies- damages back to 1961. This holding o( the LouiYiana
bk arcs ceiling rata.'rkla claims that thc Louisiana'upranc Court coneicts with the file rate doarinc,
coons conccutJ y awardal danNgca for liquc(isbk hydro " » Fiertk J; (fell v. Arkoasor Loviriene Gets Company.
carbons. ln this Commission'a Hovanbcr g, 1976. "Order Supreme Coun o(LouiYiana (March 5. 1979). slip 'op. p. 11.
Ckri(ying and Amph(yitng . Commis«on Orckr. Iyatying Thc Commksk 's Prericnn ord as ~ its Cyn(m ger ~
Rehearing" we stated: ",' '

Appiicoiioa err. Jtckroriag, (June 4. 1976h and Onicr
jurisdkdon over natural Clan/yug And. AmPli/ykg Commisticm Onirr DcaP&g

k u~bk hyd~ it h no ju~ Appiicurioa For Jtckccn'ng (November.C, 1976. 56 FPC
diction over liquids ancr their,'ranoval from the gas 2905)

. ~ .
stiean. Consequently. if a contraa pnmdcs for sever...u Supranc Court of Louisiana. slip op. P. 12, n. 7.r'... Dt61,176]

Ci~~es Service Gas „Company,"Docket Nos. RP72-142, ZP76-135, RP78-76""" 'PGA79-2 and AP79-:.2)'"."
Order Acc'e'pting, Subject to Co'ndition, and=Suspending Rate Increase, Granting

.: Waiver,,'and Establishing Hearing Procedures
ed May 18, 1979)

Before Commissioners: Charles B. Curtis, Chairman; Don S.
Smith„'Georgiana'heldon,

Matthetv Holden, Jr. and George.R HiU.
[Note"..Order issued'August 3, 1979, on'rehearing, modi&„ tg prior order,

.,dismissing request for suspension of'rdering paragraphs and deferring
': action on request for clarification, 8 FERC et 61,119.J
On Matuh'22, 1979, Cities Service Gas Corn- 15.6 million doihrs in unrecovered purchase costs:

pany (Cities Service) filed Second Revised Third and
Revised Sheet No. 6 lo its FERC Gas Tariff, (3) an increase of .19 cents per Mcf in the
Original Volume Ncx I, in which it proposed to advance paytnent adjustment, due to the elirnina-
inereisc its rates charged through its purchased gas tion of a negative adjustment o(.29 cents per Mef.
adjustment cLsuse by 36.8 million dollars. The and a reduction ol'.10 cents per Mef to reflect a.
proposed rate increase would, ifapproved, rcsuh in reduction in the advance payment baLtnce.
a unit increase of 11.11 cents per Mefabove current Cities Service proposes that its increased rates
levels.'n particular, thc proposed increased rates be made effective on April 23, 1979.
reflects Notice of Cities Service's PGA liling was

(I) an increase of 9.73 cents per Mef in current issued oii Aprll 4, 1979, altd eoltttnents werc

purch~ 8xs ~t~ including c~in ~u xttrib. required to b filed on or b fore APril 17, 1979

utable to the Natural Gas policy Act of 1978 The Cotnmission notes that Cities Service's

(NGPA); proposed increase in purchased gss costs includes
increases in costs of gss supplied by producerc as

(2) an increase of 1.19 cents per Mef in the well as pipeline.suppliers. and is in pan attributablc
PGA surcharge adjustmcnt, intended to recoup lo increases occasioned b>'hc implementation ci(

FERC Jteportg [1I61,176]
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defivered to Ftuehauf exceed its contract demand quired by (4) above. Such reports shaH contain tbe

with its supplier. amount ofnatural gas coasumed at the plant during

(3) Fruehauf shall reduce the volumes it would thc moath'covcrcd by the report, thc end use of
receive under the curtaihncnt pisa of its.existing such consumption:according to the cad-usc prioci-

natural gas suPPlier for Priotity 2 or. priority 3 use ties. contained;in- IS,CFR 2.7g, vie.amount.
ol's

dcfincd above to the extent that thc volumes of natural gas consumed. from other sources.and. tbe

gas:transported uadcr the transportation certificates cad,usc of tbe gas froai such other sourocs.

exceed'hc volumes of custaihnent cxpericaoed'by ~ ~ (6) Columbia's transposition.rates authorized

Fruehauf.in thc cHgibk Priority 2 or,3 categorie. herein, based upon rate schedules which are pres-

.(4) Texas Gas sbaH subitut a:monthly report cntly ui effect subject lo fefiuldI arc conditioned

consisting of an original and four copies to tbe upon anY change in tatcsauthorized ia Docket No.

Commission indicating the name of thc pttxduecr, RP76-95 or final Commmioa orders oa future tate

thc volumes received aad.transported, the,volumes ftHngs by Columbia., ~

delivcrcd, and the name of tbe iHstributor. Such ~(7) Ia thc event gas is diverted by Columbia,

rcport shaH bc filed under oath within 20 days aller Columbia shall comply with aH appbeabk Commis-

the «nd of each month included in the terms of the sion Rcgtdstioas and reporting xequircmcnts under

transportation ccrtificatc. Texas'Gas shaH file rc- thc Natural Gas Act..
pons for any moatb during which ga: is 'not ~ (g) Texas Gas shall crctHt aay excess revenues

transpotted. In additioa, tbe firs monthly report generated over and. above tbe incremental costs
shaH also state the date of initial deHvery:

' iactured in,perfpttniag.the subject transportation

~

- (5)'ruehiuf diaH'iovidc Texas Gas with service to Account l91 of the Uniform.System of
monthly''icports which shall be trsnst'aitted to thc Accouats for,Natural Gas Companies.,: -

g

Commission as aatattschmeat to thc repoits.re-; 'oaunissioncr Holden voted present.

'[561,150]
TOSCO Corporation Office of Hearings and Appeals Case No".DXE4494, Docket

tie 'No. RA78-3
I ~

Order Dismissing a Request for Review Pursuant to Section 504 of the Department of
*

Ener'gy Organization'Act. „..
'*' (Issued August 9, 1978)

4

Before Commissioners."Charles B,'Curtis,'Chairman Don S,'Smith, Georgiana
", Sheldon, 'Matthew Holden, Jr. and George R. Hall.

[This Order is'ited 4 FERC tt 61,150. The text nppe'ars at J"ERC Appeals
" ' Decisions 'August 1978—June 1981'$'46,001:]

~ ~ ~ ~

['961,151)

United Gas Pipe Line Company, Docket Nos. RP71-29, et aL (Phase III)
Order AffirmingRuling of Presiding Judge, Granting in Part nnd Denying in Part

Motions to Lodge, Denying Motion for Initiation of Rulemaking Proceeding,
and Clarifying Scope of Proceeding

(Issued August 9) 1978)

Before Commissioners: Charles B. Curtis, Chairman; Georgiana Sheldon, Matthew
Holden, Jr. and'eorge R. Hall.

On December 16, 1975, the Presiding Adminis-
trative Law Judge. acting pursuant to Section
1.2g(a) of the Commission's Rules of Practice and
Procedure, referred to the Commission'1) certain

questions concerning the intended scope of the
hearing previously ordered by the Commission to be

held in the abovc~ptioned proceeding and (2) the
Presiding Judge's rulings on the admissibility of

FERC Reports [961,1'51]
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evidence dated November ll and December 9,
197S. On June .10, 1976, kfareh 25, '1977, May 10,

1977i and June 22,'1977prcspectively,-Uiutcd Gas
Pipe'Line Company (United) Bled «itb the Com-
missfon four separate mbtvons seeking to lodge with
the Commission certain opinions and orders issued

by the US."Court'of Appea!s for the Fifth Circuit
and thr'ee Federal dfstrictxourts «(thin its jurisdic-
tion. Relying oa tbcae decisions United rcqaests thc
Commission to aAirsa. the November,'ll, 1975
ruling-of the Presiding Judge and to expand thc
scope of this heariag to include the nuincrous legal
and factual issues referred to this Commission by
the'several orders of the district courts. Rcvcssal of
tbe Presiding Judge's'cvidcntiary ruling is sought by
a number of.United'.s customers «bo'ase'iatcsve-
nors in the procccding and by thc Coauniuion staff.
United's motions to lodge aad for dcciazatosy relief
azc likewise vigorously upposcL.

-:: The Ccnnmissioa finds reaionabk an'd there-
fore approves'the evidentiary ruhng of the Presiding
Judge. Tbc motio'ns to lodge numerous questions
referred by tbe courts to tbe Commission arc for tbe
most part denied for thc reason that such questions
pertain primarily to thc issue of United's possible
contract liability to its customers for curtaihncnt
damages rathes than to issues related to the estab-
lishment of United's curtailment.d>lan. Thc Com-
mission finds that thc contract liability issues are
beyond the scope. of'ts.!urisdictioa and authority
aad czhezcfose, declines,,to,= zrmudc the,ccetzaet .

liabilityissues'and related questions as matters to be
decided ia this proceahng. Certai of thc referred
questioas, howcvcr, are well within the azabit qf
Commission jurisdiction, and these questioas are
acccptcd l'or Commissloa. considcratioa and
disposiaon.

,. Proccsfuro/ History

That part of this p~g now designated as
Phase Ill arose out of United's curtailinent pro-
ceedings and involves United's potential liabiTity to
its customers for bsesch of contract resuhing from
curtailment ofde!iveries, United's ananpts to mod.
ify its tariffs for the purpose of'voiding such
liability, and the'extent of the Commission's juris-
diction in the marter. United states that it is a
defends'nt ~ in seven lawsuits brought by direct
industria customers to recover over Sl billion in
curtailment damages. Pcnnxoil Company, United's
fortncr parent, is a codefcnchnt in several of the
suits

On March 31. 1971 United filed a petition
requesting the Comsnission to issue a declaratory
order determining and limiting United's obligations
under the substitute fuel clauses contained in its
contracts with scvcral large utility and industrial
custosness. Those clauses provide that when United
cannot deliver the full contract quantity of gas, it
must pay the difference between thc cost of gas and
the customers'ost of altesnat'e fuels. On May 17,

1971 ~ in response to Cosnmission Order No. 431 (45
FPC 570), United proposed a ncw section 12.3 of its
curtailment tariff purporting. to absolve it froin
Iiabity under the.substitute, fud chuses.'vThesc
psoposab «cre considered by thc Commission along
«ith other curtailment issues, following hcszing. in
Opinioa Na 606,.«hich was issued oa October.S,
1971. While Opinion No. 606 dealt'primarily with
tbc Canunission's jurisdiction over the curtailment
of sales to United's direct customers. the Commis-
sion also denied United's request for a dechratory
order interpreting and.limitiag its Eabilityiunder the
substitute fuel clauses and.refused to approve the
exculpatory tariff provYiionr~ting that (46 FPC
g05): "~ ",. ~ .. ~

~ " ~

Imp1cmeatation of thc curtaihneat plan itself,
pursuant to our procedures, would be an absolute
dcfeilsc fof Uilitcd agaiilst aII chains fof specifi
performance, damages, or other rcqucsts for relief

.under these contracts. affected by uztaaiisnents
that may be initiated ia the~urts..No add'uional

,tariff Ianguige like,~t proposed~ Section
12.3... is necessary to limit liability under
contracts when agencies'rders, rules, or regula-

; ~fons authorize actions contrary to those
coat racts.

Ia Opinion 606:A tbe Commissioa furthe eJarified
its view of the contract liability'uestion,as follows

(
(46 FPC 1292-1293): ~

ln clarification, Gus Commission has the re-
sponsibility a!id'he authorit'o" protect all

., consumers from effort by pipelines to grant
preferences in service to particuhr customers or

~
~ classes of customers,ia times whea gss shortage

... prccludcs fulfilimca(of'll,contracts for delivery
of gas. A clam of preference tn service direct!y,
or, in the case of subsntutc.fuel clauses,.indi-
rectly, canaot operate to deprive this Commission
of authority to assu're fair and equitable curtail.
ment plans. The pipeline companies cannot be
faced with tbe dilemma ofproviding non~sn-
inatory service as ordered by the Commission and
at the mme time incur liability for breach of
contracts which grant discsinunstosy prefcrcnccs,
directly or indirectly. Thus, the Conisnission's
authority to prec!ude undue prefcrenccs 'and
discsuninstions in service operates to preesnpt
any contract, provisions inconsistent with the
exercise of that authority as not being in the
public interest.

Opinions 606 and 606.A werc reviewed by the
Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit in Inscrno-
sionol Poprr Co. v. FP.C, 476 F. 2d 121 (5th Cir.
1973) (hereinafter fnirrnoiionof Popcr ). In referring
to the aboveguoted language nf'he Coinmission's
opinions. the Court staied (476 F. 2d 125):

After due study, we have determined that this
language is mere dicta and has no force other
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than to r»Q»ct a position taken by thc FPC which
tacks support in the record before it.

Thc Commissioa ia „Opinioa cNo. 606, upon
finding that it had jurisdiction ova United's cur-
Gilmmt phn,'id refers»'d the cai» to 'the Presiding
Examiner for in initiild»ciYion on'thc m»Ats of
Ullltcd's proposed'plait. The Presiding EL1auna
Issued his initial decision on'uly~3 1972.1l)pon
revi»w of'bcinitiil dc»won tbc Coauaission,'on
January 12,'1973, issued its Opinion No. 647'(49
FPC 179). Insofar as it is pcrtincnt to the phase III
iisiies, the Commission "m Opinion 647ir'cstated its
view that United could not be held liable foi brcach
'of contract and that accordingly the propos»d
exculpatory'tiriff piovtYion was unn»ccssary.

Shortly after Opinion No. 647 was Issued the
Court issu»d its decision in lnsernoriono/:Paper. The
Comsnission responded to that deciYion in Opinion
647-A (49 FPC 42II). In'ccordance:with Chi»f
Judg» Brown's'concurring opinfonrn Insernar(onol
Paper stating'hat ~bile':tbe Issue 'of contract
liabilitymust'ultimatdy b6 r»soiv»d by the Courts,
tb» Commission ncvathelcss"hss ct positive daty
under the doctrine of prisnasy jurisdictioa to dctcr-
minc the legal and.practical ramification of its
ordas, th» Comaussioa proceed»d to consider the
issues involving United's.potential coqtract liabiTity
'and the dfcct of, the Commission's ordas thereon.
(49 FPC 1219-1224). The Comaussion con»Iud»d
that'm thc absence of n»gtigencc', bad faith or oth«r
wrongful conduct a pipeline a~g 'pursuant to an
approved curtaiim»at ph(a must bc cxoneratcd ot'all
liability as a matter opiaw, ciring.F.'P.C v..Louisl-
ono ck Light Ccc, 406 US. 621 (1972). The Commis-
sioa further.found that'in cases involving negli-
g»nce, bad faith,or wrongful conduct oa the past of
a pipeline, the Coiamissioa has.ncr. powa.to adjudi-
,cate contract liabiTity, and that such liability must
bc detamined,by tb» courts.,Howcva;.the Com-
mission realIismed its coadusion in,Opinion No.
647 that United was not. guilty of any.improvidcncc
or wiUful misconduct. The Coaunlssion furtba
found that the substitute fud claus»s were not
unduly preferential or inconsistent with ib» public
interest pcr sc. This finding was expr»ssly condi.
tanned, however, upon thc Comsnission's intcrprcta-
tion that under those claus»s United was ex pos»d to
potential liabilityfor a sax@mum ol'scvca days. Thc
Coaunission concluded that tbe propos»d tariff
section 12.3 ranaincd unn»»essay because United
was not subject to any contract liability resulting
from its allocation of gas in accordance with a
Commission approved curtailia»nt plan.

'pinionNos. 647 and 647-A were rcvicwed in
the Fifth Circuit aad, once again, the Court vacated
in their «ntircty and ranand»d thc Commission's
findings and conclusions with respect to th» con-
tract liability and relst»d tariff issues.

The Court found that tbe Commission should
not hav» att»mpted to determine what United's
potential contract liability would bc in the absence
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of proposed tariff section 12.3, since this was ~

maria to be decided by thc courts; rather th»
Comausiion should bavc, det»rmlned .what th»
cffcct ot'ection 12.3 would be.'.if,approved upon
United's potential coatraes.liability,.The court pro-
pouaded several spcciTic questions to be considered

by tbe, Commission (503 F. 2d 867, 5th Cir. 1974):

Ca(i a tarifprovision reaiovc get(eral contra»
tual liability? If tbe provision would 'reaiove
hability, would'the unavailability of damages

'ubject. United's curtailed customas to atty un-
'due prejudic» or disadvantage?

Rcfcrring to the question of wh»tha thc substitute
fuel clauses themsclvcs might consututc an undue
prefes»ace in. favor of tb» direct. custoincrs, the
Court asked.,(503 F. 2d 868 (Stb.Cjr. 1974)):

"Would 'section'2.3 hav'e pr»vented ruch an
: undue pr»fes»nce by eifcctivdy abrogating the

substitute fud clauses? ll't"did abrogate them,
' 'vrould'hat subject International Paper and thc
'"otheri'to any undue'prejudice or disadvantage?

.; ~ . Ssoisssfon of Phase III
'Ori Mar'ch'7 1975 the'Conunission issued its

or@a on ranan'd'f Opinions'47 and 647.A, in
which it divided United's ustaaiisn»at pracccdings
into two phases (53 FPC742). The dctamination of
an interisn curtailment plan to be effectiv pending
tbe Cocasmssion's "dcciYion oa ipataanent plan was
'd»stgnatcd ss phase'I,'while the ongoing'prnr~.
fn'gs mvolving dev»topaient" of a p»smanent phn
wcr» designated as phase II. The contract liability
and s»lated issu»s pataining'to United's proposed
cxculpst'ory tariffpscsviYton were included ia phase
IL A further order «as issued oa April 2, 1975, in
'which thc Commission acted upon United's
resubmission of thc proposed tariff section

12.3.'nited's

request for a r»tins»tive dfcctive date of
Novcmba 14, 1971 was dcaicd pending the out-
come of the phase II hearings. The Commission
also noted the objcctioas of Mississippi Pow»r *
Light Company to the resubmission of section 12.3.
MPgcL argued that since the Commission is without
jurisdiction over United's direct sales, or the rates
at which those sales are made. it was th«reforc
without jurisdi»tion to rdievc United from obliga.
tioas creat»d by the direct sales contracts. The
Commission rul»d that this jurisdictional issue
should be induded among those to be dccidcd in
phase Il. The next order was issued on May 2, 1975

(53 FPC 1496). In this order. issued on rehcssing of
the osder of March 7th, the Commission granted
United's request that the contract liability issues be
scvercd from phase II and that a new phase III b»
cr»ated for the purpose of rendaing an expedited
decision on these issues. Finally, on August 20.
19?S (54 FPC?96), the Commission issued an order
partially granting United's request for a declaratory
order enlarging th» issues to be considered in phace
III. United hsd requested the Commission to in
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dude in phase 111 the issues of (1) whether the

paymeat of damages of coalp»nsation to sofa» of its
customers ~would create undue preferences and
discrimin'atibhs, '(2) whether s»ction 12.1 of Unit-
ed's tariff'reclude's damage claims. (3) wbcthcr
United was'guilty of negligencc or willfulmis»on-

duct and (4) wh»tbei tbe rights of Unit»d's previ-
ously intrastate customers are fixed by its curtail.
m»nt tiriff,and whether the" payment ofdamages to
such custom»rs would create uadue preferences and

discritalnations. Thc order of August 20 granted
United's request only as to.item (2). The above-

describcd ord»is of March 7, April 2, May 2, and

August 20, 1975, ddincate tbc scope of phase IIIas
'lt cxistcd prior to this order. ~ ~

"

The parties mvolved ia the phase III hearings

qui»Uy became»mbroiled in»oniroveisy over the

scope of tbc proceedings. This controversy is re-

lic»ted la the pleadings and arguments of the partie
in connectioa with, the dforts of Uaitcd's advcrsar.
ics to strh» substantial portions of United's phase

III cvidca»c oa the ground such evidence is ad-
dresud to matters beyond the scope of tbc pro»ced-

ing. On November 'l I,'nd'Dec~b»r 9, 1975, the
Presiding Judge issued ord»rx granting in part but
for the most part d»nying the motions to strik and
oa D»camber 16, 1975, he rcferrcd,his rulings to thc
Commission for review..These rulings arc discuss»d

at a later point in shit order. In,thc meantime, thc
damage, suits against United were procccdiag a pace.

Oac of these actioas was.filed against United and
P»aaxoII by hg AL ia,the U.S. District Court for
thc South»ra.district of Mississippi s»chng $ 160

,
million ia curtailmen damages. At United's re-

quest, th» Distric Court stayed thc pro»ceding until
this Commission had an opportunity to cx»rois» its
jurisdiction over thc still, peading eitrtaihacat
controversies. ~.-... a) I

'h«District Coirrt's stay order was reviewed
and approved by thc Filth ~t ia hfirsissippi
Povr»r d Light Cc v. Unit»ifGas Pipe Lr'rr» Ca. 532
F. 2d 412 (5th Cir. 1976) (herdaafter hfPdL ). Th»
court upheld the Distric Court's stay order but
stat»d thai tbe District Court should prepare an
order sp»cif>sng the issues upon which the Commis-
sion's opinion was being sought. On June 10, 1976,
United moved to lodge thc hfPdL decision with the
Comnussion. On April 22. 1977, thc District Court
bsued an order in response to hfPdL propounding
a number of specific questions which were referred
to the Cotnmissioa for "a full and adequate deter-
minaiion, articulating its rationale and supporting it
with rel»vant finding of fact..." On May 10, 1977.
Uidtcd moved to lodge the District Court's order
with the Commission.'n Junc 22, 1977, United
moved to lodg» a similar referral order issued by the
District Court for the Southern District of Missis-
sippi in an action for curtailmcnt damages lil»d
against United and Pcnnzoil by Mississippi Power

Company.
In dcteraurung tbe issues pending herein for
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decision, the Cominission'shall consider first chose
issues associated with the motions to lodge'>

'PrfirtarJr'urtsriieriorr .

,
.T2u's Commission and the courts rcvicsfing its

ord»rz have recogniz»d the Commission ts svithout
jurisdiction ult'uaatdy to d»terminc United's Iiabd-

ity 1'or curtailment damages. Aay such liability is

for the courts to dctcrminc Jar»rnariorral Pap»r.

Stare of Louisiana. hfPd@ suprix Nev»rthdcss, ia
tbe course of btigatioa associated with United's
curtailmcat proeecdmgs, the. courts have suggested

that the Commission should aad in some instances

might be required to. »oasid»r questions iavolving
United's possible coatra»t liability pursuant to the
doctrine of primary jurisdiction.

Tbc quesrion of primary jurisdi»tion was dis-
cussed extensively by the .Court in hfpdL, with
particula reference to its applicabiiity to the facts

of this case. Thc Court, in approving a.stay of the
district.court damage suit aod z»f»rral ofissu»s to
,the Commission, found the do»tria.of primary
jurisdictio "particularl appropriat" to curtai-
lmen daiaage suits (532 F. 2d 419, 5th Cir»4976):—

In this litigation, rd'erral is particularly appro-
'priate. While the Fcd»ial Power Commission's
jurisdiction is somewhat limited, thc Natural Gas

Act, as int»ipr»ted by the courts, has provided
'he Commission'ith thc statutoiy basis for

p»rvasive regulation qf,'the curtiilmenl question.

The court id»ntificd five specific ar»as bt which tbe
Commission's opinioo wouM be of"materia aid" to
the District Court in resolving the damage acaon.
These were (1) a detcrmInation on the facts and
circumstanc»s that resulted in United's gas short.
agc (2) detertaulalloll of the s»op» and hapact of
exculpatory tariff provisions, (3) interpretariion of
provisions of United's contracts which might limit
its liability, (4) consideration of comp»nsaaon to
curtailed customers, and (5) detenninatioa of
whether the presence or absence ol'amages signifi-
cantly affects the curtailment decision.

As previously noted, United moved on'Jhne
10. 1976 to lodge thc hfpdL decision with the
Commission. This request was denied by the Com-
mission on July 19, 1976 as pr»mature, since no
r»f»rrals had yct been issued by the distri»t courts in
response to the hfpdL decision. These referrals
have now been issued, and United has moved to
lodge them as indicated supra

„United's s»v»raJ motions to lodge and the
answers which have been filed in opposition thereto
raise the threshold issue of whether the Commission
has any discretion in deciding whether to accept th»
questions referred by the district courts. Ifnot, the
inquiry is at an end, and thc Commission would
have no alternative but to accept the referred
questions and att»mpt to d»iermine them. United
strenously argu»s that under th» circumstances of
this case action is mandatory rather than disci»tion-
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ary, and that the Commission Is tbercforc obligated
to sct the referral issues for hearing and decision. In
support of its contention,United relies upon the
concurriag opinioa ia Islerntirtbrus/ Paper. hfptftL
and Inr'C.rfsr'n.sHear tutd Frarr Insulators tutd
Asbestos Borkers v. United Contractors Ass'n., 483
F.W 384'(3d Cir.,1973). Ia t'scussing the referral
issue in the Lttcr case tbc Court.¹atcd (483 F,2d
404): '.

As to the liat reason —tio guarimtec of Board
"action—«e bebeve it gives too'narrow an 'mtcr-

prctation to tbe doctrine of primary juHsdictioa.
'Under'he doctrine, the'District'Court would
certify tbc labor issues to the Board for fiiidiags

'of fact concerning each alleged act and conclu.
'ions of Iaw. The Board is crpeered ro honor rhii
eernfictrriott... (emphasis added).

v
Tbe Commission cannot agree that its consid-.

eration and det rtaiaatioa of,'cseh,of thc referred
qucstioas ls'„as a matter of law, mandatory. The
authoritie prescntcd by,Umtcd do not peauadc.thc
Commission otherwisc, Thc Coauaissioa is obli-
gated .to, desermine. issues. as tovlttbich it,.has.
paramount or cvd exriusive juriscbctioa under thc
Natural Gas Act. FP.C v. Louiruirto Pu«er tk Light
Cx, 406 US. 621 (19727, also Texas end P.R Ca,
v. Abilene Conan Oil Ca 204 US. 426 (1907). Thus
thc court m hfPEL states that (532 F. 2d.420 (5th
Cir. 1976)): i -...: „~ '

Certainly, thc interpretation:and Impiemeata-
tioa ofa tarifis a question properly passed in tbc
first instance by the Conunission aad rcfcrcacc by
a court to a rcguhtory agency may not even be
dis«retioaary on such aa issue.

Tbe etrbcsras B'orkers cttrc, suprtx app«aa to'have
involved such an issue. Thompsott Pfewspopen. fnc,
v. Toledo 7)pognphical Uttiott. 3g7 F. Supp. 351
(ED.',, Mich. S.D, 1974). Not all Issues fall into this
cat'e'gory, however,'particuhrly those as to which
the Commission lacks'urisdicaoa, and where 'its
derision may not be binding on the courts. In such
cases the Commission beVeves it should and docs
have discretion in deciding whcthcr it will rale on
questions referred to it by the courts under the
doctrine ofprimary jurisdiction.'hus, the Court ia
hfPtkL. referring to tbc International Paper aad
Sttire o/Louisiantr dcciYions stated that (532 F. 2d
421, 5th Cir. 1976)i

Nothing we said in either case, however,
implied that although a court will inakc the final
deteitnination, that court could not and should
not seek the Commission's csrismnee puauant to
tbe doctrine of primary jurisdiction. (Emphasis
added).

The Supreme Court case of Rieci v. Chicago
hferettntile Exchange, 409 U,S. 289 (1973) appears
cspeciafiy pertinent. In this case. Ricci filed an
antitrust complaint in U.S. District Court charging
the Chicago Mercantile Exchange and othca with
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conspiring to restrain his business."The'District
Court dismissed the 'complaint. The Court ol'p.
peals reversed but beld that tbe court action should
be stayed uaul tbe CommodityMchange Coauais-
sioa could pass oo the vaVdity of the aVegatioas
pursuaat to tbe Commodity:Exchange Act..In
affirming the Court of Appeals'ecision, thc Su-
pr«mc Court's fiv.member majority stated (409
US. 304):

'Wc need not finafiy decide tbc juriidictional
'issue for present purposes, but there is sufficient
:¹atutoty support for administrafivc authority in
this arcs ther the agency should or Jetzrr be
requested toitmirure proeeedingz (Footnote omit-

t tetL emphasis added). " ~

This haguage,of the Court dearly ImpVes that th»
Commodity Exchange. Cccnmission had dis«retioa
ul dc«ttfiag «hethef of not to institute piocccdmgs. i
Sce also Chicago hfercrtnn% Etchaqge v. Detrkmr,
4!4 U.S.,I!3 (1973)

~ No case has beca showa by United ia which a
trial court directed or compeVed an agency to
accept and decide referred Issues. The Commission.
firtnly beVeves that its,consid«ration of thc referred
qucsfions is discretionary rather than mandatory,
and accordingly proceeds to ooasidcr the questioas
propounded by tbe district.courts.

The Disrrfcr Coun Referrals
'

Thac arc two referral ordca Pending before
th» Cotamissioa. Both w«rc Issued by Federal.
District Court Judges of thc Southern District of
Mississippi The ord«r.issued in the Mississippi
Power 8r. Light Co. action willbe refarcd to as the
MPL referral atda; that Issued in thc Mississippi
Power Compaay action «ill b averred to as thc
)tIPC referral order. Tbe or..s arc cssentiaVy
similar but aot idcnticaL For'convenience the
referred questions «iV be discussed by rcfereacc to
the MPL referral order.

The questions referred faV generaVy into the
five categories specified by the court in hfPdtL, Part
A of the MPL referral order sets forth six questions
«hich bear upon the issue of «hether United was
guVty ol'negligence. bad faith. or wrongful conduct.
These questions seek to ascertain, for example
whether United or Pcnnzoil defiberately or negli ~

gently created United's gas shortage by releasing
gas reserves or surrendering gas purchase contracts.
or whether United or Pennzoil was negligent in
failing to make reasonable efforts to acquire new
reserves.

Thc Cominission has previously considered the
subject of United's possible negligence or wrongful
conduct in Opinion 647-A. In discussing a potential
curtailment damage action based upon United's
negligence. bad faith or other wrongful conduct. ihe
Coinmission stated (49 FPC 1220 21):

With regard to the second category of«sscs, «e
have neither the power nor desire to adjudicate
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.Uai(ed's coa(rect habihty. for. as recognized in

.'Jn(«ma(ional Pppcr. ths( is within the p(a'vince of
the appropriate. court,

Moreover, m its order issu«d oa August 20, 1975, in
this p~ j'„ the Conimission specifically d«aied
Unit«d's rcqucst to'xpand tbe'cope of phase III.
proceeding so(include'xhe (ssuc of wh«ther the
shortage «esulth(g, ia United's curtafiments'as
caus«d by United's "neghgent or willful

tahcob'-'uct.",

Furtbermore, it.has been the WC s policy in
thc past aot 'to consid«r qu«stioas 'referred by a
cqurt where th«.issu«s referred arc pltcady pe(iding
before thejourt'for(its'e«(sion. Hcrlc l(f. Ra|van'. cr
al.', rt)lied Cl(cnj(caf Corp., 39,FPC 64. (196IO.

Inclusion of the ques(ious:of,pars A.of the
referral ord«r as additional issu«s in phase Ill
wouM substaaliaQy':expand tbe scope of tb«" p'o-'
cceding. it great'Public and piiv'ate expense d(d at
the.exp«ns«of further 'dehy, dl with no assurance
that tbii Comaussioa's final"decisioa

would'e'inding.

Of greatest concern to'th«'oaunissicm,"
however, is the fact that'tbe issues included hi the
part Ai.qu«s(ious,.'whi«h pr«smnably would be
governed by'h«h((u'of 'th«'(a(e of:Mlsrissipph:.
appear «ss«ntially un(«la(ed'ta tbe estxblishm«nt

'of'nited'scur(dim«at plan, which, in tbe find
andy-'is,'"is«hat is" involved in'hese'ireceedings

«hcthcr phase L''(I!"or III It"appears-(o the.
Conunission that.its primary-responsibility and
I'unction should be to establish United's curtaihnent
plii( in(L''in-'k««ping 'with tbe'ourt's 'de'c(sion in
Sr«i« (fLauhiirrw'to assess the'impact of that plan
upon United's po(en(id'contract Eability. This thc
Commission shall endeavor to do. H~cv«r, i( is the
Commission's j(('dginent %hit the issuei ia Pait(A 'of
tbe MPLref«(id order aiba n(s('ithia tbe

Commis-'ion's

primaiy 'js(risdictioa as thus'«fia«d. ' „
';The Ricci case ape p«ars. Qevaat'h'o'o,

the'oaunmioa's'dccisiconon this, issue. Ia approvin j
rcf«rtal of thc controversy ia that case pr«hminartly .
to the Commodity, Exchange Coaunission, the
majority.ia Ri«ci specificall no(cd the 'con«iusion
of. tbc 'Court of Appcds that (409 UW 299):,

~ Pjhc specific Exchange rules di«gedly violated
werc within the bounds of adjudicative and
remedial jurisdiction of tbe Commodity

'Ex.'hange

Commission.... '. (Footnote omitted.)

The majorit in Ricci did not decide the ju(isdic.
tiond issu«, bu( i( is clcai that its approval oi'hc
referrd w'as, base(L a( l«ast in part, upon tbe
possibility of Commission jurisdi«(ion. By coauast,
it is ad(niu«d by all conce(ncd in the instant case
that this Coinaussion Is«ks jurisdiction to adjudi.
cate United's possible coatrac( liability. As a resul(,
the Commission finds i(s«lf, on the l'acts of this case.
in agreement with the stat«ment ofjustice Marshall
in his dissenting opinion in Ricci that (409 U.S.
310):

An agency cannot have primary jurisdiction

over a dispute when i( probably jacks jurisdicfiioa
'n. the fust place.

Based oa the forettofng «onsid«rations th«~
sion must r«sp«ctfullyd&lin» to in«lade tbe part A-
qu«s(loni(as matt«ra~to be d«c(ded h(+hase IIL'

'art B of the MPL'ef«rr(ng order'equcsh the,
Commission "ia d«t«rm'me whether an''f'he.
proviiioas of'United's tirUf or

inj'Coauniss(oa'rde(s

provide Uni(cd with a def«nse to thc damage
'ui(s.Thc possible. effects of s«ctioa 12.1:aad 12.,3 of

the tarif oa Uaitcd's liability arc already issues an
this. proc««ding. Tbc z«f«rrd order,also.,makes
specific refer«n«c to ice(ion ll, which is. the fore«
n(ajcurc.s«ctioa of United's tariK
...Tbc Commission. finds thcs« issues iavolv«

matters which arc «idun the.a«ope of its primary,
jurisdiction. Qucaions, as.to the impact of other
portioas of United's tariffupon its coatract liability
are rdevant to th«phase IH'proccediag, for the
sim«reasoas 'th'e 'p'rcje&ng'is «xpS'nd«d on

unjust 20, 197$ , to in«Iud«'the possible c{T«ct'f
tariff section 12.1'in addttion to piopos«d'section.
12.3.' claimed 'd«fcns«'bas«d (ipoa 'iny Comiais-

„sion order'shou! d dso be consid«ted sine«, as stated'
iYi the'concurring 'opinioa 'ia lnrcrnarional'Paper,
the'Commissioa has a posidve duty to'dctcrmine
the l«gal and prie(lcd ramifications of its"valid
orde(s (476 F. 2d 130). The scop«of phase Illshdl
accordingly be expanded'o indude the.

issues'ontdn«d

in part B of thc ref«rral order.
~ ~ .iPart. C of the ref«rrd order contains 4ve

s«para(«,qu«saons 'r«questing'thc Coau(usaoa to
iaterpret the United-MP(kL contract end state
»h«ther in its opinion thc coatract ba(s or fimi(s the
imposition of liability upoa Uaitcd, foe- its
eurtdhneats,

„Thc CommissionSuda th issues in pazt C do.
not anne within its priina(y jurisdic(.. Rowan v.
Alii«(f Chem('cal Cup. supr(a, The .Comadssioa
previously cxpresscd its opinioa oa United's lisbiTity
uiidcr tbc substitute fuel claus«s ~ in Opiaioa No.
647-A (49 FPC 1222) ordy (o bc reversed ia Sra(c of
Louisiana In tha( decision the Coun info(med the
Commission it bad (nade the wrong inqui(y. statiag
(503 F..2d 867):

> In deciding 'whether'to adopt United's pro'
posed section 12.3 the Coiamission used a test of

~ redundancy. It ask«d whether the ncw section
was n«ccssary to Uni(ed's avoidan«c of contract
liabiTi(y and implidtly assigned its«lf thc task of
d«tcrtnining Uni(ed's conuact liabili(y. On«c
FPC conclud«d United was w«jj nigh invulnera-
ble any«ay, it dc«idcd thai section 12.3 should
not be adopted. An unfortunx(e by.product of
that approach is an arguably premature determi-
nation of Uni(ed's con(ract liabili(y via the

doc'rineof collat«ral es(oppal.

The Commission (nust again state thai in its
judgment it has priinary jurisdicdon ia this pro.
cc«ding to dcicrzaiae a curtaihncat plan governing
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the allocation of 'gns supplies'on Uaited's system
and to aisess the impact of that'phn on United's
contraci~iIity. The Comtnission shall also con.
sider. (he possibJc e(feet of,other, provisionsiof
United's tariffand of the Comttussion's orders upon
ihc liability issue. The questions in, part C, hovrcver,
go «eji beyond,thcsc limits and appear .to be
inconsistent «iih the Sra(z of Louisiana dccisfon.
Intcrprctation of the Mpg(L and MFA non.jurisdic-
tional cpntracs( under, thc Qws,ef:Mississippi
should .be Jeh to the courts .T)lc. Commission
therefore respec(funy dcchncs to Include;tbe part C
siucs in phase JIL

Part D of tbe,MPL referral order surprised
of two quesuons.ertaining io curtailment ee(npen-
sation. The court asks (I) whether MPg(L may be
compensated by higher priority custome(s for cur-
tailment and (2) ifit is compensated, wouM that bar
or linut tbc a«arding, of damages, to MPH

,The compensation issue is clearly'within the
Comm«sion's exclusive,'urisdiction. Niszfxr(opi
P((blie igeriice Commission v.'FP.C. 522 F. 2d 1345
(5th C(r,,1975). However,.the Commission his not
approved a compensafion plan for United or any
o(hcr pipeline. Tbc compensation issue as to Vni(ed
has never been, part ol the phase Ill pfoceeduigs
and it i«oui(4 in the Commissrion's judgment, be
futile now to a(tempt to,consider compensation
Issues in ~ lunited proceedmg. However, tbe
cernpensation issue is being conridercd. by the
Commission in a pending rulcmaking proceeding of
general applicability in Docket Na RM78-4. Be-
cause compensa(ion is a ma((cr within ihe Conunii
sion's exclusive jurisdiction. the Commission shall
accept thc part D questions, «ith the response
thcrcto subject to Commission action in the
rulcmaking procccdmg in. Docket N(x RM78A.
...-Part E of tbe MPL referral order contains
throe qua@ious asking «hether tbe awarding of
damages to MP(kL «ould (I) grant Mpg(L an
udduc preference or advantage in contravention of
the Natural:Gas Act,.(2) impair United's ability to
render service, or (3) fius(rate or hamper'the
Commssion's ability to allocate Uni(ed's gas
supplies fairly and in accordance «ith thc public
interesl

The legal issue presented by the first question
contained in part E is «ithin the Commission's
juris(bc(ion under thc Namnl Gas bet and shall
thcrcfore be accepted. The remaining two questions
in part E. ho«ever.ieannot be answered without
specuia(ing as to Uni(ed's ultima(e liability.

Il'nitedis found to have no liability, these questions
become moot. If United's liability is found to be
limited by the terms of its contracts, the answer to
(hese ques(ions could be -no." lfUni(ed is found (o
have -open~ded" liability, the answer to these
questions could be -ycs.- Tb» Commission con.
eludes that no useful purpose would be served by
trying to ans«er these two quesuons prior io a
dctcrmina(ion of United's contract liability, il'ny.
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Scope of Proeredingi
n'.,Cons(steatariA the foregoing discussion the

CommIssion acceps referral of parts B, D and E(a)
of.the.MPL referral order'and questions 10..+.13
and L4(a).ot the MPC„rcfcrtal order. The~
Sion,r'espectfu)ly declines to. accepth referral of. all
'o(ha 'questions. In accordance,with the terms of thc
Scarc ofZoairiana'decisioa and of.thii order, thc
s'cope of,'thc proceeding in phase Ill shall include
and shall be hi(i((cd to the f000«lng issues

1. Is it «i(tun the Commission's jiirisdiction
andi a'uth'oriry 'under'he 'atural: Gas'- Act to
approve propo'scd secrion 12.3 as a part of United's
curtailment tarill?

2. Ifthc answer to question I (i "ycs," should
section 12.3 bc approved?

3. If so, whsi should be tbe effective datb of
such prov(sion'?

4, What would be'the effect of section 123
upon United's potential contract liabili(y? Specif-
icall, would approval of section„l2.3'ffecrively
abrogate the'substitute fuel cb(uses contained'he
contract between(".United 'and certain of its

5. Ilso, would (hii serve to grant any undub
preference or advantage to'any person or subject
any person to undue prejudice or disadvantage
within the meaning ofSection 4(b)(1) of the Natural
Gas -Act?' 6: Do any'other of Uni(ed's'tarilf provisions

or'ny

gen«ral or specific ordc(s of tbe Co(nmission
remove or II((ut Unite(rs potential contract liabili(y?'. Would the awarding ofdamages for United's
curtaiimens grant the'ecipients'hereof an undue
preference or idvantage in contravention'f the
Natural Gas Act?

'dm(rs(blli(y of Erdence

Pursuant to the Commission's orde(s setting
the phase 111 issues for hearing, United submised
extcnsivc cvidcncc and rdaied exhbis. United
describes its evidence in the following terms:

This evidence, «hich Is intended to support the
Co(Omission's jurisdicdon generally to effectuate
exculpatory tarilfs and the justness and reason-
ableness ol'pccif(c cxculpsto(y provisions in
United's tari(fs. describes the circums(ances lead-
ing to the shortage o('as on United's sys(em and
United's resulting need to curtail service to iis
customers. The evidence shows thai an unfore-
seen growth In gas demand and reduction in gas
supply resulted from a variety of factors beyond
the control of United or any other pipefinc. many
of «hich are also in curiailment. Lastly, United's
evidence explains its gas acquisition, invcn(ory
and sales policies and activities for all periods nf
time relative io its curtailmen(s and demons(ra(w
thai such policies and sciiviiies were consistent
wiih industry practice and Commission policicc.

The parties, including the Commission staff
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argue that substantial portions. of United's evidence
should be stricken on grounds that the evidcacc
peitaini to'the fssuehf «bet her th'e gas shortage on
its'ystem ~'caused by United's n»gtigeacc;~
fath or miscon'deci, ind that.'th'6sc issu«s have'.beai
&chided by the'Commission 'ks 'Jssuts-in'h'is
proceeding T)i»y abo'asgu'cent'f'hearings'aie
required to be. h'efd 'o'n"'Unit»dcs evidence,'hese
proceedings wift be unduly prolonged iand that
burdaisomc aiattcrs iaf proof would be cseatcL

... In aa order,issued November ll, 1975, the
Presiding Judge paibvatty,'griated mottoas to strike
portions of United's cvid»acc, but for'.the pret past
be deni»d tb» motions. In his order af.Decaabcr 9,
1975, tbe Presiding Judge dcmcd atI motioas for
reconsideration of his prior iuting,'.and rcfuscd to
refa thc matter to tbc Commission. Howcvcr, oa
D»»»ember'6, 1975,'upon'further consid»ritlpa of a
r»quest by the Comaussion staff the 'tuling was
rqfarcd by the Presiding Ju'dg» to tli»,Commission
for its sevi»vft,puisuaiit'o Section I n8(a) of th'c

RuJcs.Pccsu'se tbjs'ppeal invojvet jiapostant qua:
bans '»oacaning thq proper scope'.of thc phase III
prccc'»ding, the Comaussion finds that spec% cir-
cumstances have beca showa warranting the

Com-'ission'scoaiidcratiori'f the."Presiding Judge'
gs ~ .

!„As discussed above,,tbc. Isaac of.United's
possible negligcncc, bad faith, or willfulmisconduct
in sausiag the-gas,shortage ~ .its, sy..~ was
excluded as aa sssuc in this proceeding by virtue af
tbc FPC's prior ordas, notably tbe.order of August
20,.1975..That policy.,is r»affirmed, in this order.
Tls»,Presiding Judge recognised this fact, in his
ruling of'Novanber 11th. He d»tcrauncd however,
that this fact was not sufficient ito ijustify tbc
motions seeking to strike Uaited's tatimoay. While
finding that certain limital poittosis'of the evidence
patained sat»ty to issues beyond the scape of the
proceeding he declined ta strike the r'emaindc Thc
Presiding Judge explained th» basis for his ruhng as
foliowsi

The August 20 order has indeed, as Movants
cant«nd, created a fram»work for phase IIL
Catain lssu»s were cxclud»d th»rein and are not
to b'e determined in this aspect of tbc proceeding.
Therefore, proposed evidence going exclusively to
those tssu»s clearly must be strickai.

Howcvcr most of th» material Movants seek to
strike is not so easily campastm»ntatized. The
order of August 20 sets out certain lines of
inquiry to be pursuodi thc effect of s»ebon 12.3
an United's possible contractual liability;whether
section 12.1 limits general liability; whether a
tariff provision can ranove general contractual
liability; if the provision reinov»s liability. would
thc unavailability of damages subject United's
curtailment custoiners to undue prejudice or
disadvantage. If »ansiderauon of such issues
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. ~air»s the submission of eyideace that atso
may'o

pr»»tud»d snat ters, jt canaot bq stricke.
'"" Moreover, the orders of March'7 April'2;~d
~'May'2,"1975;~der which phase'III wis atab-
': lisbcd.'following tbe raaand in Ssosc ofLrnifssona
"w.=F.P.C 503 F. 2d 844 (5th'Ciri 1974), have not
'-b»en supascd»d by'he August 20 'order.'TK»y
: created phase IIIin orda to consida'uestions of
'the Commission's jurisdfction, the justness'in'd

-'i icasanabt»ness of section 12.3, aad, ifapproved,
."whcth»r effeaiv»ness of thc piavision should be
- made retroactive t'o Nov'aaber 14, 1971. Such 'an

inquiry is considerably broatfcr ia icope than
..Movants and Staff Couns»I "suggest For example,

~ n on tbe question of the Commission's jurisdiction
"'to.place an exculpatory tariff ia tbe nature of

12.3 into»If»et, United is'aot pie»Iud»d
~i from attempting to establish the circumstances

behind.its gas, shortage. i .'

"'Unless propos»d evidence ts cteirfj~
-'ble.'.thc more ippropriste"appraach ls % cliit-
"lenge its weight satha than'its admtmMft3r See.
'e.gi Amcricon Loufsiono pipe Linc Company.'cs
"oI, lg FPC 632, 635 (1975). Movaats «itt have

ample opportunity 'to do''so bere.
"':

. Upoa,review the Commission finds that thc
ruliag of tbe Presiding Judg» is reasoaablc and
should be aflismcd. Th».Catamissioa.beticv»a she
Presiding Judge was carr»ct in.his analysis:of'thc
issues presented and that his ruling was p~ for
the reasons.stated in<his ord»r..:ncs,< ",...;.. ~

Jt tilcmoking '
~

.W.s,pt»ading filed oai April 25, 1977..the
Cotamlssiaa staff argues that tbc phase III i»sacs
are ".susceptibl» of general raolutioa" aad therefore
suggests that tbe Commission initiate a rutemaking
proc»»ding for the purpose ofd»tamining the»ff»ct
of exculpatory tariff provisions on tbe contract
liabiTity of pipelinei. It further suggcsa that tbc
phase UI proceedings bc stay»d peadiag complctioa
of the sutanakiag. The staff states that ia objective
is aot to exhaustively list tbe policy considaations
to be addrcssal in thc suggested rut»making. but
rather to demonstrate -that the fundamental issue
in phase III is properly and necessaril rcsolvablc
through tbe weighing of policy considerations."
None of the parti»s has cxpresscd support for the
stafps proposal ~

The Commission finds that good cause has not
been shown to und»stake a general rulanaking
procccding as requcstcd. and the staffs motion shall
accordingly be denied.

yacc Commission fs'ndss

Th» issues pres»nt»d by the Presiding Judge'
referral of Decanbes 16, 1975. constitute extraordi.
nary circumstances. and a decision thereon by the
Commission is necessary to prevent deiriment to
the public interest.
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'7>r Cr»nn>fsrlo>r o!Crrx ' " "' 1. ~ 'e«tion 12 3 wasvtdc>igns>ed ln this order as Sect>on

~.>,.! (~>. E~t m thc mist>~~»l,y d~».o<~ '22.4'.»Howe>c! to avoid>.ecr>f»>16»>u>e'.si>cuou-'w'>ll Q
d f 'd '~~ '~g.fi~ refer!>d tottb»>t> boll tbtscrlkf csS>>«Boo'82

herc>q by, Uiiitcd grc'cn>cd. ':, '" '". 'rbcncvc! a >bo!>age of nsiursl gas»»nttsi7s Settc!'s

'(8) The Presiding 3udgc'j order 'of November
Setkr u>sy, without ti>biti>y to its eustomc!>. p»>ra>e

> gC) +e stafrfJ mouon for un~on t!of a >ca >;. -;. ~ ~ r !la,.t r '" ~ ~ '»p~g Q ~~,, ~ >, Vn>ted. f>sd cart>erI 0>> btateb> age l977> ntovcd. to
. kdge i referral cr'dcr i»ucd by ibc Di>>net Gwrt for 'the

Commissioner Holden voted p!«act>t. ~
> ~ 'Pcn'nroo by Ani>d paper" Inc Ht>'»cve! >ldt case wss

~,.' r,i>~oomotca ".e" . r>i»",'»b>et»catty acttkd, »nd on Scptcb>ber 27>1977. u>1>ted

2>o»c! »n iissi>>i>'~ pu>sus>it to tbe t>>>it'n'>en! of n + !der 9>u>ed in'ibis p>uo>>diag'ondulr 19,'l976

~O',g ~>~AC>,it-„g -~~tbh~~:tS6.'FPC 336).
d'' ~ p tu~ unii~r~

'cg>cttte»as of'October t; l977: Thc t'er>n "Con» >i>sion" " i> tbe APM ~'bc ~ u~ s kd>

~"~t + ~'~~'~ g ', ':.,p"itbout cxprc>>big t>>>y o>t>'oi>act this'un>e as io tbe
:>october I,.l9i>g>!cfc>s to tbe PPC> wbo>.used~ nature of tbe asu>tsace tbu Cbnun>>non n»ght »>,it>

>c ':;. o .x! ~
" ">f!>Crrfk>(l&>dcfto tbe Dt>hlet Court. wc snt>elpste tbst

"Whenever Sctkr p>t>!ates iti gss supt>lyec in>re!ut>ts -" aiily! oew fscn>al vr>quiiy which 2>?igbi 7>rf>eeed fr>>n> ak~~~'~tbtb'~ tgaitsu tf~ -.-W~ f~ tb' ~ Co new~ b. ~~W
tbst aeeas of Sdta do ncc nc ~ tb W~ bf ...Pb llh.fE ph ~)~m g ~. ~ up u 0

. ~~ tidy
.Qusi>iide>...'. Sclkr sbsUbot be obrigstcd top>y or credit „?.These >>f»cs.do not h>etude tho>e deiting;,wie>
~such eustoiners any su>us whh'!cipect to'}»br>i>ate fuels e>>c>pcnsstioo. Further Coc>c>is>ion action'with!esp>ct >o

bu>net by such sate>nets darb>g such period of pearl>i» the c»c>pecsstictri.related "qucsdo»s ig defcited pending
er inset>7>pcke.". '» r, i '. u>t ~ ~ ~..... ~ „.-. lConuuission aetioi>'lit Docket No. RM7&. ~

'

~

.:.:i.;. i!!-'i ''7>> *!ns::.:~nr>."' "[96.1 >1 52]
Western Massachusetts Electric Company, Connecticut Light. and Pogrer-Company-''»: and"Hartford Electric'Light Company; Project Kos. 1889 and 2485

Order-Authoriring'Changes in 'Land Rights:-'. ».. '. ~:,, ~ „:
„, i, „., Qssued August.9,:1978) .

.Before'„'Coinmissioners: '.Charles.B. Curtis,,Chairntan; Don S. Smith, Georgiana
Sheldori, Matth'esr'olden,'0r.',.and George R. Hall.

n,
On February 14, 1978, W4stett> Massachusetts,27>r Deposal

Electric Com 'gl!MECO, Licensee 'for thc . ~ ".
Turncrs FaUs Project No. 1889, and Connecticut wide casement to construct a san'ta!Y sew t

er CotnPany an " ~ ord + c .eogect and transport an csti!nated I0.400 gallons of
tric Li8ht Company, joint Liccnsces with gfMECO waste water a'day from the Vinsge of Rivemde to

cct . 4&
for thc Northf>cld Mountain Pumped Sto!ange Proj- Turne!s FaUs. Tterc the sewage would t th~ No. 2 3, r>led m'pplication for ch ges >n Tum~ Fdl 8 rity ~er and then liow to the
bnd rights. The 'APPlicants request Commission Town of Montague treatment plant.'he roposcd
a roval to tpproval o grant casements over '5 pa!eels of sewerfacilitieswouldconsistol'about 12,000fcetof

~ e p

project hnd and to convey one parcel of project eight. inch pipe'nd a pu!nping station in Rive!side.
h>nd in fcc'to thc Town of Gill, Massachus«tts. Thc 'and about 3,000 feet of six-inch force main leading
Applicants have also f>kd prints of Exhibit < to Turners FaUs.

tion of the ro
drawings for project No. 2485 showing the loca Thc plan submiued b A li ts h hc p an su mitt y App icants s ows that
tions o t e proposed eas«ments and of the h>nd to the facilitics wouM be located along or across Oak
be sold in fee. The aPPlication conforms lo our and Fairvicw Streets in GiU and First and L streets

egulations.
Public notice of the application was giv«n on on hnd and within the bcd of the Connecticut

April 17, 1978, with hlay 25, 1978 as the last date Kiver. The river crowing ~ould be approximately
for liling protests or petitions to intervene. None 1,400 feet southeast of thc Tutners Falls Dam.'he
was received. proposed grant in fce cove!s the land to be used for
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L. h Co p y D~letNO.KR7&41~Delmarva Povrcr 4 Light. mpany,

~ ~ \Order Denying Reheartng

~ e ', ssu

on 'f', 'ana Sheldon,d'J.'0;Connor, Chairman; eorgian

On Sc tern r;,', ' t~t this crediting occurred, itsimply set ori „bc'r',29,'1583, the Commission t i
issved Opini'on'o.. 185-h 'which, among other as s jpo y o

'tal issue'to Opinion'.',h.....~ .;t .((,~a iulc without the einan
FERC''erruptiblc) customers beesOpinion o.

bee
'

ed jto' thii eed '1,154),and further explaine
dec not to allocate demand

hk to the interruptible'ustoo:ers. trj u

b d'td i st th ''of*
t th full req i tsguments'ich woyid'r'int changj'ng our rnpensa

However',one .argument made
'b~yt

the.

Delm'arva'fis''ot credited'thcsc r. irgesj
t'th of' "fo'« f

requireme ts cust
rs'now

the policy set'forth in Opi
charges.'includ in< e

' '
~ a

t 'th 'f ll 's " "' '-"
~ ~ '::"-'r:j ": ~ ~

" f"the: Th:
extent not grantedl js enjIntervenor's'req'ues ~ a

'
- - ~ ~

either require ith s crediting or include the rat,
in allocating demand costs. The

Intervenors have misinterpret
p'85-h.The Commisijon did not make a finding

''ll61,309]...
MIGC, Inc., Docltet No. RPM- &00;
Colorado Interstate Gas Company, Docltet No.

d Sus nding TariffSheets, Subject to Refund an
H ' fo.idatin Doclccts, nitiatinCondtt tons, Conso. g

Resolution of Certain Issues and Esta ts tng

issued November 29, 1983)

a ond . O'onnor, Chairman; Georgiana Sheldon,B.f-.c. m -.:R.~- J
dIII.J David Hughes and Oliver G. Richarye avl

3 WIGC filed in Docket No.
No RP84-15 i ' 'd''nterstate

October 27, 1983,
Gas ompan

Se 'o 4 f h N l Gommission pursuant to ation
f the

peiio q i gt Co

l tio of th F d l E Reg late
SCFR jl 5 63 B h

bill i be be dd d i
Volume ., S h d 1 Pf.-l. On conjunction jwit' MIGC'sge I at incr asVolume Ho. 1, Rate c e u e
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the Commission shall set both dockets for
hearing and consolidate Docket Nos. ~15
and RP84-7 for purposes of hearing and
decision. '„'i

.$4ckground, 'n, y,
I:Docket Ha REF-15 (Rate Increase) '

O ter 27. 1983, MIGC filed ~~
tirfffsheets' to its'FKRC Ga's Tariff Original
Volume No. I r'eflecting an increase in annual
revenues from jurisdictional sales and
transportation services of approximately $3.8
milBon or 14.08% over the rates currently
effective.'his is an increase of 128.09% in.
jurisdictional revenues''xcluding revenues to
recover purchased gas costs. The proposed
effective date is December 1, 1983. The
increase is based on actual data for the twelve.
month period ending June 30, 1983, as
adjusted for known and measurable changes in
costs which are expected to be incurred by the
end. of the:nine.month adjustment, period
ending March 31, 1584.

MIGC states that the principal reasons for
the rate increase are as follows: (1) increases in
operation and'aintenance i expenses;: (2)
increases in working capital requirements; (3)
ai reducti'onuin. proposed sales and
transportation; and, (4) .an increase in the
overall rate of returtt to IS.$0%, which yieids a
return on comm'on'equity of 18.50%. ~

'On'ctobii'3l, '1983; public '1iotice of
MIGC's petition was issued: The Commission
provided, until November 16, 1983, an
opportunity for filing comments, protests or
responses. Timely motions and notices to
intervene were filed by those parties listed in
Appendix h: Pur'suant to'Rule 214'(18 C.F.R.
f385214), any timely motion to intervene is
granted sinless an. answer is filed within 15
days of the date such tnotion is filed.

" CIG, in its motion to intervene, requests
that the Commission suspend MIGC's filing for
the full statutory five-month period and
promptly institute a hearing on the lawfulness
of the proposed rates. CIG further requests
that MIGC's minimum bill, which is an
integral part of the subject rate increase, bc
suspended and made subject to refund in this
ase. Furthermore, CIG states that if the tariff
sheets are suspended, MIGC should be
required to restate its rates to establish a new
Base Tariff Rate as of December 1, 1983.
These matters are addressed below.

2. Docket Pro. RP84-7(Petition)
CIG, in its Petition For Order Declaring

Minimum Bill Obligation Due. argues that it
has no minimum bill paytnent obligation to
MIGC for this contract year, CIG contends
that the dispute regarding the minimuin bill
involves interpretation of tariff provisions and

FERC Reports001~

determination of the effect of those provisions
and thus is within the Commission's primary
and exclusive jurisdiction. hccordingly. CIG
requests the Commission to hold. a prompt
hearing ln, this matter...If <he Commission
orders CIG'o make a miniinum bill paymen't,
to MIGC,.however, CIG requests, that the
Coinmission further order that (1).

MIGC'redit

to its Account No. 191, the gas
cost'omponentof any minwmum bill payments

received, and (2) the minimum bill payinen'ts
by CIG to MIGC are properly included'n
CIG's 'ccount No.'03,. Natural Gas
Transmission Linc Purcha'ses, and recoverable
through CIG's purchased gas

adjustment'PGA)

clause.

CIG advances a number of different
arguinents in support 'of its position that no
minimum bi0 payment.ls due. Specifically,
CIG claiins that it,has no minimum .bill.
obligation for any 'gas ihat can be described by
the 'following categories:. gas that MIGC
purchased from )AU, .that'.has been shut-in
by produecrs,'hat,has,not 'bein shown by
MIGC to have been of contract quality, or that
MIGC may have flared. CIG further conten'ds
that it has bio minimum bill'bligation

for'amagesMIGC miy incur to jts gis sup'pliers
under tak~-pay 'contracts 'or for,costs and
damages MIGC might have to pay for.'gas
lhred by, its,,'suppliers. Fuithermpre,,CIG
contends that any mi'nimum bill obligation to
MIGC is subject'o'he'.ou'tcom» 'of 'the
proceedin'gs in Docket No.'!vf83-'7I. s ..

~ ~

On October 17, 1983,rpublic;notice..of.
CIG's petition..was issued. Qe Commission
provided, until Novf'mber',. 1983,'n
opportunity for filing'comr ~ts, protests, or
iesponses. Tiinely .motions and notices to
intervene were filed by those parties listed in
Appendix B. Pursuant to Rule 214 (18 C.F.R."
tI385214), any timely motion to intervene is
granted unless an answer is filed within 15
days of the date such motion is filed.

h Motion To Intervene Out Of Time On
Behalf of Public Service Company of Colorado,
Western Slope Gas Company, and Cheyenne
Light, Fuel and Power Company (Public
Service) was filed two days late. Public Service
allcges that its late filing resulted froin late
receipt of the Commission notice. In
determining whether good cause exists to
permit a late intervention, the Commission will
consider, in accordance with its regulations.
four factors: (a) the nature of the interest
alleged by the late intervenor hand whether that .

interest is adequately represented by other
parties in the proceeding: (2) whether
permitting the late intervention will prejudice
other parties in the proceeding: (3) whether
perinitting the late intervention will delay
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resolution of the proceeding; and (4) the
reasons offered by the late intervenor for not
having filed on tiine.;
'Kblid Service,.a 'group of customers of

CIG', has'an'int6rest'in this proceeding. Public
Service'as"shown good cause for its late'flling'.
We find th'at granting late inter'vention will
not unduly. delay the schedule of the
proceeding "described 'below. 'For thc "r'easons
state:d above, Public Service's'granted
intervention.

~
~ iIn.'its motion to intervene and, answer,

MIGC.states. that. the issues raised sn,.CIG's
~ Petition are, for the most. part, also.;issues

pending in a federal court proceeding
instituted on July.26, 1983, by MIGC against
CIG and several of itiaffiliat'es in the United
States., Disyict Court for'he Dist'rict of
Wy oming. s MIGC 'irgues that the
C'ornmission does 'iiot have

exclusive'urisdictfonover the'matters r'aised in CIG's
p'etftion, ind 'thit 'she, entire c'ontroversy
betw'e'en MIGC and CIG, including the tssues
raiM in'the Petition,"should'be resolved in
federal'ourt."hccordiniIly,'. MIGC'requesg
that th'e'Commissidn'not 'inltfx't'e p'itxeedings
in'his dock'et. 'In the alternative, if tHe
Com'mission Initiatei'i 'proceeding 'on. this
petition,'IGC 'requ'ests that'the,Cpmmfssion
dctcrmine.that CIG 'ls obligated 'to purchase
gai from'MIGC, under'nd in accordance with
Rate Schedule PI li from any sour'ces in'side or
outside the'potederWvcr'Basin, to the extent
MIGC has th'e ce'rtiflcate authority'>necessary
to acquire gas.from such source.-. " .;

MIGC's, &Potion 'and-'ini'wer further
rcspon4s to, the 'ajdr., assertions ind
allegations''in CIG's" petition.'In''ummary,
MIGC 'states"that, 'to the'xtent that gas
purchased frdm MDU is caiinghead gas,'IG
must take or pay for all such gas tendered by
MIGC, up to 155,000 Mcf per day, and to the
extent such gas is residual gas or gas well gas',
CIG must take or pay for the quantities set
forth in the contract and tariff. The fact that
gas is ultimately not produced or is flared does
not negate the fact that it has been "tendered"
to CIG. MIGC states that the gas tendered by
it did not exceed relevant contract quality
specifications. MIGC also makes the following
allegations. CIG's take~r-pay obligation to
MIGC for the July through October 1983
period is not subject to the outcome of the
proceedings in Docket No. RM83-71, which
can only have prospective effect. CIG's
assertion that MIGC has been overcollecting
fixed costs is irrelevant, misleading, and
incorrect. MIGC argues that CIG is
responsible for gas that was flared because it
unlawfully shut the valve with the full
knowledge that its action would require flaring
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which the Wyoming Oil and Gas Conservation
Commission (OGCC) determined was
necessary to prevent .waste, MIGC's gas
purchasing practices were not imprudent since
CIG guaranteed MIGC a market for its gas.

Regarding CIG's'ether'requests for relief,
MIGC submits the following,responses: (1) the
issue of whether CIG can. recover, its minimum
bil) payments in iti:PGA.filings.is.of no
interest to MIGC and should be considered.fn
CIG's .purchased gas adjustment (PGA)
docket; and i2) the issue of whether.MIGC be
required to credit its Account No.,191 with the
gas cost coinponent. of any minimum bill
payment must be considered in a j>roceeding
pursuant to Section 5 of the Natural Gas Act
with relief prospective only.

MIGC further requests that if. the
Commission initiates a proceeding in this
docket, it'should clarify that CIG is obligated
to:purchase from MIGC,.in accordance with
the terms of the Gas Purchase Agreement'as
reflected in Rate Schedule PI 1,'all gas that
MIGC,acquires through ccrtiflcated purchase
qr:transportation ariangements..„..i...,
<g> Big, Horn'Fractionation Company. (BHF)
also" protests "the allegations.,and
mischaracterixations",, made, by. RIG. In its
Petition. BHF contends, that CIGzdirectiy
causod any waste resulting from flaringiiBHF
further contends that CIG failed to act, in a
prudent manner, in not attempting, ip;find
additional,markets on its own system.

MIGQRafc Filing(Doclcr~o, RA@-]$), ...,." 'ased upon a'eview 'of this P, g; the
Commission finds that MIGC's proposed tariff.
sheets have hot been shown to be just and
reasonable, and may be unjust, unreasonable,
unduly discriminatory, or otherwise unlawful.
Moreover, Alternative Twenty Eighth Revised
Sheet No. 32 is inconsistent with the order
issued in Docket No. TA84-1;47-000.
Accordingly, the Commission shall reject
Alternative Twenty.Eighth Revised Sheet No.
32 and accept for filing the remaining tariff
sheets and suspend their effectiveness lor the

,.period sct forth below and subject them to the
conditions sct forth in this order.

In a number of suspension orders, s the
Commission has addressed the considerations
underlying the Commission's policy regarding
rate suspensions. For the reasons given there,
we have concluded that rate filings should
generally be suspended for the maximum
period permitted by statute where preliininary
study leads the Commission to believe that the
filing inay be unjust. unreasonable, or that it

Federal Energy Guidelines
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may be inconsistent with ocher statutory
standards. Ic has been acknowledged, however,
that shorter iuspensions may be warranted in
circumstances where suspension for the
maximum period may lead to harsh and
inequitable results. No iuch. circumstances.'i"I ii. i ''ai ~ ll. rd I:~ ' ". s'he Coininission's Regulation's under
Section 154.38(de)(vi) f'a) require a coinpany
with a VGA clare to file at least every 36
months, a cost and revenue»udy supporting a
restatement� 'of its Base Tariff Rate. MIGCs
last'resIacemeat of its Base TariffRate beeam'e
effec'tive December 1,'580, pursuant to leuer
order of the Director, Office of Pipeline'and
Producer Regulation, dated November 28,
1580i Since the rites filed in this docket'ill
not take'effect un'til May I, 1584, MIGC shall
restate its Base TariffRate'to become effective
Decembei" 1, 1583, subject to refund. Thc
restatement must be supported by a cost and
revenue study meeting the requirements of
Sectioa ~ 15428(d)(4Xvi)(a ) and justifying the
restated rates. s Should MIGC noc restate its
Base Tariff Rate as, of December. I, $ 983,
MIGC shaU refund all amouncs collected under
its PGA.clause above-thc old restated Base
Tariff .Rate, which became effective as of
December 1, 1580, for ~ sales for the period
beginning December I, 1583.,

lrfinimiunBillPetition (Docket NatRP84-7) '
~ , i' . ~ .CIG's petition riises i iiumber 'of

questions regarding MIGC's minimum bill.
The Commission has determined, in Docket
No. RP83-116, > that the original certificate
between.MIGC. and CIC was modified to
permit gas deliwries from eources outside the
Powder Riwr Basin and chat CIG is obligated
to pay for'volumes'shut in or noc delivered and
to take or pay for "all gas produced from oil
wells which is tendered to Buy'cr '[CIG)." s
There is no need to readdress these issues in
this docket.

In the instant docket, however, CIG raises
additional questions regarding MIGC's
minimum bill. CIG stated that a controversy
still exists over the amounc of the payment due
and challeages the juscness and reasonableness
of 'MIGC's miniinum bill. Accordingly, the
Commission shall institute a hearing to resolve
these disputes. However, we shall defer
resolution of the question of whether MIGC
should be required to credit to its Account No.
191 the gas cost component of any minimuin
bill payments received pending further order of
che Commission.

We find MIGC's argument that we should
not institute proceedings at the Commission
concerning the correct calculation of the
ininimuin bill noc co be persuasive. As we noted

in our October 4, 1583 order in Dock«t No.
RP83-116, involving other related aspects of
the disagreements between CIG and MIGC:

The interpretation and effect of
MIGC's'nd

CIG's 'gis tariff 'provisionsqand 'the
~ Commission's approval 'thereof 'are'atters"
appropriately" entrusted to th'e Commission
pursuant to its regulatory authority~under'the'aturil'Gas Aet.'It is well established

. that"she'interpretation ~nd effect'f tanff
provisio'ns appr'oved by a Federal regulatory
ageiiej "are 'ordinarily unique 'within the'agency's primary and exclusive
jurcsdicuon.»

United States v,:iWestern .Pacific
~ Railroad .Co.; 325 ~ U.S. i59 (1956);
~Southwestern Sugar and @molasses Co. v.
River Terminals Corp., 360 US! 411 (1959).

Even assuming, for purposes of argument,.
that the Commission does.not have exclusive
aad,primary;jurisdiction to.decide this issue,
the, Coramission certainly. has, tts MICC
admits; concurrent jurisdictio co,decide chis
issue. Accordingly,.there ~s no reason to defer
our proceedings ca this matter.

,i, ~ Finally, che ..Commission,shall address
CIG's assertion tjiat ics minimum.bill payment
obligation co.;MIGC is subjecmo.the. outcome
of the proceedings in Docket.No. RM83-71. It
is, true chat the minimum.,bill provision is
subject to possible modification. in.light of an
order. that may be issued in response. to the
Nocice of Proposed .Rulemalcing in Docket.No.
RM83-71. First, the ~ Commission has aot
determined whether or-not it will adopt the
rule proposed in Docket No. RM83-71, or if so,
whecher it will be, modified from the proposal
presented in the 'Notice. Further, even if ic is
assumed that an order modifying all minimum
bills willbe issued in Docket No. RM83.71, the
Coinmission has not decided what che effectiv~
date of such an order would be. It is also not
clear that such an order, 'if adopted by the
Commission, would resolve all of the issues
surrounding the dispute over the MIGC
minimum bill. Accordingly, a hearing to
resolve this matter is appropriate.

Purchasing Practices

The issue of MICC's purchasing practices
was raised by CIC in Docket No. TA83.2C7.
In the Comiaission's first order in that docket.s
the Commission deferred action on that issue.
Accordingly, that issue will be resolved fn that
docket pursuant to further Commission action
in that docket.

FERC Reports
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Contract Quality
CIG has submitted affidavits purporting

to show that "... gas delivered to CIG by
MIGC iinmediately prior,to. the July 28th
shutoff period exceeded relevant contract
quality levels, lor oxygen and Btu .content."
Specilically, the affidavit states diat samples
of gas tested on July 27, 1583,contained,oxygen
levels,of..150 parts per million (p.p.m.).and 47
p.p.m, for two respective.tests. The affidavit
states that'thc oxygen discovered during the
tests, could not . hav» been produced. with
natural gas because oxygen is generally, not
found with natural gas in the ground in,its
natural state. Therefore, CIG states that to the
extent that oxygen is present, it muse have
become commingled with th» nacural gas after
the gas left the ground. The alfidavit.further
states the gross heating value of one samp)e of
gas was 1131.5 Btv per cubic foot. In
conclusion CIG «ates: ~

'"It must be assumed'bsent a sufficient
showing by MIGC to the contrary, that gas
producaf and tendered in the July through
October (1583] period would not have meL
conLract quality stahdards'nd, thcrcforc,
cannot be charged 'to "CIG 'under the
minimum bill."

MIGC responds thaL the original concract
provision required that gas "not contain more
than a total of 4 percent carb'on dioxide and/or
oxygen by volume," arid ttu t four percent by
volume is equal to 40,000 p.p.m. Nevertheless,
MIGC «ates thaL the contract was amended
before it became effective to eliminate the four
percenL limitation on oxygen content and
insert in its place a statement that "Seller shall
not inject or allow to be injected any air or
oxygen in the gas delivered hereunder withovt
prior consent of Buyer." MIGC argues that
CIG has noL asserted that MIGC was out of
compliance with this provision during thc
period CIG. incurred takewr-pay liability.
Moreover, MIGC contends that the affidaviL
"drastically and incorrectly overstates" the
oxygen level of MIGC's gas on the date tested.

With respect to the Btu content, MIGC
states that the currently effective contract and
cariff provision requires that gas have a
heating value of not less than 963 nor more
than 1200 Btu per cubic loot. Furthermore,
MIGC has coinmenced operation of its inert
gas generation facility, ac CIG's insistence, to
reduce the heating content of its gas.

The Commission has reviewed the contract
and relevant tariff language and finds chat
CIG's allegations, even if proved correct, fail to
present a prima facie case chat MIGC has
breached its contract by cendering gas in
excess of the relevant contract quality
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standards. Regarding the oxygen levels, CIG's
evidence is insvfficient to prove Lhat MIGC
has "injected or allowed Lo be injected any air
or oxygen in.the gas" tendered. Regarding the
Btu level, this is clearly within the range
specified in che contract. Moreover, ic has not
been shown by CIG that the results ol the tests
(150 p.p.rn. and 47 p.p.m. of oxygen) were
representative of gas tendered to it from
MIGC during the cutoff period. Further, even
assuming iL was reprcscncative, CIG has not
alleged thaL MIGC "injected or allowed to be
injected any air or oxygen in the gas,." Finally,
in any event, even assuming the gas tendered
by MIGC contained either 150 p.p.m. or 47
pip.in. of oxygen during the cutoff period, CIG
has noc alleged that the amount ol oxygen in
thc gas was in excess of a 8e minimus amount
such that the oxygen materially affected che
quality of the gas being tendered to CIG by
MIGC.

CIG's Treaunen! ol AfinimumBillPaymencs
Minimum bill.payments made by CIG to

MIGC which are appropriately calculated and
otherwisc just and reasoriable may be included
in CIG's Account No. 803 and tracked by CIG
through its PGA'lause. so'However, any
refunds or prospective rate adjustments
affecting MIGC's rates to CIG, including the
miniinum bill component of such rates, shall be
passed through by CIG to its customers
through the normal operation o'f CIG's PGA
clause.

VIie Commission orCkrr
(h) Pursuant to thc auchoricy ol the

Natural Gas hct;particularly Seccions 4, 5, 8
and 15 thereof, and thc Commission's rules and
regulations. a pvblic hearing shall be held
concerning the lawfulness of the rate increase
proposed by MIGC.

(B) Pending hearing and decision, and
subjecL to the conditions of the ordering
paragraphs below and those described in the
body of this order, MIGC's tendered tarifl
sheets listed in footnote one, with the exception
of Alternative Twenty.Eighth Revised Sheet
No. 32, shall be accepted for filing and
suspended lor the full statutory period ol five
months until May 1, 1984, when chey shall be
permitted to becoine effective, subject to
refund and subject to the conditions set lorth
in the body of this order and below. Alternative
Twenty Eighth Revised Sheet No. 32 is
rejected.

(C) Prior co December 1, 1983, MIGC
shall file revised tariff sheets restating ics Base
Tarifl Race to become elfeccive December 1 ~:

1983, subject Lo the provisions of 18 C.F.R.
fi 154.38c d)(4)(vi).
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(D) The relief requested by CIG in its C)G's actions con>tit»ie vio)stion> oi iedrrsl snd
Petition For Order Declaring Minimum Bi)) state antitrust lsws, brcseh of liduclsry d»ty,
Obligation Due is denied «xcept for the issues )rsudu)cnt concealment, snd several breaches of

of the amou'nt of CIG s minimum bill inst'snt docket Involves th'e"same fsctusl
obligation and of whether MIGC's minunum circumsuncei. )t involves s narrower q»est)on. ga.
bill should be modified as discussed in the body the proper )nterpretst)oa.of .MIGC's tsrin and
of thc., order... Those issues shall be set.'- for contract with CIG i > is v ii i
hearing pursuant to.the Natural Gas Acu ... ~ ., s 25 FERC $ 61 153 (j983), ~ ~,„.'...,, . ~ .

(E) Dock t Nos. RP84-7 and RP84-15 are . s ~.. Vs//ey Css Trsn>miss>bn, Inc., IZ FERC
consolidated for.,purposes of hearing and F61 )97 (')980) ~ (one dsy iuspensio>); Gresr fiske>
decision., ",",':..> Gss Trsnsmissio» Ca; 12 FERC.f 61W3 (1980X)ive

~ (F) The Commission Staff shall prcparc mont»uspens)»o) ="
and serve top sheets on all part)coon or before ~ pursuant to ihst section, MIGC msy use the
March I, 1984. », ', >: '> ~, . cost sod revenue study in,)hc lnstsni filing (Docket

'G) A pres)d)ng Administrative Law No. RP84-)5) to suppo«)ts m*tsted 8 ~ «r)ff
Judge;" to b'. designated by the Chief
Administrative Law Judge for that purpose (18 r CNorsdo Inursuu Gss Ca v. hfIGC, Inc., 25

C.F.R. $ 375204), shall convene a prehearing FERC 5 6).(O5()583)
conference in this consolidated proceeding.to ~ 25FERC) 61,006,st p.61,038(1983).
be held within 10 days after the service of top ~ .itiIGC I„c 23FERCI 61 156()583)
sheets by the Staff, in a hearing or conference

of the F~der~l En~~gy Regulatory
18FERC 761404()987).Commission, 825 North Capitol Street,-NK...:,, r ..; . ~,

Washington, ".D.C. 20426. The .Presiding
Administrative Law Judge )s.author)acd to " ". ApperidLc A
establish such further procedural dates as may
be necessary and .to rule upon all mot)ons Big Horn Fractionation Company
(except "motions: to conso)idatc, sever, or Co)orado Interstate Gas Company
dismiss), is provided. for. in. thc Rules of
Practice and Proce'dure.

~
'

.
~ . Big Horn Fractionation Company

Twenty Eighth Revised, Shee o > Champ~))n petro)curn C pany ~

h)ternstive Twenty Eighth Revised Sheet No. 32... „. ~

Sheet No )02»d F)ist Rev)sed Sheet K-N Ener'gy, Ine.
Na )40. ''' ~ 'IGC, Inc. ': ' '

24 FERC )6)'+54 ()583Xc)t)ng to Not)ee of hfontana,Dakota Vtilitics
Col'r'opesedRulemsklng, 48 Fed. Res. 39238, snd PublicServiccCommissionofWyoming

TERCSur»res and Res»)st>bns I 32334):: ':.'ublic Service Company of Colorado, Western
s KIGC 'Ines er'il. v. Co)orsdo Intersule cs>, Slope.Gas Company, and Cheyenne Light,

Caf et si., No. C834299>invo)ves the s))etst)ons that Fuel and Power Company

'"',,

".;.", . ',.'tg 61,310]
E-N Energy, Inc., Docket No. TA84-1-53400 (PGA84-I)

Order Accepung for Filing and Suspending Proposed Tariff Sheets, Subject to
Refund and Conditions, and Ordering Consolidation

issued November 29, 1983)

Before Commissioners: Raymond J. O'onnor, Chairman; Georgiana Sheldon,
J. David Hughes and Oliver G. Richard IIL

On September 30, 1583, K.N Energy, Inc.
(K-N) filed its regularly scheduled purchased
gas adjustment (PGA) I to take effect on
December I, 1983, reflecting an increase of
$4,731,073 annually, consisting'of (I) an 8.7C
per Mcf increase in the projected base cost of
gas; and (2) a net 10.48C per Mcf increase in
the unrecovered gas cost surcharge.

The 1048C per Mcf increase consists of s
negative 22.79C per Mcf charge to amortize

FERG Reports
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thc over. recovery of $ 5,695,331 in gas costs
accumuhted for the period August I ~ 1982
through July 31, 1983, and a positive 23.83C
per Mcf surcharge . to recover $ 15,722.969
which represents the difference between cost.
of.service pricing of K.N production previously
charged and NGPA prices for such gas to
which K-N msy be entitled during.a piior
period coinmencing May I, 1980, pursuant to
the Supreme Court's decision in Public Service

tt 61,310
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In the event Shipper receives
transportation service and pays the Facility
Charge under this rate schedule for at least
fifteen years and all or a portion of the
additional facilities are specifically required by
Transporter for use beyond "the fifteen-year
period, Transporter shall make' refund to
Shipper consisting of the difference between
the depreciation payments made by Shipper to
Transporter during the fifteen.year period
through p'ayment of Transporter's effective
depreciation rate or rates for its transmission
plant together with the related income tax
consequence. In the event a refund is made to
Shipper, Transporter's books of account shall
be adjusted correspondingly, 'ncluding the
corresponding reduction of Transporter's
reserve for accumulated amortixation and
depreciation. Transporter and Shipper will
cooperate to determine the utilixation of the
facilities in the event Shipper does not desire to
use the facilities beyond the fifteen-year
pen od.

In'he event the facilitics are authorised to
be"abandoried after thc flfteen-year period,
Transporter shall not be obligated to make a
refun'd of depreciation to Shipper. To the
extent Transporter has prepaid income taxes in
excess of those recovered by Transporter in the
Faclity Charge, Shipper shall reimbQrse
Transporter for the prepaid income taxes at
the time the facilities are abandoned.

First Rerdsed Sheet ¹. 74 Superseding
~ Original Sheet ¹. 74 .

15. Contingent Rclunds by Transporter to
Shipper

15.2 Refund Procedure..The Transporter will
file with FERC and furnish to Shipper a

,refund report and after approval by FERC,
Transporter shall refund to Shipper the
depreciation described in Section 15.1 ~ net of
any income taxes prepaid by Transporter in
excess of those recovered by Transporter in the
Facility Charge, effective upon the expirauon
of the fifteen. year period; provided
Transporter is able to specifically use the
facilities. Transporter shall refund to Shipper

,
the prepaid income taxes netted in the refund
of depreciatiton at the time, or over the period
of time, Transporter is able to recover the
prepaid income taxes through tax deductions.

16. Revision olService Lilc

Thc Facility Charge described in Section
3(a) and the Contingent Refunds described in
Section'15 are based on a fifteen-year service
life for the facilities added by Transporter to
render the uansportation service for Shipper.
In the event it is determined, either before
service commenced or at any time during the
fifteen.year term, that a different service life is
appropriate, Transporter and Shipper shall
agree upon the required revisions to reflect the
change in service life and Transporter shall
thereafter be obligated to initiate and expedite
such proceedings as may bc necessary to
effectuate any such agreed upon revisions.

issued by: J.S. Charles, Vice President
Effective: October 1, 1983

[$ 61,094]
MIGC, Inc., Docket Nos. RP84-15-002 and RP84-I &003;
Colorado Interstate Gas Company, Docket Nos. RP84-7~1 and RP84-7~2

Order on Rehearing ModifyingPrior Order

issued Januazy 27, 1984)

Before Commissioner: Raymond J. O'onnor, Chairman; Georgiana Sheldon,
J. David Hughes, A. G. Sousa and Oliver G. Richard III.

On December 29, 1983, MIGC,'nc.
(MICC) filed a request for rehearing of the
Order hcccpting for Filing and Suspending
Tariff Sheets, Subject to Refund and
Conditions, Consolidating Dockets, Initiating
Hearing, Deferring Resolution of Certain
Issues and Establishing Procedures, 25 FERC
$ 61,309 (1983) {Suspension Order).s On
December 28. 1983, the Public Service
Company of Colorado. Western Slope Gas
Company and Cheyenne Light, Fuel and

$ 61,093

Power Cotnpany (Public Service, et al.) filed a
request for rchcaring of the Suspension Order. s

The MIGCRequest

MIGC requests rehearing of the following
four issues: (1) the consolidation of Docket
Nos. RP84-15.000 and RP84-7.000 for
purposes of hearing and decision; (2) the
requirement that MIGC make refunds or
reduce its rates if it fails to restate its Base

Fodarat Energy Gufdeffnes0~1
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Tariff Rate as of Decemher 1, 1983: (3) the
scope of the hearing concerning Colorado
Interstate Gas'C.IG) rninirnum bill
obligation to MIGC; (4) the question of
whether the contract quantity provisions of
MIGC's Rate Schedule PL.1 constitutes a

"minimum bill"as chat term is used in Docket
No. RM&3 71 and is generally understood in
the industry.

l. Consolidation ofDocket s

The Suspension Order consolidated, for
purposes of hearing and decision, MIGC's
general rate increase and CIG's requesc to
determine the extent 'of its minimum bill
obligation to MIGC. MIGC, in its request for
rehearin'g, argues that consolidation of these
two dockets will result in unnecessary delay of
the resolution of the issue of CIG's minimum
bill liability co MIGC. MIGC contends thai
ihe resolution of CIG's minimum bill obligation
involves a relatively mechanical calculation
and that no issue to be resolved in MIGC'4
general race case will affect this calculation.
MIGC requests that the Commission not
consolidate these issues and that it promptly
rc:solve che issue of CIG's minimum bill
liability. 4

The Commission is not convinced that the
issue of CIG's minimum bill liabilityshould be
severed from MIGC's general rate increase
proceeding or set for expedited hearing. We
shall leave to the discretion of che presiding
judge, the question of whether separate
procedures should be established. Further, this
decision is without prejudice co the

parties'ight

to enter into a settlernenc agreement
resolving some or all of ihe issues in these
consolidated proceedings.

2. Restatement of Base TariffRate

The Suspension Order requires that MIGC
restate iis Base Tariff Rate in accordance with
g 154.38(d)(4)(vi)(a) of the Commission's
Regulations 4 before December 1, 1983. The
Suspension Order further provides that if
MIGC Cails to restate its base tariff rate as of
December 1. 1983. "MIGC shall refund all
amounts collected under its PGA clause above
ihe old restated Base TariCC Rate which
became effective as oC December l. 1980. for
sales for the period beginning December 1 ~

1983,- hfIGC wates that it filed to restaie its
Base Tariff Rate on November 30. 1983,
MIGC requests that if the Commission should
rcjcct the restaterncni filed by MIGC on
November 30, 1983, the Commission should
reconsider imposition of ihe refund
requircrncnt. On Dcccmher 13. 1983. CIG filed
an answer in opposition to hiIGC'4 request.

FERC Reports
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The Commission has not yci acted on thi:
filing and will defer decision on hf IGC'4
request pending Commission action on thai
filing.

3. Scope of Hearing

MIGC, in its request for rehearing,
expressed confusion over the scope of the
hearing concerning the minimum bill charged
to CIG which was instituted by the Suspension
Order. The Commission finds clarification of
this issue to be in order.

The questions to be addressed in the
hearing instituted in these dockets are, among
others, (1) whether MIGC's minimum bill is

just and reasonable or whether it should be

modified, and (2) the proper calculation of
CIG's minimum bill obligation to hCIGC for
ihe period July through October 19&3. A»

discussed below, che hearing does not include
the issue of whether CIG's obligation to hIIGC
is subject io tbe outcome of Docket No. Rhl&3.
21.,

4. CVCtether the Contract Quantity Provisions
ofhflGC's Rate Schedule Constitute a

hfinirnum Bill

h(IGC contends that che take. or.pay
provisions of its Rate Schedule PL.1 are not a

"minimum bill" as that iertn is used in Dockci
No. RM&3.71. h(IGC argues that thc
distinguishing factor is that minimum bill
provisions guarantee the pipeline recovery of a

portion of its fixed costs by guaranteeing a

specific volume of sales whereas takewr.pay
provisions guarantee a market for a percentage
of the gas which is p- uced or available for
sales. hfIGC, therefore. requests that the
Commission grant rehearing of the Suspension
Order to che extent necessary to clarify that
the applicable provisions in MIGC'4 Rate
Schedule PL.1 are takewr.pay provisions and
not minimutn bill provisions. or in the «cry
least, that the Cotnmission has mad«no
determination as to the applicability of the
proposed rule in Dockei No. RM&3.71 io th«s«
provisions.

The Commission does not accept hfIG("»
argument thai thc take or.p'ay provision of i«
tariff does noi consiituie a minimum bill as

thai term is used in Docket Yo. Rhl&3 71.
First, minimum bill» dn not necessarily r««ov«r
only fixed costs. A» our notice of prot~is«d
rulcmaking in Docket No. Rhi&3 71 imli«at«.-.
a minimum bill can also recover variahi««o»ts
Further. MIGC» "takrwr.pay pro»i»ion- u a

provision in a pip«lin«'s jurk»dicthuutl
~at«.'ariff

which pro«id«s for minimum l«»«l oi
cows to be reco«cr«d from a «ustorn«r. ut tht;
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case CIG, regardless of the amount of gas
taken by that customer. In the broadest sense,
that is what a minimum bill in a pipeline's
sales tariff does. The fact that the relevant
provision guarantees a market for a perccntagc
of the gas which is produced and available for
sale rather than guaranteeing a specific
volume of sales is not, in itself, a distinguishing
feature which would set it apart from the
miniinum bill provisions covered by the
proposed rulemaking. However, a final rule in
Docket No. RM83-71 has not issued.
Accordingly, it is unclear at this point what
changes, if any. would be required in MIGC's
tariff as a result of the final rule. Accordingly,
we shall continue to make the subject provision
in-MIGC's tariff subject to the order to be
issued in Docket No. RM83-71, but shall not
decide at this point what specific changes in
MIGC's tariff, if any, would be required by
that order. The 'Cominission therefore denies
rehearing on this issue.

alfie Public Service Request
Public Service requests clari0cation or

rehearing of the following observation
concerning CIG's treatment of minimum bill
payments:

Minimum bill payments made by CIG to
MIGC which were appropriately calculated
and otherwise just and reasonable may be
included in CIG's Account No. 803 and
tracked by CIG through its PGA clause.

'ublicService'tates that if it was the
Commission',s intention to rule that any such
obligation may automatically be

passed'hrough

to CIG's customers, then Public
Scrvicc objects and requests rehearing.

The Commission permits minimum bill
payments which are appropriately cntcrcd into
Account No. 803 to be passed through the
PGA. o The justness and reasonableness of the
rates charged by MIGC to CIG, including the
minimum bill charges,'is the subject of the

instant proceeding. The issue of whether CIG's
tninimum bill payments made to MIGC
should, in turn, be subject to a review in one of
its own rate proceedings shall be considered at
the ume the Commission determines how to
treat the broader issue of CIG's overall
purchasing practices. This rnatter shall thus be
subject of a further order in a CIG general
Section 4, Section 5 or PGA rate proceeding.

77ie Commission orders:

(A) Tbe Commission modifies its prior
order in this docket as discussed in the body of
this'order.

(B) Rehearing for purposes of further
considerai,ion of MIGC's arguments regarding
its requirement to restate its Base Tariff Rate
is granted pending Commission action on
MIGC's restated Base TariCC Rate Ciling .

(C) Resolution oC the purchasing practice
issue raised by Public Service, er af., is deferred
as discussed in the body of this order.

(D) To the extent not granted above, the
requests for rehearing are denied.

—Footnotea-
i MIGC's request for rehearing is dockeied as

Docket No. RP84-)$ 403 and Docket No. RPS4-7.
002.

Public Service's request for rehearing is
docketed as Docket No. RPS4-l34QZ and Docket No,
RP84-MO1.

s MIGC contends that this is a 'ake~ pay"
obligation as opposed io a "minimum bill"obligation.
'For purposes of consisiency, this order refers io the
obligation as a "minimum bill." This issue is
discussed further in the body of this order.

MIGC states thai Big Hom Fracdonation
Company (Big Horn) fully supports MIGC's request
in this regard.

~ l8 C.F.R I 1342gdgaXviXa).
~ Mississippi River Transmission Corp.. 18

FERC I 61404 (1 582).

[tt 61,095]

KN Energy, Inc., Docket Nos. TA84-1-SM03, TA84-I-53~4 and
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Order Denying Requests for Reconsideration

issued January 27, 1984)
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On. hugust 5, 198.'., Kansas.Nebraska
Natural Gas Company,. Inc. (Kjns'as-
Nebraska) filed a petition pursuant to'Rule
207 (18 CX.R. $ 385207)'f the 'Commission's
Rules of Practice,and Procidure for <he
issuance of a declaratory'order relative to
certain matters that it contends fall wi'thin the
purview of this,Co'minisaion's juriadic(ion and
which have arisen as a result of judgments
rend~red 'agaiiisi"Yarisaa.Nebraska in ''aw
suit-'for"brea'ch "of contract brought'y'he
G'rei t'es'tern 'u'gar 'Compiny'.(Grea't
Western) "agaiitst "Kansas'NcbrasXasiin ''Yhe
Colors'do Mitrict'County Court in and for"ih'e
County'of L'ogin. a';

' Background ofiJudioial Proceeding
i~ The:suitq intt1tuted"by Great Western

against'Kans'aa-Nebraska for bre'ach of
contract was premised;in! cr aiia, u pon the fact
that "Kansas-Nebraska at intervals disrin'g th'
beating'eason's'rom 1973-'1974 through 1978-
1979dntcrtupted service to four'Great Western
'sugar beet plants served by Kansas-'Nebraska.
Two'of these pfants are'served directly by
Kans'as-Nebraska pursuant to'ertificates
issued by the Conimission s Great Weitern's
plant:at Scouabluff, Nebraska,.is served from
thc local 4isir'ibution systenr'which Kansas-
Nebraska acquired from North Central Gas
Company with Commission approval. s

'eThh'ourth'plant is located at Goodlan'd;
Kansas, and is served on an interruptible basis
from a local distribution system of the Peoples
Natural'Gas Division of Northern Natural Gas
Company (Northerri Natural) which obtains
its.gas supply for that pare'of its system from
Kansas-Nebraska under wholesale rate
schedules regulated by the Commission.< Great
Western sought approximately $3.7 million
dollars in damages for the interruption of
service by Kansas-Nebraska to thc
aforeinentioned plants between November 1,
1973 and March, 1, 1979.

On January 31 ~ 1979, the Colorado
District Court rendered a partial determina.
tion in ttie lawsuit instituted by Great Western
and found that Kansas Nebraska had breached
its interruptible contracts for service to the
Ovid, Sterling and Scottabluff plants. On May

29, 1979, the court further held that Kansas.
Nebraska was in breach of its wholesale service
agreement with Northern Natural under which
th'e Goodland plant is served. ~ In connection
with the wholesale service for. the Goodland
plin't, the 'court'referred to the jury the
question aa to whether Ksn'sas.Nebraska and
Northern Natural, intended to confer third.
party. benefits. on Great'estern under their
'service agreement. Tbe jury found for
horthern'atural on Great Western's claim
against that company, but found that Kansas,
Nebraska and Northern Natural intended to
confer benefits on Great Western 'under their
service agreement,

~ '. "On July 12, 1979, the jury awarded Great
Western $ 1,000,000 on the brcach of. contract
claim against Kansas-Nebraska but refused to
find,thai.thc actions of that company were
tantainount to a participition of fraud upon
Great Western...,';~ .... I .:r ..",n
, ...The District Court's decision was appealed
by both Kansas-Nebr'aaka and Great Western.
s . Op. June:".17, 1982 the Colorado .Court. of
Appeal upheld, the. District Court's,suminary
judgments as to Kansas.Nebraska's. liability
for breach of.contract:I Kansas-Nebraska filed
a petition for a writ of certiorari to the decision
reqdered against it by the Colorado. Court of
hppeals with the Supreme Court of, Colorado
and ...the Commission requested,and was
granted persnission to intervene as. an. amicus
curiae. (Kansas.JVcbraska Natural Gas Co.,
Inc. v. The Great Western Sugar Company,
Supreme Court of Colorado No. 82 SC 322.)

In its petition for a declaratory order
Kansas-Nebraska ~ requested that the
Coininiasion expeditiously resolve the following
questions related to this matter:

1. Had Kansas-Nebraska acceded, during the
heating seasons 1973-74 through 1978-79. to
the demands of The Great Western Sugar
Company that it meet all of the interruptible
requirements of Great Western's sugar beet
factories on days when it was withdrawing
gas from storage to supply the requirements'
of high priority customers. would Kansas.
Nebraska have violated its obligations

. under:

Federal Energy Guldallnos
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Order Establishing Procedures and Denying Petition to Intervene ..

issued December 7„1982)
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— (a) tbe certificates of public convenience

and necessity authorizing service to Great
Western's plants;

(b) the certificates of public convenience
'and necessity authorizing Kansas-Nebraska
"to develop and opcrace its storage fields;

" "
,P

(c) Federal Power Commission Order Nos.
~'431

~ 467-B, and/or 458; and
'(d) Karisas-Nebraska's FPC/FERC Gas

Tariff)
~ 2. In the absence of':fraud, negligence,

imprudence,'ad faith, or misconduct'n the
~ part of Kansas-Nebraska,'ould the'award
of damages to Great Western for'failure of
Kansas Nebraska to supply Great Western's

. int'erruptibl«req'uircments.,'during the
,heating seisons 1973.74 through 1978-1979
constitute an undue preference or advantage
under Section 4(b) of tbc Natural Gas Act or.
a violation of thc filed rate doctnne where
Kansas-Nebraska interrupted;.service to
other interruptible customers .during che
same heating seasons and did not. pay them

.damages? . ~ r n ".':" .~. s'.- 1 ~ ..", ~

" The'olor'a'do'ourt of "Appeals'vari tcs
opiniori'issued on June 17; 1582

noted'that'reat

Western's and Kans'as-Nebraska's
coritr'acts for'natural gas'service date'hick to
1955 and were renewed perio'dically. The
speciTic'iroyision of the contract dealing with
interruption'.tbit that court 'ruled Kansas:
Nebraska ha'd'breached was scc'forth'on pages'

and 3 of its'lip opinion. a'

.".It'ts.speciffcany".ag'reed "as a cbndiccon
'receden'c to provision'of 'the r'ice herein an<f

to the making of this agreement by KN chat
notwithstanding any other provision of this
agreement delivery..of gas ta tGWi shall be
subject"co inte'r'ruption and thac

KN,'.,irrespectiveof:Ne.happening of any of thc
occurrences herein before" mentioned or
referred to, but in its absolute discretion and
without liability to [GW] for damages or
otherwise, shall have tbe righc to and at any
time with or without notice nay interrupt in
whole or in part'delivery of gas co [GW)
hereunder as.and whenever from tim». to
time KN is required to do so in order to'meet
the demands ol domestic and commercial
users or other users having a higher priority
af service.

(GWj further represents and agrees chat't
will maintain standby fuel installations
wherever necessary to avoid irreparable ar
serious loss. or dimage to person or property
in the event of interruption of gas supply."

Notwithstanding chis contractual
provision, the Colorado stace courts found
Kansas.Nebraska to be in breach of ics
contract with Great Western due to

/

k
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FERC Reports
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interruptions made between Novcnber 1. 1973
and March 1 ~ 1979.

ILProceedings Before the Cornrnisaion.
.: .On.August 29, .1975, "Kansas-Nebraska
fild in. Docket. No.'.RP764 a general rate
increase;which. also contained tariff sheets
proposing certain:changes in; the General
Terms and Conditions of Kansas Nebraska's
FERQ,Gas Tariff. This filing revised Kansas-
Nebraska's:FERC Gas Tariff Volume

No..l'iile'r

alia, by'ncorporating into Section 13
b(4)(Limitations on Obligations) of the
General Terms and Conditions the following
provision * relating to removal of gas from
storage to serve the needs'of its interruptiblc
cust'omers:

/
Seller shall not be required tb remove 'gas

:;from storag~ reser'voirs.'for delivery to
,con'sumers served by 'Seller, on an

„;interruptible basis or under intcrruptible
~pivjce race schedules in this Tariff..
: . ~is tarif Qling, applicable to direct.~les

as.well.as wholesale inccrruptiblc service,was
suspended for a penod of five months and
became effective on March 14„1976..Because
of thee curtailment implications inhereÃt in
these'heets, th'ey'werc severed from the
general rate inciease proceeding in Do'ckct No.
RP7&8 and redockcted as'a new proceeding

ip'ocket?fo.RP76 90.",' '

On December 27, 1976, Kansas-Nebraska
filed in Dockec No.'P76 90 a revision to thc
then effective Section,13 of,the, Gcncral.Terms
at)d Conditions of its FERC Gas.Tariff. Volume.
No.;t„.which included a complete curtailment
pha. Thcsc; new, provisions became effective?
after suspension; on Jscly,.l,;..1977.. Irc:this
revised, filing the provision on withdrasvals
from: storage was reaumbered,as,Secciocc
13.b(5). This revised pr'ovision was as follows:

(5) Storage withdrawal - Seller shall not be
~ required to remave gas from gas storage

reservoirs for delivery to consuners in Step 1

'hrough Step 5 of subparagraph (3)(1) abave
served by Seller or Buyer.

The proceedings in Docket No. RP76-90
were ultimately resolved as a result of'a
settlement entered into between the parties
after considerable time had been expended in
the conduct of formal hearings. The
Commission in its order issued on November 2,
1981, adopting and approving the settlement >

did not pass upon the justness and
reasonableness of th» tariff sheets filed by
Kansas. Nebraska on hugust 29. 1975 and
December 27, 1976:

~ e The Stipulation and Agreement
resolves by compromise all issues in Docket
Nos. RP76.90, et al., and che tariff sheets

tt 61,285
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Thus the questions propounded by Kansas.
Nebraska in its petition for a declaratory order
are directed to matters that. relate to this
Commission's jurisdictioni. In,order to answer

tthe questions po'sed by Kansas. Nebraska, it is ~

necessary,;Lto develop a'cqordu.zntef,alf'a', on

(1) What were,the;spplidable Commission. ~

L.','rders;,certificates,and ~ffprovisions during', .

the relc'vant time*periods? ' ...,'.s

rxi (2)'What requirements and limitations did
. those: Commission",ordezs, '.certificates," and
'ariff. provisions place "on. Kansas. Nebraska ~

during, the relevant timeperiods?:<ciacn ~

(3) 'Wha'L did 'Kan'sas-N'ebra'ska do 'in
'esponse.to those requirements and'liinitations,

an'd whit w'ere the'fa'its and circumitinces
th'at 'caused Ranks'-Nebraska 'to"Mke 'the
actions that lt

did?''>.

Q ixthe! position of the Commission that
the question of whether irite'iruption xif service

'by interstatc pipelines is'co be sanctioned is a
+matter for iL to determine in the firitiratance.

The,existence,.of.x(ifCerenL determinations by
the Colorado. courts and this Commission
relating to.the propriety of Kansas-Nebraska's
rendition.wf service .could .Place. Kansas-

'ebraska.,ia 'nt uptenable . position.-3y g
interrupting iti intcrruptible industrial —~

, customersi,3(bonsai-Nebraska. could, find itse(L, ~

in the paradoxicij situation of.bcirig in.'breach
of Its contricts uiidcr state.law„when ~cting,in
conCormity with, the terms'oC iLi certificates
a'nd tlie provisfoni ot.'its tariff'on file with the '..'

*.~id'The ~Commission is ciot herein oeekIngrto
'adjudicate 'specUic claims;.of contraciliability.'. > ~

'

That is~'matter for the Zouits.!However!dn ".
the circumstances, the iCominission believes ';

thai, in.orcfer to preserve the integrity of its
regulation over terms and'conditions of service
by interstate pipelines under iiz;jurisdiction,
including interruptions, it must make the
initial 'determination with respect to a
pipeline's'privileges and obligations under its
certiCicates and filed tariCfs..The Commission
will therefore insutute a formal hearing for the
purpose of making such a determination.

Providing ade'quate responses to the
aforementioned three questions may require P.':"= .,:,
the developinent of an extensive record. As a:": ~+-
preliminary matter, it would appear that in
making any determination as'o whether
interruptions were proper in iny time frame,
there is a need to include in the record certain
facts that existed on the occasion a ipecific
interruption occurred. It is evident that
Kansas.Nebraska's gas supply situation on the
occasion of each interruption is a relevant

g'61,285

attached thereto will become effective as
indicated therein following the issuance by
the Commission of a final order approving
the settlement. Hence, there is no need or
rei'son for '(he CominIssion tcr''boule on 'the

egostness 'or'reasonableness of the',tariff Sheets
-'fded on August 29,'1975 and'December'27,'.
'i1976 by'KNNG.i Docket"No; RP76.90~ ~
'ror(See 17 FERC4 61',102, pp.'20B-9)i "-".oi'l

The"Co'inmission'did.idopt "and'cbnferciti
approval bn',Lhc 'fo'llowing .Section '13i+5).
which 'wa'si part of 'the stipulation'and

; ..-(5).Starage lVithdrawafs,-;Seller, shall,noi.
.-be required Lo.remove gas from.'gas storage
,ireservojri for i delivery, Lo,,ionsumers in

Priority 5 serve'd by Seller or Buyer, but inay
utilize gas in storage to make quch deliverie

'when, by, r'eason'f storage'riventories and
prospective wvthdraw'als Lhe

withd'rawals,of'gas.',from"

storage will,not, ic'i .the sole
'~36dgmhnti'of 'Seller,"im'pii'r ft's."ability" to

supply 'the ri:quir'ements of'on'siimers,-
"classilied in Piiorit'$'I', PrioiitjYZ;Prioiity3,

:. '3"-'j ". '~indipricrritj!: g; durinif'+e>succeeding.pe'..

-.. ", ~ '„':"-'!'.,': ' 'pfge tnterru'ptjble industrial cusfo!iners of
Kaniars'Nebraska like Gieat Weste!ii, are.
ctassified',as:.Prio!sty S,cusiomersc under',the
cjiisidment plan approved by the

Commission'n'iis'Novembc'r

2, 1981'order,44„..- ..;.

'...~ ~ ', '. ~

.. "r 'e:,!iThe4 Commission 'tferfves. ftstojurisdiction'
civerhthc! citransportatfon'f t natural 'ga1i:iri

: inLe'rita'to'bmmer'ce Cwind "ce1xain (matted
"ash'orated withufuch transportation".that

relate'to"thee'rendiii'on,sf vnatural'ls'ervice froin
Section';1(b) ofChe'natural Gas Act ()5 .USC.

..';.i ".-':"".,:.-i'-.-, ~,.717b):As Xta(ed by the SuPreme'Cociit'f the
~ ',United States? the'Congress'nder Se'ction 1'(b)

i .' -'.' - .." s.',",', ' of LhaL.Act;conferred. upon.'-.the immission
jurisdiction>ver the„transportation of natural
gas ia interitate commerce: ss

era ~ Three things and three'only Congress
drew within its'own rcgulaiory power,
delegated"by the. Act. to its agent, the

~ ..''."" .":"":."'i-"".: ' ~

Federal Power Cominission. These werc: (1)
the transportat.ion of natural ~ gas in

, interstate commerce; (2) its sale in interstate
cominercc for resale;;and (3).natural gas
companies engaged in such transportation or

l o ~ ~
sa le i.

~ ~ It has also been 'recognized that the
ihterruption of natural gas service by
interstate pipelines is a matter that properly
falls within the purview of this Commission's
jurisdiction over Lhe transportation of natural
gas in interstate cominerce, whether such
natural gas is sold directly or at wholesale. »

~ Fodoral Enorgy Guidelines .
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factor that warrants consideration and could
be a justification for interruption in any time.
frame.:However,,the devclopmcnt of an
adequate record in this proceeding is not
necessarily predicated upon gas supply Frr se.
On a'iv'en. occasion, Kansas-hy'braska while
posscssIng i sufficient gas supply may'.noi
bayc,had.the physical, capacity..to provide for
the reeds of all of its customers:It.could urge
that this was a justifiable reason ~ for
interruption.'Hence, this raises the'question af
whethe'r Kansas-Nebraska was precluded on
specific oc'casions from rendering service tb one
or more of;Great Western's,four sugar beet
plants because of the cxistencc of capacity
rescrictioris on'ts, system. This will necessiiatg
thc introduction into the record, of-capaclcy
data to demonstrate whether Kansas-.Nebraska
was precluded because of~ the ezistence: of
capacity constraints from rendering service to
each'f Great"Western's sugar beet"plants.
How'eyer', even'i%sent a supply deficiency'or
capacity constraints",It still might be',Orgcd
that,withinp.pter()cular Ifrne.frirn'e,there'as
.jusitrficition„.,for .incerruption by,Kansai-
Nebraska. This, could be. predicated upon a
projecced supply.:deficiency:orn.for other
reasons. Hence, there may also bc a need for
this,'type of information in. order to.,fully
develop the: record ln this proceeding, jn
addition,. it would be useful.to determine
whether J:insas-Nebraska's firin cus'toiners

in'he

time.trime in q'ucsuon'w'ere 'allocated ill.or
a sufsstanci'aj piirt,.oI iis costs'isso«elated wiih
ics storage. operations in their,.rates.. In'ny,
evenc.: che Commission,wilirdeave co the
Presiding Law Judge designated to"preside
over this 'proceeding the iisue of the factual
evidence necessary for thc',Commission'o

ake the lindings required.
'n

view of the complex nat'uie'f the
problem'nd"the extensive array of data
required for this purpose, th'e Commission will
provide herein for a prehearing conference to
precede che formal hearing in which
determinations relacive to the evidence
necessary'o satisfy the record can be
discussed.

In spite of the considerable evidence that
may be required for the purpose of making the
necessary findings in the instant proceeding,
the Commission is not unrriindful of the fact
that the matter currently before it. has been in
licigation for a considerable period of time. The
Commission, therefore, expects that the
Presiding Administrative Law Judge will use
his full authority to expedite this matter, and
to this end, hc is provided with llexibility in
the conduct of this proceeding including the
authority to establish all procedural daies.

FERC Reportserr~

Afier due noiice by publication in thc
Federal Regiscer on August 26, 1582 (47 Fed.
Reg. 376I7), Great Western and Producers
Gas Equities, Inc. (Producers) filed timely
peticions to intervene. Great Western also filed
a protest in which it coritended'hat. thc
Commission should decline to .entertain
Kansas.nebraska's petition.lfor a. declaratory,
orders.thc'bove.styled proceeding" is ..

United has Pipe Lirie Company (United)
also filed a timely petition to intervene i.i che
ins'tant proceeding which was opposed by
Kansas-Nebraska. United indicates that six of
its indusLrial 'customers arr'suing't in state
and federal'courts for" nearly g2 billion in
damages alleged "to'have'be'en'incurred as a
resul("6f cuitailmen'ts'n iles"systein.'nited
also'otes'haL Lhe Commi'rsion institut'ed a
separa'te 'proceeding in United Gis Pipe'. Zine
Co., Docket No. RP71-29, rt al. (Phise III),'to

'onsider'the'extentto'which Uriited, under the
Natural Gis'ct,'an be'iible to 'such
customers for curtailinents 'of 'service'. United
contends ch'at'in> action thii the Commission
takes'n the &scant proceeding''might'ffect
asp'ects 'of United (Phase III). Karisas-
Nebraska'opposes 'Unite'd's req'uest"

for'riterventionon the basis Lhat iLs 3fetitlon for
i'eclarato'ryorder arises from a specific lawsuit

for breach of contract by Great Western
against Kansas-Nebraska in the Colorado state
courts:relating to the interruption of natural
ga's service'to'specific piantsrservcd directly
and-.inc)iree'tly by Kansas. Nebraska:,"Il
contends that the issues it his raised in"its
petitiorii for a'declaratory order are exclusively
questions: of law" predicated'rupon .the
assumption''of 'the facts sec forth in'the
summary judgment order of the state courts. It
contends chat United'is not a supplier of gai'co
Karisas-Nebraska and thac lt does not serve,
either dircccly or indireccly, any ol the sugar
beet plants involved. It further asserts that
United is noc a competitor of Kansas-Nebraska
nor does it have privy co or is ic a beneficiary
in any way to Lh» contracts in question.
Kansas-Nebraska thercforc requests that. the
Commission deny United's petition to
intervene wichout prejudice to Uniced's
participation as an amicus in briefing
questions of law.

The Commission is of the opinion that the
interesL alleged by United is too speculative to
serve as a basis of intervcncion. A petitioner
seeking the righc to intervene must have a
direct inLeresL in a proceeding and noL merely
the desire to shape precedent. This Commission
has ruled that a general allegation by a
petitioner chat it may be bound by any
determination that it may make is noi a
prescni and direct interesc warranting its

$ 61,285
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intr,rvention. ss Accordingly, the Commission
will deny United's motion to intervene without
prejudice ta its participation as an amicus in
briefing questiorts of law. ~ ':u

~ t ~

72tc Commission.linds end orders-.,
'(A) That on the basis af'he"information

currently «vaiiablc to it;: the tComt'riission~ is
unabi» ta render a.dcterminstfan of «hethcr or
to what extent .kansas-Nebraska properly
interiuptcdtscr'vie(; to'Qrcit Wcstcrjt',over the
period of (jmc between'November I, 1973 and
March 1;j979.", " "

',
'-'' '. "',

.. «(3) That in . jhc,c'irgumstanccs,the
dctcrminaiion af.,)vhcn interruption of service
by, Kansas'Nebraska,.to Gicat. Western was
proper and thc,iritcrprctation o(, Ihe prov'Iiians
relating to. fntgrruptfoit as incorporated in
Kansas-gcbraski's,effective taifffs on fojc,wt«th
tljc Commtsiion between Ihc,:years 1973
through.1979.arc matters,that. fall within the
purview, of thii Qmmissionss jurisdjctiott.and
ituwill Provide /or at«formaj .hearing, ta..bq
preceded by m t prcheaiiiig. conference,fairthc
reasons sct forth,in, the text.of Ihc oidei,tti
enable, thc: Commission to jcridcj. a
dcterminatfon as to whether or ta what extent,
during thc period November 1, 1973 through
March I, 1979 when iittcrruptian of mrvfcc ta
Grcrtt <I77ei tc'iri,by .Kanias-Nebraska . was

,rt i(C) An.Administrative Law judge.ta ko
designated.byt the;.Chief. Administrative La)y
Jodgc:for that purpose. (18 C.F.R. $ 3732O4);
sbal).convene a prehearing conference;in this
proceeding on December 21, 1582 in a hearing
raomnaf tahe: federal, Energy Regulatory
Cammissiatt; f125-North Capital Street, NK„.
Vfashington,; D,C. 20426, -for" the; reasons
ittdicsttcdr.iin;t,thist order. ~ Tho,Z(csiding
Administrative L'aw njudgc is rauthorizcd cto
establish such further procedural dates'as may
bc:;necessary atfd:Itsx conduct .further
proceedings in accardattce~ith ghis order and

. the Rules4sf Practice and Procedure.;< ~ i ~'....
no'D)iUnitcd's petition Io intcrvcric has nat

been'hown to bc 'required-'by the public
interest "and is denied.

st —Footnotes-
The Great Western Sugar Company v.

¹rthern ¹turai Gas Cst and Kansas. Nebraska¹tvrai Cas Company. Inc., Civil Action No. 13503.
liied on January 6, 1978.

*

a These plants are located at Ovid and Sterling,
Colorado and service by Kansas Nebraska was
speaficaiiy authorised by the Commission. (Kansas.
¹braska ¹tvrai Cas Co. ~ Inc., !2 FPC 510 (1953)
and 41 FPC 449 (1969).) The principal use of gas at
these plants is boiler fuel.

s Service by Kansas. Nebraska to this plant was
~ iso authorised by the Commission (See Kansas.
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¹brasks ¹turai Cas Company. Inc.. 2S FPC 1074
(1969)).

~ Kansas ¹braska ¹rvrai Cas Co., Inc.. et al.,
44 FPC 218 (1970).

t
,
', ~ On'May 29, 1979, the gommission liled a brief

awmicvs'cvrise'before ihe Colorado Distrtct Court in
«hich "it contefidedi'Thi:re 'is a'dbstantial
possibi1ity',: ibsent reference to'life Commission.'df a
conllict'between~ deasions ol the District Court
and the Commission. Such a.eeaIIict envtd affect;the
Commission'4 ability to regulate reductions in natural
gas service In,a uniform manner" (Amicus Br. p. 27).
Th» Distriet Court by Its order.,of June 8, 1979
declined to refer any,.of, these matters to the
Commission', On f)vgvst 9, 1978, it hid denied a
prevfovs request for referral to the Commission tnide
s'oiely by Ran'sas«Nebr'asks and on March 26. 1979, it
denied Kknsas Nebraska's motion for ra:onsidkrauon
oC'its actiotr«Kansas-Nebraska in a further auempt
to prevenukhe triil in. the ZNstrict Court from going
forward;:.sought...a .writ .oftssrohibition and an
injunction ~.the Colorado Svpteme Court and the
United States District Cour(,for the. District of
Nebras'ka

~ r'espectivcly. These requests made by
Kans'as.hebraska were'enied on'june 21. 1979 and
June 28,. 1979: Kinsas-Nebiiskat ihereafter 'took'n
appeal tb the Colorado'Court of'Appeals'of 'the
decision of>thea District&oust.'he: Commbsion for
the second 'time filed a brief amipus Ftvsae

, ~ Vhc Crest Western Svgai'Company v. Kansas-
)Iebraska Iiatvral Car'Ca,-Inc.,'Colorado Court of
Appeals Nos. 80 CAOCBI and 80 Ch(236.

..., > T)te appelLte cottrt overtuined the hwer court
for .no'i granting".Crest tg'esiern'i,motion for a
directe'd verdict with initrurcsttoni td the jury to award
dsniagei loi ever'y day 'Kin'sai Nebraska breached its
eiohtract an'd ihten'upted service without afi *excuse
loftnonperiormance." That portion of tbe judgment,
«as therefore reversed and remanded. for a new tria
bt;.order to;accesa the damages on each day that
Kansas. Nebraska, interrupted,savice on ttus.basis
throughout the 1973-1979~iod involved.

s See footnote 6, supra.,'
Sec-'rder Adopting .And Approving

Settjement,'and, Terminating Proceedings- in,the
proceeding. entitled Kansas-¹brasks ¹tvrai Cas
Company, Ine, in',Docket No. RP76-90, et ai.. Lsved
on November 2, 1581 (17 FERC I 61,102).

. ta Priority 5 basically is comprised of Kansas.
Nebraska's large interrvptibie customers.

tt Panhandle Eastern Pipe Line Company v. g
Pvbiic Service Commission, 332 US. 507. 516 (1947).

ts FP.C. v. Lovisiana Power * Light Co., 406
US. 621 ~ 636&%. 641 (1971).

ss The pethion for a declaratory order wiilnot be
dismissed at this time. In view oi the faa that no
opposition was voiced to Great Western's and
Producers'imely petition to intert~ne. they are
granted by operation oi Rule 214.

s ~ Area 1(ate Proceeding, Docket No. ARII I, 26
FPC 193, 194; Texas Eastern Transmission
Corporation, 35 FPC 282.

Federal Energy Guidelines~l
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s Founh Revised Shrrs No 4A so FERC Gss
Tarilf.Origins( Volume No. L.

. s Eg., ViliryGss Trsnsnsission. Ine. ~ L2 FERC
f6L197. (one day suspension): Cress Lskrs Gas
7sansnsission Comissny, l2 FERC I 6LW3 (live
month suspension).
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y, Inc., Docjtct No. TC82AS400

~ 'I

aring and Request for Stay of Further

uary 31, 1983)

, Chairman; J. David Hughes, A. G.

jurisdiction'oc'trine cori(rect „,claims are
,norsnally..matters..properly decided by-(the
courts.. Grca( Western contends ~ that the
Commission cannot do,anything more than
provide its views on (his matter by fi'ling an
a'nic'us brief with thc, appropriate court.
Great Western misapprehendi the nature of
the instant proceeding and 'the'..fact 'that the
Commission possesses (he.zequisi(e authority
.to institute. such proceedings on its own
initiative. Thc instant proceeding is.no(
predicated upon. contract iaw and does not
requires the referral fram a COurt Or a
delega(ion of authority from any ocher entity.

The'basis for thc issuance of'the December
7, 1982,'~er was a reqs.. for a declaratory
order fded by Kansas. Nebraska pursuant to
Rule 207 (IS C.F.R. ii385407) ol the
Commission's Rules ol Practice arid Procedure.
Kansas-Nebraska's petition for a declaratory
order, among other things, requested tha( (he
Commission make certain determine(ions
under certain lactual predicates and within a

certain time frame. These 'determinations
rehte to whether that company would have
been in violation of certaLs certificates issued
(o it by the Commission, the tariffs that it had
on file with the Commission and other specific
orders and policy pronouncements issued by
the Commission if it did not interrupt service
to Great Western on certain occasions. The
Cosnmission, upon rcvie«ing Kansas.
Nebraska's petition. concluded that it could
not resolve the matters raised therein.svithout
additional facts. and therefore convened
forrnal hearing for the purpose of ascertaming
the information it requsred Lo make the

(B) WLhC shall file within 30 days of the
date of this order:

(1) revised rates to reiTect the elimination
of any costs and volumes associated with
purchases which are not ori line and flowing as
of Februasy 1, 1983;

(2) supporting inlormation on its projected
purchase from Tenneco and its sales volume
estimate:

'(C) This liling'is accepted subject to any
'orders issued in Docket No. Th82 26L

ttt61
Kansas-Ncbrasjca Natural Gas Compan

Order Denying Application for. Rehe
Proceeciings

's

issued Jan

Ekfore Commissioners: C. M. Butler III
Sousa and Oliver G; Richard III.

On December 30, 1982, the Great Western
Sugar Company. (Gnat Western) pursuant to
Section 19(a) of thc Natural Gas hct (15 USC
717, ec. serf.) and Rule 713 (18 C.F.R.
$ 385.713) of the Commission's Rules of
Pr'ac(ice and Proccsdure filed an application "for
rehearing of the"order issued by -the
Commission in the'"above-styled'proce'edin'g on
December 7, 1982 [21 FERC $ 61~5], and a
motion pur'suant 'to Section, 19(c) of the
Natural Gas Act and Rule 713(c) 'requesting
that. the Commission stay all further
proceedings herein. pending the resolution of
thc questions raised in" its application..for
rehearing.

Great Western argues'hat'he
Commission can take no action in 'this
proceeding without a rei'erral to it by a''court.
The Commission does not dispute Great
Western's contention that the Colorado courts
have jurisdiction to decide brcach of contract
chims. In addition, the Commission does not
dispute that, under the doctrine of primary
jurisdiction, the courts must determine in (he
first instance whether any questions in breach
of contract litigation pending before thecn call
for reference to the agency. Great Western
correctly states that the Commission sought
referral of the breach of contract matters
pending before the Colorado courts relative (o
Kansas Nebraska Natural Gas Company, Inc.
(Kansas Nebraska) and that such requests for
referral were denied. However, i( must be
understood that (he Commission sought
referral of mat(ers relating to litigation that
«as primarily predicated upon questions of
contrac( Law. Referral was appropria(c in those
instances because under the primary

FERC Reports tt 61,085
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dcterminaiions requested in Kansas.
Nebraska's petition,

However, it is abundantly clear that the
matters presently pending before the
Commission in the instant proceeding diCCer
Crom the breach of contract litigaiion presently
pending before the Colorado courts. The issue
in the instant proceeding 'relates'o the
interruption of natural gas service. This
subject is a matter that falls within thc
Commission's exclusiv» jurisdiction.

As early as 1947, the Supreme Court
recognised the Federal Power Commission's
authority to act on the subject of curtailmenfs:

'Tjhematter'of interrupting-s'ervice isione
largely related... to transportation and

: 'thus within 'ihe jurisdiction'ofhh'e Federal ~

Power Commission to control, in
'ccommodation of any conflicting interest

among various states. Panhandle ~ Easfcrfs.
Pipe Linc Co. v. Public Service Commission,
332 U.S. 507,.523 (1947), ~:,,1

The Supreme Court later held that the Federal
Power Commission's authority over
interruption of service" derived" from 'two
so'urces: '.The'r'ansportation prov'ision "of
'Sectibn'1(b) 'of the"Natur'al Gas'Act; an'd
Section 16 of that Act:-

s

'Since curtailment programs fall within the
FPC's. resporisibilities under the head.of'its

,"transporiation" jurisdiction, the" Commission'mu'st possess broad poweri to
'devise effective'eans to meet these
'responsibilities ..'. Section 16 'of the'ct
'assures" the- FPC 'the" necessifry degree of
flexibility ..: Eedera/ Power Commission v.
Louisiana Power h Light Cct, 406 US. 621,
642 (1972). "~... "....~..'. ~ n:

' i ~ ~ i.
Tjie Commission has.:jurisdiction "over
interruption of service even ia.fhe fice of
conflicting contractual provisions. Louisiana
Power gs Light, 406 US. at 646647; American
Smelting and Relining'Co., 494 F2d 925, 934
(D.C. Cir. 1974).

~ Because this matter .Calls wiLhin the
Commission's exclusive jurisdiction, Great
Western's application for rehearing will be
denied. The Cominission further notes that it
has a continuing responsibility and obligation
under thc Natural Gas Act to make
determinations relative to the conditions under
which natural gas service by the interstate gas
pipelines to their customers in the various
states may be interrupted.

In support of its motion requesting a stay
of further proceedings, Great Wesiern relies
upon the standards for the granting of stays as
enumerated in the Virginia Petroleum Jobbers
case. s Contrary to Great Western's argument
in favor of its requested stay, the standard for
granting a stay by an administrative agency is
wheiher justice requires the grani of the stay

We Commission orders:

Great Western's application for rehearing
and motion Cor stay of the Commission's
December 7, 1982 order, in Lhe above styled
proceedings, filed on December 30, 1582, are
denied.

—Footriotes—
i See page l0 of Grcai Wcsiern's applicadon for

rehearing. Sec sfso page 16 of Gicai Wesiern's
application for rehearing conicnding thsi the
Commission canno( Undertake the proceedings
provided for in iis December 7. 1982 order in the
above styled proceeding whhom c reference by,ihe
COUrls ~

s Virginia Pcsrnfcum Johhers Ass'n v. F.P.C„2cl>
FZd 921. 925 CD.C. Cir. 195gi.

Federal Energy Guidelines$ 61,085

under i,he Adininistraiive Procedure Aci
(APA), 5 U.S.C. fi705. Recently, we applied
the standard of ihe APA to deny, a request Cor
stay in United Gas Pipe Linc'ompany.
Docket No. TA82.2.11, issued'August 25, 1982
(20 FERC f61,208), and hfid Louisiana Gas
Company, Docket No. RP82.51400, issued
November 23, 1982 (21 FERC f 61+05). In
applying the APA standard,'we must balance
the interests of Great Western with those of
Kansas-Nebraska as well as the overall public
interest. We must also determine whether the
company will sustain any irreparable harm in

; the~bsence of a stay.

The Cominission is of the~view that the
'pubfic 'interest requires that 'It diligently
pursue and render determinations relative to

'ahe "request for a 'eclamtory'-order. The
interruption of service by,interstate pipeline
companies is a matter exclusively within the

''Commission's jurisdiction and unless it
expeditiously undertakes to act in such
'situations, it .might. convey .the .wrong
impression with respecL to the role it.intends io
play in this area. While the proceeding we
have instituted?nay entail additional expense
on the part of Greau Western and Kansas-
Nebraska; the Coinmission could-not make a
determination on ~Nebraska's request
for a declaratory order without 'the
de~felopment.of the record called for in the
December 7, 1982, order. We do not.believe
that the additional expense claimed by. Great (
Western, standing. alone, constiLutcs sufficient
ground to stay.,the expedited proceeding that

~ we. have ordered..

sr'he application for"rehearing filed by
'Great Western on December 30, 1982,
therefore presents no new substantive issue of
law or material issues of fact which were noi
considered by the Commission in iis order of
December 7, 1982, or which having now been
considered warranL reconsideration of that
order.

~ ~

\ ~
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The Great Western Sugar Company
(Great Western) on April 12, 1983, liled a
motion to terminate the proceeding in Docket
No. 'TC82a3.000. The motion is prompted by
a decision of the Colorado Supreme Court on
March 21 ~ 1983 ~ granting and denying
certiorari on certain issues related to a state
court damage award to Great Western arising
out of interruptions ol service by Kansas-
Nebraska Natural Gas Company, Inc. (K-N)
ln thc 1970's.

One issue on which certiorari was not
granted was.whether the trial court erred in
failing to refer to this, Commission under the
doctrine of primary jurisdiction questions
relevant to K.N's service interruptions
involving the interpretation of certificates of
public convenience and necessity issued by the
Federal Power Commission (FPC), tariffs filed
with the FPC and FERC, and orders ol the

FPC, Great Western concludes that the court's
decision renders useless any future Commission
decision on these matters in the present
proceeding.

This conclusion appears premature. Great
Western also may be reading more into the
court's decision than it should since the court's
reasoning is not displayed. In any event, the
decision has no direct effect upon our authority
to carry out our own responsibilities under the
Natural Gas Act to investigate interruptions ol
service by entities subject to the Commission's
jurisdiction. We see nothing in the court's
decision or Great Western's motion which
indicates that we should change the course of
this proceeding sct in the order establishing it
which wai issued December 7, 1982 [21 FERC
f61~5).

Accordingly, Great Western's motion to
terminate the proceeding is denied.

l

~ f ~

~ '

.

L Background
On 'April 15, 1983, Transcontinenal Gas

Pipe Line Corporation (Transco) 'file4 an
application in. the above~ptioned docket on
behalf of certain producers pursuant to
Sections 7(b) and 7(c) of thc Natural Gas Act
to grant a certificate of public convenience and
abandonment authorization, all is more fully
set forth in the application.

By order issued on April 28, 1983 f23
FERC ~< 63,044), the Commission approved an
uncontested settlement in Transco's general
Section 4 rate proceedings in Docket Nos.
RP83.11 and RP83.30. That settlement
established a voluntary Industrial Sales
Program (ISP) on the Transco system. Under
the ISP, Transco will arrange, as agent for its
customers, sales between producer-suppliers
and its customers. The ISP is an experimentalprogram designed to keep natural gas
competitive with the prices of alternative fuels
and to maintain historical throughput levels on
Transco's system.

Act by operation of Sections 601(a)(IXA) and
(B) of the Natural Gas Policy Act of 1978
(NGPA), their participation in the ISP
requires both certificate and abandonment
authority'. For the reasons discussed below, we
grant the requested authoriaation.

To the extent that Transco will transport
gas under the ISP to its distributor customers,
such transportation is authorised on a self-
iinplementing basis under Sections 311(a)(1) of
the NGPA and Section 284.102(a) of the
Commission's Regulations. However, Transco
also has a direct industrial customer who is
eligible to purchase gas in the ISP.
Accordingly. in a separate application, Transco
will seek certificate authorication pursuant to
Section 7(c) of the Natural Gas Act to
transport gas under thc ISP to Owens Corning
Fiberglas Corporation (Owens).

Transco also seeks waiver of Sections
157.24, 15725 and 157.30 of the Commission's
Regulations. In support of its request. Transco
notes that comparative information will be: g
submitted by Transco in inonthly reports

rsuant to Article II(B). Section 11. of the
ttlement Agreement, all as mote fully set

To the extent that Transco's producers-
suppliers have not been removed from
Commission jurisdiction under the Natural Gas

pu
Se

s

) r) r
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Producer-Suppliers of Transcontinental Gas Pipe Line Corporation, Docket No.

CP83-279400

Findings and Order After Statutory Hearing Issuing Certificates'f Public
Convenience and Necessity and Permitting and Approving Limited-Term
Abandonment

r
issued +ay 13, 1983)

Before Commissioners: C. M. Butler III,Chairman; Georgiana Sheldon, J.
David Hughes, A. G. Sousa and Oliver G. Richard IIL
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Pacific Power 5 Light Company, Docket No. E-779&007;
Pacific Gas and Electric Company, Docket No. E-7777%00

Initial Decision on Investigation of the California Power Pool, the Pacific
Intertie Agreement and Related Contracts

issued February 10, 1984)

Thomas L. Howe, Presiding Administrative Law Judge.

Appearances

Malcolm H. Furbush, Robert Oh!bach, Howard V. Golub, J. Michael Reidenbach,
Morris M. Doyle, Terry J. Houlihan, Charles A. Ferguson and Gregory P. Landis for
Pacific Gas and Electric Company

Irwin F. H'oodiand, Paul G. Bower, Arthur L. Sherwood, Joseph B. Schubert,
Sfeven H. Nesenblatf, B. Glenn George, John R. Bury, David N. Barry, III, WiDiam S.
Marx, Thomas Z. Taber, Joseph A. Vallecorsa, Jr., Ann P. Cohn, Allen Hyman, Herbert'. Gleitz, Richard M. Merriman, Brian J. McManus, Michael K. Hammaker, Rollin E.
Woodbury and Harry A. Poth, Jr., for Southern California Edison Company

Gordon Pearce, C. Edward Gibson, J. A. Bouknight, Jr., E. Gregory Barnes,
Charles Daly, Albert V. Carr, Jr., 'lVayne Jefferies, Sherman Chickering, Barton M
Meyerson, C Hayden Ames and Shand Green for San Diego Gas gt Electric Company

George Spiegel, Robert C. McDisrmid, Daniel I, Davidson, Thomas C. Trauger,
John Michael Adragna, Robert A, Jablon, james C. Pollock and Samuel Karp for
Northern California Power Agency (filing on behalf of itself and its members, the
Cities of Alameda, Biggs, Gridley, Healdsburg, Lodi, Lompoc, Palo Alto, Redding,
Roseville, Santa Clara and Ukiah, California, and the Plumas-Sierra Rural Electric
Cooperative) and the Cities of Alameda, Hcaldsburg, Lodi, Lompoc, Santa Clara and
Ukiah, California; james N. Horwood for the Cities of Alameda, Healdsburg, Lodi,
Lompoc, Santa Clara and Ukiah, California; Martin McDonough for Northern
California Power Agency; Fredrick D. Palmer and James D. Pembroke for the City of
Santa Clara, California

Sandra J. Strebel, Peter K. Matt, Bonnie S. Blair, Cynthia S. Bogorad and Stephen
C. Nichols for the Cities of Anaheim, Riverside, Colton and Azusa, California

Richard K. Pelz for Department of the Interior

Harvey L. Reiter, Melvin G. Berger, Charles F. Reusch, John J. Bartus, Joseph
Zargcr, A. Hays Butler, Barbara Z. Kagan, Jane C. Murphy, James V. McGettrick,
Rhodell G. Fields, Jonathan Paff, Daniel Lamke, G. Kimball Williams, Richard V.
Mattingly, Jr., Daniel Behuniak, Glen Orfman and Gloria Sodaro for thc Staff of the.
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission

Procedural Background

Docker ¹. E-77pbfX)7
Termination of the proceeding in Docket

No. E.77964% (formerly E-7796) was ordered
by the Commission, s Opinion No. 175, 23
FERC 561,402, June 22, 15t83. The present
Initial Decision deals with the other dockets.

The terminated docket is retained in the title,
however, to avoid any confusion that might
arise from its omission, as it is the lead docket
in the consolidation with Docket No. E-7777-
000 (formerly E.7777 (Phase II)) and has
appeared on the orders, pleadings and hearing
dealing with Docket No. E.777MOO since the
consolidation.

'It 63,048 Federal Energy Guldollnes
000 Sl
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Docket ¹s. E 7777~ and ER76-296

Docket No. E.7777 commenced on
September 29, 1972 when Pacific Gas and
Electric Company (PGgiE) filed a wholesale
rate increase. Northern California Power
Agency (NCPA) s intervening, alleged that
PG(kE had engaged in anticornpetitive
behavior, and requested rejection of the filing,
or alternatively, acceptance upon condition
that PGlkE's anticompetitivc behavior be
eliminated. By order issued November 27, 1972
(48 FPC 1153), the Commission accepted the
filing without condition, suspended the rate
increase for five months, and set the matter for
hearing.

Staff moved on September 25, 1973 to
dismiss and remove all matters relating to the
issue of anticompetitive conduct from Docket
No. E.7777. The motion was granted by the
then presiding administrative law judge. On
November 7, 1973, NCPA moved for
extraordinary relief. Cities and NCPA alleged:

that PGgrE has entered into various
contracts which, through their restrictive
and anticompetitive nature, have
strengthened a purported monopoly over
generation and transmission facilities in
northern and central California to the
detriment of Cities and NCPA.

51 FPC 1030, 1031. The Commission said, Id.:
The relief either requested or implied by the
various allegations would entail: (1) the
adjustment of PGgtE's rates to Cities and
NCPA to account for thc alleged
anticompctitivc activities; (2) the direction
by this Commission to PGgiE to wheel
power; and (3) the review and possible
amendment of the ... contracts to remove
anticompetitive provisions.

The contracts in question were PGgiE's
contracts with: (1) San Diego Gas and Electric
Company (San Diego) and Southern California
Edison Company (Edison) known as the
California Power Pool (FPC Rate Schedule No
27); (2) thc United States Bureau of
Reclamation (FPC Electric Tariff Original
Volume No. 4), usually called Contract No.
2948A; (3) Sacramento Municipal Utility
District (SMUD) (FPC Rate Schedule No. 45)
hereafter called the SMUD Contract; and (4)
the Seven Party Agreement (FPC Rate
Schedule No. 105). 51 FPC 1030, 1032, fn. 1.
The Commission said it lacks authority to
order proposed rate adjustments or wheeling
but it does have thc authority, in proper
circuinstances, to amend certain provisions of
contracts on file with the Commission. 51 FPC
1030, 1033. The Commission instituted a
second phase of the proceeding and set it for
hearing, saying:

FERC Reports

We view with deep seriousness and concern
the charges made by Cities against PGgtE
and believe they warrant a full and complete
investigation. The Section 206 proceeding
herein ordered will allow for such
investigation and provide the appropriate
forum for the presentation and development
of a complete evidentiary record concerning
the alleged anticompetitive activity and
conduct of POTE. If, for example, after
hearing and decision PG(kE is found. by
virtue of cont'ract provisions subject to FPC
jurisdiction, to have restricted the ability of
its customers to develop their own
generation, or limited customers'ccess to
alternate supply sources, this Commission
will not hestitate to order contract reform or
other measures as are necessary to eliminate
such practices.

51 FPC 1030, 1033 (March 14, 1974), reh.
den., 51 FPC 1543 (May 15, 1974).

On June 24, 1974, the Cities of Anaheim,
Riverside, Colton, and Axusa, California
(Southern Cities) petitioned to intervene in
Docket No. E.7777. Southern Cities alleged
that thc California Power Pool operated in
such a manner as to restrict the ability of
Southern Cities to plan and develop power
supply resources. By order dated May 12,
)975, the Commission granted the petition,
designating Edison a party respondent.

The Commission g >ted Staff's June 5,
1974 inotion to remove irorn Docket No. E-
7777 (Phase II) those issues relating to the
justness and reasonableness of the Seven Party
Agreement and to consolidate such severed
issues with those in Docket No. E-7796. The
Commission noted, however:

hs Northern Cities point out, some of the
issues in Docket No. E.7777 (Phase II), after
severance, may continue to overlap issues in
Docket No. E-7796, after consolidation. For
example, The Seven Party Agreement would
seem to be relevant in Docket No. E.7777

'(Phase II) to the question of whether the
four contracts under investigation therein
are part of a plan or pattern of
anticompetitive conduct of Pacific Gas and

. Electric Company, as the Northern Cities
claim...

52 FPC 58, 60 (July 8, 1974).

On November 26, 1975, PGgiE 1'iled in
Docket No. ER76.296 an amendment to the
SMUD contract. The Commission instituted a
Section 206 investigation of the amendment
concerning its anticompetitive aspects,
permitted NCPA to intervene, and
consolidated Docket No. ER76.296 with
Docket No. E-7777 (Phase II). 55 FPC 1307.
The Commission noted that sales by SMUD to

g 63,048
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PGikE are beyond its jurisdiction, and the
amendment "is jurisdictional only insofar as
SMUD's proposed new capacity affects the
amount of standby capacity and energy
[PGgtEi must furnish to SMUD." (P. 1308)

On August 9, 1978, Staff moved for
clarification as to the scope of Docket No. E.
7777 (Phase II). I ruled that the allegations of
anticompetitive transmission practices by the
members of the California Power Pool, with
respect to the Pacific Intertie, were within the
scope of this proceeding, and that measures
other than revision of the contracts under
review may be appropriate if anticompetftive
conduct is found to exist. On December 28,
1978, the Commission affirmed, stating:

Although prior Commission orders do refer to
four contracts as the subject of inquiry, the
Commission's March 14, 1974 order makes
clear that transmission access was found to
be a relevant issue... Thus, the terms of the
Pacific Intertie Agreement, which concerns
access to a transmission system which could
be used to transmit power from "alternative
supply sources" to NCPA, Southern Cities,
and other customers, are an appropriate
subjeci of inquiry for this proceeding, The
Pacific Intertie Agreement has been filed
with this Commission. Because the Pacific
Intertie Agreement is a subject of this
proceeding, so must those contracts that
affect or relate to that agrcemcnt be subject
to this proceeding.

5 FERC 5 61,305 at p. 61,655.
The Commission also consolidated Docket

Nos. E-7796407 and E-7777400, and ordered
that in Docket No. E-7777aX0 (1) Edison file
the D. C. Intertie and Sylmar agreements with
the Commission, and (2) that Edison, PGhE
and San Diego file with this Commission "all
classifications practices, rules, regulation, or
contracts that in any manner affect or relate to
thc Pacific Intertie Agreement." 5 FERC at
pp. 61,651, 61,658, reh. den. 7 FERC $ 61~7,
June 14, 1979. s In denying rehearing the
Commission made cfear at pp. 61,564-5 that
practices as well as contracts affecting or
rehting to the Pacific Intertie were to be the
subject matter of Docket No. E-7777~ and
"subject to modiTication to the extent of the
Commission's authority."

The United States Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia Circuit affirmed without
opinion. Southern California Edison Co. v.
FER.C. (D.C. Cir. Nos. 79-1893 and 80.2195
(May 17, 1982)). Inter alia, the Court also
affirmed the Commission's order, 11 FERC
j 61446 at p. 61,488, that PGfkE file portions
of its nuclear license condition (the Stanislaus
Commitments), as a "practice" under Section
205(c) of the Federal Power Act. See Pacific
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Gas and Eiecrric Co. v. FE.R.C., D.C. Yos.
79.1881 and 80-2129 (May 17, 1982). These
Commission orders of June 2, 1980. 11 FERC
$ 61,246, required the filing of additional
contracts affecting the Pacific Intertie
Agreement. t

After Staff moved for partial summary
adjudication of certain issues against Edison in
accordanc~ with Commission Opinion No. 62 in
Southern Csiiiornia Edison Compan>. Docket
No. ER76-205, 8 FERC $ 61,198 i)979), on
January 2, 1980, I granted the motion in part,
finding that the Commission's determination
that Edison engages in head.to head
competition and fringe competition with
Southern Cities summarily disposes of those
competition issues in these proceedings.

In response to argument that wheeling of
power might be ordered pursuant to the
Comtnission's powers under Federal Power Act
$ 2ll (PURPA), I ruled that this was not
proper in this proceeding because PURPA
proceedings were not within the scope of this
proceeding. and the necessary formal
requirements of a PURPA proceeding had not
been followed. Order As To Scope of
Proceedings, July 20. 1982. That order noted
that to attempt to give relief under PURPA
without notice would deny the parties their
due process rights to present evidence on the
PURPA requirements, and any relief granted
in this proceeding must be on other grounds.
The order was issued to forestall! !tions to
reopen the record and other possible motions in,
connection with possible PURPA relief.

Whar Docket ¹. E-r77r~ Is and Is ¹<
'ocketNo. E.7777.000 originated as a

complaint against PGfkE in 'a rate case and
was expanded by the Commission into an
investigation of certain specified contracts to
determine whether they are anticompetitive
individually or as a group. These contracts are
the Pacific Intertie Agreement, the California
Power Pool. the PGRE.SMUD agreement and
Contract 2948A. The Commission has ruled
that additional contracts and practices
affecting Pacific Intertie Agreement are also
within the scope of the proceeding. Edison and
San Diego are parties to the Pacific Intertie
Agreement and the California Power Pool and
are parties to or may be affected by other

'ontractswhich affect the Intertie Agreement.
PGgtE, San Diego and Edison have filed such
contracts and practices, the most important of
the practices being those set forth in PGgtE's
Stanislaus Commitments. This proceeding is
not a general investigation of anticompetitive
practices of PGgtE or any other companies,
although other arrangements and practices of
the various companies would properly be
considered in so far as they might throw light
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upon allegedly anticompecitive aspects of the
contracts and practices being investigated.
Hearing

h limited hearing in Docket No. E-7796-
007 was held prior to the consolidation of that
docket with Docket No. E.7777-000, the
present proceeding. Originally the Helms and

. Pit license proceeding, Project No. 2735M1, et
al. and Docket No. F 7777~ were assigned
to different judges. Since the license
proceedings involved a general investigation of
all PGgcE's aBeged anticompetitive actions.
any invesLigation into particular
anticompetitive actions of PGgcE with respect
to the contracts that are the subject of Docket
No. F 7777~ were also properly the subject
of the license investigations. When it became
apparent that the background information and
many issues in this proceeding would overlap
with those in the Helms license proceeding,
Chiel Judge Wagner assigned both proceedings
to me. This allowed joint hearings to be beld
before a single judge and enabled a single
record to be made on Lhe common issues. h
joint hearing transcript comprised over 45,COO
pages, with both volumes and pages numbered
with the prefix "CH" for "Consolidated-
Helms." (Matters relevant co the license
proceedings alone were dealc with in a separate
transcript.) By agreement and request of the
participants, the exhibits in the joint hearings
were numbered as follows:

Staff, beginning with 1,000, NCPA 2COO,
Southern Cities 3,000, PGgcE 4,000, San
Diego 5,000, Edison 6,000, NCPA Souchern
Cities 7,000.

By reason of che consolidation of Docket No. E-7~7 and Docket No. E.7777400, che
transcript of the limited hearing in the former
case became avaibcble as part ol the record in
the latter docket as well, and the exhibits in
the limited hearing (designated with the prefix"L" for "limited") are also part of the record
in Docket No. E-7777400.

The record is over 48,000 pages, over 3,000
exhibits, and over 250 items by reference,
many of which are lengchy. The hearing in
these proceedings took over two and a half
years. According to one stafl memorandum,
more than one million pages of documents were
produced in discovery. In an eCCort to hold the
hearing within bounds, cross-examination after
the first year of hearing was limited and a
great deal oC the proffered evidence was
limited.

The rule set Corth by the Commission is
that evidence may be excluded where it is not
ol a kind which would affect fairminded
persons in the conduct of their daily affairs.
This is noc the rule, however, which has been
applied customarily in proceedings before this
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Commission. Administrative Law Judges
(including this one) have inclined to the view
expressed by some courts of appeal, that
admission of evidence should be liberally
allowed. In general, Lhe rule has been to let
questionable evidence in and chen disregard ic.
h judge will generally not be reversed for
admitting evidence. Courts have pointed out
that admitted evidence may be disregarded,
whereas che exclusion of evidence may result in
a remand and addicional hearing. In the
majority of hearings where questionable
evidence is allowed to come in, ic is evidence
that would add comparatively little time to
hearing and deciding the case. In these
proceedings, however, there was a considerable
volume of evidence Lhat would be subject to
exclusion under the test set forth in the
Commission regulations. Il chis evidence were
to be admitted, essential fairness would
necessitate reasonable cross examination and
rebuttal of it. While a judge might be tempted
to admit such evidence and then disregard it
after hearing, Counsel could noc be sure which
evidence would be disregarded. Counsel in an.
important case could hardly permit such
admitted evidence to stand without probing
cross examination and attack by any available
rebuttal which in turn would be subject to
cross examination and surrebuttal. As nearly
as I could estimate, the excluded testimony
would have resulted in adding at least six
months to the hearing which even without such
testimony became one of the longest in the
hisLory of administrative law.

Events Subsequent co Hearing
After the close of the record there were

numerous additional developments including
new contracts. Orders as co admission ol
evidence issued. There were extensive motions
and the rulings thereon. including motions co
reopen the record and to consider additional
evidence. Some of these matters were
troublesome in view of che further
development of the situation. In any
developing situation, however, there must
come a time when new events, new situations
and new evidence should no longer prolong the
hearing. For reasons appearing lacer in this
Initial Decision, this proceeding will be kept
open. which will permic further action, in
certain respeccs, is new circumstances may
require.

L The California Power Pool Agreement
(CPPA)

The original California Power Pool
Agreemenc was signed December 14, 1961, by
San Diego, Edison, Calilornia Electric Power
Company, and PGCLE. The present amended
pool agreement between the same parties,
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exce pt California Electric Power Company,
which was merged with Edison (CPPA, Exh
6097, Item bv Ref. Q.l), became effective July
20, 1964.

The pool also actively involves the largest
municipally owned utility in the United
States —the Los Angeles Department of
Water and Power (LDWP)—in its meetings,
deliberations, and operating practices,
although LDWP is not a formal member. In
turn, LDWP serves as liaison for !he three
smaller municipally owned utilities in
Burbank, Glendale, and Pasadena. SCE also
serves as liaison with its resale customers,
including the Cities of Anaheim and
Riverside. The end result is that the
California Power Pcol is the coordination
vehicle for major generating entities in most
of California, an area of about 140,000
square miles.

The agreement sets forth the contractual
terms and conditions governing the
interconnected operation of the Area Systems
of the three utilities. It provides for each party
to operate its system continuously and in
parallel with each system of a party with
which it shares an interconnection, and for the
maintenance of interconnections in good ~

operating condition. The agreement requires
each party to provide minimum margins of
capacity resources, energy resources, and
spinning reserve, and makes provision for the
pooling and sharing of the reserve margins
possessed by the parties.

The definition of Area System according to
the terms of the agreement is the following:

Area System of a Party is its System
together with (a) each other system of a
Third Party with which it normally op'crates
in parallel by means of facilities and under
agreements which result in effectively
integrating their loads and resources from an
operating standpoint, and (b) generating
plants in California, not included above,
substantially all the output of which is sold
to the Party and integrated into the Party'
System. Through this provision the loads and
resources of an integrated Third Party are
included with those of the Party and will
affect the obligations of the Party to the
Pool. These Third Party systems, through
their integration contracts with a Party,
indirectly receive the reliability benefits of
the pool backing up the supply of the Party
with whom they are integrated.
The Area System of PGgtE includes: (1) its
System, (2) thc Systems of Central Valley
Project (excluding Project pumping) ~ .

Sacramento Municipal UtilityDistrict, City
and County of San Francisco, those
generating plants of East Bay Municipal
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Utility District, Merced Irrigation District,
Oroville-Wyandotte Irrigation District, Tri~

Dam Project of Oakdale and South Joaquin
Irrigation Districts, Placer County Water
Agency, and Yuba County Water Agency.
The Southern California Edison Company
Area System includes its System plus the
Systein of the Metropolitan Water District.
The San Diego Gas and Electric Company
Area System includes only its System.

~ ~ ~

A key point of the agreement is the
concept that each party plans and constructs
resources on a basis that provides at least
certain 'minimum reserve margins. As a

result, each party not only is able to fulfill
its obligations, but may also rely upon the
availability of such reserve margins from the
other inernbers if necessary. Each party is
obligated (1) to operate its system in such a
manner as to minimixe disturbances that
might impair service to the customers of
other parties, (2) to maintain frequency at
approximately 60 cycles within limits to be
sct by the Board of Control, and (3) to take
care of its own reactive ikilovoltjampere
requirements.

The services provided for in the agreement
are all subject to certain specified conditions.
A party can be required to furnish a service
only out of its available capacity resources
and then only to the extent that it can do so

(1) without jeopardizing service to its own
customers and other parties to which it is
furnishing service of a higher priority, and
(2) without interfering with obligations to
third parties if such obligations existed at
thc time the pool was formed or created
thereafter in accordance with the agreement.

The services provided for in the agreement
are thc following:

1. Short-Tenn Firm Service —By mutual
agreement, a party may make capacity
available and'urnish energy to another
party for up to 45 days, subject to renewal
by mutual agreement. The effect of such
service is to require the committed capacity
to be excluded from the capacity resources of
the supplier and, subject to some limitation
to permit its inclusion in the capacity
resources of the receiver. The purchase,

saic,'r

exchange of Brm capacity and energy for
longer periods inay be the subject of separate
agreements.

2. Emergency Service —In the event of an
emergency on the system of a party, that
party has the right, if it is using all of its
own spinning reserve, to receive service from
the spinning reserves of the other parties for
2 hours. The amount of spinning reserve that
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may b» demanded under this provision
depends on the amount of spinning reserve
the receiving party is obligated to maintain
under the agreement. There is no charge for
emergency service a's long as the receiver
does not require energy in excess of 2 hours,
and does not exceed its spinning reserve
entitlement at any time after the first Q
hour. However, the energy must be returned.

If the emergency continues tor more than
2 hours and if the party in trouble is using
diligence to utilize its available resources, it
is entitled to reccivc capacity and energy
from the ocher parties for up to 60 days to
rephce its lost or interrupted capacity. The
rate for emergency service that continues for
more than 2 hours, or where the receiver
exceeds its spinning reserve enLitlement aL
any time after the first Q hour of service is
contained in a rate schedule.

3. Economy CapaciLy Service —By mutual
agreement, a party may make capacity
available and furnish energy to another
party subject to notice of discontinuance
sufficient for the receiver. to place
alternative capacity in service. The receiver
is not, however. entitled to more than 24
hours notice. The effect of such service is to
require the committed capacity to be
excluded from the supplier's spinning reserve
and subject to some limitation, to permit its
inclusion in the resources of the receiver. The
rate for such service is contained in a rate
schedule.

4. Economy Energy Service —By mutual
agreement, a party may sell economy energy
to another party. Such service is
interruptible without notice. The rate for
such service is contained in a rate schedule.

5. Capacity Resources Standby Service-
In the event of a capacity resource
deficiency on the system of a party, that
party may, if its own resources are tully
loaded, call upon the other parties for
capacity and energy for up to 7 days for the
purpose of supplying firm customer loads.
After the 7 days, thc service can be renewed.
The rate for such service is contained in a
rate schedule.

6. Energy Interchange Service —Under
this service ~ the intermediate system, which
initially is that of the Southern California
Edison Company, receives energy for the
account of the receiver from the supplier of
one of the aforesaid services (plus energy
necessary to offset estimated energy losses)
and delivers to the receiver an equivalent
amount of energy so received for its account.
The rate for such service is contained in a
rate schedule.

FERC Report

-The agreement requires each member to
provide minimum margins of capacity
resources, energy resources, and spinning
reserve. These requirements, which are not
intended to serve as standards of sound
operating practice, merely establish the
absolute minimum amount of resources
believed necessary to preserve the reliability
of the pool and to permit the furnishing of
services provided for in Section 8 of the
agreement.

The electric customers in the service areas
of all three of the parties receive the
following benefits:

I. Dependability of Service —In the event
of an emergency loss of po~er supply sources
on its own system, each party is able to
provide more dependable service because of
access to the spinning reserves of the other
parties.

2. Reduction of Capital Expenditures—
Each party has been able to reduce its
capital expenditures below what they
otherwise would have been because of (1) the
resources credit that each of the companies
takes through the sharing of installed
reserves, and (2) the avaihbility of the
reserve resources of the other parties in the
event of an emergency or scheduled outage.

3. Reduction in Operating Expenses—
Each party has been able to reduce its
operating expenses below what they
otherwise would have been because they are
able (I) to rely upon the spinning reserves of
the other parties and (2) to draw upon the
least expensive available source of power in
the pool.

The pool provides valuable benefits to the
public. Pool operations, which make
available additional emergency assistance
from the other pool members, benefits the
public served by such a party by improving
the reliability of service. In fact, although
not specifically designed to do so, the pool
may incidentally benefit interconnected
third parties in cases of necessity. Those pool
operations that reduce operating costs below
what they otherwise would have been are
passed on to retail and wholesale customers
in the form of a lower cost ot service.

Power Pooling in the Western Region.
February, 1981 ~ FERC~S4. pp. 139~.

A Board of Control is established by
Paragraphs 10.01 and 10,02, of one
representative (plus an alternate) from each
Pool member, with salaries and expenses borne
by the member represented. Except tor calling
meetings, election of Chairman and Vice
Chairman, and appointing committees
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(Paragraphs 10.4 and 10.05), actions and
recommendations of the Board of Control
require unanimous consent (Paragraph 10.03).
The Board is to

(a)(1) review and coordinate planning
(2) recomtnend conscruction o'

itnprovement of resources, interconnections
and other facilities

(b) establish procedures for exchange of
informscion

(c) determine che load each
interconnection can transmit under normal
conditions

(d) to prescribe metering, recording and
billing procedures and other procedures
necessary to impletnent tertns of the CPPA

(e) to prescribe operating procedures, and
criteria for providing services under the
CPPA, including rules as to scope of
authority of dispatchers to implement rights
and duties under the CPPA

(0 co recommend establishment of certain
adnunistrative positions

(g) to recommend to each member
«stabliahment and procedures of centralized
dispatching and billing to aid in
administering the CPPA and for sharing
costs thereof.

Power Pooling in the Western Region, supra,
continues, pp. 145.9:

Both che PG|kE and SCE systems of and
by themselves are aa hrge as some power
pools, For that reason, each of these areas
can presently justify constructing the largest
size units currencly available from
manufacturers. Therefore, the principal area
of coordination is a result of the strong
transmission interconnection that exists
between the SCE snd PGgtE syscctns —chrec
SQOKV sw lines.

Under the pool agreement, there is an
obligation for each of the parties to submit
che latest forecast of loads and resources co
the Board of Control at 6.month intervals
(psragraphs 9.01 and 10.05(b)). Through
these reports and other data «sch of the
parties is familiar with the plans snd
expectstiona of the ocher parties.

A capacity resources deficiency occurs
when the available capacity resources to a
party are less chan the capacity resources
requiremencs under the pool agreemcnt, that
is, 110 percent of its peakload or 10.percent
margin. There are other variations. The
deficiency could be 110 percent of the
peaklosd for that dsy, or it could be the sum
of 105 percent of ics peaklosd plus its
capacity resources out of service because of
scheduled maincenance for that same day.

g 63,048

An energy resources deficiency occurs
when a party's energy resources during a
month are less than ita energy resources
requiretnenc. The energy resources
requirement is defined as the actual energy
requirements for that month plus the energy
capability of the generating units out of

'ervice for scheduled tnaintenance, plus 50
percent of the energy capability of the
largest gencracing unit included in the
capacity resources and not out of service
during that month.... In simple terms, the
units have to serve the energy load, and, in
addition, there must be provision for some
amount of reserve energy. In the pool
agreement, this provision is $ 0 percent of che
energy capability of the largesc generacing
unit noc ouc of service during the month for
each party. Finally, the agreement does not
itnpose a penalty for an energy resources
deficiency, ic simply requires any party
having a deficiency to use due diligence co
correct the situation as soon as possible.

Each party is presently required to
maintain s spinning reserve equal to st least
7 percent of its peak demand on that dsy.
However, a party does not incur a spinning
'reaetve deficiency unless it goes below S

percent. 0 a spinning reserve deficiency is
incurred for two successive halt-hourly
determinations, the payment is $0.10 per
kW-day. Several provisions excuse the
deficient 'party from making any psymenc
for such a deficiency for a specified time.
The most cominonly used provision for
excusing paymenc is an emergency on a
party s system.

If a party has an emergency and incurs a
spinning reserve deficiency, it is entitled co
draw on the spinning reserve ol the other
parties. There is no payment for emergency
service as long as the deficient party neither
receives energy longer than 2 hours after the
emergency, nor exceeds its spinning reserve
entitlement after the liat Ctz hour. The
spinning reserve entitlement is equal to the
spinning reserve requirement, which is 7
percent of peak demand for the dsy. If either
of the cwo specified litnits is exceeded, then
the party will be considered ss receiving
emergency service at the rate provided in
the appropriate schedule. If the emergency
lasts for less than 2 hours, any energy
received shall be returned to the supplier as
soon as practicable at s mucually
satisfactory time...

To achieve the anticipated benefits of a
pool requires chat each paay bring to the
pool a minimum level of reliability in ics
system. For example, the California Power
Pool Agreetncnt prescribes chat the
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minimum level of installed reserve is 10
percent. If there were no enforcement
provisions, one of the incentives to maintain
,thc 10 percent would be lost. Those members
that were maintaining 10 percent or greater
would be supporting the deficient member,
who would be achieving the benefits of not
having installed capacity of its own by
relying on that of the other members. That
is, the benefits of the pooling would not be
distributed on an equitable basis. Also, any
party that lets its installed reserves drop to
10 percent would be doing so with the
understanding that other members of the
pool were maintaining at least 10 percent.
Otherwis», they would need to have a larger
reserve margin if they wished to maintain
the same level of reliability.

In the area of maintenance planning, the
scheduled outage of any major component of
the bulk transmission system would be taken
only after consultation with other systems
that might be affected. The normal
requirement for such an. outage request is 72
hours, so that each of the parties can hav»
adequate time to assess what the impact of
that outage will be on its system. Typically,
it is a practice of the parties to avoid
scheduled outage oC transmission facilitics
during periods of high customer
requirements. By providing 72-hours notice,
it is often possible for a system that has held
up on sotne needed maintenance work to
coordinate it with the outage request of
another party. The pool companies regularly
update their schedules for major generating
unit maintenance. These schedules are
currently updated as often as once a month,
and the information is exchanged to identify
periods in which shifts in these maintenance
programs are called. This practice prevents
too many very large units from being out of .

service at the same time. This coordinating
function has been extremely important in
times of drought and at times when there
was an interruption in the normal supply of
fuel.

Good communications at both the
dispatcher and scheduling levels, as well as
higher levels of operating management, are
paramount to the success of operations under
the California Power Pool Agreement. The
companies have provided the dispatch
organization with a highly sophisticated and
redundant communication network for voice
communication as well as channels of
communication for indicating the status of
the backbone EHV system that
interconnects them. At those times of the
year when loads are highest, the dispatchers
communicate with one another by 9:00 am.
each morning to provide a forecast of that
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day's anticipated load and the resources
available to meet that load. Similarly, at
midnight of each day, there is an exchange of
information regarding the actual peak and
the level of spinning reserve at the time of
the peak for each of the major California
electric utilities. As the day progresses,
dispatchers quote incremental and
decremental costs at delivery points, and
indicate whether power is available for sale
or would be purchased if the price were
right. Whenever there is a signifi.ant loss of
resources on any of the pool systems, this
fact is communicated to the ot,her
dispatching organizations. Should loss of a

major resource represent a threat to the
reliability of one of the parties or to the pool,
the overall reliability of the pool is almost
immediately assessed to see if any other
actions are required. In the event of sudden
emergencies, thc design features of each of
the systems are automatically brought into
play and the status of events made known to
the dispatchers through modern data
collection and display faCilitie.

The California Power Pool companies have
not established a centrali ed dispatch. The
board has examined this situation as they
observed centralization and regional control
being adopted in other regions of the
country. The board's conclusions are that the
sought after benefits of centralization can be
achieved now with existing agreements. In
some regions of the country the utilities
involved in a pooling arrangement believed
it was in their best interest to relinquish
some of their prerogatives and assign them
to another level of hierarchy. However, in
view of the fact that within the PG&E
control area there are a number of irrigation
districts, a State project, a Federal project,
and municipal and district projects that are
integrated into the operation, it should be
apparent that the PG&E power control
group performs not only the function of
centralized control for a large electric utility,
but also many oC the Cunctions that typically
get assigned to a pool dispatching ofCice. By
way of comparison, the PG&E control area
geographically and in terms of load is
ipproximately equal to that of New
England. Much the same could be said of the
SCE system and its dispatch organization
PG&E, SCE, and SDGE are evaluating the
potential benefits of increased pooling. In
1580, PG&E, SCE and the Los Angeles
Department of Water and Power will
participate in a modified Florida. type
brokering scheme along with many other
WSCC utilities.

The California Power Pool has no formal
independent planning organization.
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NCPA, Southern Cities and Stalf maintain and the PG&E executives whom the
chat the CPPhe CPP serves to maintain dominanc encountered in my presence werc not only

c c Ive w onl 't ey

control by the parties to it over transmission, courteous, but also cordial and friendl . While
reserve sharing, emergency powc:r and it inight be dilficult for the lawyers involved to
coordination services within California. It is work together, no difficulty in cooperation
,alsa claimed chac the CPPA prevents small between the executives of NCPA members and
utilities from entering into transactions on an PG&E executives has appeared. I did noc

I'
eflicient and ecanomical basis wich other observe all the NCPA members'xecutiv
uti icies by provisions which allegedly penalize and the present executives of the central

rs executives,

a small system on the basis of size, or through organization have come into office since the
provisions which permit arbitrary veto af hearing. What I saw, however, indicates that
transactions by existing members of the Cpp. relationships between PG&E and NCPA

Cities and Staff comphin of the lack of a
members'xecutives and technic I Personnel

membership provision. It is claimed that this will noc imPede ccaPeration and coordination

gives each Cpp member the unlettered in their oPeracions or in those ol a common

discretion to exclude a potential member such
as NCPA from the benefits of pooled Animosity was not observed between
operations in lifarnia. These benefits are attorneys for Southern Cities and those for
stated to be reserve and emergency services, Edison, PG&E and San Diego, or between
and economies of scale.

PG&E and Edison state that there is no
membership provision because the CPPA was A power pool arrangemenc is a voluntary
designed only for interconnection and arrangement, Central Iowa Power Cooperative
coordination af thc original m'embers'ystems. v. F.E.R.C., 606 F. 2d 1156 (D.C. Cir. 1979)
PG&E also states that specific criteria are (MAPP); Federal Power Act, $ 202(a), and the
impossible,to spell out, and that consideration voluntary nature is to be encouraged.
of new meinbers is best accomplished on a case.
blase basis, such as when memb rship was'he Commission had authority, however,

offered to SMUD and LADWP. (pG&E Initial under section K of the Act, 16 U.S.C.

IIrief, pp. 15O5I.) Finally, the companies $ 824e (1976), to order changes m the

maintain that there has been no adverse effect limited scoP of the Ag cement, mcluding

ln NcpA and Southern Cities not being the addition of P I ~vices, if, In the

members, since the Southern Cities and absence of such modffica,"'>ns, the
NCp*'s meinber cities currently receive Agreement Presented "any rule, .Igulation,
s rvice from Edison and pG&E and that Practice or contract [that was) unjust ~

totally op n membership would diminish the unreasonable, unduly discr™n~tory or

reliability of the pool. Edison states the CpPA Preferential" See MunfciPalicfcs of Groion v.

is open co any utility qualified to assume and F SR.C., 1 90 US. APP.D.C. at 4&M,587

perform the obligations Imp@ d upon mch F. 2d ac 1801M ... che Commission should

member ol the agreement." (Edison Initial consider che Policies of the Federal Power

I)riel, p. 87.) Edison argues the only cype of hct in making a determination under this

entity capable of being added to the CppA as section. This does not mean, ho e er, that a

it is structured and operaces would be a utility pooling plan is unlawful under section 206

which is fully resourced and maintains its own merely because a more comPrehensive

control area. arrangement inight better achieve the

uring the course ol this
purposes ol section 2(Q(a). To so conclude

proceeding, would underinine Congress's determination
unusual aniinosity was demonstrated between that coordination under section 202fa) be
counsel for NCPA and counsel for PG&E. In volunta
an effort to eliminate unpleasant exchanges.

vo uncary.

they were finally ordered not to address each
other directly, but only to address the bench. It has been argued that it will deter pow ~

complained that an NCPA pooling if utilities which agree to a pool among
i e er power ~

attorney had pushed him and physically taken themselves are required to extend the benefits
papers fromhim during a recess. All this raised of the pool to sinall entities which cannot
some questions as to whether che parties should contribute proportionately in exchange lor the
be ordered to enter into relations where benefits they receive. It f h d hre eive. is urt er argue t at

a d mutual t ust and ood
w'era

ion an coordination are necessary, it is reasonable discriminacio d d
g will are important discrimination, to excend membership only to

if not essential. I was pleased, cherefore. to lind those who will benefit the other inembers in
chat the personal rehcions between the NCPA return lar the benefits the other members
members'xecutives who were here to testify confer on them. In the CPPA, for instance,
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emergency power is furnished for two hours in
soine circumstances (Secrdon 8.05), with no
provision for payment, although the power
must be returned later. Each of the present
members of the CPP can furnish emergency
power to the others, and thus reciprocate for
Lhe power that may be supplied it. Smaller
entities, if admitted to the Pool, could not
reciprocate in any meaningful amount, and
would be more likely to take than to give.

Nothing, however, requires that the CPPA
parties preserve Lhe present provision for
emergency power as it now is. The CPPA may
be amended to provide a reasonable charge for
such emergency service, which charge may
cover the full cost. To require the present Pool
members to render service without just
compensation would be illegal. Any charge
would have to be filed with this Commission,
and may not be more than just and reasonable.

It is established that entities receiving
service may be divided into categories if the
diffcrenees between them result in significant
differences in the services rendered, or in the
cost of such services. Lower rates for higher
volumes, or for interruptible service, or for off-
peak service are noL unreasonable in
themselves (although a particular differential
may be found unreasonable). There may not be
discrimination between entitics that is not
justified by differences in the services rendered
or in the costs of rendering such services. An
electric utility which has undertaken to
provide a particuhr service to some may not
refuse to provide such service to others in
similar position where it has the facilities and
capacity to serve them. Whether the others are
in a similar position is a question of fact. The
others are not in sufficiently different position
to justify denial of service if the differences can
be compensated for by higher rates or
reasonable adjustments to services. A power
pool agreement may be amended to provide
reasonable compensation for services, and

- different charges may be provided for differenL
categories so long as the categories and charges
are just and reasonable. Again, the charges will
be subject to review by this Commission.

Where it is'easible to provide an
applicant with the same services given Pool
members at reasonable rates that compensate
fully for the cost of the services rendered, I
conclude that the proper course is not to
exclude the applicant, but to include it while
providing for compensatory rates. It is
preferable to adjust the rates for all members
rather than to provide a new separate schedule
for ncw meinbers, but this does not prevent
separate categories and charges where this is
reasonable and noL unduly dhcriminatory.

In MAPP, th» Court of Appeals affirmed
the Commission, which held smaller generating
systems should be included in the pool "so long
as they provide coinpensation for the true
value of transmission services whether in kind
or in money," and directed participants and
the Commission staff to develop a formula for
fair compensation to be paid by those
participants unable to reciprocate for
transmission in kind. Id., at ll72. While the
ruling was with respect to transmission. Lhe
same principle should be applied to other
services. For what is provided them, members
should reciprocate or pay reasonable charges.

NCPA and Southern Cities had no
generation as of the conclusion of the hearing
in these proceedings. Future generation was
planned, however, and some was under
construction.

Thc benefits of the CPPA are (l) reserve
sharing, (2) emergency service, (3) economies
of scale, and (4) joint planning. Some of these
benefits overhp.

As of the clme of the record, only the
planning function was of use to NCPA and
Southern Cities, since the other three were
benefits in connection with generation which
the Intervenors had not established. Future
generation is being planned, however, and
other generating. alternatives are being
examined. I conclude that access to the
planning aspects of the CPPA should be
granted to any area entities seeking
membership and affirmatively engaged in
building or designing significant generating
facilities. To open participation in the CPPA
planning to any who may be merely
considering the possibility of future generation
may be too burdensome; we are not presented
with that question here. Neither do we need to
decide where Lhe line must be drawn between
Lhose who are sufficiently entered upon a
cour'eading to future generation to render
their inclusion in planning necessary to.avoid
undue discrimination, and those who are not.
It is proper for those admitted to the planning
function to bear their just and reasonable share
of the costs of the phnning operation. What
thaL share may be is not now before us.

Under the CPPA, each membe'r controls
its own building of generating plants. Planning
and development are not controlled by the
decisions of the Pool members as a group, but
by Lhe decisions of the individual member with
respect. to its own needs. Members may
cooperate and coordinate, they may alter their
individual investments and plans !or
generation in the light of what others are
doing, but they cannot be compelled or
prevented by the other members. There are
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rescrvt requirements, but how these reserve
requirements are to be met is in the hands of
the member obligated, and not af a central
planning body.

It is unnecessary in connection with
planning to consider the question of how
control is to be exercised, and the weight of
votes to be cast. In thue planning provisions,
we have neither the problem of the small
system that may have little or no voting
power, nor that of the large system that does
not want its future controlled by the votes of
lessor tntities. All that ncw members of the
CPPA arc to be given is an ear and a voice in
connection with planning, not a vote. They
must be allowed to participate in the planning
stssions, and must be furnished with the
knowledge thtre available to others, and
allowed to exprtss their vitws on the potential
plans for the members'reas. Conversely, they
must furnish information and hear

others'iews.

In MAPP, supra, the Court of Appeals
affirmed "the Commission's decision that the
failure to include non generating distribution
systems in MAPP is not anti~ompetitive and
does not render the Agreement inconsistent
with the public interest." Id., at 1165. In
MAPP, however, there were differences from
the CPPA.

... non.generating distribution systems
that dtsire to enter the generating business
may submit construction plans to MAPP for
consideration and may attend MAPP
meetings at which long-range plans art
discussed."

Id., at 1165. I conclude that non-generating
California distribution systems should be
accordtd here what was accorded them by
MAPP, and that NCPA should be permitted to
reprtsent its member utilitics if they so desire.

The Commission modified MAPP so any
distribution company interconnected with a
MAPP participant that wishes to construct
generation facilities "is assured of eligibility
for pool membership, and the consequent
benefits of reserve sharing, when the facilities
are operational." Id, at 1165. The CPP should
be simi4rly modified here. NCPA should be
treated as a distribution company for this
purpose.

In HAPP, there was a pre-existing
membership provision that was altered. Here
Chert is no membership provision. The present
members are directed to draft an appropriate
membership provision and submit it for
approval.

I do not construe HAPP to require
admission to full membership of entities with
only insignificant generating facilities, or tiny
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shares in larger generating facilities. (See page
19, which requires participation in the

'lanning function only for those building or
planning significant generating facilities.) The
membership provision may provide reasonable
standards.

Paragraph 1.29 of the CPPA should be
redrafted to exclude the assumption that there
are only three parties to tht agreement.

Paragraphs 3.02 and 8.01 have had similar
allegations leveled against them. Paragraph
3.02 states:

Each Party reserves the right to continue
or renew existing agreements and enter into
additional agreements with any Third Party
for the purchase, sale, exchange, and/or
transmission of capacity and/or energy;
provided, however, that unless the Parties
mutually agree otherwise in writing, no
Party shall enter into any such additional
agreement with a Third Party whose System
is not included in the Party's Area System if
the effect of such additional agreement
would be either

(a) to obligate the Party to.stand by or
protect any supply of power for such Third
Party unless the Party is providing Spinning
Reserve equal to its obligations for such
service in addition to that otherwise required
under this Agreement.

(b) to obligate any other„rty to furnish
directly or indirectly to any such Third
Party capacity, energy, and/ or transmission
seMct, or

(c) to result in a Capacity Resources
Deficiency, and Energy Resources
Deficic:ncy or a Spinning Reserve Deficiency
or a conflict with any obligation under this,
Agreement.

NCPA «lairns this provision restricts the
ability of a pool member to contract with a
third party through a potent4lly arbitrary
veto.

First, with regard to Paragraph 3.02(b),
PGgcE &itness Kaprielian has interpreted this
4nguage to mean that it does not prevent a
member from offering some of its own
transmission to a third party, but only
prohibits a party from obligating one of the
other parties without approval. CH-1481.
Edison interprets this provision similarly. CH.
1625.1626; CH-1862 1867. NCPA states the
language as presently worded is not in
accordance with the interpretation. (NCPA
Initial Brief, p. 172.) PGgtE states in response
that there is no unequivocal public necessity tc
rewrite: the paragraph, since the members oi
the Pool already know what it means. They
may, but possible future applicants may not.
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The clause should be redrafted to reflect
Mr. Kaprieliin's interpretation.

Second, there is also a quation as to
whether Paragraph 3.02 applies to the
situation in which a third parcy locaced within
the control area of a Pool member deals with
other Pool members. Kaprielian stata it does
not. CH-1868; CH-20,98546. Edison agrees
with this interpretation. NCPA has no problem
with the dairability of this interpretation, but
cannot reconcile the interpretation with the
language. PC5!E again responded that no
necessity exists for revision. The provision
should be redrafted to reflect Mr. Kaprielian's
interpretation.

The third problem with Paragraph 3.02
concerns its effects upon sales by a third party
heated outside the service area of any Pool
meinber. Under the provisions ol 3.02(a), a
meinber cannot obligate itself to stand by or
protect any supply of power unless (1) it is
providing spinning reserves equal to its
obligations or (2) the other members agree in
writing. Again, there is a problem of
interpretation. Witness Mitchell states the
provision, rather than requiring the party to
spin 100% of the contemplated transaction,
only requires a party to spin 7% of the entire
transaction (pursuant to Paragraph 7.01 as
modified). CH-186M8. Edison states that
NCPA's incorrect interpretation is based on
carly Pool documents, and has never been
interpreted to require spinning of IC0% of the
entire transaction. (Edison Answering Brief,
pp. 248-W9.) The ambiguous spinning
requirement should be redrafted with
specificity.

NCPA abo argues that the provision gives
the other members unfettered discretion co
veto transactions where the Party does noc
have the spinning raerva to back up the
transaction. NCPA argua thai, in the past
Edison has forced every cnajor contract it has
to be exempted lrom this provision. Edison
states that Incervenors and Scaff can point to
no inscance where the provision has been
utilixed to forestall any proper transactions.
(Edison Answering Brief, p. 250.) PGhE
argues that the provisions need to remain to
protect thc pool's reliability.

This provision was drafted to ensure a Pool
member, unless it agrees, does not become
responsible for another member's folly in
guaranteeing standby for a third party'
supply of power if that supply is questionable.
The purpose of this provision cannot be applied
in a discriminatory manner, however. IfNCPA
acquires generation and becomes a member of
the CPPA, it must be treated like anyone else
so long as the circumstances are similar. It
must also be allowed to buy spinning raerve

from other members at just and reasonable
rates. The fact that as a member it can reluse
to waive the provision in question for ocher
members if it is not treated fairly may
discourage discrimination againsc it. It is
hoped that the various members will be able to
work together and not carry into their Pool
dealings the animosity that has partly risen
from and also been one of the causes ol so much
litigation. If not, the Commission may
entertain a petition to deal wich the situation
by amendment of the CPPA or otherwise.

The elimination ol the provision has not
been shown to be required. It has not yct been
used to discriminate, or to obscruc:. If ic is, the
doors of this Commission are open. Since it
appears to have a valid purpose, it will noc be
deleted at chis time.

Similar attacks have been made upon
Paragraph 8.01(b) ol the CPPA. The section
states:

(b) In order to protect the Parties froin
unknown and unreasonable risks and to
avoid inequities, no Party shall take service
hereunder to stand by or procecc any supply
of power for its Area Systein or the System of
a Third Party if such supply of power is
obtained from a generating source not
included in the Area System ol a Party;
provided, that there shall be excepced from
this paragraph any source under contract to
a Party on the date hereof and any other
source which the Parties mutually agree in
writing co except herefrom.

hs described by NCPA Witness Wescfall

... if NCPA were to purchase a blcck of
power from the Northwest lt ... would be
precluded from receiving any standby or
reserve service from SCE or SIX'gcE without
approval ol all parties to che Agreerncnt...

CH-753. The provision is present co protecc the =

reliability of purchases of power from outside
sources. Kapriclian agrees with the
interpretation, buc stated, "I do not believe
there would be any problem" because he is
convinced the CPP companies would apply che
standard to a resource imporced by NCPA.
CH-14S3. NCPA claim this provision has been
applied in a very lax manner in the past, with
permission sometimes never given in writing,
or projects somecimes interpreted to be within
a system to avoid the provision. NCPA claiins
this, coupled with the fact thac no transaction
has ever been delayed or cancelled as a result
of Paragraph 8.01, shows that the provision is
uilneccssary.

hs with Paragraph 3.02, thc provis!on was
drafted with the intent to promote reliability
of the pooL It must not be used, however, to
discriminate against small potential members.
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For this reason, the provision will be allowed to
stand, but it must be applied in a non.
discriminatory manner. It shall also be revised
to include Staff's recommended revision
(Initial Brief, p. 246) that the purchase be
allowed as long as it is as reliable as other
resources owned, purchased or controlled by
any other Party as of Lbe date of the
Coinmission's final order in this

proceeding.'aragraph

5.01 of the CPPA provides two
standards for the Capacity Resources
Requirement, which shall be th» greater of the
two. The first standard is 110% of a member's
Peak Demand for that day. The second is the
sum of 105% of the Peak Demand for that day
plus the amount of Capacity Resources out of
service for scheduled maintenance at the time.
Witness Westfall argues this discriminates
against a entiLy such as NCPA which meeis a
portion of its peak load through firm purchases
from another pany. NCPA chims Lhat since
by definition a firm purchase is backed by the
rcscrves of the seller, the buyer should not also
have to maintain reserves to guarantee it.

In answer to NCPA's contention is the
testimony of Edison Witness Whyte, CH-
29,854:

Q. Mr. Westfall (at Tr CH4443) criticizes
CPPA Paragraph 5.01 by suggesting shat the
Capacity Resource Requirement should be
reduced for any member which is purchasing
"finn power" since the seller of that "firm
power" must provide reserves. In your opinion
can a purchaser of "firm power" prudently
avoid providing reserves for that "firm
power"?

A. No. The extent to which purchased
"firm power" can be relied upon to carry load
on the purchaser's system is a function of
many variables; among which are the
conditions on the system where the power is
generated, the contract terms and conditions,
and the transmission arrangements. For
example, Edison has an arrangement with
Portland General ElecLric where Edison
exchanges firm power. Porshnd has the right.
howeVer, to curtail service to Edison if
necessary to avoid curtailing service to its own
customers. Also, Lhe connecting transmission
lines must be avaihble. At Edison, as I have
said, we use loss of load probability techniques
to recognize these factors. I should also note
that reserves are necessary to provide for
regulating margin and for load forecast
uncertainty whether or not power is being
supplied under "firm"contracts.

There appear four objections to NCPA's
argument. First, the contract: Mr. Whyte has
pointed out that a "firm" sale is not
necessarily an unequivocal commitment to
deliver power. Second, conditions on the seller'
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system: Mr. Whyte did not specify these, but
at least two arc readily apparent. The level of
the seller's reserves may or may not be equal to
the reserves required of CPP companies; if it is
not, the reserve levels for tbe firm purchase
would not provide the same margin of safety as
would thc purchaser's own reserves. There may
also be other conditions on the se)ler's system
which would render its power supply less
reliable than generation by CPP members.
What these conditions may be is not specified.
nor does the CPPA provide standards. Third, if
there is a transmission line between the seller
and the buyer, that transmission lin» may b»
subject to interruption; no matter how much
power Portland General may have available, it
cannot be gotten to California if the Intertie
lines are out of service. Fourth, Mr. Whyie
states reserves're necessary to provide for
regulating margin and load forecast
uncertainty.

I conclude chaL the criteria which should
be met are these: (1) the purchased power
muss not only bear the label of firm power, but
the contractual obligation Lo furnish it muss be
pari of seller's first priority load, not
interruptible where the seller's retail customer
needs require it; (2) the reserves on the seller'
system must be as high as those required of
CPP members; (3) aside fr»in reserves, th»
reliability of seller's system should not bc
jeopardized by conditions on it; and (4) thc
transmission link between seller and buyer
must not be susceptible to interruption to any
appreciable extent unless there are sufficient
alternate transmission routes, not suscepiible
to interruption Lo any appreciable extent, to
transmit the seller's power to the CPP at some
point or points so there is no loss of power to
thc Pool through the failure of transmission to
the buyer. A)l these standards are for the
proiection of thc Pool, noi of the buyers, and
should be so construed.

For a small utility in Lhe PGgtE or Edison
area, a PGgtE or Edison guarantee of delivery
of power will be as good as its own reserves. If
the linkage wish PGgtE or Edison fails. ihere
will be no burden upon the Pool. For the small
utility in PGgtE's area, guaranteed power from
PGgtE should require no other reserves than
PGfkE's. The same is true for Edison's area.

A slightly different problem arises when a
small utility in Edison's area buys firm power
from a member of thc CPP other than Edison.
If one of the Southern Cities buys firm power
from PGfkE, there should be no problem.
POTE's rate to the small utility would include
the cast of res»ives for such power. and thos
reserves would be available to the Pool as a
whole even lf they could not reach the small
utility because of some transmission problem
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'utsidePGikE's area. There wou)d be no

burden on the Pool as a who)e affecting
reliability, because PG)kE's reserves would
take care of it. The same is true if a utility in
PGkE's area buys from Edison or San Diego.

If the small utility buys from another
small utility Pool member which does not ltse)f
have adequate reserves, and must resort to the
Pool to make good its deficiencies, a burden
will be placed upon the Pool. Either the se)ling
sma)l uti)ity or the buying utility must
compensate Lhe Pool for the deficiency, or must
make good the deficiency by buying reserves
from a member of the Pool that does have
them avaihible.

When there is a deficiency in the reserves
of thc seller, and seller purchases reserves to
make up thc deficiency, seller needs only to
purchase what is lacking, not the entire
amount of reserves needed to back up the firm
power sold. For examp)c, ifse)ler has sufficient
rescrvcs to back up one half the firm power
sold, seller need arrange on)y for additional
reserves sufficient to back up one half the
amounL of the firm power sale, not the entire
sale. Under the same circumstances, if the
buyer purchases the necessary reserves to
make up seller's deficiency, buyer need
purchase only the reserves necessary to back
up one half the amount of the firin power
purchase.

PGgiE has raised the question of a seller'
rescrvcs being )ess reliable than those of Pool
members. There is no provision in the CPPA
for measuring thc quality of reserves. If this is
thoughL to be a problein, an amendmcnt to the
CPPA may be submitted in this proceeding to
provide for it. We do noi. now have the record
necessary for drafLing such an amendment.

As to conditions on a seller's system, other
than reserves, which might render power
purchased froin it )ess reliable than a purchase
from PGBrE or Edison, thc conditions cannot
be spelled ouL here on Lhe basis of this record.
While such conditions may be imagined,
including reckless manageinent, inadequate
maintenance on the system, and threatening
environmental conditions such as possible
interruption of service by avalanches or forest
fires, neither the record nor the CPPA make
any attempt to enumerate them or to provide
standards or methods for determining whether
conditions exist endangering seller's reliability.
The CPPA may be amended to provide a
means for determining if such conditions exist.
Until this is done, firm power which meets the
other standards here set forth shou)d not
require reserves provided by the buyer because
of conditions on the seller's system.

Such entities as LADWP, SMUD, and
CVP are so interconnected with CPPA
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members that the transmission standard is
satisfied. Deliveries from Lhe northwest ~ on
the other hand, may be subject to transmission
interruptions. The burden of such interruptions
falls upon the Pool as a whole, if a purchase
does not have Lhe necessary reserves. A small
uti)ity without such reserves may not be
excluded from Lhe Pool, but must be permitted
to arrange in advance for reserves at just and
reasonable rates. The small utility must pay
for any such service, and not demand revision
of the Pool requirements so that it wouM
receive service for nothing. To hold otherwise
wou)d require the )arger utilities Lo render
service without compensaLion.

The reserves for load forecast uncertamty
on seller's system willbe covered by the seller'
reserves. The reserves for load forecast
uncertainty on the buyer's system will not be
covered by seller's reserves unless specific
arrangements are made between seller and
buyer. If no such arrangeinents are made,
th~ ~ives will have Lo be provided by
buyer, purchased from someone else, or
provided by the Pool. The general statement
that firm purchases are supported by the
reserves of the seller is not entireiy true, since
that portion of the reserves necessary for load
forecast uncertainty on the buyer's system is
not provided by the purchase of a specific
amount of firm power. Of course, if the firm
power purchase is an arrangement for all the
buyer's requirements, the reserves for load
forecast uncertainty will be included in seller'
obligaLion, and if seller's reserves, and
transmission for them, meet the criteria
previously set forth, no other reserves for load

'orecast uncertainty should be required. If,
however, the firm purchase is limited to a fixed
amount, then reserves for load forecast
uncertainty on buyer's system must be
provided in some other manner.

The reserves for load forecast uncertainty
are but a part of the necessary total reserves.
Reserves to take care of generating outages, for
example, should be encompassed in the seller'
system. IL is not proper for the CPPA to
provide, then, for no credit for the reserves
available along with the firm power, and the

~ clause in paragraph 5.0) is iinproper in this
respect. It must be modified.

If'he buyer's reserves in a particular
category, which are available to support the
firm power sold, fall short of that required by
CPPA of its members, there still must be a

credit for the reserves that are available. For
example, if reserves of 2 MW are required for
20 MW, and seller has only 1 MW of reserves
for each 20 MW of its load, a credit of I MW
must be allowed buyer toward its total reserves
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requirements, assuming the transmission and
other criteria are satisfied.

In other words, the amount of reserves in
any category which a buyer of firm power must
furnish shall not be computed as a percentage
of peak load minus firm power purchased. It
should be computed as total reserves required
(a percentage of peak load) minus the seller'
reserves available to buyer. If the reserve
percentage is required to be 5 percent, the
peak load 40 MW, the firm purchase is 10 MW
and the seller's reserves available to buyer are
3 MW, the algebraic computation ol the
required reserves is five percent of 40 MW, or
2 MW. It is noc five percent ol (40-10) MW, or
1.5 MW. The reserves that buyer must
purchase equals (24) MW, or 12, not 2 MW,
as it would be il no credit were given for
seller's reserves. This method of computation
may be applied to all categories of reserves. In
view of this determination, regulating margin
need not be separately considered.

The Pool members shall submit a revision
of Paragraph 5.01 drafted in the light of this
Initial Decision and the proceeding shall
remain open for the purpose of approving,
modifying or redrafting the Pool

members'evised

provision that is required to be
submit ted.

N CPA also claims Paragraph 5.01
discriminates against small systems by
requiring them to carry more installed reserves
in relation to their system peak than large pool
systems. This is because NCPA speculates that
it will possibly rely on one very large
generating unit, and it would be obligated to
maintain reserves in an amount equal to the
greater of (a) 110% of its peak demand for a
given day or (b) the sum of 105% of its peak
demand plus its capacity resources out of
service because of scheduled maintenance.
When the large plant is out of service lor
maintenance, NCPA would be required to
carry large reserves in relation to its load. In
contrast, an entity such as PGhE does not rely
on a single large unit. Any PGgcE unit will
generate a small part of PGgcE's load, and
when thc unit is out of service it will not
greatly affect the reserves required.

Assuming an entity with a Peak Demand
of 100MW, which has one 70MW plant down
for scheduled maintenance, thc Capacity
Resources Requirement would be 175MW.
Without the provision requiring 105% of Peak
Demand plus the 70MW plant out of service,
the Capacity Resources Requirement would be
110MW, of which 70MW would be out of
service. This would leave only 40MW to
service a 100 Peak Demand. With the
provision requiring 105% of Peak Demand plus
the 70MW plant ou( of service, there would be
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105MW to service the 1COMW Peak Demand.
This does not seem an unreasonable
require.ment. Paragraph 5.01 exists to promote
reliability. NCPA can purchase reserves. It
can continue to enjoy thc c:conomies of scale
through joint ownership. CH-33,359; CH-
23435 37. It can also reduce, although not
eliminate, the effect ol maintenance through
careful scheduling (Edison Initial Brief p. 63).
To some extent this is not possible. but a power
pool is not required to eliminate all the
handicaps under which a sinall utility must
operate because of its size. A pool cannot, of
course, create additional handicaps by undue
discrimination.

Paragraph 5.03 establishes a payment lor
capacity resources deficiencies:

Any Party incurring a Capacity Resources
Deficiency shall thereupon becoine obligated
to pay as liquidated damages to the Parties
entitled thereto under paragraph 5.04 ~ two
dollars ($2.CO) for each kilowatt ol such
Capacity Resources Deficiency for each
calendar month and any fraction thereof
until sQch Capacity Resources Deficiency is
completely reinoved and for each of the next
twelve (12) calendar months thereafter.

It is clear that some deficiency charge
under Section 5.03 is justified. New England
Power Pool hgreernenr (NEPOOL), Opinion
No. 775, 56 FPC 1562, 1581 (1976). While, as
in NEPOOL, sinallcr systein'll have inore
difficulty avoiding the charge, it appears the
charge is necessary. NEPOOL stated the
deficiency charge should be based upon actual
kilowatt shortfalh The charge in NEPOOL was
$ 22 per kilowatt year, plus an additional
percentage of that charge; here the charge is $2
pcr month, or $24 per year. Here, however, the
charge continues for twelve calendar months
after the capacity deficiency is removed. In
NEPOOL, the $22 approximated costs as
estimated by the Working Committee, here the
basis for the charge has not been shown. In
NEPOOL, the Commission said that the $22
had not been shown to be unjust or
unreasonable. The $ 2 per month ($24 per year)
has not been shown to be unjust and
unrc:asonable her». The number is so close to
that approved in NEPOOL that it is not
suspect. The additional twelve. month charge,
however, has not been shown to have any basis.
It will be ordered eliminated. The CPPA
members may, however, submit a proposed
provision providing for any charge which they
can establish as just and reasonable. Such
charges may dilfer from past charges in rate
design as well as amount.

Paragraph 6.01 of the CPPA requires any
member to have energy resources equal to the
sum of (1) its Energy Requirements for a
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month, (2) the Energy Capability of the
generating units included in its Capacity
Resources out of service on scheduled
maintenance during that month, and (3) 50%
of che Energy capability of the largest
generating unit included in its Capacity
Resources not out of service on scheduled
maintenance that month. As with Paragraph
5.01, Incervenors and Staff claim this prevents
small utilities who wish to rely on large
generating units from participating in ch»
Pool, and thus it discriminates against them.

Initially, NCPA claimed chat the
provision was ambiguous, in chat PGAE
witness Kaprielian stated that the apparent
discriminatory effect of the provision is
lessened by the fact that a "credit" is given ior
the emergency capability for units out of
service. NCPA initially said that the provision
did not appear to be in harmony with that
sratement. (NCPA Initial Brief, p. 195.)
NCPA apparently backed off upon hearing
Mr. Kaprielian's explanation of how the
provision has been read:

A member's "Energy Requirements" are
defined by paragraph 123 as its "total
energy demand, expressed in kilowatt hours,
on all power sources of its Area System"
during thc month. The kinds of energy
sources a mcmbcr can count toward fulfilling
its paragraph 6.01 obligation are described
in paragraph 1.24 as "the aggregate
dependable load carrying ability, expressed
in kilowatt hours, of its Capacity Resource"
during the month. Par. 1.24. The
"Capability Resources" of a member include
the sum of the capabilities of all electric
generating units, whether in or out of service
during thc month, and all purchased firm
power, less the arnounc of firm power made
available to other Pool members. Par. 1.08.
Since the requirement of Paragraph 6.01(b)
to maintain energy resources equivalent to
the capability of units out of service for
scheduled maintenance can be discharged
simply by councing the energy capability of
the same units under paragraph 124, the
net requirement is that a Pool member
maintain resources capable of producing
energy sufficient to cover the energy demand
on its system for that month plus energy
reserves equivalent to 50% of the capability
of ics largest generating unit in service for
that month. (Kapriellian, CH-1490i2-5.)
When each Pool member maintains resources
capable of producing ac least this quantity of
energy, the reliability of the Pool is assured.
(Kapriellian, CH-1463/7-9.)

Relying upon this testimony, I find no
redrafting is necessary.
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NCPA also quotes certain member
dissatisfaction with the provision as reason to
have it removed. This is not enough. Differing
opinions on how to achieve reliability are not
grounds for requiring a change. That current
members disagree is some evidence, however,
that future members may successfully
campaign within the Pool icself to delete or
amend the provision. This voluntariness is at
the core of power pool arrangements. The
provision was designed to ensure reliability,
and not to promote discrimination. While small
systems may be affected in ways not
experienced by larger entities. in the abse~ce of
undue discrimination this is permissible.

Paragraph 7.01 is the CPPA's spinning
reserve requirement. This is determined on the
basis of a Party'i peak demand on a given day.
NCPA objects chat, like Paragraph 5.01, it
requires an encity to keep reserves for that
part of its load that is met through firm
purchases, and NCPA argues this in essence
requires chat che firm purchase be backed by
reserves twice: once by the seller and once by
the buyer.

The seller's reserves are'ncluded in any
firm purchase. As stated in regard co
Paragraph 5.01, power purchased from a
distant utility may be more of a risk than
power owned outrighc. If purchased power is
PGgrE's or Edison's guaranteed power, ic is
virtually as reliable as the customer's own
power, and if it cannot be delivered it will
place no burden on the Pool. The same
reasoning and standards previously set forth in
connection with Paragraph 5.01 apply here.
Paragraph 7.01 should be amended so a buyer
need not provide spinning reserve for
guaranteed power sold by a CPPA member
with adequate spinning reserves under che
standards previously provided. or from any
ocher supplier if the purchase meets chose
standards previously established in connection
with Paragraph 5.01r (1) unequivocally
guaranteed power, (2) backed by reserves ar
least equal to CPPA standards, (3) from a
seller with transmission to the CPPA nor
subject to appreciable chance of interruption.
Thc CPPA may also incorporate scandards or
means for determining if conditions exist on
seller's system that endanger a seller'
reliability, and making reasonable provision for
reserves to offset such conditions.

Staff alone objects to Paragraph 7.03,
which sets up a spinning reserve deficiency
penalty charge, claiming the charge bears no
relationship to the costs incurred by the ocher
members.

A deficiency charge of some sort seems
reasonable to provide incentive to the members
to maintain the proper reserves. As required in
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Lhe NEPOOL opinion, supra, regarding
capacity charges, the charge is based on an
actual kilowatt shortfall, and there has been no
showing the amount charged is clearly
excessive.

That amount is 10 cents per kW of the
largest spinning reserv~ deficiency incurred by
a Pool member in s day. It is stated to be
liquidated damages. A Pool member may be
excused lrom payment under certain specified
circumstances, snd the charge may be changed
from time to time by the Board of Control. If
so changed, it is a rate change which must be
filed with this Commission. While thc
circumstances excusing paytnent seem
sulficiently explicit so they should not lend
themselves to abuse, ~ they must be applied
without discrimination.

Paragraph 8.02 deals with priority of
service. NCPA fears chaL thc provision would
require that service to a non-party would come
behind service Lo any of the CPPA parties,
constituting s bar to dealing with entities
within another party's control area. Edison
and PGgrE say that this section speciTicslly
deals only with transactions between CPPA
parties, This has been confirmed by testimony.
Mitchell CH-1878.79; Kapriclian CH-1492 snd
CH.22,177. The language refers to transactions
"between a Party and another Party." No
~ision is necessary.

NCPA snd Staff contend Paragraph 8.06,
like Paragraphs S.OI and 6.01, imposes a
penalty on small systems which are relying on
large generating units.

Paragraph 8.06 states that in the event of
an emergency, a Party uses its own spinning
reserves first, and to thc extent that is
insuflicient. it can draw upon the spinning
reserves of other parties, without charge, for
two hours as long as it does not, draw more than
7% of its daily peak load (the amount of its
spinning reserve requirement). NCPA
concludes that since PGhE's peak load
provides s larger reservoir for emergency
service than would NCPA's peak load, if
NCPA relied on s single large unit it would
incur a penalty, while large operators such as
PGRE rarely would incur charges for excess.
(NCPA Initial Brief, p. 199.) NCPA asks the
provision be revised.

It appears that NCPA and Staff are ln
effect arguing that small operators are not
getting enough free service. NCPA need not
necessarily rely on large units. Thc provision
does not appear to have been drafted with
discriminatory intent. Staff Witness Newton
testified that charges for emergency service are
not uncommon. CH-17+76 77, 17~. The
provision may stand.

$ 63,048

NCPA argues for the removal of
Paragraph 8.C6(f), claiming that it effectively
precludes a party from providing standby
service to the system of any other entity not
included in its area system.

A reading of thc provision makes it clear
that this is merely s chuse preventing a Pool
member in sn emergency situation from
obligating Lhe spinning reserves ol another
Pool member (which it is receiving due.to the
emergency conditions) to provide standby
service to third parties, without the other Pool
member's consent. I find this provision not
unreasonable.

Thc Intervenors attack Paragraph 8.09,
saying Lhe provision operates to penalize a
utility that operates a single large unit. The
provision allows a Pool member, upon request,
Lo supply capacity for a period ol seven days to
another Pool member with a Capacity
Deficiency. Such a request may be renewed.
NCPA claims the provision is ambiguous, in
that it is not clear whether Lhe availability of
capacity resource standby service is limited to
seven days, or whether the litnitation is
eliminated by the fact the service may be
renewed. KaprieBian stated the seven days is
to only give s review period to determine
whether Lhe conditions for continued service
are met (CH-1494) and is not meant as a
limitation.

The provision appears to be:" ambiguous.
The seventy period is not a linn Lion on the
service which may be rendered.

Intervenors and Staff contend Paragraph
11.03 provides for a division of markets. That
paragra ph states:

Nothing in this Agreement shall be
construed as providing, directly or
indirectly, lor any cooperative lurnishing of
electric utility service by any party within
the system of any other party.

This provision is not a division of markets. It
does not prohibit or require anything; it merely
states what the CPPA does not do. There is no
evidence it has been interpreted or applied to
justify or require an improper practice. In the
absence of such evidence, no revision will be
required.

It has been urged that rulings of the Board
of Control should be filed with this Commission
as supplements to the CPPA. Paragraph 10.06
of the CPPA defines the authority of the
Board. Except lor Paragraphs 10.06(c), (d) snd
(e), and the catch-sll (h), thc Board's power is
only Lo review, recommend, and establish
information procedures. Under (c), the Board
determines the load capacity of each
Interconnection; under (d) the Board
determines metering, recording snd billing
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procedures, and any other procedure the Board
"may determine to be necessary" to implement
thc CPPA terms; under (c) thc Board
prescribes operating procedures and criteria'or
providing services; under (h) the Board may
take all other actions authorized or required of
it by the CPPA. Paragraph 7.03 provides the
Board may change the charges for Spinning
Reserve Deficiency, or in some instances
forgive the charges. A change in charges would
have to be filed with the Commission even if
this Initial Decision said nothing about it. It is
apparent that rulings of the Board of Control
may affect substantive rights of parties to the
CPPA, although inost rulings would not do so.
Accordingly, I direct that Paragraph 10 be
amended to provide that all rulings of the
Board be filed with this Commission in this
proceeding, as supplements to the CPPA, and
that such filings be made. The proceeding will
remain open for the purpose of receiving any
such Board rulings and considering objections
to them.

At present, each CPPA member is
represented on the Board of Control. This may
be altered if the parties wish to submit a
suitable amendment to the CPPA in this
proceeding. Admission to the planning function
need not mean representation on the Board. It
may not be necessary to give every generating
member direct representation on the Board
where such membership is greatly expanded.
The provision for unanimous decision may be
impractical with a larger membership. These
questions were not argued, and need not now
be decided. So long as a proposed revision of
the CPPA is on these points is just and
reasonable, the parties are entitled to frame it
as they wish.

It has also been urged that the Pool
minutes interpreting the Pool provisions and
Board rulings be filed as supplements to the
CPPA. I decline to order this. The Pool
minutes are available to all present and future
Pool members, and are subject to production as
evidence in any proceeding in which they are
relevant. In my view, they are not properly
considered as supplements to a filed rate
schedule. The Board of Control rulings go
beyond interpretation and establish new rules,
and may therefor be considered as establishing
additional terms of thc rate schedule. This
Coinrnission has not, however, required
interpretations of rate schedule provisions by a
utility, or the minutes of a utility's Board of
Directors dealing with interpretations, to be
filed as rate schedule supplements.

ZL The Piscffic Intertio
The Pacific Intertie is considered to be the

greatest electrical transinission achievement in

FERC Roports
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this country in this century. It established high
voltage, high volume ~ long distance
transmission between northern Oregon and its
terminal near Los .Angeles. the greatest
distance over which commercial electrical
transmission had ever been accomplished in
this country, and in the greatest volume that
long distance transmission had ever reached"
anywhere in the world. One component, a
direct current line, was the first major dc
transmission line in this country, and was
completed through difficult terrain in the face
of skepticism on the part of some engineers as
to whether the proposed technology would
work. After an initial period in which some
"bugs" were dealt with, the dc line proved to
be successful beyond the expectations of most
of its proponents in providing lowliest long
distance transmission.

The engineering feat of design and
construction was complemented by the
difficult political maneuvering and
compromising necessary to work out the details
among the conflicting interests and demands of
the Northwestern states, California, Canada.
municipal utilities, private utilities, the
Bureau of Reclamation and other state and
federal agencies. Senators, Congressmen ~

governors, cabinet officers and President
Johnson became involved.

Basically, the Intertie system consists of
two 500 kV lines from Oregon into California,
and one 800 kV line to the east from Oregon
through Nevada and southern California. The
system is described in more detail in Southern
Cities'nitial brief at page 13:

The two 500 KV ac lines begin at the John
Day. Dam on the Coluinbia River. The first
leg of each line, from John Day 89 miles to
Grizzly Substation in Oregon, is owned by
the Bonneville Power Administration
("BPA"). From Grizzly 178 miles to Malin
Substation near the California Oregon border
("COB"), one line is owned by BPA and the
other by Porthnd General Electric Company
("PortGE"). From Malin 94 miles to
PGgiE's Round Mountain Substation, one
line is owned by the United States Bureau of
Reclamation ("USBR"). The second line is
owned by Pacific Power gt Light Company
("PPfkL") as far as the Indian Spring Tower
and by POTE from the Indian Spring Tower
to Round Mountain. Both lines then proceed
southward through PGgtE's service area 425
miles, through thc Table Mountain, Vaca
dixon (one line only goes to this substation),
Tesla and Los Banos Substations to Midway
Substation. From Midway the lines are
owned by Edison and continue south into
Edison's service area to Edison's Vine nt
Substation, a distance of 113 miles. s From
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Vincent the two lines, also owned by Edison,
extend an additional 47 miles to Edison's
Lugo Substation. The AC Intertie traverses
a total distance of 946 miles. (Moody:
7/158748). A 230 KY linc owned by USBR
from Round Mountain to Cottonwood is also
officially a part of the Intertie. It does not,
however, connect directly to the USBR
Intertie line which runs from Malin to
Round Mountain.
The dc Intertie lin» runs 846 miles from the
Celilo Converter Station near The Dalles in
northern Oregon, through Nevada and
California to the Sylmar Converter Terminal
near Los Angeles. BPA owns the line in the
Northwest as far as the Nevada<regon
border (NOB). From the NOB to and
including the Sylmar Station, the line is
owned 50% by the Los Angeles Department
of Water and Power (LADWP) together with
the Cities of Glendale, Burbank and
Pasadena, and 50% by Edison. Edison owns
and operates 230 KV transmission lines
which interconnect Sylmar with Vincent
(Moody: 7/1588).

s There is a third SCO KV AC linc from
Midway to Vincent, owned one half by
PGRE and one-half by SCE, which is not
considered part of the Intertie (Moody.
263/31855-S6)

The Intertie is shown on the map on page
65,197. The 500 kV ac Intertie lines in the
PGhE area arc owned by PGgtE.

The two 500-kY aw lines were constructed
and went into operation 1968 and 1969,
respectively, following the original proposal
for interconnection of the Pacific Northwest
and Southwest Regions. As a part of the
synchronised loop or doughnut network, the
aw interties are subject to unscheduled
power or circulating flow. The rated capacity
of thc aw intertie is 2,500 MW, assuming no
loop flow. The dw intertie, for which, the
loop flow is not a factor, was constructed and
placed in operation in May 1970. With
transmission losses, the delivery capacity of
that line is about 1,400 MW. The line has
recently been uprated by about 20 percent
by increasing the current rating of the
converters from lg03 to 2,000 amperes.
Plans exist to increase the voltage rating
from &400 to %500 kY, which will increase
the capacity to about 2,000 MW. Current
uses of both the aw and dw interties include
capacity sales and firm and nonfirm energy
sales.

Power Pooling in the United States, FERC-
0049, pp. 139-tl.
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The Intertie at the close of the record had
10 users. CVP and DWR use 28% of the ac
Intertie capacity. CH-1680. SMUD was

~ allotted capacity, which varied over the years.
Burbank, Glendale, LADWP and Pasadena
together are allocated 50% of capacity of the
dc Intertie line. The rest of the Intertie
capacity, both ac and dc, is allocated 50% to
PGhE, 43% to Edison and 7% to San Diego.
CH-1680. These final three percentages reflect
the relationship between the three

companies'a))y

energy peak load demands at the time
the Intertie Agreement was consummated. CH.
1174. These companies have used the ac
capacity not utilized by any of the others.
PGhE provided some limited interruptibie
transmission to NCPA since the close of the

record, and since at least carly 1978, Edison
has offered interruptible transmission service
on the Pacific Intertie to the Southern Cities.
(Mitchell, CH 1805, 1812-1813: Ex. 6M9.)
Edison's offer to provide such interruptible
transmission service was accepted by the
Southern Cities of Anaheim and Riverside, and
"Matrix interruptible transmission service
Agreements",were executed and fi)ed with the
Commission in January 1981. Edison FERC
Rate Schedule Nos. 129 and 130. The Cities of
Colton and Azusa subsequently fiied similar
"Matrix Agreements." Edison FERC Rate,,
Schedules 160 and 162.

Intertie usage at the California/Oregon or
Nevada/Oregon borders as of the close of the
record was as follows:

LADWP .
Pasadena .
Burbs ok
G)endale

CVP
DWR
SMUD.
PGhE
Edison .
San Diego.

Total

S{)t)k V
cc ghcS

0
0
0
0

4{0
300

0
900
774

126

2500MW

8COkVC~C{XkV)
dc'inc

MO
32
54
54

0
0
0

350
301
49

1400MW

7nsc)

560
32
54
54

400
300

0
1250
1075

175

3900MW

Moody. CH-1595. SMUD's usage was zero
because it had not used its allotted
transmission and the companies contended it
had thereby lost it. By Commission decision
after the c)ose of the record, SMUD was found
entitled to receive up to 200 MW of
transmission service over the Intertie.

Different parts of the Intertie were built
by different entities. Owners of different
segments or shares therein were agencies of the
United States (BPA and CVP), municipal
utilities (LADWP, Glendale, Burbank and
Pasadena), Edison, PGhE, Portland General
Electric Company, and Pacific Power h Light
Company {PPhL). PPhL turned over
operation of its segment to PGhE. San Diego
contributes to the operation and maintenance
costs proportionate to its allotted use oi the
line. SMUD and DWR contributed nothing to
the construction cost, but pay at a set rate for
their transmission service. All others with firm
arrangements so use the Intertie contributed
capital.

NCPA and Southern Cities contend
PGhE, Edison and San Diego controlled the
Intertie arrangements and wrongly excluded
them and other municipals from any allotment
of Intertie capacity.

The Intertie when p)armed and first built
was sought as an outlet for the quantity of
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unused hydro power from the Northwest
caused by the surplus water accuns .ted in
the mountain snows which on me)ting fi))s the
Northwest reservoirs to the point where the
water must be run through the turbines or
wasted by spi)ling. The Intertie looked to
transmission of this hydro electric power from
the Northwest, and possibly Canada, to areas
in Ca)ifornia, where power was more expensive.
It also provided the means for the sa)e of
Canadian Entitlement Treaty power to the
California utilities. It made possible the
exchange of power between California and the
Northwest so that each of these regions could
obtain power from the other during its own
peak periods and return it as the other region's
peak periods, which are different both in time
of day and time of year. Not only do the, daily
peak periods in the Northwest occur at
d)fferent hours than they do in California, but,
the Northwest peaks occur in the winter «hen
power is needed for heating, and much of the
California peaks occur in the summer when
power is needed for air conditioning. With the
sharp escalation in the cost of thermal
generation, starting with the oil embargo of
1973, Northwest hydroe)ecsric energy became
an increasingly inexpensive source of energy in
relation to the alternatives. The

Intervenors'esire

for this cheap Northwest power has
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occasioned much of the litigation here, in other
agencies and in the courts. This cheap power
would be avaihble to California entities only if
transmission were avaihble, and transmission
requires access to thc Pacific Intertie.

In thc last few years, however, this
Northwest hydro electric power is no longer as
cheap as it was and prices within the next year
are expected to rise sharply. The Northwest
has increased its own need for power and has
undertaken to build thermal (including
nuclear) plants to meet anticipated needs, as
well as increasing the Northwest area's
demand for available hydro electric power. In
short, not as much hydro. electric power is
available from the Northwest for sale in
California, and what there is is no longer as
cheap. Access to the Intertie will be less
advantageous now to the Intervenors than it
might have been earlier, but increases in other
generating costs still leave access to the
Intertie desirable. The ability to exchange
power between the Northwest and California
to serve their different peaking times is still
important, but this is of less value to the
Intervenors so long as their own generation
facilities are limited. They had none at the,
close of the record, but some were plannd, and
we are informed the first are now on line.

Thc Intervenors (except Redding, which is
served by CVP exclusively) are all served by
PGRE or Edison, with some NCPA members
also getting power from CVP and some of the
Southern Cities purchasing energy elsewhere.
There is no question of their not receiving
sufficient electricity. Essentially what is at
stake here is the cost of power. PGfkE and
Edison make the point that cheap power from
the Northwest and the economic advantages of
power exchanges reduce PGhE's and Edison's
cost and rates to everyone they serve
(including resale customers), and thc
Intervenors who are resale customers share in
the benefits of Intertie use in this respect.

The costs to and rates charged by the
various municipalities may be reduced if
access to the Intertie is given them, but there
will be a corresponding increase in the cost to
PGhE and Edison and an increase in their
rates to cover the cost increase assuming full
retail rate recovery of costs. The stockholders
of PGfkE and Edison will not lose money, nor
will the executives of PGRE and Edison have
their salaries reduced. Essentially what we
deal with here is the question of whether the
consumers supplied by the municipalities will
have their rates reduced while other customers
of PGgtE and Edison find their rates increased.
The rates charged by many of the
municipalities appear to be below those
charged by PGgtE and Edison, although direct
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comparison is difficult because the methods of
charging rates differ.

The first contention we must deal with is
that PGRE, Edison and San Diego operated in
concert (1) to prevent the building of a Federal
Intertie line or a privately owned Intertie line
which would have accorded transmission to all,
and (2) to exclude the municipalities from
access to the Pacific Intertie line.

As to how the Intertie came about, I rely
on the testimony of Witness Charles F. Luce,
Chairman,and Chief Executive Officer of
Consolidated Edison Company of New York.
Before he became Under Secretary of the
Interior, he was Administrator of Bonneville
Power Administration from February 1961 to
September 1966. CH.38,571. Mr. Luce was
called as a witness by me after it became
apparent that he had more knowledge of th»
origin of the Intertie arrangements than any
other living man. In his testimony he
impressed me as being truthful and forthright
in the extreme and I accept his version of the
facts, as sct forth in Volume CH.313 of the
record, as the best available to us and superior
to the version some have sought to piece
together from documents.

Mr. Luce's testimony indicates that the
main impetus for the creation of the Intertie in
th» form that eventually materialized came
from within the United States Government.
Mr. Luce was one of those at the center of the
efforts that culminated in the Intertie. He was
one of the three United States negotiators of
thc treaty between the United States and
Canada relating to the cooperative
development of water resources of the
Columbia River Basin. CH'38.578. This treaty
was essential to the Intertie. It was necessary
to get British Columbia's concurrence to ratify
the Treaty, and to that end it was sought to
find a market for Canadian power in thc
United States so British Columbia could
proceed with development of the Columbia
River power resources. The Northwest states
did not have a market for all of Canada's share
of Treaty power. It was clear a market had to
be found outside the Northwest "so it was
necessary for us to get transmission lines down
to California to sell this power." CH.38.581.
The private utilities in California "started out
being opposed to our project, really'." CH-
38.581.

... thc State of California was our particuhr
political problem. They had a big water
project that they wanted to build and did
build in fact to move water from northern
California to southern California. In order to
move that water it had to go through the
Tehachapi Mountains, and that took a lot of
electricity to run thc pumps to get it over
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the mountains, sa with che Canadian power
that didn't belong to the Pacific Northwesc
and therefore Norchwesterners were not
asserting preference to it, wc had a block of
power that we could offer to California
customers who insisted on firm power. Now,
the way we went about this was first of all to
market the Canadian power into the
Northwest customers on our agreement that
we would find them a purchaser far the
power for the period they didn't need in
California.
We then took chose contracts with the
Northwest utilities, private utilities, public
agencies and so forth and we used them as
security for a big bond issue of $300 or $400
million and we paid that $300 or 3400
million to Premier Bennett as prepayment
for his downstream benefits for a period af
30 years, and chen as it ultimately worked
out we laid chat power off in California for
varying terms...
So as you sec, these two great projects came
together. We could not get the treaty
without being able to marker che Bricish
Columbia share of the power. We would have
had great difficulty getting the State of
California to agree to aur whole Intertie
project without thc benefit of that Canadian
power.

So thc two projects that sterned to be
floundering came together and went through.

CHM,5&2.3.
Asked if thc primary purpose of the

Intertie was to allow transfer of Canadian
power to California, Mr. Luce said:

No. I would say it had both purpcoes, but
the inception and the primary purpose of che
proposed Intertie lines was to market in
California, Nevada and Arizona surplus
Northwest power, that was otherwisc just
spilling over the spillways and going into the
Pacific Ocean, to California and Arizona.
The first Intertie proposal long preceded the
Canadian treaty. The first one I believe was
in 1936 and there was another one in the late
1940's and another one in thc 1950's, so all
of which really were independent of the
treaty. Buc the Treaty came along it just
happened that it made it possible co
consummate the political approvals thai we
had so have for this intertie program.

CH.38,5834.
The exclusion of non.generating utilities

(which included the Intervenor munic/palities)
originated noc with PCRE, Edison or'an
Diego buc with the Bonneville Power
Administration. Mr. Luce testified:

'll 63,048

It was our policy throughout the franiing of
«he legislation that would define a regional
preference for the Pacific Northwest, the
design of Intertie lines that would dispose of
surplus capacity and surplus energy from
she Northwest and the negotiation of
contracts to utilize those lines that we
wanted contracts with entities that would
have their own generation.

CH-38,572 (emphasis added).

Thc policy

originated from for the purpose of the
legislation which had to be passed first
before any Intertie lines could be built. That
legislation defining a preference for all
customers in the Pacific Northwest againsc
any customers outside the Pacilic Northwest
was intended to authorize only the sale of
surplus energy and surplus capacity outside
of the Pacific Northwest. A utility that had
no generation in the first place could not use
incerruptible energy and could not use
capacity without energy. If it had no
generation ic had no 'energy. So the very
nature of the basic legislacion that finally
was adopted by Congress was such chat the
natural customers outside of the Northwest
were chose that would not be dependent on
the capacity and energy from the Northwest
that was withdrawable and that, if they
bought surplus capacity would have the
energy to go with it. !

There was the further consideration that we
felt, Bonneville, that if a utility that was
only a distribucion system somehow became
dependent on power from thc Pacific
Northwest it would be very difficult
regardless of what the preference legislation
said to withdraw thac power. If a shortage
developed in the Pacific Northwest so that it
was necessary to withdraw the power to
serve a load in the Northwest the political
argument becween California municipalities
or Arizona municipalities and aluminum
companies in the Pacific Northwest that
constituced about a chird of our load, as I
recaH, would be a very difficult policical
argument no matter what the legislacion
said. We didn't want to create chat kind of
inherens conflicc.

CH 38,573-4.

Whether Mr. Luce was right or wrong in all his
reasoning is beside the point. The exclusion of
non generaiors came from BPA in the first
instance and not from the private utilities. The
exclusion'olicy was chought ouc in BPA
between Mr. Luce and two BPA employees.
CH-38,575<.
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Certainly there was never any doubt in
Bonneville Power that was our policy. Our
job when I became Administrator in
February 196l as regards the sale of surplus
power outside of the region was first of all to
get the concurrence of the various Bonneville
customers and the political olficeholders in
the Northwest, to a bill that they thought
would adequately protect them.
It took us almost a year to do that. No bill as
I recall was introduced in Congress until we
had taken it up with thc public agencies in
the Northwest, private utilities in the
Northwest and the industrial companies in
Lhe Northwest. We had many, many
conferences about what would constitute
adequate protection lor the Pacific „

Northwest that could not be broken by some
poliLical power play in later years.
I am sure in those discussions and
conferences and negotiations that this basic
marketing policy was articulated and
certainly was assumed.

CH-38,574-5.
Asked wheLher this exclusion policy was
suggested to BPA by private utilities, Mr.
Luce said:

I do not believe that is correct. They may
have favored that policy, but the Pacilic
Northwest power users had their own reasons
which were sufficient and which I would
suppose preceded any discussions with the
California uulities.

CH-38,575.
Thc non-generaung utilities in northern

California were not forgotten. Mr. Luce
testified:

the preference customers that didn'
have their own generation in northern
California for the most part were served by
the Bureau of Reclamation that had
generation on the Sacramento River. The
Bureau of Reclamation out of the Intertie
lines got an allocation of surplus power
which they were able to bank, as the
expression was, with the private utilities and
I think that was altogether Pacific Gas and
Electric that served the Sacramento Valley
and were able to convert this surplus
undependable power, if you will, from the
Northwest through this banking
arrangement into firm power, so the
preference customers were taken care of
through that arrangement.
In other words, in our marketing scheme in
California, we didn'L overlook these northern
California preference customers but our way
of providing benefit for them was through
the Bureau of Reciamatio, which had its
own generation and which had conLracts
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with POTE and which used PGfkE lines to a
hrge extent to deliver Federally generated
power that was produced by the Bureau of
Reclamation dams in California.
This policy of our dealing through the
Bureau of Rechrnation was well known to
the Congressional delegation who watched
these negotiations very. very carefully. Bir.
johnson, for example, was from a little town
called Roseville which itself was one of these
muncipals that had no generation ol its own
but was a customer of the Bureau of
Reclamation. Bi was on the House Interior
Committee and a key Congressman to
getting Congressional approval for the
ultimate Intertie plan.
There were other Congressmen likewise from
northern California who watched very
carefully what we were doing and were
looking out for their constituents, as they
should, and looking out particularly for the
northern California municipals.

CH.38,584-5.
The arrangement for supplying northern

California municipal preference customers
through the Bureau of Reclamation's CVP did
not make provision for all wishing to share in
Northwest power, however. No provision was
made for Southern Cities. Even in northern
California not all municipal preference
customers could obtain power from CVP. Not
only did CVP have more requests for power
than it could accommodate, but entities were
not taken care of beyond the limited area
encompassed by CVP's own.distribution
system plus wheeling by PGg!E within an
irregular area of an estimated ICO.mile radius.

Mr. Luce's testimony made clear thaL
DWR and SMUD were allowed participation
because their political power made that
necessary. The satne was true of LADWP with
its ~aBed satellite cities, Burbank, Glendale
and Pasadena, but this group was also
necessary to the entire Intertie arrangement,
since LADWP was the prime builder ol the dc
line that the BPA group wanted, and a major
potential purchaser of Northwest Power.
LhDWP, Glendale, Burbank and Pasadena
each had its own generation, so were not
subject to the objection Lo non.generators. The
impression from all the testimony is that
Edison and PGgtE were not sure of the
reliability of dc transmission, and participated
in Lhe dc line only because their contribution to
its cost was necessary if the whole Intertie
arrangement was not to fall.

Intervenors say chaL the three privat.
California companies usually spoke with one
voice in arguing for a privately built rather
than a Federal Intertie. They also opposed a
private Intertie which would act as a common
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earner. This is generally correct. Mr. Gerdes,
Presidenc of PG&E, was often the spokesman
for the three companies.

Intervenors correctly say the three private
companies were opposed to a Federal or
competing private common carrier. There is no
question the three companies opposed a
Federal line. So did some Senators,
Congressmen and executives and BPA officials,
among others. Private utilities may express
their views. to Congress and to government
officials, and advocate pub)ic)y and private)y
that private transmission lines are preferable
to public )ines, and offer competing p)ans in an
effort to bui)d a private line themselves,
without violating anti-trust laws or principles.
Speaking in concert under these conditions is
not forbidden, and may be desirable in the
interest of practicality.

Intervenors argue, however, that PG&E
did more—that PG&E President Gerdes
threatened to disconnect the PG&E system
from a proposed Federal Intertie consisting of
one ac and one dc linc, which would have
rendered that Federal system economically
infeasible by loss of the PG&E market. Mr.
Gerdes, however, explained that the system of
one ac and ane dc line was not electrically
stable in his opinion, and that it might result
in blackouts on the PG&E system. His threat
to disconnect. in other words, was because of
this particular unstable configuration of one ac
and one dc line, and did not amount to a threat
to use PG&E's market power to prevent any
Federal transmission, even one of proper
configuration. There is iiisufficienc evidence to
show that this particular incident was
improperly motivated. The question is not
whether Mr. Gerdes was right, buc whether his
belief was sincere. It has noc been shown that
it was noc.

The proposed private line also was opposed
by the CPP companies. It has not been shown,
however, that any of them acted improperly
against the prosp'ective competitor. The
competitor has not been shown to have been
defeated by the companies'ctions. Ics
viability has not been established, and is
extrerncly doubtfuL That line wou)d have been
in opposition to the established policy of BPA
noc to sell to non-generators, and che BPA
policy scerns to have been endorsed by
Northwest companies and the powerful
Senators whose consticuents they were. The
financial soundness of thc: proposed )ine bas noc
been satisfactorily estab))shed. Ic is dub)oui
whether all the conf)icting interests could have
been dealt with to make che line possib)e. A
principal push for che intertie lines that werc
finally built came from the government, and
tbc: Intertie would not have been built without
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it. The would be compecitar common carrier
private line did not have chis push behind it.
nor has any comparable push been shown.
Finally, the engineering details of the private
line are noc shown co have been worked out and
agreeable to those who would have had co

endorse it. When the differences of opinion as
to the engineering in the history of the Intertie
are considered, ic does nat appear che potential
private common carrier had advanced co the
paine of viability,

Having dealt wich the allegations of
improper act.ion outside the contracts
theinselves, we turn now to the contracts
relating to the Pacific Intertie. These are
summarized in Staff's Initial Brief, pp. 14-19:

The California Companies Pacific intertie
Agreemenc

The Pacific Intertie Agreement (PIA)
dated August 25, 1966, is an agreeinent
among PG&E, Edison and tSan Diego)
setting forth their respective rights and
obligations relating to the Pacific Northwest
Intertie cransmission fatdlity (IR R 1).

Tbe three CPP Companies share their
capacity on a 50/43/7 basis: these
percentages represent the relative
magnitude of the Companies'aily energy
peak load deinands at the time the Pacific
Intertie Agreement was consummated.
(Lane, 1174). Tbe allocations of the CPP
Companies include their proportionate
shares of ... capacity which SMUD was
initially allocated (Lane, 1175; Moody,
1594). In addition, the PIA provides that t,he
CPP Companies have the right to any
unused share of the Bureau's or DWR's
allocation. (IR R«l, Paragraph 7.01(f);
Moody, 1594-5.)
LADWP-Edison Pacific Intertie, D.C
Transmission Facilities Agreemcnc

The LA.Edison DC Intertie Agreement,
dated March 31, 1966 (Ex. 2230) ~ and
continuing in effect for a term of 75 years,
provides for the conscruccion of the DC line
by LADWP. Under the terms of the
agreement, Edison was to pay LADWP one
half of the costs associaced with the
conscruction'and inaintenance of thc facility
(Arts. 5,9); in return Edison is entit)ed to an
undivided half interest in cbe line and its
capacity (Art. 4). The agreement further
provides that LADWP may sell up co thirty
percent of its interest to the Cities of
Burbank, Glendale, and Pasadena, and that
Edison may share its capacicy with PG&E
.and San Diego. (Arc. 19). At present, the
three cities collectively have an interest in
10% of the DC line's capacity, and Edisan
bas assigned its share to the ocher CPP
Companies in accardancc with the 5043.7
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ratio set forth in the Pacific Intertie
Agreement (Lane, 1182).

In connection" with the LA-Edison DC
'ntertie Agreement, the parties also executed
in March 1966, an agreement known as the
"City.Edison Sylmar Interconnection
Agreement," providing for the construction
of a new interwonnection by the parties at
LADWP's Sylmar Switching Station. (Ex.~L)
Use of Facilities Agreemenc

This agreement, dated August 1, 1967,
provides that che CPP Companies shall be
entitled to the use of che segment of the AC
Intertie system owned by PPgtL between the
Maiin Substation and Indian Spring Tower
in exchange for an annual payment of
$475,000 for a period of 40 years. (IR B.2.)
CVP-EHVAgreemenc (Contract 2947A)

This agreemenc (IR Y-I) between che
Bureau and the CPP Companies provides
that they will coordinate construction of
their respective shares of the Intercie; that

'the CPP Companies will transport up co 200
MW through December 1970, and 400 MW
thereafter, on behalf of the Bureau between
Round Mountain Substation and the
Bureau's Tracy Switchyard; and the Bureau
will provide transmission on behalf of the
CPP Companies over its Intertie segment
between Malin and Round Mountain
Substations for amounts in excess of the
Bureau's 200 or 400 MW allocation.
Sit/UD-EHVAgreemenc

Executed August 1, 1967, the Agreement
provides for transmission service over the
Intertie by the CPP Companies of up to 200
MW of capacity on SMUD's behalf; lor the
period April 1, 1971-March 31 ~ 1976,
SMUD's allocation rose to 400 MW. In
addition, the agreement provides for
interruptible transmission service for 225
million kWh per year. (IR W-l, hrt. 9.) If
SMUD decreases its use of che line, it may
not thereafter increase it, except as to
changes in the amount of Canadian
Entitlement Power ("CEP") purchased by
SMUD from utilities in the Northwesc.
(Ibid, hrt. 10(d).) The EHV contract also
provides for transmission service of
Northwest power over PGfkE's 230 kV
network from che Tesla substation (ibid, Arc.
14), the purchase ol CEP by SMUD (ibid.
Art. 17), and the incerim sale of CEP and
Northwest firm power to the CPP
Companies. (Ibid, hrt. 15.)
DWR-ZHVAgreemenc

The DWR-EHV Agreement (IR X.l),
executed August 1, 1967, provides DWR
with up to 25 MW of capacity over the

Intertie through March 1969, and 300 MW
thereafter (Art. 10). The Agreement also
provides for che sale by DWR of CEP or
Northwest firm power to the CPP
Companies (Art. 15); the sale of power to
DWR for project power uses (Art. 18); and
transmission service with respect to
exchange energy over the Intertie facility.
(Art. 24.)
PGgrE-SMUD Integration Agreement

The PGhE.SMUD .,Agreement was
executed June 4, 1970 and amended on
September 11, 1975 (IR,S.1 ~ T-1). It
provides lor the integrated operacion of the
SMUD and PG3tE systems and for the sale
and exchange of electric power and energy
(Walbridge, 2231).

The integrated operation of the systems
includes cooperation in the planning lor
facilities by the exchange ol information.
Information exchanged includes addition or
changes in future generation and forecasts of
system loads. Further integrated operation
and reliability is maintained through che
following provisions: certain generation
design and performance characteristics are
specified. SMUD declares the amount of
energy from ics hydro facilities which ic will
make available co PGRE for scheduling over
certain periods of Lime. Criteria are specified
for che hydro operacion to assure future
availability. Scheduling procedures for
generation are given. Interconnection points
between the transmission systems of the
parties with associated metering
requirements are specified. (IR S-i; T-i.)

In general, SMUD uses its resources to
supply ics load and sells any surplus to
PGgtE. If'these resources are insufficient to
meet load, PGgtE supplies the deficiency
which is later returned in kind. Power is sold
at SMUD's cosc to PGRE except for certain
delined excess energy. The SMUD.PGgtE
agreement remains in effect until January 1,
1993 unless cancelled by either party upon
six years notice. (Ibirf.)
Contract 25ci8A (Reclamation Agreement)

Contract 2948A between WAPA (CVP)
and PGgtE (IR U-l), was executed July 31,
1967, and remains in effect until January 1,
2005. The agreement integrates the power
supply facilities ol CVP and PGhE. It
provides for 1) firming support for CVP
hydroelectric generating plants, 2) load
support for the CVP preference customer
load level, and 3) transmission service to
various CVP loads —both project and
preference customers. PGgtE obtains che
righc to purchase all power in excess of
CVP's obligacions to other entities or its
pumping load and the right to various
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coordination and transmission services.
(Anderson, 2194-5; IR U-l.)

At times, CVP generates more power than
it needs to meet its own pumping loads and
its obligations to its customers and at other
times generates insufficient energy to meet
its needs. In order to fully utilire its
generating resources CVP has, in Contract
2948A, worked out an exchange agreement
with PG&E wherein CVP deposits its «xcess
energy into "bank accounts" when its
generation exceeds load and withdraws
energy from those accounts during times
when load exceeds generation. In all, there
are three energy accounts (Arts. 20(b), 20(c)
and 20(d)) and onc capacity account (Art.
29(a)). (Anderson, 21954.)

Energy Account No. I (Art. 20(b))
contains energy deposited during CYP
operations going back years prior to the
current growth of CVP customers. This
energy, which amounted to about 15 billion
kWh when Contract 2948A was signed in
1967, was closed to any additional deposits
in 1967. PG&E paid an average rate of 2.444
mills/ kWh for energy in Account No. I, and
CVP buys that power beck at the rate of
28105 mills/kWh. Withdrawals from this
account arc made at any time energy
supplies available to CVP from generation or
other purchases are inadequate to meet CVP
prefcrencc customer energy requirements.
Energy can only be withdrawn from Account
No. I to meet preference customer load
requirements. All withdrawals must. come
from Account No. I before withdrawals can
be made from Account No. 2. It is
anticipated that the account will be depleted
by 1986. (Anderson, 21974.)

Energy Account No. 2 (Art. 20(c)) was
established at the time Contract 2948A was
signed. Deposits to that account consist of
any energy supplies available to CVP that
are in excess of the needs of CYP customers.
These excess energy supplies may originate
from CYP generation or other purchased
supplies such as Northwest power. As noted
above, deposits in Energy Account No. 2
cannot be withdrawn until Account No. I is
depleted. (Anderson, 2197-9.)

The Annual Energy Exchange Account is
an account that allows the CVP either to
deposit or borrow energy for off.peak
pumping purposes any month during the
year. Contract 2948A requires that every
attempt must be made to zero out this
account each year. (Anderson, 2197.) The
rate paid by CVP for a deficit in this
account is 3 mills and the rate paid by
PG&E for surplus is 2 mills. For the years
1973-78, 1,565 million kWh have been
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deposited, and 1,327 million kWh have been
withdrawn, so PG&E has purchased about
238 miBion kWh. (Ex. 1060, 1061; Anderson,
2199.)

The capacity account (Art. 29(a)) began in
january 1965 and was estabiished to credit
the United States for firm capacity available
to PG&E over and above the capacity-
required to meet CVP preference customer
loads. When the capacity account was
started in 1965 the CVP's preference

'ustomerload level was less than CVP's
contractual firm capacity so a surplus of
firm capacity was available to th» area. It
was anticipate,d that CVP's pumping loads
would increase in the future, and at some
point in time, when pumping loads were
large, there would be little capacity to meet
customer demands. To dispose of this excess
capacity and arrange for its return when
needed in the future. this capacity was sold
to PG&E and credited to an account for
repurchase lacer by CVP. When Contract
2948A was signed in 1967, and provisions for
thc Northwest imports were tnade a part of
the Contract, the deposits to the, capacity
account were changed to the amount of
capacity available from CVP generation plus
Northwest imports that were surplus to CVP
preference customer rcquiretnents.
(Anderson. 2200-1.)
The D)t/Z-Suppliers Contract

The suppliers contract (I R.IO) is an
agr«emc:nt entered into in hh 'ember, 1966.
between DWR and PG&E, Edison, San
Diego, and LADWP. It provides for the sale,
exchange, and transmission of power by the
four suppliers to DWR for the operation of
the StateWater Project. Deliveries under
the Suppliers Agreement will terminate
March 31, 1983. (Harvego, 2211.2.)
The Oroville Thcrtnalito Power Sale
Contract

The Oroville-Thermalito Power Sale
contract (IR S-10) was executed Novetnber
29, 1967, between the DWR and PG&E,
Edison, and San Diego. The agreement
requires DWR to scil the entire output of the
Hyatt-Thermolito hydroelectric facilities to
the California Companies. The Companies
obtain the entire output which includes 760
MW of capacity and average annual
generation of 2.1 billion kWh for a fixed
annual payrncnt. The output of the power
produced at the Oroville and Thermalito
facilitics are sold to the three CPP
Companies as follows: PG&E, 56.3%: SCE,
37.6%; SDG&E, 6.1%. Deliveries under the
Oroville-Thermalito contract will also
terminate March 31, 1983 (Harvc:go, 2212;
IR T-10 pp. 3-4, S. IO).
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Another contract providing for
transmission on the Intertie is the contract
between Edison (SCE) and DWR. This is set
forth at page 120 of Southern Cities'nitial
Brief:

The SCE-DWR Contract (Exh. 1137) was
entered into on October 11, 1979. The
contract, which terminates in 2004, provides
for sale of capacity and energy between
DWR and SCE on the expiration of the
Suppliers and the OroviBe.Thermalito
contracts.

Under the SCE-DWR Contract, SCE is
obligated to provide DWR with 300 MW of
capacity ('$8.1) and associated energy
(Ii 9.12). SCE is to receive up to 135 MW „-!

three. hour peaking capacity from DWR's
Devil's Canyon and Cottonwood recovery
plants ($ 10.1) and 350 MW from the
Oroville Division ($ 13.1.1) plus the net
energy made available from energy SCE
provides for pumped storage operations
(f 13.1.10.)

In addition, 'f6 of the contract provides
DWR with firm and nonfirm transmission
service, if Edison determines that
transmission is available, for DWR to deal
with third parties. The transmission service
specified includes service on portions of th»
Intertie system, such as the Midway-Vincent
500 kv line, the Vincent-Sylmar line,
interconnecting with LADWP, and the
Vincent-San Onofre line, interconnecting
with [San Diego):

In connection with the PIA, the
Commission is also asked to consider the Seven
Party Agreement, the CPPA, the Stanislaus
Commitments, the recent Interconnection
Agreement between PG&E and NCPA and ten
of its members (not including Redding or Santa
Clara), the similar agreement between PGgtE
and Santa Clara, and the "Matrix
Interruptible Transmission Service
Agreements" between Edison and the Southern
Cities.

The Seven Party Agreement was the
subject of Docket No. E.7796407. Both docket
and agreement were terminated by Opinion
No. 175, supra. I have ruled that the Seven
Party Agreement, while not itself a subject of
investigation in the present docket, might be
considered. in so far as it might indicate illegal
activities with respect to the PIA. It is
contended that purchase of surplus energy
from the Northwest to California and sales of
excess energy to the Northwest from California
were to be divided among PGRE, Edison, and
San Diego in the 5~3.7 percent ratio that
reflects their allotments of Intertie capacity,
and that this is contrary to anti-trust law, and
indicates the California companies'ntention
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to monopolixe the sales from and purchases for
California while excluding others from such
sales and purchases.

It also has been argued that these
allocations would result in the i Northwest
sellers receiving less for their power because
competition between the California buyers was
eliminated. This is inaccurate. The price of
surplus power for sa'le from the Northwest
pursuant to the Seven Party Agreement was at
a price fixed by BPA. so the lack of

buyers'ompetitionwould not affect it. Sales of excess
power from California to the Northwest were
to be at each seller's incremental price, so the
total price to the Northwest buyer would have
been higher when sales were divided among the
three California companies rather than made
by the seller with the lowest cost. None of this
had anything to do with excluding other
entities from the Intertie, or with the
allocations made by the PIA of Intertie
capacity. The division of sales and purchases
applied only to POTE, Edison and San Diego,
Other California entities, namely LADWP and
its satellite cities, which had access to the.
Northwest over the dc line, could and did buy
from and seH power to the Northwest; they
were not affected by the Seven Party
Agreement. The analysis and remedy applied
here are not affected by the Seven Party
Agreement.

The same is true of the CPPA, which has
been dealt with earlier. The argument appears
tobe that the CPP* as well as the Seven Party
Agreement demonstrates anti. competitive
intent to exclude the Intervenors and others
from the Intertie. I find nothing in the CPPA
referring to the Intertie, or that would call for
a remedy different from or additional to what
is imposed here on the basis of the discussion
that follows.

./
&cStanisleus Commitmenrs

Sections I and VII of the Pacific Gas and
Electric Company Statement of Commitment
(the Stanislaus Commitments) were ordered
filed in Docket No. E.7777@CO as part of Rate
Schedule No. 38, Pacific Intertie Agreement.
Commission Order on Motion to Compel Fiiing
of Certain Documents, issued June 2, 1980. 11

FERC f 61446, elld. ~ Pacific Gas end Electric
v. F.E.R.C., D.C. Cir. 679 F2d 262 (1982).

Essentially, the Commitments embody an
agreement entered into on April 30, 1976
between PGAE and the U.S. Department of
Justice (DOJ), and they are the culmination
of a DOJ investigation into certain PG5E
activities allegedly in violation of the
antitrust laws. They have been included by
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission as
conditions of the license of PGRE's Diablo
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Canyon Nuclear Power Plant Unit No. 1.
They generally describe conditions under
which PG&E is bound to provide services
such as interconnection, transmission, access
to nuclear generation, capacity and energy
exchange, and reserve coordination to other
utilities requesting such service.

11 FERC f61346, at page 61,484 (footnote
oinitted).

This Commission was not a party to the
agreement with DOJ or to the proceedings
before the NRC. It is not bound by agreement
or by equitable estoppel from considering and
imposing any modifications it may require in
the Commitments. It is limited here, however,
by the scope of this proceeding.

So far as Docket No. E-777?-000 is
concerned, the Commission ordered the
Stanislaus Commitments filed only in
connection with the Pacific Intertie Agreement
(PIA). The Commission order previously
quoted said:

The Commission is not persuaded that the
Cominitments in their entirety affect or
relate to the PIA. As noted previously, the
Commitments govern provision by PGfkE of
various services in the future. Parts of ihe-
Commitmenis concern services other than
transmission, such as capacity and energy
exchange and access to nuclear generation.
Section VII is designated "Transmission
Services" and is the only part of the
Commitmcnts to refer to the Pacific Intertie
itself. It provides that PGgiE shall not be
required to use the Intertie for transmission
pursuant to the Commitments if such use
would impair PG&E's "own use of this
facility consistent with the Bonneville
Project Aci (50 Stat. 731, August 20, 1937),
Pacific Northwest Power Marketing Act (78
Stat. 756, August 31, 1964) and the Public
Works Appropriations Act, 1965 (78 Stat.
682, August 30, 1964)." This section also
governs construction of additional
transmission capacity, the filing of rate
schedules and agreemcnts for transmission,
and the transmission of power and energy
generally insofar as these services arc
consistent with "good utility practice," as
defined in Section I of the Commitments.

We will order PGgiE to file Section("Definitions" ) and Section VII("Transmission" ) of the Sianislaus
Commitments, because they affect or relate
to the PIA. We do not order thc filing of the
remainder of the Commitments. Our order
today docs not expand the scope of this
proceeding.

11 FERC j61+46, at page 61,486.
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This makes clear tha t only Sections I and VII
of the Sianislaus Commitments are to be
considered in Docket No. E 7777~, and then
only in so far as they affect or relace to the
Pacific Intertie Agreement. The Commitments
are not to be considered or revised in their
entirety in Docket No. E.777MOO, although
they are within the Commission's jurisdiction
and might be the subject of Commission
investigation and general inodification if the
Commission so dirccicd.

f. ¹ighboring Utilities
Section VII, Paragraph A of the

Commitments provides:
A. Applicant shall transmit power

pursuant to interconnection agreernenis,
with provisions which are appropriate to the
requested transaction and which are
consistent with these license conditions.
Except as listed below, such service shall be
provided (1) between two or among more
than two Neighboring Entities or sections of
a Neighboring Entity's system which are
geographically separated, with which, now or
in the future, Applicant is mterconnecied,
(2) between a Neighboring Entity with
which, now or in the future, it is
interconnected and one or more Neighboring
Distribution Systems with which, now or in
the future, it is connected and l between
any Neighboring Entity or t eighboring
Distribution Systein(s) and the Applicant's
point of direct interconnection with any
other electric system engaging in bulk po~er
supply outside the area then eiectricaHy
scrvcd at retail by Applicant.

This is all the transmission the
Commitments provide; transmission is
available only to or from "Neighboring
Entities" or "Neighboring Distribution
Systc:ms". These are defined in Section I,
Paragraphs C and D:

C. "Neighboring Entity" means a
financially responsible private or public
entity or lawful association thereof owning,
contractually controlling or operating, or in
good faith proposing to own. to coniractually
control or to operate facilities for the
generation, or transmission at 60 kilovolts or
above, of electric power which meeis each of
the following criteria: (1) its existing or
proposed facilities are or will be technically
feasible of direct interconnection with those
of Applicant; (2) all or part of its existing or
proposed facilities are or will be located
within the Service Area; (3) iis primary
purpose for owning, contractually
controlling, or operating generation facilities
is to sell in the Service Area the power
generated; and (4) it is, or upon
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commencement of operations will b», a
public utility regulated under applicable
state law or the Federal Power Act, or
exeinpted Crom regulation by virtue oC the
fact that it is federal, state, municipal or
ocher public entity.

D. "Neighboring Distribution System"
means a financially responsible private or
public entity which engages, or in good faith
proposed to engage, in the distribution of
electric power at retail and which meets each
of the criceria nuinbered (1), (2), and (4) in
subparagraph C above.

"Service Area" means areas PGhE serves
at retail, and adjacent areas in Northern and
Central 'California (Section I~ Paragraph B).
PGCkE has agreed to treat DWR, CVP and
SMUD as Neighboring Entities (Exh. 2354,
CH.37513). For purposes of this discussion,
"Neighboring Utility"willbe used co include
both Neighboring Entities and Neighboring
Distribution Systems. "Non-Neighboring
Entities" will refer to those which are
neicher.

In the Initial Decision on License
Conditions, supra, I said:

This provision would not allow an entity
from outside PGgiE's area, which obtained a
licensed project within that area, to have
project power transmitted over PGCkE's lines
to a point of connection with other systems
operating outside PGCkE's area. I find che
Commitments in this respect are unduly
discriminatory against such entities as
Edison, Los Angeles, San Diego, the four
major Northwest utilities and Southern
Cities, who might wish to obtain licenses and
use che power in their own areas.

Transmission over the Pacific Intertie as
well as over PGgiE's general transmission grid
is restricted by the limitation of service to
Neighboring Utilities. The Scanislaus
Commitmcnts apply co transmission over the
Intertie but, as originally drafted, the
Commitmencs provide transmission only to or
from a Neighboring Utility. Not only project
power transmission but all power transmission
is so restricted. Not only would power from a
project owned by someone other than PGgiE or
a Neighboring Utility not receive Intertie
transmission under che Commitments as
written, but any power generated wichin or
without the area by a non-Neighboring Utility
would not receive such transmission unless
destined from outside the area for a
Neighbormg Utility. This I find to be undue
discrimination against non-Neighboring
Entities. No valid reason has been advanced to
support such discrimination, and it is therefore
unjust and unreasonable. It muse be eliminated
to provide for Intertie tradsmission for those
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entities which are not Neighboring Utilities on
equal terms with those that are. In so far as
the use of PGhE's general transmission grid is
necessary to transmit power to and from che
Intertie so thac Intertie transmission may take
place, the Intertie is affected by che exclusions
from transmission over the general grid.
Accordingly, the Scanislaus Commicmencs
must be amended to eliminate such unduly
discriininacory, unjust and unreasonable
exclusions where they apply to general grid
transmission affecting Intertie transmission.
General grid transmission between cwo non.
Neighboring Entities in PGhE's area does not
affect che Incercie Agreement or transmission.
and is thus oucside the scope of this proceeding
as established in the Cominission order of
December 28, 1979, and the denial of
rehearing.

2. Involuncarilyhiienared Projects
Two exceptions to the Commitmencs are

provided. The first is a provision in Section
VII, Paragraph A, that PGScE is not required
to transmit power from a project involuntarily
transferred from ic.

In the Initial Decision on License
Conditions issued July 1 ~ 1983 in Paciiic Gas
and E/ecrric Company, Project No. 2735ZOL
ec a/., I said:

PGgiE contends chat it has not refused
transmission from an involuntarily
transferred project but has merely noi
undertaken co supply transmission from such
a project. I am unable co accept PGlkE's
attempt to walk this narrow line between
refusal and noncommitment. At best this
provision leaves PGgiE's competitors at a
disadvantage; only PGAE is assured of
transmission from a transferred project.
Anyone else coinpeting for such a project
must be uncercain as to whether
transmission will bc available, and many
responsible executives would be unwilling to
commit the necessary investment and plan
their generation resources with this
addicional uncertainty. The existence of this
in terrorem provision raises the uncertainty
to a higher level chan if no Commitments for
transmission had ever existed.
I find that the excepcion for transmission
from an involuntarily transferred project is
unjust and unreasonable, and chat it is an
improper use of PGCkE's transinission
monopoly chat restrains competition for
project licenses for hydro generation.

I make the same finding here. The
elimination of this provision is ordered. in so
far as it applies to power to be transmitted on
the Intertie, in connection with its
consideration in Docket No. E-777WXS. The
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retention of this provision would mean that
any entity wishing to compete with PG&E for
a project in PG&E's area would not be sure it
could transmit its project power to the Pacific
Intertie and thence over it out of the PG&E
area. This might well keep it from applying for
the project. This is an itnproper use of PG&E's
transmission power which restrains
competition for project licenses for
hydrogeneration. It also directly affects the
transmission to be offered by PG&E over the
Pacific Intertie. It is, then, within thc scope of
the Commission order of June 2, 1980, 11
FERC $ 61446. The limitations placed by that
order on the scope of the proceedings in Docket
No. E-777MCO do not apply.

3. Ares Option
The second exception to the Stanislaus

Commitments is the ~alled "area option" or
"exit veto." This provision in Section VII,
Paragraph h, provides:

Applicant shall not bc required by this
Section to transmit power...
(2) from a Neighboring Entity for sale to
any electric system located outside the
exterior geographic boundaries of the several
areas then electrically served at retail by
Applicant if any other Neighboring Entity,
Neighboring Distribution System, or
Applicant wishes to purchase such power at
an equivalent price for use within said areas.
"Applicant" means PG&E. (Section I,
Paragraph A.)

Intervenors call this an "exit veto." It is not,
however, a right to forbid the exportation of
energy from the area; it merely gives entities
within the PG&E area a right of first refusal so
that they may have the energy if they are
willing to pay what the owner would receive
from an outside purchaser. (The testimony
established that it is what the owner would
receive, not what the buyer would pay, that
governs.)

There was considerable discussion as to
how this would work, and whether a seller
would have to go back and forsh between an
outside purchaser and the entisies wit.hin the
area to allow the 4tter to match changing
offers. Mr. Kaprielian, a forthright and
impressive witness for PG&E, made it clear
that this problem exists only in the minds of
)awyers. In practice, thc dispatchers would
know sh» prices each entity would pay and thc
needs of each entity, and match-ups would be
made quickly at the dispatcher level without
resort to negotiation or to management
execu tfves.

PG&E defends this provision on the
ground that it is necessary to keep power
generated within the area available lor use in
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the area. If this is not done, power needed
within the area may be taken away. PG&E is
the supplier of last resort within its area and is
undertaking the ultimate responsibility for
providing necessary supplies of power if other
suppliers fall short. It has not fulfilled its own
plans for new generation for several years, and
its reserves (and, accordingly, the area
reserves) have fallen below what PG&E
considers a safe margin; therefore, it wishes to
bc able to keep further generation within the
area if it is needed there, Under the provision,
the generating entity will not lose money by
keeping its energy in the area.

While PG&E's tnotives are understandable
and even praiseworthy. this particular
exception to the wheeling commitments is an
unduly discriminatory restraint on interstate
commerce insofar as it applies to power which
might be sold outside California, and also
discriminates agairlst all potential purchasers
outside the PG&E service area. I find that it is
unjust 'and unreasonable, unduly
discriminatory and anticompetitive. The
elimination of this exception was made a
condition of the Helms and Pit licenses insofar
as it may aCfect power Crom those licensed
projects in the event of their future transfer to
others. Initial Decision on License Conditions.
supra. Elimination of this exception is also
ordered in Docket No. E-7777.000,as a
modification of the Commitments which were
made part of Rate Schedule 38, in so far as
transmission over the Intertie is concerned.
This will apply to all power, whether frotn a
licensed project or not.

4. Impairment ofIntertie Use

PG&E has sought to have the last
sentence of Section VII, Paragraph h of the
Stanislaus Commitments interpreted to mean
that PG&E may foreclose a compesing bidder
for Northwest power from transmission over
the Intertie to the extent PG&E wishes to use
the Intertie to transmit the same power.
Specifically, if PG&E wished to buy a
particular block of power from a Northwest
Company, and PG&E planned so transmit it
over the Intertie if PG&E obtained the power.
the Intertie capacity to be assigned to such
transmission would not be available to someone
who outbid PG&E for the power, even though
PG&E had not obtained the power and so
would have no need of the Intersie capacity to
transmit that particular power for itself. This
would preclude anyone else, who needed PG&E
Intertie transmission for the power it wished to
buy, from competing with PG&E for power.

The language upon which PG&E relies in
Section VII is that "with respect to the Pacific
NorthwestMuthwest Intertie, Applicant shall
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not be required by this section to provide the
requested transmission service if it would
impair Applicant's own use of this lacility..."
PGfkE contends that its interpretation is
embodied in and established by correspondencc
with the Department of justice. It- is
questionable whether the language supports
PGgiE's inter'pretation, or whether a policy
filed with this Commission may be altered by
an interpretation established by external and
unfiled documents. These questions need not
be resolved. If it is assumed that PGgiE's
interpretation is correct, tbc provision cannot
be permitted to stand in the face of its
impermissible restriction upon competition. Is
would be a use of PGgcE's control of
transmission to exclude competicion in bidding
for power. I find this to be unjust,
unreasonable, and contrary to the public
interest. Thc Commitments must be amended
to explicitly prohibit any such restraint.

S. Reserve Requirements and iVumber
oi'onnectionPoints

The Inservenors have argued shat other
provisions of the Stanislaus Commitments are
improper: specifically, the provisions as to
reserves and the provision that interconnection
shall be at one point unless otherwise agreed
(Cominitmencs, page 3, Paragraph B.), The
Commission ordered che filing, in the E-7777-
OCO proceeding, of Sections I and VII ol the
Commitments "because they affect or relate co
the PIA. Wc do nos order the filing of the
reinainder of the Commitments." ll FERC
'f 61346.at p. 61,486. This language does not
bring tbe other provisions of the Cominitments
within the scope of Docket No. E-77774CO and
Intervenors'rguments as to reserve provisions
and interconnection will not be considered
here.

6. Implementation Provisions

Under the Commitments, PGgcE is
required to transmit power "pursuant to
interconnection agreements, with provisions
which are appropriate to the requested

'ransactionsand which are consistent'ith
these license conditions." No transmission
would occur until agreements for
interconnection have been entered into.
Physical interconnection with PGAE, direct or
indirect, would be necessary belore an entity
could receive the wheeling services. Even as to
interconnected entities, PGgcE has maintained
that agreements for transmission service
should be negotiated before that service begins.

It has been alleged that PGgcE has stalled
on putting transmission arrangements into
effect by stretching out negotiations for a
concracs. I do not find chat this has occurred,
but thc Commitments as written would allow

FERC Roporcs~l

this sore of abuse co occur. I find that the
absence of a provision to get service started
within a reasonable time is unjust and
unreasonable and contrary to ihe public
interest.

I agree with PGgcE that there should be
an opportunity lor negotiation prior so che
institucion of transmission service pursuant to
the Stanislaus Commitmcnts, The parties may
be able to devise arrangeinents more suitable
to their circumstances than would result from
adversary proceedings and regulatory rulings.
They know their own requirements best, and
will often be able co work out agreemencs that
will take inco account the workings of the
industry and the parties'articular situation.
Should negotiation fail, however, there should
be a means of resolving differences and getting
service started within a reasonable time.

The Scanislaus Commitments should be
modified, so far as Intertie transmission and
transmission to and from ic over the PGSiE
transmission grid is concerned, to provide that
any eni.ity entitled to such transmission
pursuans to the Stanislaus Commitments may
serve a written request therefor on PGgiE. The
requesting party shall publish the request in
the newspapers having respectively the
greatest circulation in (I) San Francisco (the
largest city in PGhE's area), (2) Sacramento
(the state capical), and (3) either the nearest
rity to the origin or the nearest city to the
destination of the transmission requested. The
publication shall contain a notice that
objections to the requested transmission may
be filed within sixty days with this
Commission. This will give any competitor for
whac may be limited transmission capacity thc
opportunity so be heard, as well as allowing
PGAE thc chance to object that the request is
iinproper or impossible co comply with. If
within four months from the date ol the
request PGfkE has noc agreed with the
requesting entity upon a rate schedule
providing for the transmission requesced, che
requ'esting entity may file with this
Commission and serve upon PGRE a demand
that the requested service commence within six
months or such longer period as the deinand
may provide. PGgcE chen shall within six
months (or such longer period as the demand
may provide) of the demand file. with chis
Commission, a rate schedule covering the
services requested and make the services
available unless stay is granted or a contrary
decision is reached by this Commission. A stay
shall be effecrive to delay the date service shall
begin even though exceptions or appeal may be
pending. The rate schedules for che services
shall be subject to review by this Cominission
which may order them revised. If suspended,
the rates will be collected subject to refund of
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aznounts found to bc excessive. This is depend upon the construction or transmission
necessary as part of the remedy here ordered, increases involved and the circumstances
as well as pursuant to the powers of the under which they are undertaken. If the
Commission to suspend initial rates as stt forth parties cannot agree the reaso bl
in Middl ~~-

na e time may
in i t ~~-uth Energy, Inc., Order Granting be determined in thc implementation
Rehearing, «tc., May 24, 1983, 23 FERC procedure previously set forth,and the time for
f 61,277; Trans-Alaska Pipeline Rate Cases, putting service into effect extended to allow fo

.. 631 (]977). Otherwise, the imposition the necessary construction or expansion. PGgtE
f

of excessive rates might be a means of may raise these issues by alleging impossibility
prevtnting the service from being used. to perform by the time service is requested or

pursuant to these would go into effect under the imP]ementation

imp]ernentation provisions must be for specific procedure. Where construction or expansion is

~ and not rtq
transmission. The requests and demands to reach agreement on the time service is to

shou)d specify the transmission service, but not beg]n, and if no agreement is reached. the

the terms on which it is to bt rendered. In the demand for servict should not fail to allow a

f]rst instance, and subject to review, the terms reasonable time for comP)iance. If it does not

of rate schedules not agreed upon are to bc allow a reasonable time, the legal expenses of
promu)gated by PGgtE. This Commission extending the time, by stay or othtrw]se, may
customari]y has s]]owed uti)ities to design their at the discretion of the Commission be included
own rate schtdu)es so long as the design is not in the costs of increased caPacity or additional
unjust and unreasonab)e. There may bt many fsc)]]t]es payabl» by the PG]kE customer

just andreasonab]e rate schedu]c designs which under Paragraph B of Section.VII of the
wi]] produce the proper revenues for tht Commitments. AnY increases in construction or

utility, and are thus permissiMc for it to use. exPansion costs caused by delay resulting from
NCpA's request for a postage stamp rate for unwarranted objections or requests for stay by
a]] transmission servict is dtnied. Nothing PG]]tE with resPect to all or Part of a demand

prevents thc usc of postage stamp ratts if they for service may be excluded in the discretion of
are just and reasonab]e, but PGyE is not the Commission from the costs to be recovered

quired to ust that particular rate deslg it it by PGaE under Paragraph B.

prefers another design that is not unjust and Unless otherwise agreed, the party
unreasonable. It has not been shown that all requesting service requiring construction or
otherratedesignsartunjustand unreasonab]e. expansion must commit itself i payment of

and terms of servjce of course th«ost PG>E may requ]«e'] ~«a«an«
are to be not unduly discriminatory, and Payment or a commmitment to use the

otherwise just and reasonable. transmission service sufficiently for PGgtE to
recouP its costs from the rates ch'argtd, so long

i ings s a ma e in this proceeding. as the re
The proceeding shall remain o n to avoid t t

e requirement is not unjust and
a remain oPen to avoid tht unreasonable or undulydiscriminatory.

clays attendant upon a new proceeding. Any
stay referred to in this Initial Decision may be e PGhZ-XCPA Interconnection Agreernenr

y e t en resi ing Judge in this
proceeding, by the Chief Judge in the absence

After the conclusion of the hearing. PORE

of a prcsidi g Judge, or by the Commissio
and NCPA signed a co~tract for intcrruPtible

~ mm'~''ransmission over the Intertie. NCPA later
e aspect that must be considered is that complained that little transmission was made

of construction of ntw facilities or increases in avai]ab)e, and the contrac h '. I
transmission ca c't

e contract as expired. It is
paci y. both of which are to be not an issue in this proceeding. It was followed

included in PGhE's phnning and construction by an Interconnection Agreement between
programs pursuant to Section VII, Paragraph PGRE and NCPA, including all NCPA
B of the Stanisiaus Commitments. That such members except Santa Clara and Redding.

capacit are to be ut
'tw

construction or increases in transmission This agreement provided f 'bl
'

put into effect, and not Intertie transmission and certain firm
mere]y planned, is apparent from the inclusion transmission elsewhere than on the Intertie.
of such construction or capacity increases in On July ]8, 1983, PG|kE moved to lodge t e

the construction program as well as the then unsigntd Interconnection Agrt t '
'

p g m. No time is set here for this proceeding. It was ]ster executed and was
construction or increased transmission. It f]]ed with the Commission on August 16. ]983,
would be almost impossib!» to do so, sinct it is and accepted for filing September 14, 1983. 24
not now known just what construction or FERC '$6]~. without approval or decision
increases in capacity may be caBed for. Under on the merits, in Docket No. ER83683400.
the circumstances, a reasonable tirnc will While the agreement was not a subject of the
apply. What a reasonable time may be will hearing in this proceeding, official notice may
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be taken of it and it may be ccnsidered in so
far as its existence may affect the remedies
here. The justness and reasonableness of the
Agreement is subject to Commission
determination in Docket No. ER83~~.

POTE argues that the Interconnection
Agreement indicates that PGhE has
negotiated in good faith with NCPA and has
implemented the Suinislaus Commitments as
pertinent to NCPA. (PGgtE's Reply to NCPA's
Response to Motion to Lodge, p. 1, filed
August 10, 1583.) PGgtE might argue that the
Interconnection Agreement shows PGAE is not
excluding NCPA from the Intertie or denying
access to transmission facilities. PGgtE also
might" argue that in view of the
Interconnection .Agreement, the
implementation provision here ordered with
respect to the Stanislaus Commitments and the
Intertie is unnecessary. Th~ arguments do
not affect the result reached here. First,
PGhE's intent to exclude or failure to
negotiate in good faith is not the basis of the
relief ordered with respect to the Intertie and
th» Stanislaus Commitments. Second, the
Interconnection Agreement does not apply to
all entities in PGg!E's area, or to all entities
outside that area which may wish to use the
Intertie lines or PGg!E's transmission to and
from the Intertie in PGg!E's arcs. These
entities are entitled to the services ordered in
this proceeding.

Bot tleneck

Intcrvcnors have alleged that the CPP
companies'bility to deny Cities access to the
Intertie gives the Companies monopoly power
over relevant markets for wholesale power,
impairing Intervenors'bility to obtain
coordination services and their ability to
provide retail services competitively. Edison
Witness Johnson stated:

[T]hc Intertie makes it possible for
California utilities to purchase "surplus"
hydroelectric energy from the Pacific
Northwest. During flush periods of the year,
the generating capacity of Pacific Northwest
hydroelectric systems is in excess of the
amounts demanded by Pacific Northwest
customers. In the absence of the opportunity
to scil this surplus energy to California
companies via the Intertie, Pacific
Northwest producers would spill water over
their dams and lose significant amounts of
potential cncrgy for all time. Hence, the sale
of low cost surplus energy from Northwest
hydro sources to California lowers thc energy
costs of the California utilities...

CH-1677. (See aLo Lane, CH-1161.) While
cheap Northwest power has been reduced, snd
will be further reduced, it is not yet

eliminated. The advantages of exchange of
peak power between the Northwest and
California willremain.-

Intervenors and Staff have each alleged
that the Intertie is a "bottleneck" facility, and
that, accordingly, antitrust principles require
that direct access to it be granted to
competitors.

The essential facility, or bottleneck
facility, doctrine is well established in law. In
United States v. Terminal Railroad Association
of St. Louis, 224 U.S. 383 (1912), a group of
railroads had control over all railroad
switching facilities in St. Louis. The Court
said:

[W]hen, as here, the inherent conditions are
such as to prohibit any other reasonable
means of entering the city, the combination
of every such facility under the exclusive
ownership and control of less than all of the
companies under compulsion to use them
violates the first and second sections of the
[Sherman] act.

Id. st 409. To remedy the situation, the Court
ordered ownershi p of or access to thc terminal!
for any existing or future railroad. Id. at 411.
As later de~eloped, the doctrine states that:

where facilities cannot practicably be
duplicated by would'ompetitors, those in
possession of them must allow them to be
shared on fair terms. It is illegal restraint ol
trade to foreclose themarce facility.

A.D. Nealc, the Antitrust Laws of the United
States 67 (2d., 1970) quoted in Hecht v. Pro
Football, Inc. 570 F. 2d 902 (D.C. Cir. 1977),

As stated in Hecht:

To be "essential" a facility need not b»
indispensible, it is sufficient if duplication of
the facility would be economically infeasible
and if denial of its u!e inflicts a severe
handicap on potential!narket entrants.

Id. at 992.

In this case, the Intertie facilities meet
these criteria. Accord, Cities of Anaheim.
Ibverside et sl. v. Southern California Edison
Co., Order Specifying Certain Facts To Be
Without Substantial Controversy, No. CV.78-
810.MAL (C.D. Calif. ~ May 19, 1981). (-The
transmission facilities known as the Pacific
Intertie cannot practicably be duplicated by
plaintiffs. Consequently the Intertie is
essential to... transmission." Id. at 3.)

It is clear that the Intertie was built at
great expense. It consists of two 500kV ac lines
extending over a distance of 945 miles, snd one
8COkV dc line over a distance of 846 miles in
length. (Lane, CH-1158.) The total capital
investment when the facility was built was
$700 million (Id., CH-1167), and to duplicate
the facility would no doubt require an even
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would be a natural monopoly inhibited by
cost factors and prevented by regulation
because of those cost factors reflecting a
useful waste of rcsourccs.

CH.29,654 55. Guth expressed the opinion that
if the transmission line were built, it would
have to be integrated into the transmission
network that is the natural monopoly. CH455.
It is questionable whether this would be
feasible.

PGgcE has cited evidence (Reply Brief, p.
112, citing Daines, CH-26,346) that the
Intertie can be duplicated. The evidence is not
persuasive. Daines'tudy was based only on
the economic feasibility for PG(kE, not NCPA
or others. As he stated:

Our company made studies of (a third AC
lincj on a preliminary basis for our own
evaluation ... The economic feasibility is
not rertain ... Economic feasibility of the
third line must address tthe) question of
preference and some reasonably fair division
of the power so that if the utilities were to
build the line, they would not lose the power
supply and make it uneconoinical for them.

CH-26,34&47, emphasis added.
PGhE's citation of Southern Cities

Witness Russell is also not persuasive. Russell
states that if DWR, CVP and NCPA in
concert were to construct fditionaf 500 kV
facilitics, the project would be economically
feasible. CH.16,458. First, while this has been
studied, there is no evidence of serious
consideration or negotiation. Secondly, th»
Commission does not have jurisdiction over
DWR or CVP to order any such partnership.
and even if it did. there is nothing in the
antitrust cases which states that a project
becomes "«conomicaliy feasible" for bottleneck
facility analysis if competitors arc able to
combine to duplicate the facility. The purpose
of the bottleneck doctrine is to enhance
competition. This purpose would not be
furthered if, as here, participation by a

competitor was possible only if it combined
with others.

Nor would it be in thc public interest to
require an additional Intertie line to be;built.
As Witness johnson testified:

voltage increases, the relative energy loss
alls; the transmission of large amounts of
nergy can be achieved at falling costs with
igh voltage lines even though hrge capital
xpenditures and significant operating costs
re involved. Consequently, a single
ransrnission line with.a given voltage willb»
ore efficient than a number of lower

oltsge lines delivering the same amount of
nergy in a specified time period.
-1655.

greater cxpensc. (Guih, CH-29,516.) Thc
emergence of the current Intertie required
approximately 50 years, beginning with a
suggestion of a West Coast Intertie in 1919,
surfacing again in the mid.1930's, with
planning in earnest beginning in the late
1950's and carly 1960's. (Lane ~ CH-1162M.)
The Intertie ac lines were not energized until
1969 and the dc lines not until 1970. (Lane,
CH-1159.)

In view of the tremendous resources
required to duplicate these facilities, and the
handicap placed upon those who src not given
access to them, I find the Pacific Intertie lines
arc "bot tleneck" facilities.

The argument has been presented that
although a bottleneck situation admittedly
c.xists (See Edison Witness johnson, CH-1684),
other bottlenecks exist elsewhere. Johnson cited
as an example that Anaheim now owns the
distribution network in the Disneyhnd area,
snd thus possesses a bottleneck monopoly of
distribution, foreclosing direct access on the
part of Edison to service Disneyland. CH-1685.

This argument is not persuasive. First,
these other bottleneck situations are not in
controversy in this case, and they also may or
may not be found lo be anticompetitive.
Secondly, all bottlenecks sre not, per sc, illegal.
For an illegal bottleneck to exist, it must be
infeasible for the excluded competitors to
duplicate thc facilities, and the deniai of usc
must in(bet a severe handicap on potential
entrants. Hccht v. Pro Footbalf, Inc. ~ 570 F. 2d
982 (D.C. Cir. 1977). It is clear that not all
structural bottlenecks would necessarily meet
these criteria.

PG(kE Witness Guth testified as follows:

[Q:) Thc question is whether it would not be
more expensive if NCPA were eoinpelled to
drop its use of thc PGgcE system and
construct its own system interconnecting the
Cities together and to the PG3cE arcs
borders?

Would not it be more expensive for NCPA
to build and operate this than it would to
utili e the PGgcE system?
THE WITNESS: The answer is probably
ycs. It would be more expensive in total to
society in terms of the resources it consumed

As

CH-29,518.
f

He continued at a later point:
Q: Are the Cities prcvcnted or inhibited in c
building their own alternative transmission s
networks by a transmission networic being a t
natural monopoly?...
A: My answer is that they src probably, they
arc ecrtainly prevented by regulators from
doing that since transmission within the area CH
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San Diego has argued (Brief II, p. 34) that
the bottleneck doctrine must be rejected on
grounds thai the Supreme Court, in Terminal
J4ilroad, stated that access must be granted
"upon nearly an equal plane as may be... as
that occupied [by defendantsj" (224 U.S. at
411) and that because che proprietary risks are
not shared, the Intervenors cannot obtain the
benefits. This argument is easily rejected. The
cited case goes on LO $La'tc:

Such plan of reorganization must also
provide definitely for the use of the terminal
facilities by any other railroad noc electing
to become a joint owner, upon such... terms
... as will ... place every such company
upon as nearly an equal plane as may be
with respect'o expenses and charges as that
occupied by the [owners].

Also, ihe case does noc require absolute parity.
In United States v. American Telephone and
Telegraph Co., CCH Trade Cases $ bi+76
(D.D.C. 1981), the government had argued
that ATgcT was required to afford
interconnection to the new Bell earners oa
terms ol parity with those enjoyed by its own
subsidiary. The court rejected this position,
stating thai Terminal Ifailrosd did not contain
a requirement of absolute paricy.

[P]roblems of feasibility and practicability
may be taken in'to account in determining
the sufliciency under the law of thc access to
essential facilities... To puL ic another way,
pariLy is noL required.

Id. at 74338.
San Diego's remaining argument as to pariLy is
abo not persuasive. (Brief II, p. 34.) San Diego
staies that because the preference laws grani
government owned utilities priority in thc
purchase of cheap Northwest power, Intertie
accc;ss would give Intervenors a greater
advantage. Thc preference laws are statutory
and a mat ter of legislative: design. The
Cornpanics caanot use a bottleneck facility to
deny benefits the legislature has decided to
give

San Diego has argued that the Supreme
Court has required collective action by
competitors in connection wich an essential
facility Lo juscify equal access. (Brief I, p. 21.)
This is inaccurate. First, as in United States v.
Otter Tail Power Co., 331 F. Supp. 54 (D.
Minn. 1971), the bottleneck theory has been
applied to single firms. Second, Lhe focus is on
the nature ol the facility, noi che owaers. Sec
Associated Press v. United States, 326 US. 1

(1945). Intent also is noc relevant. For the
bottleneck theory to apply, it does hot have to
be proven that either a "conspiracy to
monopolize" exists or that the exclusion is for
the specific purpose of extending a monopoly.
Rather, denial of access to a bottleneck facility

is itself a restraint of trade. Venture
Technology Inc. v. ¹tional Fuel Gas Co, et
al., 198081 CCH Trade Cases $ 63,780 at
78,169 (W.D.N.Y. 1981). If Edison is correct
(Comments p. 14) that for relief to be granted.
the denial of access must be pari of a contracc,
combination or conspiracy, there is both
concract and combinacioa here, Edison abo
contends the denial of access musi be
unreasonable. I find that che denial of access to
unused Intertie capacity is unduly
anticompetitive, unduly discriminatory, unj usi
and unreasonable, and contrary to the public
interest. It is a waste of a portion of a major
economic asset of this country.

As San Diego (Brief II, p. 33) correctly
points out:

[t]he antitrust laws do not require that an
essential faciliiy be shared if such sharing
would be impractical or would inhibit the
defendant's ability to serve ics customers
adequately.

Hcchc v. Pro Football, 570 F. 2d 982, 992 993.
As stated in Gamco, Inc. v. Providence Fruit
and Produce Bldg., Inc., 194 F. 2d 484 (Ist Cir.
1952):

[a]dmittedly, the finite limitations of che
building itself thrust monopoly power upon
the defendants, and they are not required to
do the impossible in acceptiag
indiscriminately all who would apply.
Reasonable criteria of selection, therefore,
such as hck of available space, financial
unsoundness, or possibly low business or
ethical standards, would not violate the
standards of the Sherman Aniitrust Act.

Sec also Venture Technology, Inc. v. ¹cional
Fuel Gas Co., supra

... the refusal to allow Venture io connect to
a [bottleneck] pipeline would not be a
violation if [itwere) found thai the capacity
of th» line in question had been exceeded so
that other producers would be force:d Lo
reduce their sales if Venture had been
coanected to the pipeline.

Id. at 78,169.
It is clear thai excess capacity is aot

always available on the Intertie. Access can be
given wichout interfering with the owners'se
or previous commitments by providing for
interruptibie access. For this reason. it is found
thai (1) the bottleneck doctrine applies in this
case and (2) as a result, access co the Intertie
should be awarded, on an iatcrrupcible basis, to
thee not now using it who may wish to do so.
Allunused Intertie capacity, whecher available
for long periods or short, for long distances or
short, for interscate or intrascaie transmission,
should be available to those who wish to use it
where such use would not interfere with che
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would not im ir
ownrr's use or prior commitments and where it may conflict wiLh thi o d h h ll bei i isorer.teysa

pair system reliability or be abrogated, and Lhe provisions of chis order
inconsistent with prudent operation. This wil) shall prevail.
yield tbe greatest economic usc of the lines,
and is therefore in the public interest. To the
extent the Intertie may noc constitute a

purp of dealing with any problems which

bottleneck for some intrastate transmiss'on
may arise in connection with the relief

because other transmission paths may be .
~

avai)ab)e, in the case of PGgtE and Edison thc Intervenors'itness Russell said chat the

other paths wi)) be through their transmission Intertie's phys)ca) capacity could be increased,

g,lds. It Is p rmlsslb)e, of caurse, for such and that the Intervenors'could share in thc

paths Lo be subscitutcd for Intertie increase. He suggested Lhac Lhe Intervenors be

transmission. San Diego has no such paths, so allowed to increase Lhe caPacity if Lhe PIA
we need consider on)y its share in the Intertie. comPanies did noc ish co do so. If the PIA

companies did not wish to share the cost of che
capacity mere ses s gges e y Interveno s.

o an entity Mr. Russell would allow Intervenors co make

providing intcrruptible transmission access to
the Intertie.

increased capacity allocaLed to them.

ls oinrmssion as no authority over Intertie ac
't

has also been suggested that the existing
tertie ac lmes, usu lly oper c

~ capacity, could be operated at 2700 M ', th s

b 'th t th I t rc'ccs a e n i Intervenors While transmission bas reacbe

dS Di o Th f tth oh be 5 „M has been the normal usage.o ers cannot basis 2 rvi W
an to go higher would reduce the safety

gin. Increasing the amount of current
s L eir owners ip a s ares transmitted will also

'n

the Intertie operacc as an alternative to the of the line and result in increased line losses.

transmission The gove ment entities'hares maintenance and rate af depreciation, would
ence ~ not an a ternative co be expected to follow,

There is no showing that any of the PIC
mpanies or committees have made anye o noc now decide how available corn a

'rmina Lions as ta increasici y on t e ntertie is to be allocated. It dc
s, o course, on a nonMiscriminatory increasing the physical capacity of the line '

bad faith in order to hold down the availablesis, at rates that are just and reasonable.
yo te inein

ccess to nterti» transmission shall noc be capacity, or hold down th r
limited to the present Intcrvenors, but must be the existin faci)ities or
accorded without regard Lo whether those wbo bavin tranhaving transmission ava))ab)e far Inte

are parties to this proceeding or, or others nat percy ca the PIA. Tbe evidence
appears ca show chat PGhE, at least, would

I te
This order applies to both the ac and dc have liked more transmission available f

n rtie lines; any unused capatdcy on either or itself. This is indicated from the consideration
i e or

bath must be avai)ab)e for use by others. To given to Lbe building of an additional Incertie
theexcentuseofthedciinemighcberestricted line. (I do not include Lbe concroversy over

by tbc LADWP Edison Pacific Intertie. Dc DWR's transmission nghts, as that mignt b

Transmissian AgreemenL ~ measures must be thought to arise from a desire to exc)u'de

taken to offset or avoid Lhe resLrictions through Intervenors, rather than Lo obtain transmission
use of ac lines ar other arrangemcncs which will
be discussed later. Noc only the Intertie lines This Commission ha
are affected; necessa

mission s no power" to order

to and from the Intertie
e ry transmission capacity changes in operating policies o

r ie lines must be made which are not unjust or unreasonable and
r r ac'lice s

available to che extent it exists and is available where no bad faith has been shown. It has not
for use. Such transm)ssion is part of the been concended that the failure co make
batt)eneck, as it would limit access to the changes in the Intertie feei)ities. or to o rate
Intertie. Both PGgtE and Edison have a them at no more than 2500 bfW, was unjust,
monopoly, each in its own area, of a unreasonable, or Lhe result of bad faith. The

access to and r
transmission grid which would provide or limit contention was that the ''capacity o ' e

an rovisions of
f orn the Intertie. To the extent facilities could be increased d h

y p
'

the PIA or other agreeinents without change the present ac facilities cauld
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be operated at 2700 MW. Even if the
Commission had the power to substicute its
judgment for that of the operators in matters
of efficiency, economy, and safety, I would
decline to do so. This Commission is not in the
business of making operating decisions. The
utilities should run their own businesses, so
long as their decisions are not unreasonable
and are not made in bad faith.

Paragraph 7.02 ol the PIA provides, in
part:

Each iPIA) company shall have the right to
purchase its share, based on Relative Size
Percentages, of any Northwest Power
acquired by one or more ol the [PIA]
Companies, on the same terms. and
conditions as the acquiring Company.
Paragraph 7.02 also provides that il a
Company rejects part or all of its share in
the Northwest Power, the other Com'panies
may take it in the same Relative Size
Percentages, and before a Company may
transfer any ol its Northwest Power to a
non.PIA entity, the other PIA Companies
have a first refusal on it.

I find Paragraph 7.02 is anti~mpecitive,
unjust and unreasonable. It must be deleted in
Its entirety.

Paragraph 6.02(h) gives the other PIA
Companies a right of first relusal if Edison
wishes to sell all or part of its share of the
transmission on the dc lin». So far as this
applies to a portion shared by Edison with
PGfkE or San Diego, this provision may be
necessary to protect their rights. (Under the
agreement with LADWP, Edison obtained the
right to use half of the dc line's capacity;
Edison then gave the right to use 50 percent of
that half to PGgcE, and the right to use 7"
percent of the half to San Diego.) This right of
first refusal has never been exercised (Mitchell,
CH-1858, 1860 Daines, CH-1340), and at the
outset of this proceeding, Edison acknowledged
its waiver of the provision. (Edison Opening
Brief at pages 31, 33.) Paragraph 6.02(h) must
be revised to eliminate the right of first refusal
as to transmission service except that San
Diego and PGgcE may each protect its portion
of de line allocation assigned it by Edison by
retaining a right of first refusal as to its own
allocation, buc such right shall extend no
further chan is necessary for such protection.
Beyond that, I find the first refusal to be
anticompetitive, unjust and unreasonable.

Paragraph 7.01(e) provides that, with
certain exceptions, no PIA Company shall
transfer or make available Intertie capacity to
another entity, whether a PIA Company or
not, without the consent of the PIA Company
owning the lacilities in which capacity is
avaihble. This would mean, for example, that

FERC Reports

San Diego could not make part or all of its ac
Intertie allotment avaihble to one of the
Southern Cities for transmission to or from che
Northwest without the consent of both Edison
and PGhE, since some of the ac transmission
facilities to and from the Northwest lie in
Edison's area and are owned by it, while part
of che ac transmission route lies in PGAE's
territory and is owned by it. This provision is
not only in restraint of trade. but might be
invoked to lruscrate the relief here provided.
The only circumstances under which the PIA
Company owning the facilities might properly
object to their use, by a financially responsible
entity deriving its right to use from an
arrangemenc with anocher PIA Company
having che legal right to such transmission,
~ould be if for some reason che transmission
system would be adversely affected by the use
sought. The adverse effect would have to be
substantially greater than would result from
use by the PIA Company which sought to
transfer it befor'e transmission for the
transleree could be challenged. Paragraph
7.01(e) must be modified to reflect this ruling.

Paragraph 7.01(e) also provides that no
PIA Company shall transfer or make available
any of its Assured Intertie Capacity without
according the other PL% Companies a right oi
first refusaL Again, Edison has waived its lirst
refusal rights, but the ocher PIA companies
have not. This portion of Paragraph 7.01(e) is
found to be in restraint of trade, and unjust,
and unreasonable. For che reasons discussed
above, it must be e1iminaced.

Staff requests that all rulings of the
Intertie Coordination Committee be filed with
the Commission because the rulings affect or
relate to the Incerti» agreemencs. I agree. All
such rulings shall be filed in this proceeding,
which will remain open for any action which
may be required on such rulings.

The LADWP.Edison DC Intertie Agrecrncnt
With certain exceptions, Article 1%c)(f) of

the LADWP-Edison DC Intertie Agreement
provides lor a right of first refusal to all ocher
participant in that Agreement:

if any Participant desires to sell, lease or
otherwise dispose of all or any. portion of its
interest, or of ics right to use capacity, in the
DC Transmission Facilities and additions
and betterments thereto...

This gives LADWP, Glendale, Burbank and
Pasadena a first refusal as to any use of dc line
capacity now allocated to PGgcE, Edison or
San Diego. This Commission does not have che
authority to abrogate the rights of LADWP,
Glendal~, Burbank, or Pasadena. Tne first
refusal might seem co interfere with che
transmission remedy herc ordered, that is, that
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all unused dc line as well as ac )ines capacity of
Edison, PGhE and San Diego should be
avaiiable on an interruptible basis to «ntitics
not party to the PIA. Thai. interferenci;,
however, can and must be kept at a minimal
level.

The first refusal provision, being
restrictive, is to be strictly construed, and any
arrangement not specifical)y covered should be
«onsid»red outside the scope of the provision.
For example, an agreement by Edison to
purchase energy in the Northwest and scil the
energy to Anaheim at cost plus cosi of
transportation would not be within thc
provision, since all transinission would

be'dison's.If Anaheim buys Northwest energy,
assigns it to Edison in the Northwest and then
repurchascs it at Anaheim, the transmission of
the energy would b. Edison's, and that would
be outside the scope of the provision. Another
qossibility would be for Anaheim to buy
Northwest energy and assign it to Edison in
return for other energy delivered by Edison at
Anaheim, with suitable adjustmcnts in the
price of ihe delivered energy to compensate for
transmission expense and line losses incurred
by Edison in bringing down the Northwest
energy for general use in its area. No doubt
many other arrangemenis can be made which
would avoid the application of the first refusal
provision. The particular form of the
transaction should be left to the entity
providing access to the Intertie transmission so
long as the costs to other parties arc not
increased above what just and reasonable
transmission charg»s would be and thc
obligation to provid» access to transmission is
not frustrated.

In the event, however, that. the first
refusal claus» would prevent or impair the
furnishing of access to dc line transmission as
required by this Initial Decision. the entity
required io provide Intertie access will be abi»
to provide a full remedy by providing access to
ac lines transmission out of its own capacity
which it would otherwisc be using on the ac
lines, and making up for its loss of ac lines
capacity by using the dc line its»)f. Its own use
of the dc line would not fall within the ambit of
the first refusa) provision, and that provision
does not affect ac lines transmission for
anyone. Under such an arrangeinent the»ntiiy
providing Intertie access may ordinarily
recover the reasonable rate that wouid have
been applicable had dc linc transmission been
available and utilized.

In general, the entity providing access
should use the least expensive transmission
rouie available after the entity's own and its
already committed transmission needs are
taken care of. This is subject to the normal
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operating procedures on ihe lines, including
normal emergency procedures. No one is
required to exceed the usual transmission

.capacity of a line to reduce cost, except in
circumstanc»s, emergency or otherwise, where
higher capacity would be utilized if the energy
transmitted were the entity's own.

While thc Commission cannot invalidate
the first refusa) rights of LADtVP, Glendal»,
Burbank and Pasadena. it has authority to
order PG)kE, Edison and San Diego not to sell
or otherwise transfer any transmission righis
on the dc line that would fall within the scope
of the first refusal. If LADWP, Glenda)e,
Burbank or Pasadena should acquire such
rights. it would remove a portion of the dc line
capacity from our authority to require iis use
for others than PGhE, Edison, San Diego,
LADWP, Glendale, Burbank and Pasadena, or,
in the alternative, io provide substitute
transmission for PGRE, Edison and San Diego
that will fre» ac lines capacity for use by those
others. PGgiE, Edison and San Dirigo are
ordered noi to transfer any dc line capacity
subject to thc first refusal provision without
prior approval by the Commission in this
proceeding,

This proceeding wi)l be held open to
permit the reso)ution of any questions that
arise from the orders with respect to dc line
arrangements.

PG)kE, Edison and San!,go will a)so be
ordered to renounce their first refusal rights
under the DC Intertie Agreemeni so thai any
entity may bid if any other participants in the
dc lines wish to transfer their entitlements, and
the renunciation shall be made an amcndrnent
to thc Agreeinent. Edison has already waived
its first refusal rights except as to ownership.

Tbc ShIUD and DWR EHV Agre»ments
No one has comphined of the amounts of

intertie capacity made avaihble to SMUD or
DWR. The evid»nce indicaies that SMUD
extracted from PG&E a larger allocation than
PG)kE originally wished to give. This was done
by SMUD refusing to enter into the contract
and to support th» Intertie package of
agreements unless its demands were met.

With respect to ShIUD, the Intervenors
have complained that it should be permitted to
sell soine of its power not only to Intervenors (a
point which willbe dealt with lacer) bui aiso to
Edison. To effect this, SMUD would need
transmission; the Intervcnors contend
transmission on the Intertie should be
available for that purpose. V'heiher Edison
wishes to purchase SMUD power or ShfUD
wishes to scil to Edison has noi been
established, but the remedies previously
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provided would apply here under both the
Stanislaus Commitments and the bottleneck
theory. PG&E should provide available unused
capacity on a nonMiscriminatory basis to
ShfUD as well as others for whoin transmission ~

is requested. This remedy is more limited than
Intervenors would like, in that PG&E need
make available only unused capacity and need
not give up capacity that is already being~
utilized. To the extent that any capacity is or
will be available, PG&E is obligated to allow it
to be used.

As to DWR, Intervenors complain that the
capacity committed to transmission of power
for operating DWR's pumps should be
available for DWR to assign to others for other

~ purposes. This contention is rejected. The
contract with DWR provides for power
transmission up to 300,000 kW to operate the
pumps. It is not an outright allocation of
300,000 kW capacity but merely an agreement
io traiismit power for the pumps, not for any
other usc. While the California coinpanies
might have contracted with DWR to provide
300,000 kW capacity to be used for any
purpose, they did not do so, and the
arrangement made was not unjust and
unreasonable so far as appears from this
record. A contract to provide power only for a
particular purpose is not unjust and
unreasonable per se. DWR asked for
transmission for its pumps and that is what it
got.

A subsequent contract between DWR and
PG&E, while not considered in this proceeding
because it was filed after the close of ihe
record, is contended to have made this
controversy inoot in this case, although this is
disputed.

Other Contracts Affecting the PIA
The CVP arrangements and the SMUD-

PG&E Integration Agreement will be
considered later. The remaining contracts
affecting the Pacific Intertie need not be
discussed here as they have no effect upon the
remedies which have been ordered.

III.IsGfkE-S1VlUD Integration Agree!nant
This agreement provides for SMUD to sell

to PG&E all of its hydro and nuclear power in
excess of that needed for its own usc, and for
PG&E to provide back.up service for SMUD.
When SMUD desired to construct a nuclear
plant, it found ihat a plant large enough to
provide the desired economies of scale would
give it more capacity than its own system
could utilize. The logical purchaser of SMUD's
excess generation was PG&E, which is the
major adjacent electric utility. Only a good
sized utility could utilize all SMUD's excess,
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and only a major utility could provide the
back up that SMUD would require in the
event of down time on the nuclear facility.
NCPA members had no generation at the time
this contract was entered into, and could have
utili3.ed only a very small fraction of what
SMUD had available for sale. They coinplain,
nevertheless, chai PG&E has monopolized the
SMUD power, making it unavailable to others.

,Since the close of the record, PG&E,has
filed a notice of termination of its contraci
with SMUD, to take effect in )987. No notice
of termination of PG&E's services to ShfUD
has been filed with this Coinmission, and those
services must continue until the Commission
approves the discontinuance.

During the hearing, considerable evidence
was devoted to showing that SMUD's power
could be more advantageously used by Edison
than by PG&E. There is no evidence that
Edison was interested in the power.

ShfUD is not a party to this proceeding,
and the Commission has no jurisdiction over it.

NCPA has previously sought to obtain a
modification of the PG&E SMUD agreemeni
as being in violation of the antitrust laws.
NCPA sought to obtain a share of SMUD's
nuclear power. The Commission suminarily
disposed of NCPA's contentions and declined
to order a hearing. This was affirmed by the
D.C. Court of Appeals, 514 F od 184 (1974),
cert. denied, 423 U.S. 863 (1975). Thai case
indicates that Commission has no authority to
revise aiiy contract of ShfUD to coinpel it to
deliver po ver to NCPA or anyone else, or even
to cease to deliver power to PG&E.

The ominission would have authority,
however, i PG&E violated the antitrust laws
in entering into the SMUD contract, to order
PG&E to release ShfUD froin some or all of its
commitment to sell power to PG&E, so that
ShlUD could !nake such arrangements as it
wished for the power freed from the contract
commitment. What ShfUD might do then
would be iis own determination. free from the
contraci constraints, but free also from any
compulsion by this Commission.

It has not been shown thai PG&E entered
into the contract with the intention of
excluding other purchasers froin ihc market
rather than for th» purpose of acquiring power
needed for its own use. PG&E is short of the
reserves it believes adequate for its own
operations. PG&E has not met its own
planning goals for several years prior to the
hearing. Any tiine anyone contracts to buy
anything it excludes others who might wish io
buy the same thing. This is not a violation of
the antitrust laws, nor is it unreasonable.
provided the purchase is inade because it is
neede, .nd not because the purchaser wishes
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to keep a competitor from getting it. The
classic example is a manufacturer who
purchases a competitor's factory. If hc does so
in order to prevent coinpetition, it is wrongful.
If he does so not for that purpos» but because
hc wishes to utilize the factory for his own
production, it is not wrongful exclusion of a
competitor. Here, I cannot find upon the
evidence presented that PGfkE's purpos» was
the exclusion of competitors rather than
buying power it needed to supply its
customers.

Whil» I find that no remedy should be
ordered, any remedy awarded would be of little
value. Any remedy must be prospective only,
and PG(kE's notice of t»rmination means that
SMUD is now free to negotiate for sales
elsewhere. if it so desires, with sales to begin on
the date of termination. Unless there is a
settlement, history indicates that those
proceedings will take a substantial time in this
Commission and in the appellate courts, so
that any remedy would be in effect very little
time (if at all) before the notice of termination
takes effect.

No argument is made that the sal»s of
power to SMUD by PG(kE are wrongful. Th»se
sales are under this Commission's jurisdiction,
and are made pursuant to filed rate schedules
which have been the subject of other
Commission proceedings and are not involved
in this case.

In order to make any sale of SMUD power
to Southern California or an NCPA member,
there must be transmission over PGgiE-
controlled lines. The Stanisiaus Coinmitments
make such transmission available, either for
SMUD, which PGgtE has agreed to treat as a
Neighboring Entity, or for the purchaser who
may take delivery at the SMUD system.
Purchasers within the PG(kE area will be
Neighboring Entities; a purchaser in Southern
California will be entitled to transmission over
the Intertie in accordance with the previous
s»ction of this Initial Decision. The Stanislaus
Cominitments provide for the construction by
PGlkE of additional facilitics if presently
existing transmission is inadequate. That
provision should assure firm rather than
interruptible transinission if that is necessary
and economically f»asibl».

No revision of the Stanislaus
Commitrncnts will be ordered beyond those
previously indicated in connection with the
PIA. I hav» found no wrongdoing by PGgiE in
connection with the SMUD agreement. The
Commission has not placed thc Stanisiaus
Comrnitrncnts within the scope of this
proceeding except as they affect thc PIA. If
there is furth»r complaint that the Stanislaus
Commitments are noi, implemented, or that
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the exc»ptions ordered deleted in connection
with the PIA may still be applied where the
PIA is not concerned, thc Commission may
deal with the matter in a later proceeding. In
view of the time which will elapse before the
eff»ctiv» date of the notic» of termination,
arrangements by the parties concerned may
make any Cominission decision unnecessary.

XV. Contract 29»SA

Wheeling
Perhaps the strongest attack on Contract

2948A is that Article 24 placed undue
limitations on the transinission to be provided
to CVP by PG(kE. PGgrE is not required to
wheel power for CVP to any customer who:

(I) is located outside the specified
geographic area ("wheeling area"): (2) was not
a PGfkE customer on April2, 195); (3) has had
a monthly demand of under SOOkW for three

onths prior to the r»quest for service: or (0) is
located inside th» boundari»s of a municipality
served by PG3iE at retail. (LR. U-I pp.48.9.)

The Stanislaus Commitrnenis, however,
contain none of these limitations. Under the
Commitments, PGhE agrees to wheel
anywhere within its area, and over the Pacific
Intertie, b»tween any Neighboring Entity and
(I) another Neighboring Entity, (2) a
Neighboring Distribution Sy m. or (3)
another bulk power supplier avnn»»ted to
PG&E. PGAE has agreed to treat CVP as a
N«ighboring Entity.

The ~ll»d limitations on wheeling in
Contract 2948A are not prohibitions against
PGgiE wheeling. The liinitations merely limit
what PG(kE undertakes to do under Contract
294SA. The Stanislaus Commitments are a
different undertaking. and the 2948A
limitations do not apply to the wheeling PGAE
undertakes to provide under the Stanislaus
Commitments. In any rase, no clause of
Contract 2948A relating to wheeling may be
invoked by PGikE to prevent the carrying out
of the terms of the Stanishus Commitments. If
the clauses conflict, the limitations must give
way

Under the bottleneck theory previously
discussed, PGgiE could not refuse to provide
transmission over its facilities if transmission
capacity was available betw»en CVP and
potential customers. PGgrE had a monopoly of
transinission over much of its grid. PGfkE had
declined to furnish wheeling between CVP and
potential customers on numerous occasions,
and did not claim that transmission was not
then available. The Stanisiaus Commit,ments,
and i'. agreement to tr~at CVP as a
Neighb bing Entity, are a suitable rcmcdy if
undue discrimination in the Commitments is
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eliminated and if implementation of the
Commitmcnts is assured.

The Stanislaus Commitments, as drafted,
have been held in this Initial Decision to be
unduly discriminatory in connection with the
Pacific Intertie in that (1) the "area option"
exception is unduly discriminatory against
commerce and against any purchaser located
outside the PGg|E area, and (2) no means are
provided to implement the services called for
by the Commitments in the event agreement
on the terms of transmission are not reached
within a reasonable time. The Commitments.
as drahed, I find to be insufficient as a remedy
in view of Contract 2948A's failure to include
general non-discriminatory wheeling
provisions. As part of the remedy here, I direct
that Contract 2948A be amended (1) to
include an agreement by PGgrE that the "area
option" exce ption to the Stanislaus
Commitments will not be invoked by PGhE in
connection with wheeling from CVP, and (2) to
provide that the implementation procedure
previously required for the Stanislaus
Commitments in connection with the Pacific
Intertie may be invoked by CVP to implement
any wheeling to which it may be entitled from
PGhE (whether or not tht wheeling involves
the Pacific Intertie).

I further direct as part of the remedy here
that Contract 2948A be amended to require
that transmission by PGgrE for CVP to and
from other entities must be provided on the
same basis as transmission to and from
Neighboring Entities. PGgtE shall not be
required to provide transmission beyond its
service area, however, or to provide
transmission lines in addition to those now in
existence except to the extent required by the
Stanislaus Commitments for Neighboring
Entities save that PGgtE must treat other
entitics similarly situated the same as
Neighbor(ng Entities with respect to
construction for transmission to and from CVP.

While this Commission has no jurisdiction
over CVP to change its obligations under
Contract 2948A (with the exctption of certain
rate review not here relevant), the Commission
does have the authority to order PGgtE to
forego rights or increase its commitments
under Contract 2948A, so long as no new
requirements are laid upon CVP. The remedies
here provided require nothing of CVP,
although certain additional rights are given it,
but PGgtE is required to assume additional
obligations. This is within tht Commission's
authority. Nothing herein obligates PG&E to
render any service unless CVP agrees to pay
for it at just and reasonable rates.

Contract 2948A, prior to this Initial
Decision, provided for wheeling only within a
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limited area. Payment for this wheeling was
provided by Article 25. Wheeling rtquired by
this Initial Decision and/or the Stanislaus
Commitments beyond the area covtred by
Contract 2948A is not covered by Article 25.
just and reasonable rates for such wheeling
may be established by the proctdures set forth
in the Stanislaus Commitments. Races for th»
new wheeling rtquired will not be
discriminatory merely because they are
different from the rates provided by Article 25.
This is for two reasons. First, the new wheeling
to be provided is for different (and likely more
distant) locations than that governed by
Article 25. Second, even if the new wheeling
were comparable to that governed by Article
25, PGAE is entitled to charge a just and
reasonable rate for the new wheeling. The rates
provided by Article 25 may limit what PG&E
is entitled to receive for wheeling covered by
Article ?5, even if the Article 25 rates are
lower than just and reasonable rates. This ts
pursuant to the Sierra Mobil doctrine.
Wheeling which is otherwise similar but not
subject to Article 25 is not so limited.

One remaining question is whether
delivery may be required to snore than one
delivery point per customer. I find that it is
discriminatory to refuse delivery to any and all
delivery points so long as just and reasonable
compensation is paid. So far as connection
facilities are concerned, the customer or CVP
may construct them, or PGhE may be
compensated for the cost of construction either
by initial payment or by an increment in the
wheeling rate with a guarantee of sufficient
usage to cover the construction cost, or there
may be a combination of methods.

The remedy in this respect follows the
general principle stated earlier. Higher cost of
providing service to a utility does not justify
denial of service, but the utility should pay
compensatory rates for the service it receives.
If the just and reasonable cost becomes too
high the utilityitself willuot takt the strrice.

The same reasoning applies to any new
transmission facilities constructed by PG&E as
provided in the Stanislaus Commitments. If
such facilities are built by PGgtE for
transmission to or from CVP, PGgtE is entitled
to be reimbursed for the construction cost. If
tht transmission is within the wheeling area,
this reimbursement shall be in addition to rates
provided by Article 25.

PGgrE contends (First Post. Hearing Brief,
pp. 118-9) that there is no need to alter the
wheeling provisions of Contract 2948A because
(1) CVP can sell all thc power it, has available
for sale inside tht wheeling area as limited by
the contract provisions, and (2) the Stanislaus
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Commitments give CVP a right so
transmission service within PG&E's area.

CVP not only can sell what it has
available, it has a waiting list of customers it is
unablc to supply because it does nos have
power available to sell them. This does nos
change the fact thac CVP is not able to sell to
customers outside the wheeling area without
wheeling provisions to provide for transmission
to additional places. How CVP allocates ics
available power is not within this Commission's
jurisdiction. To allow it to make its allocation
choices without undue constraint on iss ability
to obtain wheeling from PG&E is our
legititnate concern. It tnay be that CVP will
not wish to use the additional wheeling tnade
available by this Decision. It should have the
chance to make shat determination.

It is true that the Stanislaus
Commitments give CVP a broader scope for
wheeling, and for that reason the
Commitments a-e accepted as providing a part
of the remedy required. Because the
Commitments do not provide a cotnplete
remedy, and because they arc unduly
discriminatory in some of their provisions, an
additional remedy must be imposed. That is
what has been done.

PG&E has argued that the Cotnrnission
has no power to order wheeling. The
Commission did not order PG&E to enter upon
the wheeling called for by Contract 2948A, or
upon the wheeling required by the Stanislaus
Commitmcnts. PG&E having undertaken to
wheel, it is obligated to do so without undue
discritnination, and upon just and reasonable
terms and conditions. That is all that is
required herc.

Termination
Staff recommends that the present

provision for termination by either party on
four years nocice be changed so allow CVP to
terminate on three years notict:, while PG&E
should be enjoined from giving notice of
termination for five years from a Commission
decision in this proceeding (Initial Brief, p.
222). Staff further recommends that provision
be made for withdrawal of outstanding
balances in CVP's energy and capacity bank
accounts with PQ&E as CVP's option, and
that the wheeling portions of Contract 2948A
bc made severable to remain in effect after
termination of other parts of the contract t'ld.,
p.222)-

I am unable to make a finding on the
evidence presented that four years would be an
unreasonable period for notice of termination
by CVP but that three would be reasonable.
These notice periods are for the purpose of
allowing the other party time to make such
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ad justments in supplies, sales, and
transmission, both in facilicies and in other
contracts, as may be needed because of the
termination of the arrangements between th»
parties. Here, if CVP terminates, and other
contracts are not negotiated between CVP and
PG&E, PG&E may have to find other major
sources of supplies, other customers for a major
amount of capacity and energy, other avenues
of transmission, and users for some of the
transmission capacity now provided by PG&E
so CVP. New facilities, both for transmission
and generacion, might have to be built. In
practice, it is unlikely these parties would
sever all links: notice of termination would be
merely a prelude to negotiation of ocher
contracts governing lhc relations between
them. I am unable to say that four years would
be an unreasonable notice time given the size
and complexity of the relations between the
parties, and in the absence of specilic evidence
as to why four years is coo long. In at least one
case, whcrc far less difficult adjustments would
be reqi'rcd, the Commission has approved a
much longer period. Arizona Public Service
Company, -18 FERC $ 61,196, pp. 61,395%
(1982).

Nor am I able to find that PG&E should
be restrained for five years frotn giving nos.ice.
There is little evidence directed to chis specific
point. PG&E, even if thc contract werc
terminated, is required so continue to render
all services it is presently rendering under
Contract 2948A until PG&E has applied co the
Commission and been authorized by it to
discontinue any service. It is, therefore,
unnecessary for CVP to have the initial period
requested by Staff to allow CVP to adjust its
operations. Should PG&E apply to discontinue
services, any adjustment period which may
appear necessary may be provided by the
Commission order on the application, if PG&E
is allowed to discontinue essential services.
Unless CVP has other alternatives, PG&E may
not be allowed to discontinue.

Because of the necessity for PG&E to
obtain permission before discontinuing
services, shere appears no reason whys the
wheeling portions of Contract 2948A need by
made sevcrablc. Whesher or not che contract is
terminated, the wheeling services (like all
osher PG&E scrviccs to CYP) will remain in
effect uncil the Commission permics their
termination after application for such
termination by PG&E.

Also to be continued until a PG&E
application for termination is granted by the
Commission arc the provisions for CYP energy
or capacity bank accounts wish PG&E. While
CVP has been credited wish payment by
PG&E for the amounts in the accounts, these ~
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amounLs were subject Lo repurchase by CVP at
a higher rate. It would seem that CVP could
withdraw what it has in these accounts during
the Cour. year notice period, but if it does not,
the Commission may make suitable provision
in any order permitting PG&E to terminate
the service. There has been little evidenct
submitted on this point, and the situation may
never arise, or may be negotiated between the
parties. It is unnecessary and undesirable to
provide for it at this time.

In connection with any such later order
the Commission may consider the possible need
to reguhte the withdrawals from the bank
accounts to prevent too much being taken at
once or at inconvenient times, which might
either strain PG&E's resources or require
excessive generation by highwost plants.

Staff has also requested that in future
contracts PG&E not be allowed to require
CVP, (1) to commit its entire excess capacity
to PG&E or (2) with certain exceptions, to
limiL its sources of supply to meet obligations
to PG&E. Any further contract replacing
Contract 2948A to the extent it is
jurisdictional, will have to be filed with this
Commission, which can then pass upon its
justness and reasonableness. To the extent the
contract is non-jurisdictional, the Commission
will have no more authority now than then to
amend its terms or reject it. The future
conditions under which the contract is entered
into and the specific terms of the contract may
determine what the ultimate decision should
be. I sce no reason to go into it here.
Accordingly, I decline to accept Staff's
recommendation in this respect.

Banking Acccwncs

CVP is part of the Bureau of Reclamation,
now under the Department of Energy. CVP is
primarily an irrigation and flood control
operation; power generation is secondary to the
other purposes. The water flow is regulated to
meet irrigation and flood control needs, with
electric generation a by.product. CH.2193.
CVP power is dedicated first to CVP pumping
requirements. CH-2193. Only the power left
after CVP pumping demands is now avaihble
for commercial saic.

CVP generating plants are all hydro. It
has no thermal plants. Many of the hydro
plants are runoff the river plants, so the power
must be generated as the water flows, and not
by impounding water in reservoirs and using it
as power is needed. This results in great
difCerences in CVP generation in diCferent
years, depending on whether the year is wet or
dry, and also in great differences in the same
year between one season and another.
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CVP does import Northwest power over
'he Pacific Intertie to serve its customers.

CVP's preference customer load is supplied
basically from the surplus of its own hydro
generation above irrigation needs, plus what is
brought in from the Northwest. PG&E has
undertaken to provide a limited amount of
power to back up CVP's fluctuating power
supplies. CVP ac!is firm power to various
municipal utilities, and other preference
entities, and its additional avaihble energy to
PG&E pursuant to the banking arrangemcnts.

The sale of firm power is made possible
hrge:y by the "banking" arrangements with
PGb E, under which CVP makes deliveries to
PG&E in times of surplus and withdraws the
deposited power in times of shortage. Without
this arrangement, CVP would have large
supplies to sell at some periods and little or
nothing to sell at other times. The banking
arrangements allow CVP to contract to sell a
steady flow of energy on a year. round basis.

This arrangement has worked for many
years, and has enabled CVP to be a more
reliable supplier and utilixe its energy more
efficiently. In ordering any alteration of this
arrangement,, we should be careful not to
damage the established benefits or interfere
with the working of an arrangement that has
proven itself. CVP does not seek here any relief
from the established system, nor does CVP
defend it. We have not been given the benefit
of CVP's views.

'taff contends the restrictions on the use
of power drawn from Energy Accounts Nos. 1

and 2, and the annual energy exchange
account, must be deleted as antiwompetitive
and pcr sc illegal under Gull States Uti%'Lies
Company, 5 FERC $ 61,066 (1976). Staff's
Initial Brief states (pp. 126-7)

Article 20(d) provides that power that the
United States draws out of the annual
energy exchange account can be used only to
supply power to the bureau's pumps off
peak. (Anderson 2200). Thus, PG&E has

'hceda resale restriction on the power it
sells to the U.S. out of thc annual energy
exchange account which limits the use that
the U.S. can make of power it purchases. If
not for this limitation CVP could have used
the large amount of excess energy. in this
account to meet its preference customer load
or to transfer to Energy Account No. 2.
(Anderson, 2200.)
Similarly, energy that CVP purchases Crom
PG&E under Energy Account No. 1 and 2
can only be used to meet preference
customer loads and for no other purpose. (IR
U.l, Article 21 (b); Anderson, 21974).

CullStates involved an ordinary sale. The
transactions here were more complicated. They
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might be considered services by PG&E in
receiving and returning particular categories of
energy. The transactions were cast in the form
of sales to PC&E and return sales, but they
could have been treated as services for which a
fee was charged, and cast in that form, rachtr
than reaching the result by providing for sales
to and froin PG&E. An argument could be
made that. the power coming out should return
to the category from which it was drawn, and
that only. This arguinent is nos convincing,
since there was no limit on how cbe power
could have been used had it not been deposittd
with PG&E under the banking arrangements.

An argument could also be made that to
allow withdrawn power to be used in any
manner whatsoever might result in excessive
withdrawals ac inconvenient times, which
could result in excessive generacing costs to
PG&E. This is because generating costs tend to
increase as deinand increases and less efficient
sources of generation arc brought on line.
Particular conditions may offset this tendency,
of course.

I find the provisions are unduly restrictive
and should be eliminated to allow energy
withdrawn from the banking accounts to be
used in any manner CVP wishes. Provision
should be made to limit the c.ime and amount
of wichdrawais, and/or to increase PG&E's
compensation for wichdrawals not permitted
under the present contract restrictions, so thac
there will be no uncompensated costs to PC&K.
resulting from the deletion of che limitations.
Suitable provisions for limitations on
withdrawals, or for increased compensation for
PG&E for withdrawals in excess of prtsenc
limitations, cannot be framed upon the basis of
this record. In any event, ic is preferable to
allow the parties concerned co attempt to reach
agreement upon those things, before review by
the Commission to determine the justness and
reasonableness of the limitation and
coinpensation provisions. rather than to have
thc Commission attempt to frame the
provisions in the first instance. A further
hearing would be required in tither case.

The provision that bank account
withdrawals should be made during off-peak
hours is noc affected by this Initial Decision.
This is noc a limitation on tbe use which CVP
may make of the withdrawal power. It
provides chat the energy may be taken only at
times which are less of a strain on PC&K's
resources than withdrawais ac peak periods
might be and also reducts the tendency coward
increased generation costs that, would occur
during peak periods.

We do not yet know whether CVP may
wish to make withdrawals of power in addition
to those which would be permitted under
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Contract 2948A as originally written. If it
does, or is ic may wish co do in the future, I
find that PG&E should be accorded reasonable
notice .hat CVP wishes the applicable contract
limitation on withdrawals abrogated so that
PG&E may make arrangements to rninimixe
possit i disruptions, as well as to allow PC&E.
and 'VP to negotiate any limitations on
withhrawals reasonably necessary co protect
PGAE and/or to provide PG&E wich just and
reasonable compensacion for che additional
cost incurred or to be incurred by it as a result
of the elimination of the withdrawal
restrictions. Exactly how this cost should bc
computed must await a record with evidence
addressed to this.

Within six months of the date that she
Commission determination in this proceeding
becomes final, CVP may file a notice with
PG&E and this Commission that it desires to
have the right to withdraw power, in addition
to that permitted by the limitations bere found
improper. W:thin six months after such notice
PG&E inay file with this Commission in chis
proceeding a proposed rate schedule containing
proposed restrictions reasonably necessary for
PG&E's protecsion and/or any new rates to be
applicable to any wichdrawais to be made in
addition to those which would be permicted
under the limitations here eliminated. This
filing shall include any and all material
required for rate filings'with this Commission.
The filing may incorpora! whatever
agreement has been reached besu;n CVP and
PC&K. If there is no such an agreement PG&E
inay nevertheless file. The proposed terms and
condicions will be subject so review by the
Commission in this proceeding and the
proposed rate schedule shall be subject to
suspension. Withdrawals in excess of those
permitted by the limitations here eliminated
may coinmence chirtywne days after the filing
by PC&K, or the last day for such filing if no
filing is made. Should PG&E noc file a race
schedule as here provided, she races applicable
co ocher wichdrawals from a particubr account
will apply to withdrawals which would have
been prohibited by the provisions here
eliminated. This proceeding will remain open
lor any determinations which may be
necessary pursuant to this paragraph.

Lirnicson Use o/eject Poutr
Article 19(a) and (b) require CVP to

furnish all capacity and energy for project
loads (with one exception) from project plants.
Staff and NCPA argue that the ressriction fs
an illegal restraint on CVP's use of its own,
power. Without the restriction CVP might be
able to sell some of this power as peaking
power, while buying off-peak power co run its
pumps. Whether any such arrangemenc could
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be rnadc by CVP that would be economically
feasible is questionable, but it may be a
possibility if conditions should be right. The
restriction constitutes a restraint on possible
competition by CVP with PG&E, and it should
be eliminated.

No additional service obligations of PG&E
shall result from this elimination. Nothing
shall prevent CVP and PG&E from
negotiating for additional service by PG&E, for
which PG&E is entitled to compensation.

Limitation on Importation of ¹rthwesr
Energy

NCPA states (Second Brief, p. 152):

It is unclear why CVP must be limited to
importing Northwest Dump or Exchange
energy over its Intertie Entitlement "for use
or sale in Contractor's Service Area," and
can only import such resources if they can be
"used beneficially" in PG&E's service area
(Article 19(e)).

Article 19(e) also provides that PG&E will
accept all such energy. The importation of
energy only if it can be "used benefically" in
PG&E's area is clearly meant to limit the
amount PG&E must take to what it can
beneficially me. There is nothing wrong with
this.

This article does not limit what CVP may
import. It provides for the importation, and
sale to PG&E, of Northwest energy that PG&E
can beneficially use in its area. This is not
undujy anti~ompetitive.

Nothing in Contract 2948A should be
allowed to restrain CVP from im'porting and
using or selling elsewhere energy not sold to
PG&E.

Limits on Sou~ ofPower

CVP is limited by Contract 2948A to
obtaining power only from PG&E or
Northwest 'ources. Staff cites in ~ this
connection Articles 5, 12(a)(7), 19(d)(e) and
(g). Articles 19(de) and (g) also limited CVP
to acquiring Northwest power only in amounts
not exceeding that which could be imported
over CVP's share of the Intertie transmission
(IR-Ul). Staff argues that these restrictions are
discriminatory since these restrictions do not
appear in PG&E's arrangement with San
Diego or Edison.

It is questionable whether these provisions
are unduly discriminatory since both CVP's
operation and its relationship with PG&E are
very different Crom those oC either San Diego or
Edison. CVP's operations are integrated with
PG&E; this is not true of San Diego or Edison.
PG&E must transmit much of the CVP power
sold to its customers; this is not true of Edison
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or San Diego. The "banking" arrangements
between PG&E and CVP are unique. PG&E
schedules much of CVP's power, but not that
of Edison or San Diego. The hydro power
generation of CVP is quite different from the
generation mix of San Diego or Edison. CVP's
dams are devoted primarily to flood control
and irrigation while Edison and San Diego are
concerned primarily with the sale of electric
power. CVP is governed by laws that do not
apply to Edison and San Diego in so far as
operations are concerned. PG&E provides a

large percentage of backup power for CVP and
under different arrangements than is the cas»
with San Diego and Edison, which provide
their own.reserves to a much greater degree.
although they can rely on PG&E under the
Power Pool arrangements. The puts and takes
in the "banking" arrangements could be
affected by different CVP purchases, as might
the scheduling by PG&E and the use of PG&E
transmission lines by CVP or «ven the use of
the CVP transmission lines by PG&E. None of
this applies to Edison or San Diego. The
systems and their relationship with PG&E are
so coinpletely different that I am unable to
find that the restrictions on purchasing from
other than PG&E or the Northwest and the
limitation of purchases from the Northwest to
CVP's Intertie transmission (even if CVP built
or obtained other transmission routes to the
Northwest) is unduly discriminatory.

I find, however, that the restrictions on
power sources unduly restrain competition and
are therefore unjust and unreasonable. No good
and suCficient noncompetitive reason for the
imposition of such complete restraints has been
shown. The absolute prohibition on other
purchases goes beyond what is needed for the
protection of PG&E's operations. To the extent
that PG&E's operations might be adversely
affected by the removal of these restraints,
limitations on PG&E's responsibility may be
negotiated provided they are not unduly
anticompetitive.

The three cardinal points applicable to
removal of the limitations on banking account
withdrawals are also applicable here —notice,
negotiation and compensation. After the final
Commission decision in this proceeding, CVP
may give PG&E notice of any purchases it
wishes to make in addition to those it might
bring in over its Intertie transmission share.
The notice shall be filed with this Commission.
Within six months from the date of notice
PG&E shall file with the Commission in this
proceeding a rate schedule covering whatever
additional services PG&E has agreed to render
CVP in connection with the additional
purchases, the compensation agreed upon or
proposed by PG&E without agreement, and
any limitations upon the additional purchases
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either agreed upon or proposed by PG&E as
reasonably required to protect ics operations.
PG&E shall not be required to render any
bsck-up or banking services as s result of che
sddicionsl purchases unless ic has agreed co do
so or has been ordered to do so by the
Commission. Any race schedule fBed by PG&E
shali be subject to suspension. This proceeding
shall remain open for any determination which
may be necessary pursuant co this psrsgra ph.

The purchasing of power from other
sources chan thc Northwest by CVP may
involve interconnection with these other
sources. That would affect the PG&E system
bemuse of ics many CYP connections and the
integrated operation. This will be dealt with in
the next section.Interconnections

Staff states (InitialBrief, p. 137):
Article 19(g) requires that CVP obtsin
PG&E's consent before it transmits for or
interconnects with any systetn chat may
directly or indireccly interconnect with
PGhE (IR U-1). PGhE counsel hss
correctly stated that it ls hard to think of
any situation where CVP cauld interconnect
with another system that would not, at the
very lease, indirectly affect PG&E as defined
in Article 19(g). (See Golub, 20.805.)
The staff agrees with PGhE that it is
passible that certain CVP interconnections
to unreliable systems could adversely affect
PG&E and cause operating problems
(Kaprielian, 22,5154; 20,808; 20,8123).
PG&E does need assurance that the third
patty to whom CVP interconneccs follows
prudent utility standards (Kaprielisn,
20414-16) but Article 19(g) gives PG&E'the
right to veto s CVP interconnection with or
transmission for any system, whether ar not
chat syscem follows prudent utility
standards. This provision is inconsistent with
good system planning and operations unless
it were appropriately qualified by technical
criteria. (Russelh 2856; Holmes, 18,423.)

At page 138 Staff continues:
The problem with 19(g) is simply that it
does not set any objective standard for
PGhE refusing to allow NCPA to
interconnect with others. PG&E can block
such interconnections for no reason at sll, for
an anticompetitive reason or for any ather
reason chat is totally divorced from
engineering concerns.

I agree with Staff that PGhE should not
be able arbitrarily to prevent CVP from
interconneccing with another system. Unless it
appears that thc interconnection will threaten
the reliability of PG&E's system, ar cause
PG&E engineering problems, or result in
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increased snd uncompensated costs to PG&E's
operations (not resulting from a loss af sales or
other nonwngineering effect}, for PG&E to
prevent CYP from interconnecting would be
unjust and unreasonable. If thc system to be
interconnected is already interconnected with
PG&E, directly or indirectly, so that the
exposure of PGhE's system will noc be
substantially increased, even interconnection
by CVP with a system of lesser reliability will
not increase che risk to PG&K's reliability. It
may also be possible to provide safegusrds so
that even a systetn of lesser reliability msy be
interconnected without substantial risk to
PG&E's syscem. Additional expense to PGhK
resulting from thc interconnection, such ss
possible line losses (see PGhE Initial brief. p.
123, cicing Witness Ksprielisn, CH.22,514/12
to CH-22,518/8), should be compensaced for.

Hereafter, PG&E shall noc unreasonably
withhold its consent to a requested
interconnection, nar impose unreasonable
terms and canditians in connection with its
consent. If there is a difference of opinion as to
whether consent is unreasonably withheld or
whether unreasonable terms and conditions are
imposed, this proceeding will remain open for
resolution of the matter.

Staff sisa recommends (Initial Brief, p.
225) that PG&E be required to seek CVP's
consent for a PG&E interconnection with a
third party. While this, st first blush, appears
to be only equal treatment, I. cline to accept
the recommendscion. PGhE is interconnected
not only with CVP, but wich SMUD, Edison,
and others. There seems no more reason to
tequire CVP's consent than some ol the others.
PG&E is one of the more careful and
conservative electric utilityoperators; it makes
a point of its reliability and safety. Its record
in this respect is superior. It is che dominating
utilicy in its ares. It hss accepted the
overriding responsibility of supporting the
other utilities in its area. Ic is the dispatcher
snd ccordinator of the entire area. CYP has
not sought any right to veto PG&E's
connections. For it to do so would be akin to
the tail wagging the dog. Ics agreement co
Contract 2948A and lack of trying to change ic
might be considered consent to

an>'ntetconnecctonPG&E wishes to make. It may
well be, in the light of PG&E's operating
history witli respect to reliability snd
conservation, that CVP will be content co rely
an PG&E's judgment in this respect.

Lirnitsrion ofSales to Hydro
Articles 19(0 of Contract 2948A allows

CVP to make available co PG&E capacity or
energy from hydro electric plants only. Scsff
contends chac this is unduly discriminatory
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( 'ting FGSE Witness Keating, CH 27409).un)~ MRE can demonstrate that it cannot

feastb)y support such )cvc)s.'Staff Inisial
Brief, pp. 135%, 223.)

reserve capacity in an amount up io 4CO,
~

~ ~ h~' ~ ~~E KW"~)s docs not require 4QQhfW;4QO hfWcfc as

uircd istin pos Tor soughL the limitation on load
)5 the upper limit, but the amount requi

need not besuppof 0Po t for Lhe Pu~e of limiting~ s m)es an cquitab)c share. Article )8(b)
w of hfr.f y anti~mp t)t)ve purpose. I find icvf~ but I agree with Staff, in vic

nosh)ng improp r. by )sse)f, ln a utilityputting Kcating'5 testimony. that -an cqultab c
a limit on the back.uP suPP rt it wi)l Provide. auld bc no more than FG)kE would provide ifSi,ff 5 ProPosal that suPPort muss bc using thc Intcrtic to import thc same powerun imiI'Lcd un)c shown io be unfeasible takes The specific amount may change with
no account of thc ~)b)c 'ncrca e in cost circumsLances, but that is the princip eresulting fram increased support, with the
i crease supplied by more expensive
generation, In addition, the proposal oui
req ire a compe)lcd allocation of s

E
ncreased load,

h I k )

f I' h PG)kEhown to bc unduly ant>eompcttst e, a pow

b
supplemental load of thai customer other
tha h t upplied by PQ)kE and the U.S.

oa

without receiving support or ssandby fromhmt ted m what tt can scil by the amount it can

additional burden on PG)kE or th U Sdocs not follow that Lhe supplier can place no
limiton the supp ies it wi urnis .

Staff says this provision is undulyld ' i «i Id above the discriminatory in t as it res riallowed to serve customer loa
present ceiling of l)S2 MW (Initial Brief, p. supp iers o sup
223). So long, as CVP can do so without customers to t ose w o can u
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supplemental power, and limits the
customers'ight

to choose freely among suppliers who
could supply reliable service.

PGhE contends that the provision merely
insures that purchases are not made from
unreliable sources. PGhE Witness Keating
said the only requirement is that a reliable
source of back up shall be maintained. CH-
1242.

PGfkE is the power supplier of last resort
in its area, the ultimate sourc. of power to
which all others in the area turn if they are
caught short. It has an obvious interest in
making sure that CVP customers do not create
situations in which CVP—and thus, indirectly,
possibly PGBrE—may have to come to the
rescue of customers who have made imprudent
arrangements, either (1) not considering the
possible dangers or (2) perhaps feeling they
can think of cost without regard to reliability
because PGgtE will ultimateiy bail them out.
PGhE may hav» to provide CVP with the
power for the hail out unless Contract 2948A
has some limitation on what CVP's customers
may do. Even if there is no contract whereby
PGgrE, directly or through CVP, must provide
the bailout, PG(kE would in practice assist any
utility in its area that had nowhere else to
turn. It is not discriminatory to differentiate
between, on the one hand, small utilities
without proven reliability and with possibly
questionable practices, and on the other band,
Edison and San Diego, whose reliability and
low-risk practices are well established and
acceptable to PGhE.

PGhE says it is entitled to reasonable
protection from exposure to demands it never
authorixed or controlled. Nevertheless, I feel
Article 14(c)(3) goes too far, and another
approach should be taken.

It is not a practicable solution to provide
that the customers may do as they please, but
PGAE will not be compelled to back them up if
they go beyond what is permitted by Article
14(c)(3). PGB<E is going to help them in

an'mergencyif they have no pLtce else to turn
and ifPGgtE has the resources.

The first point is that the customers
should not be limited in the number of
suppliers they may wish to deal with. The key
is the reliability of the customers'uppliers,
and not the number. That reliability could be
established in several ways—by PGgtE's
approval of a supplier's reliability, by back up
of the unapproved supplier by an approved
utility other than PGRE, or by PGhE
providing the back up. The necessary approval
by IrGgtE may not be unreasonably withheld,
and resort may be had to the Commission in
this proceeding if it is.
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At the present time, cotnparatively little
power is necessary to back up CVP's
customers'uppliers other than CVP or PGRE.
The present limitation to I152 MW for back
up of CVP's load wou'd operate to hold down
PGhE's exposure. It is at least possible
however, that in the future customers may
reduce their takes from CVP, voluntarily or
otherwise, and increase their takes from other
suppliers. This could multiply the back up
exposure of PGgrE, especially with the
possibilities opened up by the expanded
wheeling the Stanishus Commitments make
available. I cannot find, therefore. that
protection for PGhE from unreliable suppliers
is unnecessary because of the small amount of
exposure that may result.

In the event a customer wishes to purchase
from an unreliable supplier. it can contract for
back up with PGg'E or another reliable
supplier. Otherwise, it has no right to expect
back up from PGAE, either directly or by way
of CVP. Despite this, if the homes in a
customer's area are going dark, someone will
provide it with power, and that someone is
likely to be PGfkE.

It is not likely, in the next few years, that
PGfkE willbe unable to provide back up power
to CVP customers whose suppliers fail them.
The'rrangement which seems most in the
public interest is for PGgtE to supply the back
up power needed, but to receive fully
compensatory rates for doing'o. PGgtE may
make such arrangements for doing so as can be
negotiated. In the absence of particular
agreements, PGgtE may also provide a general
rate schedule with rates for such back up.
These rates need not be fixed, but may be
based upon a just and reasonable formula. Al!
such rates are of course subject to review by
this Commission after they are filed. In thc
event circumstances may change so that
PGgtE may be unable to supply back up power
for all CVP customers, or if for any other
reason not now apparent PGgrE should not be
called upon to do so, PGikE may move this
Commission for whatever relief may be
suitable. For the present, the scheduiing of
fully compensatory rates to back up unreliable
suppliers, which rates may greatly exceed the
rates to reliable suppliers, appears to offer
sufhcient protection to PGfkE.

Rates
The rates at which CVP sells power are

not within the jurisdiction of this Commission.
except for review to assure that CVP's full
costs are recovered. It would be improper, and
subject to correction in this proceeding, for
PGgtE to use monopoly power to impose
inadequate rates, but it has not been shown
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that this has occurred. There has been some
argument, not pressed in thc post. hearing
briefs, that PGhE's monopoly of transmission
and its predominant position in the area
carries the implication that the terms of
Contract 2948A were imposed illegally. The
factors mentioned. by themselves, are not
enough. CVP is an arm of the United States
Government, not devoid of funds or legal
counsel, and presumably aware of its rights,
which could make its situation known to the
Department of Justice and this Commission,
and the Bureau of Reclamation (of which CVP
is a part) has made its views prevail despite
PGhE opposition in substantial matters
regarding the Pacific Intertie. Without
evidence that particular CVP rates in the
contract resulted from antiwompetitive action
by PGhE, I cannot find that the rates were
improperly imposed.

The fact that some services are not
specifically charged for is not improper unless
the rate structure does not provide for a full
cost recovery. The arrangement is analogous to
'the inclusion of a free premium with the sale of
merchandise —the total price covers the "gift"
of the "free" item.

The rates at which PGgtE 'provides
services to CVP are subject to review by this
Commission in rate proceedings. Their level is
not within the scope of Phase II of Docket No.
E.?777 unless the rates resulted from anti ~

competitive action. Again, PGhE's monopoly
of transmission and its predominant position in
the area are not enough, by themselves, to
establish antiwompetitive actions in this
respec't.

V. Contract 294?A
This contract was not one of those

specifically named by the Commission for
investigation. It does, however. affect and
relate to the Pacific Intertie, and must be
considered for that reason.

Under the Stanishus Commitments and
the bottleneck theories previously discussed,
CVP tnust be treated, like anyone ebe, in a
nonMiscriminatory manner in being accorded
the usc of any available transmission allocated
to Edison or San Diego on the ac or dc Intcrtic
lines. This treatment would not be altered by
the provisions of Contract 2947A, as the
required treatment is independent of that
contract and despite anything in the contract
to the contrary. On'ly one change need be
made. Article 32, dealing with alienation,
should be revised as suggested in Staff's Initial
Brief (p. 238) to read:

Neither the contract nor any part thereof
shall be assigned without prior notice to aB
other parties.

FKRC Reports

A PIA Company shall have the opportunity to
object if it would be subjected to possible
financial loss by assignment to a financially
irresponsible entity.

VL Other Territorial Customer
Allocations

Staff and its initial brief (pp. 1274) states
that "the CPP companies have maintained or
enhanced the monopoly power... by means of
numerous other territorial and customer
allocation agreements ... " Cited are June
1971 agreements between San Diego and
Imperial Irrigation District which provide that
neither will scil in the other's territory for 25
years (IR X-10), resale restrictions in
wholesale contracts with the City of Colton (IR
Y.2, Z.2, H 3, I.3 and K-3), restrictions
limiting usc of wholesale power to the
customers service area for Vernon, Anaheim,
Riverside, Banning, Descret Electric
Cooperative, Aausa, Anza Electric
Cooperative, Citiaens Utilities Company and
LADWP (IR A.3, B-3, D-3, E-3, F.3, G 3, J-3,
I 3, P.3, R.3, Exhibit 6227), restrictions from
reselling Nevada Power to Northwest entities
(Exhibits 2014, 2015, 6012, 6013), and PGgtE
resale restrictions on California Pacific Utility
Co. (IR X.2, SMUD Ex. 1214, IR K.2. R 2)
Palo Alto, Santa Clara and Redding (IR.Q.2, S.
2, Z-2 and W.2, Exhibit 7224).

While the foregoing arrangements are
alleged to be evidence of anticompetitive
schemes by CPP companies ~ these
arrangements themselves are not within the
scope of this proceeding. They are not among
the contracts named for investigation in the
Commission orders, nor do they relate to the
Pacific Intertie or the PIA. I do not find that
modifications of any of these agreements are
necessary to remedy anticompetitive or unduly
discriminatory provisions in the contracts that
are subject to this investigation'. nor do I find
that they are part of an anticompetitive
scheme directed towards any of the contracts
here under investigation. Accordingly, no
modification of any of these arrangements is
ordered, nor are any other remedies provided
with respect to them.

VILRepreseatation of Intervenors
NCPA has been represented in this

proceeding by attorneys from the office of
Spiegel 8 McDiarmid. The Southern Cities
have been represented by different attorneys
from the office of Spiegel h McDiarmid. When
a question was raised as to the reason for this.
Mr. McDiarmid of Spiegel fk McDiarmid
stated that the two groups of intervenors were
represented by different attorneys in his firm
because of the existence of possible conflict of
interest between the two groups. It was
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indicated that a strict division between thc
different groups of attorneys would be
maintained at all times so far as this
proceeding was concerned.

Mr. McDiarmid stated that both groups of
clients had been fully informed of the possible
conflict of interest, that both NCPA and
Southern Cities had been represented by the
firm for some time and are dependent upon it
not only for legal advice in connection with
these proceedings but for advice in a broad
spectrum of matters. and it was felt that in the
light of these relationships that both groups
could be better represented by Spiegel gi
McDiarmid attorneys than by others.

%hite Mr. McDiarmid did not specify the
particular nature of the ccnflicts of interest, at
least some of these became apparent during
the proceeding. Both NCPA, whose members
are entities in north and central California,
and the four Southern Cities who are located in
Edison's service area in southern California,
sought firm access to the Pacific Intertie. If
firin allotments of capacity had been made it
would have been necessary to determine who
would receive the allotments and the size of
the allotments. The basis for making such
allotments might well have been a subject of
controversy between Southern Cities and
NCPA or its individual members. For instance,
NCPA was unwilling to invest capital to
purchase a portion of the Intertie entitlcments;
Southern Cities was willing to make that
investment. If purchase of Intertie shares were
made a condition of participation, Southern
Cities would receive participation while NCPA
would not. W

A number of NCPA members arc
customers of CVP and so have received
indirectly the benefits of purchases of
Northwest power by CVP, as CVP's rates to
them have been lowered by CVP's receipt of
the cheaper Northwest power. Some of the
other NCPA inembers, and all thc Southern
Cities, have received no such benefits. In
allocating equitable participation in the
Intertie, one possible contention might be that
we should reduce the participation of those
who have already received these indirect
benefits of the Intertie, leaving a larger share
for the others who have not received such
benefits. If it were argued that NCPA should
receive the sum of Intertie shares due its
members, it would follow that NCPA and
Southern Cities would be on opposite sides on
this question.

It is also apparent that varying methods
of allotment of Intertie shares would yield
differing results. Allotments on thc basis of
peak loads would yield one result, allotment on
the basis of total load another, and other
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variations might be considered on the basis of
alternative supply resources, types of loads
served, differing rates charged, and other
factors. It might well have been held that
NCPA or its members should have access only
to the ac lines white Southern Cities sliould
have access only to the dc line. Historically
LADWP, Glendale, Burbank and Pasadena
have had all their access on the dc line, and
this might well have been what Southern Cities
wouid have received if they had participated
originally. Similarly CVP, DWR and SMUD
obtained access only to the ac line, and this
might well have been what NCPA and some or
all its inembcrs would have received had they
participated in the original Intertie
arrangements. %'hite both groups of
Intervenors sought access to both ac and dc
lines, a hrger allotment on the dc lines inight
well have been preferred by Southern Cities to
a lesser access to both ac and dc lines if this
'question had ever been presented. NCPA or its
members might have preferred a larger access
to the ac lines to a smaller share in tath ac and
dc lines. The possibility of conflict in these
respects would emerge most sharply in
settlement negotiations. where one group
might adhere to its attempt to obtain
transmission over both ac and dc lines while
the other might scck to concentrate on one line
only to obtain a larger share there. Certainly
the possibi'lity for conflicts of interest was
extensive at the start of hearin

If I had handled this case and the
interventions from the beginning, I would have
gone into this matter in more detail. I was.
however, the fourth Administrative Law Judge
in this proceeding, which had continued for
years and had involved many orders by both
the judges and the Commission. The
Commission had granted interventions to
NCPA and to Southern Cities as represented
by attorneys from this one hw office although
there is some question as to whether the
Commission was aware that both groups of
attorneys were from the same firm. In these
circumstances I felt that I should not for the
first tiine, while pressing the participants to
get to hearing, inquire into the matter further.
especially as it would entail additional delay if
new counsel were required to come into 'the

VIII.Matters Raised by Cornrnenta
Due to the complexity of this cas» and the

volumes of record and exhibits. a draft of the
first six sections of this opinion with ordering
clauses was made available to the participants
for comments. Comments were filed by PGgiE,
Edison, San Diego, NCPA, Southern Cities,
Santa Clara and Staff. There was also an
amicus communication from SMUD, a non.
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'articipant.keply comments were filed by

PGgcE, Edison, San Diego, NCPA, Southern
Cities, Santa Clara and Staff. The Initial
Decision in its present form has incorporated
changes suggested by the comments or
resulting from further consideration in the
light of the comments. Most of them are self-
explanatory. To the extent they are
typographical corrections, factual corrections
that do not affect the reasoning or result, or
language clarification, nothing need be said
here. In some instances, however, matters
raised by the comments willbe addressed here.

PGgcE, Edison and San Diego all state:
that the Commission has no power to order
wheeling. They contend that the remedy of
access to the Intertie lines and to PGgcE and
Edison's grids for the purpose of access to the
Intertie conscitutes a wheeling order and.
therefore, is an inpermissible remedy.

While it is my view chat in fashioning a
remedy for anticompetitive or unduly
discriminatory acts the Commission may order
wheeling, this Initial Decision need not rest
upon that ground. Insofar as PGgtE is
concerned, it has undertake;n by the Stanishus
Commitments to provide wheeling. This Initial
Decision requires modificacion of the
Stanislaus Commitments, which is
unquestionably within the Commission's
jurisdiction, to cure certain provisions which I
have found to be unduly discriminatory,
anticornpetitivc., unjust and unreasonable.

It is also my view that che relief provided
under the botcleneck theory as to access to
transmission over the Intercie lines requires no
wheeling order. Wheeling is the transmission
by the operator of one system, over that
system's facilities, of the power of another
entity. San Diego operates no part of the
Intertie lines, either ac or dc. The ac lines are
operated by Edison and PGhE and the dc line
by LADWP. San Diego does not provide che
wheeling service; that is provided by the
operators. San Diego merely has a right to
have a share in che capacity of both ac and dc
lines. What it is directed to do here is to make
any unused portion of its Incertie capacity
share available to others at all times when it is
not being fully used. If LAWDP poses an
obstacle to San Diego making available some of
its dc line capacicy (in accordance with our
previous discussion), San Diego is required to
cut back on its actual use of the ac lines
sufficiently to be able to provide on the ac line
what chis order calls for it to do, if it cannot do
so on the dc line. San Diego has a contractual
right to receive wheeling from PGgcE and
Edison on the ac lines. It is required by this
order only to make a portion of its rights
available to others. The wheeling obligation of
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PGgcE and Edison arises not from the order of
this Commission buc.from che contract with
San Diego. San Diego is not being ordered to
wheel but merely to transfer ics existing rights
co receive wheeling.

Edison, similarly, has a right to
transmission by PGgcE on the ac lines of power
from the Northwest through norchern and
central California to Edison's area. This
wheeling is accotnplished by POTE, not
Edison. This would assure che NCPA members
and other northern and central California
entities thac, even in the absence of the
Stanislaus Commitments, Edison could
transfer to them a portion of its rights to
wheeling by PGgcE on the ac lines. If LADWP
should prevent transferring a part of Edison's
rights on thc dc line this could be made up by
cutting back Edison's ac lines usage and
shifting its own demands co the dc line. The
Matrix agreemencs between Edison and
Southern Cities would take care of the
transmission within Edison's own territory
including access to and from che Intertie line
over Edison's general grid. As to other southern
California encities, although they have not yet
come into this case, if they should seek
transmission it would be unduly discriminatory
for Edison to refuse service to simi)ar entities
on terms similar to what it has provided in che
Matrix agreements.

As far as PGgcE is concerned, it is
committed by the Scanisiaus Commitments to
provide transmission wichout undue
discrimination both on the Intercie and on its
own ge'neral grid. This includes both interstate
and incrastate transmission on the Intertie.
Again. to the extent LADWP may frustrate
use of PGgcE's capacity on th» dc line, this can
be offset by PGAE cutting back on its own ac
lines transmission. Intrastate transmission by
PGgcE to the southern California area would
take place pursuant to the Stanislaus
Commitments. This obligation arises not from
the Commission order but from PGg:E's
obligacion under the Scanislaus Commitments.
Any agreement for transmission under the
Stanisiaus Commitmencs will, of course, be
subject to filing with this Commission. San
Diego, Edison and PORE will be directed co
file with this Commission, in this proceeding.
any concracts entered into co provide access to
che Intertie, or to PGgcE's or Edison's general
grid for purpose of access to and from the
Intertie.

If it were necessary to order wheeling to
carry ouc the remedies provided by this Initial
Decision, and if, contrary to my opinion, the
Commission lacked authority in this situation
to order wheeling. it wou!d be necessary to
consider the possibility of ocher remedies. One
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course would be to make the necessary factual
findings and suggest that any aggrieved
parties apply for relief in a District Court
which could order the necessary relief, as was
done in che Otter Tail case. The Commission
might also consider ordering the admission of
smaller utilities to the PIA or to parcicipatary
ownership in the Intertie lines with additional
ownership in the ac lines to offset any inability
to obtain rights in the dc line. I could possibly
order sale of power by the PIA companies, to
entities damaged by exclusion from the
Intertie, at rates which would give them ihc
equivalent of whai they could obtain by
importaiion of Northwes!, power if the Iniercie
were available to them. The rerncdy here' .provided will be less disruptive to the
operations of electrical systems in California
than the other remedies which might be
considered.

PGg!E has suggested thai thc material at
page 17 should be omitted or that thc Initial
Decision should indicate that there was no
improper action on the pari of PGg!E counsel.
There was no intention to express approval or
disapproval of any action of counsel for any
party. In considering what arrangements
should be ordered among the parties to the
California Power Pool, including potential
members, it seemed relevant to consider
whether they would be able to work together
and the extent to which cooperation might be
impeded by poor personal relationships. The
relationship between some NCPA counsel and
some PGg!E counsel was unfriendly. It deemed
relevant therefore, boch to this Initial Decision
and to possible changes which the Commission
might consider, that this lack of friendliness
did not extend to relationships between PGg!E
executives and the executives ol'CPA
members. The CPPA operating relationships
v!illbe between executives, nat counsel. Ac the
time of hearing NCPA did noc have executives.
Nevertheless, che fact that its

members'xecutivesand the PGg!E executives had
amicable relations seems to indicace that we
need not expect hostility between NCPA's
executive's and those of PGgcE. I do not find
that the language on page 17 should be
eliminated. In the lighc of counsel's concern,
however, I will emphasi e at this point that no
criticism af counsel was intended or implied by
the btnguage an page 17.

PGhE has suggested (Comments, p. 28)
chat, in considering reserve requirements in
connection with firm power, one- requiremenc
should be chat the source of firm power be noc
more than one control area away from a
California Power Pool member. This might be
a reasonable requirement if the question were
purchases of spinning reserves necessary to
back up power generated by the purchaser.
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Such spinning reserves should be capable of
being promptly available and arc compleieiy
independent of the power which they back up.
PGgcE's recommendation, however, was made
in connection with reserves for purchased firm
power. The seller of ihe firm power will have
provided reserves, including spinning reserve,
to back up its own generation and these
reserves will be immediately availab'Ie to the
seller whether it is one or several concrol areas
removed from che Power Pool. In pract!ce,
PGg:E's su'ggested requirement 'would have
very limited application, in all probability,
since the purchase of firm supplies becomes
mare expensive wich tbe distance they must be
transmitted.

PGg!E (Comments, p. 32) states thai the
requirement an page 22 af tbe Initial Decision
that NCPA must be allowed to buy spinning
reserves from CPP inembers should be
modified to provide that NCPA should also be
required to scil spinning reserve to ocher pool
members. Thc language in the Initial Decision
was directed. to eliminating possible
discrimination against a small utilicy. The
present CPPA parties, in making the required
amendment to the CPPA, may.draft a broader
provision so lang as its terms are just and
reasonable. It seems unlikely that some of the
smaller utilities willhave reserves to sell in any
significant amount, but if they do, ic may be
provided for.

PGgcE also qucscions whether Pool
members may always have reserves available
to sell, and suggesis that in the instance
compensation might bc inadequate. No Pool
member or anyone else is requiri:d to sell what
it does not have or what is needed for che
operation of its own system. I fail co see,
however, why inadequate compensation need

'esultif reserves, emergency pawer or any
other forms of back up are provided for a Pool
member. The supplying entity is entitled co
just and reasonable compensation and the
CCPA or.ocher filed race schedule may sa
provide.

PGRE has urged. in conneciian with the
second criceria for seller's reserves sec forth in
the discussion of reserves for purchased power
under Paragraph 5.01 of ihe CPPA (p. 25);
that not only che level of reserves should be
considered, but also the quality. This Initial
Decision has attempied to deal wiih the
rcquirernents of the CPPA and with the
specific testimony of Mr. Whyce, quoted at
page 24. Neither refers to qualicy of reserves.
If che reserves on that system werc unreliable
for some reason, and'a reasonable means w'ere
specified for determining chis, we would have a
different question. At present, I have no
pravision in this regard upon which co pass.
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PGgcE has raised the question whether
transmission for non.utility entities is required.
So far as access to and from the intertie is
concerned. and access ta transmission on thc
Intertie itself, interruptible access is to be
given on a nondiscriminatory basis to all, both
utilitics and non.utilities. Since the Intertie
cannot accommodate everyone to thc full
extent they desire, the PIA companies will
have to work out how to allot what is available.
Their arrangements must be not unduly
discriminatory and otherwise just and
reasonable, and this Commission may review
them, but in the first instance the PIA
companies will determine how access will be
allotted.

PGStE states it does not interpret the
Initial Decision to require it to transmit
preference power over the Intertie that PGhE
would have bought but for the preference
(Response to Comments. p. 18). Intervenors
urge that if they can purchase power in the
Northwest which PGAZ tried to obtain, they
should have the right to Intertie transmission
PGgtE would have used for the power. I cannot
accept either view as presented. If a PIA
company has Intertie transmission open, it

.must not deny its usc to someone else that has
„bought power the PIA company wanted. It
does not have to reserve capacity to ta)tc the
power, or hold existing open capacity available
until all the particular power has been
transmitted. It is suggested PGhE might rush
out to buy substitute power to fill the apening
on the Intertie and so prevent thc original
power it lost to another from being
transmitted. If it is shown that PGstE bought
power for the purpose of excluding another'
power from the line, this will bc anti-
competitive and improper. If it pure~
power not in order to exclude someone else but
because it has use for thc power itself, this is
permissible, and transmission may bc provided
for PGgtE's power, if necessary, even if this
requires interruption of someone else's
transmission. The line is sometimes hard to
draw between permissible and impermissible
action, but thc legal theory is clear.

The reaching of a particular result in this
proceeding does not mean that all arguments
made in support of that result are accepted. I
have attempted to state thc extent of rcmedics
here provided, and conclusions that additional
remedies must be implied from or must follow
on the remedies ordered are usually
unwarranted.

Lt is orcfcrccf:

(A) The Stanislaus Commitments, and the
contracts referred to in this Initial Decision,
shall be modilied, interpreted and applied as
pravided in this InitialDecision.

(8) To the extent any provision of any
such contract is herein declared to be unduly
anti-competitive, unduly discriminatory or
unjust and unreasonable, it shall have no force
or effect.

(C) In all instances in which revisions of
contract provisions are required. if revision of
other provisions of the contract would effect
the same results here required, such revision of
other provisions may be substituted for or msy
be coordinated with the required revision. Any
revisions to other contract provisions needed to
avoid ambiguity, or confiict with the revised
provisions or the requirements ol this initial
Decision, should also be made, If any such
conllict remains after the revisions are
incorporated in any contract, the provisions of
the rcvisians, and af this Initial Decision, shall
prevail.

(D) Edison, PGhE. San Diego shall give
access to the sc and dc lines of the Pacific
Intertie, and to their transmission lines
necessary for transmission to snd from the
Intertie, on a nondiscriminatory basis in
accordance with this Initial Decision, and for
rates no morc than just and reasonable.

(E) Membership in the California Power
Pool shall be avaihble in accordance with this
Initial Decision snd to the extent provided in
the membership clause to be submitted.

(F) Changes in any contract, and the
Stanislaus Commitments, required by this
initial decision, and all filings required by this
Initial Decision, shall be submitted in this
proceeding for approval within three months af
the date this Initial Decision or any
modification thereof becomes final and nat
subject to review. Such submissions may
include modifications or additions pertnitted
but nat required by this Initial Decision.

(G) This proceeding shall remain open for
the purposes provided by this Initial Decision,
including consideration of any modifications to
any contract or the Stanislaus Commitments to
be submitted for approval.

(H) Except as provided in Ordering
Paragraph (F), this proceeding is terminated.

—Focnnates-
"Commission." -the Commission.- or "this

Commission- refers to the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission or its predecessor. the Federal Power
Commission.

s NCPA is s public agency of the State ol
California crested by s lcint powers agreement
pursuant to Chapter S, Division 7, Title l of the
California Govcrnmcm Code. Each member ol NCPA
awne snd operates an electric dietcibution system for
the supply ol ckctric power and energy within its
boundaries. Five of the member cities—Atsmeds,
Hesldsburg, Lodi. Lompoc snd Ukish—have been
served lcr many years cxclusivcly by Pscil>c Gse snd
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Electric Company ("PG&E"). Five member Cities-
Biggs. Cridley, Palo Alto. Redding and Roseville-
togecher with NCPA succistc member Plumss Sierra
Rural Electric Cooperative purchase their encire
supp!y from the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation Central
Valley Pro)ect ("USBR". "CVP"), marketed by the
Western Area Power Administration (-WAPA").One
member city, Senex Clara. purchases from boch
PC&K and WAPA. NCPA initial Brief p. 2.

¹rice ofCompliance Fi%'ng

(July 16. 1979)

Take notice that on July 5, 1979. the Southern
Cahtornia Edison Company tendered for tiling in
compliance with the Commiuion's order ot June 14.
1979:

I. Agreements between Edison and the
Depsrtr..enc of Water snd Power of the City ot Los
Angeles

A. City—Edison Pacific Intertie DC
Transmission Facilitics Agreement (Executed
March 31, 1966).

B. City Edison Sylmar Intereonneetion
Agreement (Executed March 31 ~ 1966).

C. Amendment No. 1 to City—Edison Sylmar
Interconnection Agreement (Executed February 1 1,
1971).

II. Other Documenu

A. Amendment No. 2 to thc Pacitic Interne
Agreement dated March 1, 1970.

B. Midway Interconnection hgreemenc between
Pacific Css and Electri Company (PC&K) and
Edison dated March 12, 1970.

C. Pacific Power & Light Company —California
Companies Agreement for Usc of Transmission
Capacity dated August I, 1967.

D. California Power & Light Company—
California Companies Agreement for Use of
Trsnsmiuton Capacity dated Auguu 1 ~ 1967.

E. California Companies Pacific Intertie
Agreement Coordination Committee Rulings l-cl.

Also. pursuant to the Commission's order of June
14, 1979, Pacific Cas snd Electric Company and San
Diego Gas & Electri Company on July 5, 1979,
jointly filed:

(I) United States Department o( the Interior.
Bureau of Reclamation, Central Valley Project.
California: Contract with Pacific Gas and Electri
Company for inuailation, operation and maintenance
of facilities st Round Mountain. and for the operation
and maintenance of Bureau EHV Line, dated July
31, 1967.

(2) United States Department of the Interior.
Bureau of Reclamation, Central Valley Project.
California: Contract vrith Pacifi«Cas and Electric
Company tor installation, operation and maintenance
of facilities at Coctonwood Substation, dated July 31.
1967.

(3) Amendmenc Number Two to California
Pacific Intertie Agreement. dated March 1, 1970.

(4) Midway Interconnection Agreement between
Pacific Gas arid Electric Company and Southern
California Kdiscn Company, dated March 12. 1970.
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(5) Letter Agreement - dated May 29, 1968
between Pacific Gas and Electric Company and
Bureau of Rec(amation.

(6) Letter Agreemcnc dated July 9. 1969.
between Pacific Gss and Electric Company and
Bureau of Reclamation.

(7) Letter Agreemenc dated November 20. 1967
between Psciti«Cas and Eieccric Company. San
Diego Gas & Electric Company snd Souchern
California Edison Company.I'8) Letter Agreement dated March l. 1970
between Pacific Cas & Electee Company. Ssn Diego
Gss & Electric Company and Southern Edison
Company.

(9) The presently effective rulinrs of the
Ccordinstion Commtuee of the California Companies
Pacific Intertie Agreement (Ruling Nos. 1. 6. 7, 10.
16. 17, 18. 19. 20. 22. 23. 24, 25, 30, 31. 32. 33. 36.
37, 38. 39. 40. 41 ~ and 42).

(10) Ruling Nos. 4 and 7 of the Board of Control
of the California Power Pool Agreement.

Supplemcnrsl ¹cice of Compliance Filing

(Auguu 1 ~ 1979)

In addition to the filing ot the contracts listed on
the notice iuucd in this docket on July 16. 1979.
Pacific Gss & Electric Company snd Ssn Diego Gas
& Electric Company jointly listed the following
contracts which are wichin che scope of the
Commiuion's order but which have already been
filed:

Contract —FZRC Rate Schertvle ¹.
(I) Letter Agreement dated August 25. 1966—

Supplement No. 3 to PC&K Rate Schedule FPC No.
38

(2) Letter of Agreement to Supplement The
California Companies Pacific Intertie Agreement For
the Two-Year Period April 1 ~ 1968 co hiarch 31. 1970.
dated August 25. 1556—Supplement No. 2 to PC&E
Race Schccfulc FPC No. 38

(3) Itlwcratton ot Costs and Revenues Allccacion.
dated Auguu 25, 1966—Part of PC&K Rate
Schedule FPC No. 38, relates to Section 5 of CCPIA
and Exhibit C

(4) Amendment Number One to California
Companies Pacific Intertie hgreemenc dated January
10, 1968—Supplement No. I to PC&K Rate Schedule
FPC No. 38

(5) Agreement For Use of Transmission Capacity
Pacific Power & Light Company, Paci(ic Css &
Electric Company, Southern California Edison
Company, San Diego Cas & Electric Company. dated
August 1, 1967-PP&L Rate Schedule FPC No. 86

(6) United States Department of the Interior.
Bureau of Reclamation, Central Valley Project.
Californiat Contract with California Companies tor
Extra High Voltage Transmission and Exchange
Service, dated July 31 ~ 1967—PC&K Rate Schedule
No. 35

(7) Contract Between California Coznpanies and
Sacramento Municipal Utility Diurict for Extra
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High Voltage Transmission and Exchange Service,
dated August 1. 1967—PCgcE Rate Schedule FPC
No. 37

(3) Contract Between State of California and
California Companies for the Sale, Interchange and
Extra High Voltage Transmission of Electric
Capacity hnd Energy, dated August 1 ~ 1967—PC(rE
Rate Schedule FPC No. 36

(9) Early Service Agreement. dated August 29,
1sc57 PGgtK Rate Schcdulc FPC No. 39

(10) Assignment and Agreement Relating to
Canadian Entitlement Exchange Agreement. dated
March )0. 1966 Exhibit A to PChE Rate Schedule
FPC No. 40

(ll) California Entities Canadian Znchlement
Power Reassignment Agreement for Yean 1968-1970.
dated August 29, 1967—PCgrE Race Schedule FPC
No. 40

(12) Power Sales Concrscc executed by the
United States of America, Department of che Interior
acting by and through the Bonneville Power
Administrator and Pacilic Gas snd Electric
Company. dated July 31, 1967—PGgtE Race
Schedule FPC No. 32

(13) Power Sales Contract executed by che
United States of America, Deparcment of the Interior
acting by and through Bonneville Power
Administrator and San Diego Gas fk Electric
Company, dated December 29, 1967~K Rate
Schedule FPC No. 35

(14) Power Sales Contract executed by thc
United States of America, Depanment of the Interior
~ cting by and through the Bonneville Power
Adininistrator and Souchern California Edison
Company. dated July 31, 1967~ Race SchedWc
FPC No. 33

(15) Exchange Agreemenc executed by the
United States of America. Depanment of the Interior
acting by and through the Bonneville Power
hdministracor and Pacific Cas and Electric
Company, dated July 31 ~ 1967—FPC Rate Schedule
FPC No.33

(16) Exchange Agreement executed by the
United States of America, Department of the Interio
sccing by aced through the Bonneville Power
Administrator and San Diego Cas gi Electric
Company, dated December 29, 1967—SDGgiE Race
Schedule FPC No. 16

(17) Exchange Agreeinent executed by the
United States of America. Department of che Interior
acting by and chrough the Bonneville Power
Administrator and Southern California Edison
Coinpany, dated July 31, 1967—5CE Rate Schedule
FPC No. 36

In addition to filing thc contracts listed on the
previous notice issued July 16. 1979 tn this docket.
Southern California Edison Company listed the
following contracts which are within the scope of the
Commission's order but which haw already been
filed:

1. Pacific Intertie Agreement. SCZ FPC Rate
Schedule No. 40.

2. Illustration of Coats and Revenues Allocation,
dated 8/25/66. SCE FPC Rate Schedule No. 40.
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3. Letter Agreement becween the California
Companies. dated 8/25/66 to the PsciTic Intertie
Agreement. SCZ FPC Race Schedule No. 40.

4. Letter "hgreemenc to Supplement the
California Companies-Pacific Intertie Agreement.
dated 8/25/66. SCZ FPC Rate Schedule No. 40,

5. Amendment 1 to thc Paciffc Intertie
Agreement. SCZ FPC Rate Schedule No. 40.

6. Amendment 2 co the Pacific Intertie
Agreemenc. Submitted herewi ch.

7. PPgiL Calif. Companies Trsnsinission
Agreement. Submitted herewich.

8. USBR-California Companies EHV
Transmission and Exchange Service. SC- FPC Race
Schedule No. 37.

9. SMUD.California Companies EHV
Transmission and Exchange Service Concrsct. SCE
FPC Rate Schedule No. 39.

10. Stace.California Companies Sale.
Interchange. and EHV Trsnsinission Contract. SCE
FPC Rate Schedule No. 38.

11. LADWP dlson Pacific Incertic DC
Transmission Facilities Agreement. Submitted
herewith.

12. LADWP.SCZ Sylmsr Interconnections
Agreement. Submit(cd herewith.

13. Assignmenc and hgrcemcnt Relating to
Canadian Kntitlcmenc Exchange Agreement. SCE
FPC Rate Schedule No. 42.

14. BPAOCE Exchange Agreement BPA No.
1403.54126. SCZ FPC Rate Schedule No. 36.

15. BPAZC Power Sales Contract, BPA No.
144)3-54125, SCE FPC Rate Schedule No. 35.

16. Early Transmission Service Agreement.wich
LADWP, dated 8/29/67, SCZ Race Schedule No. 41,
Terminated March 31. 1970.

17. 1970 Service Agreement (Extension of Early
Serviec Agreemenc with LADWP) dated 4/1/70.
Tcnninaced Msy 31 ~ 1970.

18. Midway Interconnection Agreement between
PGgiE and SCK. Submitted herewith.

19, California Power Pool Board o( Control
Rulings 4 and 7. Submitted herewith.

20. Call(ornia Companies Pacific Intertie
Agreement Coordination Coinmiccee Rulings IA1.

Submitted herewith.

21. Settlement Agreement becween Edison snd
the Cities of Anaheim. Banning and Riverside. See
SCE FPC Rate Schedule No. 15.4 (Anaheim), 213
(Banning), and 17.4 (Riwrsidc).

22. Settlement Agreement between Edison and
the Anxa Electric Cooperative. Inc. See SCE'FPC
Race Schedule No. 192.

23. Settlement Agreement Between Edison and
the City ot Colton. See SCK FPC Race Schedule No.
31.5.

24. Settlement hgnement between Edison and
che Southern California Water Company. See SCE
FPC Rate Schedule No.333.

25. Scccfemenc Agreement becween Edison and
the City of Vernon. See SCE FPC Rate Schedule No.
13.5.
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26. Seuletnent Agreement between Edison and
the City of hzusa. See SCE FPC Rate Schedule No.
16.4.

27. Integrated Operacions Agreement between
tbe City of Anaheim and Edison. See SCE FPC Rate
schedule No. 9S.

2S, Integrated Operations Agreement between
the City oi Riverside and Edison. See SCE FPC Rate
Schedule No. 94.

~ These were:

(I) USBR SCE Interconnection Contract

(2) Agreement ol Parties to )be California Power
Pool Agreement Concerning City Edison Pacific
Imertie D-C Transmission Facilities Agreement and
City.Edison Smylar Interconnection Agreement.
Dated March 2S, I966.

(3) Agreement of Parties to the California Power
Pool Agreement Concerning City Edison Pacific
Imertie D-C Transmission Facilities Agreement and
City Edison Smylar Interconnection Agreement.
Dated April l. 1966.

(4) Letter of Understanding Regarding Seven
Party Agreement Dated January 14, 1969

(S) Intersuppiiers Contract

(6) Oroville.Tbermolito Po er Sale Contract
Dated November 29, )967

(7) Contract Among the California Companies
with respect to purchase of power'enerated at
Oroviile Tbermolito Power Plant

In addition, tbe followmg documents were
ordered to be cross referenced to Docket No. E.7777
(11):

(I) PP(kLPG(tE Sales and Energy Exchange
Contract

(2) The document superseding the PP(rL:PG(kE
memorandum (Payment for use of PPhL Rv line)

(3) State (California)—Suppliers Contract
(including supplemems)

a The deficient Party shall be excused from
making tbe a(oresaid payments to the extent that the
Spinning Reserve Deficiency on which they are based
was caused by (a) an Emergency on the Area System
o( any Party. (b) a Capacity Resources Deficiency for
which payments are being made in accordance with
paragraph S.C3. tc) furnishing Emergency Service or
Capacity Resources Standby Service. or (d) forces or
conditions which were unpredictable in the sole
Judgment of the Board of Control.
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issued Feb

Curtis L. Wagner, Jr., Chief Administr

ruary 8, 1984)

ative Law Judge.

Pacific Gas Transmission Company, Docket No. RP83-113400, et al.;
Pacific Interstate Transmission Company, Docket No. RP83-135<00
Pacific Offshore Pipeline Company, Docket No. RP83-13&000;
El Paso Natural Gas Company, Docket No. RPS3-13%00; '',
Transwestern Pipeline Company, Docket No. RP81-130-007, et al.

Order of Chief Judge Denying Requests for Rcconsiderauon

On December 9, 1983, Pacific Gas
Transmission Company and Pacific Gas and
Electric Company filed a loin( request thac the
Chief Administrative Law Judge reconsider
and reverse his order of December 6, 1583.
severing issue and consolidating proceedings in
the abovc-captioncd dockcts [25 FERC
'[63,052). On December IS, 1583, El Paso
Natural Gas Company filed a motion for
rcconsidcracion of th» above described order of
the Chief Judge requesting that the order be
modified to permit thc tninimum
bill/minimum take and rate design issues,
which have already been heard and briefed in
Docket No. RPSI-130400, c( al., to be decided
without delay or, in the alternative, that thc
Chief Judge's order be modified to permit the
issue in the Transwcs(em case which is unique
to that pipeline —whether Transwcstcrn
Pipeline Company, through the operation of its
minimum bill/minimum take provisions,
should be permitted to require Southern
Califarrtia Gas Company, through its affiliate
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Pacific Lighting Gas Supply Cotnpany to
purchase and receive from Transwestcrn
quantities of gas which Transwcstcrn itself is
purchasing on a "bcstwffarts" basis fram
intrastate and interstate sources —to proceed
to an carly decision. On December 16, 1983,
the Gas Service Company filed a motion, for
reconsideration of the portion of che Chief
Judge's order which severs the minimum bill
issue and related rate design matters from
Docket No. RP81.130.000, cc af.", and
consalidatcs chose issues with the proceeding in
Docket No. RP83-113400. ct af. Answers were
filed an December 23, 1983, by Trartswcstcrn
Pipeline Company opposing Pacific Gas
Transmission Company's and Pacific Gas and
Eleccric Company's matian, and an December
30, 1583, by Arizona Public Service Company,
Gas Company of Ncw Mexico, Southern Union
Gas Company and Southwest Gas Corporation
oppasing Pacific Gas Transmission Company's
and Pacific Gas and Electric Company's
motions, but supporting El Paso Natural Gas

Federal Enorgy Guldollnes
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CASE TITLE: PG&E v. City of Healdsburg, et al.
COURT/CASE NO: Sonoma County Superior Court, No. 127234

PROOF OF SERVICE

am employed in the County of Sacramento; my business
address is 555 Capitol Mall, Suite 950, Sacramento, California
95814; I am over the age of eighteen years and am not a party
to the foregoing action.

September 4, 1984 I served the document named
below on plaintiff by placing a true copy thereof in an envelope
addressed to plaintiff's counsel as follows:

12

ROBERT OHLBACH, ESQ.
SHIRLEY A. SANDERSON, ESQ.
STUART K. GARDINERp ESQ.
RANDALL J. LITTENEKER, ESQ.
77 Beale Street, Room 101
San Francisco, CA 94106

Federal Express Airbill
No. 774-908-643

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

which envelope, with delivery charges thereon to be billed to
my employer's Federal Express account, was then sealed and
delivered to a representative of Federal Express in Sacramento,
California.a.

In addition, I served the document named below on plaintiff
by placing a true copy thereof in an envelope addressed toplaintiff's counsel as follows:

ROBERT OHLBACH, ESQ.
SHIRLEY A SANDERSONg ESQ
STUART K. GARDINER, ESQ.
RANDALL J. LITTENEKER, ESQ.
P. O. Box, 7442:.
San Francisco, CA 94120

which envelope, with postage thereon fully prepaid, was then
sealed and deposited in a mail box regularly maintained by the
United States Postal Service in Sacramento, California.
DOCUMENT SERVED: APPENDICES TO DEFENDANT'S REPLY MEMORANDUM

IN SUPPORT OF DEMURRER

26

I declare under penalty of'perjury that the foregoing is
. true and correct.

27

28

@COON, HOLLAND
4 ALLKM

A~RSSVPIW ~TAN

Executed on Se tember 4, 1984
California. , 'at Sacramento,

Barbara Go don

~ ~
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